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PREFACE
TO SECOND EDITION.

IN this second edition of my
"
Manual," the original purpose

of the book has been adhered to so far as giving an outline

of all the important photographic processes and their appli-

cation is concerned. The large quantity of new matter

requiring to be referred to, and, where practicable, dealt

with in detail, has made it necessary to condense some of

the less important articles
; and, although brevity has been

necessary, I have endeavoured to include notices of all

processes and apparatus which have been introduced during

the last seven years.

The publishers and myself have to thank many friends

for supplying illustrations and information, and special

references will be found where the subjects are dealt with.

The beauty of some of the plates is sufficient evidence of the

advance the art has made within the period named.

A. BROTHERS.

MANCHESTER, January 1899.





PEEFACE.

IN the preparation of the following work, my aim has been to

produce a Handbook for the use of Students of Photography,

which should both give the results of practical experience,

and include as far as possible within a moderate compass

information gathered from many sources, and not readily

accessible.

The newer methods have been dealt with in sufficient

detail, but I have also throughout given special attention to

the processes in use prior to the introduction of the gelatino-

bromide method. Some of these processes are in danger of

being neglected through the facilities which the newer

methods have introduced. But, as I have shown, the new

processes do not give results equal to the old, and are totally

unsuitable for some purposes such as for making negatives

for photo-lithography, and in various other ways.

To these older processes, therefore, I have given such

prominence as their practical usefulness demands.

Where practicable, the plates illustrate the processes

described, and these plates make the work distinctly more

serviceable to students. To those who have rendered aid

in this respect, the Publishers, with myself, desire to ofter

the fullest acknowledgment. Our thanks are particularly

due to Billing, Son, Co., Mr. Brennan, Messrs. Boussod,

Valadon & Co., Mr. Chapman, Messrs. A. & C. Dawson, Mr.
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J. H. T. Ellerbeck, Mr. Gale, Mr. G. J. Johnson, the Meisen-

bach Company, Messrs. Norbury & Sons, Mr. H. P. Robinson,

Miss E. G. Thomson, Messrs. Thornton & Pickard, Messrs.

Waterlow & Sons, Mr. Wolfe and to these I would add the

name of my son, Mr. H. E. Brothers, B.Sc. (Lond.), who

revised Chapters II. and III. in Part I.

A. BROTHERS.

MANCHESTER, April 1892.
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MANUAL OF PHOTOGKAPHY,

PART I.

INTRODUCTORY.

CHAPTEK I.

HISTORICAL SKETCH.

EARLY in the present century, the idea that light could be made to

impress images produced by itself on paper and other material made
sensitive by chemical means, appears first to have been thought of,

and to have been put to practical test. All that was known until

1834 has comparatively little interest, if we except what was done

by Niepce. The fact that the substance called horn silver turned black

when exposed to daylight was known to some of the alchemists
;
but it

was the chemist Scheele who, in 1777, first investigated the action of

light on compounds of silver. Next, we have the fact that Wedgwood
and Davy, in the first years of this century, made prints on paper and
white leather by means of silver salts. The importance of these early

experiments does not appear to have occurred to those who made them,

probably from the fact that the pictures so produced could only be

examined in feeble light, as they were not fixed or made permanent;
and at that time only such objects as were capable of being printed by
their own shadows, or could be placed directly on the paper or leather

could be photographed, the parts darkened by the sun giving a negative

impression of their forms.

In the experiments of M. Niepce of Chalons (1814) we have another

substance introduced, bitumen of Judea ; and although he did not use

salts of silver, he may be said to have experimented in the direction

which led to most valuable discoveries, as in the present day bitumen

is utilised in various ways. Niepce seems to have used the camera

obscura, the invention of Baptista Porta, who was born at Naples in

1538. The bitumen, as employed by Niepce, was spread on metal

plates, and exposed in the camera much in the same way as we now
A
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expose our more sensitive plates. It is the singular property of

bitumen that the parts which have been acted on by daylight when

exposed in the camera, or when placed under an object in contact with

it, become hardened, so that the solvents employed to develop the

picture will only affect those parts which have been protected from the

light, and this makes it valuable in photography. The action of light
on bitumen is, however, so very slow, that an exposure of many hours

is required to produce any result in the camera.

The wonderful beauty of the pictures formed by the camera lucida

and camera obscura appears to have suggested both to Daguerre and

Talbot the possibility, or at least the desirability, of discovering some
means by which the picture could be permanently fixed on paper.

Daguerre, as a painter of scenery for the diorama which he opened
in Paris in 1822, used the camera for sketching, and his desire to

utilise the picture as produced by light led to his introduction to

Niepce. A partnership was the result (in 1829). After trying the

methods of Wedgwood, Davy, and Niepce, Daguerre used plates of

silver made sensitive to the action of light by the vapour of iodine,

but the picture was latent, or invisible to the eye. By a fortunate

accident, one of the plates which had been exposed to light in the

camera was placed in a cupboard to be cleaned off and used again, the

exposure not having been sufficient for Daguerre's purpose ;
but he

was surprised to find, some hours afterwards, that a perfect picture
had developed, and on a careful investigation it was found that the

result was caused by the vapour of mercury. Here, then, was a most

valuable discovery, the result of an "accident," and the process was
at once of commercial as well as scientific importance.

The difficulty of "
fixing

" the picture remained. Sodium chloride

(common salt) was used for the purpose, but the discovery by Sir

John Herschel of the action of hyposulphite of soda on the salts of

silver enabled Daguerre's discovery to be made more complete. The
results of Herschel's experiments are referred to under the title

Sodium Tliiosulpliate.

Daguerre attempted to form a company to carry out his discovery ;

but that failed. He, however, showed his pictures to M. Arago, who

brought the matter before the Academy of Sciences in Paris in 1839,
and with the immediate result that the French Government granted

Daguerre 6000 francs as a pension for life, and to Isidore Niepce

(successor in the partnership to his father) a pension of 4000 francs,

on condition that the process should be published and not patented
a present to the whole civilised world. The process, however, was

patented in England, and large sums were paid for the right to use

it
;
as much as ^1000 was paid for the exclusive rights in some large

towns.

Since the foregoing was written a manual or pamphlet by Daguerre
has come into the writer's hands. It was translated by Dr. Memes,
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and published in 1839 by Messrs. Smith, Elder, & Co., of London.

The title is,
"
History and Practice of Photogenic Drawing on the

True Principles of the Daguerreotype, &c.," by L. J. M. Daguerre.
Of this little manual, consisting of about ninety pages, and six pi

of drawings of the apparatus used in the process, the translator says :

"In presenting this little work to the British public, the translator

may perhaps be permitted to observe of his original, that, in all the

circumstances, it is one of the most interesting works ever given to

the world. It is the first manual of a new science."

In this manual is given, first a series of plates with details of all

the apparatus necessary for producing the pictures on silver plates.

Next is given the " Bill for rewarding the authors "
(Daguerre and

Niepce). This is followed by the speech by M. Duchutel to the

Chamber of Deputies, describing the nature of the discovery, and

proposing the amount of the pensions. After this follows a most

interesting address to the Chamber by M. Arago, who gives a concise

history of the subject, beginning with the invention of the camera by
Porta. Amongst other matters in the eloquent address by M. Arago,
remarks occur on the cost of the material, which for the plates was

about three or four francs
;
if this amount appeared much, it is observed

that the same plate
"

is capable of receiving in succession a hundred

different designs ;

" and following this is a remark bv the translator to
s O /

the effect that a set of apparatus cost about 20 a sum which at the

present day seems little, when it is remembered that a small camera

alone might cost one-half the sum named. Arago 's address was delivered

before one of the largest meetings of the Assembly ever held, so great
was the interest felt in the announcement of Daguerre's discovery.

The address is too long to be given in full here, but a few extracts will

convey a fair idea of its purport. The following passages occur :

"The daguerreotype, then, does not demand a single manipulation
which is not perfectly easy to every person. It requires no know-

ledge of drawing, and does not depend upon any manual dexterity.

By observing a few very simple directions, any one may succeed with

the same certainty and perform as well as the author of the inven-

tion. The promptitude of the method is perhaps that which has

most astonished the public. In reality, ten or twelve minutes in the

dull weather of winter are amply sufficient for taking a view of a

monument, a section of a town, or a landscape. In summer this time

may be reduced one half. Under the skies of the South not more

than two or three minutes will be necessary.
" But it is of importance to remark that these ten or twelve minutes

in winter, these five or six minutes in summer, these two or three

minutes in southern regions, express merely the time during which

the plate of metal is exposed to the lenticular image. To this space
must be added the time of unpacking and adjusting the camera, the

time spent in preparing the plate, and the few minutes necessary for
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the final operation of rendering the picture thus obtained insensible

to the future action of light. Added together, all these different stages
of the process may extend the whole period employed to thirty minutes

or three quarters of an hour. Those persons are deceived, then, who

suppose that during a journey they may avail themselves of brief

intervals while the carriage slowly mounts a hill to take views of a

country."
This last paragraph has peculiar interest with reference to the

facilities now offered to the tourist, who can carry in his pockets all

he requires for taking half-a-dozen pictures, each of which would not

occupy more than a few moments.

Of the greatest interest is the following paragraph : "Let us not

hesitate, then, to announce the fact : the re-agents discovered by M.

Daguerre will speed onward the progress of those sciences which confer

the highest honour on the human mind. By their aid the philosopher
will be enabled henceforth to proceed on the principle of absolute in-

tensities
;
he will compare lights by their effects. If he find it useful,

the same tablet will present him with the impression of the dazzling

beams of the sun, and with the pencillings of rays three hundred thou-

sand times fainter than those of the moon the rays of the stars."

At the end of his important address (the object of which, it should

be stated, was to recommend the Chamber of Deputies to adopt

unanimously the Bill for granting the annuities) Arago says: "The

importance of this latter engagement
"

(to make known all future im-

provements) "will certainly not appear doubtful to any person when
we inform you, that a very slight advance beyond his present progress
will enable M. Daguerre to apply his processes to executing portraits

from life." So that at this date, 3rd July 1839, the process was not

adapted for portraiture ;
and although Arago speaks of the "

eagerness
of foreign nations to lay hold of an erroneous date, of a doubtful fact,

of the slightest pretext, in order to stir up questions of priority for

the purpose of adding to their own crown of discovery the beautiful

ornaments which the photographic inventions will ever form "
(of

course alluding to Talbot's claim), it was reserved for an Englishman
to complete Daguerre's discovery, and the name of John Frederick

Goddard should ever be remembered in connection with the daguerreo-

type process.

The commission of which Arago was the mouthpiece was com-

posed of MM. Arago, Etienne, Carl, Vatout, de Beaumont, Tournouer-

Delessort (Francois), Combarel de Leyval, and Yitet, all names dis-

tinguished in science.

The matter of the pensions was brought before the Chamber of

Peers on the 3ist July 1839 by M. Gay-Lussac, who was one of the

commission, composed of the following peers : Barons Athalin, Besson,

Gay-Lussac, the Marquis de Laplace, Vicomte Simeon, Baron Thenard,

and the Comte de Noe.
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In his address, Gay-Lussac goes over very much the same

as that traversed by Arago, while urging Daguerre's claim for the

pension, and says :

" The principal advantage of Daguerre's pro*

consists in obtaining quickly, and yet with the utmost exactness,

presentations of objects, whether to preserve this identical image, or

to reproduce it by engraving or lithography. Hence it is conceived

that, limited to the possession of a single individual, an art like this

could not find sufficient exercise.

"On the contrary, given to the public, this process will receive in

the hands of the painter, architect, traveller, naturalist, innumerable

applications, all more or less useful to mankind. Lastly, as the secret

of an individual, the invention itself would long remain stationary,

and perhaps might retrograde ;
rendered public, it will be extended

and improved by a general emulation."

Viewed in the light of all that has passed connected with the art

of photography since the addresses by two of the most eminent scientific

men who ever lived were delivered, the words of Arago and Gay-
Lussac have the highest interest

;
and as the originals are not generally

available, the writer regrets that space prevents the reproduction

entire of the speeches from which these short extracts have been made.

In the second chapter of his little pamphlet, Daguerre gives de-

scriptions of the discoveries of Niepce ;
in the third there is a practical

description of the daguerreotype ;
and in the concluding chapter is

described the method of dioramic painting.

To the enthusiast in photographic matters, this, the first of the

very large number of manuals devoted to the art, is of the greatest

possible interest, and it is scarcely equalled by the description which

Talbot has recorded of his own experiments.
The early daguerreotype pictures required very long exposures in

the camera, and for that reason portraiture was scarcely practicable.

Portraits, however, were taken, fifteen or twenty minutes in the

strongest light being necessary to obtain a picture. After the dis-

covery of the action of iodine on the silver plate and the effect of the

vapour of mercury in causing the image to develop, it only required

the great improvement introduced by the late Mr. J. F. Goddard in

1840 of the exposure of the iodised plate to the vapour of bromine, to

make Daguerre's discovery perfect.
1 The effect of this discovery was

to reduce the time of exposure from twenty minutes to twenty seconds,

and a little later pictures could be taken in a small fraction of a second.

The image on the silvered plate is of a very delicate character, and

1 In 1864 Mr. Talbot claimed that he first used potassium bromide in photo-

graphy ;
but as Hunt in his "Manual," 5th edition, 1857, states that Mr. Goddard

first used the vapour of bromine as early as 1839, and from other evidence, it is Q

that the only practical use of bromine in photography was that referred to ubi>\< ,

and that Mr. Goddard must at least be considered an independent disci .vrrer, as

there is no doubt whatever that the daguerreotype process owed its MICCVSS t.i the
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liable to injury by the tarnishing of the silver on exposure to the air.

This defect was lessened by "gilding" the picture, as it was termed,

by means of sel d'or. This process, however, although it added to the

permanence of the picture, did not entirely remove the defect, as the

photographic image was easily destroyed by the slightest friction, and

the silver still in the course of time became tarnished, unless carefully

protected from the air. The daguerreotype possesses one advantage
over all other kinds of photograph the picture remains perfect be-

neath the tarnished film no matter how badly the surface of the silvered

plate may be discoloured
;
and on carefully removing the tarnish by

chemical means, the picture is restored to all its original beauty. Fine

daguerreotypes are indeed "
things of beauty," and since after nearly

sixty years many of those wonderful pictures are as perfect as on the

day they were finished, we may perhaps hope that some will remain

"joys forever." It is not too much to say that no photograph can

exceed in beauty a good daguerreotype.
Beautiful as is the daguerreotype, however, it has the disadvantage

of showing the picture reversed when taken direct in the camera, and

although this defect can be removed by the use of a reversing prism or

mirror, it was not always convenient to use the camera in that way.
There was yet another disadvantage, viz., the picture was a positive,

and could not be multiplied on paper. Great as these drawbacks were,

the process was very popular for many years, large prices, from one to

five or six guineas, being commonly charged for portraits; and when
the work was of the best kind, the results were worth the money paid,

as it is very unlikely that the process will ever be revived, and every

year the old pictures become more valuable.

Concurrently with what has been said about Daguerre's process, it

is felt that Talbot's method should have been described
;

but there

cannot be much doubt that Niepce and Daguerre are entitled to the

claim of priority as discoverers. Daguerre was the inventor of an

excellent process ; but Talbot's method, that is, the negative process,

and the consequent means of reproduction, has become of far greater

use, as it is practically Talbot's paper, prepared with silver chloride,

which is used so largely at the present time.

It has already been noticed that Daguerre used the camera obscura

that is, a dark box in which the image is produced by the lens placed
at one end. The landscape or other object is seen on the ground glass

opposite the lens with all the colour of nature, and it might occur to

any one how desirable a thing it would be to be able to preserve the

application named. In the British Journal of Photography of April 28, 1893, there

is a question,
" Who first applied Bromine in Daguerreotyping ?

" and it is stated by
Mr. Julius F. Sachse that it was an American, Dr. P. B. Goddard, who first used

bromine as an accelerator. This in no way detracts from Mr. J. F. Goddard's dis-

covery, as it was quite independently made. The two surnames are the same, but the

parties were not related.
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pictures depicted by the instrument. This was Daguerre's idea, which

he realised by his method in all respects excepting the colour. Such
also was Talbot's thought as early as 1833, but ne was using the camera
lucida both instruments give similar results, but the cameras are used

in different ways. In the one case, the image is viewed in the box or

on the surface placed to receive it; but in the other, the image is

viewed on a white or other surface placed horizontally and without a

dark box, and by careful manipulation an outline of the picture viewed

may be made with considerable accuracy. Such was Talbot's method
of sketching from Nature.

The account of Talbot's discovery, as related by himself, is important.
It will be found in " The Pencil of Nature," published in 1844, and as

the facts stated are valuable in the history of photography, it may be

appropriately introduced here. The experiments referred to undoubtedly
led to the first practicable method of photography in this country.

Talbot says :

" One of the first days of the month of October 1833,
I was amusing myself on the lovely shores of the Lake of Coino, in

Italy, taking sketches with Wollaston's camera lucida, or rather I

should say, attempting to take them
;
but with the smallest possible

amount of success. For when the eye was removed from the prism
in which all looked beautiful I found that the faithless pencil had

only left traces on the paper melancholy to behold.

"After various fruitless attempts, I laid aside the instrument, and

came to the conclusion, that its use required a previous knowledge of

drawing, which unfortunately I did not possess.
"I. then thought of trying again a method which I had tried many

years before. This method was, to take a camera obscura, and to throw

the image of the objects on a piece of transparent tracing paper laid

on a pane of glass in the focus of the instrument. On this paper the

objects are distinctly seen, and can be traced on it with a pencil with

some degree of accuracy, though not without much time and trouble.
"
I had tried this simple method during former visits to Italy in

1823 and 1824, but found it in practice somewhat difficult to manage,
because the pressure of the hand and pencil upon the paper tends to

shake and displace the instrument (insecurely fixed, in all probability,

while taking a hasty sketch by a roadside, or out of an inn-window) ;

and if the instrument is once deranged, it is most difficult to get it back

again, so as to point truly in its former direction.

" Besides which, there is another objection, namely, that it battles

the skill and patience of the amateur to trace all the minute details

visible on the paper ; so that, in fact, he carries away with him little

beyond a mere souvenir of the scene which, however, certainly has its

value when looked back to in long after-years.
"
Such, then, was the method which I proposed to try again, and

to endeavour, as before, to trace with my pencil the outlines of the

scenery depicted on the paper. And this led me to reflect on the
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inimitable beauty of the pictures of Nature's painting which the glass

lens of the camera throws upon the paper in its focus fairy pictures,

creations of a moment, and destined as rapidly to fade away.
" It was during these thoughts that the idea occurred to me . . .

how charming it would be if it were possible to cause these natural

images to imprint themselves durably, and remain fixed upon the

paper
"And why should it not be possible? I asked myself.

"The picture, divested of the ideas which accompany it, and con-

sidered only in its ultimate nature, is but a succession or variety of

stronger lights thrown upon one part of the paper, and of deeper
shadows on another. Now light, where it exists, can exert an action,

and, in certain circumstances, does exert one sufficient to cause changes
in material bodies. Suppose, then, such an action could be exerted on

the paper ;
and suppose the paper could be visibly changed by it. In

that case surely some effect must result having a general resemblance

to the cause which produced it : so that the variegated scene of light

and shade might leave its image or impression behind, stronger or

weaker on different parts of the paper according to the strength or

weakness of the light which had acted there.
" Such was the idea that came into my mind. Whether it had

ever occurred to me before amid floating philosophic visions, I know

not, though I rather think it must have done, because on this occasion

it struck me so forcibly. I was then a wanderer in classic Italy, and,

of course, unable to commence an inquiry of so much difficulty : but,

lest the thought should again escape me, between that time and my
return to England, I made a careful note of it in writing, arid also of

such experiments as I thought would be most likely to realise it, if it

were possible.
" And since, according to chemical writers, the nitrate of silver is a

substance peculiarly sensitive to the action of light, I resolved to make
a trial of it, in the first instance, whenever occasion permitted on my
return to England.

" But although I knew the fact from chemical books, that nitrate

of silver was changed or decomposed by light, still I had never seen

the experiment tried, and therefore I had no idea whether the action

was a rapid or a slow one ; a point, however, of the utmost importance,

since, if it were a slow one, my theory might prove but a philosophic
dream.

" Such were, as nearly as I can now remember, the reflections

which led me to the invention of this theory, and which first impelled
me to explore a path so deeply hidden among Nature's secrets. And
the numerous researches which were afterwards made whatever suc-

cess may be thought to have attended them cannot, I think, admit of

a comparison with the value of the first and original idea.

"In January 1834, I returned to England from my Continental
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tour, and soon afterwards I determined to put my theories and specu-
lations to the test of experiment, and see whether they had any real

foundation.

"Accordingly I began by procuring a solution of nitrate of silver,

and with a brush spread some of it upon a sheet of paper, which wa>

afterwards dried. When this paper was exposed to the sunshine, I

was disappointed to find that the effect was very slowly produced in

comparison with what I had anticipated.
" I then tried the chloride of silver, freshly precipitated and

spread upon paper while moist. This was found no better than

the other, turning slowly to a darkish violet colour when exposed to

the sun.
c; Instead of taking the chloride already formed, and spreading it

upon paper, I then proceeded in the following way. The paper was

first washed with a strong solution of salt, and when this was dry, it

was washed again with nitrate of silver. Of course, chloride of silver

was thus formed in the paper, but the result of this experiment was

almost the same as before, the chloride not being apparently rendered

more sensitive by being formed in this way.
"Similar experiments were repeated at various times, in hopes of a

better result, frequently changing the proportions employed, and some-

times using the nitrate of silver before the salt, &c. &c.

"In the course of these experiments, which were often rapidly

performed, it sometimes happened that the brush did not pass over

the whole of the paper, and of course this produced irregularity in the

results. On some occasions certain portions of the paper were observed

to blacken in the sunshine more rapidly than the rest. These more

sensitive portions were generally situated near the edges or confines of

the part that had been washed over with the brush.

"After much consideration as to the cause of this appearance, I

conjectured that these bordering portions might have absorbed a lesser

quantity of salt, and that, for some reason or other, this had made
them more sensitive to the light. This idea was easily put to the test

of experiment. A sheet of paper was moistened with a much weaker

solution of salt than usual, and when dry, it was washed with nitrate

of silver. This paper, when exposed to the sunshine, immediately
manifested a far greater degree of sensitiveness than I had witnessed

before, the whole of its surface turning black uniformly and rapidly :

establishing at once and beyond all question the important fact, that

a lesser quantity of salt produced a greater effect. And, as this cir-

cumstance was unexpected, it afforded a simple explanation of the

cause why previous inquirers had missed this important result, in

their experiments on chloride of silver, namely, because they had

always operated with wrong proportions of salt and silver, using plenty
of salt in order to produce a perfect chloride, whereas what was re-

quired (it was now manifest) was, to have a deficiency of salt, in order
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to produce an imperfect chloride (or perhaps it should be called) a

subchloride of silver.

" So far was a free use or abundance of salt from promoting the

action of light on the paper, that on the contrary it greatly weakened

and almost destroyed it : so much so, that a bath of salt water was

used subsequently as a fixing process to prevent the further action of

light upon sensitive paper.
" This process, of the formation of a subchloride by the use of a

very weak solution of salt, having been discovered in the spring of

1834, no difficulty was found in obtaining distinct and very pleasing

images of such things as leaves, lace, and other flat objects of compli-

cated forms and outlines, by exposing them to the light of the sun.

"The paper being well dried, the leaves, &c., were spread upon it,

and covered with a glass pressed down tightly, and then placed in the

sunshine
;
and when the paper grew dark, the whole was carried into

the shade, and the objects being removed from off the paper, were

found to have left their images very perfectly and beautifully impressed
or delineated upon it.

"But when the sensitive paper was placed in the focus of a camera

obscura and directed to any object, as a building, for instance, during
a moderate space of time, as an hour or two, the effect produced upon
the paper was not strong enough to exhibit such a satisfactory picture

of the building as had been hoped for. The outline of the roof and

of the chimneys, &c., against the sky was marked enough ;
but the

details of the architecture were feeble, and the parts in shade were

left either blank or nearly so. The sensitiveness of the paper to

light, considerable as it seemed in some respects, was therefore, as

yet, evidently insufficient for the purpose of obtaining pictures with

the camera obscura; and the course of experiments had to be again

renewed, in hopes of attaining to some more important result.

"The next interval of sufficient leisure which I found for the

prosecution of this inquiry was during a residence at Geneva in

the autumn of 1834. The experiments of the previous spring were

then repeated and varied in many ways ;
and having been struck

with a remark of Sir H. Davy's which I had casually met with, that

the iodide of silver was more sensitive to light than the chloride,

I resolved to make trial of the iodide. Great was my surprise on

making the experiment to find just the contrary of the fact alleged,

and to see that the iodide was not only less sensitive than the

chloride, but that it was absolutely insensible to the strongest sun-

shine
; retaining its original tint (a pale straw colour) for any length

of time unaltered in the sun. This fact showed me how little de-

pendence was to be placed on the statements of chemical writers in

regard to this particular subject, and how necessary it was to trust

to nothing but actual experiment; for although there could be no

doubt that Davy had observed what he described under certain cir-
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cumstances, yet it was clear also, that what he had observed was

some exception to the rule, and not the rule itself. In fact, further

inquiry showed me that Davy must have observed a sort of subiodide

in which the iodine was deficient as compared with the silver : for,

as in the case of the chloride and subchloride the former is much less

sensitive, so between the iodide and the subiodide there is a similar

contrast, but it is a much more marked and complete one.
"
However, the fact now discovered proved of immediate utility,

for the iodide of silver being found to be insensible to light, and the

chloride being easily converted into the iodide by immersion in iodide

of potassium, it followed that a picture made with the chloride could

be fixed by dipping it into a bath of the alkaline iodide.

"This process of fixation was a simple one, and it was sometimes

very successful. The disadvantages to which it was liable did not

manifest themselves until a later period, and arose from a new and

unexpected cause, namely, that when a picture is so treated, although
it is permanently secured against the darkening effect of the solar

rays, yet it is exposed to a contrary or whitening effect from them ;

so that after the lapse of some days the dark parts of the picture begin

to fade, and gradually the whole picture becomes obliterated, and is

reduced to the appearance of a uniform pale yellow sheet of paper.

A good many pictures, no doubt, escape this fate, but as they all seem

liable to it, the fixing process by iodine must be considered as not

sufficiently certain to be retained in use as a photographic process,

except when employed with several careful precautions which it would

be too long to speak of in this place.

"During the brilliant summer of 1835 in England, I made new

attempts to obtain pictures of buildings with the camera obscura
;
and

having devised a process which gave additional sensibility to the paper,

viz., by giving it repeated alternate washes of salt and silver, and

using it in a moist state, I succeeded in reducing the time necessary

for obtaining an image with the camera obscura on a bright day to

ten minutes. But these pictures, though very pretty, were very small,

being quite miniatures. Some were obtained of a larger size, but they

required much patience, nor' did they seem so perfect as the smaller

ones, for it was difficult to keep the instrument steady for a great

length of time pointing at the same object, and the paper being used

moist was often acted on irregularly.
"
During the three following years not much was added to previous

knowledge. Want of sufficient leisure for experiments was a great

obstacle and hindrance, and I almost resolved to publish some account

of the art in the imperfect state in which it then was.

" However curious the results which I had met with, yet I felt

convinced that much more important things must remain behind, and

that the clue was still wanting to this labyrinth of facts. But as there

seemed no immediate prospect of further success, I thought of drawing
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up a short account of what had been done, and presenting it to the

Royal Society.
11

However, at the close of the year 1838, 1 discovered a remarkable

fact of quite a new kind. Having spread a piece of silver leaf on a

pane of glass, and thrown a particle of iodine upon it, I observed that

coloured rings formed themselves around the central particle, especially

if the glass was slightly warmed. The coloured rings I had no diffi-

culty in attributing to the formation of infinitely thin layers or strata

of iodide of silver
;
but a most unexpected phenomenon occurred when

the silver plate was brought into the light by placing it near the

window. For then the coloured rings shortly began to change their

colours, and assumed other and quite unusual tints, such as are never

seen in the i colours of thin plates.' For instance, the part of the silver

plate which at first shone with a pale yellow colour, was changed to a

dark olive-green when brought into the daylight. This change was not

very rapid : it was much less rapid than the changes of some of the

sensitive papers which I had been in the habit of employing, and there-

fore, after having admired the beauty of this new phenomenon, I laid

the specimens by for a time, to see whether they would preserve the

same appearance, or would undergo any further alteration.
" Such was the progress which I had made in this inquiry at the

close of the year 1838, when an event occurred in the scientific world,

which in some degree frustrated the hope with which I had pursued,

during nearly five years, this long and complicated, but interesting

series of experiments the hope, namely, of being the first to announce

to the world the existence of the new art which has been since

named Photography.
" I allude, of course, to the publication in the month of January

1839, of the great discovery of M. Daguerre, of the photographic pro-

cess which he has called the Daguerreotype. I need not speak of the

sensation created in all parts of the world by the first announcement
of this splendid discovery, or rather, of the fact of its having been

made (for the actual method made use of was kept secret for many
months longer). This great and sudden celebrity was due to two

causes: first, to the beauty of the discovery itself; secondly, to the

zeal and enthusiasm of Arago, whose eloquence, animated by private

friendship, delighted in extolling the inventor of this new art, some-

times to the assembled science of the French Academy, at other times

to the less scientific judgment, but not less eager patriotism, of the

Chamber of Deputies.
" Some time previously to the period of which I have now been

speaking, I met with an account of some researches on the action of

light by Wedgwood and Sir H. Davy, which, until then, I had never-

heard of. Their short memoir on this subject was published in 1802

in the first volume of the Journal of the Royal Institution. It is

curious and interesting, and certainly establishes their claim as the
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first inventors of the photographic art, though the actual progress they
made in it was small. They succeeded, indeed, in obtaining impres-
sions from solar light of flat objects laid upon a sheet of prepared

paper, but they say that they found it impossible to fix or preserve
those pictures ;

all their numerous attempts to do so having failed.

" And with respect to the principal branch of the art, viz., the

taking pictures of distant objects with a camera obscura, they attempted
to do so, but obtained no result at all, however, long the experiment
lasted. While, therefore, due praise should be awarded to them for

making the attempt, they have no claim to the actual discovery of any

process by which such a picture can really be obtained.

"It is remarkable that the failure in this respect appeared so com-

plete, that the subject was soon after abandoned both by themselves

and others, and, as far as we can find, it was never resumed again.
The thing fell into entire oblivion for more than thirty years ; and

therefore, though the daguerreotype was not so entirely new a con-

ception as M. Daguerre and the French Institute imagined, and

though my own labours had been still more directly anticipated by

Wedgwood, yet the improvements were so great in all respects that

I think the year 1839 may fairly be considered as the real date of the

birth of the photographic art, that is to say, its first public disclosure

to the world."

In one of the parts of "The Pencil of Nature" the following
" Notice to the Reader " was given :

" The plates of the present work

are impressed by the agency of light alone, without any aid whatever

from the artist's pencil. They are the sun-pictures themselves, and

not, as some persons have imagined, engravings in imitation." Many
of the plates in this " Pencil of Nature " in the writer's possession are

apparently in the same state as when issued, others are much faded.

One of Abbotsford, with the words in Talbot's own autograph,
" From

Nature, 1844, H. F. T.," is pale but still distinct. Plate I. is from

one of the series
" Melrose Abbey," but the facsimile of the writing is

from the Abbotsford print. The colour of the ink imitates the present

state of the original. The whole of the prints in "The Pencil of

Nature " have a brown colour, which is that of an untoned photograph,
and of course it must be remembered that toning with gold was

unknown at the date named.

Fox Talbot's wish for a process to reproduce the camera image thus

appears to have been realised as early as 1835, wnen views of his

residence, Lacock Abbey, were taken, but it was not until January

1839 that he made his discovery known, through Professor Faraday, at

a meeting of the Royal Institution, London, and a few days later the

full details of the process were given at a meeting of the Royal Society

under the name of Photogenic Drawing. Various improvements were

made, and ultimately it was found that by treating the paper in a

certain way the exposure necessary could be very much reduced. The
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photographic image which was found to be latent and invisible could

be developed by the application of gallic acid. It has been said that

the discovery of the latent image and the possibility of its development
in this case, as in that of the daguerreotype, was the result of "acci-

dent." One of Talbot's prints on paper came in contact with a solution

of nut-galls, which developed the picture, and, in consequence of this,

gallic acid became a most valuable substance in the hands of theo

photographer. The fact that gallic acid could be used to develop the

photographic image was independently discovered by the Rev. J. B.

Reade, who claimed that in 1837 he succeeded in making negatives by

using that acid, but he admits that the discovery of "the master fact,

that the latent image which had been developed was the basis of

photographic manipulation," was due to Talbot and to him only.

That Reade missed this important discovery is very remarkable.

Talbot's process was patented, but after a few years he gave up his

patent rights, and his most valuable discoveries were henceforward

public property.
The pictures produced by Talbot were negatives, and from them

positives could be made in quantities, so that his success in this respect

possessed a distinct advantage over the daguerreotype, but the texture

of the paper was a drawback which was difficult to overcome. Waxing
the paper gave better results. Glass was, of course, thought of and

tried, but the difficulties to be overcome were great. Herschel, Le

Gray, and others tried albumen and gelatine in which to form the

silver compounds on the glass, but with very little success. Collodion

had also been suggested, but it remained for Mr. F. Scott-Archer to

introduce a process in which collodion on glass took the place of paper,

and which in a very few }-ears came into almost universal use.

The process is unlike the others already named, inasmuch as it

is capable of producing both positives and negatives. The process

was not patented, but presented to the world a free gift, and it is

impossible to exaggerate its importance. The details were published
in 1851, and the method has remained to the present time unrivalled,

as in certain respects the processes which have to a large extent

superseded it do not give results equal to collodion. There are

disadvantages attending every process as yet introduced, especially

when they are to be worked away from home, and attempts were very

soon made to displace the wet process by others which dispensed
with the silver bath. The most successful rival to collodion for many
years was the collodio-albunien process, and there were many others,

all having the same end in view, that of dispensing with the silver

bath, and at the present time gelatine for all outdoor work has

entirely taken the place of collodion. The camera, as now con-

structed, is so reduced in weight as to leave very little to be desired,

but the weight of the glass still remains, although even that difficulty

has to a large extent been removed by the introduction of films or
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sheets of celluloid coated with gelatine emulsion, used from roller

slides attached within the camera, and in other ways.
A method was introduced by Talbot whereby the silver plate w;i>

etched in such a manner that it could be printed from in the copper-

plate press. Within the last few years many methods have been

invented, and in some cases patented, having for their object the

production of blocks or plates which could be used as illustrations

for books.

The uncertainty of the stability of prints in silver led to the

invention of two methods of much importance : first, the Autotype
a process by which pictures are made in carbon, or any other pigment,
and as to the permanence of which there can be no doubt. Then,

following this, Mr. Walter Woodbury invented the process called

by his name. It would, however, be almost impossible to enumerate

even the names of all the processes which have been introduced

within the last thirty years, not to go farther back. The most

important, which may be named here, are Photo-lithography, Collo-

type (under various names), Zinc-etching, and Photogravure.
The wonderful results already attained naturally make us hesitate

in forming an opinion as to the possibility of producing photographs
in the colours of nature. The colours of the spectrum have been

produced and fixed, but no means have as yet been discovered by which

the mixed colours found in natural objects can be successfully re-

produced in a permanent form. This does not refer to the pictures

produced by the three-colour process.

In the following pages will be fully described the most useful pro-
cesses and the apparatus necessary to work them

;
the less important

will be referred to more briefly.

The progress made within the last thirty years has been chiefly in

the direction of rapidity, and for general working the advantage ob-

tained is very great. Even with the daguerreotype, a picture of a

wheel in rapid motion was possible, and by one of the slowest processes,

the calotype, pictures of objects in motion have been photographed, the

development being very prolonged. By the collodion process, again,

subjects requiring great rapidity, such as breaking waves, have been

taken. There can, however, be no doubt that the introduction of the

gelatino-bromide process has made the practice of photography ex-

tremely simple, and has very greatly increased the usefulness of the

art. Gelatine has for many purposes superseded collodion
;

but the

latter process has advantages which will be sufficient to prevent its

going out of use, as so many others have done.

Looking back upon the last fifty years, we can trace the influence

which photography has exerted on the sister arts of drawing and

painting, and there can be no doubt that the influence has been helpful.

In Portraiture, artists are undoubtedly indebted to photography for

more natural effects, and the photograph can often be used in the
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absence of the sitter, thus saving time, and probably securing a more
truthful rendering. The influence of photography in art can, moreover,
be seen in other ways. The prejudice of artists against photography
is wearing away ;

there should be no rivalry between the two arts, for

they can be of mutual assistance, and there are probably few artists

now who do not themselves use the camera and find great advantage
from it.

The various applications of photography in other directions are too

numerous to be referred to here in detail
;
to the Scholar, in the faith-

ful reproduction of precious MSS. and the treasures of antiquity, it

is simply invaluable ; the Physiologist registers by its means the secrets

of Nature, whilst the Pathologist chronicles in the same way departures
from Nature's laws, and so gains a clue to the detection of disease

;
the

Astronomer, the Meteorologist alike press it into their service, and thus

obtain results which could be gained in no other way. In the Army,
the Navy, photography is a faithful agent ; to the Traveller bent upon
scientific research it is indispensable ;

to the Tourist abroad for pleasure
the camera is the most delightful of comrades. In short, it would be

hard to say where the line is to be drawn, what science or what art

does not make some use of photography, for its applications are

extending daily. The object of this brief introduction is to show how,

step by step, the early attempts to fix the light-pictures have been

improved until they may now be said to be almost perfected. It is, at

least, difficult to imagine in what direction, except in regard to the

fixing of natural colours, further discoveries may be looked for.

CHAPTER II.

CHEMISTRY OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

OF the many branches of Chemical Technology, it would be difficult

to point to one which offered a wider field for new work than the

chemistry of photography. It is only a few years since a commence-

ment was really made in unravelling the mysteries of the processes

involved in the production of a finished photograph ; but already

thanks to the researches of Hunt, Abney, Carey Lea, Vogel, and

others considerable progress has been made in this branch
;
and

their work will form a safe starting-point for further investigation

into the many operations remaining unexplained. At first, the beauty
of the results obtained by photography caused the workers in the art

to turn their attention mainly towards the discovery of new processes

with the object of facilitating the mere mechanical routine, in order

to gain greater perfection, or to extend its many applications and uses ;

and this success was so great as, perhaps, to have delayed advance in

the discovery of the principles concerned.
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The object of this chapter is to explain, as far as space will allow,

the chemistry of those changes necessary to the building up of a

photographic picture. No doubt there are numbers, probably the

majority, of persons successfully practising photography who have

only a technical knowledge of the subject ; to such, however, any

irregularities in results present almost insuperable difficulties, which

might easily, or, at least, more certainly and readily, be overcome by
a knowledge of what is taking place or might take place among the

chemicals in use. In fact, the possession of a knowledge of chemistry,
and especially of the chemistry of photography, makes all the differ-

ence between a mere operator, the slave of formulae, and one who can

make the processes the slaves of his wishes.

As the name implies, the chief factor in photography is Light.

The result of its action may be physical only, or it may produce
chemical changes in the substances upon which it falls.

Physical Action. Although the purely physical action of light is

of but little importance in photography, there are several well-known

instances in which it produces some physical alteration, as in the case

of phosphorescence, change of crystalline form, the setting up of electric

currents, and the change by which water-vapour will deposit on a plate

after exposure to light so as to reveal, in a film of condensed moisture,

the otherwise invisible picture.

Bordering upon each mode of action that is, action both of physical
and of chemical nature is the formation of molecular compounds and

addition-products. As an example of this, the explanation given by

Keyser of the action of light upon asphalt, which he regards as due to

polymerisation, may be cited. He adduces in support of this view the

fact that the formation of the insoluble substance is not accompanied

by a gain in weight, and that fusion is sufficient to again render it

soluble. In such cases there is no close chemical union
; the change is

a physical alteration in the state of molecular aggregation ; but it may
also be looked upon, in certain cases, as a feeble union, due to residual

chemical affinity. A further illustration of the relation between physi-

cal and chemical changes is the influence of pressure on chemical change

(Spring], and the production of an image capable of development by

shearing stress (that is, pressure applied to the prepared film), although
the amount of chemical change was found by Abney not to be in pro-

portion to the pressure.

Chemical Action. The cause of the chemical action may be found,

in many cases, in the physical explanation of the nature of light or

radiant energy, the undulations, of which it is supposed to consist,

exerting their energy in bringing about chemical union or decom-

position. This undulatory theory will be here assumed, together with

the chemical theory that bodies are composed of molecules which are

not only themselves in a continual state of oscillatory movement, but

whose constituent atoms are also subject to an intra-molecular motion
B
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of a similar kind. Now, on the principle of the superposition of small

impulses, such impulses, repeated at regular and suitable intervals, may
produce a considerable effect, as in the gradual raising of the extent of

motion in a swing. In a similar way, it can easily be conceived that if

either the wave-length, or the amplitude of vibration of the light-rays,

bore any simple relation to the molecular or atomic movements in a

substance, the energy contained in the former might be imparted to

the molecules or atoms, and cause chemical change. In fact, whenever

light is absorbed by a body, whether wholly or partially, it must have

done work of some kind
;
in general, perhaps, a rise in temperature

results, but in special cases the effect upon the atoms or molecules may
suffice to cause them to enter into fresh combinations.

It will be seen in Chapter iii. (Optics of Photography) that ordi-

nary white light is made up of rays whose wave-lengths vary widely
and regularly, and this difference is utilised in separating the rays
from each other into a spectrum. Then, while chemical change may
be produced by a ray of a certain wave-length or amplitude, one is

prepared to find that a ray of another oscillation-period, or of lesser

intensity, will have no such power. The former will be an actinic

ray for the body under consideration, which will undergo chemical

change only, or to a greater extent, in that portion of a spectrum than

in another. This difference may be well illustrated by means of a

box about 4 inches square and 8 inches high, having red glass on one

side, yellow on another, and blue or plain glass on a third side
;
this

last also having a sliding opaque shutter. If a glass bulb containing
a mixture of hydrogen and chlorine gases be placed in the middle of

the box, and then a flash of magnesium powder be used in front of the

red or yellow glass, no result will follow; but when the shutter is

withdrawn and the magnesium light is burnt in front of the blue or

plain glass, the bulb is at once shattered by the two gases uniting to

form hydrogen chloride
;
thus showing that the actinic light in this

case is not contained among those rays whose wave-lengths produce a

red or yellow effect.

But if in any way the energy of a ray of light becomes converted

into another form of energy, the ray, as a ray, must cease to exist
;

it

will have been absorbed, while those which produce no alteration (in

other words, have themselves undergone no alteration) will be trans-

mitted, so that on examining the spectrum after passing through any
substance affected by light, certain rays will be wanting it will give
an "absorption spectrum." Draper has enunciated the statement that

there is a relationship between absorption and photo-chemical effect;

and the same investigator has also shown the amount of chemical

change to be proportional to the light-intensity. Absorption spectra,

however, are no measure of chemical action
;
for Bunsen and Roscoe

have demonstrated that but a small portion of the absorbed light

falling on a sensitive substance is employed for chemical purposes.
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The chemical action of light may be that of oxidation or reduction ;

or it may produce mere decomposition or photo-dissociation, as in the

case of the dissociation of hydrogen iodide, and of the oxides of the

heavy metals (mercury, gold, &c.
),
under the influence of light.

Oxidation by Light. This action was one of the first employed in

devising photographic processes, Ni6pce having in 1824 utilised the

oxidation of asphalt in his invention of the bitumen process ;
for as

in this method air is an essential, it appears to be a case of oxidation.

The actual action is as yet unexplained. Indeed, it has already been

mentioned (p. 17) that other authorities regard the change as one of

polymerisation, while a recent experiment seems to show that the

addition of sulphur increases the sensitiveness of asphalt. It has been

discovered, however, that one of the constituents of ordinary asphalt
will dissolve in alcohol, and is insensitive to light ;

that another dis-

solves in ether; and that a third is insoluble in either. The third

portion is the one which undergoes change most readily ;
so that a

more sensitive material is prepared by dissolving out the less sensitive

ingredients.

Reduction by Light. This may be utilised in two ways we may
either have an easily reducible substance from which a picture is

formed by light, by its reduction in the presence of oxidisable matter ;

or it may be the oxidisable substance which builds up the picture on

exposure to light in the presence of an oxidising agent. The second

substance, the presence of which enables the light to exert its photo-

chemical action upon the first, is called a " Sensitiser." Examples of

the first mode of action are the processes in which salts of the heavy
metals are employed. Take iron as an example : ferric chloride in

presence of oxidisable organic matter is reduced to ferrous chloride, or

a salt of iron with an oxidisable organic acid may be employed, such as

the oxalate or citrate

Fe
2
Cl

6 + C2
H

2 4
= 2 FeCl

2
+ 2HC1 + 2C0

2
.

The amount of reduction will depend, by Draper's second law, upon
the intensity of the light. A picture will be formed on a piece of

paper coated with the chloride (for paper alone acts as a sensitiser)

after exposure to light; but as the ferrous chloride differs little in

colour from the ferric salt, the picture is as yet hardly visible, and

on washing the paper with a solution of K
6
Fe

2Cy12 ,
the ferrous

chloride will give a precipitate of TurnbulVs blue of a density de-

pending upon the amount of reduction undergone, and, therefore, pro-

portional to the intensity of light, that is, to the brightness of the

objects depicted

6Fe01
2 + 2K6

Fe
2Cy12

= 2Fe3(Fe2Cy12) + 1 2KC1.

Thus the picture is
"
developed

"
by converting an invisible compound

into a visible one, and may be fixed by washing away all unaltered
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ferric chloride, since this will prevent any further chemical action

when the picture is brought into the light. Uranium compounds
have been used in a similar way.

Of the second mode of action, the oxidation of gelatine by chromic

acid is the best example. Upon this reaction depends the well-known

"Autotype" process. The Cr0
3

is reduced to Cr
2 3,

and the oxygen
thus lost oxidises the gelatine and gives rise to the formation of various

products, such as formic acid, &c. It may be interesting to note that

with an exposed paper, which is not developed at once, the oxida-

tion is continued, and after a time the image cannot be developed.

Advantage may be taken of this peculiarity to underprint the subject,

and allow the after-action to complete the process. But with silver

bromide, or other emulsion plate, there appears to be no further

action, and a good picture may be developed years after the exposure
was made.

But the haloid salts of silver are those upon which the action

of light is of the most importance. It is not yet determined whether

this action is one of reduction or of oxidation, or, indeed, what it is.

Remembering the similar situation of silver and copper in the

periodic arrangement of the elements, and their consequent similarity
in chemical properties, it has been argued that the evidence is in

favour of the existence of a sub-chloride. But the AgCl is itself

the chloride analogous to cuprous chloride, which is the lowest

chloride of this metal known
;
while no one has yet succeeded in

isolating the Ag2
Cl generally assumed to exist in the product dark-

ened by exposure to light. The only well-established fact so far is,

that this darkened chloride is poorer in chlorine, and that there

is always a largely preponderating amount of chloride remaining un-

altered a fact which has suggested the existence of a physical com-

bination between the silver chloride and the reduction product ;
but

this hardly seems probable, since the ratio of the two would be about

twenty to one. That it does not contain metallic silver seems evi-

dent from the fact that the darkening takes place under nitric acid.

Hodgkinson has endeavoured to prove the formation of an oxygenated

body, Ag4OCl 2 , comparable to the oxychloride of copper ;
and in

favour of this view is the sensitising action of the presence of water
;

but the necessity of oxygen or water is denied by other experi-

menters, since the dry chloride darkens under dry benzene, and even

in a vacuum, so that perhaps at present it is as well to adopt the

suggestion of Meldola, that the constitution of the coloured product

may vary in the different cases. Bearing upon this question of the

composition of the chloride darkened by light, are (i) the photo-salts

and coloured bodies obtained by Carey Lea, and others, and prepared
in a way to lead one to expect the formation of a sub- salt, could such

exist; and (2) the experiments of Glintz upon the action of gaseous

hydrogen chloride upon silver fluoride; but the uncertainty surround-
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ing the whole subject shows how much remains to be done in photo-

chemistry, and how difficult a matter it is for investigation.

The process of Ripening and theory of sensitisers also belong
to this division of the subject. The former ripening refers to tin-

molecular change undergone by the silver haloid by which it is ren-

dered more sensitive to light. Thus in the gelatino-broinide emul-

sion, when the silver bromide is first precipitated, it is in a very finely

divided state, the particles being estimated by Eder to have only a

diameter of 0.0008 to 0.0015 mm -
>

but after standing a few days,

or by heating to 60 C. (140 F.) for a few hours, the sensitiveness is

increased, and there is a gradual accretionary change in the state of

molecular aggregation, the particles having the maximum sensitiveness

being 0.0034 mm. in diameter (Eder). The physical change is notice-

able in the alteration of the absorption spectrum, the ripened bromide

transmitting much less of the red. The chemical change is probably
a molecular union between the gelatine and bromide forming a gelatino-

bromide,
1 the formation of which causes increased sensitiveness, as it

is more easily reduced than the haloid salt alone. But if the heat-

ing be continued too long, further chemical action sets in, the silver

bromide is reduced, and the plate will on development appear fogged.

The accretionary process is probably owing to hot gelatine solution, in

presence of potassium bromide, having a slight solvent action on silver

bromide, and this dissolved silver salt on being redeposited attaches

itself to the particles of the salt already existing. This property of

gelatine and potassium bromide together is a reason for the necessity

of an excess of the latter salt in the preparation of the emulsion. The

action of ammonia as a ripening agent depends on precisely similar

principles, its solvent action on silver bromide being well known.

Theory of Sensitisers. A sensitiser, as has been pointed out, is a

body whose presence is essential, or accessory, to the photo-decompo-

sition of a second body. In many cases the action is one of mass, on

the principle that when any body undergoes separation into two or

more substances there is a limit beyond which the action will not

advance, since the products of decomposition then tend to reunite to

form the original body. A state of equilibrium is reached where we

have a quantity of the products of decomposition in presence of some

of the undecomposed body. Probably molecules continue to be split

up, but beyond a certain point the number of recombinations of the

liberated bodies exactly counterbalances the number of molecules split

up ; if, then, there is present a second body which combines with one

or other of the decomposition products, thereby removing it from the

sphere of action, equilibrium is destroyed, and a further number of

molecules can be decomposed until equilibrium is again restored. The

second body whose presence acts in this manner is the sensitiser.

The activity depends upon the affinity the sensitiser has for the libe-

1
Meldola, Cantor Lectures, 1891.
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rated body, and upon the relative affinities of the constituents of the

bodies concerned.

Taking the silver haloids, there is in the collodion process a film of

collodion which is salted with an iodide or bromide, or both. When
the plate coated with the salted film is immersed in the silver nitrate

bath, the silver haloid is formed

CdI
2
+ 2AgNO, = 2AgI + Cd(N03 )2 ,

and the plate being exposed wet, with a thin layer of solution of

silver nitrate remaining upon it, it is this excess of the nitrate which

acts as the "sensitiser" by appropriating to itself any halogen

liberated, and thus preventing the inverse action by which the pro-

ducts of photo-decomposition might be reconverted into the original

body. In dry-plate photography an excess of AgNO3
cannot be

allowed to remain, as it would dry into small crystals and render the

film useless
;
and further, according to Vogel, it forms with the silver

haloid an insoluble white crystalline body, 2AgNO3
+ AgI, which is

insensitive to light. The AgN03 is, therefore, all removed by wash-

ing, and the sensitiveness of the plate restored by other sensitisers, or,

as they are sometimes called, preservatives. Organic bodies are found

to be the most suitable for this purpose, such as tannin, albumen,

gelatine, morphine, and some others.

Reviewing the chemical changes likely to occur in the formation of

the latest image, an idea can usually be got as to what body is play-

ing the part of sensitiser. In the daguerreotype, with its film of

Agl on a layer of metallic silver, it is probably the latter which, by

absorbing any liberated iodine, acts as sensitiser, though the Agl
itself may play the same part if it is able to combine with more

iodine, as is the case with some iodides.

Silver nitrate is the sensitiser in the wet collodion process ;
the

reaction is usually written thus :

61 3H2
=

5Agl + AgI03 + 6HN0

and there is in fact a considerable amount of nitric acid liberated.

In dry-plate photography the preservative, and in the emulsion pro-
cesses the gelatine itself, or other vehicle holding the photo-sensitive

salt, act as sensitisers. In one or two cases the sensitising medium
has only an indirect action ; for example, in Obernetter's process the

sensitised paper contains both cupric chloride and ferric chloride
;
the

latter on exposure is reduced to ferrous chloride, the paper acting as

a halogen absorber, and the cupric chloride is then at once reduced

by the iron salt

2FeCl 2CuCl
2
= Cu

2
Cl

2
2FeCl

and it is the cuprous chloride thus indirectly produced which yields
the brown print by treatment with thio-cyanate and ferricyanide.
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In the platinotype process there is a paper-reducing surface con-

taining ferric oxalate and potassium chloro-platinite. The iron salt on

exposure is reduced to ferrous oxalate, and the platinum compound is

unchanged; but on dissolving the reduced oxalate in hot potassium
oxalate it at once reduces the platinite to metallic platinum.

As regards the silver-positive process, or silver printing, the paper

again is the sensitiser
;
but it must be remembered that albumen is

able to form salts, and that silver albuminate, which is present in

albumenised paper, is itself coloured by light, and plays an important

part in the formation of the printed image.
Orthochromatic Photography. Besides these means of increasing

the sensitiveness of a film is the use of colouring matters. Draper's
law of absorption says it is only rays which are absorbed that can

produce any chemical effect. One can tell from its absorption-spectra
to what rays a body may be photo-sensitive. Thus silver bromide

mainly absorbs violet or blue rays, and it is light of this 'colour by
which it is mostly affected, while the yellow rays which it transmits

produce no effect. To this is due the defect in photography that

objects are not reproduced in the relative brightness as seen by the

eye ; a bright yellow object is depicted but dimly, while a dark blue

one may come out comparatively light. Vogel, however, has shown

that it is not only the rays absorbed by the sensitive body which can

produce photo-chemical effect upon it, but that the rays absorbed by a

second body with which it is mixed may also decompose it
;
and his

explanation, as modified by Eder, of the effect of dyes is that their

action is physical hence the name optical sensitisers. The colours

are supposed to form " lakes
" with the silver salt, thus causing a more

intimate contact whereby the energy absorbed by the colours is to some

extent transmuted into chemical energy, which effects the indirect

photo-decomposition of the silver haloid. Abney's experiments, and

Yogel's observation that the less stable the colour the more readily it

acted as sensitiser, on the other hand, go far to prove that the dyes,

like the other sensitisers, act chemically ;
for this requires the bodies

to be unstable, since Abney maintains that it is the decomposition

products of the colour set free by the action of light that exert a direct

reducing action upon the silver bromide ;
and although it is generally

considered to be an act of oxidation when a colour fades, it has already

been mentioned in the case of gelatine that the products of oxidation

of complicated organic bodies are frequently active reducing agents,

e.g., formic acid.

Whatever the cause, it is now possible, by using certain colouring

matters, which must be of the complementary colour to that it is

desired to absorb, to render the film sensitive to any particular rays,

and to obtain photographs true to the aspects of Nature as regards

relative brightness of tints.

Silver bromide is much more readily influenced by the absorptive
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powers of colours than is silver chloride, and the latter more than the

iodide. It is usually necessary, as one would suppose, to have an

ordinary sensitiser present.

Solarisation. To return to the influence of mass
;
the sensitiser

itself may have absorbed so much of the liberated halogen that here

also the influence of mass upon a reaction sets in, and the compound
formed with the sensitiser begins to decompose as fast as it is formed.

This is what takes place in solarisation or reversal of the image ;
but

it is not so simple as here roughly indicated
; for, although Abney

obtained reversal on exposing a gelatino-bromide plate under benzene,

his experiments otherwise tend to show that oxygen plays a part in

the phenomenon. The nature of the changes cannot be fully explained
as long as the composition of the photo-salts remains undetermined ;

but an idea of it may be gained by first looking at the case of the

fading of the invisible image spontaneously in the dark. Oxidising

agents, e.g., the halogens, will destroy the latent image, and probably
the unstable halogenised sensitiser and reduced silver haloid when
removed from the influence of light begin to react, re-forming the more

stable normal salt. In the daguerreotype, if Agl is the sensitiser by
formation of AgI2 ,

the image will probably fade from this AgI2 , part-

ing with its excess of iodine to the reduced silver image. In the

wet collodion process, where AgNO., is the sensitiser, the action of the

liberated iodine has been supposed to be

61 + 6AgN03 3H2
O = 5 Agl + AgI03 + 6HN03

.

There is thus free HN0
3 ;

and the image is more permanent if this is

washed away, or its formation prevented ;
so that it is probably the

oxidising action of this free nitric acid which causes the destruction of

the image.
In dry plates, most likely, the sensitiser again gives up the absorbed

halogen owing to the action of oxygen upon it. What thus takes place

in time without other aid may be more rapidly brought about by re-

versing agents in the light, that is, by bodies which readily part with

the halogens in air and light. Potassium iodide is an example

4KI 2H
2 2

= 4KOH + 2 I

The iodine would destroy any reduced haloid with which it came in

contact; and on this fact has been based a positive-printing process,

in which a sheet of sensitive paper coloured by a preliminary exposure
was afterwards coated with a solution of potassium iodide, and then

used for printing engravings and other line subjects, since all parts on

which the light acted would, by reason of the photo-decomposition of

the potassium iodide, bleach the coloured silver paper, and reproduce
dark lines as dark lines.

Solarisation is destruction of the image by over-exposure followed
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by reversal, the reversed image again being destroyed and brought
back to the original state ;

this cycle is repeated so long as exposure
continues.

Pseudo-solarisation, or reversal by exposure to light towards the end

of development, is, of course, purely optical. The light cannot readily

penetrate the dark silver deposited on development, and therefore

reacts upon the unaltered silver haloid in the film to a greater extent

in those parts where but little silver has been formed. If, then, this

second illumination be stronger than the first, the latter will, on com-

pleting the development, give the less dense deposit of silver and a

positive result.

That solarisation is accelerated by oxidising agents, and that potas-
sium iodide in presence of air loses iodine, explains the necessity of

removing all excess of the iodide from a film, and why emulsion

prepared with excess of the haloid instead of excess of silver nitrate

is the less sensitive of the two
; for, in precipitation by double decom-

position the precipitate very generally tends to carry down traces of

the precipitant which is in excess either mechanically or in some

undetermined molecular combination
; therefore, in preparing silver

iodide with an excess of potassium iodide, traces of the latter will be

carried down and remain in the film, tending to neutralise the action

of the sensitiser and thus facilitating reversal. By using an excess of

AgN03
it is traces of this salt which get carried down, and, acting as

a sensitiser, render plates prepared in this way much more sensitive.

The assumption that solarisation is largely caused by the saturation

of the halogen absorber, e.g., gelatine, explains the fact that the more

sensitive the plate that is, the more rapidly the halogen is set- free by

light the more readily does reversal set in
;
and it explains also why

a preliminary exposure hastens solarisation, for the sensitiser by this

exposure is already partly halogenised, and is to that extent nearer

saturation or the first stage of equilibrium. Oxidation now probably

plays an important part, for the intervals between the stages of the

cycle lengthen rapidly, and the action too is retarded by the applica-

tion of reducing agents to the film.

The strength of developer may also affect the result obtained from

an over-exposed plate, for the sensitive film on oxidation, or after

absorption of halogen, is less pervious to solutions, so that a strong

developer will act more readily on the unreversed portions and pro-

duce a positive ;
while a weak developer, having more time to work

in, and finding but little reduced haloid to act upon in the weak lights,

produces a normal negative with greatest density of silver deposit in

the portions most strongly illuminated.

An interesting case of reversal has been recently investigated by
Colonel Waterhouse, that of reversal by the addition of thiocarbamide

to the eikonogen developer. His experiments have an important

bearing upon the growing opinion as to the part which electro-
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lytical actions play in development ;

* for the reversal was found to

be accompanied by reversal of the current, in other words, the

shadows became the negative pole, thus attracting the positive ele-

ment, silver, and causing its deposition upon the portions of the

negative which should have remained clear. This action of the thio-

carbamide Colonel Waterhouse suggests to be due to the formation

of silver sulphide on the unexposed parts, and this body acting as

negative element towards silver, the metal is deposited upon the

shadows while the halogen goes to the silver, converting it into

haloid, which is then dissolved away. Photographic reversal is, as

thus explained, a case of electro-chemical reversal. (See Reversal of

the Image.}

Developing. Only in exceptional cases does the photo-chemical
effect of light produce on the sensitive film any visible alteration, the

image "photographed
"
upon the sensitive plate is invisible or latent ;

the light, then, having done its work, means have to be found by
which the change in the photo-sensitive salt may be made visible.

The agents so used are called "
developers." The action of developers

is in the main chemical, and as their chemical nature and the reactions

they bring about change as the kind of film is changed, the rationale

of development in the various processes will be dealt with separately ;

but in all cases the result of development, the production of a

negative or of a positive, must depend upon whether the agent em-

ployed exerts its action upon that portion of the sensitive substance

which has or has not been affected by exposure ;
as in the case of

the photo-red uctiori of ferric chloride, from which either a positive

or negative may be obtained according to the manner of treatment

in developing.
In the Daguerreotype Process the vapour of mercury is the developer ;

but nothing definite can be said as to the way it acts. It is known
that the mercury vapour attaches itself to the body altered by light,

but whether from a physical or chemical cause is uncertain, for the

vapour of water alone is sufficient to produce a visible picture, which

vanishes as the condensed particles are dissipated again. At any rate,

1 " A photo-voltaic theory of photographic processes forms the subject of a

lengthy investigation by H. Luggin, Zeitschrift fur physikalischc Chemie, xxiii. 4.

It was shown by Becquerel, in 1839, that the haloids of silver are capable, under

certain conditions, of giving rise to photo-voltaic currents ; and Herr Luggin finds a

close connection between these currents and the decompositions which give rise to

photographs. A remarkable feature is the reversal of the voltaic current when a

certain potential has been reached, a consequence of which is that the same electrode

is capable, according to circumstances, of giving rise to currents of opposite signs,

and these Herr Luggin distinguishes as ' normal ' and ' solarisation currents.' The

former are the more susceptible to blue, and the latter to yellow light. The whole

investigation tends to throw light on the much-debated theories of photographic

action, by showing that both the latent picture of photographic negatives and the

visible transformations of the printing-out process have their counterpart in definite

photo- voltaic phenomena." Brit. Journal of Phot., Sept. 17, 1897.
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the amount of metal deposited is proportional to the quantity of sensi-

tive compound which has undergone photo-decomposition, and in this

respect the process is typical of the action of all developers.
The Wet Collodion process depends upon the reducibility of silver

nitrate by readily oxidisable substances. Ferrous sulphate is such a

body, being oxidised to ferric sulphate and nitrate

6FeS04 + 6AgNO :i

= 2Fe
2(S04)3

+ Fe
2(N03)6 + 6Ag.

It is usually mixed with acetic acid and alcohol, the latter to ensure

the even flow of the solution, and the former to prevent immediate

reduction of the silver nitrate, and consequent deposition of silver

over the whole plate with production of fog, instead of being formed

only upon the altered sensitive salt by the setting up of an electrolytic

couple ;
for a current of electricity is produced when silver is placed

in a solution of silver nitrate, the metal in which deposits itself upon
the silver

;
thus an image can be built up by reduced silver continuing

to deposit upon that already formed
;
but whether the initial step of

development is the deposition of silver or reduction of altered haloid

to silver is undetermined. The use of acetic acid and the mode of

formation of the image by deposit of silver from above upon that

already existing, has given this class the name of acid developers and

accretional or physical developers. The necessity for having the solu-

tion acid is probably because on adding ferrous sulphate to an alkaline

solution of silver nitrate, metallic silver is not precipitated, but a

black compound of silver and iron oxides. This, too, explains the

difficulty of working with alkaline waters such as those containing

much calcium carbonate.

In Dry-plate Photography, on the other hand, the developer is alka-

line, and there is no silver salt upon the plate itself or in the developer

from which to obtain the silver necessary to form the image. The

action is most likely electrolytical here, as with wet plates; but the

distinguishing feature is that the film supplies the requisite silver by

reduction of the haloid salt which it holds; this class is therefore

sometimes called the reductional or chemical, but usually the alkaline

developers, from the necessity of using an alkaline reducing agent.

A great number of readily oxidisable organic bodies have been sug-

gested and employed as developers, such as glucosides, sugars, ethereal

oils, &c. The oxy-derivatives of benzene and naphthalene are the

most useful. Ferrous sulphate is here of no use, as it cannot reduce

the silver haloids, and only acts upon silver nitrate in an acid solution ;

whereas pyrogallol, as an example of the alkaline or chemical de-

velopers, is an active reducing agent towards the silver haloids in the

presence of an alkali. It has been mentioned that in consequence of

the silver which goes to form the picture in a wet collodion plate

being supplied by the silver nitrate upon it, the image grows by

physical accretion above, or that it must exist in relief ;
and that this
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is so is shown by the possibility of entirely dissolving it away and

leaving the clean film beneath unaltered. But in alkaline development
the image grows by continued reduction of the silver haloid down-

wards, as may be seen by the image only becoming visible at the back

towards the end of the development ; consequently when this silver is

removed by acid, a sunken cast of the image is left in gelatine. But
as alkaline solutions of pyrogallol and similar bodies are able to reduce

the silver haloids, the difficulty arises that, were they allowed to act

alone, the whole plate would be fogged. The action must be restrained

so as to allow their greater reducing action upon the photo-altered

compound to set in before any action can take place upon the unal-

tered haloids. The first action, then, in developing a dry plate is the

reduction of the photo-salt to metallic silver, and as the light cannot

have produced any effect throughout the whole thickness of the film,

it has to be accounted for why reduction in development should

continue downwards in the way it has been proved to do. It is

here the electrolytical action commences between this first deposit of

silver and the silver bromide beneath it in the film. Taking pyro-

gallic acid as typical of all the organic developers, its action upon
silver bromide may be thus represented :

C
6
H

6
O

3 + 4AgBr + 1 2KOH = 4Ag + 4KBr + 6H
2

+ K
8
C

6
H

8
O

9 ,

the K
8
C H

8 9 representing the product of oxidation of the developing

agent employed ; but by adding a restrainer the reducing action can

only exert itself upon the more susceptible body forming the invisible

image.

Many organic iron salts can be used as alkaline developers, as the

double oxalate of iron and potassium, K
2Fe(C2

O
4)2 ,

which acts very

powerfully, and has to be restrained by means of potassium bromide

from acting directly upon the unaltered haloid, and the silver thus set

free enables the action to be continued upon the unaltered bromide

beneath, either by a chemical action between it and the nascent silver,

or electrolytically as above indicated. The latter view seems the more

probable, since particles of silver merely pressed into a gelatine-bromide
film can be developed so as to produce an impression of themselves in

metallic silver out of the haloid within the film. This is accounted

for by supposing an electrolytic action to be set up between the silver

particles and the silver bromide, causing the reduction of the latter,

and the liberated bromine oxidises the developer or solution, which,

with the two elements referred to, constitutes the electrolytic cell ;

and in further support of this is an experiment made by Colonel

Waterhouse, who actually measured the strength of currents generated
in using ferrous oxalate as developer, and found an E. M. F. of 0.09 volt.

As it is possible by means of restrainers to differentiate between

the relative reducibilities of altered and unaltered silver bromide, it

is not surprising to find that any portion of the bromide, the reduction
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of which has been commenced, or the stability of which has been

lessened, can be detected by applying a developer. Thus, it is not

only possible to develop a photographically produced image, but one

chemically or even mechanically formed. By applying a solution of

some body which has a reducing action upon silver bromide, the

portions so treated will be developed in silver on applying a suitable

developer, and marks made on a plate by pressure can be similarly

developed, due probably, as the experiments of Spring and others

show, to some slight alteration or incipient decomposition in the silver

salt. It is facts such as these which give greater probability to the

invisible image differing chemically from the unaltered haloid, than to

its being a mere physical modification of lesser stability.

Restrainers and Accelerators. Mention has been made of the

addition of certain bodies to a developer to retard or hasten its re-

ducing action. Of the former class, potassium bromide is mostly used

with dry plates, while acetic acid plays the same part in acid developers

by lessening the reducing power of ferrous sulphate upon silver nitrate.

The use of potassium bromide as restrainer probably rests upon the

formation of a double salt between it and silver bromide, this double

salt being less reducible than the silver haloid alone.

Accelerators produce the contrary effect, but not exactly in an

analogous manner
; for, whereas most restrainers act by increasing

the stability of the reducible body in presence of the developer, an

accelerator generally acts by increasing the activity of the reducing

agent ;
for example, sodium thiosulphate is an accelerator towards

the ferrous oxalate developer, since it reduces the ferric salt resulting
from the oxidising action of the bromine, the two reactions being

probably as follows :

3Br2 + 6FeC
2 4 + 3K2

C
2
O

4
= 3Fe2(C2 4) 3

+ 6KBr ;

and this in presence of the accelerator is followed by

Fe
2(C2 4 )3

+ 2Na
2
S
2 3

= 2FeC
2 4 + Na2

C
2 4 + Na2

S
4 6,

thus maintaining the strength of the developer. The salt has no

accelerating action towards such developers as hydroquinone, pyro-

gallol, &c. Many other reducing agents have been employed or sug-

gested, such as sodium sulphide, formaldehyde, &c.

Fixing. The developed negative still contains unaltered sensitive

salt, and the whole of this has to be removed to prevent any further

action on bringing it into the light. This operation is termed fixing.

The negative is usually treated with a solution of some chemical which

will dissolve out and so remove the remaining silver haloid. Sodium

thiosulphate is most generally used. On treating a plate with a strong
solution of this body, a double salt of silver and sodium is formed which

dissolves readily in water, thus enabling it to be washed away

AgBr + Na2
S
2 3

= AgNaS,03
+ NaBr.
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Though it appears very simple as thus stated, there are precautions

necessary, for with a weak fixing solution an insoluble double salt

may be formed, Ag2
Na

4(S2O3)3
. The solution must therefore not only

be used sufficiently concentrated, but also, in fixing prints, it should

not be used a second time, as the thiosulphate can only take up a

certain proportion of silver before the insoluble body begins to sepa-

rate out.

The use of potassium cyanide for fixing purposes also depends upon
the formation of a soluble double salt

AgCl + 2KCy = AgKCy2 + KC1.

There is no danger of an insoluble body being precipitated, but this

reagent has the disadvantage of being a powerful poison ; moreover,

it cannot be used for fixing gelatino-bromide plates owing to its solvent

action on the gelatine.

Intensifying. A negative which, when fixed, is found to be weak,
that is, wanting in density, due to insufficient deposit of silver, caused

by under-exposure or under-development, has to be intensified or

strengthened. With wet plates this can be done by merely repeating
the development process, that is, by continuing the deposition of silver

upon that already existing. For dry plates, mercuric chloride is most

favoured as an intensifier. On covering the negative with a solution

of mercuric chloride, the silver deposit is bleached with formation of

silver chloride, and reduction of the mercury salt to white insoluble

mercurous chloride

2Ag 2HgCl 2
= 2AgCl Hg2

Cl
2

.

According to Chapman Jones, although the above equation is true, it is

more probable that the chlorides unite to form a double chloride of

silver and mercury

2Ag+2HgCl2 =2AgHg01 2
.

After washing off the excess of intensifier, treatment with dilute

ammonia gives black mercurous ammonium chloride

Hg2
CI = Hg2

NH
2
Cl + NH4C1,

adding greatly to the density of the negative.
Other substances will convert the chloride into a dark compound.

Ammonium sulphide will give an image in silver and mercury

sulphides, or the chlorides may be reduced by ferrous oxalate to

metallic silver and mercury, the addition of mercury to the original

deposit of silver naturally causing an increase in strength, while the

silver may again be utilised to obtain increased density by merely

repeating the treatment. A mixture of lead nitrate and potassium

ferricyanide finds favour as an intensifier. Either lead ferricyanide
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is formed and acts directly upon the metallic silver, producing a

mixture of lead and silver ferrocyanides

4Ag + 2Pb
3
Fe

2Cyl2
= Ag4FeCyfl

or the production of the lead and silver ferrocyanides may be indirect

2K
6
Fp

2Cy12 + 4Ag = 3K4FeCy6 + Ag4FeCy6 ,

3K4FeCy6 + 6Pb(N08 )2
= 1 2KN0

3

subsequent treatment with ammonium sulphide converting them into

the black sulphides. Among the many other ways of utilising (for

intensifying) the ferrocyanide thus formed is treatment with potas-

sium chromate or permanganate.
Another plan of increasing the strength of the negative is to replace

the silver by a metal of greater density, an operation analogous to

toning prints. Gold or platinum would act as follows :

6Ag + 2AuCl
3
= 2Au + 6AgCl,

4Ag + PtCl
4
= Pt + 4AgCl.

On the other hand, it is sometimes advantageous to be able to lessen

the density of a negative ; this may be done by superficially convert-

ing the silver into a salt, which can be readily removed. Eder takes

a solution of ferric oxalate to which sodium thiosulphate has been

added. The iron-and-silver salt is reduced to silver and ferrous

oxalates

Ag2
Fe

2(C2 4)3
= Ag2

C
2 4 + 2FeC

2 4 ;

the former being at once dissolved out by the thiosulphate in a manner
similar to the fixing of a negative

Ag2
C

2 4 + 2Na
2
S
2 3

= 2AgNaS2 3

The ferric oxalate may be replaced by potassium ferricyanide, the

action of which is quite similar, being a reduction of the ferricyanide,

formation of silver ferrocyanide, and solution of this in the thio-

sulphate.

Other methods of reducing intensity are the use of potassium

cyanide, and of a mixture of cupric bromide and sodium chloride,

which dissolve the silver of the image. Duchoichois recommends that

the negative be soaked in water and then immersed in very dilute

aqua regia, or in a mixture of nitric and hydrobromic acids. The

silver haloid is formed and the plate is then dried and exposed to

diffused light. If the transformation of metallic silver has been

carried too far, the negative can be redeveloped or intensified.

Printing. There are numbers of ways of obtaining a print ex-

positive image from a finished negative, but the most generally known

is that of silver printing on albumenised paper, in which, instead of

obtaining an invisible image to be afterwards developed, the action of
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the light is continued till the alteration in the sensitive compound is

visible, and it only remains to fix the visible picture thus obtained,

which must, therefore, be formed of the darkened silver photo-salt,

the composition of which is still undetermined. " Bromide "
print-

ing, on the contrary, resembles making a negative ;
a short exposure

is given, and the invisible image is developed, washed, and fixed as in

the case of a negative. The reddish colour of the silver print necessi-

tates toning, the object of which is to give the print a more pleasing
tint. This is usually effected by depositing finely divided gold upon it

by immersion in a bath of gold trichloride. Gold being a more electro-

negative element than silver, the latter replaces it from solution

AuCl
3 + 3Ag = 3AgCl + Au ;

but the bulk of the deposited gold results from the readily oxidisable

products of photo-decomposition (which constitute the coloured positive

image) exerting their reducing action upon the gold chloride.

The change of colour varies according as the bath is acid, neutral,

or alkaline. A solution of auric chloride which has been made alkaline

by the addition of borax or other alkaline salt will after a time give
rise to the formation of aurous chloride

Au01
3 + 2NaOH = AuCl + NaCl + NaOCl +H20,

causing the bath to be useless
;
but its toning power may be restored

by the addition of hydrochloric acid, as this decomposes the hypo-

chlorite, and the chlorine then set free re-oxidises the aurous chloride

AuCl + NaOCl + 2HC1 = AuCl
3 + H2

+ NaCl.

The salt from which toning baths are prepared is the sodium salt of

chloro-auric acid, NaAuCl4 + 2H20; or it may be regarded as merely
the double chloride of gold and sodium.

That the toning solution must not be acid arises from the neces-

sity of having the gold precipitated as rapidly as possible to ensure its

being deposited in the blue form (that from an acid solution being

reddish), so as to neutralise the objectionable red tint of the altered

silver albuminate
;
for the colour of the gold, as has been said, varies

with the reaction of the solution, that is, with the rapidity with which

the gold is deposited ; and as hydrochloric acid acts as a restrainer, it

is removed as fast as it is formed by adding chalk, borax, &c., as already
mentioned. But it is wrong to suppose that the tone of a print may
be varied at will by the method adopted in toning, for it is impossible
to obtain a print with good contrasts of light and dark from a nega-
tive of inferior quality.

In fixing the toned print by means of sodium thiosulphate, the

action of course is the same as in fixing a negative ; but here the for-

mation of the insoluble double thiosulphate must be more carefully
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guarded against, as well as the washing away all the soluble salt, for

either will bring about fading, due to decomposition of the thiosul-

phate, if left in the print. Using a sufficiently strong solution of the

fixing agent, followed by thorough washing, is the best way of ensur-

ing permanency, but any traces of thiosulphate which may possibly
remain can be destroyed by treatment with a weak solution of iodine

in potassium iodide

2Na
2
S
2 3 + 2! = Na

2
S
4
O

6 + 2NaI.

The chemical principles of a few of the many other printing pro-

cesses will now be shortly referred to.

Use of Iron Salts. The behaviour of ferrous and ferric chlorides

towards potassium ferri- and ferro-cyanides has been mentioned as

affording means of obtaining a positive or negative according to the

developer employed. When light falls upon paper coated with ferric

chloride, it reduces the salt to ferrous chloride to an extent varying
with the intensity of the light ;

so that on immersing the paper in a

bath of potassium ferricyanide a blue positive is obtained, since the

ferricyanide and ferrous chloride together form TurribulVs Hue

3FeCl2 + K6
Fe

2Cy12
= Fe

3(Fe2Cy12)
+ 6KC1.

But if the bath be made up with potassium ferrocyanide instead, a

deposit of Prussian blue results from the action of the ferric chloride

upon the ferrocyanide,

2Fe
2
Cl

6
+ 3K4FeCy6

= Fe
4(FeCy6) 3

+ 1 2KC1 ;

thus the portions unaffected by light are developed as a blue image,
and a negative is the result.

Of the several other ways of obtaining prints by the reduction of

ferric salts by light, may be mentioned Herschel's Chrysotype, where

the ferrous chloride produces a brown deposit of gold on treatment

with a solution of gold chloride

2AuCl3 + 6FeCl
2
= 2Au + 3Fe2Cl 6

.

A solution of potassium chromate gives a brown print by reduction

of the Cr03 to an insoluble lower oxide, and in Phypson's process
ferrous oxalate formed by photo-reduction of ferric oxalate reduces a

solution of potassium permanganate with production of a brown oxide

of manganese.
The Platinotype process of Willis is the most interesting of those

involving the photo-reduction of iron salts, and it is also very simple.

The paper contains ferric oxalate and potassium chloro-platinite. On

exposure ferrous oxalate is formed

Fe
2(C2 4) 3

= 2FeC
2 4

+ 2C02
.
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The ferrous oxalate is dissolved by immersion in a bath of potassium

oxalate, the insoluble ferrous oxalate being then converted into a

soluble double oxalate of iron and potassium, which at the moment
of solution reduces the chloro-platinite to metallic platinum

6FeC
2 4 3K2

PtCl4
= 2 Fe

2(C2
O

4)3
Fe

2
Cl

6 6KC1 + 3 Pt.

Obernetter's process, like the platinotype, obtains its results in-

directly, for the cupric chloride is present in the exposed paper, just as

the potassium chloro-platinite is, but any photo-chemical action they

may undergo is either too slow or unadaptable to obtaining prints. The

paper contains cupric and ferric chlorides; the latter on exposure is

reduced to ferrous chloride, and this in turn reduces the copper salt

2CuCl 2 FeCl
2
= Cu

2
Cl

2
Fe

2
Cl

6
.

The paper is then immersed in a solution of potassium thiocyanate,
which produces thiocyanate of copper; and this is followed by treat-

ment with potassium ferricyanide, yielding cupric ferricyanide, of which

the picture is formed. The exposed paper, if left undeveloped, is found

to lose its latent image by oxidation from the atmosphere, and the same

paper may then be used again upon which to take a fresh picture.

There are many other printing processes, and bearing in mind the

vast, and continually increasing, number of chemical bodies, so many
of which are readily susceptible to change, it is not surprising that

new processes continue to be devised. For example, the Feer-type,
where the diazo bodies are employed ;

the Primuline process, and so

on, in all of which the chemistry involved may be surmised with

considerable certainty, as in the case of the older methods
; indeed,

it is not in the printing where the difficulties of the subject are met

with, but in the earlier stages of the production of a photograph,
where authorities begin to differ so widely as to the exact nature of

the reactions, and where the difficulties surrounding their investiga-
tions have still left such a wide field for future experimenters.

In this chapter the writer makes no claim to originality in the

opinions expressed. All he has attempted is to give a general idea

of what are supposed to be the reactions which take place in the

formation of the photographic picture. The writings of the workers

on this subject, Hunt, Abney, Carey Lea, Vogel, Bothamley, Meldola,
and others, have been carefully considered, and, so far as space has

permitted, the conclusions here recorded may be taken as representing
the present state of what is known on the subject. The student is

referred to the works of Meldola, who has perhaps given the subject
more careful consideration than any other living authority, and whose
"
Chemistry of Photography

"
should be specially mentioned as being

the most complete, as well as the recognised, work of reference on the

subject.
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CHAPTEK III.

OPTICS OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

I. Light. Light is one of the forms of radiant energy, being

transmitted from place to place by means of transverse vibrations of

the medium ether, which fills the whole of space. This mode of

transmission is known as "
wave-motion," the nature of which is well

illustrated by the progression in water of the disturbance due to an

impulse given to it at any point e.g., by dropping in a stone the

disturbance travels onward as an undulation, as a succession of waves,

while the water particles oscillate about their point of rest, but do

not undergo any motion of permanent translation. The distance

from crest to. crest of two succeeding waves is the wave-length, differ-

ences in which do not cause any change in velocity of propagation of

a wave of light through the ether.

Although the length of the waves which constitute radiation is

extremely small, being measured in millionths of a millimetre, the

various effects produced by this radiant energy, viz., those of heating,

illumination, and chemical change, are due solely to differences in

wave-length ;
in other words, heat, light, and actinic rays are not

different things, but a ray of radiant energy possesses the property
of producing thermal, luminous, and actinic effects to an extent

depending upon its wave-length. But, whereas all rays are thermic

to some degree, provided they fall on a suitable surface, it is not all

rays which are capable of producing a luminous or actinic effect.

With sunlight, we find that a length of 600 to 800 millionths of a

millimetre produces the greatest thermal effect
; with lengths of 400

to 600 millionths of a millimetre, we get a luminous effect ;
while a

powerful photographic effect is produced by those rays having wave-

lengths between 200 and 400 millionths of a millimetre. In speak-

ing, therefore, of light rays, it must be understood that what follows

does not refer only to those rays which, by the constitution of the

eye, happen to produce a luminous effect.

But besides differences in wave-length, or distance from crest to

crest of two succeeding waves, the extent of vibration of the ether

particles their amplitude may vary ; just as we can imagine the size

or height of sea-waves to vary without altering the distance from one

wave to the next, the hollows and crests being only more marked.

Now, since this is caused by the particles moving to a greater distance

from their position of rest, they must possess greater energy or be

capable of doing more work; in other words, increase in amplitude
causes increase in intensity, and many photographic and other pheno-
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mena are dependent upon, and can be explained by, differences in the

intensity of the vibrations.

Rays of light travel in straight lines. To this fact is due the pro-
duction of a shadow identical in form with any object placed in the

path of light. The pin-hole camera is also dependent upon the prin-

ciple of the rectilinear propagation of light. Take any small hole

in a shutter ; then, since each point of a luminous object causes light

rays to travel in every direction from it in straight lines, each point
can only send a ray to a corresponding point upon a screen placed
behind the hole, all rays from other points being cut off by the shutter.

FIG. i.

This is shown in Fig. i, where a single ray from each point of the

luminous object is seen to produce an image which must necessarily

correspond in colour and intensity to that of the object from which it

came, and of which the whole, therefore, forms a reproduction.

Only a few bodies are self-luminous, the majority being visible

because they reflect light received from other sources; part of this

they absorb, part is scattered
;
with transparent bodies part is trans-

mitted, the remaining portion being reflected and producing the im-

pression of the object from which they come. The extent to which

light is reflected depends on the regularity or polish of the reflecting

surface, on its colour, and on the angle of incidence. Instruments
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with a highly polished surface are employed as mirrors, and their use

in photography is mainly to reflect the sun's rays (see Solar Camera),
and for reversing an image (see Reversing}.

But when light has to travel through space occupied by substances be-

sides ether, the properties of the ether are modified within the substance
;

in transparent bodies it has suffered but little modification, while opaque
bodies are those in which its properties have been so modified that it is

no longer able to transmit the undulations which form light rays.

The most important effect produced by transparent substances is

that of retardation, the extent of which change also depends upon the

wave-length of the ray ; consequently, a ray falling upon a transparent
substance at an angle has its direction changed within the substance

(or, in other words, is refracted} to an extent depending upon the

velocity of the ray within the body and upon the substance itself, e.g.,

its density, as illustrated in Fig. 2, where the

ray a a has its direction changed on entering
the layers, b, c, d, of substances differing in

density. The ratio of the velocity of light in

free space to its velocity within the substance

is the index of refraction of the substance.

But since velocity depends upon wave-length,
we have a means of separating rays of light

differing in wave-length. A pencil of rays (a

beam of white light) falling upon one side of a prism of glass will be

bent from its direct route (see Fig. 3), and we get an elongated band of

coloured light, a spectrum, each point in the band corresponding to a

ray of a certain wave-length, determined by the amount of deviation,

that is, its refrangibility.

The amount of separation or difference in deviation between two

given points in the coloured band measures the dispersion of a prism,

FIG. 2.

Green.

Yellow.

Orange.

Red.

FIG. 3.

but its dispersive power is the ratio of this dispersion to the deviation

of some particular ray selected for reference.

As already stated, light rays may produce three distinct effects ; one

of which, that of heating, is, however, common to all. The following

interesting experiment enables us by the use of the spectrum to show
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that it is only those rays having actinic properties which produce any

photographic effect. If by means of a prism and a strong light, such

as the electric or lime light, or better still the light from the sun (but

the experiment has succeeded perfectly with the limelight, and may
be most conveniently repeated by this means), a beam of light be

spread out as a spectrum of all the colours, it will be found that if a

negative in contact with a gelatine plate be exposed in the blue rays

a picture may be printed, but if exposed in the red rays no result will

be produced. The experiment may be shown on one plate by first

exposing one half in the blue and the other half in the red rays. On

developing the plate, one half will be found blank, while the other will

show half of the image.

II. Lenses. A lens is a piece of transparent substance, usually

glass, bounded by two surfaces which are generally portions of spheres.

FIG. 4.

The relative direction of curvature of the two surfaces divides lenses

into two clases : (i) converging, (2) diverging lenses. In each class

one of the surfaces may become plane, and we then get a plano-con-
vex (No. i) or plano-concave lens (No. 4). The six forms are repre-
sented in Fig. 4. No. 2 is biconvex, No. 5 biconcave, while Nos. 3
and 4 are called a converging and a diverging meniscus respectively.
The line joining the centres of curvature of the lens surfaces, or

drawn through the centre of curvature per-

pendicular to the plane surface, is the principal

axis of the lens, and a point distant from the

two surfaces in the ratio of their radii of cur-

vature is the optical centre, all rays passing

through which emerge parallel to their original

direction, i.e., undergo no deviation. In a

meniscus this point will lie outside the lens,

and with plano-convex or plano-concave lenses

it must be on the curved surface. The prin-

cipal axis necessarily passes through the optical

centre, and any other line passing through
FIG. 5.

this point is a secondary axis.

Neglecting for the present the influence

which differences in wave-length has upon refrangibility, it has already
been stated that light in passing through a prism is deviated to an

extent depending upon the angle of incidence. Lenses produce the

same effect
; indeed, a lens may be looked upon as a series of prisms ;
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a convergent lens being two prisms united at the base (see Fig. 5), and

a divergent one two prisms united at their summits.

The Working Aperture of a lens used without either diaphragm or

stop is, of course, its full diameter ;
when otherwise employed, its work-

ing aperture depends upon the aperture of the diaphragm or stop

in use, being identical with the

diameter of a stop, but by no

means the same as that of a

diaphragm. This distinction be-

tween working aperture of a lens

and diameter of diaphragm is

shown in Fig. 6
;

which also

illustrates the way in which the

former is determined. F is the principal focus of the lens L, D is a

diaphragm placed behind (as with the front lens of a doublet) ; then,

while a b measures the diameter of this diaphragm, the working

aperture of the lens is measured by a' b
f

.

The Angular Aperture of a lens is the relation between its focal

length and working aperture ;
the former being a constant, it follows

that angular aperture is diminished by the use of a smaller diaphragm.

Angle of View is the relation between the focal length of a lens

and the width of plate upon which it can produce an image, so that

of two lenses that with the shorter focal length has (other things

being equal) the greater angle of view. Increased width of angle of

view is secured by the use of a smaller stop, but this is accompanied

by loss of rapidity. It is not advisable for general work to use a

lens which includes an angle greater than the angle of view of the

eye, which may be taken to be within 50.
The angle of view may be ascertained in the following way :

Upon a sheet of paper draw a line equal to the length of the plate ;

that is, ten inches for a 10 x 8 plate. Find the centre of this line;

from it draw a perpendicular equal to the length of focus of the lens

to be tested. By joining the three points forming the extremities of

these two lines an isosceles triangle is formed having the length of the

plate as base. The vertical angle of this triangle is the angle of view

required, and may be measured by applying a protractor.

Rapidity is a term which refers to the greater or less time of

exposure which the use of the lens requires in order to allow the

transmitted light to produce a sufficient photographic effect upon the

sensitive plate. Rapidity will, therefore, vary with the intensity of

illumination, which depends upon the working aperture of the lens. The

rapidity of a lens, in fact, is the relation between its working aperture

and focal length ; in other words, it depends upon the angular aperture,

which explains the necessity for using a large angular aperture in

instantaneous work. It is evident, then, that what is gained in

rapidity is lost in depth of focus and fineness of definition. The rapidity
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of all objectives is taken to be the same when used with diaphragms the

sizes of which are the same proportion of the respective focal lengths,

but in reality this is only true when comparing single lenses.

III. FOCUS. (a.) Definition and Formula. Rays parallel to the

principal axis of a convergent lens are deviated in such a manner as

to all meet at a point on this axis on the other side of the lens
;
this

is the principal focus. Rays which are not parallel, but diverge from

a point on any axis, will, after passing through the lens, converge
to a second point on that axis; the two points related in this way
are conjugate foci. With a concave lens which causes light rays to

increase their divergence the rays necessarily do not meet at a point,

but they appear to diverge now from a new position, where they form

a virtual image. The equivalent focus of a lens-combination is the

focal length of the simple lens which will produce an image of a

distant object of the same size as that produced by the combination ;

the image must be small and central to ensure absence of distortion.

As the point from which the focal length is measured is the optical

centre, and this centre is situated somewhere between the lenses of

the combination, it is customary, and near enough, to take this point
at the diaphragm. A rough estimate of focal length can thus be

formed by measuring the distance between the diaphragm and ground

glass when some object over 200 yards away is focussed upon the

glass, for the rays from the object will be practically parallel, and

consequently form their image at the principal focus.

The distance of the principal focus of a lens from its optical centre

is its focal length. A convex lens has a negative focal length, since

the image it forms is on the opposite side of the lens to the object.

The focal length of a concave lens is, on the contrary, positive, since

object and image (virtual) are on the same side of the lens. If we
measure the distances of object and image from the lens and call

them p and p, the focal length / is given by the formula

distances on the opposite side of the lens to the object being negative,
the focal length of a concave lens cannot be measured directly in this

way since it forms no real image from which to measure.

(1.) Determination of Focal Length. Evidently from the above

formula, knowing the value of / for a lens or combination of lenses,

and the distance, pt
of the object from the lens, we can calculate the

distance p at which the image will be formed on the ground glass ;

or, by measuring p and p', we can find by its means the focal length
of a lens. An easier method of doing this (which requires no cal-

culation) is to arrange any suitable object (such as a foot-rule) and

obtain the image of a small portion centrally on the ground glass and

of exactly the same size as the object ;
the object and image will now
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be distant from one another exactly four times the focal length of

the lens, which is, therefore, found by measuring this distance and

dividing by 4. As has already been said, in finding the focal length

of a combination, it is necessary to measure from a point situated

between the lenses. This point will be in the middle or nearer the

front or back lens, according to their relative strength. In a portrait

combination, for example, the optical centre is rather nearer to the

front than to the back lens.

But the method generally recommended for finding focal length

is that devised by Grubb, which is simple and accurate. Draw two

vertical pencil lines upon the ground glass of the camera at equal

distances from the margin at each side and about 4 inches apart;

place the camera upon a sheet of white paper on a table fronting a

window; then focus some distant object, say 200 yards away, to coin-

cide with one of the vertical pencil lines
;
draw a line upon the paper

along the side of the camera ;
then turn the camera so that the object

shall coincide with the

other line on the ground

glass, and draw a second

line on the paper along
the side of the camera.

Suppose in Fig. 7, AB FIG. 7.

and CD are the two lines

thus drawn on the paper ; prolong them with a ruler till they meet ;

let E be the point where they meet. Across these lines draw the line

GH equal in length to the distance between the pencil lines on the

ground glass, and in such a direction as to make the triangle isosceles,

i.e., making EG = EH (as near as practicable). Bisect GH in K and

join EK; then the length of EK is equal to the focal length (the

equivalent focus) of the camera objective.

(c.) Size of Image. The size of the image is to that of the object

in the ratio of their distances from the lens, i.e., as p is to p: thus,

with the object 20 feet away and focussed on the ground glass i foot

behind the objective, the image will be -^th the size of the object.

As we often require to reduce or enlarge a picture a certain number

of times with a lens of which we know the focal length, it is impor-
tant to be able to find, at least approximately, where the picture and

focussing screen should be placed in order to obtain the required re-

duction or enlargement. This is effected by means of the table given

on another page with an explanation as to method of using; but it might
be added that this table has been deduced by means of the formulae

v=/+ /
n

where / is the focal length of the lens, n is the number of times the
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FIG. 8.

picture is to be reduced or enlarged, and U and Y the required dis-

tances at which picture and ground glass are to be placed from the

lens. It must of course be remembered that U and Y give the dis-

tance of object and image to produce a reduced picture and vice versd

for an enlargement.

(d.) Depth of Focus is the power of a lens to give clear images of

objects in planes at different distances from the lens, thus enabling
the ground glass to be moved to a limited

extent without impairing the sharpness.
The depth of focus varies inversely as its

aperture, and is greater for objects at greater
distances from the lens. This effect of

aperture and relative distance is explained

by the figures. In Fig. 8 a very slight

movement of the ground glass, a b, would

put the point c out of focus and produce a broad circle
; whereas, in

Fig. 9, the angle being so much less, moving a b would not produce so

great a change in defini-

tion
;
and at a b' it could

be still more moved to

or from the lens, and

yet a sharp image be

maintained.

This effect is not a

contradiction of the law

of conjugate foci, for the

focussing of the same point of objects in different planes depends upon
their being sufficiently distant, so that their image is formed near the

principal focus.

Among simple lenses depth of focus is greatest for a convergent
meniscus with its concave face towards the object, and for a small angle
a practically flat field is obtained. With combinations the orthoscopic

has the greatest, and the double combination the least depth ^of focus;

this difference being due to the second lens in the former causing the

rays emergent from the lens facing the object to be less convergent,

while the back lens of the latter renders them more convergent.

IV. Defects in Lenses. The statements as to foci are not

R-

v-

v-
R-

FlG. 10.

rigorously true in practice, as lenses are subject to the defects called

Aberrations.
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(a.) Spherical Aberration is so named from being due to the

spherical shape of the lens surfaces, which causes the rays R, R,

passing through the margin of a lens to converge to a point different

to that at which rays meet when refracted through the central por-

tion, as illustrated in Fig. 10, while a is the circle of least aberration,

as it is the smallest area which includes all the refracted rays. This

effect increases as the curvature of the surfaces increases, and is there-

fore less for a given focal length with a lens of greater refractive index.

The spherical aberration of a single lens can be nearly overcome

by the use of a diaphragm placed at such a distance in front of the

lens as to cause the image to be formed at the centre by rays passing

through the centre only, and the outer

portions of the image by rays passing

through the margin of the lens obli-

quely through the diaphragm, as in

Fig. n, all those rays which (as the

previous figure shows) would render

the image indistinct being now cut off.

A meniscus lens used in this way gives the flattest field ;
but a plano-

convex permits of the use of a larger aperture, and is thus preferable

where the angle of view is limited and rapidity is required.

The other method of destroying spherical aberration is by the use

of a second lens to produce a contrary effect. A divergent lens is

associated with a convergent, and vice versa, in such a way that the

associated lens brings the marginal rays to the same point as the

central rays. In thus correcting spherical aberration, the second

defect in lenses, chromatic aberration, is also corrected
; therefore, the

two associated lenses must be of glass of different kinds; further,

chromatic aberration being the more important, spherical aberration

is often over-corrected, and the combination has negative spherical

aberration, the marginal rays focussing to a point farther away than

the central rays, or it may be insufficiently corrected and have positive

spherical aberration, the marginal rays having the nearer focus.

Objectives corrected for spherical aberration, so that they may be

employed with their entire aperture, are aplanatic. A non-aplanatic

lens produces only confused images if used with its full aperture.

(b.) Chromatic Aberration is a necessary consequence of the re-

frangibility varying with wave-length, for the' red and violet rays will

be brought to a focus at different points ;
thus the image of a point

is not sharp, but surrounded by rings of colour. Besides, as some

rays exceed others in luminous effect, and others, again, have greater

actinic power, the focus for the visual rays (i.e.,
the focus as judged

by the eye) will not be true for the actinic or chemical focus (i.e.,
for

the rays which produce the photographic effect).

A diaphragm is here of no practical use, and chromatic aberration

must be corrected by combining suitable lenses, made of material
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with different dispersive powers. The convergent lens is usually

crown glass, and the divergent lens flint glass, the two being cemented

together face to face. Still, a lens achromatic for two central rays

of a certain wave-length (i.e.,
a lens which brings them to a focus at

the same point) will not be achromatic for marginal or oblique rays,

nor for those having refrangibility different from the two selected rays ;

combinations are, therefore, made so as to bring the most luminous

and most chemically active rays to the same focus, thus ensuring that

the photographically produced image will equal in sharpness that as

judged by the eye. But though the visual and chemical foci may be

coincident at the centre of the ground glass, they will not be so at

the margin, where there will be what is called a chemical focus
;
and

though the image will appear sharp all over, the photographic repro-

duction will not be sharp at the margin.
Chromatic aberration may be over- or under-corrected, as is the

case with spherical aberration. When over-corrected, the chemical

focus is farther from the lens than the visual focus, and vice versd

when under-corrected
; experiment will soon show the difference

between the two foci, and the ground glass can then, after focussing,
be pulled out or pushed in to this extent to place it at the chemical

focus. (See Focimeter.}

(c.)
Aberration of Form of Image, called also Curvature of Field,

means that the image formed by a lens does not lie upon a plane, but

on a curved surface; thus any number of points A, B, C (Fig. 12),

FIG. 12.

all in one plane and so far away as to be practically equidistant
from the lens, will form images a D D' at a distance from the optical

centre nearly equal to the focal length ; the images will therefore lie
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on a curved field as shown in the figure ; and the photographic plate

being a plane surface, cannot receive a sharp image over its whole
area at the same time.

(d.) Flatness of Field. It is evident that a portrait lens constructed

to give good definition for a sitting figure would not be equally well

adapted for taking a standing figure. Before the introduction of

quick plates, lenses of large aperture were necessary, and the requisite
flatness of field and depth of focus could not be obtained with the

same lens without the use of diaphragms; therefore the curves of

the lens had to be adapted for the purpose, and "flatness of field
"

was one of the requirements when good definition of a figure in a

standing position was desired. As lenses of the rectilinear type are

now often used in place of those specially constructed for portraits,
and as the quickness of the processes now employed permits the use

of diaphragms, the defects of the older forms of lenses may be

avoided.

Referring to Fig. 9, we see that a stop will, to a certain extent,
overcome curvature of field, since /

it increases the depth of focus
;

thus in Fig. 1 3 the ground glass
could be moved to somewhere

behind /, g, and in front of e

without sensibly impairing the

definition of e, but at the same
time bringing a greater number
of points of the curved image upon the ground glass. The effect,

however, is small compared with the amount of curvature, so that a

combination of lenses must be used together with a diaphragm.
Take the case of a simple convergent meniscus, used with a dia-

phragm ; direct and oblique

parallel rays focus on a

curved surface, since the

marginal rays have a smaller

focal length than central

rays; but with a divergent
lens the marginal rays will

have the greater focal length
and the curvature of field is

reversed ; therefore, by a

combination of a positive

with a negative lens the two

effects can be neutralised
;

and, since the same association is used to produce achromatism, it is

possible to so select the two lenses and the position of the diaphragm
as to obtain flatness of field as well as securing achromatism ; but, as

with spherical and chromatic aberration, there may be under- or over-

FIG. 13.

FIG. 14.
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correction, so we can have negative aberration of form with a con-

vergent and positive with a divergent combination (Fig. 14). Although
a comparatively flat field can be obtained with single achromatic

combinations, the greatest flatness has been secured by associating a

convergent with a divergent achromatic lens at a suitable distance

apart.

FIG. 15

The orthoscopic and triplet lenses are thus arranged, as will be ex-

plained in the description of these objectives.

(e.) Distortion. Any departure from the rules of perspective of

an image formed by a lens is called distortion. As the lens varies in

thickness, being thickest at the margins or at the centre in divergent
and convergent lenses respectively, the refraction of a ray will be

greater or less according as it falls nearer to or farther from the

margin, or vice versd
; so that the distortion which this produces has

been called Aberration of Thickness.

The effect consists either in the curvature of the images of straight
lines produced by marginal rays causing barrel-shaped or "

pincushion
distortion" (Figs. i6a and i65), or in the exaggeration of certain

objects with respect to others. As these defects are most apparent
in the reproduction of buildings and similar rectilinear objects, a single

achromatic lens is sometimes known as a landscape lens, from the

work for which it is most suited.

With the simple objective the direction of distortion is altered

according as the diaphragm is before or behind the lens (as is shown

in the figures) ;
so that by placing the diaphragm between two similar

simple lenses their distortion neutralises each other; and we get

straight lines as images of straight lines, e.g., globe-lens, periscopic ;

a single simple lens will also give an image free from distortion pro-

vided it is merely a reproduction of the same size as the object.

The distance of the diaphragm from the lens must also influence

the amount of distortion, since the nearer it is to the lens the nearer

do the rays pass through the centre, and, therefore, the less is the

aberration due to differences in its thickness, until, when used as a

stop, there is no distortion.

Distortion can also be remedied by using a third and divergent
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lens, as negative and positive lenses produce opposite effects (e.g.,

Button's triplet, Dallmeyer's triplet and rectilinear, &c.).

(/.) Astigmation is a defect most general in portrait lenses, and

refers to the impossibility of focussing at the same time vertical and

horizontal lines, the rays from which pass obliquely through the lens
;

this is because a lens has two focal lengths in perpendicular planes
for rays passing obliquely through it

; e.g., a point cannot be focussed

as a point when, viewed through the margin of the lens, we get in one

position a line, the primary focal line, and by moving the ground

glass a line is obtained, the secondary focal line, which is perpendicular
to the primary.

Astigmation cannot be entirely removed
;
so it has to be reduced to

a minimum by the use of the diaphragm, which acts in the usual

manner by dividing the lens into as many separate lenses as there are

radiating points of different incidence.

FIG. i6a.

FIG. 1 66.

V. Objectives. The irregularities of refraction, extent of depth
of definition, and other optical peculiarities to which lenses are subject,

necessitate the use of particular combinations for special purposes;
for this reason a lens is frequently known by a name signifying the

photographic uses to which it is adapted. We thus have landscape

lenses, portrait and copying lenses.

(a.) Landscape Lenses. The special requirements of a lens for

landscape uses depend upon whether the view to be reproduced
contains living figures or not; whether it is of animate or inani-

mate nature; and also upon the relative size and nearness of any
buildings which may be included within the picture; besides these,

there is the consideration as to the size of plate the lens will cover,

i.e., its angle of view.

The Single Achromatic Objective is a meniscus composed of two

lenses, a flint-glass lens cemented to one of crown-glass, in which, with
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FIG. 17.

the exception of the Ross view lens (Fig. 17, 2), the convex side of the

meniscus is turned towards the ground glass (Fig. 17, 2). The natter

the lenses the greater the rapidity obtained, as a diaphragm with

larger aperture may be used ;
with the deeper forms the diaphragm

can be placed farther back, thus including a wider angle, producing
less distortion, and yielding a picture covering a wider area, but the

definition is impaired owing to the field being less flat. Dallmeyer's

single landscape lens (fig. 17, 3) has the flint

meniscus placed between two crown-glass lenses,

the whole forming a slight meniscus, turned, as

usual, with its concave surface towards the object.

It includes a large angle ; but, as with all non-

aplanatic combinations, it requires a very small

diaphragm; hence it is most suited for landscapes without figures.

One advantage of this lens is the absence of the luminous spot or

flare upon the focussing screen, caused it may be by the lens surfaces

acting as reflectors where the light is not transmitted nearly normal

to the refracting surfaces, or by reflection from the bright edges of the

lenses or diaphragm.
Steinheil's Periscopic Lens consists of two meniscus crown-glass

lenses (Fig. 18) having the convex surfaces outwards

and a diaphragm midway between them. It is sym-

metrical, non -achromatic, and non-aplanatic. The

correction for the chemical focus is made by advancing
the plate, before exposure, by jVth of the focal length
of the lens. It requires very small diaphragms, and

is but little used.

The Globe Lens is another non-aplanatic sym-
metrical objective. It is free from distortion, has no

FIG 1 8
chemical focus, and includes a very large angle. Its

name is taken from its globular shape, the two deep
meniscus lenses being achromatised by concavo convex flint-glass lenses

FIG. 19. FIG. 20.

forming portions of the same sphere (Fig. 19). Its great spherical
aberration requires the use of a very small diaphragm, so that it is
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only available for inanimate landscapes, architectural reproductions, &c.;

but, as regards the first, the long exposure produces solarising, and

there is always an absence of cloud effects.

Button's Panoramic Lens, like the above, has a globular outline, and

is formed of two concavo-convex spherically curved lenses with water

in the hollow between them (Fig. 20). It is symmetrical, non-aplanatic,

but achromatic. The fact that the picture is entirely formed by axial

rays, which fall normally upon the plate, causes it to produce a pano-
ramic picture, each portion of which is correctly seen only when brought

directly opposite the eye. But as it requires the use of curved plates,

it can never be of general utility.

The Ortlioscopic Lens. Unlike the four combinations just described,

this is aplanatic. Its composition is a front achromatic meniscus lens

with the convex side towards the object, and formed, like the portrait

combination, of a biconvex crown-glass lens cemented to a biconcave

lens of flint-glass (Fig. 21). The back lens,

which is smaller and placed very near the front,

contains a biconcave crown-glass and a flint-

glass meniscus, with its concavity towards the

crown-glass lens; thus the two cannot be

cemented together. The back combination

lengthens the focus considerably, and enables

it to cover a much larger plate. The ortho-

scopic lens can be used with a large aperture,

and very great sharpness can be obtained. Lack
of freedom from distortion prevents its use for

architectural reproductions, engravings, &c. ;

intensity of definition makes it suitable for

FIG. 21.

and it is, therefore, very rapid and useful for outdoor

but its rapidity and

outdoor groups, while

portraits may be taken with it in a very good light. It does not

include a wide angle, and when such a view is required the single

landscape lens is to be preferred.

SteinheiVs Aplanatic Lens consists of two cemented achromatic

meniscus lenses all composed of flint-glass (Fig. 22). Its aperture is

/
as much as

;

7

portraits, groups, &c. It is symmetrical.
There is also a wide angle aplanatic.

Doublets. A doublet consists of two com-

binations, which mutually neutralise distortion,

and with a diaphragm placed between them.

Some of the lenses already described are

doublets. When the two lenses of the doublet

are similar, they form a symmetrical combina-

tion ; when dissimilar, an unsymmetrical.
Groddard's lenses have a deep meniscus. In his combination land-

scape lens it is behind a biconcave crown-glass, forming the back lens.

D

FIG. 22.
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FIG. 23.

His double periscopic has the meniscus touching a front combination
of a biconvex crown-glass lens, cemented to one of biconcave flint-glass.

Moss's Wide-Angle Doublet (Fig. 23) is non-aplanatic. It includes

as wide a field of view as any, with equal freedom from distortion

and flare, and with equal definition. Each lens is an achromatic

meniscus, and the two are of nearly equal focal length. It includes

an angle of at least 80, and has less spherical aberration than the

globe lens. Its great utility is as a view-lens

and for photographing buildings at short

distances, owing to its freedom from distor-

tion. It is corrected for astigmation ; but as

the large field of view covered requires a

diaphragm of small aperture, it cannot be

used for anything but inanimate nature.

Ross's Instantaneous Doublet is also non-

aplanatic. It includes a very much smaller

angle, allowing a correspondingly larger aper-
ture to be employed, and thus acts with great

rapidity. The lenses are farther apart than in the wide-angle lens, as

it is intended to define sharply with a larger aperture. As smaller

diaphragms can be employed, so as to include an average and sufficient

angle of view, this lens is the more generally
useful of the two. It is also an excellent lens

for copying purposes.

Dallmeyer's Wide-Angle Rectilinear (Rig. 24)
includes almost as much as 100. The front

lens has a longer focus than the back, and

also a greater diameter, distortion being cor-

rected by placing the diaphragm nearer the

back lens. It must not be forgotten, however,
that in any lens including a very wide angle
considerable skill and judgment is necessary

to produce anything of artistic value.

Dallmeyer's Rapid Rectilinear (Fig. 25), like the former "Rectilinear,"

and unlike the other doublets, has both its flint-glasses on the outside. The

crown-glass meniscus is cemented to the flint-glass

lens by its convex surface. This lens is aplanatic,

and, giving sharp definition without a diaphragm,
works with great rapidity. It can be used to in-

clude a sufficiently large angle by taking a smaller

diaphragm, and is also very useful as a copying
lens. With gelatino-bromide plates and in a good

light this form of lens may be used for portraits.

Triplets are composed of three combinations

FIG. 24.

4-

I

FIG. 25.

of lenses, and include those of Sutton, Goddard, Rose, and Dallmeyer.
Button's Symmetrical Triplet was the first view-lens constructed free from
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FIG. 26.

distortion. The use of a triplet is not so general as formerly, as many
of its advantages are now included in the more simple, and therefore

less expensive, doublets ; but its power of use with a large aperture
still makes it of value for photographing animate nature, groups, &c.,

being in this respect much superior to the orthoscopic.

Dallmeyer's Triple Achromatic Lens (Fig. 26) has an achromatic

convergent meniscus at both back and front, formed of a biconcave

flint-glass lens cemented to a biconvex crown-glass lens ; the back com-

bination has the greater diameter and longer focus, and the concave

face of each is directed towards the centre of the combination. Be-

tween these two lenses is the third
;

it is nearer the front lens and has

its convex surface towards it. It is also

an achromatic meniscus, but divergent, and

is composed of a biconvex flint-glass lens

cemented to a biconcave crown-glass lens.

The diaphragm is introduced just in front of

the centre lens. It is aplanatic, and free

from both flare and distortion. With full

aperture it can be used for groups and in-

stantaneous pictures ; and, when time is

unimportant, greater depth of focus will of

course be secured by the use of smaller dia-

phragms. The triplet is an excellent copying lens, and for enlarge-

ments is reversed, so as to place its largest lens facing the object to be

enlarged. But it does not surpass the doublets and rectilinears for

this purpose. The triplet of Ross has plano-convex and plano-concave
lenses in place of the weak meniscus in the objective.

(b.) Portrait-Lenses, from the use made of them, require to be rapid,

and must, therefore, be used with a large diaphragm : they only in-

clude a small angle of view. Though the axis of the objective may be

capable of being slightly inclined, any departure from a truly horizon-

tal position should only be resorted

to under exceptional circumstances,

as it will not cause so great a de-

formation when the objective has a

long focus. In general the axis of

the objective] should be kept hori-

zontal. Portrait - lenses of the

present day are almost all made

on the pattern of the original ob-

jective devised by M. Petzval.

The Double Portrait-Lens (Fig. FlG

27) consists of an'achromatic menis-

cus or nearly plano-convex cemented front combination with a bi-convex

back combination composed of a divergent meniscus of flint-glass at a

short distance from a bi-convex crown-glass lens.
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FIG. 28.

The diaphragm is placed between the two combinations, the front

one of which is usually slightly the smaller. Dallmeyer constructs a

portrait-lens (Fig. 28) which has a meniscus

for the back lens composed of a flint-glass

diverging meniscus next the ground glass

and a crown-glass meniscus slightly separated
from it, and an arrangement by which the

two lenses of the back combination may be

further separated allows any desired degree
of want of sharpness to be obtained by the

introduction of spherical aberration.

The use of these lenses in portraiture depends upon their compara-
f

tive rapidity with a diaphragm of at least ^ aperture. They have but

little astigmation, and are free from distortion, provided the diaphragm
is placed between the lenses. By the use of smaller diaphragms the

/

same lenses may be used for groups, say with -=
,
or for landscapes,

16

with to aperture.20 30

The use of the triplet, orthoscopic, and rectilinear for taking por-

traits has already been referred to in the description of these lenses.

The introduction of Jena glass has enabled opticians to modify the

construction of lenses so that they possess better denning power. Of

the Zeiss anastigmatic lenses Messrs. Ross say :

"These lenses are the result of calculations with the new Jena glass, and

differ in principle from all other lenses hitherto constructed, being perfectly free

from astigmatism.
" The lenses are chromatically corrected for both the axial and extra-axial

portions of the field
;
the photographic image is coincident with the visually

focussed image, and both are of equal magnitude.

They are, therefore, free from difference of focus and
chromatic difference of magnification.

"
They are spherically corrected for the aperture

of the largest of the diaphragms supplied with each

lens, and a sharp image is, therefore, obtainable even

with this largest diaphragm. Focussing is, accord-

ingly, not affected by interchange of diaphragms, and
the subject may be focussed ivith any diaphragm other than

that which is to be actually employed during exposure.

"In computing the formulae particular attention

has been paid to compensating, as far as possible, the

evil effects arising from reflections. All the images
due to reflection have successfully been brought into

such positions as not to exercise any prejudicial
influence on the 'brilliancy' of the image. In this

respect the new doublets are hardly inferior to single
lenses.

" The '

flare-spot
' does not show itself with any of these lenses

;
it does not

even appear when dazzling light enters the lens.

FIG. 29.
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FIG. 30.

" The glasses used for these lenses are exclusively very colourless SILICATE

glasses, and are in a high degree transparent to actinic rays. The lenses are,

therefore, rapid in proportion to their effective aperture, and thus satisfy one of the

great wishes of photographers viz., combination of rapidity with depth offocus."

One of the forms of the new lenses constructed by Ross is called

The Planar, which is

"A symmetrical double objective, each combination consisting of a single un-

cemented and isolated collective lens and
a cemented compound, as shown in the

illustration. It has perfect anastigmatic
correction as well as spherical and chromatic

correction of the first order of approxima-
tion. It is extremely rapid, embraces a

comparatively wide angle, and produces

sharply defined pictures with even greater

precision than the anastigmats hitherto

made.
" The rapidity varies from //3-6 to f/6,

according to the size and application of the

lens, and the angle from 62 to 72.
"The Planars are therefore pre-eminently

suitable for all kinds of Copying Processes.

They work equally well when used for en-

largements, projection, full-size copying
and reduction, reproducing the finest details with an exactitude to satisfy the

highest requirements."

There is a great variety of the new lenses which will be found

described in the various manufacturers' catalogues ;
to describe all or

a large part of them would require a separate treatise. It may be

said generally of the Zeiss, Goerz, Cooke, and other forms that, so far

as the writer has had opportunity to test them, their qualities are not

exaggerated.
One of the forms of the Cooke lenses made by Messrs. Taylor,

Taylor & Hobson, is shown in Fig. 31, and it

is claimed that they will cover their plates

with full aperture, while the field is perfectly

flat and gives perfect marginal definition to

the corners of the plate.

To summarise their qualities, they consist

of three glasses, a negative element enclosed

between two positive elements. They are rec-

tilinear, free from spherical error, and from

chromatic aberration both of axial and oblique

pencils; but the errors of astigmatism and

curvature of field are said to be eliminated in

the Cooke lenses at all angles up to 25 to 30

degrees from the lens-axis. The slight errors which should remain

outstanding when a more complicated anastigrnat has been made, and

FIG. 31.
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which are introduced by even the slightest error in either thickness

of the lenses, the curves, or the refractive index, are overcome in the

Cooke lens by final adjustments of the screw-rings shown in Fig. 31.

Owing to the forms and relations of their surfaces, these lenses are

remarkably free from flare, or other result of surface reflections.

It now only remains to be said, that as regards the camera in which

the photographic objectives are used, its axis may, in landscape-work,

be inclined up or down, the absence of uniform straight lines causing

any deformation of image to be imperceptible. On the other hand,

when buildings are present, or when a building is to be reproduced

photographically, the camera must be kept strictly horizontal, any

departure from which will produce an effect which can only be

corrected by using a camera with a Swing-back. Also the distortion

given by the orthoscopic and single objectives makes them unsuited

to this kind of work. Lastly, in copying engravings, maps, &c., the

camera must not only be kept horizontal, but the object to be copied

must also be vertical and the image symmetrically placed upon the

ground glass. The lens most suitable for copying is the rectilinear.

CHAPTER IV.

LIGHT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

UNDER the heading Developing and Developers will be found an account

of experiments by M. Moser and others on the peculiarities of the action

of light. The question which a photographer generally has to consider

is whether the light is good or bad, as upon the one or the other will

depend the result of his work. He does not, as a rule, concern himself

as to the qualities which light possesses, or whether the true theory is

the corpuscular or the undulatory. He knows that if he is using a

collodion plate, a certain amount of yellow light in the room he is

working in will not injure his picture ; but, on the other hand, if he is

using gelatine plates, he is aware that if the light is not of a certain

quality, his work will be "
fogged

"
;
and further, that, with very sensi-

tive plates, he must use still greater care to exclude the actinic rays.

This is not, however, the place for a treatise on light, and the reader

is referred to works specially devoted to the subject, such as Hunt's
" Researches on Light." It is well to remember that light acts in
" inverse proportion to the square of the distance from its source."

This is correct as to light generally, but it will be more readily noticed

when working with artificial light. (See also Optics of Photography.')

Acetylene (see Acetylene Gas).

Electric Light. Various methods are adopted for producing the

electric light for photographic purposes. The voltaic battery, necessi-

tating the use of acids, zinc, and cells, is not only troublesome, but
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costly. Next we may use storage batteries. These are also costly, as

many batteries would be required for a large light ;
and to this must

be added the expense of charging. When required as a substitute for

daylight in dull weather, a complete installation for the production of

the electric light is desirable, and in the dynamo, driven by a gas-

engine, we have the most convenient method. In situations where a

steam-engine is available that method of producing the power should,

perhaps, be preferred. But a gas-engine can be erected in situations

where a steam-engine could not be, and it has the advantage that the

power can be brought into use in the course of a few minutes. The

dynamo may produce the current in the alternating or direct way.

When it is desirable to keep the light quite central, the alternating

machine is preferable, as,

for instance, when optical

appliances are used in en-

larging ;
but for most pur-

poses in photography the

direct -current machine is

most suitable. In this

machine the point of light

is constantly falling as the

carbons are consumed, the

top carbon burning twice

as fast as the bottom one,

but this is of very little

consequence. There are

many kinds of dynamo in

use one of several forms

invented by Mr. Henry
Wilde, F.R.S., is shown in

Fig. 3 2 . Mr. Wilde was not

only the inventor of the

dynamo, but was the dis-

coverer of the principle by which quantities of electricity and magnetism
indefinitely large were induced from quantities indefinitely small, and it

is this principle which makes the electric light practicable for illumi-

nating purposes. Some of the earliest experiments with the light for

photographic purposes were made by Mr. Wilde. It is perhaps need-

less to say that with any kind of dynamo of sufficient power a light
suitable for photography can be obtained. The engine-power to drive

the dynamo, whether gas or steam be used, should be in excess of what
is actually necessary to drive the machine, as the light in that case is

more certain. As the writer has had many years' experience in the use

of a gas-engine and a dynamo for producing the light, and also in the

use of the electric light from the public supply mains, he may say that

the cost, apart from the outlay for engine and dynamo, is much less

FIG. 32.
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in the first case, but is counterbalanced by the convenience in the latter

case. When steam power is available the cost may be less. As to the

power of the lamps to be used, the so-called 2ooo-candle lamps are con-

venient, and as the cost of the current is the same as when one only is

used (the current from the first having done its work, passes through
the second), two lamps should be employed, the extra cost of the lamp
alone having to be considered. The electric light is many times

quicker than ordinary daylight in the winter-time.

The light must of course be used naked that is, without the opal or

other glass globe ;
but as pieces of hot carbon are apt to fly off, some

kind of protection should be adopted. This can be made of tin or zinc,

and should be suspended from the lamp ;
the bottom of the shield will

collect much of the dust from the burning carbons
;
the back acts as a

protection to the eyes ;
and the inside should be whitewashed so as to

form a reflector. The carbons should be adjusted so that the crater

burns as shown in Fig. 33. This has the effect of throwing the light in

the direction required. As much of the effectiveness of the light depends
on this adjustment, some care should be taken to have it right.

As to the distance apart of the carbons, the most effective light

is obtained when the distance is about T\ths of an inch, but

lamps are generally adjusted for a less distance than this
;
when

the lamp is once adjusted it should not be altered. It is chiefly

in examining the light to see that this adjustment is correct

that it will be necessary to look at the arc, and this should

seldom be done without the protection of a piece of smoked glass.

Looking at the naked light too frequently sometimes causes

very unpleasant effects from inflammation; "dust in the eyes"
is the sensation experienced. A saturated solution of boric

acid may be used to bathe the eyes when this occurs, but it will seldom

happen if the precaution named be adopted.
The power of the electric light is inversely proportional to the square

of the distance from the object to be copied, or of the frames in print-

ing ; therefore whether it can be utilised in printing must depend on

the possibility of arranging the frames in such a way that the time

required will not be excessive. The frames must not be too close to the

light, or the heat will probably crack the thick glass, or injure the

varnish on the negative. To use the light exclusively for printing
would not be economical, as to be effective the frames must be within

two or three feet of the light, and at that distance, with the light here

referred to, a print could not be obtained fro'm a negative of ordinary

density in less than thirty minutes. It has been observed that prints
on albumenised paper made in the electric light cannot be toned to so

good a colour as when they have been printed in daylight.
"When the electric light is used for portraiture the arrangement

must be quite different from what is required in copying or printing,
and a much more powerful light will be required owing to the necessity

FIG.
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for diffusion. If used direct, the light would cause intense shadows,

and therefore the interposition of some semi-transparent material

between the light and the sitter is essential. The incandescent form of

electric light can be used for portraiture.

The following information may be useful : For a lamp to give 2000

candle-power the driving-power should be 2 horse-power and the

dynamo capable of yielding 8 amperes = 50 volts. For 5000 candle-

power the horse-power of the engine should be 3, and the dynamo 15

amperes = 50 volts; and for 20,000 candle-power the engine should be

6 horse-power and the dynamo 80 amperes = 50 volts.

Of the management of a small installation very little need be said.

The engine should be carefully and regularly cleaned, and all the parts

should be well oiled. The cups supplying the bearings of the armature

of the dynamo with oil should be kept well supplied, and the brushes

should be carefully adjusted and kept quite clean. When "sparking
"

occurs, the cause should be discovered at once and remedied, as, if

neglected, the commutator will be damaged.
It can only be in exceptional cases when the electric light may be

advantageously used for portraiture, but for copying and printing pur-

poses it is often of much importance to be independent of daylight.

The Electric Arc Lamp. Much of the pleasure of using the electric

light for photographic purposes depends on the kind of lamp selected.

There are many kinds of lamps, and probably one kind may be

quite as useful as another ; but the writer has three kinds in use, one

single, and the others in pairs, and there is very little to choose

between them, except as to price. One cost ;io, and the others 8

and ^4, ics. each. The first named has been in use twelve years. Care

is required in using the electric arc lamps ;
all the parts should be kept

perfectly clean and bright, as the smooth working depends very much
on this. In some lamps the carbons are of unequal length, the top one

being twice the length of the other, but in other cases the top carbon is

thicker than the bottom one to compensate for the quicker burning of

that at the opposite pole, and the burning should be constantly watched,
so as to prevent the possibility of either carbon coming in contact while

in use with the metal holder.

Oxyhydrogen Light. For convenience and quality there is per-

haps no light to surpass that obtained by means of a jet of oxygen
gas projected through a flame of hydrogen which is made to impinge
on a disc or cylinder of lime, when the lime becomes incandescent

and a very brilliant Ifght is produced. This light was originally
used for signalling purposes in Ireland by Lieut, (afterwards Captain)
Drummond hence the name, the " Drummond light

" and was
found to be much superior to the Argand lamp, then in use in the

Trigonometrical Survey for fixing the positions of distant signal-stations.
The date of Captain Drummond's adaptation of the light is about

1830. One of the earliest applications of the limelight was for the
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exhibition of microscopic objects by projection on to a disc or screen,
and when used in the "

magic
" or optical lantern it became a valuable

means of illustrating lectures. The introduction of photography
added greatly to the popularity of the lantern ; and, with the im-

proved optical appliances, the limelight is now generally used where

formerly rough diagrams formed the means of illustrating lectures.

The wonderful perfection of photographic views and pictures of all

classes of subjects, whether shown by the single or the dissolving

lantern, has tended to make limelight illustrations so deservedly

popular.
The preparation of oxygen is a simple matter, but requires care.

Take of powdered potassium chlorate 16 ounces, and 4 ounces of

black oxide of manganese ;
these should be mixed together and placed

in a retort, which may be heated over a clear fire or Bunsen burner.

The gas which is evolved should be passed through a "wash-bottle,"
then into the india-rubber bag, all atmospheric air being first forced

out. The principal caution to be observed in making oxygen is to

see that the manganese dioxide is pure, and this is roughly ascer-

tained by heating a small quantity with three times its weight of

potassium chlorate in a test-tube. The mixture should not show any
combustion or sparking within itself, for this indicates the presence
of impurities, such as soot. Hydrogen is troublesome to make, and
as common coal-gas forms a good substitute, it is generally used in

producing the limelight. When the pressure from the gas-main, is

not sufficient, the gas can be stored in a bag and pressure applied in

the usual way.

Oxygen gas is now supplied in steel cylinders, and this form is in

every way more convenient than making it at home, as it renders

gas-bags and weights unnecessary. The condensed gas is safe to use

when the supply is carefully regulated.
An excellent light is produced when the oxygen is blown through

a flame of spirits of wine, and it is then called the oxycalcium light.

The vapour of ether when mixed with oxygen gives a good light, but

although the apparatus has been improved, it cannot be said that there

is no danger in its use. (See Ethoxo-Limelight.}
It is difficult to estimate the intensity of very bright lights ; the

eye alone cannot do it; and therefore a comparison with a standard

light becomes necessary; that from a spermaceti candle burning two

grains per minute is generally adopted. With this light the flame of

an Argand burner can be adjusted, and against this the more intense

limelight can be tested. Determinations made in this manner give
from 250 to 800 candles as the value of the light from incandescent

lime. The great difference arises from the kind of burner used, the

size of the aperture through which the oxygen is passed, and the

degree of pressure. The kind and form of the lime also affects the

quality of the light. Great care must be taken to avoid pitting an
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effect produced by the jet of gas burning away the lime in the form

of a hollow or pit, which not only reduces the light, but endangers
the condenser in the lantern by causing the jet to project the heat

on to the glass. The remedy for this fault is to cause the lime to

revolve, either by clockwork or by hand.

Continuing Action of Light. The fact is well established that the

light has a continuing action on a gelatine film which has been made
sensitive to light with potassium bichromate ;

that is, paper prepared
for carbon-printing, after exposure to light for less time than would

be necessary if the picture were to be developed at once, will, after a

few hours, become fully printed ;
thus proving that the change set up

by exposure to light continues when the picture has been removed

into the dark.

It has been stated that gelatine negatives have been known to

possess this quality of continuing the action of light after exposure ;

but on this point the writer has some doubt, as quite recently in his

own experience a negative was developed on a gelatine plate six years
after the exposure had been made

;
and the result showed that there

had been no continuing action of light, as also that a good negative

may be developed six years after exposure. It may happen that

gelatine negatives become more dense in the printing frame or when
left exposed to light ;

but the cause of this is quite different from the

case under consideration.

Compressed Gas. The ordinary method of using bags to contain

oxygen and hydrogen gases is now being superseded by cylinders in

which the gas is compressed. The cylinders are made of iron or

steel
;
the latter, being the lighter and stronger, is more generally

employed; and the cylinders are made to hold 15 to 30 cubic feet

of the compressed gas. As the compression may amount to over

100 atmospheres, it is too great for use with the optical lantern, and

the control of the admission of the gas to the lantern is obtained by
means of a pressure gauge.

Ethoxo-Limelight. Now that oxygen and hydrogen gases can be

obtained compressed in cylinders of convenient size, it is scarcely

advisable to use any substitute for the hydrogen. Ether can be used,

and various plans have been proposed by which danger is minimised ;

but in the hands of inexperienced persons there is danger, and as the

gas cylinders may be considered safe, ether is not recommended.

Magnesium Light. The extensive use now made of the metal

magnesium renders it desirable that some facts relating to it should

be stated here. About the year 1808 Sir Humphry Davy, at the

Royal Institution, London, by means of large electric batteries, suc-

ceeded in decomposing earths and alkalies and demonstrated their

metallic bases. A new field of research was thus opened, and one

result was the discovery of the metal magnesium. Although the metal

was known, it remained for about half a century little more than
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a scientific curiosity. When combined with oxygen in the form of

magnesia, the substance was used as a medicine
;
the smoke or fumes

which are seen when the metal is burning, and which remains for

some time suspended in the atmosphere, is this magnesia. Sir H.

Davy did very little more than prove the existence of the metal, and,

for about twenty years after, nothing appears to have been done to

carry the experiments further, until in 1827 it was shown by Wohler

that by the decomposition of the chloride of aluminium by potassium
the metal aluminium was formed, and it occurred to M. Alexandre

Bussy, a Parisian chemist, that it would be possible to separate mag-
nesium in the same way from its chloride. By fusing that chloride

with potassium he succeeded in obtaining globules of the metal mag-
nesium. Bunsen and other chemists succeeded in obtaining the metal

by electrolysis, and in 1856 the chloride of magnesium was reduced by
sodium, the fluoride of calcium being used as a flux. By this method
the metal was obtained in larger quantities. While effecting this,

Deville and Caron at the same time showed that the metal was very

volatile, and this property was later on utilised in its purification.

Magnesium was still little more than a laboratory curiosity. In 1859
Bunsen of Heidelberg and Dr. (now Sir) H. E. Roscoe pointed out

the value of magnesium as a source of light for photographic purposes.
About this time the Memoir of Bunsen and Roscoe was seen by M.
Edward Sonstadt, and it occurred to him that the metal could be

made on a commercial scale. In 1862 he had so far succeeded that he

took out his first patent for "
Improvements in the manufacture of the

metal magnesium ;

"
at the same time he was enabled to show specimens

of the metal varying in size from a pin's head to that of a hen's egg.

By a further series of experiments Sonstadt succeeded in purifying
the metal by distillation, and in 1863 one of the first lumps of the

purified metal was presented to Professor Faraday at the Royal

Institution, London, the place where the metal was first discovered.
" This is indeed a triumph," was the remark made by Faraday when
he first handled the mass of metal

;
and a year later, when he saw a

still larger mass, he is reported to have said, "I wonder it does not

take fire spontaneously," so great is the affinity of the metal for

oxygen.
The manufacture of magnesium was commenced in Manchester in

1863, a company having been formed for the purpose. There are

three stages in the manufacture of the metal : I. The preparation of

the anhydrous magnesium chloride
;

II. the release of the magnesium
from the chlorine ; and III. the purification of the metal by distilla-

tion. I. In the first stage, lumps of rock-magnesia (magnesium carbo-

nate) are placed in jars and saturated with hydrochloric acid. The

metal magnesium is contained in the rock combined with carbon

and oxygen; the magnesium combines with the chlorine of the acid,

and chloride of magnesium is formed in solution. The solution is
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next evaporated, and when sufficiently dried the salt is heated in a

crucible to drive off the whole of the water, and the chloride is then

stored in air-tight vessels. II. The metal sodium is next required to

reduce the magnesium from the dried salt. Sodium itself is a very
curious metal,, having great affinity for oxygen, and decomposing water

in a way similar to potassium. Five parts of the dry magnesium
chloride with one part of sodium are placed in a crucible, which is

covered and heated to redness, when the chlorine leaves the magnesium
and goes over to the sodium. On cooling, the new metal is found in

nuggets of various sizes, and in this state is called crude magnesium.
III. In the third stage the distillation is effected ; the metal is vapo-

rised
;
the vapour is condensed in a finely divided state, and in the

solid subsequently melted and cast into any form desired. As at this

time no other use for the metal was known than that of a means for

producing a brilliant light, it became a question as to how to utilise

it. The wire form was found to be the most convenient. As the

metal is not ductile, the wire was made by pressure, and this is

effected in a very ingenious way. The nuggets are put into an iron

vessel which is heated to redness by gas, one end being open to

receive the ram of the hydraulic press, and the other having a hole

the size of the wire required, and through which the wire is forced.

In this form the metal could be used as a source of light. The first

notice of experiments with it may be found in one of the Manchester

papers about the end of 1863 or early in 1864.
"
Interesting photo-

chemical discoveries. At a recent meeting of the Manchester Literary

and Philosophical Society, Professor Roscoe exhibited the light emitted

by burning a portion of a fine specimen of pure magnesium wire

i mm. in diameter and 10 feet long, which had been manufactured

by M. Sonstadt." At the meeting a small lump of the metal was

presented to the writer, which afterwards was hammered into a thin

sheet, and with strips cut from it the experiments were made which are

referred to in the following paragraph :

" The result of an experiment
I have just made is that in fifty seconds with the magnesium light I

have obtained a good negative copy of an engraving, the copy being

made in a darkened room." At this time the wire was sold at two

shillings and sixpence per foot ! It is now one shilling and sixpence

per ounce.

But although the metal was still only produced in small quantities,

sufficient was placed at the disposal of the writer, who at once showed

the value of the new source of light for photographic purposes by pro-

ducing portraits which required about twenty grains of the metal burnt

in strands of ribbon lightly held together with wire of the same metal.

In the form of wire the combustion was somewhat uncertain, and it

was found by the writer that by passing the wire between rollers, or

when it was flattened into a thin narrow ribbon, the combustion was

much more regular and rapid, and in this form the metal has since
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been generally used. Early in 1864 a stereoscopic picture of the Blue

John Mine in Derbyshire was made by the writer, assisted by Mr.

William Mather and Mr. Mellor (a copy of the photograph faces this

page), and in May of the same year the portrait of Dr. Faraday was

taken at the Royal Institution in London. In 1865 Professor Piazzi

Smyth obtained some good photographs of the chamber in the interior

of the Great Pyramid, and since then the metal has become useful to

science in many ways. To the lecturer, when a brilliant light is re-

quired for a short time only, the metal is invaluable, and now that we
have quick plates, magnesium in the form of fine powder, and the price

sufficiently low to make its use not extravagant, it is much employed
for flash-light experiments and in other ways.

To obtain the flash, the magnesium powder may be used alone by

simply causing its quick combustion in a spirit or other flame, but

the most simple and, if carefully managed, successful way of using
the flash-light is by burning a mixture of 15 parts of magnesium

powder, 30 parts of potassium chlorate, and 15 parts of crushed white

sugar. These should be quite dry and then intimately mixed to-

gether with the fingers not ground in a mortar and sprinkled over

a tuft of gun-cotton. This mixture can then be placed on a plate or

sheet of metal in the position where the light is required, and ignited.

In some cases two flashes may be made simultaneously, one being

larger than the other the smaller one being used to give some relief

to the heavy shadows liable to be produced by the light being on one

side only. This defect may also be remedied by the aid of reflectors

of white calico or paper. As the ordinary light in a room at night is

not sufficiently bright to enable objects to be seen for focussing by,

the light of a taper or candle may be used if held near the principal

object. The place for the flash should be as near as convenient to

the objects to be photographed, but not so that the light can enter

the lens. This is avoided by holding a screen to protect the lens.

The cap of the lens should not be removed until just before the

flash is made, and all the ordinary lights in the room should be left

burning they will have only one result on the picture, and that

is keeping the eyes of the sitter (if a portrait is to be taken) in a

natural state.

As photographic portraits are taken in a light more or less dif-

fused, the shadows are less marked than they would be if taken in

a light such as that in which an artist works; but heavy shadows

of the kind referred to, although perhaps artistic, are not generally

satisfactory in a photograph; and therefore, if two lights are not

used, the flash may be diffused by tissue paper placed between the

sitter and the light.

So-called lamps have been introduced for igniting the magnesium,
but the method named answers every purpose and requires no

apparatus.
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PART II.

PROCESSES.

DURING the sixty years which have elapsed since the discovery of

photography, a very large number of processes and modifications have

been introduced, and, of course, amongst them many of very little im-

portance. The science of chemistry may, perhaps, be said to present
a parallel with photography in the rapid development which it has

undergone within the period named. The beautiful daguerreotype was

in a very few years superseded by the almost equally beautiful collodion

process, and this, in its turn, has to a very large extent been displaced

by gelatine. The range of usefulness of the daguerreotype was limited.

The convenience of the paper
'

process of Talbot did not prevent its

entire supersession by the collodion negative. The gelatine dry plates

for outdoor work displaced collodion, and now films of various kinds

have taken the place of glass.

It would involve much, and possibly useless, labour to give here a

full account of all the processes which have been employed in photo-

graphy. It will be sufficient to point out what has been done, and if it

had been desirable or possible a chronological arrangement might have

been adopted. Where known, the dates of discoveries are given, and

the onus of deciding priority of invention or authorship has been

avoided. In many cases very little more than the names of the pro-

cesses will be given ; but the more important will be treated with as

much detail as space will permit.
Alabastrine Process. The term alabastrine is applied to positive

pictures made by the collodion process which have been treated with

mercuric chloride. The positive should be of good quality, and have

clear glass in the shadows. After being thoroughly fixed and washed,
and while wet, the bleaching is effected by pouring on the plate a

solution composed of

Hydrochloric acid i drachm
Nitric acid ......... i

Water 2 ounces

to which must be added sufficient mercuric chloride to saturate the

solution
;

the excess will remain in crystals ;
one drachm of alcohol

must then be added. This solution will first darken the picture, but
63
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in the course of a few minutes it will be entirely whitened ;
it should

be allowed to remain on the levelling stand until this occurs. The

picture must now be thoroughly washed and dried. Powder colours

may be applied, if required ; and, as the effect of the whitened picture
is much the same on either side of the glass, the colour effect is made
to penetrate by applying a suit-able varnish, which should be used

while the plate is warm. A varnish composed of

Turpentine
Mastic varnish

ounce

ounces

will be found to answer.

These bleached positives, if not varnished, must be well protected
from the atmosphere, and, if so protected, are very permanent. The

bleaching effect produced by the mercuric chloride was one of the

discoveries of Mr. Scott-Archer.

Albumen Process. It was M. ISTiepce de Saint-Victor who, in

1848, first used albumen on glass for the purpose of making negatives.

Albumen was also used by M. Blanquart Everard
;
and the process

was successfully practised by M. Le Gray, who prepared his plates

in the following way : Five fluid ounces of the white of fresh eggs
were mixed with 100 grains of iodide and 20 grains of potassium
bromide and 10 grains of common salt. After beating this into a

thick white froth it was allowed to stand all night ;
on the following

day the clear fluid was poured or syphoned off, and was then ready

for preparing the glass plates. To coat a plate with albumen is a

matter of some difficulty. Le Gray used a straight-edge of glass to

distribute the albumen on the glass surface. The plate must be per-

fectly level, and when prepared with the albumen it must be allowed

to dry so as to preserve an even coating. When dry, the plates were

held before a bright fire and heated to about 180 Fahr., by which

means the albumen became insoluble and was then ready to be made

sensitive to light by immersion in a solution of aceto-nitrate of silver.

Plates thus prepared could be used while the albumen was wet, but

great care was necessary in immersing them in the solution of silver

to avoid markings. If the albumenised plates were to be used dry,

they were dipped in a bath of gallic acid after they were taken out

of the silver solution ; they were then well washed in distilled water

and dried. The plates were developed in a saturated solution of gallic

acid and fixed with sodium thiosulphate. Negatives thus prepared

had the great advantage of transparency in the shadows, would yield

positive prints on paper with much greater facility than paper negatives,

and were free from the defects inherent in the paper process.

Le Gray's method was modified in many ways, and in this case (as

in most other photographic processes) the variations in the manipula-

tion led to results differing very little from each other.

As ordinarily practised this process was very slow. In 1851 Talbot
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described a modification of it by which printed matter attached to a

rapidly revolving wheel was photographed^ A glass plate was first

coated with a thin film of albumen and dried. It was then treated

with a very dilute solution of silver nitrate containing a large propor-
tion of alcohol, and again dried. It was then washed and again coated

with albumen. After that was dry, -the film was iodised by dipping
the plate into a solution of proto-iodide of iron containing a consider-

able quantity of acetic acid and alcohol, which had been made some

time, so that acetic ether was formed. The sensitising was effected by

immersing the plate in a strong solution of silver nitrate strongly
acidified with acetic acid. The plate was then exposed in the camera

while wet. The image was developed with a strong solution of iron

proto-sulphate. It will be seen that this film contained nitrate of

iron, and to this no doubt was due the extreme sensitiveness, nitrate of

iron being a strong reducing agent. Reference is made on another page
to a similar experiment, in which case the Talbotype process was used.

Albumen Substratum. Clean glass is absolutely necessary in all

photographic processes in which glass is used. No matter how care-

ful the manipulation has been, the surface often retains sufficient dirt

to cause a collodion film to leave its support in the process of drying,
if not before. This is always a source of annoyance and loss. The
act of polishing a glass surface induces an electric state which causes

particles of fluff and dust to collect, and these, if not removed, would

make defects in the developed picture. A clean glass surface also

readily attracts moisture. A very effectual remedy is found in a

substratum of albumen. It may be said that the introduction of

albumen into the negative bath is objectionable, but unless it has

been allowed to run over the back of the glass it does not affect the

bath, as the collodion covers it. The experience of many years has

proved that no harm whatever results to the silver bath, and the

almost perfect certainty that the effect of dirt or grease, if present to

a slight extent, will not be seen when a plate has been properly
coated with the substratum of albumen makes its use desirable. If

the glass has not been previously used, it should be placed in water
with sufficient nitric acid (i^ oz. of acid to 20 oz. of water), and
allowed to remain an hour or two. The glass is then thoroughly
rubbed under a stream of water with a pad of calico or flannel. The
surface water is then drained off and the dilute albumen is poured
over. To prepare the albumen, take the white of one egg and whisk
it into a froth

;
add 20 ounces of water and a few drops of ammonia.

When required, run some of the solution through a filter of lint

(this is an excellent material for filtering some solutions, keeping the

lint side upwards), and then cover the wet plate, allowing the albumen
to run off to waste; then coat again with albumen, returning the

surplus to the cup or glass measure
; place in a rack to dry, and the

plate is ready. Plates which have been used should be left in the

E
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acidulated water for a few hours, when the film will readily leave the

glass, and the process of cleaning is the same as with new glass. The

acid may be repeatedly used, and strengthened when necessary; it

should be occasionally filtered through a coarse cloth to remove the

films, which should be dried and placed with the silver residues, as

they contain much silver. The acid also contains silver, which is

recovered by the addition of common salt or hydrochloric acid. When
treated with the substratum, sheets of glass may be used repeatedly,

or until they become scratched, when they should not be again used.

Varnished glass must be dealt with in a different manner, by the

method described under the heading Cleaning Glass.

Amphitype. Many curious and interesting processes resulted from

the experiments of Sir John Herschel
; one of the most remarkable

he called Amphitype; and at a meeting of the British Association

held at York he thus described the process :

"
Paper proper for producing an amphitype picture may be pre-

pared either with the ferro-tartrate or the ferro-citrate of the protoxide
or the peroxide of mercury, or of the protoxide of lead, by using
creams of these salts, or by successive application of the nitrates of

the respective oxides, singly or in mixture, to the paper, alternating
with solutions of the ammonio-tartrate or ammonio-citrate of iron, the

latter solution being last applied, and in more or less excess. . . .

Paper so prepared and dried takes a negative picture in time varying
from half-an-hour to five or six hours, according to the intensity of

the light ;
and the impression produced varies in apparent force from

a faint and hardly perceptible picture to one of the highest conceivable

fulness and richness both of tint and detail, the colour in this case

being a superb velvety brown. This extreme richness of effect is

not produced except lead be present either in the ingredients used

or in the paper itself. It is not, as I originally supposed, due to

the presence of free tartaric acid. The pictures in this state are

not permanent. They fade in the dark, though with very different

degrees of rapidity, some (especially if free tartaric or citric acid be

present) in a few days ;
while others remain for weeks unimpaired,

and require whole years for their total obliteration. But, though

entirely faded out in appearance, the picture is only rendered dormant,
and may be restored, changing its character from negative to positive,

and its colour from brown to black (in the shadow), by the follow-

ing process : A bath being prepared by pouring a small quantity of

solution of pernitrate of mercury into a large quantity of water,

and letting the subnitrated precipitate subside, the picture must be

immersed in it (carefully and repeatedly clearing off the air-bubbles),
and allowed to remain till the picture (if anywhere visible) is entirely

destroyed, or, if faded, till it is judged sufficient from previous

experience ;
a term which is often marked by the appearance of a

feeble positive picture of a bright yellow hue on the pale yellow
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ground of the paper. A long time (several weeks) is often required
for this, but heat accelerates the action, and it is often complete in a

few hours. In this state the picture is to be very "thoroughly rinsed

and soaked in pure warm water, and then dried. It is then to be

well ironed with a smooth iron, heated so as barely not to injure the

paper, placing it, for better security against scorching, between smooth

clean papers. If, then, the process has been successful, a perfectly
black positive picture is at once developed. At first it most commonly
happens that the whole picture is sooty or dingy to such a degree that

it is condemned or spoiled, but on keeping it between the leaves of a

book, especially in a moist atmosphere, by extremely slow degrees this

dinginess disappears, and the picture disengages itself with continually

increasing sharpness and clearness, and acquires the exact effect of a

copperplate engraving on a paper more or less tinted vfith pale yellow."
Aniline Process. This process was the subject of a patent by Mr.

Willis, of Birmingham. Paper is prepared with

Potassium (or ammonium) bichromate. . . . 30 grains.

Phosphoric acid (dilute) ...... i drachm.

Water I ounce.

The paper is floated on or brushed over with the solution. When dry,

a print is obtained by exposure under a transparency. It is developed

by exposing it to the fumes of aniline dissolved in benzole, sprinkled on

blotting-paper, and placed in a shallow box; the print to be developed

being pinned to the lid. When fully developed the print is washed,
and afterwards placed in water containing a few drops of sulphuric

acid, and then again washed. This is one of the processes which are of

very little value
;

it is interesting, as are many others which will be

referred to, but is now seldom or never used.

A process by Herr Endemann for producing prints in black lines

with aniline may be mentioned as an instance of the kind.

Argentotype. A printing method introduced by Dr. Mallmann.

The procedure is complicated, and the result not always satisfactory.

Aristotype. Dr. Liesegang, of Diisseldorf, introduced paper pre-

pared with gelatine and chloride of silver to print out in the same way
as albumenised paper. The prints can be toned and fixed at one opera
tion. When a print with very highly glazed surface is preferred, this

paper gives perfect results.

Solution A.

Water 12 ounces.

Sodium thiosulphate ....... 2 ,,

Alum 2 drachms.
Ammonium sulphocyanide i drachm.
Common salt 4 drachms.

This solution must be mixed and allowed to stand eight days, and
then filtered.
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Solution JB.

Water .

Gold chloride
3 ounces.

15 grains.

Take of solution A. 60 parts, solution B. 7 parts, and add 40 parts
of combined toning and fixing bath which has previously been used.

In ten minutes the prints become red, in fifteen minutes brown, and in

twenty minutes brownish-violet. The prints must be taken out of the

toning bath after five minutes and laid flat. They continue to tone,
and when the desired colour is reached they should be washed in water.

Instead of gold, the prints may be toned with platinum, as suggested

by Stieglitz.
I.

Solution A.

Potassium oxalate

Potassium phosphate
Water .

Solution B.

Potassium chloro-platinite
Water

To tone, mix 6 parts of A. with i part of B.

3! ounces.

i|
i quart.

15 grains.

6 drachms.

II.

Potassium chloro-platinite

Water ....
Nitric acid

15 grains.

i quart.

25 minims.

The prints before toning are washed, put into the toning solution

for ten minutes, and then thoroughly washed. If an alum bath is

necessary, it should be used after toning. The prints may be toned to

any tint between light brown and black. If a matt surface be pre-

ferred, the prints should be dried on ground glass.

See Gelatine Chloride Paper (Ilford).

Artigue Process. A modification of one of the oldest methods of

printing in carbon. (See Pouncey's Process.)

Artotype (see Collotype).

Autoglyphic Process (see Half-tone Engraving).

Autotype (also called the Carbon Process). In 1871 the late Mr.

J. K. Johnson wrote :
" Silver printing, like the daguerreotype, will

soon be a thing of the past, and at no distant period there will be no

distinction, in a chemical and physical sense, between the palette of

the photographer and that of the artist in oil or water colours." The

meaning of this is that prints in silver being often unstable, the pro-

cess would go out of use, and pigments of any colour combined with

gelatine would alone be used in the production of photographs. Nearly

thirty years have elapsed since Mr. Johnson wrote the words quoted,.
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yet silver printing is still employed very largely. The beautiful

method of carbon printing, advocated by Mr. Johnson, is adapted for

many purposes, and the undoubted permanence of the prints produced

by it give the process an importance which it is impossible to exag-

gerate.

The action of light upon organic matter when combined with the

bichromates of ammonia or potash is the basis of all the processes

which come under the term carbon printing. This effect of the action

of light on paper which has been immersed in the bichromates was first

observed by Mungo Ponton. Becquerel showed that sized paper acted

much more rapidly, and for that reason gelatine or gum is employed
in combination with the bichromates. The addition of coloured pig-

ments to the gelatine was first proposed by Poitevin, who found that

when paper was so prepared and exposed under a suitable negative,
those parts on which the light had acted became insoluble, while the

parts not acted on could be washed away, thus leaving the picture
with black or coloured lines on a white ground. In this manner the

first permanent photograph in pigments was produced. This result was

not quite what was desired, owing to the absence of half-tone ; and it

was the Abbe de Laborde in France, and Burnet and Blair in England,
who pointed out the cause of Poitevin 's failure. They showed that the

pigmented gelatine was entirely insoluble on the surface which had

been next to the negative, being covered with a kind of skin which pre-

vented the action of the warm water used to wash away the unaltered

gelatine ; and it was shown that the picture must be washed from the

other side of the film. In order to effect this, Fargier coated a sheet of

glass with the sensitised gelatine, which, when dry, was exposed under

a negative ;
the plate was then coated with collodion, and, when dry,

was placed in warm water, which caused the gelatine to leave the

glass ; and, as the collodion was not affected by the warm water, the

picture was caught with the collodion side downwards on a sheet of

paper. The picture could then be washed from the back, and in this

way the first photograph in pigmented gelatine with half-tone was pro-

duced. The process was much too difficult and troublesome to be of

practical use.

Mr. J. W. Swan, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, took out a patent in 1862

for pigmented tissues and their use. Instead of coating the gelatine
with collodion, Mr. Swan first coated the glass with collodion, and

upon this spread his gelatine film, which, when dry, was stripped from

the glass and placed with the gelatine side next to the negative to be

printed; therefore, in developing the picture, it could be attacked

from the back, and the soluble gelatine was removed with warm
water. While this was being done the picture was supported on

paper which had been coated with a solution of india-rubber, and as

the tissue holding the picture was also coated in the same way, they
were passed through a copper-plate press, and were thus made to
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adhere firmly together. Pictures so prepared were in slight relief,

and gave a true impression of the negative in half-tone.

The next great improvement effected by Mr. Swan was in dispensing
with collodion and glass. The gelatine was spread at once on the

paper and printed. India-rubber solution was next applied, and was

pressed into contact with another piece of paper coated in the same

way. Soaking in warm water now softened the gelatine, and the

picture could be pulled off from the first paper, and could then be

washed to free it from the unaltered gelatine; but the picture thus

produced was reversed. To bring it into its correct position a paper
coated with gelatine made partially insoluble with alum was placed in

warm water ; the softened gelatine surface was brought into contact

with the print, and the two surfaces pressed together. When dry,

benzene was applied to the back of the picture, and passing through
the paper, softened the india-rubber; when the paper was removed,
the picture appeared in its natural position. Very beautiful results

were obtained in this manner.

The next improvement was effected by Mr. J. R. Johnson (in

1868), who found that no cement was necessary to fix a print on its

support, if that support were made impervious to air and water. In

1874 Mr. J. R. Sawyer patented a "flexible temporary support."
This temporary support is a hard tough paper coated with gelatine

which is insoluble when dry ;
this is coated with an alkaline solution

of lac, and then rolled between polished plates; the surface is next

treated with a waxing compound, which enables the picture to leave

the support when the transfer to paper is applied. The advantages
of this support are that the picture can be seen while being developed.
The pieces of support can be used repeatedly, and the finished pictures
have a pleasing surface.

In 1874 M. Lambert introduced some improvements. He showed

that glass coated with collodion could be used, but the surface must
be made greasy before the collodion was applied.

Sufficient time has now elapsed to show that photographs printed
in pigmented gelatine are permament. Gelatine is known to be a

permanent body, and provided the colour be also permanent, there

seems to be no reason why absolute permanence should not be attained

by the use of such bodies in combination. Experience has shown the

kind of colour to use, and in the preparation of the tissues only such

colours as are known to be permanent are now employed.
The Autotype process possesses advantages which can be claimed

for no other. Drawings of all descriptions can be copied in exact

facsimile as to colour, and, if necessary, the copy may be in the same

pigment as the original. Photographs on albumenised paper are

so exactly imitated in autotype that the difference is very difficult of

detection.

In printing on carbon tissue, two methods are adopted double and
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single transfer. When prints are required from negatives taken in the

ordinary way, they must be transferred twice, otherwise the copies
would be inverted, that is, the left-hand side would appear as the

right-hand side, and vice versa ; so that, unless the negatives are taken

with the image inverted, the single transfer method cannot be used,

except when the inversion may be disregarded. The double transfer

is avoided by using a reversing mirror, or by taking the negative

through the glass, which would have the effect of reversing the subject.

By stripping the film from its glass support, the second transfer can

be avoided. The trouble, however, of using the temporary support
in the double transfer is not very great.

As the preparation of the carbon tissue is a somewhat difficult and

troublesome process, and as it can be purchased ready prepared, and

also, when desired, ready sensitised, very few will care to prepare their

own paper. Generally, it may be said that the tissue is merely paper
coated with gelatine with which carbon or colouring matter of some
kind has been mixed. This is prepared in rolls, and when dry will

keep for any length of time. As the paper will not keep many days
after it is made sensitive to light with the bichromate, it is usually
ordered only in such quantities as can be used at once. Where there

is convenience for drying the tissue after sensitising, there is some

advantage in purchasing the plain tissue in rolls. The importance of

the process requires that minute details should be given for its success-

ful manipulation, but space here is too limited. The fullest instruc-

tion may be found in the " A. B. C." guide issued by the Autotype

Company.
It may be mentioned that most of the patents connected with the

carbon process have now lapsed.

Beechey's Emulsion Process (Collodion). In 1876 the Rev. Canon

Beechey introduced a modification of the collodio-bromide process, and

in 1879 he gave further particulars in the British Journal Almanack,

As the use of collodion emulsion is very limited, it will be sufficient

to say here that when such plates are required they are prepared as

under. Take

A. Cadmium bromide (anhydrous) .... 400 grains.

Alcohol, absolute 10 ounces.

When clear, decant and add

Strong hydrochloric acid 80 minims.

Then prepare in yellow light the day before it is required

Gun-cotton
*

. . 10 or 12 grains.
Ether ......... 9 drachms.

Solution A j ounce.

To make this sensitive, dissolve 40 grains of fused silver nitrate,

powdered, in i ounce of alcohol. The quantity given above will
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prepare two dozen half-plates. The emulsion must be kept in the

dark and shaken a few times. The plates must have a substratum of

gelatine, 5 grains soaked in i ounce of water for an hour, and then

dissolved in 3 ounces of boiling water filtered while hot.

As the plates are coated with the emulsion they are placed in a

dish containing filtered rain-water, and then in another dish contain-

ing 30 ounces of table-beer with 30 grains of pyrogallic acid, used as

a preservative. About six plates may be prepared one after the other,

passed through the water and preservative, and rinsed in succession.

The plates are developed with

A. Pyrogallic acid .

Alcohol, methylated .

B. Potassium bromide .

Water (distilled)

C. Ammonium carbonate

Hot water .

96 grains.

i ounce.

12 grains.
i ounce.

60 grains.

i ounce.

Mix of A. 30 drops, B. 30 to 60 drops, C. 2 drachms. First rinse the

plates under a tap to remove greasiness, and then pour on the develop-

ing solution. The plates may be intensified, if necessary, with "pyro"
and silver. Fix with weak cyanide or with sodium thiosulphate as

usual.

The exposure necessary in a good light will vary from thirty
seconds to three minutes for a landscape. For lantern slides or trans-

parencies a few seconds' exposure to gaslight will be sufficient.

Bitumen Process. Bitumen or asphaltum varies very much in its

properties; some kinds are soft, others hard, and some are fluid, as

naphtha and petroleum. The kinds used in photography are found in

Syria, the Island of Trinidad, and some other places.

The discovery by Niepce that the resinous substance bitumen or
" Jew's pitch

" was made insoluble by exposure to light has proved of

great value in some of the recent applications of photography. Niepce's
first experiments were made by spreading a film of bitumen on a litho-

graphic stone; by means of acid the picture was then "bitten in" and
could be printed from. This in his hands never became of any value,

owing to the want of sensitiveness, an exposure of many hours being

necessary to obtain an image ; but he also tried glass and metal plates
in his later experiments, when iodine was introduced, eventually lead-

ing to the discovery by Daguerre of the process known by his name.
A thin film of bitumen is now made use of in most of the processes for

printing on zinc, and the best results are obtained by this means.

Bichromated gelatine can be used
;
but the results for the finer kinds

of work are not equal to those obtained with the bitumen.

The best Syrian bitumen should be used, and this should be purified.

The powdered bitumen must be dissolved in twice its weight of essence

of turpentine and well shaken up until it forms a thick syrup. Some
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of this thick syrup must now be mixed with sulphuric ether, well

shaken together, and then allowed to settle. The fluid portion is now
to be poured off, and more ether added two or three times, until very
little of the bitumen is taken up. The bitumen left as a thick sedi-

ment can now be spread over plates until it becomes nearly dry, which

will require a few days. This must be done at a sufficient distance

from any artificial light to prevent any chance of igniting the vapour
of the ether, and it may be done in daylight. The bitumen thus puri-

fied is dissolved in benzene or chloroform, and must be just sufficiently

fluid to become a film of a golden brown colour when spread over and

dried on a zinc plate, and a zinc or copper plate having been well

polished, is now coated with the bitumen (which must be filtered) by

holding the plate with the left hand (not by one corner as when coat-

ing a plate with collodion, but poised on the fingers and thumb), and

then allowing the fluid to completely cover the metal pouring the

superfluous fluid back into the bottle; a "whirler" can be used if

preferred. As the film is not very sensitive, this coating may be done

in diffused daylight. When quite dry, the plate is placed in perfect

contact with the negative in a printing frame and exposed to light.

The time necessary to make the print varies very much, and can only
be ascertained by experiment. It may require from a few minutes to

two or three hours, and in dull weather very much longer. When
printed, the development is effected by holding the plate in the hand
in the same way as when coating it

;
then it must be flooded quickly

with turpentine, which will at once dissolve the bitumen; and, as

soon as the subject is seen to be fully developed, a gentle stream of

water from a tap is allowed to flow over it to wash off the turpentine.
If the printing has been correctly timed, we have now a very delicate

and perfect picture in bitumen on the metal, which, when dry, can be

etched with nitric acid.

Black Lines (see Cyanotype). Tracing for reproduction with black

lines on a white ground should be prepared with good black Indian ink,

and the paper should be as transparent as possible. The print is fully

exposed when the sensitised paper has changed from yellow to white.

The developing solution is composed of

Gallic acid I ounce.

Citric acid I

Alum 8 ounces.

Of this take i ounces to i gallon of water.

This should be mixed and used the same day. The print should

be immersed until the lines are black. The developing solution may
be repeatedly used. The prints must be thoroughly washed in cold

water.

Bromide-Printing Process. When opal glass and paper are coated

with silver bromide emulsion in gelatine, they may be used for contact-
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printing or for enlargements, either by artificial or by day light ;
but

for contact-printing artificial light is to be preferred. Paper is pre-

pared in two degrees of sensitiveness, the slow kinds being more suit-

able for printing by artificial light and for enlarging by daylight, while

the rapid paper is used for enlarging by artificial light. With suit-

able negatives (the kind called "
plucky

"
gives the best results) very

beautiful prints may be obtained, and enlargements, when very

carefully worked upon by a skilful artist, have qualities which are

possessed by no other kind of prints, with the exception of carbon ;

and there is this difference in favour of the bromide print, that an

enlarged negative has not to be made. On the other hand, it cannot

be said that the bromide print has the same permanent quality which

the carbon print is known to possess, although great permanence is

claimed for the bromide. Chemical tests have shown that the bromide

prints will withstand a damp atmosphere impregnated with sulphu-
retted hydrogen, which proved destructive to prints by most other

processes. The effects of exposure to atmospheric influence can only
be tested by time, and the introduction of this process is of too recent

a date for this test to have been effectual.

Bromide papers are prepared by the manufacturers of many kinds

of plates, and all possess qualities which require special treatment by
the methods for which directions are given with each packet of paper.

The following are the directions for treatment of prints on the
" Ilford

" bromide paper :

No. i. Solution potassium oxalate (neutral) 16 ounces

Warm water 1
64 ,,

Ammonium bromide . . . . 20 ,,

No. 2. Iron protosulphate 16 ounces

Warm water . . . . . 48 ,,

Citric acid ...... ounce

filter.

filter.

Add i ounce of No. 2 to 5 ounces of No. i. If added in the

reverse order a precipitate would be formed. The prints, -as developed,
and without washing, are placed in the following clearing solution for

a few minutes :

Alum
Citric acid

Warm water

6 ounces.

i ounce.

80 ounces.

1
Objection has been taken to this term in the following words : "When an

author sets out with the idea of producing a scientific work, he must in the first

place be exact." It will be observed that the formulae are quoted in the words of

the makers of the paper. There are instances in published formulae when "
tepid

"

and "hard water" is recommended. To determine the exact temperature or the

degree of hardness in water clearly cannot be the business of an author who merely

quotes published formulae. Warm or hot water is recommended in some cases,

because the heat causes more of the substance to be dissolved.
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This solution is used for a few prints, and then thrown away.

After rinsing in three or four changes of water, the prints are fixed

in a fresh solution of sodium thiosulphate (4 ounces to 20 ounces of

water). After washing in several changes of water for about two

hours, the prints are passed through an alum bath ; but this may be

omitted in cold weather.

Absolute cleanliness must be observed in every part of the process,

and the dish used for developing must be used for no other purpose ;

stains will certainly result if the prints are touched with fingers that

are not perfectly clean. Blisters can be avoided by passing the prints

through a solution of common salt after fixing and before washing.

All solutions must be used cold.

The directions given by the Eastman Company for developing their

bromide papers are as under :

No. i. Potassium oxalate . . . . . .16 ounces.

Acetic acid 3 drachms.

Hot water . ,48 ounces.

No. 2. Iron protosulphate . . . . 16 ounces.

Acetic acid drachm, or citric acid ounce.

Hot water .32 ounces.

No. 3. Potassium bromide I ounce.

Water i quart.

To develop, take, in a suitable tray, of No. i, six ounces; No. 2,

one ounce; and No. 3, half a drachm. Mix in the order given and

use cold. After exposure soak the paper in water until limp, then

immerse in the developing solution. The image should appear slowly,

and should develop up strong, clear, and brilliant. When the shadows

are sufiiciently black, pour off the developer and flood the print with

the clearing solution :

Acetic acid i drachm.

Water 32 ounces.

Do not wash the print after pouring off the developer and before

applying the clearing solution. Take a sufficient quantity to flow over

the print; say, two ounces for a 10 x 8 print. Allow it to act for

one minute, and then pour it off and apply a fresh portion ; repeat the

operation a third time, and then rinse in water, and immerse for ten

minutes in the fixing bath :

Sodium thiosulphate ....... 3 ounces.

Water ...... 6

Wash thoroughly for two hours, and then hang the prints up to dry.

With a tray having a glass bottom, seven ounces of the developer are

sunicient for a print 30 x 25 in. The tray used for developing should

be 'kept exclusively for that purpose.
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In contact-printing, very thin negatives should be printed by weak

yellow light, like that obtained from a kerosene lamp turned down
a little below the normal intensity. Strong, intense negatives are best

printed by daylight.
For enlarging by artificial light the negative should be thin and

clear; but if the enlargement is made by daylight the negative may
be of ordinary density.

Bromide paper may be utilised for making proofs from negatives
as soon as developed, without waiting to dry them, in the following
manner : Wet a piece of the A. paper, and squeegee it face down on

to the negative as soon as the latter is fixed and washed ; wipe the

water off from the back of the plate and expose it to light for a few

seconds
;

lift the paper from the negative, and develop the print with

the oxalate developer.
If prints are squeegeed face down on to a polished sheet of hard

rubber and allowed to dry, they will have a glace surface when removed
from the support.

Prints on bromide paper should be mounted dry that is, they
should be allowed to dry before pasting; they should not be treated

like albumenised prints, but should be'hung over a line, or laid, back

down, upon glass or clean paper. When dry they are brushed on
the back with thin starch- paste, and rubbed into contact with the

mount with a soft cloth. When the prints are to be burnished, they

mpst be quite dry, and if a lubricator is to be used, it should be made
with Castile soap. Prints on smooth paper can be enamelled in the

usual way.
To avoid yellow prints four things are necessary : The developer

must be acid; the clearing solution must be used; fresh "hypo" is

required for fixing each batch of prints; the washing must be

thorough.

"Mealy" prints are caused by over-exposure. An over-exposed
bromide print is reduced as follows : Make a saturated solution

of chloride of lime and filter it. Take of this one part, and of water

four to eight parts, and immerse the print in the mixture, the print

having been already washed and fixed.

By masking the negative, prints with white margins may be printed
suitable for book illustrations. For this purpose paper of medium
thickness should be used.

Calotype (called also Talbotype). All the early experiments of

Talbot were made with silver nitrate. It was necessary to print
out the pictures, whether produced by contact with the microscope,
or with the camera. The next great step was the discovery that the

latent or invisible image produced on paper could be developed by the

application of a solution of gallic acid. The process is described with

full working details in the specification of the patent which was

granted to Mr. Talbot in 1841, of which the following is a summary :
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Fine writing paper was washed over with a solution of silver

nitrate, 100 grains to six ounces of water. When dry the paper was

dipped in a solution of potassium iodide, 500 grains to one pint of

water, for two or three minutes, and then rinsed in water and dried.

In this state the paper was called iodised pape?', and may be stored

in a portfolio for use as required. For use take 100 grains of silver

nitrate dissolved in two ounces of water, to which add one-sixth of its

volume of strong acetic acid. This solution was called A. Solution

B. was a saturated solution of crystallised gallic acid. Equal parts of

the two solutions were mixed as required, and the solution was called

gallo-nitrate of silver. The solution was brushed over the paper or

floated on it for half a minute, then rinsed in water and blotted off.

It may be used wet or dried, care being taken to exclude white light,

as the paper is extremely sensitive to light. The picture was de-

veloped by being washed over with gallo-nitrate of silver, and was

fixed by first washing in plain water and afterwards in a solution of

potassium bromide (100 grains in 8 to 10 ounces of water), allowed

to remain in the solution for a minute or two, and then again washed

and dried.

This process was much altered and greatly improved by Mr. Cundell

and others. Hyposulphite of soda,
1 as it was then called, was intro-

duced for fixing the negative, and to make the paper more transparent

waxing was resorted to. The process was very popular for some years,

but was superseded by the collodion process.

In the Year- Book of Photography for 1890 will be found a list

of photographs done by Talbot and exhibited by Mr. F. H. Talbot at

a meeting of the Bath Photographic Society, and there is an account

also of early pictures made by the late Mr. R. Hunt.

Canvas, Printing on. The canvas used in oil painting has not a

surface on which a photograph can be printed without some kind

of preparation. The surface is more or less greasy, and resists all

preparations containing water only. If coated thinly with gelatine,

the canvas may be prepared and printed on in the ordinary way, or the

carbon process may be employed ;
but it has been found that any pre-

paration which prevents the oil colours coming into direct contact

with the original surface of the canvas (that is, the surface prepared
for painting upon) is liable to cause cracking, and in some cases the

peeling off of the picture. Many processes have been published, but

1 Next in importance to the discoveries of Talbot and Daguerre of the processes

bearing their names was the means by which their pictures could be permanently
fixed. For this we are indebted to Sir John Herschel, who, in 1840, published

the fact that sodium hyposulphite would fix the photographic image more per-

fectly than by the means until then adopted. Under the heading Sodium Thio-

sulphate will be found a letter giving full particulars on this interesting matter.

As no substance has yet been found to supersede this salt as a fixing agent, the

importance of the discovery will at once be seen.
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none, as far as the writer is aware, so completely meets the difficulties

of the case as one he has used for about thirty years, and now pub-
lishes for the first time.

The canvas should first be freed from the surface dust of whitening

by wiping with a cloth. When the canvas is large and a portrait is

to be printed on it, the head only need be printed, or so much of

the subject as will cover a 16 x 14 plate; the rest of the picture can

readily be sketched in. In some cases a convenient method is to

place a small negative or transparency of the subject in a sciopticon

or other lantern, project the picture on to the canvas of the size

required, and then to go over the outline with pencil or red chalk.

This will give exactly the size required for the head, and from this

the proportion for the enlarged negative can be taken. When dry, the

negative is placed on the canvas and fitted accurately to the out-

line already made. With a pencil now mark the outline of the glass

negative to serve as a guide for placing the plate when the canvas is

prepared, and to allow for ready adjustment afterwards.

To prepare the canvas take

Calcium chloride .

Spirits of wine (methylated)

i drachm.

5 ounces.

As soon as the calcium chloride has dissolved, pour a small quantity
on to the part of the canvas which is to be sensitised

; take a tuft of

cotton-wool or lint and rub the surface until the salting solution is

well incorporated with the canvas preparation. The canvas will be

nearly dry when the spirit has evaporated, but it may be held for a

few minutes before a fire. Then sensitise with

Silver nitrate .

Water
80 grains.

I ounce.

Go over the surface with this in the same way as with the salting

solution. Dry by the fire.

As the canvas will, probably, be too large for any printing frame,

take a flat board rather larger than the negative and place it where

the canvas is to be printed ; then, in a dull light, place the negative
in position, and expose to sunlight, keeping the whole covered until

placed on the board. The board is for the purpose of permitting good
contact between the canvas and negative, as the stretcher of the

canvas prevents any other method being adopted. A thick glass out of

a printing frame may be used as a weight when placed on the top of

the negative.
In a good light the printing will be very rapid as compared with

paper. The colour of the part now covered by the negative should be

watched, and when the printing appears to be sufficient, the canvas

may be taken into a feeble light and examined, or by shading the print
the negative may be lifted by one edge and the effect judged without
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taking the canvas into a darkened room. No difficulty will be

experienced in again fitting the negative in position if the printing has

not been sufficient. In case the canvas has not been evenly sensitised,

the salting and silver solutions should be applied again and the printing

repeated. When the printing is finished the canvas should be washed

by allowing a stream of water to flow over it, and then fixed with

Ammonia i ounce

Water 5 ounces

or in the same proportion for as much as will be required. A thorough

washing under a stream of water for a minute or two completes the

process. As soon as dry the canvas is ready for the artist to paint

upon ;
and as there is nothing between his colours and the original

preparation of the canvas, he may feel perfectly sure that his work
will not crack or peel off. As to cracking of the paint, it may be

remarked that this defect is not altogether unknown to artists quite

apart from photographic preparations. Should it occur when a photo-

graph has been used, it cannot in any way be attributed to the

photographic preparation. It will be noticed that the novelty of this

process is in the use of a salt dissolved in spirit and the use of ammonia
as a fixing agent. An aqueous solution of salt would not combine with

the canvas surface, and consequently the silver solution would leave the

canvas unequally sensitised. The use of ammonia is quite as effective

as a fixing agent as sodium thiosulphate, and it has the advantage that

a very slight washing removes the fixing agent.
In case of over-printing, or failure with the printing in any other

way, the print can be removed by brushing over it a weak solution of

potassium cyanide, and, after well washing under a tap, the process
of printing can be repeated ;

but care must be taken not to remove too

much of the surface preparation of the canvas.

Carbon Printing (Pouncey's Process). One of the earliest processes
for producing photographs without silver was introduced by Mr.

Pouncey of Dorchester, and was published by him in Photographic
Notes on January i, 1859. The following is the method of preparing
the paper and the materials required :

1. Saturated solution of potassium bichromate.

2. Gum arabic of the consistency of varnish.

3. Vegetable carbon ground fine with a muller on the slab of stone

mixed with water.

Take equal parts of i and 2 (half an ounce of each to an ounce of

water) and then add one drachm of 3.

When well stirred together, the solution must be strained through
the finest muslin.

The paper must be laid on a slab of glass and levelled. The solu-

tion is spread freely by means of a camel's-hair brush and then allowed

to stand for two minutes. The superfluous fluid is then removed with
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a four-inch hog's-hair
" softener " and worked over the paper in both

directions until the whole is evenly spread and partly dry. The drying

may then be completed by fire heat. This operation must not be con-

ducted in daylight.

The paper is exposed to light under a negative in the usual way.
When printed, the picture is placed face downwards in a dish of water,

carefully excluding air bubbles. After about five hours' immersion, if

the print has been over-exposed, the picture will be developed. The final

washing is done under a gentle stream of water from a tap, assisted,

if necessary, by passing a camel's-hair pencil over the paper.
The process was modified in various ways, and the system of print-

ing through the paper was introduced. A subsequent improvement
was made by using bitumen and mixing lithographic ink with the

pigment. The picture was developed with turpentine. By using
ceramic pigments the picture could be transferred to porcelain ware
and burnt in. Mr. Pouncey was awarded a silver medal and a prize of

four hundred francs by the French Photographic Society.

Catalysotype. A process called by this name was invented by
Dr. Wood ;

but as it was more curious than useful, further detail is

unnecessary here.

Celerotype. The following are the instructions for using paper

prepared by the Blackfriars Photographic and Sensitising Company,
and called Celerotype. It is a gelatino-chloride paper, and is used for
"
printing out

"
:

The paper, ready sensitised, is cut to size and placed in the printing
frame in the ordinary manner. The surface must be handled as little

as possible. Printing should be carried on until the print is slightly

darker than required for the finished picture; the deepest shadows

should have a bronzed appearance.
The prints are washed in two or three changes of water, and are

ready for toning, Almost any toning bath may be used.

The following will be found a very serviceable bath, giving rich

purple tones :

Sodium tungstate ....
Gold chloride ....
Water

No. i. Sodium acetate (recrystallised)

Gold chloride

Water .

No. 2. Ammonium sulpho-cyanide
Water ....
Gold chloride

ounce.

4 grains.

20 ounces.

f ounce.

4 grains.
20 ounces.

100 grains.
8 ounces.

2 grains.

Keep Nos. i and 2 separate. For toning take in the proportion of

20 oz. No. i to 6 oz. No. 2, and mix twelve hours before using.
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After toning, the prints are washed in two or three changes of water

and placed in the fixing bath, containing

Sodium thiosulphate 2 ounces.

Water 20

From fifteen to twenty minutes suffice to fix.

A combined toning and fixing bath may be used, composed of

Water . . 24 ounces.

Sodium thiosulphate 6 ,,

Ammonium sulpho-cyanide ...... i ounce.

Sodium acetate . . . . . . . . i^ ounces.

Alum (saturated solution) 10

Fill the bottle containing this solution with scraps of sensitised

paper, bad prints, &c., which have not been fixed. Filter, and allow to

stand for one day ;
then add

Water 6 ounces.

Gold chloride 15 grains.

Ammonium chloride . . . . . . 30

With this bath the prints require no preliminary washing. The

prints are plunged direct into the solution, and allowed to remain until

the desired tone is arrived at.

The prints, on removal from the fixing bath, are well washed in

water, changed frequently. If the water be repeatedly changed, one

hour will suffice. The prints should then be laid in a saturated solution

of alum for a few minutes, and again well washed.

When thoroughly washed, the prints are removed and laid face

downwards upon a sheet of crown or plate glass, well cleaned and

rubbed over with French chalk. With a squeegee they are then

pressed well into contact with the glass. When dry, they can easily

be removed by placing a sharp knife under one of the corners.

To obtain a matt or dull surface, use fine ground glass instead of

polished.

To retain the perfect gloss of the print, the mountant should be laid

on round the edges of the print in a rim not more than a sixteenth of

an inch wide.

Ceramic Photographs. Vitrified or burnt- in photographs may be

made in various ways. When the processes have been carefully per-

formed, the results are very beautiful, and, of course, absolutely

permanent. Probably owing to the difficulties in manipulation,
vitrified photographs are not commonly met with. To the skill of

the photographer must be added that of the enameller; and when
colour is attempted, that also of the miniature painter. The following
is an outline of the process as described by Mr. N. K. Chevrill : A
perfectly clean sheet of glass is coated three times with collodion, and,

F
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before this has completely set, the plate is put into the silver bath
;

after it has drained for several minutes, the plate is exposed in the

usual way in the copying camera to produce a transparency. The

picture is developed with pyrogallic acid. Great care must be taken

at this stage, and after being thoroughly washed the picture is fixed

with potassium cyanide. The film at one corner of the plate must now
be broken, and a stream of water allowed to flow so as to completely
loosen the film. The whole of the film not required is now removed,
and the picture is slipped off the glass into a dish of water. The

picture has now to be caught on a piece of glass of suitable size and
toned with iridium chloride and gold chloride. The next process is

to fix the film on the tablet where it is to remain. The tablets are

made of copper covered with white enamel and are curved
;
so that to

get the film evenly on the tablet a long camel's-hair brush must be

used. The plate or tablet is now ready for burning-in, and the greatest
care is necessary to secure the best results. The burning-in is effected in

a muffle-furnace, in the most convenient form of which gas-heat is used.

At this stage the effect has chiefly been to burn away the collodion

supporting the picture, and to fix the metals which form it on the

enamelled surface of the tablet. In this part of the process all

the beauty of the picture seems to be lost. To restore the picture the

surface must be glazed. The enamel glaze is mixed with specially pre-

pared collodion diluted with alcohol. When quite cold the tablet is

covered with the glaze and burnt in. The process is repeated several

times until the full beauty of the picture is brought out.

Another method by which excellent results are obtained requires a

totally different treatment. Take the following :

Potassium bichromate, saturated solution

Albumen

Honey
Water

6 parts.

3

3
10

Mix together and keep in a dark place. After filtering the solution

the opal glass or copper tablet is coated, dried by heat and exposed
under a transparency. The printed plate is left for a few minutes in

a room in which there is no fire, to enable the surface to become

slightly damp. The enamel colour in a fine powder is then dusted

on and the picture is developed. The tablet or glass is then put
into water containing six drops of sulphuric acid to each ounce of

water, and allowed to remain half-an-hour to remove all trace of

the bichromate. Remove the plate to another dish of water and

allow it to remain an hour. When dry, the picture is ready for the

burning-in, which must be conducted as already described
;
as also the

glazing.

Chloro-Bromide Process. This modification of the collodio-bromide

process was suggested by Mr. M. Carey Lea. By the addition of
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copper chloride to the collodion increased sensitiveness was obtained,

and also perfect clearness in the negative.

Chromatype. Many photographic processes are curious and in-

teresting from a scientific point of view. The late Mr. Robert Hunt

originated several of this kind. The Chromatype is a good example.
Mr. Hunt says : "This process is a pleasing one in its results; it is

exceedingly simple in its manipulatory details, and produces very

charming positive pictures by the first application." The chromatype
is founded on a process by Mr. Mungo Ponton, and is described in

Hunt's "Manual," 5th edit., p. 143.

Chromo-Collotype. A method of printing from collotype plates

in a way similar to chrome-lithography was introduced by Messrs.

Waterlow & Sons. (See Collotype.)

Chromo-Photographs. Photographs attached to curved glass, made

transparent, and then coloured on the back in oil colour, have been

introduced under many different names. Crystoleum is a name ap-

plied to this kind of coloured picture.

Chromotype. This is another name for the autotype process,
modified somewhat in the details of working.

Chrysotype. This process was one of the results of the researches

of Sir John Herschel. It is analogous to the cyanotype, but gold
chloride is one of the agents used.

Cleaning Glass. In addition to what is said on pages 65 and 87,

the following methods of cleaning glass have been recommended.

The films on plates which have not been varnished are removed by

soaking for an hour or two in water acidulated with nitric acid ;

the films can be rubbed off with a strip of wood if they have not

completely left the glass. Then each plate must be rubbed while

water is allowed to flow over it, albumenised, and allowed to dry ;

or a final rub with Tripoli powder or fuller's earth is given and the

plates are then dried with cloths or leather. The following method
is sometimes used : r

Citric acid pound.

Hydrochloric acid i pint.

Water , I gallon.

When the plates have been varnished it is necessary to place them
in boiling water in which common washing soda or caustic soda has

been dissolved, where they are left till cold. In the latter case the

plates should be touched by the fingers as little as possible.

Plates of small size which have been coated with gelatine are

scarcely worth the trouble of cleaning. The most effectual method

for removing such films is by the use of weak hydrofluoric acid, about

i ounce of acid to 50 of water. The acid should be used in a gutta-

percha dish, and great care be taken not to handle the plates more

than can be helped.
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The old films may be filtered out, dried, and put with the silver

residues. An old felt hat serves as a good filter for this purpose.

Clearing and Reducing Solutions. In developing gelatine dry

plates with pyrogallic acid, it often occurs that there is a want of

clearness in the shadows, or there may be too great density. After

fixing, the negative should be well rinsed in water, and the following
solution poured on and off till the desired effect is attained :

Alum .

Sulphuric or nitric acid

Iron protosulphate
Water

i ounce.

i

3 ounces.

20

The solution may be used repeatedly, as it does not deteriorate by

keeping.

Amongst other clearing solutions which have been employed are

the following :

Alum .

Iron protosulphate
Perchloride of iron

Water

Or

Iron protosulphate
Citric acid .

Ferric oxalate

Water

1 ounce.

2 ounces.

4 drachms.
20 ounces.

3 ounces.

i ounce.

3 drachms.

20 ounces.

Many other solutions are used, but the first one named will usually

be found to be sufficient.

Coffee Process. An infusion of coffee was used by Colonel Baratti

as a preservation of collodion, and as it proved to be one of the best,

this process was popular for a time.

Collodio-Albumen Process. The Taupenot process led the way in

the preparation of plates to be used in the dry state, and, under the

name of the Collodio-Albumen Process, became very popular. Fother-

gill, Acland, Russell, England, and many others, introduced modifica-

tions of great value. Some of the most beautiful photographs ever

produced were made by this method. The time of exposure was long
ten or twenty times longer than with collodion ; but over-exposure

was of little consequence, as this could be corrected in the develop-

ment. Under-exposure was not so easily corrected. Every one who

practised this process had his own modification, and each, in his own

way, could produce satisfactory results. The following is one of the

simplified processes : The collodion should be old and porous, and the

plate, after coating with the collodion, should be washed until all

greasiness disappears, and then drained for a short time on blotting-

paper. The plate must now be coated with iodised albumen prepared
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as follows :

l Into 1 2 ounces of white of egg pour 2 drachms of water,

to which 40 minims of glacial acetic acid have been added, stirring the

whole with a glass rod so as to mix only, not to convert into a froth ;

after this has stood six or eight hours, filter through sponge, add i

drachm of strong ammonia, and iodise with

Potassium iodide .....
Ammonium bromide ....
Water (distilled)

The sensitising bath is made as follows :

Silver nitrate ......
Glacial acetic acid .....
Water (distilled) .

70 grains.

15
i ounce.

50 grains.

45 minims.

i ounce.

This bath should be iodised by adding a crystal or two of ammonium
iodide to each pint of solution, and then filtered. The plates, which

should be quite dry, must not be allowed to remain in the bath longer
than a minute in winter, or for more than forty seconds in summer.

After removal from the bath they are to be immersed in a dish of

distilled water until they cease to appear greasy, and then well washed

under a tap to remove the last trace of silver nitrate; they should

then be flooded with a one-grain solution of gallic acid, and allowed

to dry spontaneously. They will keep good for years ;
and may also

be successfully developed many years after the exposure has been

made. The plate should be coated twice with the iodising solution.

The solution first poured on to the wet collodionised plate should be

thrown away, but the surplus from the second coating may be used

for the first application to the next plate. The object of this is to

carry away the excess of water from the washing of the collodion film.

The plates are developed by steeping in water at 100 Fahr., and then

in a solution of pyrogallic acid, 3 grains to the ounce (used also at

1 00). When all the details in the picture can be well seen the

negative must be intensified with a solution of pyrogallic acid, 3 grains,

and 2 grains of citric acid to the ounce of water. After this has been

poured two or three times over the plate it should be returned to the

developing cup, and two or three drops of solution of silver nitrate (20

grains to the ounce) should be added, and the redevelopment proceeded
with until the proper density is reached. If stains appear on the plate

at any stage, they may be removed by rubbing with a tuft of cotton-

wool or lint. The negatives are fixed with sodium thiosulphate.

Collodio-Bromide Process. On the gth September 1864, Messrs.

Sayce and Bolton, of Liverpool, published the details of a process by
which the bath of nitrate of silver was dispensed with. The collodion

was prepared with the bromide of silver, and the preparation of the

plate was effected by merely pouring on the collodion. Mr. Sayce

1 British Journal Almanack, 1876, p. 164.
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gave a full description for the preparation of the plates in the Year

Book of Photography, 1866, p. 85.

In this process we have the first step towards a method by which

all the troublesome manipulations necessary in the dry processes are

got rid of. Pictures produced by the authors of the process possessed

great excellence, and in the hands of others, who modified and improved
the process, equally good results were obtained. The exposure in the

camera was about twice that necessary for wet collodion.

Collodio-Chloride of Silver Process. This process was invented by
the late Mr. G. Wharton Simpson in 1864, and met with consider-

able success. The process consists in the use of silver chloride in

collodion. The chloride is not soluble in ether or alcohol, but remains

in suspension ; and, if properly prepared, does not precipitate. A full

description of the process was published by Mr. Simpson in the Year

Book of Photography for 1866, p. 35.

Collodion Emulsion (see Collodio-Bromide Process).

Collodion Pellicle. In 1876 Mr. W. B. Bolton advertised a

collodion pellicle for the preparation of sensitive plates which could be

used either in a dry or wet state. A pellicle called by Mr. M. Carey
Lea chloriodo-bromide pellicle was also advertised by Mr. Bolton. The

process was described in the British Journal of Photography in 1876.
Collodion emulsions and pellicles have very little advantage beyond
that of quick preparation of the plates ;

it is, however, sometimes

used in preparing plates for the three-colour process.

Collodion Process (Wet). Of all the photographic processes, no

results (if we except the daguerreotype) have ever surpassed those

produced on plates prepared by the wet collodion method; and

although the introduction of dry plates prepared with a collodion or

gelatine emulsion and in various other ways may be said to have taken

the place of the older process for certain purposes, the wet collodion

has not been superseded, and probably it never will be entirely. For

portraiture and landscape, collodion is now seldom or never used, but

for some kinds of work gelatine plates are not so suitable as collodion,

and the cost of collodion, when large plates are required, is greatly in

its favour. For this reason, as well as for the very superior results

which may be obtained, a full description of the wet collodion process
is considered to be desirable here. Probably not i per cent, of the

large army of amateurs and operators, who have taken to the practice
of the art within the last ten years, have ever prepared a wet plate, and,
it may be, have never seen one prepared. The modern photographer,

who, with his " instantaneous shutter " and "
sixty times "

dry gelatine

plates, succeeds in showing a train, moving at the rate of forty miles an

hour, as if it were standing still, has done no more than was effected

in the very early days of photography, when a wheel in very rapid
motion was shown by the light of the electric spark (than which

nothing more " instantaneous
" can be used) on the prepared paper as
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if at rest, and feats equally remarkable have been done on wet collodion

plates. There are great advantages in the use of gelatine plates, but

collodion also has advantages of its own. Extreme rapidity is of very
little importance in cases where collodion is now employed.

The preparation of collodion is described in the section under its

own title.

The glass used, excepting for any special purpose, need not be

patent plate ; that, of course, is better than any other, and, excepting
for its price, would always be preferred. The best flatted crown or

sheet glass, not too thin, answers every purpose. The glass must be

perfectly clean. Rouge, whitening, or fine Tripoli powder, mixed with

spirits of wine to the consistence of thick cream, is dabbed on the glass
after it has first been well rubbed over with a pad of flannel and rinsed

under a tap ;
the Tripoli is then well rubbed over the plate and rinsed

off under running water. The cloths used for drying the glass should

be washed without soap, and the final polish should be given with wash-

leather or silk
;
in the latter case the plate should not be used at once,

as its possible electrical condition may cause it to attract dust. When
breathed upon, the glass will show at once if the surface be clean

; and,
if not clean, the picture will probably show stains of some kind, or the

film may leave the plate while under development, or in the course of

drying. There are some advantages in using albumen as a substratum,
as has already been explained on page 65.

While coating with collodion, small plates may be held between

the finger and thumb of the left hand, but for large plates it is better

to use a pneumatic holder. The collodion should, by preference, be

poured from a " collodion pourer," which is a tall narrow bottle having
a wide mouth and a glass cover. The advantage of a bottle of this

kind is that the sediment settles at the bottom and is not readily dis-

turbed
;
the bottle should be replenished when about two-thirds of the

collodion have been used, and occasionally the sediment should be

poured into another receptacle, and used up with other stock. If pre-

ferred, the collodion may be poured off the plate into another bottle,

but long experience has shown this to be scarcely necessary. After

the plate has been fixed on the pneumatic holder, it should be examined

for particles of dust, which should be brushed off with a broad camel's-

hair brush
; the dust should not be blown off, as not unfrequently

spots of saliva are carried with the breath, and cause defects when the

picture is developed.
The next process is to coat the plate with collodion. Whether held

with or without the plate-holder, the glass must be as level as possible ;

then pour on as much collodion as may appear rather more than

sufficient to cover the plate ;
let the collodion flow first to the right-

hand corner farthest from you, then to the left, next to the left corner

nearest the hand ; then tilt the plate so that the superfluous fluid may
flow into the collodion bottle.
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A little practice will soon give confidence, and enable the operation

to be conducted without any of the collodion being spilled. There is

no necessity for haste, but there should be no time lost. If the coat-

ing is not effected in daylight, no flame of any kind should be near,

owing to the highly inflammable nature of the solution, While the

collodion is running back into the bottle, the plate should be gently

moved from side to side, with a kind of rocking motion, to prevent the

film setting irregularly. When the collodion has almost ceased to drip,

the cover should be put on the bottle and attention given entirely to

the plate to ascertain when it is ready to be put into the bath. To

ascertain this, touch the corner from which the collodion was poured,

and the finger will at once show if it is too wet
;
after a few seconds

(the plate meanwhile being constantly and slowly rocked) touch the

plate again, and if the collodion will not adhere to the finger, it is then

ready to be sensitised.

The solution forming the bath should contain

Silver nitrate

Water
35 grams.
i ounce.

This must be made slightly acid with pure nitric acid. If good dis-

tilled water can be obtained, it should be used in making the silver

bath, unless the ordinary water available is known to be approximately

pure, as is the case in Manchester and Glasgow. Rain-water may be

used; but this often contains organic matter, which is got rid of by

exposing the solution in sunlight for a few hours. If used fresh as

thus prepared, the bath will not be found to work well, owing to its

readiness to attack the iodide contained in the collodion ; therefore, it

is better to coat a plate with collodion and leave it for a few hours

in the silver solution ; a small quantity of collodion poured into it

will answer the same purpose, or a crystal of potassium iodide may
be dissolved and added to the bath. Care must be taken not to over-

iodise the solution, as the presence of too much iodide causes pinholes
in the film.

It is better, however, not to use the bath at once, but to allow it to

stand for a day or two, when it should be filtered. The vessel to con-

tain the bath solution may be of glass, porcelain, or vulcanite, prefer-

ably the first ; and for most purposes it is better to use a "
dipping

bath." A porcelain or glass dish may be used, but for large plates a

"well bath" made of wood thoroughly coated with black varnish is

efiicient. The flat bath has the advantage of not requiring so much
solution of silver. The bath being ready and the plate coated as

described, it must be placed on the dipper with the thin end of the

collodion film foremost. This is the end opposite to that from which

the collodion was poured off, the film being thinner here because, during

drying, the lower end, in pouring off, retains more collodion. The plate

must be lowered with a continuous motion, since, if any hesitation
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occurs, a mark will be formed across it and it will be spoilt. When a

flat dish is used, care must be taken to tilt the dish so that all the

fluid is at one end
;
the plate is then placed in the dish, which is at

the same time lowered, and the silver solution at once flows over the

film. The collodionised plate will be seen at once to change ;
a tinge

of milkiness appears, which continues to increase until it becomes of

a creamy whiteness, or, when seen in daylight, of a delicate yellow
tint. What occurs is that the iodide and bromide held in the collodion

are colourless ; so also is the silver solution
;
but the iodide and bromide

of silver, which are formed when the plate is placed in solution, are

not colourless. When the decomposition is complete, the coated plate
has acquired the quality of extreme sensibility to light. That it is

ready for exposure in the camera is known from the streaky greasiness,
which it at first assumes, having disappeared. No definite time can

be fixed for allowing the plate to remain in the bath, as temperature
affects the result. Cold has a retarding effect j so that in cold weather,
if practicable, the dark room should be warmed.

The operation of making the plate sensitive to light must be con-

ducted in the " dark room "
;

that is, in the room into which only

yellow light is admitted. When removed from the silver bath, the

plate must be allowed to drain ; it is then transferred to a sheet of

blotting-paper, and while resting, the back is wiped with blotting-

paper. This not only saves the silver, but also prevents injury to the

dark slide. Next, place the plate in the dark slide of the camera. It

is better to put slips of blotting-paper in the lower corners of the slide

to keep the film from touching the wood, as well as to collect silver

from the plate. Everything having been arranged before the plate was

prepared, the exposure in the camera is the next operation. The time

necessary to impress the image depends on many circumstances
;

the

quality of the light, the kind of lens, the size of the "stop
"
or dia-

phragm, and the character of the object to be copied. No rule can be

laid down for the time to expose the plate ;
a few failures will soon

teach what is proper in every case, and experience will make the prac-
tice of the process one of great certainty. The exposure being com-

plete, the picture has now to be developed. Pyrogallic acid may be

used, but the following is to be preferred :

Iron protosulphate 4 ounces.

Alcohol (methylated) 4
Acetic acid (commercial) 3
Water 65

The commercial acetic acid is cheaper than the glacial, and answers
the same purpose. The quantity of iron may be varied to suit circum-

stances.

If the exposure has been perfectly timed, the picture will appear
very soon after the developing solution has been flowed over the plate.
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Take more than sufficient of the iron solution than will cover the plate
in a glass measure, and pour it gently along the plate at the bottom,

beginning near the thumb, and allow it to run towards the top with a

regular flow
;

if possible, do not allow any of the developer to run off,

as the silver on the plate would otherwise be washed away, whereas it

is desirable to keep it on the glass, as it is wanted to assist in produc-

ing the image. The picture will be seen to gradually increase in vigour,
and when fully developed the developer is thrown off and a stream of

water allowed to flood the plate until all greasiness disappears. The

picture thus developed may be perfect so far as detail is concerned, but

it may also happen that the image is not dense enough for printing

purposes. This density may be increased by redeveloping with pyro-

gallic acid TO grains, citric acid 25 grains ;
to this must be added a few

drops of a solution of silver nitrate, 20 grains, water 2 ounces. The

effect can be watched, and the development stopped at once by allowing
water to flow over the plate. Between each operation the plate must

be thoroughly washed. The effect of the developing solution in pro-

ducing the picture has been to reduce the iodide of silver, contained in

the collodion, to the metallic state wherever the light has acted
;
but

where there has been no change caused by the light, the iodide is not re-

duced and can be removed. This is effected by immersing the plate in

a solution of potassium cyanide, half an ounce to 20 ounces of water,

or sodium thiosulphate (hypo), either of which will quickly dissolve

the iodide, leaving the picture perfect on the plate.

When quite dry the plate may be printed from at once. If only one

or two copies are required, it need not be varnished ;
but the film is

very easily injured, and must be protected by varnishing if many
copies are wanted. Varnish for this purpose can be purchased ready
for use. The negative must be warmed, but must not be made too hot ;

this can be ascertained by touching the soft part of the back of the

hand with the back of the plate. The varnish is then poured over in

the same way as the collodion, and the surplus returned to the bottle.

When drained, the plate is held before a bright fire until dry. When
quite cold, it is ready to be printed from.

The positive collodion process was for many years very popular.

Very beautiful results may be obtained, almost equal in quality to

daguerreotype, and without the disadvantage of the silver reflecting

surface. The difference between the positive and negative images is

that the positive requires to be viewed by reflected light (it is also

negative when looked at through the film, but too weak to be used as a

negative) ; the negative image can only be judged by inspecting it by
transmitted light ; the increased density of the film takes away the

positive effect. There are some differences in the manipulation. The
collodion may be thinner, having less pyroxylin ;

the silver bath may
be the same as for negatives, but the developing solution can be varied

in many ways. Protosulphate of iron 10 grains, nitric acid 2 drops,
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and water i ounce will give good results. The exposure mubt be care-

fully timed, and the development must not be pushed so far as for

negatives. Supposing a portrait to have been taken, as soon as the

outline of the drapery can be well seen the development has proceeded
far enough. The resulting picture should have a silvery whiteness as

contrasted with the pale brown of the negative. A positive may be

viewed as such from eith
%
er side of the glass, but when seen through the

glass the effect is not quite so clear as when seen on the surface, but in

the latter case the picture is reversed.

In the practice of the wet collodion process the operator will often

meet with defects, the causes of which are not easily discovered. In

most cases the cause will be that the bath is
" out of order "

;
but in

what way ? and what is the remedy ? These are questions which the

most experienced worker may not be able to answer; but usually, after

experience, the causes of most defects will be seen. When the bath is

newly made, there should be no difficulty of any kind; but after a

time it will become charged with ether and spirit from the collodion,

and will probably cause the plates to look streaky. By leaving the

plates rather longer in the bath these defects will disappear, but after

long use it will be better to pour the solution into an evaporating dish,

drive off the spirit, and then add water to bring the bath to its proper

strength. The bath by constant use will become weakened, and fresh

silver must be added. Roughly, the strength of the bath may be

ascertained by means of an argentometer, and for all practical purposes
this is sufficient. The best advice is, Do not tamper with the bath

;

simply add fresh silver as required, occasionally giving it a few days'

rest, and it will be found to work well. If pin-holes appear on the

developed plate the cause probably is an excess of iodide ; the addition

of silver remedies this. Water may be added and the solution filtered;

this will remove some of the iodide; fresh silver must of course be

added in proportion to the water used.

After a very long use it may be necessary to remove organic matter

from the bath solution. In this case add sufficient carbonate of soda

to neutralise the acid, and then place the bottle in sunlight for a few

days; acidify with nitric acid see that there is sufficient silver in

the solution and filter; the bath should then be in good working
condition. The addition of anything to the bath beyond what is

required to make it, is not recommended; the more simple its composi-
tion the better.

In warm weather, and when the plate has been longer than usual in

the dark slide, a deposit of silver sometimes occurs, forming what are

called "
oyster-shell

"
markings. The use of blotting-paper in the corner

of the dark slide is often a remedy. Contact with the wood of the frame

is almost certain to cause the markings. (See Oyster-shell Markings.}
There are two kinds of fog which are sometimes troublesome. Fog

is caused either by too much light in the dark room, or by the plate
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not being clean. This is detected by its being entirely on the surface

of the plate, and with care it can be removed by gently rubbing with

a pad of lint under running water. The remedy for this is the addition

of a drop or two of pure nitric acid to the bath.

Dust on the plate or particles in the collodion will cause " comets "

and other defects.

In filtering the bath solution, only the best filter-paper should be

used ; with care the same paper may be used many times. After use,

of course, the paper should be dried, put with the waste to be burnt,
and the silver recovered.

FIG. 34.

If from any cause the nitrate bath should become unusable, the

silver should be thrown down in the form of chloride and a new bath

prepared. With care a bath will remain in good condition for a very

long time, no matter how much it has been used, provided, of course,

that silver has been added when necessary.

"Oyster-shell" Markings. Few workers with dry plates have ever

seen "
oyster-shell

"
markings, as they never occur on gelatine plates.

The defect is sometimes very troublesome when wet collodion is used,
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as it is often difficult to discover its cause. One plate may be marked

near where it has rested on the silver-wire corners of the carrier,

although they may have been protected with chemically pure filtering

paper; another plate may have a mark on its centre or at the top

of the plate ; but, wherever they occur, they are always of the same

character. The deposit is metallic, showing that the silver may have

been in contact with organic matter of some kind
; but, it may be

asked, how has the organic matter got on to the centre of the plate ?

These troublesome markings occur most frequently in warm leather

and when the plate has been longer than usual in the slide. Partial

drying of the film is to some extent the cause ;
and dirt on the plate,

which would have no effect when the plate was used quickly, might set

up the deposit in warm weather during a long exposure. It is better

to take every care in keeping the carrier well varnished, and to use

bibulous paper at each corner. The paper itself is not likely to be the

cause of the markings, as they occur even when every precaution is

taken. Figure 34 shows a very reduced copy of this defect the

most remarkable example ever seen by the writer, as it covered the

greater part of a 12 x 10 plate.

Collographic Printing (see Collotype}.

Collotype. Of all the photo-mechanical processes, the collotype

is perhaps one of the most useful. It has a variety of names, such

as Lichtdruck, Phototype, Pliotophane, Phototint, Albert-type, Arto-

type, and many others.

The principle involved in the production of prints by any of the

allied processes is the same. A surface of gelatine is supported on a

plate of glass of sufficient thickness to bear the pressure in printing.
1

In some respects the process is similar to lithography. Printer's ink

is used, and is applied by means of a roller worked in a press, which

may be similar to the lithographic press ;
or it may have a downward

pressure, similar to a hand-press used in letterpress printing. If the

plates are sufficiently true in surface, impressions can be taken by a

letter-copying press. The printing may also be done on a machine.

The glass used must be patent plate about three-eighths or quarter
inch thick, and quite level; this is important, as the glass is some-

times slightly thicker at one end than the other. If not true, fracture

is likely to occur when passing through the press. The plates must

be ground to a fine surface with emery powder by rubbing two plates

together, or a piece of fine stone may be used. The condition of the

surface must be ascertained by washing off the emery, when the

glass, if found to be evenly ground and the grain very fine, must
be thoroughly washed and allowed to dry.

The plate is prepared in very many different ways ; the chief point to

be aimed at is the character of the grain in the gelatine, which depends
on the kind of gelatine used and the temperature at which it is dried.

A collotype picture presents to the unaided eye the effect of an
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ordinary photograph, the chief differences being in the colour. There
is the same gradation of light and shade

;
the same beauty of half-

tone; and, when printed in ink to imitate the print on albumenised

paper and varnished, the resemblance is almost perfect. A difference

can, however, be detected if a magnifying lens be used, when it

will be seen that the image is entirely produced by minute dots,

which are distributed over the whole surface of the plate. This

granulation is the result of the combination of the potassium bichro-

mate and gelatine, and of the drying at the proper temperature ; the

size of the grain being determined by the degree of heat applied and
the quantity of gelatine left on the plate. The extreme beauty of the

resulting picture in collotype depends on the granulation of the gelatine

surface, as the ink is taken up in exact proportion to the action of

light on the sensitive surface. In working, the gelatine surface requires
to be damp, as the moisture prevents the ink adhering on those parts ;

the hardened gelatine takes the ink just as the greasy lines on a litho-

graphic stone take up ink, while the wet surface of the stone resists it
;

the resemblance between the two processes being perfect in this respect.

The successful working of the collotype process depends very much
on the temperature at which the plates are dried. To effect this, a

drying-box or oven is necessary. Its dimensions will be determined

by the size of the plates in use, and whether one or more should be

dried at the same time. For plates 15 x 12, two of which are to

be dried at the same time, the box may be of the following dimen-

sions : The length should be 30 inches, width 18 inches, and depth
1 8 inches; four legs support the box 18 inches from the floor. The
bottom is a sheet of thin iron, and, around the sides of the box, sheet

iron 6 inches wide is nailed, the purpose of which is to confine the

heat from the gas jets placed below the oven. At the bottom of the

box, on one side, an aperture an inch wide is left to admit air, and

the iron bottom is covered about an inch deep with clean river or

silver sand to equalise the heat. Strips of wood are nailed at each

end of the box about 8 inches from the top, and upon these rest two

iron bars the length of the box, and 2 inches wide by about -fth of

an inch thick. Through these bars screws are passed, on which to

rest the plates for the purpose of levelling ; three screws in each bar

are so placed that the plates will rest on three of the pointed ends,

the bottom ends of the screws being made so that they can be con-

veniently turned. To get at the screws, the front of the box is hinged
about half way down. The top of the box is framed together, so that

flannel may be tacked on as a cover, while the centre rib serves to

hold a stem thermometer passed through a cork for testing the tem-

perature. Heat is applied by means of gas jets from burners of the

ordinary kind fixed in iron gas-piping, thus

the pipe having four or five burners regulated by a tap.

eac^ arm ^

The connec-
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tion may be made with india-rubber tubing. Much of the success in

this process depends on the drying oven, which should be carefully

constructed.

The preparation of the plate is now proceeded with.

In order to ensure the perfect adhesion of the gelatine film to the

ground surface of the glass plate, it must be coated with a substratum

of-

Soluble glass (sodium silicate) 3 parts.

Albumen . . . 7 ,,

Water 10 ,,

or stale beer or ale may be substituted for the albumen and water.

The sodium silicate must not contain caustic potash. The mixture

must be well shaken or beaten into a froth, and then allowed to settle.

Filter the solution, coat the plate, and allow the excess to run off into

another bottle. It must not be used for another plate until it has

been filtered. Next place the plate in the drying oven, where the

temperature may range from 130 to 150 F., and when dry allow it

to cool. It must now be rinsed under a tap, and then allowed to dry
without artificial heat. While drying it should stand on one corner on

blotting paper.
When dry, the plate is ready for the coating of sensitised gelatine.

The kind of gelatine to be used is of the greatest importance. It

must be neither too hard nor too soft, but of the quality called
" middle hard."

The plate is now coated with sensitised gelatine :

Gelatine . 180 grains.
Potassium (or ammonium) bichromate . 20

Water 4 ounces.

Soak the gelatine in three ounces of the water, then melt and keep at

150 F. for fifteen minutes. Grind the bichromate in an ounce of

water, add to the gelatine, stir well, and boil ; then filter through fine

muslin, if necessary using two thicknesses, and then allow the mixture

to set. This will keep a few days. One and a half ounces will coat a

15x12 plate.

The gelatine must be melted in a porcelain vessel, which is placed
in a saucepan over the fire, carefully protecting the surface from dust.

Many other formulae have been published, but with care the above will

give satisfactory results. Each operator will in time find out modi-

fications to suit his own way of working.
In coating the plate, filter into a pouring glass more than sufficient

of the fluid gelatine than will be required, and cover the top with

muslin tied over so that the fluid will pass through it on to the plate.

The plate must be warmed in the oven to about 150 F., and when

carefully levelled, the solution of gelatine (at about the same tempera-

ture) is poured on to the plate, which is held level on the points of the
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fingers and thumb of the left hand, the excess being allowed to run off

at the corners. When it is judged that sufficient is retained on the

plate, it is at once placed in the drying oven, arid the temperature
maintained at about 120 F. until dry. The proper temperature is

important, as already explained. When dry, the plates should be

stored in a dry dark box or cupboard until required ; they will keep
for a few days. It is, however, better to use them soon after they are

dry. The temperature will be ascertained by frequently examining
the thermometer, which is placed in the lid of the drying-box as soon

as the plates are ready for drying.
If used at the proper temperature, the gelatine will flow readily

over the plate, but should any difficulty be found, a bent glass rod

may be used to guide the flow of the fluid.

The negative should be prepared by masking. Place narrow strips

of thin tinfoil up to the edge of the part of the negative to be printed ;

the outside not covered with the foil can be covered with thin opaque

paper. Remove the black-board of an ordinary printing frame and

also the screws
; place the negative in the frame, and upon it the

prepared plate ; and then, instead of screws, apply pressure by means
of wedges. When the image can be seen distinctly by examining the

back of the plate, it is removed and placed in water until all the

bichromate is washed out
;
this will take an hour or two. After a final

rinsing under a tap, the plate should stand on one corner on blotting-

paper until dry. The image should now be faintly visible, and the

film when viewed by transmitted light should have a granulation suit-

able to the subject; this, as already stated, is determined by the

temperature at which the plate has been dried.

It may be stated here that if, by accident, the heat of the drying-
box should become excessive, the gelatine will contract and leave the

glass ;
at the same time probably the surface of the glass itself will be

pulled off in patches. If, however, the temperature be regulated auto-

matically, this accident cannot happen.
An entirely different series of operations come into use in the next

process, that of printing from the plate.

The pressure in an ordinary lithographic printing press is applied

by means of a scraper. Impressions from the collotype plate may be

taken on a press of this kind, but it is found that a roller is prefer-

able to the scraper. In some large establishments machines driven

by steam-power are used ;
such machines are very costly, and are not

necessary, unless very large quantities of prints are required.

The plate holding the collotype print is fixed on the bed of the

press, if the bed is quite level. Two or three sheets of blotting-paper

are placed on the press, wetted, and the glass plate laid on it; the

adhesion will be sufficiently firm to hold the glass in its place while

passing under the roller. It is somewhat safer to bed the glass on a

lithographic stone with plaster of Paris. The back of the glass plate
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must be examined, and any roughness caused by gelatine which may
have run over the plate must be carefully removed, as the least

irregularity in the plate . may cause it to break under pressure while

printing.
As soon as the plate is adjusted in the press the surface must be

etched, as the process of damping is called, There is really no etching

produced on the plate, and the process is merely necessary to bring
the surface into working condition. The solution for this purpose
consists of glycerine and water in about equal parts. In some cases

a few grains of common salt are added. Sufficient of the etching fluid

is poured on and spread over the plate with the finger, so as to cover

it completely, and then left for a time ; in some cases a few minutes

will be sufficient, or it may require an hour or two. With a sponge
now remove the fluid, and return it to the stock bottle, to be used

again. With a soft damp cloth dab the plate so as to leave it just

moist. The picture is now ready for inking. This part of the process
is so completely technical, and difficult to describe clearly, that much
time and trouble would be saved by obtaining a little instruction from

a lithographic printer. Ink is sold specially for collotype printing.

The kind used for printing chalk drawings on stone is very suitable.

A portion of ink is removed with a palette-knife to a clean smooth

lithographic stone or slate. This is mixed with sufficient middle

varnish, and, if necessary, a very little turpentine ; the whole is mixed

on the stone with the palette-knife, and then scraped together and

placed at one corner of the stone. The roller for distributing the

ink should be of leather of the best kind. It must be kept for the

purpose and regularly scraped before use, and, if necessary, cleansed

with turpentine. With the palette-knife a little of the ink is now
dabbed on different parts of the roller and distributed over the stone

until it is quite even ; very little ink is required on the roller. The

plate is now inked by passing the roller several times over the gela-

tine surface in all directions. When it is seen that the inking up is

sufficient, paper is placed in position and the impression pulled. The
first rough print will serve to show the position on the plate, and

from it a mask is cut, so that if a clean margin of white paper is

to be shown around the print, a mask must be used and placed in

position while each impression is taken. It will soon be found that

according to the pressure applied while "
rolling up

"
will be the

quantity of ink deposited on the picture. If the pressure is heavy
and the motion slow, more ink will be left on the plate; with light

pressure and quick motion, ink is taken off
;
so that if too much ink

has been put on, careful rolling will remove it. The first few impres-
sions may not be satisfactory, but by careful damping and rolling

the effect will improve. A plate which at first looked very unpromis-

ing may ultimately prove to be very good, and with care will yield

some hundreds of impressions. If only a few impressions are required,
G
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they may be printed as soon as the condition of the plate will allow ;

but after the proving (that is, ascertaining that the plate will give

good prints), it is better to stand it aside for a few days, as it will

permit more impressions to be taken from it if not used at once.

In some cases better effects of the inking are obtained by having
two rollers. After distributing the ink with the leather roller, a glue

composition roller may be used to modify the quantity of ink already
on the plate. For some purposes two kinds of ink are used

;
the first

applied is thick, while with the glue roller a much thinner ink is re-

quired ;
but by the use of the two rollers the inking may be modified

to a large extent and excellent work obtained.

"When a mask is used while taking the impression, it must be placed
in position after each inking ;

the paper on which the print is to be

taken is then adjusted to marks on the top and left-hand side, so that

each impression may be properly placed on the paper. Any kind of

smooth paper is suitable ;
the surface should be even, and, when the

paper is not enamelled, it should be used damp. Damping is effected

by passing three or four sheets of the paper through clean water, and

then the same number of dry pieces are placed alternately ;
a weight

may then be placed on the whole and left for a few hours. Enamelled

paper is very suitable for collotype prints, but if it is new the surface

sometimes comes off. A kind called dull enamel gives excellent results.

When the surface of the paper comes off on to the plate, it can be

removed with a wet cloth. Sometimes many impressions may be taken

after each damping ;
other plates require to be damped for each impres-

sion. No rule can be laid down as to damping, but the effect must be

watched as the printing proceeds. After each damping the surface is

dabbed over with a soft cloth.

As often as necessary the surface of the gelatine picture should be

cleaned off with turpentine and then washed with water. It should

always be left clean after use. The inking slab and roller should also

be left clean.

Care must be taken that the leather roller is scraped always in one

direction, and one of the handles should, therefore, be marked as a

guide. A good scraper may be made out of an old table-knife. The
steel is softened by being heated to redness ; when cold, the edge is

filed or ground away, so as to leave a hollow following the curve of the

roller. If again heated and plunged into cold water, the temper will

be restored. Resting the roller against any convenient support, the

knife is held by its handle and tip, and then dragged along in one

direction until all the old ink is removed. Glue rollers should be cleaned

with turpentine only.

While handling the roller and working the press, the fingers become

soiled and marks may show on the paper. To prevent this, the finger

and thumb should be slightly touched with French chalk occasionally.

Collotypes may be printed without white margins and mounted in
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the ordinary way. When this is done, the object is to imitate silver

prints. To effect this, the collotype must first be sized by brushing
over the surface a thin solution of gelatine ; about i ounce of gelatine
to 10 of water. When dry, the prints are varnished with varnish com-

posed of 1 5 parts of white shellac in i oo parts of wood naphtha.

Negatives to be used for the purpose of collotypes must be reversed.

(See Reversal of Negatives.)
One of the most recent applications of the collotype process is for

printing in colour. Very promising specimens of this class of work
have been produced. The negatives necessary must be made by using
orthochromatic plates, and the copies made through red, blue, and green
colour screens, such as are described in the article on three-colour printing.
One difference in the process is that the prints are produced from

the gelatine surface, and in the other, three zinc or copper blocks are

used, the effect of the colours of nature resulting through the use of

red, blue, and yellow, the combinations producing the varied gradations
of colour. The yellow is necessary because when pigments are used,

the greens are the result of blue being printed over yellow. The yellows
in the subject copied are obtained through the green glass, or fluid

colour screens.

Colouring Lantern Slides. The beauty of a good photograph as a

lantern slide can scarcely be enhanced by colour, however delicately it

may be applied. There is much difference in taste in this respect.

Those who wish to colour their transparencies may do so with trans-

parent oil-colours. The work requires knowledge as to working in

oil-colour
; for, unless great care and judgment be used, a photograph

otherwise good may be rendered useless.

Contretype Negative. A gelatine plate which has been made
sensitive to light with potassium bichromate, is exposed under a nega-

tive, and then placed in water which is coloured with Indian-ink or any
other pigment. The parts not acted on by light absorb the coloured

fluid, and when the plate is fixed a negative is the result.

Crystal Cubes. A process was patented by Mr. Henry Swan of

London for making small pictures with stereoscopic effect by means of

glass prisms so arranged that two pictures taken in a stereoscopic
camera were made to appear in relief. The effect was produced by

placing one picture on one side of the combined prisms and the other at

the back. These little pictures had a very pretty effect, but they were

costly and difficult to produce.

Cyanotype. Between the years 1839 and 1851 one of the most

active workers in perfecting the art of photography was Sir John

Herschel, to whom is due the discovery of several important processes,

one of which he named Cyanotype. The process is also known under

the name of the Ferro-prussiate or Blue process. It is interesting to

notice that when the attention of scientific men was directed to the

subject, it was quickly found that many substances were affected by the
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action of light, and this discovery by Herschel was one of much

importance. The manipulation of the process is very simple, and is

now very extensively used for the reproduction of plans. The formulae

for the preparation of the paper have been varied in many ways ; but,

as practised by Herschel, equally good results may be obtained. In

describing the process Hunt gives the following : The paper is washed
over with

Ammonio-citrate of iron

Water
40 grains.

I ounce.

When dry, the paper may be kept for some weeks. It is printed in

the ordinary way, and the time of exposure may vary from ten to

twenty minutes. The parts exposed to light are of a brown colour

owing to the decomposition of the iron salt, and the rest of the paper
remains yellow. Soaking in water will remove the yellow colour,

leaving the printed image unchanged. To change the colour of the

picture, it must be treated, before placing in water, with a strong solu-

tion of potassium ferricyanide, which changes all the unexposed parts
to a blue colour, and the colour may be strengthened by soaking in a

solution of sodium carbonate, which at the same time dissolves the

unchanged salt and fixes the image ;
a slight washing in water com-

pletes the process. As already stated, the formulae may be varied, and

the following are given as examples :

No. i.

A. Ammonio-citrate of iron

Water
B. Potassium ferricyanide

Water

4 ounces.

14

2i

15

Equal parts of A. and B. are mixed, filtered, applied to the paper
with a broad camel's-hair brush, and dried quickly.

No. 2.

A. Ammonio-citrate of iron .

Water .

B. Potassium ferricyanide

Water ....
64 grains.
i ounce.

48 grains.
i ounce.

Equal parts of each are used. Paper for this purpose should be

well sized. If preferred, the paper may be prepared with solution A.

and afterwards placed in solution B. The colour forming the picture

is Prussian blue; and if desired, this colour may be changed in

various ways, some of which are described by Herschel in his original

experiments.
In the process as thus described, the image appears white on a blue

ground, and in this way is very commonly used for copying plans.

The reverse of this method may be obtained, and a process by Pellet
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was patented for producing blue lines on a white ground. The formula

as given by Pellet is cumbrous, and has been given in different terms

by others :

Iron perchloride 616 grains.

Oxalic acid 308 ,,

Water 14 ounces.

The paper is brushed over with this or floated on the solution,

dried, and printed as usual. The necessary exposure in sunlight is

very short, and the prints are developed by floating on a saturated

solution of potassium ferricyanide, washed in water for a few minutes,

and then placed for ten minutes in a 3 per cent, solution of sul-

phuric acid.

Various other processes based on Herschel's 1
original discovery

have been described in the Photographic Journal ; and in the British

Journal Photographic Almanack for 1889 Mr. J. Traill Taylor gives a

number of these methods and some results of his own experiments.

By a modification of the process black lines may be produced. (See
Black Lines.}

Daguerreotype Process. This process, although it yielded some
of the most beautiful work ever done by the action of light on a

chemically-prepared plate, and was for ten or twelve years most exten-

sively used, is now entirely superseded. It is one of the processes, by
which pictures are made, which are quite unalterable in their pro-

portions, so that for delicate detail requiring exact measurement (as
in astronomical work) the daguerreotype possesses advantages; and,

although the process may never be revived for practical use, a few lines

of description here are necessary.
The plates used were of silver plated on copper that is, a plate of

copper on which one of silver was soldered, and then rolled to the

required thickness. The silver required to have a perfect polish (a

black polish as it was called), and this was obtained by means of very
fine rouge powder or powdered pumice-stone mixed with oil on buffs of

velvet, and the fine burnish was often given by means of a lathe, the

buff being made to revolve while the plate was held against it. In the

absence of a lathe the more laborious plan of buffing by hand was used.

The plate was then placed face downwards on a frame or box of a size

suitable to the plate, and at the bottom of the box was a vessel

containing crystals of iodine. The ordinary temperature of the room
was sufficient to produce fumes of iodine, which attacked the polished
surface of the plate. It was next exposed over a dish containing lime

on which a few drops of bromide were sprinkled, when the plate turned

to a rose colour, after which it was again exposed to the iodine vapour.

1 Herschel's experiments are given in papers published by the Royal Society,
and are fully described also by Hunt in his " Manual of Photography," 5th edit.,

pp. 215-221.
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As soon as the plate appeared of a golden yellow colour it was ready
to be placed in the camera. Success greatly depended on the correct

exposure of the plate to the fumes of the iodine. After exposure the

next operation was to develop the picture. This was effected by

placing the plate in a box over a cup containing mercury. A spirit-

lamp under and outside the box caused the mercury to vaporise, a

temperature of 140 to 167 F. sufficing for this purpose, while the

effect could be carefully watched by artificial light through an aperture
in the side of the developing box. When the proper temperature was

reached the spirit-lamp was removed and the temperature allowed to

fall to 130 F. The hitherto invisible image gradually appeared, and

as soon as the development was seen to be complete the plate was

removed to a grooved box and protected from the light until it was

convenient to complete the operation. The iodine on the silver plate
which had not been acted on by light had next to be removed ; in other

words, the picture had to be fixed. This was effected by plunging the

plate in water to harden it. It was then placed in a saturated solution

of common salt, or, as was soon found preferable, in a solution of

sodium thiosulphate. The effect of this was to remove the yellow
colour from the plate, thus making the picture unalterable by the

action of light, and merely requiring to be protected from the air to

prevent tarnishing of the silver surface.

Plates, as at first prepared, were very
"
slow," an exposure of from

three to thirty minutes being required to produce the picture. In con-

sequence of this slowness, the process was not adapted for portraiture.
The process was improved by exposing the plate to the fumes of

bromine, which acted as an accelerator. By this means the time of

exposure was reduced to seconds, and consequently, portraiture became

practicable, owing to the reduced time of sitting. Further improve-
ments were introduced, such as gilding the picture, which was the

discovery of M. Fizeau. It was effected by covering the plate with a

solution of gold hyposulphite. On the application of heat from a spirit-

lamp the picture was seen to be strengthened, and, consequently, was
made more permanent. Such is a general outline of the process.

Although, in a sense, absolutely permanent, a daguerreotype, if it

has not been properly protected from the air, is liable to become

tarnished, although the gilding is, to some extent, a protection. The
entire surface of the plate may become darkened, so that the picture
is scarcely visible; but when the tarnish is removed, the picture is

found to be as perfect as ever. If the edges only of the plate are

tarnished, it is not advisable to attempt the removal of the defect;
but if it is desired to copy the picture, then it is necessary to clean

the surface. Dust may be removed with a soft camel's-hair brush

used very lightly. On no account should the surface be touched

with the fingers or even the softest material, as this would injure the

delicate film forming the picture. To remove the tarnish, place a
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small lump of potassium cyanide in a glass measure and upon it pour
about an ounce of water. Take the daguerreotype plate by the corner

with a pair of pliers and rinse it well under a stream of water
;
then

pour over it some of the cyanide solution and return to the glass;

repeat this several times until the discolouration is removed. At
first the solution of cyanide is weak, and, in cases of slight dis-

colouration, will be sufficient to remove the tarnish ; but, generally,

a strong solution will be necessary. As the water is gradually dis-

solving the cyanide, the strength will increase, and in a short time

(never more than a few minutes) the surface of the picture will be

as clean as on the day it was taken. Wash well under a tap, and

then hold the plate over a spirit-lamp, applying the heat to the top
of the plate first, when the heat will drive off the water downwards :

the plate must not be held too long over the flame, or the silver film

may become separated from the copper. The picture must now be

replaced in its case, first carefully fastening it to the edges of the glass

with goldbeater's skin or thin gummed paper ;
this should be very

carefully done to exclude air.

When the picture is to be copied, it will be found better to turn

the plate on its side. Owing to the absence of granulation, a copy of

a good daguerreotype is generally more perfect than enlargements of

any other kind.

Dallastype and Dallastint. These processes are the invention of

Mr. Duncan C. Dallas, and were amongst the first methods available

for printing in line arid half-tone
; they are applicable to copperplate,

letterpress, and lithographic printing. Blocks produced by these

methods, although inferior to modern half-tone work, gave promise
of future excellence. The illustration facing this page is a Dallastype

copy in line, from an original drawing by the late Randolph Caldecott,

entitled " A Check," and is not only an excellent rendering of the

artist's work, but shows the capabilities of the mechanical photo-

graphic method of reproduction. As Mr. Dallas has not published
the formulae for any of his processes, no opinion can be expressed as to

how far, or in what respect, they differ from those now generally used.

Drying Gelatine Plates. As the direct application of heat to a wet

gelatine plate would result in the film melting, and as it may not be

convenient to wait for drying by simple exposure to the air, a quick

way of desiccating the film is desirable at times. If the plate, after it

is taken from the washing trough, be carefully pressed against blot-

ting-paper, much of the water will be removed
;
and the film will bear

some degree of heat without injury, while the drying will thereby be

hastened, but great care must be used not to make the film too warm.

The safer way is to immerse the plate in methylated spirits for a few

minutes, or the spirit may be poured on and off a few times, then

the plate may be placed in the rack in a current of air, where it

will become quite dry in a very short time. The spirit can be used
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two or three times and then thrown away ;
or the water may be re-

moved from the spirit, but this is scarcely worth the trouble. If the

negatives are not required to be dried quickly, they may be left in the

drying rack ; but they should not be too close together, or they will

dry unevenly, and possibly may become stained when the drying has

been arrested.

Dry-Plate Making. In the early days of dry-plate photography
the whole of the processes were often conducted by the photographer
himself. Hence many of the improvements in this branch of the art

are due to experimental work on the part of enthusiastic amateurs.

There can be no doubt that the greatest amount of pleasure may be

derived from conducting the whole of the process from the beginning.
The facilities now offered make the photographer less dependent on

himself
;
he can purchase the plates ready prepared ; he may not even

develop them himself, and his share in the production of pictures

may be no more than exposing the plates in the camera. As the

gelatine plates can now be purchased of great excellence and uniform

quality, there is some reason for not troubling to manufacture his own.

The process is not very difficult, but it involves much careful work,
and is better done in a commercial than in an amateur manner. In

all other branches the amateur should do the work himself. Formulae

for the preparation of gelatine emulsion plates will be found treated

separately.

Dry Processes. Although the possibility of using collodion in the

form of emulsion with silver was suggested as early as 1853, it was not

until 1864 that the first practicable process was published. The credit

of this is due to Mr. Bolton and the late Mr. Sayce of Liverpool.
Various modifications and improvements were made in subsequent

years until 1871, when Dr. Maddox published a notice of the pre-

paration of a gelatine emulsion and exhibited his results. A gelatine

emulsion was first offered for sale in 1873, an(^ iQ the following year
Kennett introduced the first washed emulsion in the form of a pellicle.

This was modified by Wratten & Wainwright in 1878, since which

date the modifications and improvements have been too numerous to

mention here. A very large part of what has been written on photo-

graphic matters during the last few years has had reference to the

preparation of gelatine plates and their proper development. The

convenience of dry plates is undoubted ; but opinions differ as to the

superiority, or otherwise, of prints from such plates as compared with

those done by the collodion process. A good collodion negative cannot

be surpassed, and one in gelatine may, perhaps, equal the collodion;

but the majority of gelatine work certainly is inferior to the collodion
;

the negatives do not present the same qualities, they are generally

weaker, and in many cases too dense, and consequently prints from

them are often deficient in vigour.

Dusting-on Process. This process is referred to under the heading
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Ceramic Photographs, but it has other applications, such as making
reversed negatives, also transparencies on plain glass or opal; and

backgrounds may be added to negatives. In addition to the formula

already given the following may be used :

Gum arable 6 parts.

Potassium bichromate z\ ,,

Grape-sugar . . . . . . . . . 4 ,,

Water 72 ,,

The object is to obtain a picture having a tacky surface. As the

powder used may be black or coloured, much variety is obtained in the

results. The picture when printed is dusted over with the powder

colour, when the powder will be found to adhere where the light has

acted.

Eburneum Process. Many processes have been practised for utilis-

ing collodion transparencies. One of the best, introduced by Mr.

Burgess, is known by the name Eburneum. A good transparency is

necessary ;
the glass upon which it is taken should be previously waxed

to facilitate stripping, and it is important that the transparency should

be of the proper kind. Either of the following developing solutions, as

recommended by Mr. Burgess, may be used :

Iron protosulphate ....... 5 grains.

Citric acid . . . . . . . . . 5 ,,

Glacial acetic acid ....... 10 minims.

Water I ounce.

Or-

Pyrogallic acid 3 to 6 grains.

Citric acid 3 >

Glacial acetic acid ....... 20 minims.

Water I ounce.

Fix the picture with potassium cyanide, and, after well washing,
tone it with gold. When dry, strips of paper should be pasted round

the plate on the back, so as to allow them to be turned up to form a

kind of dish. When carefully levelled the plate is ready for the next

part of the process. Take of good gelatine 5 ounces, water 20 ounces,

glycerine \ ounce, and zinc oxide i ounce. Soak the gelatine, then

dissolve and filter it. The zinc must now be rubbed up in a mortar

with the glycerine and i ounce of water, and then poured into the

gelatine. After a few hours the coarser parts of the zinc will have

settled, and then, if carefully heated, the solution is poured off, leaving
the sediment

;
or the mass may be turned out when set and the bottom

part cut away. Sufficient of the gelatine emulsion (at about 100 F.)

is now poured on to the levelled plate ; 2\ ounces will be sufficient

for a 10 x 8 plate. When set, the plate may be allowed to dry

spontaneously or in a drying box, and when dry the film can be de-

tached.
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Electro-Phototypy. A patent has been granted to Mr. H. Button

for "an improved process for converting a photographic image on a

gelatine surface into a relief or intaglio printing surface." The object
of this process is, to a certain extent, to supersede the half-tone etching

processes on zinc or copper. A negative is taken on a gelatino-bromide

plate through a screen of lines, and by heating up to 212 F. a relief

is obtained, which is then converted into a block by electrotyping. The

process is capable of yielding a printing surface in half-tone ; but as

there is no apparent means of modifying the surface, as can be done

in the half-tone zinc etching process, the usefulness of the new method

must be limited to such subjects as do not require the finer class of

work.

Enamelling Paper Prints. A very highly polished surface may be

given to photographs on albumenised paper by means of hot rolling; but

a glaze very much exceeding this is obtained by enamelling, as it is

termed, A plate of glass free from defects is thoroughly cleaned and

then rubbed over with French chalk, or a few drops of a solution of

white wax in ether may be rubbed over the plate with a piece of lint,

and then cleaned off with a dry soft cloth. A coating of collodion (not

iodised) is now applied to the plate ;
when quite dry, this is covered with

a solution of gelatine. Soak half an ounce of gelatine in six ounces of

water for an hour or two, then dissolve it by placing the vessel contain-

ing it in hot water. If the gelatine is not sufficiently clear, it may be

clarified by boiling in it some albumen which has been whisked in a

small quantity of water. When filtered through lint or two thicknesses

of muslin, the plate is coated with the hot gelatine. When set, it can

be put away till required. When many prints are to be enamelled,

sheets of glass large enough to hold several prints may be used. There

are several ways of applying the prints. They may be wetted and

then placed on the gelatinised plate, care being taken to remove all air-

bubbles. The prints may be coated with the gelatine and applied as

soon as the surface has set. When the plates and prints are small,

they may be placed in contact with the gelatine solution and the

surplus squeezed out. The greatest care must be taken to exclude

air-bubbles. When quite dry, the prints will readily leave the glass if

a penknife be passed under one edge. Prints treated in this manner
have a very beautiful appearance, as details are shown which other-

wise would not be seen. There can be no doubt that the collodion

acts as a protection to the print, which, if it has been carefully finished

in other respects, may thus be rendered more permanent. There is,

however, one disadvantage ; the surface is very liable to injury by rub-

bing against the opposite prints if placed in an album. In mounting,
the prints must be attached by the edges only.

A silver print on albumenised paper may have its gloss increased

by being allowed to dry on a ferrotype plate, on to which it has been

squeegeed.
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Enlarging and Copying. When an object is to be enlarged, an

ordinary camera may be used, if it can be extended to a sufficient

length ;
but it is more convenient to use apparatus which has been

specially constructed for the purpose. A camera of this kind is

described and illustrated in Part III., and the solar camera is also

referred to.

If a special camera is not available, one of the ordinary kind may
be arranged on a board at one end, secured by a screw running in a

slot cut in the board ; at the other end of the board is a stand sliding
between strips of wood attached to the sides of the board, which stand

is made to hold carriers for the different sizes of plates to be copied.
Laths of wood placed at the top of the camera and the negative
carrier will serve to hold a cloth to exclude light between the lens

and the negative or positive which is to be enlarged or reduced.

ig- 35 shows a method for using artificial light from a sciopticon

FIG. 35.

or other form of lantern
; it also illustrates what is described in the

previous paragraph, substituting the ordinary camera for the lantern.

If attached to a board, as above described, it may be used in the way
indicated, or may be turned towards the sky. It will be noticed that

two cameras may be utilised in this manner; in the arrangement
described above it may be turned towards the sky, and used without

darkening the room. Fig. 36 shows a convenient way for making
enlargements or reduc-

tions, the lens being

placed in the central

division.

Another simple and

convenient way to pro-
duce enlargements is to

adapt a room so that a

reflector (which may be a mirror, a sheet of white cardboard, or opal

glass), may be made to reflect light through an opening in the window,
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through the negative or positive to be enlarged, the lens being arranged
on a table and the plate or paper fixed to a movable easel, the various

parts being capable of adjustment to the sizes required. (See Camera.}
In countries where solar light is more constantly available than

in England, the solar enlarging camera is very convenient when the

object is to print out ; but, as the modern processes have simplified

the operation of enlarging, this form of instrument is not much used

on account of the necessity for constantly regulating the reflecting

mirror.

In using a camera, or any other enlarging apparatus, it is con-

venient to know at what distance the lens should be from the object,

and the plate from the lens, in order to produce copies (larger or

smaller) of the required dimensions with as little trouble and loss of

time as possible. This can be done by referring to the following
table :

TABLE FOR ENLARGEMENTS.

Focus
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To use the table, suppose the copy is to be enlarged five diameters,

and that the equivalent focus of the lens is 4 inches
;
the ground glass

of the camera must then be 24 inches from the lens centre, and the

object 41 inches distant. In a reduction, the positions are exactly
the reverse. For lenses of greater focal length than 9 inches the

table can be used by doubling the figures, which will represent the

focus of the lens to be employed.
The principle on which this table is constructed is as follows :

The focal length of the lens must be multiplied by one more than the

number of times of the enlargement that is, suppose the focus of

the lens to be 10 inches and the times to be enlarged 3 ; multiply the

10 by 4, and we have 40 inches as the distance of the lens from the

sensitive plate; and if we divide 40 by 3, we have 13^ as the distance

of the lens from the object.

Ferrotype. One of the many processes worked out by Hunt was
called by him Ferrotype (also Energiatype). The paper was prepared

by washing over with

Succinic acid 5 grains.

Common salt 5 ,,

Gum arable (mucilage) drachm.
Water i ounce.

When dry, the paper was drawn over the surface of a solution of

dilver nitrate containing 60 grains in i ounce of water. The paper
was dried in the dark, and when dry was ready for use. It would

retain its white surface if preserved in a portfolio. The paper could

be used in the camera for landscapes, when an exposure of half a

minute was sufficient, and about three minutes for a portrait. The

image remained invisible until developed in one drachm of a saturated

solution of iron protosulphate, and two or three drachms of mucilage
of gum arabic. When the picture was completely developed, which

was very rapid, the further action of the solution of iron was stopped

by sponging the surface of the print with water. The fixing was with

ammonia or sodium thiosulphate, after which the print was thoroughly
washed.

In this process Hunt showed the value of the salt of iron as a deve-

loping agent.

Ferrotypes. Thin plates of iron covered with black varnish (to

protect the metal from the silver solution) are used in this process
instead of glass. There is no difference in the manipulation ; the same

collodion, bath, and developing solution which will give good positives

on glass will yield good ferrotypes. Gelatine emulsion may be used on

ferrotype plates. The ferrotype process is now almost out of date.

Film Photography. The discovery of some means by which photo-

graphs could be taken without the use of glass or paper has been

the wish of all photographers who make landscape-work their study
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Many methods have been proposed. As early as 1871 the late Mr.

Walter Woodbury suggested a method of using films instead of glass

for negatives ;
and also, that the film should be used in bands in a

suitable carrier, so as to avoid the use of the ordinary dark slides. Mr.

"Warneke in 1876 used collodion or bromide emulsion on paper so

prepared that the film could be separated from the paper after use, a

roller-slide being used in the camera instead of separate dark slides.

Pumphrey of Birmingham, Carbutt, and Yergara introduced films
;
but

the Eastman Company appear to have made the nearest approach to

perfection in the substitution of glass by celluloid. The composition
of this substance is allied to pyroxylin, being formed by the action of

sulphuric and nitric acids on paper (or cellulose in any other form) ;

it is then dissolved after complete washing, and mixed with camphor.
The celluloid film is coated in the same way as glass with the sensitive

gelatine, and the after-treatment is the same as for glass. As the

flexible and transparent film is composed of matter nearly allied to gun-

cotton, it is necessary that precautions be taken to avoid decomposition
and possible explosion, although it is said that some kinds are not ex-

plosive. The films form a very perfect substitute for glass.

Fixing. The term fixing as applied to the daguerreotype picture,

means boiling a solution of set d'or upon the plate, and so fastening
the image that it could not be easily removed. In other processes

fixing signifies the removal from the film of the sensitive material

which forms no part of the image. Potassium cyanide, sodium thio-

sulphate, or ammonia are usually employed for this purpose. As the

sensitive haloid salts of silver are soluble in a solution of one or other

of these substances, the solvent, to be used in each case, is referred to in

the descriptions of the various processes.

Fluorotype. In 1844 Hunt published experiments with the fluo-

rides, showing that pictures could be taken on paper in the camera by

using solutions having the following formulae :

1. Potassium bromide

Water
2. Sodium fluoride .

Water

20 grains.
i ounce.

5 grains.

I ounce.

Mix a small quantity of these solutions together when the papers
are to be prepared, and wash the papers once over with the mixture.

When dry, apply a solution of silver nitrate, sixty grains to the

ounce of water. These papers keep for some weeks without injury,

and become impressed with good images in half a minute in the

camera. The impression is not sufficiently strong when removed

from the camera for producing positive pictures, but may be rendered

so by a secondary process.

The photograph should first be soaked in water for a few minutes,

then placed upon a slab of porcelain, and a weak solution of iron
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protosulphate brushed over it
;

the picture almost immediately ac-

quires an intense colour, which colouring action should then be

stopped by plunging it into water slightly acidulated with muriatic

acid, or the blackening will extend all over the paper. It is fixed by

being soaked in water, and then dipped into a solution of sodium

thiosulphate, and again soaked in water as in other processes.

Fothergill Process. It was one of the earliest and best of the

dry-plate methods, but is now entirely superseded by the gelatino-

bromide process.

Gelatino-Bromide Process. The introduction of this process made
a complete revolution in the practice of photography. As early as

1853 Gaudin had experimented with gelatine. Still earlier, albumen
had been extensively used ; but for dry-plate work collodion emulsion

appears to have received almost exclusive attention until 1871, when
Dr. Maddox published a process in which gelatine took the place of

collodion. Various modifications were suggested in the preparation of

the emulsion between 1871 and 1878, when, in the latter year, Mr.

Bennett published the fact that by digesting the emulsion at 90 F.

great sensitiveness was obtained. The importance of gelatine emulsion

for making dry plates may be dated from this valuable discovery. Mr.

Bennett's discovery was first published in the British Journal of Photo-

graphy in 1878.

In 1880 Mr. W. J. Wilson was awarded the prize of ^50 offered

by Mr. Paget for the best emulsion process. In a very condensed

form the method is as follows, and this may be taken as representative
of the process generally. The following is the formula employed :

No. i.

Hydrochloric acid (pure) I fluid drachm.
Distilled water iz\ ounces.

No. 2.

Distilled water ....... 3 ounces.

Ammonium bromide . . . . . .210 grains.
Nelson's No. i gelatine 80 ,,

"Twenty minims of the No. i solution are introduced into the

whole of the No. 2 solution, and the gelatine left to swell. In another

glass vessel 330 grains of silver nitrate are dissolved in three ounces

of distilled water. A small quantity, about two fluid drachms, of the

latter is poured into a test-tube, and diluted with an equal bulk of

distilled water. The solution of the bromised gelatine is then rendered

complete by immersing the bottle in hot water, and the dilute silver

nitrate is added all at once. The bottle is then shaken, and the

remainder of the strong silver solution added in quantities of half-an-

ounce at a time, shaking, as before, after each addition. The emulsion

is then boiled for fifty-five minutes, and, when cooled down to 90
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Fahr., one ounce of Nelson's No. i gelatine or the X opaque, which

has been previously swelled and dissolved in water, so as to measure

four ounces, is added. When set, the emulsion is squeezed through
canvas into a pan containing three ounces of a saturated solution of

potassium bichromate in three pints of cold water, and allowed to

remain in it for one hour. The emulsion is then squeezed through
canvas into clean cold water, and the operation repeated immediately,
the emulsion remaining in the last wash-water for half-an-hour. The
addition of two ounces of alcohol and sufficient water to make up the

solution to twenty ounces completes the process, and the emulsion,

when filtered, is ready for use." l

It is of the greatest importance that the proper kind of light be

used while preparing any sensitive emulsion. Mr. Bennett gives pro-

minence to this, and recommends the use of a ruby-coloured hock bottle

to shield the light. The bottle is prepared by cutting off the neck and

bottom ; a candle can then be inserted and held in position by a suit-

able holder, which serves as a stand, while a cap of tin held in place at

the top allows of the escape of smoke from the candle, and also prevents
the escape of white light.

Another important point to be observed in the preparation of

gelatine emulsion is that the most suitable gelatine be used. Some

samples are acid, and this kind should be employed when ammonia is

not in the formula. The gelatine should take up very little water and

make a hard jelly. If spots occur when the film is dry the gelatine

contains fat, and this is corrected by the addition of ammonia.

In his work on "Modern Dry Plates," Dr. Eder describes three

methods. The first refers to the preparation of the emulsion with

ammoniacal silver nitrate, which
. gives plates about six or seven times

the sensitiveness of wet collodion.

In the second method the emulsion is prepared by boiling and

subsequent digestion with ammonia. In this way plates of great
sensitiveness are obtained

;
but much care is required. The extreme

sensitiveness depends on the fact that the modification of silver bromide

forms very rapidly at temperatures between 60 C. (140 F.) and 100 0.

(212 F.), and that the sensitiveness of such emulsion, in itself very

great, can be still further increased by subsequent treatment with

ammonia at a low temperature.
The third method is for the preparation of an emulsion at low

temperature.
When a small quantity of emulsion is examined on a piece of glass

by transmitted light it appears red. As the boiling proceeds this colour

changes to blue; and the completion of the process is determined in

this manner.

One of the most important parts of the process of making gelatine

plates is the drying, and special means must be adopted to effect this.

1 Year-Book of Photography, 1882, p. 130.
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A drying cupboard is usually employed. This may be a box of suitable

size, having rods across it inside, on which the plates, when the films

have set, are placed. Air is admitted through a hole at the bottom,

protected so that no white light can enter ; while another aperture at

the top of the box permits the exit of the air, which has been warmed

by means of a small gas jet in the bottom air-tube. Other ways for

drying the plates may be adopted. A suitable box or cupboard may
have a coil of piping, through which water flows that has been heated

in a cistern connected with a small gas-stove. Apertures are left in

the bottom and top of the box to admit air and allow its escape.

Gelatine emulsion may be spread on paper, and can also be used

for lantern slides or for printing out.

If kept dry, gelatine plates will retain their sensitiveness for a long

time, and the development of exposed plates may be delayed, in the

writer's experience, at least six years. It is important that the sensi-

tive plates be kept excluded from the air as much as possible, otherwise

there may be deterioration, which is seen as a darkening of the plates,

starting from the edges.
The subject of the preparation of gelatino-bromide plates is alto-

gether too large to be treated in a few pages ; the number of processes
and modifications is very great. In 1888 a list of .the different kinds

of dry plates in the market contains over a hundred names
; probably

all were prepared by formulae differing more or less from each other,

and therefore it will be seen that to do more here than to indicate the

method of production is quite impossible. The special works on the

subject, such as those by Eder, Abney, Burton, and others, should be

consulted.

A novelty in the preparation of gelatino-bromide plates has been

introduced as the " Sandell Plate." The plates are made of combina-

tions of films of graduated degrees of sensitiveness, the chief object

being to prevent halation. One of the advantages of the new plate is

that great latitude of exposure is possible, and it is claimed that the

brilliancy of the collodion negative may be attained.

Gelatine-Chloride Paper (Ilford). Papers prepared with gelatine
in place of albumen have been introduced (see Aristotype), and amongst
others is one by the Ilford Company. The uncertain stability of

prints on albumenised paper has, from its first introduction, made it

desirable that some substitute for albumen should be found; but

although many processes, which gave results of great beauty, and in some
cases equalling those on albumen, have been introduced, albumenised

paper is still used to a greater extent than any other. The cause of the

preference, probably, is that detail is not lost in the shadows, as is the

case in some other processes ;
and the gloss given to the paper by the

albumen is not so objectionable as that obtained when prints by other

methods have been dried on glass. The paper introduced by the Ilford

Company is a gelatine-chloride paper, to be printed-out in the same
H
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way as albumenised paper. It may be dried either with a glazed
or a matt surface. The paper can be purchased ready for use

;
its

price is about the same as that of albumenised paper, and it has the

advantage of not deteriorating by keeping.
The prints, which do not require to be deeply printed, as they lose

little in the after processes, must first be washed for ten minutes in

several changes of water. The toning bath is

Ammonium sulphocyanide
Gold chloride

Water

30 grains.

2^
1 6 ounces.

This solution is recommended for the paper, but any of the older for-

mulse can be used if desired. The prints must be constantly moved to

prevent their adhering together, which would cause the toning to be

irregular. The toning is complete in three or four minutes, and the

effect is judged by looking through the prints, when, if the ordinary

purple tone is desired, the colours should appear warm in the deepest
shadows. The appearance of over-toning is lost in the fixing. Careful

washing is necessary after toning, or the action of the toning solution

will be continued. The fixing bath contains

Sodium thiosulphate
Water

3 ounces.

20

in which the prints must remain ten minutes.

If there should be any tendency in warm weather for the gelatine

to become soft, or if the prints are to be burnished, an alum bath

should be used before toning 4 ounces of alum to 20 ounces of water.

There can be no doubt that prints on this paper have a very near

approach to those on albumenised paper, but time must determine if

they are permanent. There are now so many processes all capable of

yielding most excellent results, that it is impossible to say that any one

is the best, while tastes differ even more than the processes. The pro-

cess employed should be adapted to the picture; a matt surface will

suit some subjects, while others would be improved by adopting a

glazed surface.

Gold-Printing Process. In 1852 some prints on plain paper were

shown by Mr. Hennah at the first exhibition of the Photographic Society

in the room of the Society of Arts. Referring to these prints, Mr. Spiller,

in the Photographic Year Book, 1883, speaks of their exceptionally good

quality ; and, as a result of his own experience, says as follows :

Instead of employing gold for the toning of his silver prints, by a sub-

sequent operation Mr. Hennah commenced by adding gold to the salting

solution, and then had only to fix with plain sodium thiosulphate to get
the neutral tones so much desired. He prescribed

Gold chloride

Ammonium chloride

Water .

60 grains.
120

20 ounces.
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On this the plain paper (Towgood's or Turner's) was floated, and hung
up to drain and dry, then sensitised in a 6o-grain bath of ammonio-

nitrate of silver made as usual. The paper quickly dried, and was

exposed to light under the negative until moderately over-printed.

Without washing, the prints were immersed in a fixing-bath pre-

pared as follows :

Sodium thiosulphate ....... 5 ounces.

Silver iodide......... 10 grains.

Water I pint.

to which was added i ounce of a 6o-grain ammonio-nitrate of silver

solution ;

" stress being laid upon the maintenance of alkaline con-

ditions by further addition, if necessary, of ammonia. The prints
were washed in several changes of boiling water, or in the ordinary

way with cold water, and being now very tender, were taken out and

dried upon glass rods ; finally laid face downwards on glazed bibulous

paper and ironed on the back. The finished proof should have pure
whites and fine ivory-black shadows. The author, in his original paper,
vouches for ten years of permanence, and he told me in 1872 that he had

never known a case of fading wherever the process had been fairly

carried out. The somewhat increased consumption of gold was more
than compensated by the perfection of the result."

Green Photographs. If paper prepared with a solution of uranium

nitrate (60 grains to the ounce) be exposed for a few minutes under a

negative, very little visible effect is produced, but when washed in

water and then brushed over with a weak solution of potassium ferri-

cyanide, a red picture is the result. While still wet after washing, if

placed in a solution of sesquichloride of iron (10 grains to the ounce)
the colour of the print is changed to green.

Gum - Gallic Process. In this process, introduced by Mr. R.

Manners-Gordon, the collodionised plates are well washed after being
sensitised. The following preservative is used :

i. Gallic acid . . .'

Water

2. Gum arabic (picked white)

Sugar-candy
Water
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hardening when exposed to sunlight, so that any part of a surface

covered with a thin layer, which had not been affected by light, could

be washed away with any substance which would dissolve the bitumen ;

for this purpose Niepce used oil of lavender. In this process the object
was to form a picture on a lithographic stone, so that, after treatment

with acid to etch away the stone, the picture could be printed ;
but no

satisfactory result was obtained, and afterwards metal plates were sub-

stituted for the stone. As this was the foundation of the process of

zinc-etching as at present largely used, the process will be described

under its modern name of Zinc-etching.

Honey Process. One of the methods of keeping collodion plates

moist was by the use of honey, as suggested by Mr. Shadbolt.

Indian -ink Outlines (see Magic Photographs). Make a print on

plain salted paper, not too darkly printed, and fix without toning.
The print is now worked over in Indian-ink lines in the manner of

an etching or woodcut, and any degree of finish may be given to the

drawing. The Indian-ink should be of good quality, which is deter-

mined by making a few lines on paper, and then allowing a stream of

water to flow over it after the ink is dry. If the ink does not run, it

will answer for making the drawing. The print is now placed on a

solution of mercury chloride, which will remove all trace of the photo-

graph, leaving the lines of the drawing. The print must be thoroughly
washed. If placed in a solution of copper sulphate, to which has been

added a pinch of sodium chloride, the picture will bleach ; but it must

be very thoroughly washed afterwards, or the photograph will reappear
on exposure to the light. When a photo-lithograph or line block is

required from a half-tone photograph, this method will be found very

useful, as when the drawing is skilfully done the effect is good. If

any defects appear after the print is bleached, they may be corrected

with Indian-ink. The plate, giving a view of the Manchester Royal

Exchange, was made in this way.
Iridescent Photographs. The following process is said to give

pleasing results. It is described by Mr. Burbank, who states that

M. Geymet is the inventor. All parts of the process may be con-

ducted in full daylight. A glass plate is coated with the following

solution :

Gum arable ....
Glucose (sat. sol.) .

Ammonium bichromate (sat. sol.)

Distilled water

75 grains,
i drachm.

3 drachms,

ounces.

This must be filtered three times and then exposed to light for some

hours. To facilitate the coating, the plate should be dipped in water

before pouring on the sensitive solution. The fluid is flowed over

two or three times
;
the first is thrown away, and the next returned to

a separate bottle to be used for the first of the next plate. Expose well
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under a strong negative. To develop the picture, bronze powder is

rubbed over the plate with a tuft of cotton-wool
;

if necessary to make
the image take the powder, the plate must be breathed upon. As soon

as dry, the collodion is washed to remove the yellow colour, and then

dried. The iridescent effect is produced by coating the plate with

collodion as under :

Alcohol 7 drachms.

Ether 18

Gun-cotton 5 grains.

The positive is again washed, and dried quickly without heat. After

development the plate is coated with plain collodion. The plate is then

coated on the back with black or coloured varnish.

Kallitype. A process has been patented by Messrs. J. Lewis & Co.,

of Birmingham, which they call Kallitype. The paper is prepared
with a strong solution of neutral ferric oxalate, and, when dry, is

printed until the detail in the densest part of the negative is faintly

indicated.

As this paper is said to be six times more sensitive than the

ordinary silver paper, it must be used, in filling the printing-frames, in

yellow or weak daylight. The following are the instructions given by
the patentees :

Care must be taken that the paper is quite dry when put out to

print, or it will not be so easy to determine the proper exposure, and

the resulting print will not be so good a colour. It may be necessary
in damp weather to dry it carefully, but it must not be made too hot in

drying, or the paper will be fogged. Five to ten minutes in a good

light, or from two to three minutes in sunlight, is an average exposure.
When the detail in the densest parts of the negative is faintly indicated,

the printing must be stopped, remembering that the whole shows but

faintly before development.
The prints must be quite dry before developing ; they are floated

face downwards upon the developing solution (used cold) for ten to

twenty seconds, and are then placed face upwards upon a piece of clean

glass for a minute or two, to gain brilliancy and depth. They are next

immersed in washing solution No. i, where they must remain for at

least twenty minutes. This washing solution may be used repeatedly,
as long as it serves its purpose of removing the yellowness from the

prints. When developing prints with plain flat backgrounds, be

careful to well shake the developing solution in the dish before floating,

otherwise markings will sometimes occur.

The prints are next washed consecutively in No. 2 and No. 3 wash-

ing solutions
; they must remain in each of these baths for about ten

minutes, and after the last bath they are washed for a few minutes

in water and dried. The prints must be moved about freely in the

washing solutions, and as soon as No. 3 shows the least tinge of yellow
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when viewed in bulk, it must take the place of No. 2 and fresh solution

poured out for No. 3, otherwise the prints will be yellow.

Developing Solution.

Silver nitrate .

Sodium citrate .

Potassium bichromate

Water

Ammonia, '880 .

50 grains.
i ounce.

i grain.

10 ounces,

drachm.

Dissolve the silver nitrate in about an ounce of the water, and the

sodium citrate and potassium bichromate in the remainder, and mix.

Add the ammonia and filter.

Washing Solution No. i.

Kallitype developer .

Sodium citrate .

Water

^ ounce.

2 ounces.

20

To be returned to bottle for future use, as previously described.

Washing Solution for Baths Nos. 2 and 3.

Sodium citrate I drachm.

Ammonia, *88o ........ 2 drachms.

Water i quart.

If the print has been insufficiently exposed, it will develop very

slowly, and will require a longer floating upon the developing
solution.

The developing solution may be used over and over again, and with

care will serve for a great quantity of prints. The developer which

has been used should be kept separate, and when the prints show any
lack of brilliancy, should be set aside to be restored. This is effected

by adding to every 10 ounces 20 grains of silver nitrate dissolved in a

small quantity of water. Prints not developed the same day as printed
must be carefully kept quite dry.

Washing solutions for baths No. 2 and No. 3 must always smell

distinctly of ammonia, or the prints will not be properly fixed.

When printing from very thin negatives, greater contrast may be

secured by the addition of more bichromate of potash to the developer.
A stock solution containing 8 grains to the ounce will be found useful.

One drop, or more if necessary, added to each 10 ounces of developer,
will give greater brilliancy and contrast. This process gives excellent

results.

A process called Kallitype No. 2 has been introduced, in which the

prints are developed. Albumenised paper can be used, or prints with

a matt surface can be made. The same care in printing must be
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observed as in the other process. To obtain black tones the prints are

immersed singly in the following solution :

No. i. Rochelle salt i ounce.

Borax 2

Potassium bichromate, 10 to 12 minims of a solu-

tion, 20 grains to the ounce.

Water . . .10 ounces.

For Purple Tones.

No. 2. Rochelle salt i ounce.

Borax 2 drachms.

Potassium bichromate solution . . . . 10 to 12 minims.

Water 10 ounces.

For Sepia Tones.

No. 3. Rochelle salt ounce.

Potassium bichromate solution .... 6 minims.

Several prints may be developed at the same time, the usual care

being taken to avoid air-bubbles. The prints are fixed by immersion

for ten or fifteen minutes iri

Ammonia (strong) . . . . . . .4 drachms.

Water I quart.

To ensure perfect fixing, a second bath of the ammonia solution is

recommended. A few changes of water during about fifteen minutes

is sufficient for washing the prints ;
after which they may be dried and

mounted.

The paper is prepared with ferric oxalate and ferric nitrate, silver

oxalate and silver nitrate. On exposure to light the ferric oxalate is

reduced to ferrous oxalate Fe
2(C2 4)3

= Fe
2(C2 4)2 + 2C02 ; which by

contact with the Rochelle salt (NaKC4
H

4O f))
in the developer reduces

silver salt in contact with it to the metallic state. At the same time

the Rochelle salt and the iron salt form ferric tartrate, Fe
2(C4

H
4 6)3 ;

the ammonia dissolves the silver salt, but does not precipitate the

ferric tartrate.

Kennett's Pellicle. One of the earliest workers with gelatine

emulsion was Mr. R. Kennett, who patented a process for the use of

gelatine instead of collodion combined with salts of silver. The com-

pound of iodide or other salt of silver with gelatine was cut into strips,

washed to remove the free salts, and afterwards dried. In the dried

state the "
pellicle

"
could be stored for use. When required, it was

dissolved in water and plates coated with it. Plates thus prepared
were much more rapid than wet collodion. This appears to have been

partly the cause of the want of commercial success with the pellicle,

as over-exposure was generally the result in hands accustomed to slow

processes. Fog also was complained of, but this was probably due to
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the presence of too much light, as the yellow light suitable for wet

collodion was not suitable for the new pellicle. (See Collodion Pellicle.)

Lantern Slide-making. A good transparency on glass is perhaps
one of the most beautiful kinds of photograph, and a good lantern-

slide exhibited by the oxy-hydrogen or electric light, enlarged as it

may be to 20 or 30 feet in diameter, forms one of the most valuable

aids to the lecturer, who thus has the means of affording his audience

pleasure and instruction in a way that no other kind of illustration

permits. There are many points to consider in making lantern-slides ;

the original negative must be of good quality; the proportion should

be considered, and, although the proportion of a picture 7x5 more

nearly resembles the shape of landscape pictures as usually painted,

it, does not follow that when that size is reduced to 3^ x 3^, the size

now considered to be the standard, the effect on the screen will be

satisfactory. To make a square picture out of 7 x 5 necessitates some

of the subject being cut away at the sides, or, if reduced in the same

proportion, the picture on the screen will appear long and narrow.

Therefore, as the screen has a better appearance when fully covered,

it is necessary to bear in mind, while taking the negative, what is

ultimately to appear when used in the lantern. For lecture purposes
it matters very little what shape the pictures are made; but for a

lantern exhibition of photographs much of the effect depends on uni-

foimity of size. The shape may be square, circular, or cushion-shaped,

and, provided the sheet or screen is filled, the effect will generally be

good. The good effect also depends on the quality of the pictures, as

no system of exhibition shows defects more than the lantern. It is,

therefore, necessary, in preparing lantern-slides, to keep constantly in

view the purpose for which the picture is to be used. Nothing looks

worse than to have a thin and weak picture followed by a dark one, or

for one to appear as a snow scene when the true effect should be that

of a bright summer's day. A really good transparency can only be

obtained from a negative of the best quality. It may, however, be

possible in some cases to make a fairly good transparency from a

negative which will not give a good paper print; the defects may
to some extent be modified by careful exposure, development, and

intensification.

Good lantern-slides may be made by any of the photographic pro-

cesses capable of yielding pictures on glass. A process which may fail

altogether in some hands will yield excellent results in others. It

may, therefore, seem superfluous to give instructions, and itfmight
suffice to say : Use the process you know best how to work. Some of

the best lantern-slides were made by Ferrier of Paris. The process, so

far as known to the writer, is still a secret, but is believed to have

been the old albumen process. Good work was done on plates by
methods now entirely out of use, and it is difficult to say which process
now practised will give the best pictures. Wet collodion will give
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pictures of the very highest quality, and if amateurs would take the

trouble to acquire a knowledge of this process, they would probably

give it the preference over all others for making lantern-slides. Carbon

tissue prepared specially for transparencies, and the Woodbury process,

give beautiful results. Gelatine plates in some hands are successful,

and now that special attention is given by makers of plates for lantern-

slides to the preparation of plates for this purpose, slides equal to the

wet process can be produced. Gelatine-chloride plates are generally

preferred. With care in developing, very beautiful pictures and variety

of tone may be obtained.

When negatives of the same size as the lantern-slide are available,

they can be printed by contact, and this is the best way; but when

the negatives are larger, the transparency must be made in the copying
camera. Makeshift appliances can be used, but the best work is done

with apparatus specially constructed. (See Copying Camera.}
Two cameras may be utilised in making lantern-slides : one large

enough to hold the large negative to be reduced, and the other having
the lens and plate-holder ;

these cameras, when placed on a board,

are used in the way which placing the two instruments together will

suggest.
Artificial light can be used for making lantern-slides. The source

of light may be one or two gas-flames or oil-lamps ;
but the light

must be diffused by means of ground glass or other suitable material.

As to the method for developing pictures for the lantern, if gelatine

plates are used, the best advice which can be given is to keep to the

formulas sent with the plates, and, as each box contains full instruc-

tions, it is quite unnecessary to repeat them here. (Suitable formulae

will be found under the title Practical Hints.} If wet collodion plates

are used, the development may be varied by diluting the solution of

iron ; and the intensification should be made with pyrogallic acid, great
care being taken to watch the intensity. Gold or platinum toning

may be used if desired.

Lantern-slides are sometimes coloured. Whether it is desirable

to attempt to colour a photograph which is to be enlarged many
diameters is entirely a question of taste. .The colour should be applied
with skill, or the effect will not be artistic; while nothing can be

worse in a lantern exhibition than a crudely coloured slide. As a

rule, such slides are crude in the extreme. To attempt to improve a

good lantern-slide by the application of colour is, in the writer's

opinion, a mistake, and it should not be attempted except by those

who are skilled in painting.

Leimtype. This process was invented by Professor J. Husnik of

Prague, and is a variation of the photo-etching and collotype pro-

cesses. The printing surface is prepared with sheets of chrome-gela-

tine, which are fastened to zinc plates with resin. After developing

by rubbing with a certain fluid, the plate is finished and ready to be
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printed from in an ordinary type-press. The only difference between

a Leimtype and a zinc block in line or half-tone is that the surface of

the glue or gelatine is used to print from. The process is said to be

easy to manipulate, skilled labour not being required, while 50,000

prints can be taken from one plate, which, if necessary, can be repro-
duced by the galvanic method. The process is patented. The appear-
ance of a Leimtype print is very much the same as a print from a

Meisenbach block, and in printing from half-tone blocks the same care

will be required as in the Meisenbach method. A line block in Leim-

type is in every way equal to a zinc-etched block of the best quality.
1

Litho-Heliogravure. In this process a lithographic stone is

covered with a very thin coating of asphaltum, composed of 5 parts
of asphaltum, 6 parts of white wax, and 6 parts of stearic acid, to

which, while boiling, 2 parts of soda solution are added. This pre-

paration of asphaltum is dissolved in turpentine. After filtration,

a portion is poured on to the lithographic stone and distributed by
a litho-ink roller, so that a thin film is left on the stone. By means
of the ruling machine, the stone is then ruled with fine lines. It is

then etched with

Nitric acid

Alcohol .

Water

o.io part.

6 parts.

35

The etching fluid is allowed to remain on the stone for thirty

seconds, and is then washed off. The stone is then dried, oiled, and
the asphaltum washed off with turpentine ;

after which it is rolled

up with ink and used for transfer of the lines. The lines having been

ruled in one direction, transfers may be made diagonally or in any
other way desired. The picture has next to be transferred. It is

prepared by making a diapositive on carbon tissue. The print is then

wetted with cold water and squeegeed on to the lined stone
; then the

paper is moistened with water at about 110 E. and removed. After

careful drying, which may occupy five or six hours, the stone is ready
for etching. Ferric chloride is used for etching the stone, beginning
with a strength of 40 Beaume and finishing with 30. The stone

may be printed from in one kind of ink, or ink of various colours can

be applied to the parts desired, and the impression of all taken at the

same time. The process is the invention of Herr C. Eckstein, and is

described by Herr 0. Volkmer, who states that the results are very
fine.

Luxotype. The late Mr. R. Brown of Liverpool patented a pro-
cess for making blocks in half-tone, but the superiority of the ruled-

1 This appears to have been a modification of an older process, and Husnik's

method was to attach the relief itself to a block for printing instead of making an

electrotype. Husnik gave up the use of the gelatine relief owing to the possibility of

the gelatine surface going wrong, as it is also apt to do in the collotype process.
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screen method, caused what appeared to be a useful process to be

abandoned.

Magic Photographs (see Indian-ink Outlines). When Sir John

Herschel suggested that a photograph could be bleached by saturating

it with mercury chloride, he did not anticipate that his discovery

could have any artistic or commercial value. Reference to the article

Indian-ink Outlines will show that the process has a practical applica-

tion. As "magic photographs" a very pretty result may be shown.

After the photograph, prepared as described on p. 116, has remained

in the bleaching solution a few minutes (until the picture has entirely

disappeared), it should be thoroughly washed and dried. If the print
is now placed in a solution of sodium thiosulphate, the photograph will

reappear. Blotting-paper may be saturated with the thiosulphate and

dried. If now the dried and bleached print be placed with the blotting-

paper in water, the "
magic" picture will appear.

Meisenbach Process. Owing probably to the fact that the

Meisenbach Company patented a method of producing half-tone blocks

which could be printed with type, the name Meisenbach is often used

to designate any block which shows cross lines on the picture, although
such picture may be produced by means to some extent different from

the process as patented by Meisenbach. The method used by the Com-

pany is very similar to much of the same kind of work produced in

this country, on the Continent, and in America. One of the earliest

of the process blocks was produced by Pretsch, and was printed in the

Photographic Journal, No. 131, 1860. Most excellent work can be pro-

duced by breaking up the half-tone by means of line screens
; but, no

matter how perfect the block may be, there is risk of spoiling by care-

less printing, as the very fine lines soon fill up with ink. Unless the

block be most carefully "made ready" and judiciously printed, the

effect produced may be anything but artistic. On the other hand,
a good half-tone block carefully printed on good paper leaves little to

be desired as to artistic beauty, as the plates in this volume show very

perfectly. (See Half-tone Zinc and Copper Etching. The plate facing
this page is from a photograph by Mr. F. W. Brookman, reproduced by
the Meisenbach Company.)

Micro-Photography. Photographs which require a lens to make
them .visible are called Micro-Photographs. If these minute photo-

graphs are to be used under the microscope and magnified many
diameters, the image must be as free as possible from granulation
and crapiness in the film. Photographs of objects enlarged by means
of the microscope are sometimes called micro-photographs, but the

proper term for such pictures is photo-micrographs, the method of pro-

ducing which is described under that heading.

Mosstype. This is a variety of the method of making half-tone

blocks for printing with type.

Mounting and Mountants. Too little attention has, from the first
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discovery of photography, been given to the best way to mount photo-

graphs. Talbot's method was to attach the prints by their outer margins

only. The importance of this is seen in the prints made by himself

which still exist, and which, in some cases, have faded only at the parts
touched by the mountant. But prints, mounted partially in this way,
have not the same finished appearance as those which are completely
attached to their mounts. Hence the importance of using a mountant
which shall not have any chemical effect on the print. The mountants

usually employed are starch, freshly made flour-paste, gelatine, india-

rubber dissolved in benzole or chloroform, and many others. In them-

selves some of these substances are quite harmless so long as the prints
are kept dry ;

but damp may set up decomposition, producing acidity
and the probable destruction of the print ;

this applies to silver prints

chiefly, as they are most liable to be injured by chemical decomposition.
Another difficulty arises in mounting prints with substances such as

starch and gelatine ;
these hold a large quantity of water, and the con-

sequent expansion of the paper, when moistened by the mountant, pro-
duces a contraction on drying which causes the mount to cockle or to

be drawn out of shape ; this result is certain to follow except the mount
be of unusual thickness. It is generally believed that professional
mounters use the best glue. With this material, and by means of a

press, prints may be mounted on paper or thin cardboard without

cockling ;
but the amateur has not the appliances to effect this. The

india-rubber solution answers very well ; but, after a time, decomposi-
tion may occur, and the prints will peel off the mounts. Gum arabic

is not recommended, as it will not keep, and it takes some hours to

make. Starch that is not too stiff answers extremely well
;

it is very

clean; it does not set too quickly, and is very easily made. The

dry starch should be smoothly mixed with cold water, and then boiling

water poured on to it until the required consistency is attained, stirring

while mixing. When cool it is ready for use, after taking off the skin

which forms in cooling, as this, if mixed with the starch, causes it to

be lumpy. Some kinds of starch require to be boiled. There is one

disadvantage with starch ;
it is difficult to remove a print from the

mount without injury. Gelatine is a good mounting material ; it must

be used warm, and prints can be readily removed from their mounts

when placed in hot water. The gelatine should not be too strong. If it

sets in a thin jelly when cold, it has sufficient consistence for mounting

prints. No starch or gelatine should be used which is at all acid.

Bleached shellac, dissolved in spirits of wine, is recommended by
Professor Rood as a mountant. The shellac, which should be rather

thick, is applied to the dry prints, which are then rubbed down, care

being taken that the mountant does not touch the face of the prints.

This would appear to be a desirable mountant, as the prints do not

cockle, and the shellac protects the prints from any injurious matter

which may be in the mounts.
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Where large quantities of starch or other mountants, liable to

decomposition, are prepared and not used at once, it is desirable to

employ a preservative of some kind. Alcohol, mercuric chloride,

carbolic acid, and boric acid all act as antiseptics. It is as well to

avoid poisonous substances. Boric acid dissolved in hot water and

mixed with sufficient boiling water to make four or five ounces of

mountant, prevents decomposition. As starch can be so readily made
in small quantities the addition of preservatives is scarcely necessary.

When photographs are to be mounted in books or on thick paper,

every care should be taken to keep the paper from cockling ; and, if

the prints are attached completely to the paper, india-rubber or the

shellac mountants should be used. With care, prints may be mounted

by using the best glue, touching only about a quarter of an inch of

the print all round, and using a piece of paper half an inch smaller

than the print to protect it while the glue is applied. The prints

should be carefully trimmed, and, if not flat, they may be placed on a

soft cloth and a thin smooth-edge drawn across the back several times.

This will flatten the prints and make them easy to handle.

Prints should always be trimmed before they are toned, and, if left

face down while drying or between cloths or blotting-paper, they are

not so liable to curl when dry.

Very little experience will enable any one to place a print correctly
on its mount without any marks as guides. It is sufficient to place
the print while dry on the place where it is to be fixed, and make

pencil-marks at two corners where such marks are required.

Photographs mounted in optical contact with glass have a very
finished appearance. To mount prints in this manner is not difficult.

A solution of good gelatine, not quite so strong as would be necessary
for mounting on cardboard, should be used. Gelatine 60 grains,
water 3 ounces, filtered through muslin while warm, should be poured
into a flat dish. Into this immerse the print face downwards; place
the glass, which must be perfectly clean and free from defects, under
the print, and then carefully withdraw the glass with the print on it.

Squeeze all superfluous gelatine from the print and set aside to dry.
Prints which have been enamelled, or bromide or other prints

which have been dried on a glass surface, must be attached to their

mounts by their outer margins only.

A convenient way of trimming prints is to use a glass of the size

the print is to be, and a sheet of thick glass or zinc as a bed for

cutting on.

Obernetter's Etching Process. In this process a negative is first

converted into a chloride of silver positive, which is then placed in

contact with a copper plate connected with an electric current. The
chloride of silver is decomposed, and the copper is etched in proportion
to the quantity of chloride of silver in contact with the plate. The

picture can then be printed by the ordinary method of copper-plate
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printing. It is claimed that by this process a printing plate can be

prepared much more expeditiously than by any other.

Opal Glass. The term opal has been applied to glass which is

flashed on one side with a glass which is opaque white, or which is

composed altogether of the white substance. In the latter case it is

called pot-metal. Both kinds are made in two ways, one having a

polished surface and the other having a ground or matt surface. The

pot-metal kind is altogether to be preferred for photographic purposes,
as it presents a surface on which photographs have a very beautiful

appearance. There are various means by which the picture may be

made on this material. When the wet collodion process is used, a

negative is copied in the camera, which on development becomes a posi-

tive. The following formula is suitable for the purpose, and gives a

positive of a pearly grey colour :

Or

Iron protosulphate
Citric acid .

Acetic acid .

Water

Iron protosulphate
Citric acid

Acetic acid .

Water

30 grains.

90
2 drachms.

15 ounces.

2^ drachms.

6

3

20 ounces,

which will give a blacker tone.

The collodio-chloride process may be used for printing on opal

glass, but the gelatino-bromide plates are better for the purpose.
Carbon pictures have an admirable effect when transferred to the opal.

The pot-metal presents an excellent surface for artistic work, either

in monochrome or water-colour. When well finished, pictures on this

material are almost equal in effect to those on ivory.

Orthochromatic Photography. The importance of the use of dyes
in rendering colour-values in photography is now generally recognised,

although there is much difference of opinion as to the best method

of using the colours and coloured (yellow) screens. The term ortho-

chromatic, a compound of two Greek words meaning
"
right colour,

' r

is considered better than isochromatic, meaning "equal colour," as in

the latter case it might be supposed that the word referred to actual

colour reproduced, which is not the case. The difficulty has always
existed that certain colours could not be represented in the photo-

graph as they appeared to the eye ; yellows and reds always translate

darker than they should be, and blues and violets lighter.
1 That

1
Very soon after the discovery of the daguerreotype process, Dr. Draper, of New

York, found that the film of iodine on the silver plate assumed various colours, and

that these tints were variously acted on by light. The addition of turmeric to give

a yellow colour to collodion was found by Professor J. M. Sanders in 1860 to give

additional detail, intensity, and extra-sensitiveness to negatives ;
but it does not
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something could be done to make the contrasts in copying oil-paintings
less defective than was usually the case, was first suggested by Mr.
Crookes in 1858, who, in a leading article in the Photographic Neivs

(Mr. Crookes was then its editor), pointed out that "the collodion

should not be iodised, but bromised with four grains of cadmium
bromide to an ounce of collodion

;
and the lens, which must have a

sheet of yellow glass close in front of it, should be a portrait combination

working with full aperture, as the time of exposure to the feeble rays,
which alone can filter through the yellow glass, will be enormous, even

when a picture is illuminated as perfectly as possible." The difficulty

as to the " enormous "
length of exposure no longer exists

;
but the

value of the suggestion is seen in the fact that the yellow screen is

now used in connection with plates which have been chemically
treated to make them sensitive to certain of the coloured rays of the

spectrum. Dr. H. W. Yogel of Berlin was the first to suggest the

use of dyes in 1873. In a communication to the writer, dated Berlin,
6th June 1890, Dr. Yogel says : "Colour-sensitive or orthochromatic

photography is already an old thing, invented seventeen years ago, but

only estimated by the photographic fraternity during the last seven

years. There are, however, a great many people interested in photo-

graphy who know nothing at all about orthochromatic photography, who
don't even believe in it; others have heard about it, but remain sceptical.

Only in Germany, where colour-sensitive photography was invented,
is it duly appreciated. In the establishments of Braun (Dornach),
Albert & Naunfstangl, Obernetter, Bruckmann (Munich), the Pho-

tographische Gesellschaft (Berlin), are many thousands of subjects

reproduced by colour-sensitive collodion, and in the British Museum
such plates have been used. Colour-sensitive gelatine plates are

already made in at least six manufactories in Germany, one in Eng-
land, and one in America. In using these plates, a yellow screen is

required to dimmish the action of the blue rays ; but there is one kind
of plate by which the right colour effect is produced without the

yellow screen in taking landscapes ;
this is the eoside of silver plate.

Who invented orthochromatic photography ? One says Ives, another

says Waterhouse, another Tailfer, my name also is mentioned in the
second or fourth order. Dr. Eder says in the Report of the Vienna

appear to have been noticed that the addition of colour assisted in the more correct

rendering of the objects copied. It was, however, pointed out by Mr. Crookes that

collodion, in which ammonium bromide had been used, had advantages not possessed
by collodion simply iodised. He says :

' ' The chief advantages it seems to possess
over the ordinary iodised collodion, besides its great sensitiveness, are the follow-

ing : In a landscape the required opacity of the more strongly illuminated parts
(the sky, for instance) is not lost by over-exposure ; vegetation is also more easily

copied. Its superior sensitiveness to light colour is, however, most strikingly shown
when coloured glass or sulphate of quinine (as suggested by Sir John Herschel) is

employed to absorb the strongly invisible rays. To prove this I arranged several
flowers and plants with a view to obtain great contrast of colour, light, and shade.

5 '
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Academy, vol. xciv., 1886, p. 380: 'By the discovery of the action

of colouring matters or sensitisers for the less refrangible rays by
Dr. H. W. Vogel, the means are obtained to make bromide of silver

sensitive for green, yellow, and red by suitable colouring matters.'

Further, Dr. Eder says in the Photographic Times, 1886, p. 483 :

4 Dr. H. W. Vogel discovered in 1873 the property of many colouring
matters to increase the colour-sensitiveness of the bromide of silver of

those rays of the spectrum which they absorb,' &c. I could cite here

also the astronomer Dr. Nasselberg of Pulkowa, and Dr. Becquerel
of Paris, who is mentioned now in French papers as the first in

order of the discoverers of colour-sensitive photography, but who has

mentioned myself as his predecessor in his publication (Comptes

Rendus, July 1874). In fact, I published my first observations on the

matter of making bromide of silver sensitive for the so-called non-

actinic rays in 1873 (Berichte der deutschen chemische Gesellschaft,

1873, p. 1305; Photographische Mittheilungen, 1873, vol. ix. p. 236).

I made my first experiments with the sun's spectrum, but I went a step

farther in employing the newly discovered fact practically. I fastened

a dark-blue silk ribbon on a piece of yellow silk, and took a picture

from it with an ordinary wet collodion plate. The result was a white

ribbon on a dark piece of silk. It was obvious that I could not suc-

ceed much better with a corallin-dyed bromide of silver plate, because

the action of the yellow in the spectrum on it was much stronger than

that of the blue. Therefore I interposed a yellow screen between the

subject and the lens, depressing the intensity of the blue rays ;
and

now I got indeed a negative which was a true positive print, wherein

the dark blue ribbon was dark and the yellow silk was light. This

was published in the paper named in 1873. It is seen from this that

I succeeded in taking the first so-called isochromatic picture ; and

therefore the claim that Mr, Ives was the first is incorrect, as his

results came four years after mine. 1 I am not astonished at mistakes

of this kind, for we have an instance here in Germany where the

Senate of a University has elected a gentleman as '

honorary doctor '

for an invention which he had not made at all.

" I called the dyes which absorb red or green or yellow rays of the

spectrum and make bromide of silver sensitive for those rays, optical

sensitisers. As such sensitisers I recognised corallin, aldehyde green,

magdala red, cyanin, and fuchsine. In 1876 Waterhouse recognised
eosine as a first-rate sensitiser. In 1875 Becquerel used chlorophyll.

In 1878 Ives tried the same with success. Ducos du Hauron's

brother continued to work with eosine in collodion. In 1883 Tailfer

used the same dye in gelatine plates. In 1884 I introduced azaline,

1
Referring to this remark, Mr. Ives in a letter to the writer dated January

i6th, 1898, says: "I gave him (Dr. Vogel) full credit for his discovery of the

method of making photographic plates colour-sensitive, and of his isochromatic

photograph of a blue ribbon on a yellow background."
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a combination of cyanin and chinolin red, as a good sensitiser for

gelatine plates. All these sensitisers require a yellow screen for

taking pictures in the right value (yellow bright, blue dark). In 1885
I observed with Obernetter that the chemical combination between eosine

and silver (eoside of silver gives the best results for yellow and green)

gave plates ten times more rapidly for the yellow of the sun's spectrum
than for the blue. With such plates it is possible to take green land-

scapes without any yellow screen with far better effects than with ordi-

nary plates. For bringing out the clouds and misty distance and foliage,

the eoside of silver plate is really superior to the ordinary kind."

In 1879 Mr. F. E. Ives suggested the use of chlorophyll of blue

myrtle or periwinkle leaves for making collodio-bromide plates colour-

sensitive. The chlorophyll is prepared by steeping the leaves, when
cut into small pieces, in pure alcohol and heating for a few minutes.

The solution of chlorophyll is in its best state when fresh, but will

keep for some weeks in a cool place, if not exposed to light. To pre-

pare the plates, flow with collodio-bromide emulsion, and when set

cover for a few seconds with the chlorophyll solution, after which

wash in distilled water until smooth. The plates must be used with

the yellow screen, which Mr. Ives prepares by making a tank with

plate-glass sides which is filled with a solution of potassium bichromate
;

the strength of the yellow solution may be increased or diminished

according to the subject to be copied. Excellent results have been

obtained by this method.

Many kinds of colouring matter have been used for making plates

colour-sensitive, amongst them eosine, erythrosine, cyanine, fuchsine,

azaline, aurantia, rose Bengal, quinoline red, chlorophyll, xanthophyll,

gallocyanin (a blue dye), chrysanaline, corallin, aldehyde green. Most
of these are derived from coal-tar distillation.

Since Dr. Yogel first suggested the use of dyes, many names occur

connected with the subject of orthochromatic photography in addition

to those already mentioned, amongst them, Eder, Becquerel, Ducos
du Hauron, Abney, Drs. Bothamley, Mallmann and Scolic, Hyslop,

Wellington, Obernetter, Waterhouse, Carey Lea, Meldola, and others.

In 1883 a patent was granted to Messrs. Tailfer and Clayton for the

preparation of gelatine plates with eosine and ammonia, one of the

special points claimed being the use of ammonia.
From all the evidence available it does not appear that any one of

the substances hitherto used is, in itself, sufficient to render plates
colour-sensitive to all the rays, and that no single one is altogether

satisfactory for the red. Yellow is well under control, as plates may
be over-sensitive for that colour, so that it may have the same value ID

a copy as blue or violet. 1

1 In the letter previously referred to, Mr. Ives says that he was "awarded
the Scott legacy medal and prize for the publication in 1879 of a practical

process of photographing all colours in correct monochrome." It is a matter of

I
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As to the best method of preparing colour-sensitive plates, the fol-

lowing is Mr. B. J. Edwards' opinion :

" Since the publication of

Tailfer and Clayton's specification many formulae have been published for

preparing isochromatic plates by bathing ordinary gelatine plates with

an ammoniacal solution of eosine or erythrosine. This method, although
it is described in the specification as an alternative process,does not give
the best results; also it is found that plates so prepared will not keep,
but commence to deteriorate from the moment of their preparation.
The only practical way of making perfect isochromatic plates is to coat

them with a prepared emulsion which is made isochromatic or colour-

sensitive in the first instance. Plates made in this way are more per-

fectly colour-sensitive and will work without the yellow screen ; they
will also keep without deterioration equally as well as ordinary plates/

7

As to whether it is better to mix the dye with the emulsion at the

time of preparing the gelatine plate, or merely to bathe a plate (which
is already dry) and then allow it to dry again in the dark, there is a

very wide difference of opinion. As Mr. Ives, writing in 1888, said :

"By this method" (using erythrosine or cyanin) "some of the most

rapid ordinary plates in the market can be made as sensitive to the

orange-red, orange-yellow, and green of the prismatic spectrum as they
are originally to blue and violet. . . . The sensitisers are dissolved in

alcohol, a quarter grain to the ounce, and the plates are prepared by

simply flowing with the alcoholic solution, drying, and then wetting
with water." This method is most successful with dyes which are more

soluble in alcohol than in water. Mr. Ives recommends the use of the

yellow screen, and he says that plates prepared in this manner keep

well, but that if they are to be used dry, they should be coated with a

thin film of gelatine. If it be taken for granted, as Mr. Edwards says,

that plates prepared with the original emulsion keep well, and when

only dipped do not keep (although Mr. Ives finds that there is no

difference), there can be no doubt that there is some advantage in being
able to make an ordinary gelatine dry plate orthochromatic by merely

pouring over it an alcoholic solution of the dye.

On the keeping qualities of plates which have merely been steeped
in the colour-sensitising solution, Lieutenant-Colonel Waterhouse says
that he has developed plates which have been laid aside for two months,
and they were quite free from defects.

In preparing orthochromatic dry plates, Dr. J. M. Eder recom-

mends the following method :

"
Ordinary gelatino-bromide plates are

immersed in the following bath :

Erythrosine solution, I part in 500 . . . . I to 2 parts.

Ammonia ......... part.

Water . loo parts.

some interest that those who discover processes of value should have their claims

acknowledged, and there can be no doubt that Dr. Vogel and Mr. Ives have

both done valuable work in orthochromatic photography.
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When properly prepared orthochromatic plates are not available, the

use of a yellow screen alone will be found of some advantage in copying

objects or paintings in which yellow occurs ; also, when there is much
blue in a picture, the yellow screen may be employed.

It has been found that clouds can be photographed with good effect

when orthochromatic plates are used.

The use of the yellow screen is generally advocated by those who
have investigated the advantages of orthochromatic plates, and many
different suggestions have been made as to the kind of screen re-

quired. All admit that glass ground so as to be optically true is better

than any other medium ;
but such glass is expensive and difficult to

obtain. The plan used by Mr. Ives has already been described. The

surfaces of ordinary patent plate-glass are not sufficiently true, but the

very thin glass used for covering microscopic objects may be coated

with a yellow dye and attached to the diaphragm to be used between

the lenses. Collodion may be stained with tincture of iodine and dried

on a sheet of glass which has been rubbed over with French chalk so

as to strip easily. To make the film sufficiently thick to handle, the

collodion may be applied as frequently as necessary. When quite dry,

the film is removed from the glass and carefully placed over the aper-
ture of the diaphragm. Coloured sheet gelatine may be obtained and

used in the diaphragm slot, or the back of the lens nearest to the

plate may be coated with the yellow dye ; this, however, is a trouble-

some makeshift, and cannot be recommended. When the glass

screen is to be used, it may be placed either within the lens mount
in front or at the back of the combination. Shades of varying

density should be available, as a darker tint may be necessary in

certain cases.

The time which has elapsed since the subject of orthochromatic

photography first received recognition is too short to permit any
definite theory to be formed as to whether the results are due to

physical or chemical causes. Experiments by Abney have shown that

the gelatine film itself need not be dyed, but that if protected by a

varnish containing the colouring matter, the same results are obtained

as when the gelatine emulsion itself is dyed. This would seem to

favour the physical theory. "There are other considerations which

tell in favour of the chemical hypothesis, such, for instance, as the fact

that the addition of ammonia increases the special sensitising action of

the dyes ; but some of the experiments described by Abney appear to

me to prove most conclusively that it is in this direction that we must
look for the explanation of this phenomenon."

*

Meldola says further,
" Before taking leave of this part of the

subject, I am tempted to offer a suggestion which may be of use in

guiding future experiments. The chemical hypothesis of orthochro-

1
Meldola, Chemistry of Photography, p. 317.
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matic action rests upon the fact that the best special sensitisers are the

most fugitive dyes. Now there is reason for believing that the bleach-

ing of a colouring matter by the action of light is due to photo-chemical
oxidation. If this be the case, atmospheric oxygen may be essential

for the production of orthochromatic effect, and the formation of a

second maximum in the less refrangible part of the spectrum might
be prevented by immersing the dyed plate in a reducing solution, or

in some inert liquid or gas which prevented access of air. Experi-
ments of this kind might easily be made, and if the action on the green,

yellow, or orange did not take place under these circumstances, the

chemical hypothesis of orthochromatic photography would be raised to

the rank of a proved theory ; while, on the other hand, if the second

maximum still appeared, this hypothesis would not be disproved, be-

cause it is possible that the breaking down of the complex molecule

of the colouring matter by the action of light might take place in the

absence of oxygen, and thus also give rise to the formation of products
of a reducing character." l

Colour-sensitive plates may be developed by any of the ordinary

methods, but the following is recommended for the plates prepared
under the Tailfer patent by Mr. Edwards. The plates should be

carefully protected from all light, except that of a ruby colour; and

the exposure necessary in the camera is less than for plates of the

ordinary kind :

No. i Solution.

Pyrogallic acid

Alcohol (methylated)

Glycerine

i ounce.

7 ounces,

ounce.

Mix the glycerine and spirit and add the pyrogallic acid,

following is another formula :

The

Pyrogallic acid

Citric acid

Water

Potassium bromide
Distilled water

Ammonia, '880

No. 2 Solution.

i ounce.

40 grains,

ounces.

60 grains.

7 ounces,

i ounce.

If kept separate and well corked, these solutions will not deteriorate

for some weeks. To use, take one part of No. i to fifteen parts of water,

and the same proportion of No. 2. These dilute solutions should be

mixed in quantity as required ;
and as much as will cover the plate to

be developed is poured from the bottles into a measure and poured

1
Meldola, Chemistry of Photography, p. 320.
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over the plate, taking care to avoid air-bubbles. Fix with sodium

thiosulphate, and clear with

Alum i ounce.

Sulphuric acid ........ J ,,

Iron protosulphate 3 ounces.

Water 20

There would seem to be very little reason why commercial plates

prepared for orthochromatic work should be more expensive than the

ordinary kinds, as no extra labour in their preparation is incurred.

When the time arrives that the distinction in price is removed, it will

probably be found that orthochromatic plates will be used for all pur-

poses, as the presence of the dye is no disadvantage ; and, in very many
cases, the photographic result is much superior to that of work which

has been produced on an ordinary plate.
1

Oxymel Process. Oxymel, or acid honey, was successfully intro-

duced by Mr. Llewelyn of Penllergare about 1856, and for a time was

very popular. The object of the method was to preserve a collodion

plate after it had been washed, to remove the free silver nitrate : it

was then coated with the oxymel, and would keep for many days, but

the exposure necessary was increased at least five times.

Panoramic Photography. Views, embracing an angle greater than

any ordinary lens can give, may be taken by carefully levelling the

camera, and then, after taking the first plate, revolving the camera

so that the next view will slightly overlap the first one. In this way
a series of pictures may be taken embracing the entire circle. The

disadvantage of this method is that the exposures, and also the develop-
ment of the negatives, must be identical, in order that the prints when

joined may be alike
;
the printing also requires equal care. A camera

was invented by the late Mr. Sawyer by which the picture was taken

through a narrow slit, the proper motions being given to the lens and

plate by means of clockwork.

A very wide angle of view may be obtained by means of a specially

constructed lens, such as the panoramic lens patented by the late Mr.

Button. A sphere of flint-glass was filled with water, and in the centre

was fixed a small diaphragm. It was necessary to use a curved glass

plate when the collodion process was employed, the manipulation of

which was somewhat difficult.

A camera was invented by Mr. Ross of New York having a lens of

3^-inch focus, by which a plate of 8 inches by 3 was covered, the angle
of view included being 120 degrees. The instrument was called the

scioptic camera. A fuller description will be found in the Liverpool and

Manchester Photographic Journal for March 1857.

Paper Negatives. Now that celluloid films are available, it is

scarcely probable that paper will ever again be used for negatives,

1 Since this was written the difference in the cost of plates has been removed.
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unless some means can be found for entirely removing the granularity
of the paper. Although glass superseded paper in the early days of

the photographic art, very beautiful work was done on paper negatives,

and the existence at the present time of many of the earliest nega-
tives (which it will be remembered were developed with gallic acid and

aceto-nitrate of silver) proves that they were permanent.
Pedestal Portraits. The effects of statuary busts may be simu-

lated by photographing a portrait, with the bust suitably draped,

against a black velvet or other very dark background, while powder
must be freely used on the hair and face to assist the effect. By the

aid of double printing the pedestal can be introduced. When care-

fully arranged, the effect is excellent.

Photochromes. Many methods have been proposed for treating

photographs with colour, so as to get rid of the monochrome effect,

and the name of M. Leon Vidal is associated with the process called

Photochrome. Under the heading Photography and Colour this subject
is treated in full.

Photochromo-Lithography. One of the most useful applications of

photography is in making transfers for lithographs of designs which

have been printed in colours. Each colour is printed from a different

stone, and as reduced or enlarged copies are often required from such

work, the different sizes may be obtained by photographic means, thus

saving the cost of re-drawing. Impressions from each stone are taken

in black, and from these transfers can be made.

Photochromo-Typography. One of the most beautiful methods for

the application of colour to the half-tone zinc process is shown in the

illustration by Messrs. Boussod, Yaladon & Co. on the opposite page,
in which it will be seen that, after the original block for the black is

printed, by a process of printing from blocks for the colours a very
effective picture is produced.

Photo-Engraving Photogravure. Under various names processes
have been invented, often patented, for the purpose of producing on

a copper, steel, or zinc plate a picture or photograph having half-tone.

Dating almost from the invention of photography, attempts were made
to enable impressions to be taken from the daguerreotype plate. Some
of this early work was almost equal in quality to the productions of

the present day. The failure of commercial success was probably due

to the soft character of the metal, as very few good impressions could

be taken, a defect which is remedied now by the process of steel-facing,

by which the engraved surface of the plate is protected by a hard metal

renewable at pleasure.

The discovery that an image can be produced by the effect of light in

the camera on bitumen is due to Nice"phore Nie"pce, who, in 1829, coated

plates of pewter and copper having a surface of silver with bitumen

(glass was also tried) dissolved in oil of lavender (which was also used

as a solvent to develop the picture) ;
the parts acted on by light, being
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insoluble, remained on the plate, thereby protecting the metal from

the acid used to etch the image. Specimens of Niepce's process were

exhibited by Mr. Malone at a lecture delivered by him at the Royal

Institution, London, in 1857 ; they were presented to a Mr. Bauer, who
resided at Kew at the time of the visit of Nie"pce to England. If these

pictures are still in existence, it seems desirable that they should be

available for inspection in some public institution. The perfect work
now practicable is done mainly by a process almost identical with that

invented by Ni^pce. Many names are connected with the process for

obtaining pictures on metal plates ; amongst them Talbot, Pretsch,

Claudet, Poitevin, Fizeau, Grove (who used the galvanic method), and

many others. The next step was the introduction in 1852 by Talbot of

a process he named Photoglypliy.
1 In this, gelatine made sensitive to

light by potassium bichromate takes the place of bitumen. It has the

advantage of printing quicker, and for line-work is better than the older

process, but for half-tone it is inferior. In 1854 Herr Paul Pretsch of

Vienna patented a process which he called Photogalvanography. A
jelly formed of one part of gelatine to ten of water was mixed with a

strong solution of potassium bichromate. To this was added gelatine

containing silver nitrate. A third portion of gelatine containing a

small quantity of potassium iodide was added. After being well mixed

and strained, glass plates were coated with the emulsion and dried
;

when dry, the plates were exposed under a negative. Up to this

point the processes of Talbot and Pretsch are very similar ; but the

after treatment is quite different. The plates after exposure to light

were not washed, but were placed in water to allow the gelatine to

swell in those parts not acted on by light, the picture appearing in

relief. At this point the gelatine could be printed from if the surface

would bear pressure ;
but as it would crush, a mould was taken and the

surface of this mould was electrotyped. This electrotype was used as a

matrix, and from it blocks for printing with type were made. By a

variation in the method plates for printing in the copper-plate press
were produced. In order to obtain a granular or stippled surface

necessary to produce the effect of half-tone, advantage was taken of

the peculiarity which gelatine combined with potassium bichromate has

of drying with a grain. This grain breaks up the shadows and gives
the effect of half-tone. The same effect is produced and taken advan-

tage of in (and indeed is the foundation of) the collotype process.
The plate facing this page is an example of Pretsch's process, and

will compare favourably with work recently done. Plates executed in

any process producing half-tone effects are more or less worked upon
by the engraver. As an example of half-tone process engraving it is

remarkably good. The illustration is by Messrs. A. & C. Dawson.

Improvements in the preparation of plates for intaglio-printing

1 The full specification of Talbot's patented process of PJiotoglyphic Engraving
will be found in the Liverpool and Manchester Photographic Journal, vol. ii. p. 269.
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were slowly made; but there was no great advance upon Pretsch's

method until the late Mr. Walter B. Woodbury took the matter in

hand. In 1874 he wrote: 1 "Of all the photo-mechanical processes,

perhaps photo-engraving has made the least progress during the past

few years ; simply owing, I imagine, to the fact that engraving, or

rather the printing from engraved plates, is, and must always be, a

slow and expensive process." Mr. Woodbury then says that excellent

results have been produced by M. Rousselon, of the firm of Goupil and

Co. of Paris, by the method suggested by Mr. Woodbury to them.

As was the case with many other ideas suggested by Mr. Woodbury,

great results have followed, and we see them in the extremely beautiful

works executed by Goupil & Co. and their successors, Boussod, Yala-

don & Co., and by others
;
and this is the photogravure process. The

plates are made by the process of electro-deposition of copper; but

whether Woodbury's method is still followed, or any modification of

it, is not known to the writer. The plates, while being very perfect

reproductions of the originals, in some cases owe much of their ex-

cellence to the very skilful retouching by the engraver ;
and the print-

ing qualities of the plate are often due to the same cause. It should

be stated, however, that some of the best work in photogravure is

quite untouched. The preparation of the plate by this method that

is, from an intaglio requires from one to three months. The plates

are steel-faced, and the steel surface is renewed after each thousand

impressions have been printed.

One of the chief difficulties with plates in half-tone is that the etch-

ing cannot be carried very deep, thus involving very careful printing.

The term "photogravure" was first applied to this process by

Goupil & Co., and is sometimes called Goupilgravure.
The method known as "Klic's process" produces effects almost

exactly similar to those done by what is called
"
Goupil's process."

Messrs. Annan of Glasgow at one time worked this process, and it is

now believed to be used by the Swan Company of London, who pro-

duce work very closely resembling the Goupil productions, and cer-

tainly not inferior.

The working details of Klic's method are printed in the Photo-

graphic News for 28th January 1887. It varies from Talbot's process

merely in the use of powdered asphalt. The copper-plate must be

absolutely clean, the polish being effected with whitening in water.

The plate must now be covered with the asphalt. This is most simply
done by shaking the powder in a box. When the larger particles

have settled, the plate must be introduced at the bottom, an opening

being made at one side of the bottom so that the plate may be placed
without disturbing the dust floating in the upper part of the box.

The fineness of the grain depends on the time the plate remains in

the box, as the more dust collected the finer will be the grain. When
1 British Journal Almanack, 1874, p. 106.
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it is judged that the plate is sufficiently dusted, it is removed from the

box, and, by the heat from a Bunsen burner, the asphalt is partially

melted, until the dull surface is changed to a gloss, when the heat

must be at once removed. A reversed positive being now required, a

piece of carbon tissue is exposed under it, and squeegeed on to the

copper. When printed, the picture is developed. The etching is

effected with iron perchloride, a strong solution being first used, as

its action is less energetic than a weak solution. The plate is treated

with the iron in three or four degrees of strength. A strip of copper

placed in the iron solution until the colour changes causes the solution

to act evenly. The etching takes place through the gelatine, and the

plate is protected by the asphalt. When the etching is complete, the

gelatine can be removed with caustic alkali and the asphalt with

turpentine. Experience alone will show when the etching is complete,
and its progress can be watched through the film. The temperature of

the iron etching fluids should be 70 Fahr. Plates by this method are

prepared in a few days.

Many other processes or modifications have been introduced; the

names of Obernetter, Waterhouse, Zuccato, and Sawyer may be men-

tioned. Similar processes under various names are used in America.

The appearance of the finished work is very much the same, and all

are probably variations of the processes described here.

The plate facing this page, by the Swan Engraving Company, is a

very perfect illustration of the photogravure method.

Perfect success in the production of process plates depends on

technical details. None of the patented methods are published with

sufficient description to permit the working of any one of them satis-

factorily without the knowledge which is kept secret.

Half-Tone Zinc and Copper Etching. The half-tone block process

may be said to have been practised as under : A copper or steel plate
was ruled or engraved with lines, from 100 to 130 to the inch, running
in one direction diagonally across the plate or crossing at right angles,
also diagonally. The plate could be of any proportion ;

but as nega-
tives of various sizes had to be made, a plate about 16 inches square
was used. From this plate a perfect impression was made on the best

paper, mounted and carefully preserved, and from this impression the

necessary cross -line screens were made.

Very perfect line-screens or plates were produced by ruling a glass

plate through an etching-ground of wax, and acting on the glass with

hydrofluoric acid. Printing-ink was then rubbed into the lines, pro-

ducing a screen with black lines on clear glass. A copy was then made
from the lined sheet of the size required, and placed in the dark slide of

the camera in front of the prepared plate, separated from the film, at

a suitable distance to produce the dotted effect required to break up
the half-tone of the subject. As the light passing from the object to

be copied must pass through the screen to the sensitive plate, the result
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was a negative covered with the lines of the screen, and the half-tones

were so broken up that a block could be obtained, which, with careful

printing, gave a very satisfactory copy of the original.

The most perfect half-tone screens are now prepared by ruling a

sheet of glass with a diamond point ; and excellent work can be made
with photographs from such ruled glass plates, while the cost is less.

The photographed screen is protected with glass cemented to it with

Canada balsam. It is scarcely necessary to say that the line-screen

must be free from all imperfections, as every spot or scratch on the glass

is reproduced on the negative, and it is equally necessary that the nega-
tives should be free from defects arising from dust and other causes.

Next in importance to the line-screen in the preparation of nega-
tives for half-tone process work, is the kind of diaphragm to be used in

the formation of the "
dot," and upon this dot very much of the success

of process engraving depends. The literature of the subject is exten-

sive, and not a little confusing to those practically engaged in the

work. Some writers treat the

matter mathematically, but a

very little practice is worth

much theory.
If a print from a half-tone

zinc or copper block be exa-

mined with a pocket magni-

fier, it will be seen that it is

composed of dots and squares;
and the smallest dots will be

found on the highest lights

of the print ;
in the dark

parts the dots take the form

of the screen, and in the

darkest parts of the subject

the screen effect disappears

altogether.

The form of the dot is

influenced by the shape of

the diaphragm and the dis-

tance, of the screen from the

sensitive plate. The shape of

the stop or diaphragm may
be round or square; good
work is done with either if

care be taken to select the proper apertures in the diaphragms; but

many modifications of the shapes have been introduced for the purpose
of forming the dots correctly. Levy proposed square apertures with

the corners cut out, and these are extensively used. Fig. 37 shows the

forms of stops, other than round, in general use. The figures also show

1
FIG. 37.
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the variations in the shapes of the dots. In practical work the size of

the dot can be modified by using different intensifies, lead, mercury,
and copper, each giving special results.

The theory of the formation of the dot is interesting; but the maker

of negatives for the production of zinc half-tone blocks gives very little

attention to anything but what he has in hand
; he knows that a certain

diaphragm, or the use of two differing apertures and their forms will

give the results he desires, and it concerns him very little that the screen

acts as a pin-hole camera, or that the diffraction of light plays any part in

the formation of the dot upon which the success of his work depends.
The wet collodion process is still in general use for making nega-

tives for this process. Gelatine dry plates specially prepared can be

obtained, but preference is generally given to collodion, although for

convenience the dry method has many advantages ;
but the absence of

perfect transparency, and the difference in the character of the two

kinds of film, at present prevent the common use of gelatine plates.

The finished negative must now pass to the hands of the etcher, whose

part of the work ranks in importance with that of the photographer.
The zinc or copper plate must be carefully prepared, properly printed on

the metal, and the etching executed with skill. In the case of zinc, nitric

acid is used, and copper requires iron perchloride as the etching fluid.

Chromated albumen for half-tone on zinc is usually preferred, owing
to the difficulty of ''burning in," when the fish-glue or enamelline

method might be adopted. The great heat required in the burning
in has a tendency to alter the character of the zinc, rendering it less

durable, and it is liable to bend slightly. The formula for the bichro-

mated albumen is :

The white of one egg about i ounce.

Ammonium bichromate saturated solution . . I ,,

Water 9 ounces.

Ammonia, .880 .10 drops.

The egg albumen must be beaten to a froth, allowed to settle, and
the whole then well mixed together and carefully filtered. Many other

formulae are in use.

The fish-glue or enamelline process was first introduced by Mr. W.
H. Hyslop

1 in 1892, and in 1896 he gave the following formula:

Clarified glue (Le Page's) 2 ounces.

Water 2

Ammonium bichromate ..... .120 grains.
Water 2 ounces.

Dried albumen ......... 1-4
Water .......... 4
Chromic acid 10 grains.

These ingredients should be separately dissolved in the quantities of water

named, and then the solutions well mixed and filtered.

1 Mr. F. E. Ives has corrected this by stating that the enamel process was intro-

duced by the Crosscup and West Co. in 1885.
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When the copper-plate is properly polished (by rubbing in one

direction only) the surface is well rinsed under a tap, and while wet is

covered with the enamel solution and the surplus drained off as waste,
and the plate is again coated. The plate must be whirled to spread
the solution evenly and then dried by heat. When cold the plate is

ready for printing. A solution of violet or some other suitable aniline

dye in water is now required, into which the plate is placed for a

short time to dye the enamel and to make the picture visible. It is

then washed under a stream of water which develops the picture.
The image must now be burnt in, and this is complete when the

surface assumes a chocolate-brown colour. Bearing in mind what has

been said about the softening of zinc, when heated sufficiently to

burn-in the enamel, this method can be used. As copper is much
harder than zinc, there is less danger of over-heating. When cold, the

surface can be rubbed with a weak solution of chromic acid. At this

stage any defects on the plate should be removed by carefully touching
the part with a fine brush with any substance which will resist the

etching fluid, and any parts of the subject which should be black are

covered with the resist.

A strong solution of iron perchloride is used for etching the plate,

which is placed in a tray or dish
;

the surface should be occasionally
brushed

; rocking the bath is not necessary, as the surface of the plate
is kept clean with the brush. As soon as the dots in the high lights
are sufficiently etched the plate is thoroughly washed under a stream of

water, and if necessary chromic acid solution is used to clean the surface.

Brass is sometimes employed instead of zinc or copper.

Very beautiful effects can be obtained on half-tone plates by what
is termed "

fine-etching." The parts of the plate which are not to be

etched further are covered with fatty ink, and the exposed parts are

again etched, and the process is repeated until the desired effect is

obtained.

Process blocks can often be very much improved by engraving
to heighten the lights and to relieve the shaded parts ;

but the work

requires the assistance of a skilled engraver as it must be well done,
otherwise the plate which has not been touched by the engraver is to be

preferred,

It will be noticed by the expert in etching that this description is

little more than an outline of the half-tone etching process ;
still it

indicates how the work is effected. Many treatises have been published,
also articles on every branch of the subject have appeared in the photo-

graphic journals, and to them the writer must refer the reader who

requires fuller detail. See Zinc Etching and Bitumen Process for further

information on this subject.

Plates are given to show some of the applications of the half-tone

zinc and copper processes. One plate is a reduction of the border

to a window-blind. This and the other illustrations show the great
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ELECTROTYPE FROM A HALF-TONE BLOCK.

Lascelles & Co.
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superiority for many purposes of the photographic methods. No hand-

made copy could produce the exact representation of such objects. The
writer is indebted to Messrs. Lascelles & Co. for the use of the block

facing this page. It shows the excellence of the electrotype from the

original half-tone block.

See Bitumen Process, p. 72, and Zinc Etching.

See Meisenbach Process, p. 123.

Photo-Filigrane. One of the numerous applications of photography
due to the inventive genius of the late Mr. Woodbury was called by
him Photo-filigrane, and was made the subject of a patent. The

object of the process is to impress an image on paper, so that, when
viewed by transmitted light, some of the effects of light and shade are

produced. This is effected by attaching to a metal roller a gelatine

relief, so that when sheets of paper are passed between the relief and
another roller, the impression is taken by the paper, producing an
effect similar to a water-mark, but with half-tone in place of mere lines.

Photo-Galvanography. This name was given to the process in-

vented by M. Pretsch. It is referred to under the heading Photo-

Engraving.

Photogenic Drawing. In this process fine writing-paper or white

leather was brushed over with, or was steeped in, a solution of sodium
chloride (or common table-salt). This was allowed to dry, and was
then washed over with, or floated upon, a solution of silver nitrate.

When dry, the object to be photographed was placed on the paper and
then exposed to sunlight, perfect contact being made by pressure under

glass. Talbot found that when paper was prepared so that there was
an excess of silver nitrate, he obtained better results. The picture was
of course negative that is, if the object to be copied was an engraving,
the black lines would be white in the copy. The fixing was a difficulty

which Wedgwood and Davy could not overcome ; but Talbot found

that by washing the prints, so as to free the paper from the silver salt

as much as possible, and then steeping the prints in a solution of salt

or potassium iodide, the prints were, to a certain extent, fixed, and that

the action of light on them was so far lessened that the negatives could

be used for producing copies having the natural light and shade.

Paper prepared in the manner described was very sensitive to direct day-

light, or when used with the solar microscope ; but, if used in the

camera, a very long exposure was necessary ; yet Talbot succeeded, as

already stated, as early as 1835, ^n producing pictures in the camera by
this process, which he named Photogenic Drawing.

Photographing on Wood. The blocks of boxwood used by wood-

engravers have to be carefully seasoned in order to prevent the possi-

bility of splitting after the surface has been engraved, hence the

difficulty of utilising photography ; but it has been found that a well-

seasoned piece of wood, after it has been wetted, is soon again in a fit

state to be engraved. Any kind of brittle film on the surface of the
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wood is liable to chip under the graving tool
; therefore, when a film is

used, it must be of the thinnest possible kind. A collodion positive

loosened from the glass with nitric acid, floated on water, and then

caught on the wood block in the reversed position, is found to answer.

The surface of the wood being blackened, the image is perfectly dis-

tinct and the film is too thin to cause chipping. Many other methods

have been proposed.
One of the earliest engraved blocks produced with the assistance of

photography was the work of Mr. Robert Langton of Manchester, to

whom the writer is indebted for the permission to use the block (Fig.

38). The engraving was printed in the Art Journal of August 1854,

and is an excellent example of this kind of work.

FIG. 38.

Photography and Colour. In these days of enlightened chemical

research, the pursuit of the discovery of the philosopher's stone (which
it is almost necessary to explain to the junior readers of these pages,
was the desire to find some means of converting the baser metals into

gold) is never heard of
;
but the pursuit of photography in colour has

almost taken the place of the older chimera; it is a kind of ignis

fatuus something which is visible, but which eludes the grasp. To

say that the object sought is unattainable would be unwise, seeing
that little more than fifty years ago the thing we have now in such

wonderful perfection was something dreamed of, was sought for, and

was found. But this image of the camera, the marvellous beauty of

which set the mind of Talbot reflecting on the possibility of its being
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fixed on his drawing-paper, is .a very different thing, as it was first

fixed by Talbot and Daguerre, to the matter which they would have

preferred, the picture with all its charm of colour. This is the prob-
lem which has baffled the efforts of all who have attempted to solve

it. Let us inquire what has been done towards the fulfilment of the

desire, so that we may possibly be in a position to ask, judging
from the little produced by over fifty years of experiment, how much
more may be anticipated in another half century.

As early as the first year of the present century, Ritter, Berard,

Seebeck, Berthollet, Herschel, Sir H. Englefield, and others had inves-

tigated the calorific and colorific effects of the sun's rays ;
and about

the same time it was discovered that the chemical were different from

the actinic rays of light. Wedgwood and Davy used the chemical

rays to produce their images on paper and leather, but they do not

appear to have observed any effect of colour on the surfaces made
sensitive to light; they used coloured glasses, and noticed that when

light passed through red glass very little change was produced, but

through yellow and green the change increased, and when blue and

violet glasses were used more active changes occurred that is, their

leather and paper darkened quicker. They speak of the changes of

colour, but it is evident that they mean only the difference in tint

caused by the light. One of the earliest investigators of the effects

of light in producing colour on silver chloride was Dr. Seebeck of

Jena, who, in 1810, found that when silver chloride was spread upon

paper and exposed while wet to the solar rays, received on a prism

through a narrow aperture in a shutter, it changed colour; in the

blue it became blue, and in the red rays it changed to rose colour, and

there were other changes in the various tints. This appears to have

been an experiment to show the chemical change produced in sunlight,
not in the nature of a photograph; and it is chiefly interesting as

showing that, nearly thirty years before Talbot's discovery, it was

known that one of the properties of light was to produce a change
on silver chloride corresponding with the colour of the light which

had been caused to fall upon it.

A few months after Talbot's discovery, Sir J. Herschel published
some experiments which show that when a bright spectrum was thrown

on a piece of sensitive paper the change effected was not that of darken-

ing only, but colours were produced. Herschel's experiments were

continued ; and, although he failed to discover any means of fixing the

colours, he found that when washed in water some degree of perma-
nence was given ; he also found that the colours deepened when the

paper had been kept for some days in the dark (one of the effects in

the continuing action of light, which is noticed in carbon printing and

in prints of paper prepared with gelatine and potassium bichromate).

Herschel's experiments led him to think that it might be possible to

produce pictures by the aid of light in natural colours.
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About the same time (1840), Hunt published observations on the

effects of light passing through pieces of coloured glass on to paper

prepared with silver nitrate combined with salts of different kinds ; but

no advance was made in the direction of the production of photographs
in the colours of Nature.

It is unnecessary to follow the researches step by step, as each

experimenter seems to have advanced very little beyond what his pre-

decessors had done. The experiments were varied by Becquerel, who,
after confirming what had been done by Herschel and Hunt, showed

that a silver plate which had been coated with silver chloride, produced
in various ways, was sensitive to the yellow as well as to the other

colours. He found also that after prolonged exposure to the spectrum
the first effects disappeared and the plate became grey. Becquerel next

prepared silver plate with chlorine electrically produced. The prepara-

tion of the plates was a very tedious and troublesome matter. To

obtain the best effects, a kind of annealing process had to be gone

through, the ultimate result being something like what had been pre-

viously done. From the description of the appearance of these coloured

impressions of the spectrum, it is difficult to imagine what they were

like or what was the intensity of the colours produced. One is almost

tempted to ask whether some of the effects may not have been due to

iridescence.

The name of Nie"pce de St. Victor is often mentioned in connection

with photography in natural colours ; but he does not appear to have

made any original discoveries, nor to have done more than repeat

Becquerel's experiments. Many other names occur in connection with

this subject, but so far no advance has been made towards what is so

eagerly desired, and what has repeatedly been announced photography
in the colours of Nature. Coloured photographs have been produced,
but the colours have not been impressed on the paper by the agency
of light. Light and chemistry have produced the picture, but the

colours have been put in by hand in various ways ; generally, by first

making the picture transparent, and then, on the back, distributing the

colour roughly to produce the desired effect. Things of this kind are

of no artistic value, and cannot deceive the eye of the skilled artist or

photographer.

By accident curious effects are sometimes produced. In the Liver-

pool and Manchester Journal of i5th April 1857 it is reported that at

a meeting of the Manchester Photographic Society on the 8th April
the late Mr, Joseph Sidebotham made a communication on this subject.

He said : "In the ordinary collodion positives on glass we occasionally

meet with examples of partial natural colouring, such, for instance, as a

green tinge on the foliage. I have had one where the green and red

in a photograph of some scarlet geraniums were tolerably bright, and

I have here on the table a landscape with trees and a red brick house,

taken in bright sunshine, and you will see the green foliage and the
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red house are tolerably well marked in colour." The picture showing
these colours was taken in 1852. The writer saw the picture at the

time it was shown by Mr. Sidebotham, and again in 1887, when it was

lent for the historical collection in the photographic section of the

Exhibition at Old Trafford, Manchester, in that year. There had

been no change that could be detected in the thirty-five years since it

was taken; and, although the appearance of colour in this case was

the result of accident, all attempts to reproduce them having failed,

the picture remains as evidence of the production of colour under

certain conditions of light and chemicals. The difference between this

curiosity, the result of Mr. Sidebotham's experiments in 1852, and all

that has been done in producing colours by the aid of light on chemi-

cally prepared plates, appears to be that in the one case the colours

which could not be reproduced remain permanent, while in the other

the colours which can be obtained under certain conditions are fleeting

and cannot be fixed.

Many names could be mentioned of those who have repeated the

early experiments for producing the colours of Nature in a photograph ;

amongst them Poitevin, Zenker, Ducos du Hauron, Yidal, and Carey
Lea. Recently M. Verescz has produced some results which are claimed

to surpass everything previously done, especially as regards the fixing

of the colours. The writer is not aware that the method, by which

these results have been obtained, has been made public. Professor

Vogel has published his opinion to the effect that no advance has been

made, the result not being superior to those obtained by Becquerel.
Professor Vogel says in a communication to the Bulletin :

" If I compare
the samples before me with the pictures I have seen in 1867 of Nie'pce
de St. Victor, Becquerel, and Dr. Zenker, I must confess that those

much older productions were richer in colour, although the tones

deviated likewise considerably from the natural ones. An essential

progress I can, therefore, not recognise in the present pictures." The
most recent contribution on this subject is from the French corre-

spondent of the British Journal of Photography, who, in the number for

July 18, 1890, writes to the following effect : "At the late meeting of

our society, M. Vallot presented some prints in natural colour. Since

the experiments of M. Verescz the attention of a great number has been

drawn to this subject. M. Vallot has been repeating the experiments
of M. Poitevin, and I myself cannot see that progress has been made.

A few years ago (twelve years) I travelled 200 miles to pay a visit to

the father of photo-mechanical printing. When receiving his hospi-

tality, he showed me his collection of experiments of printing in natural

colours. His results were far superior to what was shown last Friday,
or to what had been obtained by M. Verescz (fixing apart). In case

any amateur should like to procure a few proofs in natural colours or

to have a start on the road to some wonderful discovery, I will here

give the modus operandi employed by M. Vallot, which he himself gave
K
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us last Friday evening : Float strong photographic paper for three

minutes on the following solution :

i. Sodium chloride

Water
20 grammes = 5 drachms.
100 c.c. 3^ ounces.

Dry the paper as rapidly as possible, then float for five minutes in the

sensitising bath.

2. Silver nitrate .

Water
20 grammes = 5 drachms.

100 c.c. =3! ounces.

Allow to drain a few seconds, and then wash the paper for ten minutes

under a stream of water.
"

3. Plunge the paper for five minutes into a 20 per cent, bath of

sodium chloride, and wash a few minutes in running water. Prepare
the following solution :

Distilled water

Protochloride of tin

Sulphuric acid

100 c.c. =3^ ounces.

3 grammes = 46 grains.
10 drops.

Of the above solution take 20 grammes (5 drachms) and water 500 c.c.

(17^ ounces).

"4. Plunge the paper into this bath, and then take the tray con-

taining the solution and the paper into the light, and expose the

paper until it becomes of a dark violet hue
;
wash five minutes and

dry the paper. During the drying prepare the two following solu-

tions :

A. Potassium bichromate

Water
B. Saturated solution of copper sulphate.

5 grammes 77 grains,
loo c.c. = 3^ ounces.

"5. Mix equal quantities of the two solutions and plunge the dry

paper into the bath, and that for two minutes. When dry the paper
is ready to be exposed.

"'The subject before you/ said M. Vallot (a transparent poly-
coloured design for a stained window),

' was exposed three-quarters of

an hour in full sun.'
"

6. When the paper is taken out of the printing-frame the colours

are very faint
;
in order to revive them, the print is plunged into the

following bath :

Sulphuric acid

Water .

20 grammes = 5 drachms,

ioo c.c. =3^ ounces.

Care must be taken not to allow the prints to remain too long a time

in this bath, or the acid, after having revived the colours, would soon

destroy them. The proofs are now well washed, dried, and albumi-

nised, which gives vigour to the tones. 'Naturally,' said M. Vallot, 'the
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image must be preserved from the light, as no means of fixing has yet

been discovered.'
'

A few years since, the writer was shown by Sir H. E. Roscoe, a

photograph of the solar spectrum in colour, faint but yet distinct, which

had been produced by Captain Abney ;
this also had to be viewed by

artificial light, as the colours could not be fixed.

It should perhaps be mentioned that the late Mr. Woodbury intro-

duced an ingenious method of giving photographs the effect of natural

colours. By arranging colours in a kind of matrix following the forms

in a photograph, the colour was made to set off on to the photograph,
and when carefully done a very pleasing effect was produced. A
similar effect may be obtained by using lithographic tints.

A method of composite colour photography, by means of three un-

coloured photographs taken through coloured media, was first suggested

by J. Clerk Maxwell in a lecture at the Royal Institution, London, in

1 86 1. In the lecture he says : "Experiments on the prismatic spec-

trum show that all the colours of the spectrum, and all the colours in

Nature, are equivalent to mixtures of three colours of the spectrum

itself, namely, red, green (near the line E), and blue (near line G)."

Assuming red, green, and blue to be the primary colours, Maxwell

then, using three lanterns, before which were glass troughs containing
solutions of sulpho-cyanide of iron, chloride of copper, and ammoniated

copper, showed these colours on a screen.
"A triangle was thus illuminated so that the pure colours appeared

at its angles, whilst the rest of the triangles contained the various

mixtures of the colours, as in Young's "triangle of colour." The

colours when superposed on the screen gave an artificial representation
of the spectrum.

"Three photographs of a coloured ribbon taken through the three

coloured solutions respectively were introduced into the lantern giving

images representing the red, the green, and the blue parts respectively,

. . . and when these were superposed a coloured image was seen,

which, if the red and green images had been as fully photographed as

the blue, would have been a truly-coloured image of the ribbon " and

it was suggested that "
by finding photographic materials more sensi-

tive to the less refrangible rays, the representation of the colours of

objects might be greatly improved." By referring to the article on

Ortliochromatic Photography, p. 126, it will be seen that twelve years
after Maxwell's lecture the method of producing colour-sensitive

plates made the subject of colour photography practicable for certain

purposes.

Mr. F. E. Ives in 1888 proposed a means of producing the effect

of colour. He says :

" There is much yet to be done in perfecting
the print-making part of the process. For the present I am satisfied

to obtain perfect heliochromatic prints on glass, so that the results

may be shown with the optical lantern, and have adopted the follow-
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ing procedure : The blue print is made by the cyanotype process, on

a film of gelatine attached to glass. The red print is made by the

so-called carbon process, with eosine for the colouring matter, a

reversed print being thereby produced upon another glass. The

yellow print is made by the collotype printing process, or a specially

prepared film of collodion and gelatine. Several of the red and

yellow prints are made, and such prints selected as are found to pro-

duce a neutral black in the shadows when superimposed with the blue

print over a white surface ; the colours are then correct in every shade

of the picture. After placing the yellow film picture between the blue

and red picture on a glass, and therefore in contact with them, they are

moved until the images are exactly superimposed ;
and then fastened

together by binding to complete the lantern-slide heliochrome.
"

In a lecture delivered before the Franklin Institute in December

1890, Mr. Ives, after giving the history of the subject of producing
the colours of Nature by the aid of photography, refers at length to

his own experiments in this matter, and he describes the means he

adopted in taking negatives and making the copies to be used in the

optical lantern. The concluding paragraph of the lecture is as follows :

"
Composite heliochromy must always remain a comparatively costly

process, when carried out in a manner calculated to yield the finest

results, and can most profitably be brought before the public in the

form of optical lantern-lecture illustrations, not with the triple lantern,

but with the transparent colour-print heliochromes mounted as lantern-

slides. If the colour-prints are made by the Woodburytype process,

such heliochromic lantern-slides, infinitely superior to hand-painted

ones, can be made in quantity at a cost not exceeding one dollar each."

In solving the difficulty of making pictures which can be used as

slides for the optical lantern showing the colours of Nature, the late

Mr. A. W. Scott of Weston-super-Mare had some success in a very
remarkable way. The photographs are obtained in the following

manner : A camera arranged with four lenses was used, and the

negatives were taken on orthochromatic plates, the light passing

through colour screens, green, blue, red, and violet. As the exposure
is different for each colour, diaphragms of suitable sizes were used.

Transparencies from the negatives are made in the usual way. Although

presenting to the eye representations of the subject of the ordinary

kind, each picture had different gradations of intensity according to

the colours through which the negatives were made.

In projecting the pictures on to the screen, the same colour plate

as that through which the picture was taken was used, and as the

four pictures can, by the mechanical arrangement of the lantern,

be made to overlap or superpose, the effect, when the pictures were

carefully registered, is a very near approach to a picture of the object

in the colours of Nature. The apparatus was called by the inventor

the Verdk.
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It will have been noticed that, as in the case of the daguerreotype
and positives on glass, the coloured pictures have been produced singly
and consequently are of limited use. The great commercial value of

photography depends on the facility of producing repetition from an

original negative and on paper, and this end has not yet been attained

in colour by chemical agency.
A great advance has in recent years been made by Mr. Ives in the

production of photographs in monochrome which have been obtained

through colour-filters, and when viewed in an instrument specially

adapted and fitted with coloured glass in three tints, the effect is a

representation of the picture in the colours of Nature, and although
the question of the production of photographs in colour in the sense so

much desired is as far off as ever, Mr. Ives' pictures viewed in the

specially designed stereoscope have a wonderfully real and pleasing
effect. The instrument used for viewing the photographs through
colour screens is called the Kromslwp or Photochromoscope.

In what has been said, the work of nearly sixty years has been

passed in review; and if we omit the Verescz experiments, about

which so little appears to be known, and what Professor Lippmann,
Lumiere, and others have done, we have arrived at about the same point
as we started from the experiments with silver chloride and the

changes produced in the light of the solar spectrum ; in fact, we are

no nearer now to a solution of the problem of photography in natural

colours than we were in 1839, the date of Talbot's discovery. As

already remarked, it would be unwise to say that the object sought for

can never le realised owing to the difficult character of the chemistry
of the subject ;

but as so much has been done within the period named
to advance ordinary photography and chemistry, the next half century

may witness the evolution of a process by which the objects photo-

graphed may at the same time possess their natural colours, although
it must be confessed there seems to be very little probability of success

attending efforts in this direction. These words were in the printer's

hands when the world was startled by a statement which appeared in

the Daily Neics of February n, 1891, to the effect that at a recent

meeting of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, it was announced that

Professor G. Lippmann had succeeded in obtaining photographs in the

colours of Nature. The method was only partly described, but the

chief means employed was said to be a mirror or a trough of mercury

placed behind the sensitive gelatino-bromide plate. Certain results

were obtained, and in a way different from all former methods; but

all that was claimed for the discovery, in the first announcement,

appeared to be far short of what is necessary to realise the effect of

natural colours on the photographic plate, except as showing very per-

fectly all the colours of the spectrum, not faintly, but bright and dis-

tinct (in daylight) by reflected light. Professor Lippmann did not claim

to have done more than to have obtained the picture of the spectrum ;
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but it was fixed and varnished on the glass plate, and is therefore

permanent. The colours are of the character called iridescent.

Since the date named Professor Lippmann has continued his re-

searches, and has succeeded in obtaining his photographs in much
shorter time than was at first necessary, and has produced pictures

in colour such as a stained-glass window, landscapes from Nature,

portraits from life, and vases of flowers. In a lecture delivered at

the Royal Society in April 1896, Professor Lippmann described his

method, and stated that two conditions were necessary to be fulfilled.

First, a transparent grainless photographic film of any kind capable

of giving a colourless fixed image by the usual means
;
and next a

metallic mirror. The sensitive gelatino-bromide plate is placed in the

dark slide of the camera with the film towards the reflecting surface,

which is formed by pouring mercury into the cavity prepared for it,

so that the reflecting surface is in contact with the film during the

time of exposure. Professor Lippmann said: "As you see, bright
colour photographs may be obtained without changing the technique
of ordinary photography ;

the same films, developers, and fixators have

to be employed ;
even the secondary operations of intensification and of

isochromatisation are made use of with full success. The presence of

the mirror behind the film during the exposure makes the whole

difference." A transparent grainless film is described as necessary,

but it is also stated that the sensitive film may be made of chloride,

iodide, or bromide of silver, contained in a substratum either of

albumen, collodion, or gelatine. The corresponding developers, either

acid or alkaline, have to be applied ;
and cyanide or bromide of potas-

sium may be used for fixing.

As in the case of the daguerreotype the photograph in colour can

only be perfectly seen when the light is reflected at a certain angle,

the colours are produced by
"
interference," and are the same as of those

presented on the soap-bubble film, and the origin of the colour is the

same in both cases.

The transparent or grainless films referred to by Professor Lippmann
"required years to find a proper method for making them," but it is

simply this :

" If the sensitive substance, the silver-bromide for in-

stance, be formed in the presence of a sufficient quantity of organic
matter such as albumen, gelatine, or collodion, it does not appear as

a precipitate ; it remains invisible
;

it is formed, but seems to remain

dissolved in the organic substratum. If, for instance, we prepare a

film of albumen-iodide in the usual way, only taking care to lessen

the proportions of iodide to half per cent, of the albumen, we get a

perfectly transparent plate, adapted for colour photography."
The Lippmann method certainly gives photographs in colours, and

they are of very great scientific interest and value, but not of the kind

desired.

A process has been patented by the late M. Damsac and M.
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Chassagne for colouring photographs, but from the descriptions it

does not appear that the method in any way solves the problem of

photography in the colours of Nature.

A method of producing photographs showing natural colours is the

invention of Dr. Joly of Dublin. The principle of the system is to

obtain a transparent photograph on glass through a talcing screen,

which is a plate of glass on which fine lines have been ruled in three

colours, red, green, and violet blue, very close together. The photo-

graph thus obtained is viewed through a viewing screen, which is also

lined with the three colours when the picture is seen in the colours

of nature. The process is not applicable to the production of prints
on paper.

Photo-Lithography. One of the earliest applications of photo-

graphy was the attempt by Niepce to obtain pictures on lithographic
stone by means of bitumen, which he dissolved in oil of lavender and

then spread as a thin film on the stone. The image obtained after

long exposure was developed by washing away the bitumen which had

not been affected by the light with oil of lavender and petroleum.
The picture or design left on the stone was etched in the usual

manner, and could then be printed from. The principle involved in

this process, although it led to no immediate result, has been applied
in a very practical way during the last few years, and is referred to in

these pages in connection with zinc-etching. Many attempts were

made to utilise the method of printing direct on to the lithographic

stone, but with only partial success
;
and it was not until the system

of transferring an image originally produced by photographs on to paper

prepared with gelatine and potassium bichromate, and causing this

image to take lithographic ink, that the process became of commer-
cial importance. It has for many years been extensively used for

the reproduction of all kinds of drawings in line and stipple ; and, by
modifications, half-tone pictures are now practicable.

Closely allied to photo-lithography is a modification, Photo-Zinco-

graphy ; the only difference being that in one case stone is used, and

in the other zinc. Amongst lithographers there appears to be a pre-

judice against zinc, but the process has been largely employed by the

Ordnance Survey Department at Southampton, where the beautiful

maps produced there are enlarged or reduced by means of photography,
and transferred to, and printed from, zinc plates.

As the success of a photo-lithograph depends on the character of

the negative, the greatest attention must be given to its production.

Many attempts have been made to utilise gelatine plates, but as the

lines in the negatives must be clear glass, the collodion process is

usually employed. The gelatine process is not yet capable of yielding

negatives of suitable character for all purposes.
Success also in this process depends very largely on the kind of

drawing to be copied. When plans or drawings are specially made
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for reproduction, the ink should be black, not grey as Indian-ink

very often appears in drawings otherwise perfect. This greyness

makes it almost impossible to obtain the requisite clearness in the

negative, and the result is rottenness in the lines of the print from

stone. Another defect in drawings is that the lines are too thin.

When closely examined, it will be found that the pen has not made a

continuous line. On some kinds of drawing-paper the ink may only

have touched the top surface, thus causing broken lines in the trans-

ferred copy ;
hence the lithographer is often blamed for what is really

'the fault of the original drawing. Another defect is the gloss on

the drawing where large masses of black occur : but this, although
it gives trouble to the lithographer, can be corrected by him on the

stone. Prout's brown is an excellent colour for line drawings ;
but

the artist must not be tempted to improve the effect in his drawing by

diluting his colour. The drawing should in all cases be made on white

paper. Tracing-paper gives the photographer much trouble
;

it is often

very dark coloured ; the lines drawn on it are often not black, and as it

is almost impossible to make a large tracing lie flat, the consequence is

that the lines may be out of focus. When the tracing is separated
from the white paper against which it is pinned, there is a further

defect introduced by the full effect of the black line not being seen.

The illustration is from a drawing by Mr. J. Hutchings, A.R.I.B.A.

It shows what is suitable for line production either in photo-litho-

graphy or zinc. It will be noticed that the lines are firm and not

scratchy, as often made.

The collodion should be of the ordinary kind used for negatives, or

collodion specially prepared for photo-lithography may be used, the only
difference probably being that it contains more pyroxyline. The silver

bath should be distinctly acid, so that there may be no tendency to fog.

The plate should not be removed from the bath until all streakiness

has disappeared, and it should be developed with iron protosulphate

(see Collodion Process) ; the proportion of iron may be varied at dis-

cretion to suit the work in hand or the season of the year. Less iron

may be used in warm weather, but the proportions given are quite

suitable for all purposes.

The exposure in the camera should be as accurately timed as pos-

sible, and should be slightly under- rather than over-exposed. If over-

exposed, the clearness of the lines is endangered, but when slightly

under-exposed a good result may be obtained. If the subject to be

copied makes it difficult to obtain density, development with the iron

should be continued until it is seen that no more detail will appear, care

being taken not to push the development too far
;
and then, after

washing, the plate is redeveloped with pyrogallic acid and silver
;
but

here again care must be taken to avoid filling up the lines. After

fixing, the negative must be intensified to blackness. This is done with

mercury bichloride, and after thorough washing, a solution of ammonia
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or sodium thiosulphate will blacken the image. The following, how-

ever, is found by the writer to give negatives in every way more suit-

able for photo-lithographic work. Take

Potassium ferricyanide (red prussiate of potash, com-

mercial) 4^ ounces.

Lead nitrate (commercial) . . . . . . 3 ,,

Water ......... 65

Place the negative in this solution and watch the result. If the nega-
tive has been fully exposed and developed, the lead solution will cause

sufficient intensification in a very short time, but a few minutes' im-

mersion in the lead bath may be necessary ;
the density can be

judged by looking through the negative. The lead changes the grey
colour of the collodion film to a bright yellow, but prolonged washing
under running water changes the colour to white. It is not necessary
in all cases to continue the washing till the yellow colour entirely dis-

appears. Take next

Ammonium sulphide 4 ounces.

Water 20 ,,

Pour sufficient of this solution on to the plate, and allow it to flow to

all parts, then throw it away. The film is instantly changed to a

dense black (by transmitted light), but if looked at in a strong light by

reflection, it is seen that the colour is a rich purple. To ascertain if it

is completely blackened, look at the back of the plate, when, if any

part appears white, allow the sulphide solution to remain on longer, or

add more. The plate must now be carefully examined : if any part

appears to be over-dense or the lines filled up, the negative must be

cleared with the following solution :

Nitric acid (commercial) \ ounce.

Water . . . . . . . . . . 20 ounces,

or stronger if required. The necessity for using the acid clearing

solution appears to arise from imperfect washing. The negative should

be thoroughly fixed, and very thoroughly washed to free it from the least

trace of cyanide, when that salt is used. Careful treatment with the

nitric acid will clear the lines, but if they still appear filled up, another

negative must be taken, as the best work cannot be made from a

negative which has not clear lines.

The best possible negative having been obtained (and it cannot be

too strongly urged that upon the quality of the negative the success of

the succeeding parts of the process very much depends), the prepara-
tion of the transfer-paper must next be considered.

It is usual to say that the best kind of paper is that called bank-

post ; but any paper of good quality which is hard and well-sized will

answer perfectly, provided it is not too thin. Most paper is differen
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on its two sides
;

it may be noticed, by looking obliquely at a sheet of

paper with the light fully on it, that one side looks coarser than the

other
;

it is the smooth side which should be used. Look over all the

paper to be coated, and mark the right side. When many sheets are

to be treated, it is necessary to have some means of keeping the solution

of gelatine warm. A vessel rather larger than the paper should be

made in the form of a dish, with a reservoir to contain water ; or the

dish and vessel for the water may be separate, the dish to contain the

gelatine resting in the lower dish over the water. Beneath the dish a

Bunsen burner must be arranged to keep the water warm and to

prevent the gelatine becoming unusable by thickening on cooling.

Now take

Nelson's gelatine .

Water .

3 ounces.

Soak the gelatine in as much of the water as will cover it
;
when soft,

the remainder of the water is boiled and the gelatine added. Filter

through two or three thicknesses of fine muslin, and pour into the dish,

taking care not to form air-bubbles; remove any such as may have

formed, and proceed to float the paper. As soon as the sheet lies flat,

raise it to see if there are any air-bubbles
;
remove them, and allow the

paper to remain two or three minutes. Raise carefully and slowly,

and at once place the sheet on a flat table, then proceed to float another

sheet. As soon as a sheet or two have been floated the first one will

have set, and can be pinned or held by clips to a line to dry.

Paper prepared in this manner will yield good results, but a second

coating is sometimes given of the same solution of gelatine ;
or albu-

men may be substituted, taking-

Albumen
Water .

4 ounces.

16

and proceeding as with gelatine ; but in this case heat is not neces-

sary.

If the paper is to be used as soon as dry, it can be sensitised while

coating it with gelatine; but if the gelatine paper is to be made

sensitive to light at the same time as it is coated, the potassium
bichromate must be added to the gelatine solution; 2 ounces of the

bichromate to 10 ounces of water. It must be remembered, however,
that paper so prepared will not keep, and should be used within a day
or two of its preparation. Before sensitising, the paper will keep

indefinitely. The remarks in this paragraph apply also to paper

prepared with gelatine and albumen.

When the paper is made sensitive after the coating with gelatine

or gelatine and albumen, take

Potassium bichromate .

Water .

2 ounces.

30
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Float or immerse the paper, and hang up to dry, which is better done

in a drying cupboard where the temperature can be raised to 80 F.

Paper for transferring to zinc may be prepared with arrowroot.

The process, as used in the Indian Survey Department at Calcutta,

is as under :

Arrowroot......... 140 parts.

Potassium bichromate ...... 70
Water 3500

Hot water is used for washing off the ink in this process.

The paper when quite dry should be rolled to produce as fine a

surface as possible. If not rolled, the sheets may be placed face down
on a clean lithographic stone, and pulled through with considerable

pressure.

Some other methods have been used for preparing paper for photo-

lithography. This paper may be purchased ready prepared, but not

sensitised.

The printing is the next matter to be considered. As great pres-

sure is necessary to bring the paper and negative into close contact,

glass at least three-eighths of an inch thick should be used in the

printing-frame. The filling in that is, placing the paper on the nega-
tive should be done in a darkened room by yellow or artificial light.

Exposure to daylight requires much care, and the time necessary will

depend on the density of the negative and the quality of the light.

With a good negative and bright sunlight two or three minutes may
be sufficient, but in a dull light an hour or two is sometimes necessary.
When fully exposed, the image is seen on the yellow paper in brown
lines

;
if the thin lines are just visible, the exposure has been sufficient.

If the prints are large, great care must be taken in examining them
while in the printing-frame to ascertain the depth of the printing, as,

if the exposure has been long and the weather damp, the paper may
have expanded, so that when the pressure on one side of the frame

has been released, it will be found that the image has shifted on again

screwing up the frame (spring frames should not be used). With

practice, it is possible to judge of the depth of the print by the exposed

margin of the paper, or by covering up a small portion outside the

frame, when the depth to which the paper has changed colour can be

seen without opening the frame.

The print must now be coated with ink. As most lithographic

printers have a preference for ink of a certain kind, and as the operator
is not likely to be his own printer, it is better to obtain a supply of

re-transfer ink from the printer who is to transfer the work to stone.

The same assistance may be useful in inking the print, two or three

methods of doing which are available. The ink, when thinned with

turpentine, is rubbed on to the print with a fine sponge or with a tuft

of lint. Others prefer to use the lithographic stone, and, as a very
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thin layer of ink is required, this is the preferable way to proceed.

The lithographer will reduce the ink and spread it over a clean stone ;

the print must then be placed face down on the stone and pulled

through the press two or three times. The ink will adhere to the

print, and after about ten minutes (to allow the turpentine to eva-

porate), it is placed in cold water. The effect of this is to soften the

gelatine where the light has not acted, and to which the ink will not

adhere. After a few minutes, a clean sponge or tuft of lint gently
rubbed over the surface will remove the ink and leave the picture

perfect, as the ink cannot be rubbed off from the parts which exposure
to light has hardened. The prints must now be returned to the water

for the bichromate to soak out, when a final rub with the sponge will

remove all trace of the superfluous ink. Blot off the water and pin by
the four corners to a board to dry. When dry they can be handed to

the lithographer to be transferred. It is sometimes stated that the

damp prints may be at once transferred to the stone
; but, in doing

this, there is danger that the fine lines of the transfer will be crushed

and made thicker than necessary. The prints should dry in air, as

fire-heat would cause the gelatine to run. When quite dry they are

placed in the damping-book, and treated as ordinary transfers. Re-

transfer ink does not readily dry ; consequently, a transfer will not

spoil by keeping a few days. The state of the print is tested by touch-

ing any part where there may be ink outside the work
;

if the ink

will rub off, the print can be used. But a good workman, by having
his stone at the proper temperature, may succeed in making a good
transfer from a print which is apparently dry.

In writing of photo-lithography, as of most other processes, it is

difficult to lay down rules for any difficulty which may arise
;
a little

practice will soon show the cause of failures. But it may be said that

the most likely causes of failure will arise from the negative being too

thin, over-printing, or over-inking. The effect of the first will be seen

in the over-printing, as the light passing through makes the gelatine

insoluble, so that the ink will not leave the surface ; over-inking will

be seen on transferring to stone, as the lines will thicken. The remedies

are obvious.

In processes where hot water is used to remove the superfluous ink,

the gelatine not acted on by light leaves the paper ;
but when the prints

are washed in cold water the surface of gelatine is not removed.

The accompanying illustrations show how admirably the process of

photo-lithography is adapted for the reproduction of designs. The per-

fection of the drawing is reproduced, and very little is lost in the pro-

cess of transferring and printing from stone. The plate opposite is a

reduction of watered-silk ribbon transferred to stone, and is entirely

untouched. The next plate is a half-tone transfer. In this case

the effect has not been improved by lightening parts by hand-

work on the stone. In some subjects such retouching on the stone
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greatly improves the appearance of the work by taking away the

screen effect in the high lights. The plate facing page 158 is from

designs by Miss E. Gertrude Thomson. For facsimile work, such as

the copying of old books, manuscripts, maps, drawings of architectural

and other subjects, no process is perhaps so economical as the one by
which these illustrations are made

;
and it is probably the one which

is most extensively used.

A process called Papyrotype was patented by Captain Abney.
Paper is coated twice with gelatine and made sensitive with chrome

alum. The print is passed through cold water and then squeegeed on

to a zinc plate. The water is blotted off, and with a gelatine roller

the print is rolled up with ink chalk ink four parts, softened with one

part of palm-oil. The gelatine surface is thus treated as a lithographic
stone ; water has been taken up by the soft gelatine, and these parts
will not take ink

; therefore the rolling has developed the picture in

lines. As the bichromate has not been washed out, the paper is still

sensitive to light ; hence, when dry, the print is again exposed to light,

to harden the entire surface.

Photo-Micrography. The possessor of a good microscope, and one

who is also a photographer, has in his power the means of endless

interest for the practice of his two hobbies. The microscope enables us

to see objects and reveals details of structure which, without its aid,

would be invisible ; and photography gives us the means of delineat-

ing such objects in a manner very much superior to any kind of hand-

drawing, although the eye may be assisted by the camera lucida.

There is, however, a very large class of objects which can be photo-

graphed without a microscope, and which, when reproduced as lantern-

slides, become something more than diagrams. A small rectilinear

or other good lens suitable for enlarging attached to an enlarging
camera becomes, for the time, a low-power microscope, with which

excellent work can be produced. All insects, which are usually
mounted whole, and such other objects as are used with the lowest

power of the microscope, are suitable for enlarging with a photo-

graphic lens. The only addition to the ordinary camera required is a

means of extending the body so as to give sufficient length for the

negative to be made a few diameters larger than the object. The

copy thus obtained can be, if necessary, still further magnified when

making the transparency for the lantern, and in this optical lantern we
have the power of still further enlargement.

There are many ways of arranging microscopical apparatus to be

used for photographic purposes. It may be extremely simple or very

complex, as the temporary apparatus, which will permit a fair negative
to be made from an object suitable for a one-inch objective, would be

altogether unsuitable for use with the higher powers of the microscope.
When the photographic lens is adapted for enlarging microscopic

objects, there is no difficulty as to the chemical and visual foci, as the
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correction is already made in the lens. When the image is sharply
defined on the ground glass, all difficulty as to definition in the nega-
tive disappears. When the object-glasses of the microscope are used, it

rarely happens that they are corrected for the actinic rays ; therefore

trial must be made to determine the correct place for the prepared plate.

When the enlargement required necessitates the use of microscopic

objectives, the simplest method of procedure is as follows : Place a

camera of any kind adapted to use with the size of plate required (say

half-plate, 6^ x 4!) on a table, as shown in Fig. 39, or, preferably, on

a board about 4 feet long, having ribs at the side between which the

camera may slide. At the other end place a microscope, one which can

be turned horizontally, and at a suitable position place a lamp, as also,

if necessary, a condenser to illuminate the object to be copied. Arrange
the slide on the stage, remove the eye-piece

l of the microscope, the

stand of which must be raised so as to be central with the centre of the

camera, and, after covering the space between the microscope and the

camera with a black cloth, proceed to find the object on the ground

glass, and arrange the size and focus. Excepting when it is absolutely

FIG. 39.

necessary to use the fine adjustment for focussing the object, the screw

of the camera may be used for that purpose. The black cloth must now
be carefully arranged so as to exclude all light, when the object can be

photographed. If the negative is not so sharp as the image appeared

on the ground glass, the fault will be in the object-glass, assuming
that there has been no tremor in the apparatus. The lens can now be

slightly drawn back from the object, using the fine adjustment and

noticing how many turns have been made in order to assist in finding

the focus at another time. If the slide carrying the sensitive plate is

capable of being moved into more than one position, a second trial may
be made on one plate.

The writer is indebted to Mr. G. J. Johnson for a description of a

very ingenious camera for microscopic work.

1 A modification of this arrangement may be made by leaving the eye-piece in its

place. The camera lens can also be left in its place, and the lens and eye-piece may
be adjusted so that they nearly touch. This has the effect of further enlarging the

object, but the time of exposure is prolonged.
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Mr. Johnson says :

" I use a long extension camera, fitted for the

purpose of taking both photo-micrographs and micro-photographs.
" The bellows is divided into two removable sections by the inser-

tion of a frame which supports the middle. The frame, being inter-

changeable with the end containing the lens, can be used for holding

negatives for enlargement, different-sized carriers being provided for

the several dimensions of plates.
" For photo-micrography, or the enlarged delineation of micro-

scopic objects, the microscope is provided with a short tube, in place

of the usual lo-inch body, to allow photographs to be taken without

the use of the eye-piece, thus giving a wider field. It is also provided
with a mechanical stage giving rectangular motions.

" In front of the dark slide a small removable cardboard shutter,

about 2 inches deep and 4 inches wide, is worked perpendicularly by
a square wooden rod, sliding stiffly through a hole cut in the top of

the camera, about half an inch in front of the sensitised plate. By
means of this shutter various periods of exposure can be given to

successive bands on the same plate, the square rod being depressed at

stated intervals. This method of testing the strength of the illumi-

nant at the outset of a night's work is found to be a great saving in

time and plates, the correct exposure varying in character with every

change of lens, object, or length of camera employed. Transparent

objects, such as the wing of a gnat or a thin section of the stem of

the dog-rose, require much less exposure than, say, the proboscis of a

blow-fly or a vegetable section stained deep crimson.

"As correct focussing is of great importance in this class of work,
a one-inch focussing lens is mounted in a small tube, inserted in a

stout level lath about 1 2 inches long, in such a manner that when the

lath is pressed home to the back of the camera, the focus of the lens

coincides with the plane of the ground-glass screen. The screen can

then be removed, and, by moving the lath laterally or perpendicularly,

any portion of the field may be brought into view and adjusted to

focus by the use of this temporary eye-piece.

"The necessity of stops for some lenses may thus be proved by
actual visual inspection, a 2-inch objective sometimes requiring to be

stopped down to ^-inch or y^-inch of aperture, to ensure clear defini-

tion and depth of focus. Care, however, must be exercised to avoid

excess of reduction in aperture, which impairs definition.

"Micro-objectives are now sold as corrected for photography, but

many of the ordinary microscopic lenses of good make give better

results when once the difference between the visual and the actinic

focus is determined and allowed for."

The instrument is fitted with various mechanical adjustments,
which cannot very well be indicated without elaborate diagrams.

For illuminating the object the ordinary microscope paraffin oil-

lamp may be used, or, with some objects, daylight. For very opaque
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objects' sunlight is preferable ; but the light should be passed through
a medium, such as ground glass, to take away scintillations caused by
the direct light.

The collotype illustrations from negatives taken by Mr. Johnson

with his apparatus show the head of a moth, with the antennae en-

larged 5 diameters; and a section of a flower bud, enlarged 8 dia-

meters. Two other sections by Danielsson further illustrate the

perfection of the photographic delineation, and the value of the process
of collotype for the purpose of book illustration.

Photophane is merely another name for collotype.

Phototint. This title was given by. Mr. Cocking to a method of

double-printing; first, from an ordinary negative, portrait, or land-

scape ; and, secondly, from a negative prepared by hand in such

manner that effects were obtained to enhance the light and shade, and

at the same time to tint portions of the -original picture. Collotype

prints transferred to and printed from stone have been called Photo-

tints.

Photo-Typography. Any drawing in line or stipple may, by the

aid of photography, be converted into a plate, which, when mounted

on wood, can be printed with type. The process is now very largely

used, and for many purposes is~ quite equal to wood engraving, and of

course is very much cheaper. The drawing should be made in clear

firm lines, and preferably somewhat larger than the etching is intended

to be.

When a line block is to be produced on zinc, and to be printed
direct on the metal, a reversed negative must be used; but when the

outline is transferred to the plate, an ordinary negative is necessary.

The illustration -facing this page is an etching on zinc made from a

drawing in ink and pencil on smooth paper. It is produced by the

swelled gelatine process used in America, and in England by the Typo-

Etching Company. (See Zinc Etching.)
Another method of producing a block from a drawing and photo-

graph is described in the article on Indian-Ink Outlines.

Pinhole Photography. It has long been known that photographs
can be taken without a lens, that the light passing through a minute

hole punctured in a card will produce an image, and that if a sensitive

plate be placed to receive the image, a picture is developed. The

experiment is an interesting one, and may be tried ,by any one pos-

sessing a camera. The size of plate is of little consequence, but the

length should not be too great, owing to the increased exposure neces-

sary. Remove the lens, and in the diaphragm slot place a card or

thin strip of metal, such as a ferrotype plate, in the centre of which an

aperture has been punched of about ^th of an inch diameter. This

can be made by breaking a needle of the proper thickness and making
the hole with the blunt end. Lay the thin plate on a piece of lead,

and then use the broken needle as a punch ; holes of various sizes can
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be made, to be used as may be found desirable. The view having been

selected and the camera arranged (using the lens and ground glass in

the usual way), the plate is inserted, the lens removed, and the pinhole

diaphragm put into its place and the exposure made, care being taken

to carefully cover the camera and lens slot so as to exclude all light

excepting that passing through the pinhole. The exposure will vary,

according to the length of the camera, the light, and the size of the

aperture, from five to twenty minutes or more. The image is visible

no matter what the length of the camera may be, but its sharpness
will depend on the size of the pinhole. It will be seen, of course, that

an ordinary camera is not necessary. A box of suitable size, with

some means of holding the plate perpendicular at one end, and an

aperture at the other (which is covered with the thin plate or card in

which the hole is pierced) may be made use of in this experiment.
See page 36, where the principle of the pinhole camera is shown.

Platinotype Process. The red colour of photographs on paper when
silver alone is used is not pleasing to the eye. This defect led to the

method of gold toning for the purpose of changing the colour. At the

same time it was supposed to add to the permanence of the photograph

by the chemical substitution of the more permanent gold for the silver

compound forming the picture. It was soon found, however, that,

from some cause never quite satisfactorily explained, the gold-toned
silver print was very little more permanent than the untoned print.

This led to the introduction of forms of printing about which there

could be no uncertainty, the basis being carbon, as in the carbon process,

collotype, and allied methods. One of the most beautiful, and at the

same time one which gives permanent results, is the platinum process,
which has been brought to great perfection by Willis in England and

by Pizzighelli, of Benjaluka, Bosnia. That the process will entirely

supersede the old form of print on albumenised paper may be doubtful,

owing partly to the extra cost of the platinum method, the necessity
for purchasing the paper from one source, and the precaution that has

to be observed in keeping it
; but the chief reason ,is probably owing

to the simplicity of the method of printing on albumenised paper,
which is now in such universal use. There can be no doubt also that

the beautiful effect in a good print on albumenised paper has much
in its favour

; but, at the same time, it must be conceded that the

artistic effect in a perfect platinum print is superior to any other

kind of photograph, although a good print on silver bromide paper

approaches the platinum effect very closely.

As early as 1832 the salts of platinum engaged the attention of

Sir John Herschel, and he found in 1840 that light reduced the ferric

salts to the ferrous state. Hunt also experimented with platinum. It

was, however, reserved for Mr. Willis to bring into use the platinum
salts in combination with ferrous oxalate in his process, by which the

most perfect kind of print may now be produced.
L
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The Willis process was patented ; and, until recently, a license was

necessary for its use. The paper may now be used without restriction,

if obtained direct from the Platinotype Company. Owing to the care

required in the various manipulations, even if the patent restrictions

did not prevent the photographer making his own paper, it is unlikely,

until the process is still further simplified, that home-made paper will

be used. As in the case of the ready sensitised silver papers, the

operator will prefer to purchase the paper rather than have the trouble

of making it.

Without going fully into detail as to the mode of preparing the

paper, it may be stated generally that platinotype printing has been

the subject of three patents by Mr. Willis. In the first, dated July

1878, i part of potassium chloro-platinite was dissolved in 48 parts

of water. The paper was coated with this solution, dried, and then

dipped in lead-nitrate i part and water 48 parts. After drying, the

paper was brushed over with i part ferric oxalate in 8 parts of water,

to which oxalic acid was added. When dry, the paper was ready for

printing, and was afterwards floated on a hot solution of potassium
oxalate. The print was then washed in a solution of oxalic acid, again
in "hypo," and finally in water. A modification was made by using,

instead of the lead, i part of silver nitrate in 60 parts of water ;
and

after treating with the oxalic acid, the prints were dipped in a strong
solution of ammonium chloride, and then washed. For a third modi-

fication, the film was dipped in i part of platinic bromide in 40 parts

of water, dried, and then dipped in a strong solution of ferric tartrate ;

the after process being the same as in the first method. The foregoing
contains the instructions as given by Willis, but in a very condensed

form. The process was further modified, and a second patent was

taken out. The formula for the preparation of the paper contains

Potassium chloro-platinite
Ferric oxalate .

Lead chloride .

Water

i part.

4.5 parts,

o. 1 3 part.

30 parts.

After drying and exposure under a negative, the picture was developed

by dipping in or floating on

Potassium chloro-platinite
Potassium oxalate

Water

0.5 part.

8 parts.

30

All further manipulations are the same as previously described, and

the specification claims that the salts of gold, iridium, and other metals

can be used, and that the lead chloride can be omitted ; various other

alternatives are named, as is usual in patents. Instructions are

usually given in general terms only ;
minute details necessary for the

full working of a process are often not given, particularly in cases
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where the patentees keep the preparation of the article patented in

their own hands.

A third patent was taken out in 1880, the process being further

improved and simplified, the quantity of platinum in the sensitising

solution being increased and the lead omitted
;
no platinum was used

in the developing solution. The latter solution is given as

Potassium chloro-platinite
Ferric oxalate

* er

4.2 parts.

4.2 ,,

3

It will be seen in the full instructions that this formula is modified.

In the Photographic Neivs, 1882, p. 157, the following is given by

the late Mr. H. B. Berkeley as the reaction which takes place in the

formation of the platinum image.
For the platinous chloride :

Ferrous

Oxalate.

6FeC2 4

Platinous

Chloride.

Ferric

Oxalate.

3PtCl2 =

Ferric

Chloride. Platinum

Fe2Cl6 +

For the platinic chloride :

Ferrous

Oxalate.

i2FeC2 4

Platinic

Chloride.

3PtCl4 =

Ferric

Oxalate.

4Fe2(C2 4 ) 3

Ferric

Chloride.

Fe2Cl 6

Platinum.

The platinotype process can now be worked by two methods : in

one, the prints are developed with a hot solution of potassium oxalate ;

and in the other, the solutions, the composition of which is not pub-

lished, are used cold. The following is a summary of the instructions

issued by the Company for using the hot bath process :

To secure the most brilliant results, the sensitised paper before, during,

and after its exposure to light must be kept as dry as possible. It is

necessary to place between the sensitised paper and the pads a sheet

of thin vulcanised india-rubber, as it is of the first importance that the

pads in contact with the paper be quite dry. The effect of damp is seen

in a want of vigour, a general muddiness of tone, and, where the sensi-

tised paper has been exposed to its influence for some days, in the

impaired purity of the whites.

The correct exposure (about one-third of that required with silver-

printing) is ascertained by inspection of the paper in a rather weak

white light in the usual manner. A little experience will enable the

exposure to be determined very accurately. As a general rule, all

parts of the picture except the highest lights should be visible when

the exposure is complete. When examining the prints in the printing-

frames, care should be taken not to expose them unduly to light, for

the degradation of the whites of the paper due to slight action of light

is not visible until after development. Remove prints to a calcium tube

as soon as exposure is complete, unless they are to be at once developed.
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Development should be conducted in a feeble white light, similar to

that used when cutting up the paper, or by gaslight. The developer
is made by dissolving one pound of the potassium oxalate in 54 ounces
of water. Use hot water for making the solution, of which a large

quantity may be made up ;
it will keep indefinitely. It is well to

have at hand some unused solution, since, in the event of inferior

prints being made, a new bath may at once be tried. The solution is

conveniently contained in a flat-bottomed dish of enamelled iron,

heated by a small Bunsen burner.

The development is effected by floating the printed surface of the

paper for five or six seconds upon the developing solution. To avoid

air-bubbles, lay one edge of the print upon the solution near the

right-hand end of the dish ; then, with a sliding motion towards the

left, lower the print, with an even movement, without stoppage, until

it is entirely in contact with the liquid, where it must remain until

complete action has taken place.

A temperature of about 140 Fahr. is considered the standard

temperature for the developer, though higher and lower temperatures

may be used. A thermometer must be employed. The bottom of the

developing dish should be covered with the developing solution to the

depth of at least half an inch. After the prints have been developed,

put the solution, without filtering, into a bottle for future use ; it

should not be exposed to a strong light. When next developing,
the solution will be found to be nearly clear, but, of course, tinted by

previous use. If this clear solution be not sufficient, add to it some of

the fresh solution of the potassic oxalate.

The following formula is very strongly recommended by the Com-

pany as a new developer. It gives more brilliant prints than the oxa-

late developer, with pure tones and transparent shadows. Dissolve

half a pound of "
developing salts

"
(used in the cold-bath process) in

50 ounces of hot water.

The best temperature for developing is from 120 to 130 Fahr.

Below 120 the development is slow, and can be watched, which is

sometimes advantageous.
To clear the developed prints, they must be washed in a series of

baths (not less than three) of a weak solution of hydrochloric acid.

This solution is made by mixing one part of hydrochloric acid with

60 parts of water. The specific gravity of the acid should not be less

than 1.16; if lower, more acid should be used. The acid should be

colourless. Or citric acid, in the proportion of i ounce to 20 ounces of

water, may be used. This softens the paper in less degree than does

the hydrochloric acid. A white opalescence of the bath shows the necessity

for more acid.

As soon as the print has been removed from the developing dish, it

must be immersed, face downwards, in the first bath of this acid, con-

tained in a porcelain dish, in which it should remain about five minutes ;
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meanwhile, other prints follow until all are developed. The prints
must then be removed to a second acid bath for about ten minutes;
afterwards to the third bath for about fifteen minutes. While the

prints remain in these acid baths they should be moved so that the

solution has free access to their surfaces, but care should be taken not

to abrade them by undue friction. It is impossible to affect the image
per se by leaving the prints for a long time in the acid baths

;
but such

treatment, continued for an hour or more, tends to make the paper soft

and porous, and to damage the surface. The prints should not com-

municate to the last acid bath the slightest tinge of colour. If the

bath, after the prints have been washed in it, does not remain as

colourless as water when a depth of fully two inches is viewed in full

daylight, the prints should be treated to yet another acid bath. For
each batch of prints fresh acid solution must be used. After the prints
have passed through the acid baths, they should be well washed in

three changes of water during about a quarter of an hour. It is advis-

able to add a pinch of washing-soda to the second washing water, to

neutralise any acid remaining in the print. Use a mountant which

does not stain or show through the print. Gelatine alone is not suit-

able, except for thick paper. Thick cold starch (or, better, starch and

gelatine) is a good mountant. Paper to give sepia tones may be used,

and, with few exceptions, the method of carrying out the operations
is the same as for the " black

" kinds of platinotype paper.
The cold process for developing platinum prints must be conducted

as follows, and it will be observed that every care must be taken to

keep the paper dry when the hot process is used, but in the cold process
a certain degree of moisture is necessary.

The following is a summary of the method of printing by the cold-

bath process :

The paper, sensitised with salts of iron, is exposed under the nega-
tive; it is then suitably moistened by floating, or otherwise, upon a

solution of the developing salt, to which has been added a prescribed

proportion of the platinum salt. Immediately after this the print is

washed in a weak solution of hydrochloric acid, and finally in water.

It is important to avoid the contact of metallic dust and metallic

surfaces with the sensitised surface of the paper. The following pre-
cautions should be taken : The lower half of the calcium tube must
be lined inside with paper. The prepared paper is then placed in the

lined portion with its sensitive surface bent outwards or convex. And
in putting paper into the tube, and also in removing it, care must be

taken that its surface does not touch any of the unprotected metallic

surfaces of the tube.

Spots and streaks are also caused by the contact of platinum salt

with the surface during its exposure to light. It is, therefore, impor-
tant to avoid handling the paper with fingers which have just pre-

viously come in contact with paper containing platinum salt, such as
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hot-bath paper; and if the negatives have been used for printing on
such paper, they must be carefully dusted to free them from any plati-

num salt which they may have derived during contact.

General treatment of the paper. The presence of moisture in the

paper, either during its exposure to light, or afterwards and before

development, is important. Sufficient moisture will be present when
the paper has lost its crispness, but if allowed to become limp the

moisture will be excessive.

If it should be necessary to delay development for one or two days,
the prints must be dried before a fire soon after they are removed
from the frames, and then stored in a calcium tube until wanted for

development.

Exposure to light. This is effected in a printing-frame in the usual

manner. When exposed to light behind a negative, the lemon colour

of the paper receives an image of a greyish tone. The exposure is

somewhat less than that required with the old process perhaps about

one-third less. As a general rule, all details observable on the exposed

print are developable, and the converse of this is also generally true
;

but here it should be observed that the action of light on skies is not

often clearly seen unless the rebate of the negative has been previously
rendered opaque by painting with opaque varnish, so that the tint of

the sky may be compared with the original colour of the paper which

is preserved by the opacity of the "rebate."

It is important to remember that if paper be exposed in a damp
state the visibility of the image is less than if exposed in a dry state.

On this account beginners will find it easier to expose dry, and damp
the prints afterwards.

Development. Stock solutions.

Developing salts (D.). Half a pound to be dissolved in 50 ounces

warm water, and the solution labelled D.

Platinum salt (P.). Sixty grains to be dissolved in 2 ounces of

water, and labelled P.

Solution D. must, for general use, be diluted in the following pro-

portion :

D. solution

Water
3 parts.
2 parts.

Label this solution.

"Diluted D."

The standard developer is made by mixing i part of solution P.

with 5 parts of " Diluted D." solution.

All these solutions should be accurately made up and correctly pro-

portioned.
The mixed developer keeps in good condition for some hours after

mixing, but it afterwards slowly deteriorates ; and in order to secure

due economy in the use of the developer, it is important to mix no

more at a time than is sufficient for the prints to be developed. In

developing a very large batch, perhaps the best way is to mix the
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whole quantity necessary, but to put into the developing dish only
sufficient to render the floating of the prints an easy matter, and then

to add the remainder by degrees as may be found necessary.

In order to develop, pour sufficient of the developer into a porcelain

tray to well cover the bottom, and then float the print, with its printed
surface downwards, upon the solution

;
after the lapse of two or three

seconds it may be lifted from the solution and held in the hand. A
few seconds after the print has thus been removed from the developer,

it should be again similarly floated and raised
;
and these operations

may require to be repeated, but this will depend on the strength of the

print.

The object of refloating the print is thus explained. When a print
is first raised from the developer, the liquid adhering to its surface

contains only a small quantity of platinum salt (the developer being
weak in this ingredient), and the amount of salt so taken up is usually
insufficient to supply the necessary quantity of platinum pigment to

the shadows and darker parts of the print ; by refloating, a fresh

supply of this pigment-forming liquid is supplied, and the number of

floatings required is determined by the strength of the print.

After the print has been twice floated it should be held in the hand,
face upwards, and the progress of development carefully watched.

When the half-tones have sufficiently appeared, and have become free

from the granulation usually visible in the first stages of development,
and the shadows also are sufficiently strong, the print should be at once

immersed in the acid-clearing bath.

The clearing and washing are the same as in the methods adopted
for these purposes with the earlier processes.

After the prints have passed through the acid bath they should be

well washed in two or three changes of water during about a quarter
of an hour. They are then finished.

These prints being on plain paper, are better dried face upwards
across glass rods, or, if large, suspended by clips or pins. The prints
also can be dried between clean blotting-paper. Any mountant which

is clean may be used.

Paper which has been kept some time, and which will not give

good results in the ordinary way, can be left in the printing-frame
until fully printed, and then developed, or rather fixed, in a nearly cold

solution of ferric oxalate.

Pizzighelli''s Process. Captain Pizzighelli and Baron Hubl have

published two methods for producing photographs in platinum ;
one

is very similar to Willis's, but the other permits the full printing of the

picture as in other direct-printing processes. In Anthony's Interna-

tional Annual for 1888, as also in the late Mr. Iselin's translation of

Pizzighelli's and Hubl's description of the processes, full directions will

be found for the preparation of both kinds of paper one for develop-

ment and the other for direct printing. Of the latter the following is
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a very condensed description. Any kind of paper with a hard surface

may be used, but to prevent the sensitising solution penetrating the

paper too deeply, the surface is brushed over with paste (formed of

arrowroot 2 parts, water 100 parts) applied cold
;

it is then hung up to

dry and the process repeated ;
but in drying the sheets the second time,

it must be suspended by the opposite end of the paper. To make the

paper sensitive take

A. Potassium platinous chloride

Distilled water

B. Sodium ferric oxalate ....
Solution of sodium oxalate (3 : 100) .

Glycerine (to be added in very dry weather)

i part.

6 parts.

40
100

3

In mixing the solution B. the soda oxalate solution is heated to (40-
50 C.) about 120 F. and then soda ferric oxalate is dissolved in it,

followed by nitration when the solution has cooled. This solution may
be mixed in large quantity and kept in stock.

C. Iron solution B
Potassium chlorate

D. Mercury chloride solution (5 : 100)

Sodium oxalate solution (3 : 100)

Glycerine

100 parts.

0.4 part.

20 parts.

40 ,,

1.8 part.

Different effects are obtained by using the solution in varying propor-
tions. For black pictures, and where the negatives are of ordinary

density (it may be stated here that the results in platinum printing

depend very much on the quality of the negative, and that no good
results can be had from a weak one), take-

Platinum solution A.

Iron solution B.

Iron chloride solution C.

5 cc. 85 minims.

6 102

2 34

When the negatives are dense, reduce the quantity of solution C., and
for softer negatives increase the quantity.

For brown pictures use

Platinum solution A.

Iron chloride solution C.

Mercury chloride solution D.

5 cc. 85 minims.

4 68 ,,

4 68

For tones between the black and brown the proportions of solutions

C. and D. are varied. The solutions are applied, first, with a bristle

brush (without tin mounting), and then spread evenly with a tjamel's-

hair brush
;
the paper should then be dried quickly in a warm room.

When dry, the paper must be kept in calcium-chloride tubes. '

Paper without the special preparation with arrowroot may be used

if 30 parts of powdered gum arabic (picked white) be added to solution

B. The gum when heated to 120 F. is mixed with oxalate and gly-

cerine solution by stirring in a mortar. When mixed, the solution is
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strained through a cloth. The other solutions are used in the same

proportions for both kinds of paper.
" The printing is continued until the picture has the appearance it

is intended to have finally. If many pictures are done, they are

placed in

Muriatic acid I vol.

Ordinary water ......... 8 vols.

Change this two or three times, until no more green colour is visible,

and then wash the pictures in two or three changes of water.
" If the prints are not to be finished, they can be finally developed

in the following solution :

Sodium carbonate 5 parts.

Water 100 ,,

" In damp, warm weather, it is sufficient to have them lay in the

dark, where they will complete themselves, the action of light intro-

duced causing decomposition even in the dark."

In this process (the Pizzighelli) the paper while in the printing-
frame requires a certain amount of moisture, and this can be effected

by breathing on the paper in the printing-frame. Since Captain

Pizzighelli wrote the article from which the above is summarised, it

has been pointed out by a writer in the International Annual for

1890-91, that when damp platinum paper was left in contact with

an unvarnished gelatine negative for a week, a reduction of density
had taken place to the extent of 50 per cent. ;

and it is also stated

that a single coat of varnish must not be relied on to prevent the

mischief. Another writer in the same Annual states that one great

advantage of the Pizzighelli paper is that it does not deteriorate rapidly
if not kept in calcium tubes.

The platinum process of printing has many advantages, as, omitting
the preparation of the paper, the various manipulations can be carried

through in much less time than is required for silver-printing. The

exposure to light is less by about one-third, and the subsequent opera-

tions, including mounting the print, can be rapidly completed. The

prints are undoubtedly permanent, as the tests to which they have

been subjected show. The picture is formed of metallic platinum,
which metal is one of the most stable known. None of the chemical

tests which have been applied have any effect in destroying the image,

excepting aqua regia (which is a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric

acids), to which, under ordinary conditions, no platinum picture is

ever likely to be exposed. The process has become very popular

during the last few years. That platinum will supersede silver-printing

may be a matter of doubt. A good print on albumenised paper has

to some persons a specialty which the print on salted (silver) paper or

platinum does not possess ; but the artistic quality of platinum prints
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has advantages which the silver (albumenised) print has not. The two

kinds of photographs should not be seen side by side, as their qualities

are totally different.

When the platinum process is extensively used, the old developing
solutions should not be thrown away, as the platinum can be recovered.

The solution should be heated to 180 F., a solution of ferrous sulphate,
i part, to 4 of the oxalate solution, being then added. The metallic

platinum is at once precipitated as a dark substance. When the

precipitate has settled the supernatant liquid is drawn off, and the

precipitate after being washed is ready for conversion into chloro-

platinite, or it can be sent to the refiner.

Plumbago Process (see Dusting-on Process and Ceramic Photo-

graphy). Formulae have already been given, but the following may
be added :

2.

Gum arable .

Glucose .

Glycerine
Potassium bichromate

Water
Ammonium bichromate

Honey
Albumen
Water (distilled) .

1 drachm.

4 J5

10 drops.

30
2 ounces.

5 drachms.

3

3

3

The process is useful in making duplicates and increasing density
in negatives. The solution should be kept in the dark.

Preference is given by Mr. W. K. Burton to the following formula,

given in two solutions, as, when separate, they do not deteriorate.

They must be filtered and used in the proportion of three parts of A.

to one part of B. :

B.

Gum arable (best) .

Loaf-sugar

Mercury bichloride

Methylated alcohol

Water .

Ammonium bichromate

Water ,

1000 grains.

1000

5

10 ounces.

40
2

20

A sheet of suitable glass, preferably patent-plate, must be coated

with the solution in the same way as with collodion, and well drained,

so that after it is dried by fire heat about the temperature used in

varnishing, not hotter the plate appears of a pale yellow colour.

While still warm, the plate is exposed to light under a negative.

Experience only will show the correct exposure. Plumbago powdered

very fine is used to develop the negative, and must be applied to the

plate, which has been again warmed, with a camel's-hair brush, and

great care is necessary to apply the powder evenly. Density may be

given to any part as desired, but success depends very much on correct
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exposure and skill in applying the powder. When the "
dusting on "

is finished, the plate is coated with plain collodion, and washed till the

water flows evenly ;
then it must be placed in a strong solution of

alum, where it must remain until the yellow colour has been removed.

The negative thus obtained will, of course, be reversed, which is an

advantage for some purposes; but if required for ordinary printing,
it is stripped from the plate and floated on again in the reversed

position.

Primuline or Diazotype Process. Processes for printing on textile

fabrics have hitherto been of little commercial value, owing probably
to the necessity of separate exposures to light, as in ordinary silver

and other printing methods
; and it may be that the newest will not

possess more than scientific value. There is certainly novelty in the

fact that amongst the derivatives of coal-tar one should be found

which is sensitive to light, and possesses qualities unlike those of other

salts used in photographic processes : this new salt is primuline. The

following information is derived from a leading article by the editor,

the late Mr. J. T. Taylor, in the British Journal of Photography for

i yth October 1890.
The calico or other material to be used must be thoroughly washed

in hot water, or boiled to free it from impurities. It is then cut into

pieces of convenient size, placed in the solution of primuline, and kept
in constant motion as when toning prints. The dye is prepared by
boiling 150 grains of the commercial primuline in 10 ounces of water
in a flask on a sand-bath. The solution is poured off from the sedi-

ment into a porcelain dish, and the calico after ten minutes' immersion
will be found to be sufficiently stained. The quantity of solution will

be sufficient for sixteen pieces of cloth 8x6. The dyed cloth or calico

must now be rinsed in water and wrung out, and then placed singly in

the following solution :

Sodium nitrite (commercial) .... 100 grains (dry).

Hydrochloric acid (commercial) .... i fluid ounce.
Water 30 ounces.

In this solution the cloth changes to a reddish-brown tint, owing to

the primuline being converted into a diazo-derivative. It is now
sensitive to light, which both destroys the azo-derivative and prevents
its reaction with certain developers. The resulting print is a positive
from a positive.

After the pieces of cloth have been turned over several times in

the nitrite bath, they must be rinsed in several changes of water to

remove the free hydrochloric acid ; they should then be placed between

blotting-paper to dry.
To obtain the best effect in the prints, the object used in printing

should be somewhat denser than is necessary in other processes ;

natural objects, such as ferns and leaves, being very suitable. The
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progress of the print is seen in the change of colour from reddish

brown to a dingy yellow. The density in the object to be printed is

necessary, as the printing should go through the material. "When
this cannot be effected, the back of the cloth should be exposed to

light for about a fifth or sixth of the time required for the original

printing.
The printed pieces of cloth are now steeped in water and wrung

out, to secure equal action of the developing solution, which for red

prints is prepared as under :

Beta-naphthol
Caustic soda or potash
Water

40 grains.
60

10 ounces.

Dissolve the alkali in a small quantity of water rubbed up with

naphthol, and then add the remainder of the water. Orange-coloured

prints are obtained with

Resorcin

Water .

30 grains.

10 ounces.

Dissolve and then add 50 grains of caustic soda or potash,

purple prints

For

Naphthylamine
Hydrochloric acid (commercial)

60 grains.

i fluid drachm.

Mix in a mortar and then add 10 ounces of water.

Other developers have been indicated by Messrs. Green, Cross &
Bevan, but they do not appear to have used any of the salts now

commonly employed in developing dry plates, such as eikonogen,

pyrogallol, or hydroquinone, which Mr. Taylor found would give the

black tone desired by the discoverers of the process :

Eikonogen
Water ,

60 grains.

10 ounces.

The eikonogen (white crystals) should be ground in a mortar, the

water added, and the prints on cloth put into the solution, in which

they are moved till the development is complete. For brown tones

Pyrogallol
Water ,

50 grains.

10 ounces.

The "fixing" is effected by washing in water. The prints, when

wrung out, should be washed in soap and water, which is found to

improve the colour, and ironed between sheets of paper, but this should

be done before the prints are quite dry.

It may be stated that the process as introduced by Messrs. Green,

Cross & Bevan is patented, but that the patent does not appear to

cover the modification adopted by Mr. Taylor.
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One of the peculiarities of this process is that the image is formed

by the parts which have not been acted on by daylight.

By modifying the manipulation the process can be used for paper,
but it is not very clear to what useful purpose it may be applied ;

and

although the dye is capable of withstanding chemical tests, it has not

yet been proved that the test of light may not be fatal to the results,

as is the case with other dyes derived from coal-tar.

Printing and Toning. Until the last few years the majority of

photographs were printed on albumenised paper, which is perhaps even

now the most popular process. Bromide and platinum papers are also

largely used. Descriptions of those methods of printing will be found

elsewhere in these pages. Albumen has the effect of keeping the

picture which is printed on it upon the surface, and it thus retains a

more effective appearance than when printed on paper without the

albumen, called in that case "
plain salted paper." Prints of the latter

class, when looked at by transmitted light, will appear to have the

picture more in the paper than on the surface ; the brilliant appearance
of albumen prints is thus due to the albumen, the picture being on the

surface of the paper. Everything in these latter days is done for the

convenience of the photographer, so that he need not prepare the albumen
nor float the paper upon it ; he can, if he please, sensitise this paper
by floating it on silver nitrate solution, but paper so prepared must be

used at once, as it turns brown by keeping. Here the convenience of

the photographer is again studied, for he can purchase his paper ready

sensitised, which keeps its colour for some weeks, while the cost is

very little more than that of the paper and silver. There is this dif-

ference, however : much of the ready sensitised paper sold does not

give satisfactory prints. To sensitise albumenised paper, it should be

floated on a bath of silver containing from 50 to 60 grains of the nitrate

to each ounce of water, and be left on the solution about three minutes.

Whether large or small pieces of paper be used, the sheets should be

held by two opposite corners, so that the middle of the sheet shall just
touch the solution, and then be gradually lowered. When the paper is

in contact with the fluid, it should be raised to see that no air-bubbles

have formed. The sheet, after three minutes, must be slowly raised to

allow the silver to run off, and, after draining, should be suspended
from a line to dry, being held by wooden clips and a strip of blotting-

paper attached to the lowest corner. Sometimes the paper is drawn
over the edge of the dish or a glass rod to assist in the removal of the

surplus silver solution. As already stated, paper freshly prepared
should be used at once, as in a few hours it is liable to turn brown,
when it becomes useless if clean whites are to be preserved. The

manipulations in the subsequent processes are the same, whether the

paper is newly prepared or ready sensitised.

The method of printing needs very little description, as practice
will quickly show what is required. Whether the printing should be
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deeper than the finished print is intended to be, depends very much on

the kind of toning bath to be used. The progress of the printing

should be carefully watched by lifting one side of the back of the

printing-frame, which is hinged for the purpose. In the case of

freshly-prepared paper, the toning and fixing must be done at once

that is, the same day; but with the other kind, the toning may be

deferred. In either case, the prints must be placed in water to

remove the excess of silver nitrate, and the toning is necessary to alter

the colour of the print, which would be of an unpleasing red colour

unless altered by the gold used in toning ; this changes the red to any
tint of brown approaching purple and purple-black which may be

desired. The prints are first put into plain water ; after a few minutes'

soaking, the water is poured into a jar kept for the purpose, and the

dish again filled with water. Or two dishes may be used, and the

prints changed from one to the other. The first washing water is kept
for the purpose of saving the silver, which, in case of paper freshly

prepared, soon accumulates when much paper is used. Ready sensi-

tised paper is not so rich in silver, but still the first washing water

should not be thrown away. (The chloride is thrown down by adding

hydrochloric acid or common salt, and the water can be poured off as

soon as it becomes clear.)

The toning solution is made as follows : Take a tube containing 15

grains of gold chloride ; break the glass, and put it with its contents

into a bottle containing i drachm of water for each grain of gold. Put

as much water as will be required in toning the prints into a dish, and

i drachm of the gold solution to each 8 ounces of water (each whole sheet

of paper will require about i grain of gold to tone it).
This solution

must now be made alkaline by placing in it a lump of common washing-
soda (sodium-carbonate), as also a small piece of red litmus paper;
move the soda about in the water until the paper turns blue; the

solution is then ready for toning. By noticing the sensation between

the thumb and fingers a kind of soapy feeling the proper state of

the solution may in future be determined without the use of test paper.
Place the prints, a few at a time, in the toning bath, keeping them
in motion by turning them over, and watch the effects of the gold.

As soon as the colour desired is reached, place the prints at once in

a dish of water, and so proceed until all are toned. There are two

effects produced by toning, one the change of colour, and the other the

substitution of gold for silver; or perhaps it is more correct to say
that one is the effect of the other. Much has been written on this

subject, and it is perhaps safe to say that what takes place in toning
is not certainly known. Instead of saying that gold is

" substituted
"

for the silver, it would be more correct to say that a kind of "
gilding

"

is effected. The silver is not removed from the paper by the gold, but

a change has been effected. When thoroughly done, there is no doubt

that the print is more permanent when toned, and is certainly more
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pleasing in colour. It has been stated that untoned prints are un-

stable ; but the very earliest prints were not toned, such as those made

by Mr. Talbot in 1844, some of which are apparently in the same

state as when first printed, but have, however, the red colour; this

shows that untoned prints do not necessarily fade.

Some authorities say that a toning bath should be neutral. This is

correct when chalk forms part of the formula, but the alkaline method

of toning is more generally practised ; the results are about equal in

each case. The formula with sodium carbonate, already described, gives

very satisfactory results
;
and although it is generally stated that it

will not keep, the writer finds that, with the addition of gold as re-

quired, the solution need not be renewed until it has been used several

times. The old bath should not be thrown away, but the solution

should be poured into a vessel and sufficient iron proto-sulphate added

to precipitate the gold which it contains.

The acetate toning bath is preferred by some printers, and is formed

as under :

Gold chloride i grain.

Sodium acetate ........ 20 grains.

Water 10 ounces.

Make up much more of the solution than will be required for toning
a few prints. The soda must first be dissolved in the water and the

gold, then poured in. The strength of the bath must be kept up by
the addition of one grain of gold that is, one drachm of the normal

gold solution for each sheet of paper to be toned.

The following gives good results. The bath will keep and remain in

good condition when replenished with gold as required :

Gold chloride ... ... 2 grains.

Calcium chloride 2

Chalk (powdered) i teaspoonful.
Water .......... 16 ounces.

The bath should be mixed some hours before it is to be used.

Platinum may be used for toning in the place of gold. Take

Platinum perchloride i grain.

Water ... 16 ounces.

Neutralise with potassium carbonate and then add half a drachm of

formic acid. This is recommended for toning plain paper prints.

Prints on this kind of paper and suitably toned have very much the

appearance of those made by the platinotype method.

A very large number of formulae have been published for toning,
but for all ordinary purposes the selection given here will be found to

be sufficient.

Toning takes place slowly when the solutions are cold ; therefore,
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in the cold season of the year the solution should be warmed. In the

summer this is not necessary.
Too many prints should not be placed in the toning solution at one

time ; and, as the toning is completed, each print should be placed in a
dish of water to stop the further action of the gold.

It is quite immaterial what formula be used if the prints are from
weak negatives. The vast majority of negatives now produced are too

thin, consequently weak prints are the result, which no system of

toning will make worth looking at. A good negative by the collodion

process has sufficient density to enable vigorous prints to be made.
When toned, more gold is taken up, so that there is altogether a

brighter character about such prints which none but the very best gela-
tine negatives will equal. If prints made from negatives by the collo-

dion and gelatine processes are made on the same kind of paper, and are

treated in every way the same, the prints from the gelatine negative

may appear to the ordinary observer to be equal to those from the

collodion negative ;
but any skilled person could detect the difference.

It is generally believed that the cause of the want of stability in prints
made during the last few years arises from the want of density in the

modern negatives ; and, as the printing cannot be carried to the same

depth, the toning action of the gold is not so effective
; hence the

fugitive character of the prints.

When the whole of the prints are toned, they may be placed at once

in the fixing solution, formed of

Sodium thiosulphate (" hypo ")

Water
4 ounces.

20

If the thiosulphate solution should be at all acid, a small quantity of

liquor ammonia can be added. The prints must be kept in the solution

at least ten minutes, and should be kept in constant motion, to ensure

every part being acted on by the fixing agent. The prints should

be examined by transmitted light. If they are not completely fixed,

patches darker than the rest of the paper will be seen, and the fixing

must be continued until this disappears.

After the prints have been passed through the salt and water they
must be placed in a clean dish with water, and changed frequently

during the first few minutes. They may then be left for a time, the

water being changed at intervals, and then left all night, and changed

again two or three times before they are taken out to be dried. It is

sometimes recommended that the last washing water should be warm,
to remove the least trace of the sodium thiosulphate.

It may be noticed here that every care should be taken to have the

dishes quite clean. The most effectual way to clean them is first to

wash them with water and then to rub them thoroughly with common

salt, using it as if it were damp sand; when thoroughly rubbed in
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this way, inside and otit, the dish is made quite clean. This should be

done every time before use.

When large numbers of prints are dealt with, it becomes worth

while to preserve the fixing solution to recover the silver. When a

convenient vessel can be placed in the open air, the solution, after

each day's fixing, should be thrown into it, and potassium sulphide

(liver of sulphur) added in solution. As the vessel becomes filled a

tap placed 4 inches above the bottom can be opened to draw off all

the top part, and the vessel can then be filled again.

It should be stated that the fixing solution should never be used

a second time. Some writers recommend that two baths (that is, two

applications of the "
hypo ") be used to ensure perfect fixing of the

prints.

Blisters. It frequently happens when prints on albumenised paper
are removed from the fixing solution into the dish or trough for

washing, that blisters appear, in some cases small and covering the

whole surface of the paper, or the blisters may be large and few in

number. Many opinions have been formed as to the cause of this

troublesome defect ; the true explanation probably is that the albu-

men has not been perfectly coagulated. The suggested remedies are

numerous. To prevent the formation of the blisters the addition of

a strong solution of sodium chloride to the washing water may be

tried. The change from the fixing solution to the washing water-

should be gradual, as the differing densities of the fluids appear to

influence the formation of the blisters. Steeping in methylated spirit

to coagulate the albumen before the prints are washed is one of the

remedies, and also the immersion in boiling water, as suggested by
Mr. A. W. Clarke in the St. Louis Photographer, to effect the same

purpose. The hot water, however, would probably take out the size,

thus rendering the paper very tender and difficult to handle. When
the blisters are small, they generally disappear on drying; but when

large, by puncturing the paper on the back of the blister the film may
dry flat, but it often occurs that large blisters entirely spoil the print.

Fading. One of the most serious defects in photographic printing
is that, however perfect and beautiful a print may be, there is no cer-

tainty that it will remain so for any length of time. There are many
prints in existence which are in the same state as when first produced.
As already stated, the writer has in his possession prints made by Mr.
Fox Talbot in 1 844 ; some of these are evidently unchanged, excepting
at the edges where the prints have been mounted. At the date named,

toning with gold had not been brought into use, so that the prints
retain the reddish-brown colour common to all untoned photographs on

plain salted paper. The use of albumen, because it has a trace of

ammonia in its composition, is said to be one cause of fading; but

prints on albumenised paper and toned with gold exist which show no

sign of deterioration, although thirty or forty years may have elapsed
M
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since they were made. It would seem, therefore, that there is no-

reason why silver prints should not be permanent ; and, although some
of the causes of fading are not known, it is quite certain that no-

reliance can be placed on silver prints unless certain precautions are

taken in thdir production. Chief amongst these precautions are the

importance of using fresh sodium thiosulphate solution for fixing, and

thorough washing.
One reason why early photographs are apparently more permanent

than those done recently is that the negatives were stronger or denser,

consequently the printing was deeper ;
and for such printing a larger

proportion of silver was used in preparing the paper.
The very old photographs by Talbot were mounted only by the

edges, that is, they were touched with the mountant (probably gum
arabic, not freshly made) around the margin for about a quarter of an
inch ; and it. is chiefly this part which has faded. This is clear evidence

that when prints are made to adhere entirely there is greater chance

of fading, 'and it shows also that the mounting material should be of

a kind which could have no chemical effect on the print.

It is a fact which should be carefully noted, that paper negatives
made over sixty years ago have not changed. Such negatives were

developed ; and it is generally believed that developed prints are more

permanent than any others.

On the point of permanence of silver prints the following remarks

of Mr. M. Carey Lea should be remembered :

" The conclusion to be drawn from all this is simple enough. Silver

prints can be made to be perfectly permanent, if the use of hypo-

sulphite be liberal and judicious, and by throwing away every bath

that has stood even for an hour or two after the prints were first

placed in it. It may be said without exaggeration that every penny
saved in hyposulphite costs the loss of dozens of prints by fading.

" Of course, nothing can take the place of good washing. By this

is to be understood, not exaggerated soaking in water, but lying for

some hours in water which is continually changing. No system of

wasning can be considered effectual which does not alternately fill and

empty the washing vessel, so that the fresh supplies of water are not

contaminated by mixing with the previous portions."

Fuming Albumenised Paper. It is claimed that albumenised paper,

if exposed to the fumes of ammonia, gives more brilliant prints, and

that the toning is more easily effected. When large quantities of

paper are to be manipulated, a suitable cupboard or box should be

used ; but on a small scale, a less elaborate method may be adopted.

Take a box, such as drapers use, made of cardboard, eighteen inches

square, larger or smaller according to the size of the paper to be dealt

with. Spread on the bottom a sheet or two of blotting-paper, and

over this some tissue-paper crumpled so as to rest lightly on the

blotting-paper; but, before putting in the tissue-paper, sprinkle a
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drachm or two of liquor ammonia, diluted with one half water, on to

the blotting-paper; the paper to be fumed can rest on the tissue-paper
for ten or fifteen minutes. If preferred, muslin may be strained

across the box, over, but not touching, the blotting-paper, and the

paper to be fumed may rest on the muslin. The printing and toning
are conducted in the usual way.

Combined Toning and Fixing Bath for Eastman's Solio Paper.

Solution No. i. Sodium thiosulphite .... 8 ounces.

Water ....... 24
Solution No. 2. Alum Potash 6

Water, hot 48
Solution No. 3. Borax,

"
powdered

" .... 2

Water, hot 16

Dissolve each chemical in separate bottles, and when No. 2 is quite

cold, add it to No. i and shake up, and when No. 3 solution is quite

cold, add it to the combined No. i and 2 solution and shake up. This

solution should be allowed to stand in the light at least twenty-four
hours longer if possible, and then filtered, when the solution should be

almost if not quite clear, and is then ready for use.

Gold or No. 4 Solution. Gold chloride .... 15 grains.

Lead acetate . . . 64
Water 8 ounces.

The lead acetate should first be dissolved in the 8 ounces of water and

the gold added, which in a short time turns a dark yellow. This solu-

tion should be shaken before adding to the hypo solution.

After pouring the gold into the hypo, the solution turns to a pink

colour, and it must be allowed to stand until it has lost all colour,

which takes about fifteen minutes
;

it is then ready for use.

Plain or Salted Paper, Printing on. The change of taste during
the last two or three years has brought again into notice the very
earliest kind of printing that on the plain salted and unglazed or

matt paper. There can be no doubt that the detail in a photograph is

made more apparent when it is kept on the surface by albumen or

other means than when the matt surface of the paper is used. This

perfection of detail is made more prominent when aristotype and

other kinds of paper are used, while enamelling has much the same
effect. A photograph treated in this way has an exquisite beauty of

its own, and it can be seen in no other way; but from an artistic

point of view, a print without the very high glaze is preferable ; this

kind of effect is obtained by using paper of fine quality, salted and

sensitised in the ordinary way. The best toning bath for this paper
is the one containing platinum. Prints of this kind are very suitable

for painting in water-colours, and they should be kept light for this
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purpose. With care in handling, Whatman's drawing-paper may be

salted and treated in the same way as other papers; and, for the

artist in water-colours, this is perhaps better than any other kind, at

least for large work. As the paper when wet is heavy, great care

must be taken in handling, as it will scarcely bear its own weight.
This kind cannot be purchased ready prepared, and must be salted and

sensitised as required. Take

Ammonium chloride .

Water
Gelatine (if the paper is not well sized)

8 grains.

1 ounce.

2 grains.

Pin the paper to a board, and with a piece of lint brush over the

paper in all directions until completely covered, and then allow to dry.

Then take

Silver nitrate

Water
60 grains.
I ounce,

and brush over the paper as in salting. See that this is thoroughly

done, or the printing will not be even. All the subsequent processes
are the same as in ordinary silver printing.

In 1855 Mr. Sutton introduced a process for producing prints on

plain paper in which the serum of milk was used instead of a salt, and

the prints were developed. The process was new, and at the time

attracted considerable attention. A print in the writer's possession,

prepared by this process, and issued from St. Brelade's Bay, Jersey,

where Mr. Sutton at that time resided, is in fair condition, and appar-

ently not much altered. It is some proof that the claim for the process

that the prints were permanent is to a large extent justified. At the

time referred to, the toning and fixing were effected at one operation,
and it was to remove the possible cause of fading due to this method

that Sutton's process was introduced. (See Aristotype ; also Gelatine

Chloride Paper, Ilford.)

Printing on Ivory. As a surface for the artist to paint upon in

water-colours, ivory has always had the preference ;
but miniature

painting was almost a lost art for many years, owing to the great

popularity of photography ; the daguerreotype plate took the place of

the ivory miniature for brooches and lockets ; then the glass positive,

which was superseded by the portrait on paper, treated usually in a

very inartistic way, and by hands much less competent than the old

miniature painters. To print a photograph on ivory was difficult ; but

a process was introduced by Mr. Beard, the patentee under Daguerre
of the daguerreotype process in England, which gave very good results.

The ivory was salted with calcium chloride, the silver nitrate was dis-

solved in alcohol, and the picture was fixed with potassium sulpho-

cyanide. The method is somewhat uncertain, but time has proved that

the prints do not fade. Several portraits by this method, finished in
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water-colours, are in the writer's possession, and they are, after thirty-

five years, in perfect preservation. The true surface of the ivory in

this process is used, which is not the case when a film of gelatine is

made to cover it, as in the carbon process ; but, as the film is thin and

transparent, in the hands of a skilled artist a good carbon print on

ivory has all the appearance of a real ivory miniature, with the advan-

tage of the correct drawing which the photographic basis gives.

Radiotint. Under this title a method of colouring photographs
has been introduced. It is based on the Chassagne system.

Reproduced Negatives. It frequently occurs that more than one

negative is required of the same subject. When they cannot be ob-

tained direct from the object, recourse must be had to some method by
which the original negative may be reproduced. The simplest way, of

course, is to copy a print, but the effect in this case is far from perfect,

owing to the texture of the paper showing. A transparency should be

printed of the same size, and from this again a negative. In this

method care only is required, and excellent reproductions of the

original may be obtained.

Reversal of the Image. There are several methods by which the

picture may be developed as a positive instead of a negative that is,

a positive as seen by transmitted light. An ordinary gelatine dry plater

if much over-exposed, when developed, will yield a positive image.

Experiments have shown that when the exposure has been more than

sufficient to produce a positive, a negative result is obtained, and that

the change from positive to negative recurs in successive order. For

some purposes a process by which a positive picture could be produced
with the same certainty as a negative would be useful, and from ex-

periments recently conducted by Colonel Waterhouse, some success in

this direction appears to have been attained. It is found that when a

small quantity of phenyl-thio-carbamide or allyl-thio-carbamide (sub-
stances which are produced by treating mustard-oil or thio-carbamide

with ammonia) is added to the eikonogen developer, and used for de-

veloping gelatino-bromide plates, if the exposure has been correctly

timed the result will be a positive picture. So far as experiments have

as yet shown, the best results are obtained with eikonogen, and Colonel

Waterhouse gives the following formula :

A. Eikonogen 5 parts.

Sodium sulphite 10

Water 100

B. Sodium carbonate, crystals ..... 4
Water ioo

C. Phenyl-thio-carbamide I part.

Water 2000 parts.

The developer is formed by taking one part of A., two parts of B.,

one part of C., to which is added half to one part of a 10 per cent,

solution of potassium bromide, and, if the contrasts are too strong, a
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few drops of ammonia. Colonel Water-house states that satisfactory

results may be obtained when suitable plates are used, quite equal to

those made by the old method in the camera that is, making a positive
from a negative. Other forms of carbamide, such as thio-sinamine,

thio-carbamide, or sulph-urea, have been used.

Colonel Waterhouse also states that although there are some diffi-

culties in working by this new method, it is probable that satisfactory

positives will be obtained
;
that is, this process of making positives will

be as certain as the making of negatives in the usual way, and will be

of much value in making copies for working the photo-mechanical pro-

cesses. The process is quite new, and opens a field for interesting

research. 1

The reversal of the photographic image is a matter which, from the

first discovery of the art, has occupied the attention of many minds,
and under the term Solarisation these effects are generally alluded to.

The result sometimes seen when photographing an interior, where

there is a window through which a landscape may be visible, the

interior being a negative, and the exterior by the reversing action of

the light becoming a positive, is an illustration of this effect.

A reversal of the image obtained direct in the camera can be made

by immersing the developed picture on collodion emulsion in nitric

acid, when the reduced silver will be dissolved, leaving an image in

silver bromide. This is exposed to the light for a short time and the

plate is redeveloped ;
or ammonium sulphide may be used, when the

result will be a positive picture. Another method by Mr. Brooks may
be given. A gelatine plate is developed until the image is seen on the

back. It is then placed in the following solution :

Potassium iodide

Potassium bromide
Water

I to 2 parts.

10

100

The plate is washed and then redeveloped with pyrogallic acid or ferrous

oxalate, and then fixed. (See Reverse Action of Light.)
Reversed Negatives. There are several methods by which the

negative picture may be reversed, and for certain of the photo-
mechanical processes it is necessary that the image be in the reversed

position, either on glass or on a film. The methods may be treated in

the following order: (i.)By a prism of solid glass, ground true and

fitted to the hood of the lens, so that when the camera is placed at right

1 Since this was written a letter from Colonel Waterhouse has been published in

the British Journal of Photography of January 30, 1891, in which he states that
" the tetra-thio-carbamide ammonium bromide compound salt, prepared as described

in Professor Reynolds' paper, gives under favourable conditions exceedingly good
reversals, much better than the thio-carbamide does itself. I found five drops of the

saturated alcohol solution to the ounce of eikonogen developer answer well for line-

work, but have yet to make further trial. I find that the nitric acid treatment is

beneficial with this salt also in the case of line-work."
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angles to the object to be copied, the image is reflected on to the plate

in a reversed position. (2.) As the solid prism is costly, a prism of

patent plate-glass may be formed thus A- Make a drawing of the

size of the prism required, and then cut pieces of glass carefully selected

and free from defects
;

take two pieces of thin metal with the edges
turned up, and made to fit the glass as a top and bottom. The glass

must now be cemented with marine glue (or in any other way), so as to

be water-tight. Through an opening at the top, water (or castor-oil)

is introduced. This prism, although not so perfect as the one made of

solid glass, will answer the same purpose at a very trifling cost. It is

fitted in front of the lens. (3.) A piece of glass silvered at the back

may be used, but the reflection is not perfect. If silvered on the face,

a mirror of silvered glass ground quite true and polished answers very

well, although there is some loss of light, and great care must be

taken that the surface is not injured ; it must never be exposed

excepting while in use, or the surface will become tarnished. (For
the method of silvering see Silvering Glass, page 186.) (4.) The nega-
tive may be reversed by placing the film so that the image is formed

through the glass. If made on a wet plate, the plain side of the glass

must be wiped dry ;
and if a dry plate be used, it must be carefully

cleaned. It must be noticed that reversing the plate makes it necessary
either to reverse the ground glass while focussing, or to allow for the

thickness of the plate. (5.) The film may be reversed by stripping; if

a wet collodion plate be used, proceed as follows : Paste strips of paper
around the edges on the back of the plate, so that when dry they may
be turned up to form a kind of dish. Then take gelatine 2 ounces, loaf-

sugar i^ ounces (or a small quantity of glycerine instead of the sugar,

either being used to make the stripped film flexible), and water 2 ounces;

dissolve in the usual way, and filter through muslin. Place the

negative on a sheet of plate-glass on a levelling stand, and pour on

sufficient of the gelatine solution to completely cover it. When set,

the negative must be stood on edge to dry; and when quite dry, by

running a knife around the edge the film will leave the glass. The

glass should be rubbed over with French chalk before coating and

sensitising. (6.) Unvarnished gelatine negatives may be stripped as

follows : Place the negative on a levelling stand and cover it with

transfer collodion. When this has set, the negative must be put into

a dish of water and washed till all greasiness disappears. Into an

ebonite tray pour a solution of hydrofluoric acid (one drachm of the

acid to two ounces of water) and then place the negative in it. The
film will soon show signs of leaving the glass ;

at this point remove it

from the acid and wash carefully, then put it face upwards on blotting-

paper, and on the film put a piece of smooth paper, wetted and larger

than the glass, pressing it in contact with a squeegee. On turning the

plate over, the film can now be removed with the paper. Then place

in water, when the negative will float off, and can be caught in its
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proper position on a clean glass. It is then allowed to dry, or it may
be transferred to a plate prepared with gelatine. (7.) India-rubber

dissolved in benzol may be poured on to the dry collodion film (the

negative being taken on a plate which has been rubbed over with

French chalk and then coated with transfer collodion). When quite

dry, the film is stripped as before described. With care, any one of the

methods given above will be found quite effectual.

Retouching. The "art" of retouching a photograph may be com-

pared with what is called "
flattering

" a portrait painted in oil or

water-colours, or it may be as monochrome that is, endeavouring to

make the portrait different from, if not better than, Nature made the

subject. There was a time when a photograph was considered to be

something to "swear by" that is, a truthful representation, and not

a thing which had been altered by hand to meet the idea of the
" retoucher" as to what Nature ought to have made the subject.

1 This

retouching, however, is now carried to such perfection (?) that it is no

longer safe to " swear by
" the thing which the light, in the first

instance, had made almost the exact resemblance of the image it had

impressed on the sensitive plate, but which the lead-pencil in the

retoucher's hand has altered to such an extent that it no longer can

claim to be a true image of the original. Retouching that is, working

upon the negative with lead-pencil to remove photographic defects

may be allowed. It is no fault of the sitter if Nature has endowed him

with a skin covered with minute yellow spots or " freckles
"

;
these

appear on the sensitive plate in such a manner that the result when

printed is to show them too prominently. They may be scarcely

visible to an ordinary observer on the face of the sitter, but they are

very noticeable in the photograph, and are very objectionable. To

remove these, but at the same time not to alter the likeness, is per-

fectly legitimate. The use of orthochromatic plates assists the photo-

grapher here, but is not altogether sufficient. It is not possible in

a page or two to say all that might be desirable on this subject.

Treatises devoted to the subject have been written in which minute

directions what to do in all cases are given, and to which the reader

is referred. The writer admits that retouching is necessary, but the

experience of many years confirms him in the opinion that, beyond
what has been said above, and the general smoothing away of defects,

retouching as now practised is not legitimate. Excessive retouching is

practised chiefly because people "will have it." But it is in the power
of the photographer to a large extent to guide the public taste. It is

the abuse of the "
art," and not the use which should be condemned.

That public taste may be led is manifested in the preference which is

beginning to be shown for prints without the glaze of albumenised

paper, platinum and bromide printing largely taking its place.

1 For purposes of identification photographic portraits were at one time considered

good evidence, but such evidence is not now so readily accepted.
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What can be said in defence of remarks of this kind, which

appear in one of the most influential of the photographic journals ?

" To the most casual of observers the nose will always appear a leading,

if not absolutely the most prominent feature of the face ; and, indeed,

the success of the portrait will depend very materially upon the degree
of success with which we treat it. Many times the retoucher will be

called upon to give absolute form to the nose, and this, it is needless

to say, will often tax his ability to the fullest." Very full instructions

are given as to the treatment of this very important feature in the face,

showing how the bridge may be improved and altered so as to make
it what the retoucher considers it ought to be

;
other parts of the nose

and other features of the face are directed to be modified; the eye even

does not escape attention. It is fair to say that the author of these

instructions concludes one of his papers with these remarks :
" Over-

ivork, in the treatment of a negative, will only produce a hard, wooden

effect, and in nine cases out of every ten falsify the natural expression

and ruin the resemblance. Needless to say, retouching carried out on

the over-work principle can have no pretensions whatever to the

artistic." This is perfectly true, and it is true also that retouching
carried to the extent recommended must result in injury to the portrait.

In some cases the face is covered with retouching to such an extent

that the result in a print is the appearance of the sitter having recently

recovered from small-pox.
It has been admitted that a certain amount of retouching in most

portraits is necessary, and, provided it is not carried so far as to detract

in any way from the picture as a portrait, the work may be improved ;

but this is only necessary because prints on paper from untouched

negatives are not so perfect as portraits by other processes were in

former times. Bad negatives are allowed to pass because the retoucher

is supposed to make good the defects left by the photographer.
For the purpose of retouching a portrait or other negative, hard

lead-pencils are used. Faber's HH, HHHH, and even six H are em-

ployed. The lead must be cut to a very fine point, and the point kept

by rubbing on a piece of fine emery paper. The negative must be

placed so that the light may be reflected through it a retouching desk

is generally used. To obtain the best effect in the negative, the head

of the retoucher should be protected from the surrounding light as

much as possible. The negative is usually worked upon before it is

varnished
; and, to make the pencil

"
bite," the gelatine film is sometimes

slightly roughened with fine pumice or cuttlefish powder. In other cases

the plate is coated with varnish, which leaves a " tooth." Suitable

varnishes may be purchased. Success or otherwise will depend upon
the skill of the retoucher, and the "art" can only be acquired by

practice. From what has been said, it is clear that the writer would

advise that as little as possible should be done with the pencil. The
aim of the photographer should be to make his negative as perfect in
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light and shade as possible. Consequently, if modelling and all other

technical details have been carefully attended to, very little need should

arise for the so-called retoucher's "art." The art should be in the

photographer, and the less aid he requires from the lead-pencil the

better his work will be.

Ruby Medium. When it is not possible to obtain ruby glass, it is

convenient to have the means of preparing a transparent sheet as a

substitute. Mr. W. K. Burton recommends the following :

A. Gelatine

Water.
Potassium bichromate

B. Silver nitrate

Water

100 grains.

4 ounces.

20 grains.
20

i ounce.

The gelatine must be softened ;
then add the bichromate, and apply

heat until the whole is dissolved. Solution B. must then be added.

Coat the glass with the emulsion, and the result will be a film of a deep

ruby colour.

Screen Plates. Many methods have been employed for obtaining
lined screens to be used in making half-tone blocks. The screens

made by Mr. M. Wolfe of Dayton, Ohio, are photographic copies

from originals which have been ruled on glass with a diamond point.

Other screens now largely used are made by Mr. Max Levy. The

ruled or photographic surfaces are sealed with Canada balsam (which
has the same refractive index as glass), and are thus not liable

to injury from scratches, or by the silver solution coming in contact

with it.

Silvering Glass. The following solutions are necessary for silvering

glass by the Brashear method :

. 840 grains.
. 300

Loaf-sugar
Distilled water (to dissolve the sugar)
Nitric acid

Alcohol .

Distilled water to make

39

25 drachms.

26 ounces.

The glass, if to be used as a reversing mirror, must have a perfectly

true surface (ordinary patent plate is not sufficiently perfect), and must

be chemically clean. On the back must be cemented with pitch a

couple of corks, by which the glass may be held level and in contact

with the silver solution

Silver nitrate

dissolved in 2 ounces of distilled water.

50 grains

Potassium oxide hydrate (caustic, pure by alcohol) . 50 grains

dissolved in 2 ounces of distilled water. Put a tenth part of the silver

solution into another bottle to be kept in reserve. Liquor ammonia is

added to the silver solution until the brown precipitate is redissolved.

The potassium solution is now to be added. Add a few more drops of
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ammonia, and leave the solution to precipitate. The reserve solution

of silver is now to be added carefully until the solution becomes yellow-

brown. Add sufficient distilled water to cover the edge of the mirror

when it is suspended in the fluid. Add four drachms of the reducing
solution and stir well together. After the mirror has been suspended
in the solution about ten to thirty minutes, according to the tempera-
ture of the room, the silverising will be complete, and the mirror is

rested on blotting-paper to dry. When perfectly dry, the surface is

polished with rouge. Success depends very much on the temperature of

the room, which should not be under 60 F., and the glass and solutions

should have been in that temperature at least twenty-four hours before

the silvering process was commenced.

Another method is recommended by Mr. Common. Three solutions

are used :

A. Silver nitrate i ounce.

Water (distilled) 10 ounces.

B. Caustic potash (pure) I ounce.

Water (distilled) 10 ounces.

C. Glucose or grape-sugar i ounce.

Water (distilled) 10 ounces.

The quantities must be determined by the size of the glass to be

silvered. About 4 ounces would be su^ient for a mirror 10 x 8.

The silver is converted into ammonio-nitrate as previously described,

and the remaining operations are the same.

When not in use, the silvered mirror should be carefully wrapped
in chamois leather and enclosed in a box to exclude air as much as

possible, otherwise the surface will tarnish and necessitate re-polishing

with rouge ; but the frequent repetition of this will injure the surface,

and re-silvering will be necessary.

Solio Paper is prepared with gelatine, and is ready-sensitised. When
a highly glazed surface is required in a print, it can be had by using
this paper.

Stains. In the various manipulations, when the skin comes in

contact with silver and some other solutions, stains occur which are

unsightly and cause an unpleasant roughness. This kind of stain is at

once removed by touching the parts with solution of iodine, made by

adding iodine to methylated alcohol, and then rubbing with a piece of

potassium cyanide ; care, of course, being taken that no part. of the skin

is cracked or cut. If the stains have been caused merely in developing

gelatine plates, a little of the "
clearing solution

"
will remove them to

a large extent
;
or the parts may be rubbed with pumice-stone when

the hands are washed. If the stains are on linen (or the skin), the fol-

lowing has been recommended :

Iodine i part.

Nitric acid ...... i

Hydrochloric acid ...... i
,

Alcohol (methylated) 20 parts.
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Touch the stain with some of this solution, and afterwards with
"
hypo

" or potassium cyanide in solution, when the stain will dis-

appear. The linen or skin must then be well washed.

Stains of any kind on negatives are difficult to remove. Potassium

cyanide solution may be rubbed on the part. Gelatine negatives
should never be printed from in damp weather, unless they have

been varnished, as they are otherwise very liable to be stained.

Stannotype. Another of the clever inventions of the late Mr.

Woodbury was named by him Stannotype. The necessity for using

hydraulic pressure in making the printing plates for the Woodbury-
type process has always made that beautiful method less available

than it deserved to be. In the Stannotype process we are enabled to

prepare a plate by very simple means, which can be printed from in

the same manner as the Woodbury-type.

Stannotype (derived from the Latin stannum and Greek typeo) is so

called because tin is used in the form of tinfoil to receive the im-

pression. A carbon transparency is prepared, and this, when dry, is

used to obtain a negative intaglio image, which is then covered with

tinfoil as the printing-plate. For this intaglio plate a thick film of

gelatine must be used, which, when dry, is coated with tinfoil, or, when

large numbers are to be printed, with foil which has been covered with

a thin coat of steel. The intaglio negative, having been developed on a

sheet of plate-glass and dried, is now ready to be coated with the foil,

and this is done by rolling between two india-rubber rollers. The plate
is first put into position between the rollers, and the pressure adjusted
to the centre of the image on the plate, and the rolling motion is given

by moving the handle backwards and forwards until the ends are reached.

The plate between the rollers will bear sufficient pressure to embed the

foil in the gelatine negative. The kind of press used for printing from

the Stannotype mould or plate is the same as for the Woodbury-type.
The mould is placed on the bed of the press upon a sheet of thick

blotting-paper which has been wetted. The top plate of the press has

attached to its under surface a sheet of glass perfectly flat, and this

plate is movable when the screws are loose. When the mould is in its

place, the screws are adjusted, so that when the arched bar is lifted the

whole remains rigid, and will always come into perfect contact with

the mould when taking the impression. All being ready, the surface of

the mould is oiled slightly with a mixture of equal parts of paraffin and

olive oils. The ink is composed of 4 ounces of gelatine to 24 to 30
ounces of water, determined by the temperature, as the ink must be

thicker in warm weather. To the gelatine is added Indian-ink or

colour of any kind. The ink is poured into a wine-bottle, which must
stand in a vessel holding water which can be maintained at a tempera-
ture of 125 to 130 F. In printing, a pool of the ink is poured from

the bottle on to the mould, the paper placed in position on it, and the

arch of the press brought down and tightened by means of the handle.
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In a few minutes the gelatine will have set, when the pressure can be

released and the paper lifted, on which will be found the picture. The

surplus ink pressed out at the sides of the mould can be scraped off and

re-melted for further use. In printing large numbers it is usual to

have three presses in use ; they are fixed to a revolving table, so that

as each press is used the table is turned ; and when the third is filled,

the first print is ready to be removed.

Steel-Facing Copper Plates. As copper is usually employed for the

best half-tone blocks obtained by the aid of photography, it becomes

necessary to coat the surface with a hard metal, as the fine detail on

the copper is rapidly deteriorated by the cleaning process necessary in

printing. By the deposit of iron electrically the rapid wearing of the

plate is prevented ;
and as the iron will, if a large number of prints be

required, also wear, it is necessary to re-face the copper. The colour

of the surface will show when this becomes necessary,

"The copper plate to be re-faced first has all ink removed from

its surface by chloroform or turpentine, is then washed and carefully
dabbed over with a hog's-hair brush dipped in a potash lye or in a 5 per
cent, solution of potassium cyanide, then washed again. The plate is

then laid into a flat bath, along the bottom of which a bare copper wire

is laid, which is to serve as the negative pole of the current. The

appropriate steel-depositing fluid is then added, so as to avoid oxidation.

A plate of pure steel serves as anode
;

it is placed at the positive pole

above the copper plate when the current is opened. A silvery-like

film of steel is immediately deposited ,upon the copper plate. Air-

bubbles are easily removed with a feather. The plate should be com-

pletely steel-faced in about five minutes. The composition of the fluid

used is as follows : Dissolve in warm water 35 ounces

Ammonium chloride .... 60 grammes= 2 ounces.

Crystallised ferric sulphate . . . . 30 = I ounce.

Crystallised ammonic ferrous sulphate 30 ,,

The solution should stand two days and be twice filtered, and should be

filtered again before each time of using. After the facing is completed,
the plate should be cleaned as before, and greased to prevent it from

rusting."
l

Stenochromy. Under this name a method of applying colour to

photographs made by the Woodbury-type was introduced by Mr.

Ingerstein.

The "Swelled" Gelatine Process. The illustration facing page 160

is by one of the processes invented by Pretsch, and although capable of

yielding good results, has been superseded by simpler methods. The

description given by Pretsch may be simplified by stating that to obtain

a raised design a solution containing glue (or gelatine), silver nitrate,

potassium iodide, and potassium bichromate is poured over the plate

1 British Journal Almanack, 1889, p. 606.
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on which the design is required. When quite dry this plate is placed
in contact with the subject to be printed and exposed to light. The

plate, when sufficiently printed, is washed in cold water or in a solution

of borax or sodium carbonate. All the parts not affected by the light

are thus washed away, leaving the picture in relief, and when suffi-

ciently raised or "swelled" is treated with spirits of wine, dilute copal

varnish, and a dilute solution of tannin. When dry, the plate is ready
for electrotyping. The process has been modified in various ways.
Before the plate is quite dry a thin layer of plaster of Paris can be

brushed over it, and this, before it has quite set, can be backed with a

thicker layer of plaster. The cast is perfect in every detail, and can be

electrotyped and a printing block produced from it.

Tannin Process. Amongst the variety of substances used for pre-

serving the sensitiveness of dry collodion plates, tannin was one of the

most popular, and was first successfully used by Colonel Russell. A
plate was coated with collodion and sensitised, and placed in a dish of

distilled water for one minute, keeping the plate in motion to remove

greasiness ;
then it was well washed under a tap for two minutes, giving

it a final rinse with distilled water. A solution of tannin was now

poured on to the plate, which must be on a levelling stand, and the

solution allowed to remain two or three minutes. The plate was then

allowed to stand on one corner in the dark till dry. The plates re-

quired to be " backed " with some opaque colour to prevent blurring, to

which tannin plates were very liable. A border of varnish was neces-

sary to prevent the film loosening.

To develop, the plate was first covered with spirits of wine and

water in equal proportions, and then rinsed off with distilled water.

The developing solution was composed of

1. Pyrogallic acid

Distilled water

2. Citric acid .

Silver nitrate

Distilled water

3. Citric acid .

Silver nitrate

Distilled water

2 grains.

I ounce.

10 grains.

10 ,;

I ounce.

40 grains.

10

i ounce.

To sufficient of No. i to cover the plate was added one drop of No. 2

to each drachm of No. i. The plate was developed with this. If the

negative appeared quickly, it had been over-exposed, when the develop-

ing solution was poured off, and the development continued with dis-

tilled water in which a few drops of No. 3 were added. The fixing

was done in the usual way with "
hypo." It was claimed for this pro-

cess that it was simpler, and that the results compared favourably with

other processes.

Taupenot Process (see Collodio-Albumen). One of the most exten-

sively used processes, prior to the advent of collodion and gelatine
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emulsions, was the Taupenot or Collodio-Albumen process. The nega-

tives produced by it were of the best quality, and the plates, when

carefully preserved, retained their sensitiveness for many years. The

plates, after very careful cleaning, were coated with weak albumen

solution. This substratum was for the purpose of keeping the collodion

from slipping, and preventing blisters in the subsequent parts of the

process. The albumenised plate, when dry, was coated with collodion

(old was preferred), sensitised in an acid silver solution, and then

thoroughly washed. The next coating consisted of iodised albumen

made as under :

Albumen 8 ounces.

Potassium iodide ........ 50 grains.

Potassium bromide . . . . . . .10,,
Ammonia ......... 2 drachms.

Water .......... 2,\ ounces.

After these were well beaten together, and after the solution had

settled, the plates were coated twice, a great quantity of the solution

being used each time
;
the first should be thrown away, and the second

used for the first coating of the next plate. At this stage it was dried.

The plates were made sensitive by immersion in the following bath :

Silver nitrate . .30 grains.

Glacial acetic acid ... | drachm.

Distilled water I ounce.

About one minute in this bath was sufficient. A thorough washing
under a tap was now given, and a final rinse with distilled water.

The plates when dry were ready for use. The plates were usually

developed with pyrogallic acid, three grains to the ounce of water,

and when the details of the picture were well seen, the full printing

density was obtained by redeveloping with

Pyrogallic acid 2 grains.

Citric acid ..... J grain.

Water .......... I ounce,

to which three or four drops of a thirty-grain solution of silver nitrate

were added. Any deposit which might be formed in developing was

removed with a tuft of cotton-wool. "Hypo" of the usual strength
was used for fixing.

The process was modified in many different ways. The prolonged

exposure necessary was the chief objection to the process.

Tea Process. In this process an infusion of black tea (10 ounces

of boiling water to half an ounce of tea) was used as a preparation to

preserve collodion plates in the dry state when only required to be

kept a few days.

Telescopic Photography. Any telescope can be arranged horizon-

tally, so that the ground glass of an ordinary camera may be made
to receive the image of the distant object through an eye-piece. The
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writer used a Barloiv's lens for this purpose about thirty-five years

since, and obtained photographs about twice the diameter of the image
as seen at the principal focus of the object-glass. An instrument

called a Photo-heliograph has for many years been used at the Royal

Observatory, Greenwich, Kew, and other places, for photographing sun-

spots. Practically this is a telescope to which an enlarging lens has

been added ; such instruments were made by the late . Mr. J. H. Dall-

meyer, having the chemical and visual foci coincident. It appears
from a recent discussion of the subject that, as early as 1869, Dr. Hugo
Schroeder constructed refracting telescopes with an arrangement of

lenses suitable for photographing distant terrestrial objects. Mr. T.

R. Dallmeyer has also constructed an instrument with which an object

can be enlarged about four diameters. The value of such an instru-

ment when used for photographing the moon will at once be seen ;

and for some purposes, when distant terrestrial objects cannot be

photographed in the ordinary way, the use of the new telescopic

photographic lens will be valuable.

In "The Optics of Photography," the late Mr. J. Traill Taylor
states that in 1870 he showed how a telescopic view of a distant

object could be obtained, and he also says that he had used one of the

barrels of an ordinary opera-glass with the large lens towards the

object for obtaining enlarged views telescopically.

The following is an abridged description of a teleo-photographic

lens introduced by Mr. T. R. Dallmeyer. Mr. Dallmeyer says :

" Hitherto only two methods of producing large images had been

employed first, the use of very long focus positive ordinary lenses
\

and second, the production of a primary image by one positive lens,

and placing a secondary magnifier or second positive lens behind the

plane of the primary image, which enlarges it more or less, according

to its focal length, and its adjustment between the positions of the

planes of the primary image and that of the focussing screen, as in

the photo-heliograph, &c.
" The first of the older methods had been seldom employed except

in astronomical photography, on account of its unwieldy dimensions
;

and the second method referred to is practically useless for ordinary

photographic work on account of the great loss of light involved, render-

ing the length of time necessary for proper exposure so great as to cause

it to be almost prohibitive, except in the case of inanimate objects."

The diagrams in Fig. 40 sufficiently explain the construction of the

new lens.

The introduction of an instrument of this kind will add very much
to the interest of the possessors of telescopes, who are at the same

time photographers, in the prosecution of their work. Photographing
celestial or terrestrial objects through small telescopes necessitated a

cumbrous addition to the instrument, while with the compact arrange-
ment now available the work is both convenient and useful.



VIEWS SHOWING USE OF DALLMKYKlt'S TELE-PHOTO IjENS.

The Upper Picture was taken with a portable xinnmrtririil Inix ,it (-'-3D o.in. .l.'ountain about
three miles distant.

The Lower Picture, shoicinii the Diim from tin- San* Valley, ?r.i pliotoivaplicd irith a

portrait lens and tele-atiachinriil at 9 a.m. The Mountain about 4 A mil,'* tlixttint. Tltc portion
of the Mountain included in this picture is shown at * *

Phot(><inii>li<'<l li /;. ,/' ,/.
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Fig. 41 is a section of a teleobjectiv by Messrs. Voightlander & Son
of Brunswick, and the plates show the work done with this lens. The
writer is indebted to Messrs. Taylor, Taylor & Hobson for the loan of

the blocks from which these excellent illustrations are made.

Transferotype Process. Paper prepared on one side with soluble

gelatine, and then with sensitised gelatine emulsion, is supplied by the

Eastman Company. The paper is printed by artificial light, and is then

developed with iron oxalate and fixed
; and, after washing, is placed on

the support where it is to remain, and squeegeed. Water sufficiently

hot to melt the gelatine next to the paper is then poured on, and the

paper, when loosened, can be removed.

Trichromatic Printing. The " three-colour process" or method of

printing from half-tone blocks in three colours, is one in which some

progress has been made, and its capabilities are seen in the very beauti-

ful results which have already been attained. That the process has not

yet come into common use is due probably to the fact, that more than

FIG. 41.

ordinary skill in making the negatives and in the printing is necessary.
To ensure success it has been truly said that "three things are

absolutely necessary : money, patience, and scientific knowledge," and

without these essentials the progress of three-colour printing must be

slow ; and the present position of trichromatic printing is the result of

the expenditure of large sums of money arid much patience. At the

same time it will be seen from the coloured plates in this book that

great improvements in the method are in progress. There are, of

course, difficulties in the preparation of the blocks
; but, no matter how

good they may be, the greatest care is necessary in the printing and

the selection of suitable colours. In representing flesh-tint, as only one

red can be used, it is difficult to find a pigment which will so blend

with other colours that the red shall be pale enough for flesh and dark

enough for the brighter colours.

Three negatives are necessary, and these are made through coloured

solutions or coloured glass called colour-screens : the colours used are

red, purple-blue, and green. When fluid colours are used, the glass
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cell for the colour is placed either at the back or in front of the lens,

and the glass colour-screens can also be so placed, and it is essential

that the surfaces of the glass should be true. The effect of the colour-

screen is to produce different densities in the negatives ; these differences

are shown when the blocks are prepared and in the printed results.

The sensitive plates are orthochromatised for the different colours, and

the sensitive plates may be either gelatine or collodion emulsion. The

spectroscope is brought into requisition in the selection of the proper
colour-screens.

As already stated, the colour-screens used are red, purpie-blue, and.

green not the old so-called primary colours, red, yellow, and blue

but, in printing, the pigment colours include yellow, as the green is

obtained by the combination of yellow and blue. In printing from the

blocks, the one made from the negative for the red is printed in blue

ink, the negative made for the green is printed in red, as the green
effects are the result of printing the third block in yellow ink, the com-

bination of the three pigments giving results which can only be obtained

in ordinary colour-printing by the combination of from five to fifteen or

twenty colours.

If the plate facing this page is examined with a glass, magnifying
two or three diameters, it will be noticed that the picture is covered

with minute dots, that these dots are all coloured, and that they vary
in size according to the density of the negative. In the lights of the

picture the dots are small, but each colour may be detected in the lawn

of the sleeves, and in the darker parts the full effect of the different

colours is seen. The full combination of the three colours produces a

very near approach to black. If the colours were to be printed so per-

fectly that the dots from each of the three blocks fell exactly over each

other, the effect would not be the same as that actually produced when
the dots are separated. In order to shift the places of the dots, the

angle of the print or transparency is shifted after each exposure in

making the screen-negatives, and the copying-board is arranged to

effect this in a convenient way. The first screen-negative is made with

the subject upright, the second one-third from the upright, and the

other to the second-third position from the vertical and horizontal.

The instrument, invented by Mr. Ives, and described under the head-

ing Photochromoscope or Kromskop, illustrates very perfectly the com-

bination of three colours to produce all the colours of Nature. In that

instrument the combinations of green and red produce all shades of

yellow, and the mixture of the three colours produces a pale grey

approaching white, which becomes white by contrast with the other

colours
;
but in pigment-printing from three blocks the paper is used

for the white in the picture, and, as already stated, yellow is necessary to

obtain the shades of green, and of course the purity of the colour is

absent in the case of pigment-printing.
It is necessary to bear in mind that the word screen is used for
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different purposes. The screen-negative is made through the ruled

plate which breaks up the half-tones of the picture, and the colour-

screen is used to filter the colours. Perhaps colour-filter would be a

better word. The effect of this colour filtration is shown in the figure

illustrating the description of the Photochromoscope.

Typogravure. The illustration of this process is from a negative

by Dupont of Brussels, and is reproduced by Goupil of Paris. The

perfect half-tone in this plate is the result of the very fine screen used

for the metal block.

The term Typogravure appears to be the French name of what

other nations call Three-colour or Trichromatic printing. See page 194.

Uranium Printing, &c. In photography uranium is chiefly used

in the form of nitrate, which is obtained from pitch-blende dissolved in

nitric acid, dried, and again dissolved in water. Yellow crystals are

formed from the concentrated solution
;
these may be further purified

by solution in ether and recrystallisation. The crystals are very

deliquescent.

Many attempts have been made to utilise uranium for printing, but

the results have not been equal to platinum, and the prints will not

stand the same test as the last-named metal. Paper is first floated on

a solution of

Uranium nitrate .

Water .

i ounce.

5 ounces.

Expose in sunlight until a faint image is visible, and then develop by

floating on a solution of

Silver nitrate

Water
i ounce.

20 ounces.

To which add a few drops of acetic acid. Fix with sodium thio-sul-

phate. The prints can also be developed with

Potassium ferricyanide .

Water
50 grains.

i ounce.

The following process, recommended by Mr. Bedding, appears
to be one of the most practical for utilising uranium for printing

purposes. It will be noticed that the process is very similar to the

platinotype.
The paper must first be coated with ferric oxalate in the proportion

of one grain to each superficial inch of paper. If preserved from

light and damp, the paper in this state will keep some weeks, but the

addition of one grain of mercuric chloride to each ounce of the ferric

oxalate solution assists in causing the paper to keep.
" When the dried iron-paper has been exposed in contact with the
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negative, and the characteristic ferrous image obtained, it should be

floated upon a solution compounded in the following proportion :

Uranium nitrate 15 grains.

Gold chloride I grain.

Water .......... i ounce.

After the desired depth of definition has been obtained, the picture

should be passed through plain water, followed by immersion in dilute

hydrochloric acid (i : 100), again treated with water, and finally

allowed to dry."
Uranium is employed to tone silver prints on albumenised paper.

The salt of the metal was also used in the preparation of dry plates

by a method advocated by the late Colonel Stuart Wortley, who
described his process in 1872. It is an emulsion process in which

collodion is used, and is made as follows :

Collodion (plain) i ounce.

Cadmium bromide (anhydrous) 7 grains.

Uranium nitrate 30
Silver nitrate 13

The uranium and cadmium salts are dissolved in the collodion, and the

silver is then added. The plates, which have been prepared with a

substratum, are then coated with the emulsion, and washed until the

greasiness disappears. A preservative must then be poured over the

plate. The developing solution is composed of :

1. Ammonium carbonate ....... 64 grains.
Water i ounce.

2. Potassium bromide ....... 4 grains.

Water ... i ounce.

3. Pyrogallic acid .96 grains.

Alcohol i ounce,

used in the following proportions : No. i, 60 minims ; No. 2, 60

minims; No. 3, 15 minims; water, 2 drachms; alcohol, ^ drachm.

As the plates are liable to halation, aurin is used in the plain
collodion. The process was well spoken of in 1873, but has been

superseded by the more popular and useful gelatine methods.

Wofklytype. Under this title a process was patented by Herr

Wothly of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1864, and a Company was formed in

England for working the process. The nitrates of uranium and

silver were combined with the collodion with which the paper was

prepared. Results were obtained which were certainly very effec-

tive, but the Company was not a success. A print, in the possession
of

i;
the writer since about 1865, remains in the same condition as when

printed.

Vignetting. A photograph is said to be vignetted when the outer

parts of the negative are protected from the light, thus causing the

picture to shade off into the white paper. The best way to effect this
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is to cut a suitable opening in stout cardboard, serrate the edges,
and place tissue-paper over the opening. Thin sheet-lead may be

used for the same purpose, and has the advantage that by bending
the serrated edge the tissue-paper can be raised or lowered as required.
If printed in the shade, the tissue-paper may be dispensed with.

Waxed-Paper Process. Now that films almost as perfect as glass

are available on which negatives are made, it is very improbable that

waxed paper will ever again be brought into use, although, for large

work, much may be said in its favour. The name of Gustave le Gray
will be remembered in connection with the waxed-paper process, and

the fact that a translation of his pamphlet on the subject passed

through several editions, shows that the method was popular about forty

years ago. The translation was published by Knight & Sons, of Foster

Lane, London, but space cannot be given here for a full description ;

it will be sufficient to refer the reader to the many articles published
in the photographic papers of the period named.

Woodbury-type. In 1865 the late Mr. Walter Woodbury pub-
blished a process which he named Photo-Relief Printing, but which is

now known universally by the name of the inventor. About the same

'time Mr. Swan of Newcastle invented a similar process. The Wood-

bury-type is altogether unlike any other process connected with

photography, as will be seen from the following description in Mr.

Woodbury's own words :

" The production of pictures either on white paper, on opal glass, or

on transparent glass, or on porcelain, by this method of printing, is

based on the principle that layers of any semi-transparent material

seen against a light ground produce different degrees of light or shade

according to their thickness. Therefore, by having a mould in intaglio,

produced by the action of light on bichromatised gelatine, and filling

the intaglio so produced with a semi-transparent material, we obtain

a mould in which the parts that are the thickest give a dark colour
;

and the thinner the layer of material becomes, so it gradually merges
into white. By pouring a mixture of gelatine and colour on to the

intaglio mould, and placing a piece of paper on to the gelatine, and

squeezing the whole between two perfectly true planes, the super-
fluous colour is all squeezed out, and the gelatine, having set, adheres

to the paper, and on being separated from the mould leaves it perfectly

clean. This picture, being in relief when leaving the mould, has sug-

gested the name I have given to this process ;
but the contracting of

the gelatine, on drying, leaves hardly any perceptible relief on paper,
which might otherwise be considered an objection.

" I will now proceed to describe my method of operating.
" The Gelatine Relief. Select several pieces of talc of the required

size, being perfectly uniform in thickness, and by wetting them affix

them to a large sheet of glass ; squeeze out all the superfluous moisture,

and polish the whole of the pieces ; next prepare the bichromatised
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gelatine as follows : Dissolve in water, 28 ounces, 4 ounces of Nelson's

opaque gelatine ; clarify with white of egg, and filter. To 4 ounces of

this solution add 60 grains of bichromate of ammonia dissolved in a

half-ounce of warm water and a small quantity of prussian blue (this

serves to give the finished relief a colour by which to judge of its

printing qualities, and does not interfere with the action of the light
in penetrating the gelatine). When well mixed, filter through muslin,

and pour over the talc-covered glass, place on a levelling-stand, and

allow to set. When set, cut with a sharp knife round the edges of

each talc, and strip from the glass ; lay on a piece of blotting-paper
the same size, and clean the talc side ; then place in contact with the

negative, and having placed a piece of glass behind, fasten all together
with india-rubber bands, and place in the light of a condenser of six to

nine inches diameter at a distance of about two feet
;
after exposing

from an hour to two hours, according to the density of the negative,

to the sun's rays (a little over- or under-exposure is of no consequence),

lay in a dish, and pour some hot water over them until no soluble

gelatine is left; then allow to dry at a gentle heat. When nearly

dry, let the remainder of the drying be done spontaneously, other-

wise the gelatine would split from the talc. Having obtained the

relief supported by the talc, they can be kept in a book ready for

the next operation.
" The Metal Intaglio. In my early experiments I used the electro-

type process to obtain an intaglio from the gelatine relief, but found that

for any practical purposes it was impossible to obtain uniform results.

"The result of my experiments has been the producing of the

moulds by hydraulic pressure, by placing a sheet of soft metal (a

mixture of lead and type metal) in contact with the gelatine relief,

and subjecting the same between two perfectly true plates of steel to

50 to 200 tons pressure, according to size, four tons to a square inch

being about the pressure necessary. The result is a perfectly sharp

intaglio, obtained in less than a minute's time; the same gelatine

relief will serve for several moulds where a large number of prints are

wanted."

The method of printing is the same as described in the Stannotype
Process.

By this beautiful process prints are made so perfectly to imitate

prints on albumenised paper that it is almost impossible to distinguish
one kind from the other. The accompanying plate is a very perfect
illustration of the process here described.

Woodbury-gravure. Until a few years since it was necessary to

mount Woodbury-type prints, but, by an improvement in the manipu-
lation, prints can now be made on paper which do not require to be

mounted. The method of obtaining this result is by printing in the

usual way ;
when dry, the prints are trimmed and then transferred on

to the paper, on which they appear as if so printed originally. Th
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process is termed Woodbury-gravure. This improvement removes what
was a great disadvantage in the old process, and for book illustrations,

both as to cost and beauty of result, this method holds its own with any
of the other mechanical processes. The print of the moon in the section

Astronomical Photography is an example.

Writing Titles. The following method of affixing titles to nega-

tives, so that the name will appear white on the print, is given by Mr.

Sylvester Parry : Write the name in block letters, or in any other

way, in Indian-ink on thin strips of talc, which can be attached when

dry to the varnished negative ;
if carefully done the outline of the talc

will not be visible.

Yellow Negatives (see Intensifying). A wet collodion negative is

seldom dense enough for printing purposes when developed with iron

and redeveloped or strengthened with pyro and silver. The late Mr.

G. W. Simpson introduced a method by which the image is changed
to a yellow colour, which is effected in the following way : The plate,

after fixing and washing, is placed in a dilute solution of potassium

permanganate of about ten grains to an ounce of water. As soon as

the change of colour is visible on the back of the picture, the process
is complete.

Zinc-Etching. The method of producing zinc blocks in half-tone is

described under the heading Photo-Engraving. The process now to be

dealt with is for making blocks in line to be used in the type-printing

press. The negative should be of the same quality as described for

photo-lithography, having clear lines, and the whites must be repre-

sented in the negative by a perfectly opaque film
;
and the image, if it

is to be printed direct on to the zinc plate, must be reversed. By using
a print prepared as for photo-lithography, a transfer may be made
direct to the zinc (which must have a slight grain given to it by means
of nitric acid and alum) ; this must be rubbed up with ink before treat-

ment with the etching acid. A second method is by preparing the

zinc with bichromated albumen :

Albumen ......
Potassium bichromate (saturated solution)

Water

i ounce.

7 ounces.

The albumen and water are placed in a bottle containing broken glass

and well shaken, or a " whisk "
may be used ; the bichromate is then

added. The albumen must be filtered, and the zinc plate is then coated.

To obtain an even film, the plate must be ''whirled," or made to revolve

quickly, so as to throw off the superfluous fluid. The film must now
be dried over a spirit flame, and care must be taken to avoid dust or

air-bubbles. As the rigid surfaces of the glass and zinc have to be

brought in close contact in the printing-frame, the glass must be per-

fectly level, and all the surfaces must be free from grit, otherwise

fracture of the glass may occur.
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As great pressure is necessary, the glass of the printing-frame should

be thicker than usual. The negative in contact with the zinc is now

exposed to light, and by using an actinorneter, experience will quickly
show when the right exposure has been made. The plate must now
be inked with the kind of ink used for photo-lithographic purposes,
but reduced with turpentine so that it can readily be distributed with

a roller on to the zinc plate. The rolling is continued until the film of

ink, by the evaporation of the turpentine, is so thin that the printed

image may be seen through it.

When the inking is complete, the plate is placed in a tray in cold

water, and with a piece of lint the surface is gently rubbed to remove

the superfluous ink, and the image, if proper care has been taken, will

be found perfect on the metal. As soon as the plate is dry it is ready
for the next stage of the process that is, the etching. Heat is now

required. A metal plate should be placed on a stand so that gas or

other heat may be applied to keep the plate warm that is, at about

the temperature used when drying a varnished plate. After the plate

has been warmed, it is allowed to cool. It is next covered or sponged
over with a solution of gum-arabic of about the consistence of cream,
and then allowed to dry without the application of heat. When dry,

the plate is sponged over with water to remove the gum, after which it

is inked with a litho-ink reduced with middle varnish. The zinc is now
coated on the back, and all parts which are to be protected from the

acid, with bitumen varnish.

The plate, slightly warmed, is now placed in the first etching bath.

The quantity of fluid must depend on the size of the zinc, and the tray
to contain it should be sufficiently deep to allow rocking. At first a

weak acid solution must be used, sufficient nitric acid being added to

the water to make it distinctly acid to the taste ; and when the zinc is

in the tray it must be rocked constantly, to prevent the formation of

bubbles of gas on the surface. After about a minute, the plate is re-

moved from the acid, rinsed under a tap, and the surface sponged.
The plate is now warmed, gummed, and then fanned until dry. It is

then washed and sponged, and, while wet, is inked as before, and again
warmed on the metal plate until the ink is caused to run down the

sides of the etched lines. After cooling, the plate is ready for the

second etching, a few drops of acid being added to the water, and the

tray rocked as before. The plate is left in the acid about three times

longer than at first, and the washing, sponging, and gumming are

repeated. In the next part of the process, the plate is dusted over

with powdered resin and the surplus removed with a soft camel's-hair

brush. The ink is now covered with resin, and the etching process is

repeated after the plate has been heated so as to melt the resin. After

each etching, the strength of the acid solution is increased, and the

various operations are repeated until it is seen that the plate is etched

sufficiently deep.
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In some cases an after process, called "clean etching," is necessary,

to clear away irregularities left in the earlier state of the process ;
also

the parts which are to appear white when the block is printed may
require to be cleared away with the graver or with a "router." The

zinc can be cut to shape with a fret-saw, and then mounted type-high.

Many modifications have been introduced in this process, with the

result that zinc line-blocks are now made, which very largely supersede
wood engravings. In making drawings from which zinc blocks in line

are to be produced, the draughtsman should remember that the perfec-

tion of the result depends very much on his work.



PART III.

APPARATUS. 1

Actinometers and Exposure Tables. To the beginner in the

practice of photography, there is perhaps nothing so uncertain as the

exposure required to produce a picture, and until he has had experi-

ence he must expect many failures. He may have read about exposure

tables, and may have tried to apply their rules, but he will quickly find

that some knowledge of the actinic value of the light is necessary ;
he

must know whether the plates are quick or slow (and for his purpose
slow plates should be preferred, as being more under control) ;

and he

must know something about the lens and the value of the diaphragms
he is about to use. The light has very different power as the seasons

change ;
the time of the day must be considered, and the mere passing

of a cloud will have to be allowed for. All these matters have to be

considered in using exposure tables or other kinds of aid in exposing

plates. When experience has been gained, the appearance of the

picture on the ground-glass will be a sufficient guide ; but, at the same

time, exposure tables may afford the means, when used intelligently,

of greater uniformity in results.

Many methods have been devised for assisting the tyro in the

matter of exposure. One of the most simple is called the Bijou

Actinometer and Exposure Table, contrived by Mr. I. Watts of Bowdon,
Cheshire.

Among the many devices for ascertaining the chemical intensity of

the light by exposing a strip of sensitive paper to its action, this

actinometer is very convenient, owing to its portability. On the

inside of the lid of the small box which contains it the inventor has

ingeniously inserted a set of tables of subjects and stop-ratios, by the

use of which (as explained in the instructions sent out with the instru-

ment) a very simple arithmetical operation gives the exposure required

in seconds. The basis or zero of the tables is an open landscape sub-

1 It has been objected that the names of makers of apparatus should not be given

except in very special cases. The writer is aware of the importance of this objection,

and as far as possible the appearance of advertising has been avoided
;
but it is only

due to the makers of apparatus of a special kind that names should be given. In

many cases illustrations are used as types of a class. There are probably hundreds

of hand-cameras of various kinds, and it is obvious that only a very limited number

can be named all may have their good qualities, but some are handier than others.

203
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ject, for stop the ratio /8 (or an aperture equal to one-eighth of the

focal length of the lens employed), and for the light a tenth of the

time (in seconds) which the paper takes to assume the depth of colour

of the standard tint of the actinometer. These factors multiplied

together and divided by a number representing the sensitiveness of

the plate (which has to be found by experiment) give the exposure

required. As a guide, especially for the novice, it may be found use-

ful, but it is necessary to remark that neither this nor any other

form of actinometer or exposure tables can be expected to be more
than this, and it must not be supposed to be a substitute for the

exercise of judgment on the part of the operator.
In the following example the number representing the rapidity of

the plate, developed with the normal developer, is 40, but each

operator must ascertain the plate number for himself by actual ex-

periment (decreasing it if the exposure proves too short, and increas-

ing it if too long), so as to adapt it to the plates used, and to the

exact method of development employed :

Subject : An open landscape with strong foreground
Actinometer 20 seconds ; one-tenth of which is

Stop /64, equivalent stop number is .

2

2

64

Thus :

2 x 2 x 64 256= - or 644 seconds.
40 40

or say 6^ seconds, which is the exposure required. If a large stop is used,

say /i 6, the equivalent stop number of which (or, as it is sometimes

called, intensity ratio) is 4, then the formula will stand as follows :

= or say half a second.
40 40

With its aid and careful attention to the directions given, it will

lead to results as satisfactory as any kind of mechanical aid can afford.

Careful observation and experiment in exposing, and judgment in

developing, will do more to assist in producing good results than any
amount of study with actinometers.

Mr. Watkin, of Hereford, has patented some ingenious forms of

FIG. 42. FIG. 43.

actinometers, shown in Figs. 42 and 43. This handy little instrument

is only 2 \ inches long and if inches in diameter, and is neatly finished
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in brass
;

its one defect is the weight, which, for so small a thing, seems

excessive. It consists of an actinometer for testing the actinic force

of the light which falls upon the subject ; a set of four circular slide-

rules for calculating the exposure ; and a time-measurer in the shape
of a short chain pendulum, by means of which seconds may be counted.

The instrument contains a strip of paper coated with a specially

prepared bromide of silver emulsion
;
this darkens rapidly in light, and

the number of seconds which a small disc of it (the only part exposed
to the light) takes to equal in depth of tint an equal-sized disc of a

standard tint, expresses the value of the light.

The values of the other factors (plate, subject, and diaphragm) are

also expressed by numbers.

The calculating slide-rules are manipulated in a very simple manner.
Each one carries a pointer, one for

each factor, and when they are ad-

justed in succession to the value of

each factor, a fifth pointer indicates

the correct exposure in seconds or

fraction of a second.

The Watch Exposure Meter (Fig.

44) is set with one movement only ;

it is finished in nickel, the size and

thickness of a lady's watch. When set

for plate and stop, it requires no setting

from sunrise to sunset, the exposure

being read against the light value.

A pendulum for accurately counting seconds is provided in the form of

a watch chain
;

it can be detached if not wanted. Much care has been

bestowed on the arrangement of the scales of figures (a single revolving
slide on the back) which are very plainly marked and almost all

"
right

way up
"

in use. To use : Set the dia-

phragm value against the plate speed, and

against the light value ivill be found the

correct exposure.

Hand-Camera Meter. All good modern

hand-cameras are provided with means

of varying both the speed of the shutter

and the lens diaphragm. The new meter

(Fig. 45) gives the required information,

what stop to use with a certain shutter

speed, or what speed to use with any par-
ticular stop. It is designed to form part
of the hand-camera, a small socket, about

f-inch diameter, being let into the top or

front of the camera. The meter can, however, be withdrawn from its

socket, for independent use in photographing interiors, &c. To use :

FIG. 44.

FIG. 45.
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Set the plate number against the light value, and then against each stop

will be found the proper shutter speed.

Another form of actinometer or actinograph is the invention of

Messrs. Hurter and Driffield, of Appleton, near Widnes, who have

published important papers on their photo-chemical investigations. The

laws which the authors have found indicate that, beyond a control over

the general opacity of the negative, little or no control can be exercised

by the photographer during development. Careful experiments made

by themselves and by others fully bear this out, and show that neither

under- nor over-exposure can be really corrected by modifications of the

developer, but that truth in gradations depends almost entirely upon
a correct exposure, combined with a development which must vary in

duration according to the purpose for which the negative is required.

They also found that when light acts upon sensitive plates, the action

at first is proportional to the light -intensity : it then becomes more

and more nearly proportional to the logarithm of the light-intensity.

A point is next reached when an increase in the exposure produces no
further increase in the density, and the action is finally reversed.

The law may be shortly stated thus : the amount of silver salt

affected at any moment of the exposure by the light is proportional to

the light-intensity, and to the amount of unaltered silver salt on the

plate at that moment.

Considering a correct exposure an absolute essential in the produc-
tion of a satisfactory negative, Messrs. Hurter and Driffield have

invented an instrument for estimating the exposure to be given under

various circumstances and with plates of various rapidities. This

instrument they call the "
Actinograph."

The accompanying engraving (Fig. 46) represents the instrument.

FIG. 46.

It consists of four scales corresponding with the light, the lens, the

speed of the plate and the exposure. The light-scale is wrapped
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round a revolving roller, which also bears on its outside edges a

calendar. When it is desired to calculate an exposure, this roller

is turned till the date is level with the edge of the lens-scale. The
intersection of the edge of this scale with the curves on the roller

represents the intensity of the light at the various hours of that par-

ticular day. The lens-scale is marked with the various lenses and

diaphragms in common use. The next proceeding is to set the lens

and diaphragm to be used opposite this hour curve on the roller scale.

The "speed index/' marked on a small slide, is now set to the speed
of the plate, when five points on this same small slide point to five

different times of exposure, and the photographer has only to select

the one appropriate to the state of the atmosphere.
The investigations of Messrs Hurter and Driffield form a valuable

addition to photographic literature. Space is not available here to

enter fully into the particulars of their interesting experiments, but

details will be found in the Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry
and the various photographic journals during the last few years.

Balance. Used in an artistic sense, this term refers to the arrange-
ment of lines and other effects in the composition of a picture.

An instrument of the greatest value in the laboratory of the chemist

is called a balance. For ordinary photographic purposes the delicacy
attainable with this instrument is not necessary ;

the ordinary scales

and weights answer every purpose, as it can only be in very rare

cases that the difference of a grain or two can affect results ; but with

ordinary scales considerable accuracy can be obtained.

Baths and Dippers. The best material for a bath for silver nitrate

solution is glass. When large plates are used, the quantity of solution

required to fill an upright bath similar to Fig. 47 is much greater than

FIG. 47. FIG. 48.

when a flat dish is used, and involves much more trouble and waste in

filtering ;
but for plates of moderate size, 8x6 and less, the glass

dipping [bath is more convenient than any other. Porcelain answers
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for a time, but the glaze cracks. Ebonite is very brittle, but is a good
material for the purpose, and it has the advantage of being light. For

large plates a well-bath is the best, and when made of seasoned wood and

well varnished with black varnish, is very serviceable. A deep porce-

lain dish may, with care, be used ;
and as very little more solution

than will cover the plate is necessary, the dish can be tilted without

fear of throwing the silver over the end of the dish.

Dippers of glass are useful for small plates, but they are scarcely

safe, as they are very liable to be broken. Well-varnished wood is a

good material. The piece on which the plate rests should be fastened

by rivets of silver wire. When varnished with shellac varnish, such a

dipper will last many years, but in course of time will become saturated

with silver. Dippers may be made of stout silver wire, but for all

practical purposes wood should be preferred.

The term lath is often applied to solutions employed for various

processes.

Fig. 47 shows a form of bath with water-tight top suitable for

travelling ;
and Fig. 48 shows the dipper and plate.

Bellows. In cameras which are made to fold, the calico or leather

portion uniting the front and back parts is called the "bellows." A
rectangular or cone-shaped box is first made of the required dimensions.

This is covered with calico, and upon this strips of thick paper, pro-

perly cut so as to fold correctly at the angles, are glued, and the whole

is then covered by glueing on the calico or leather. When dry, the

pleats are carefully drawn together, and, with care, will always keep
their shape when folding.

Buckle's Brush. In cases where solutions require to be spread with

a brush, and where the ordinary camel's-hair would be destroyed, a con-

venient substitute is formed by drawing (by means of a bent wire) a

tuft of cotton-wool partly within a glass tube. The projecting tuft of

wool can be renewed as often as necessary.

Burnishers and Rolling Machines. Most photographs on paper
are improved by rolling. The necessity for passing the paper through
water changes the surface ;

the rolling restores the paper to its original

condition, and gives the print a more finished appearance. Prints

with a matt surface are improved by simple rolling. When a very

high polish is required, heat is necessary. This is obtained with the

machine called a burnisher, one form of which is shown in Fig. 49.
A bright steel bar is made very hot by means of gas or a spirit-lamp.

After the pressure is regulated for the thickness of the card, the print
is dragged by means of the roller, which is roughened, over the steel

bar, and the operation is repeated until the required polish is obtained.

It is usual to lubricate the print by rubbing it over with Castile soap
dissolved in methylated spirit (about five grains of the soap to an ounce

of spirit), which must be allowed to dry before passing the print over

the burnisher. With care, a very high polish may be given to the
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print by this means ; but there is always the possibility of spoiling the

work, and particularly is this the case with vignettes. A safer method

is to use a machine having two rollers, one of which is hollow and

FIG. 49.

heated by a row of small gas-jets. One roller is of burnished steel y

and the pressure and heat give the prints a very fine surface. If the

rollers are kept bright, no injury can result to the print.

Many varieties of rolling machines and burnishers are in the market,
and with care a good surface may be given to prints by any of them.

Cameras. The more correct term for this important, and, to the

photographer, indispensable instrument is camera obscura, so named

by the inventor, Baptista Porta, three hundred years ago. The term
" camera "

signifies merely a box or chamber ; for the photographer's
use it is necessarily dark, excepting to the light which enters by the

a

FIG. 50.

lens. The camera is so well known that it may seem unnecessary to

describe it, but as it has been greatly altered and improved since

Daguerre's time, some detailed notice may be given.

The simplest form of camera is shown in Fig. 50, which is readily

constructed out of a common cigar box, a. A spectacle lens of suitable

O
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focus is placed at b in a sliding tube made of cardboard, and a piece of

looking-glass at an angle of 45 at c. A part of the lid having been

removed and hinged, e, side-pieces are added for the purpose ofj partly

FIG. 51.

cutting off the side-light ;
and a piece of ground-glass is then placed to

receive the image at d. This is an interesting toy. The engraving

Fig. 5 1 shows the camera as used by Dagaerre.

Fig. 52 shows another improvement, having a sliding front and

contrivance for using lenses of different foci ; this form could be

used for portraits as well as landscapes. Another great improvement
was in the construction of cameras for use in outdoor photography ;

the front and back of the instrument were connected by means of what

FIG. 52.

was then termed a flexible bag, now known as the belloivs. The base-

board of the camera was made to fold, as shown in Fig. 53, and the

bellows- to fit into the box part, forming a very handy instrument.

For studio-work a camera should be square and strongly made, and
should have a bellows body. If desired, a sliding front may be added,
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but this is scarcely necessary, as the camera-stand is usually sufficient

to give the various levels. The back of the camera can be arranged
to take a single as well as a sliding back, so as to make one or more

exposures on the same plate. A swing-back will often be found useful

One of the earliest forms of the improved folding cameras was the

"Kinnear." For many years it held its place, and little improvement
was effected prior to the advent of gelatine dry plates ;

but when the

silver bath was superseded for outdoor-work, the demand arose for an

instrument of less weight and greater portability, which demand has

been met in a very abundant manner. It is almost unnecessary to

say that with any camera which is light-tight perfect success may be

attained, and that expensive brass fittings are not at all necessary;
neither are many of the small accessories which, in some instances,

have been patented ;
but it would almost appear, from the demand

which exists for work of the most expensive kind, that the purchasers

53.

are under the belief that they will be unable to make respectable

pictures unless they are provided with everything the ingenious
cabinetmaker or the skilful brassfinisher can add to the dark box or

case we call the "camera." This is all a mistake. What is wanted is

an efficient instrument. Some brasswork there must be, but all that

is used beyond what is required for strength is so much money thrown

away. Utility is often sacrificed for lightness. The names of Hare
and Meagher occur as makers of some of the first improved portable

cameras, and their work is of a very high class. M'Kellen made some

improvements, which were patented, and some of these patented im-

provements are now used by many makers of cameras. For work of a

very high class the name of Billcliff is well known. Figs. 54, 55,

and 56 show one form of his cameras. It is made square; but as

plates are usually oblong, and as an upright picture is often required,

ready means of reversing the plate is necessary. Mr. Billcliff accom-
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plishes this by using what he calls a "revolving adaptor." Fig. 55
shows how the plate can be used in either position without the neces-

sity for reversing the camera.

When the camera is placed in a level position, it will often be found

that the image is not correctly placed in the focussing screen. This

can be corrected by tilting the camera; but in the case of photographing

buildings the tilting would cause distortion, and this is corrected by

using a "rising front." It frequently occurs that when it is required
to bring on to the plate the top of a tall building, the rising front is not

sufficient, and the camera must then be tilted and the "
swing-back

"

must be brought into use, and the swing and rising front must be

adjusted so that there is no distortion on the plate, which must in all

cases be kept vertical.

FIG. 54. FIG. 55.

FIG. 56.

Few persons can judge correctly when an article is set square by
merely looking at it, and as most modern cameras are built in such a

manner that, when opened out, the lack and front parts require setting

square, it becomes necessary to use some mechanical means for showing
when the camera is level. The simplest of all methods is no doubt

the use of the spirit-level. Another plan is to use a piece of thin

twine or thread to which a small weight is attached, and this when
held against the back of the camera will indicate when it is per-

pendicular.

One of the great advantages of the modern portable camera is that

there are, in some cases, no loose parts. The instrument is complete
in itself, and only requires to be set upon' its tripod or other stand and
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opened. By adopting the turntable, the old triangular top of the stand

is dispensed with. By an ingenious arrangement Messrs. Thornton
and Pickard have so attached their shutter as to permit of its being
used at the back of the lens, and of falling within the turntablo

opening when the camera is closed. Figs. 57 and 58 show this

adaptation.

FIG. 57. FTG. 58.

Fig. 59 shows an arrangement for using an ordinary folding

camera without the stand, and Fig. 60 the same camera closed with

lens attached.

In all the early forms of camera the focussing was effected by sliding

the back part by means of a long screw worked by a handle in front,

excepting in cases when the lens was supplied with an accessible rack-

and-pinion movement ;
the latter is the most convenient method.

The swing-back and swing-front movements are comparatively modern

FIG. 59. FIG. 60.

improvements in cameras, and they have certain advantages. By swing-

ing the back, objects can be brought into focus which otherwise

would not be properly defined. The use of this will particularly be

seen in taking groups of figures and in defining the foreground of a

landscape subject. As already stated, the rising front that is, the

part to which the lens is attached should be movable. The advantage
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of having the front to move is that when objects do not appear just as

required on the plate, the rising movement permits the proper adjust-

ment, and, in cases where the lens covers more than the plate, this is

often very important. "With lenses which will do very little more than

cover the largest plate used with the camera, raising the front may
cause the corners of the picture to be cut off. In some cameras the

front has both vertical and horizontal motions.

It is often convenient to be able to use lenses of long and short

focus in the same camera. This is effected by what is called a double

extension. The methods by which this is carried out are very varied
;

sometimes two sets of racks and pinions, and sometimes a rack and

pinion which can be used when the back and front are fully extended

on the base-board, are employed. However carried out, this is a very

important addition to a camera to be used for landscapes.

Cameras, in great variety, are made for special purposes. For

taking pictures for the stereoscope, any camera which will hold a

plate 6f by 3^ inches (or the half-plate if preferred) can be used, if the

lens be attached to a front capable of movement, so as to bring the

centre of the lens opposite to the centre of the place to be occupied by
each picture. Whether one or two lenses be used, the camera must
have a division, so as to separate the interior into two parts.

Fig. 6 1 shows a camera fitted with twin lenses for stereoscopic work,
as also with the Thornton-Pic kard instantaneous shutter. When two

lenses have to be uncovered, much
care is required to prevent the

camera moving. Two caps may be

used, but must be so attached as to

be removable together. When the

twin lenses do not project beyond
the camera front, a cover can be

attached by the centre between the

lenses, and both lenses uncovered and

covered by one motion, up and down
;

the cover should move freely, and
the camera should be firmly fixed on
the stand. A simple way to make

exposures with two lenses is to use

the focussing cloth or any other dark object. With care very rapid

exposures may be made in this way.

The great popularity of photography has called into use a variety
of instruments by which pictures of small size may be taken without

much trouble cameras which are capable of being used without a

stand, are called "detective" or hand-cameras. Some of these show

much ingenuity in their construction. They are generally made to

contain many plates, or are fitted with roller slides, so that films of

sensitive material may be used. The plates and films must be of the

FIG. 61.
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most sensitive kind, and the method of making the exposure must be

rapid. All these requirements are met with in cameras of this class

when of the best kind, and for tourists it would be difficult to suggest

anything more convenient when pictures of small size only are wanted.

At the same time it should be remarked that, unless great care be

taken in using these instruments, much disappointment will be caused.

Many cameras of this type are fitted so that a miniature of the scene

to be photographed can be viewed by reflection.
"
Snap-shots" will as

often fail as succeed if the camera is not fitted with the reflecting

mirror. Excepting as toys, the very cheap detective and hand-cameras

cannot be recommended ; although it must be admitted that, under

favourable conditions, fairly good photographs may be made with these

cheap instruments.

As an example of the better class, the "Kodak" has been selected

for description; not because it is better than many others, but as a

type of the whole. With this camera the roller slide and flexible

FIG. 62. FIG. 63.

sensitive film is used. The illustrations obviate the necessity of

lengthened description. Fig. 62 shows a camera and the way it is

held when in use. Fig. 63 is an illustration full size of the picture
taken with it. It has a very neat appearance, being well finished.

It is packed in a case, which can be carried by means of a sling or by
a strap. Of course the lens is covered with a shutter for quick ex-

posure. The shutter is set by pulling a cord
;
while the exposure is

made by pressing a button in the side of the camera, and may be very

rapid or prolonged, as necessary, according to the light or subject.

The small, as well as other sizes of the camera, are made to carry
sufficient length of flexible film for a hundred pictures, having dimen-

sions varying from 2f to 5 inches. In some of the other sizes the

film is sufficient for sixty, forty-eight, or thirty-two exposures. For

use, the film is wound on a wooden cylinder, and, as required, is drawn
off on to a second cylinder. The lengths are marked automatically

during use, so that the exposed part may readily be detached.
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Various forms of the Kodak are shown in Figs. 64, 65, 66, 67, and

68, and Fig. 69 is an illustration taken with a Kodak.

One of the simplest and most convenient hand-cameras is the

invention of Mr. S. D. M'Kellen of Manchester. It is adapted for

use with plates or films, and the addition of Mr. Abel Heywood's

FIG. 64. FIG. 65.

FIG. 66. FIG. 67. Folding pocket Kodak open.

FIG. 68. Folding pocket Kodak closed.

" finder " makes it one of the handiest of this class of cameras ; and as

the writer has used one of them, he can speak with confidence of both

camera and finder. It may seem invidious to select any camera for

description, and the forms are so numerous and varied that no attempt
can be made to describe them. The camera, then, being one of a type,
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needs no further description, but the finder, referred to as the "
Hey-

wood," although not new, is very useful, it can be adapted to any
camera, and is the one referred to in the following description.

Hand-cameras are usually supplied with reflecting finders
; they

are, however, open to many objections. No reflecting finder presents
the subject to the eye as it is in Nature

;
in every instance the subject

is reversed. If made large, they require a large aperture cut out of the

box for each finder, and in proportion to the size so is the disfigurement

FIG. 69.

of the camera. If small, they show such a diminutive picture that it

is very difficult to see the subject. The direct-vision finder may be re-

garded as free from the defects of all reflecting finders. It is simple in

construction, without any optical complications,
and it shows the picture as it will be on the

plate. Asight-piece with a sight-hole is hinged
to the top of the camera at the back in such a

position that it will be easy to place the eye to

the hole. A wire frame, the exact size of the

sensitive plate, is also hinged at the top of

the camera, the distance from the sight-piece

being the same as the length of focus of the

lens, or, if preferred, a smaller frame may
be used and the distance from the eye-piece

regulated so that the same angle of view is

included. In using this finder the camera

is held as in Fig. 70 ; everything then seen

through the frame will be in the photograph. In this position
the picture is taken from the natural elevation, and much truer

FIG. 70.
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perspective is obtained than when the camera is held with the eye

looking down upon it, as has to be done with reflecting finders.

When the picture is secured the eye-piece and frame are folded down
out of the way.

By the use of this finder a ground-glass focussing screen is unneces-

sary, even with stand-cameras, and the camera is prepared for dis-

pensing with the ground-glass by setting up the camera in the ordinary

way, and the lens placed in position. The correct focus is found on

the ground-glass for the nearest distances by the ordinary rack and

pinion. A line or pointer is marked on the travelling rail, and a

corresponding line on the base-board exactly opposite the pointer line.

Several objects at various distances are focussed and lines marked on

the base-board opposite the pointer line as before. As many of these

scales are marked, as there are lenses in use with the camera. If now
the camera is set up at any future time and the pointer line racked to

any of the marks and the proper lens inserted, the camera will be

correctly focussed for the distance indicated by the pointer. If a

square-bellows camera is being used, the frame of the finder may be

attached to the front, and in this case it would be the full size of the

plate. The sight-piece will be fixed on the top of the camera body.
The camera is now racked out to

the requisite distance, and the eye

being placed to the sight-hole, the

composition of the picture can be

seen through the frame in a much
truer and more convenient man-

ner than when a focussing cloth

and ground-glass are used. If a

taper-bellows camera is being used,

the pocket -
folding finder (Fig.

71) will be most convenient, and

may be attached to the top of

the camera body and placed in

position when required. It con-

sists of a miniature camera

baseboard with a sliding middle,

and to the back end of the latter the side-piece is hinged, so that

it will fold down when not in use. To the front end of the former

a wire frame is swivelled in such a way that, when erected and the

eye placed to the eye-piece, the composition of the picture may be

viewed. A scale is marked on the slide, the figures of which represent

the foci of various lenses from 4 to 8 inches for quarter-plate, and so on

according to size of plate to be used.

There are two ways by which this can be used as a view-meter :

(i.) To select the lens suitable for a given picture at a given
distance.

FIG. 71.
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(2.) To select a suitable position from which to photograph a given

picture with a given lens.

In the first case the meter is held to the eye and the slide moved

in or out until the whole of the desired subject is enclosed by the

frame. The figure on the slide which corresponds with the arrow on

the frame is the focus of the lens to be used.

In the second place the slide is set with the figure which represents

the focus of the lens opposite the arrow. The eye being placed to the

sight-hole, it is necessary to move farther from or nearer to the subject

until the whole of the picture is enclosed in the frame. By this means

a suitable position is easily found.

FIG. 72.

The illustration, Fig. 72, is a view of Gudvangen in Norway, taken

by the writer with the hand-camera referred to here. Many other

interesting photographs were taken ; in all cases the finder described

was used, and frequently the yacht on which the camera was held, as

well as the object, were in motion.

Another of Mr. M'Kellen's recently introduced hand-cameras he
calls the " Cathedral." The novelty in this is the ingenious method
of changing the plates, which avoids the necessity for a cavity into

which the plates fall in ordinary hand-cameras, and thus the instru-

ment is smaller.

The camera is formed by two boxes sliding one within the other

and held together by a spring catch. When this catch is released the
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two bodies are drawn apart a fixed distance, and then closed up again
until the catch re-engages. By this simple out-and-in movement, the

sheath containing the exposed plate is removed from the front to the

back of the magazine, and another sheath takes its place, and is, in

turn, ready for exposure, and at the same time an indicator is moved,

automatically, showing the number of plates exposed. This is done by
means of a simple mechanical arrangement, and not by the use of

cords or tapes.

The camera can be filled with any assortment of plates, and can be

exposed in any order. They may be slow, medium, and fast ; ordinary
and isochromatic

; single, double, and treble-coated
;
backed and un-

backed
; and any other variety. The indicator is arranged to show

the numbers i to 12 in succession, and the sheaths numbered i to 12,

with their plates, are placed in the camera in the same order. As
each number becomes visible in the indicator aperture, the sheath

carrying the corresponding number is in correct position for exposure.
If it is required to expose any particular plate, say No. 6, and the

indicator shows, say No. 3 to be at the front, then all that it is

necessary to do is to change Nos. 3, 4, and 5 to the back without

previously exposing them. No. 6 will now appear on the indicator,

and No. 6 plate may be exposed and a record taken in the operator's
note-book. The changing operations are then continued, until No. 3

again presents itself at the indicator aperture ;
the plates will have

then resumed the exact position in the magazine which they previously

occupied, No. 3 being in position for exposure as before, and No. 6

being exposed.

Focussing is done by a lever on the front of the camera, which

moves over a scale graduated in yards for various distances from near

objects to the horizon, which is marked O on the scale.

When enlargements of more than ordinary dimensions are required,

it becomes inconvenient to use dark slides, and for sizes beyond two

feet in diameter it is preferable to have a room specially fitted for the

purpose; the room then becomes the camera, the object to be copied

being outside, while the lens is fixed in a suitable aperture in a

shutter, arid the stand for holding the sensitive plate should be on

rails, so as to be always parallel and easily moved for different sizes

of work.

Double Dark Slides and Changing Boxes. When using the camera

away from home, it is often necessary to have the means of carrying
more than one plate. The simplest way of effecting this is to have

the plate-holder made to carry two plates, so that, by reversing, each

plate may be exposed in succession. This is, without doubt, the best

method
;

but the weight and inconvenience of carrying many such

double dark slides has brought into use changing boxes, changing bags,

and other contrivances for lessening weight. One of the earliest of

these changing boxes was contrived by the late Mr. Dancer. It con-
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sisted of a box upon which the camera was fixed. As each plate was

required it was brought into position for exposure by means of a brass

rod, which was screwed into the frame carrying the plate, and returned

to the box in the same way. Hare's changing box is good ;
but all con-

trivances of this kind have the disadvantage that, unless the plates are

of one uniform size, there is the possibility that the plate will not drop
into its place when required.

As a dozen plates can be carried in six dark slides, and as the

difference in the weight of the woodwork in the slides and the box

to hold twelve plates is not very great, preference should be given
to the double backs. Amateurs too often think more of obtaining a

number of photographs than a few of good quality. Six well-selected

views will give much greater pleasure than a dozen which have been

taken without sufficient care having been bestowed on the selection

FIG. 73.
FIG. 74.

of subject ; therefore it is better to be satisfied with three dark slides

(holding six plates) than double the number (and weight) if the plates

only yield subjects of no artistic value. For one good picture seen in an

amateur's collection there may be fifty very indifferent ones ; but this

would not be the case were more care taken in the selection of subjects,

which care would be induced if the number of plates carried were

limited to a few for each day's work.

What has just been said should always be remembered when using
the roller-slide. To some extent this method of carrying sensitive

films will supersede the dark slide and glass plates.

Camera Stands and Tripods. For indoor work the stand or

table for the camera should be solidly made. The form shown in

Fig. 73 ig one f the best of its kind, and sufficient for cameras up
to 12 or 14 inches. The stand is useful for copying, so far as, the

limit of the length of the bellows will allow ; but when used for
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that purpose, care must be taken that the back is perfectly upright.

The swing-back is quite useless in a camera employed for copying

purposes.
For cameras of large size, used out of doors, a tripod of the old-

fashioned kind shown in Fig. 74, strong and firm, will perhaps be

more useful than the lighter and folding kind now generally made.

Folding tripod stands are now made in so many patterns that it is

difficult to select one for description. It should be said that the

points to be desired are lightness and rigidity, and that these are to be

found in all of the best kind. It is often useful to have the lower

joints made to slide, so that on uneven ground the difference in

level may be adjusted by means of the legs. Tripods are also made
in telescope form.

Cinematograph (called also Kinematograph). See also Animated

Photography and Muybridge Photography. The effects produced in

this instrument are due to the persistence of vision. Great success

has so far (1898) attended the production of instruments for taking
the photographs, also for exhibiting them on the screen and in other

ways. The variety of cinematograph instruments is very large; the

defect of the "flickering" of the pictures is an objection which will

no doubt in time be removed.

Condenser. When artificial light is used for enlarging purposes,

many of the rays will not pass through the object-glass employed for

making the copy unless a condenser is used. The effect of the condenser

is to bring together the rays which would be lost that is, would pass
outside the enlarging lens ; but by interposing the condenser (which
should be of a diameter equal to the negative or positive to be enlarged)
the full effect of the light is utilised. Two plano-convex lenses are

generally required, placed with the convex sides towards each other,

and in close contiguity. Other forms may be used, but in no case is

it necessary that they should be achromatic, as the enlarging lens

itself achromatises the light.

Dark Room. Upon the proper lighting and arrangement of the

dark room much of the pleasure of working photographic processes

depends. If possible, the position should be chosen so that the room
has a " borrowed light," such as one facing the north. A safe light for

working the wet collodion process in such a room is yellow glass; if

this be found insufficient, another sheet of glass may be added, or

yellow paper, or a screen with yellow paper, may be arranged so that

it can be drawn when required. For the more sensitive gelatine

plates the light must be tested and modified according to circum-

stances. If artificial light be used, a candle protected by a "hock
bottle

"
is useful. Numberless contrivances have been proposed, all

more or less effective, but the operator will soon discover what is

required in his own case. The fittings of a dark room need be very

simple, viz., a sink, over which to develop plates and to get rid of
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water, and a supply of water by means of a tap, or in some other

way. Plates can, of course, be developed over a dish with water

poured from a jug, but something more is necessary if comfort is

to be considered.

It adds very much to the pleasure of working if everything after

use be put away clean. All dishes and glass measures should be

washed and put in their places.

Diaphragms and Stops. These accessories of a lens are used to

limit its aperture, and are sets of metal slips with a central circular

hole.

When the slip is placed in contact with the lens, it is called a stop ;

otherwise it is a diaphragm. The use of the diaphragm to correct

spherical aberration is referred to in the article on the "
Optics oj

Photography" An oblique diaphragm has been suggested ; when

inclined, a larger pencil of light is admitted to the lens from the fore-

ground than from the sky ;
in this way greater cloud detail can be

secured.

The diameter of diaphragm that can be used will be greater the

smaller the spherical aberration
;

if too small, the image, though flat,

is wanting in relief. The minimum useful size is ^jth of the focal

length. On the other hand, by using a single lens with a diaphragm

having too large an aperture, the spherical aberration is not com-

pletely neutralised, so that a hazy or out-of-focus portrait can thus be

obtained. The use of the diaphragm in portrait combinations is to

increase the depth of focus ; for, being capable of use with a large

aperture, these lenses lack depth of definition i.e., they only bring

to a focus on the ground-glass objects in a single plane near the lens.

Hence the nose and ears of a sitter, or the several figures of a group,

cannot all be sharply focussed at one and the same time without the

use of a diaphragm.
The object should not be focussed with the stop intended to be

used (particularly if it is to be a small one), as in that case the position

of the ground-glass is not distinctly fixed
; for, when focussing on a

distinct object, it will be noticed that a slight change in the place of the

ground-glass produces no material difference in the sharpness of the

image ;
this is most noticeable in non-aplanatic lenses. With any kind

of lens it is better to focus, not the centre, but a point about one-

fourth from the side of the plate, using a diaphragm about twice the

diameter of the one necessary prior to inserting the smaller one ; the

smaller the diameter the greater will be the sharpness of the image.
A small stop has the tendency to lessen the vigour of the picture;

moreover, it must be remembered that the time of exposure is increased

in proportion as the diameter of the stop is diminished. By the U.S.,

or uniform system, adopted by the Photographic Society of Great

Britain, a series of apertures is arranged, so that, starting with

- as a unit, the diameter of No. i is always one-fourth of the equiva-
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lent focus of the lens in use. The diaphragms are numbered i, 2, 4, 8,

1 6, &c., and the numbers show at once what the exposure should be;

thus, if
*

,
the unit stop, required one second, the second stop would

require two seconds, the third four seconds, and the fourth stop eight

seconds, and so on. By adopting this system the exposure with

different lenses can be made uniform.

The diaphragms in use with most lenses are marked so as to show
their focal value. That is, if a lens has a focal length of 8 inches,

and the largest size stop be one inch aperture, it will be marked

~eo
and so on to the end of the series.

An excellent rule to be remembered is that all lenses are equally

rapid if the ratio between the aperture of the stop and the focal

length of the lens be the same
;
that is, if, in comparing the two

/ /
lenses to be used, the aperture of the stop be TT or -7 or any other de-

finite ratio of the aperture of the lens, the exposure will be the same

in both cases.

Dishes and Trays. There appear to be difficulties in the way of

making dishes of large sizes in glass, but there can be no question
that glass is much to be preferred to porcelain or any other material.

Dishes or trays may be made with glass bottoms, wood being used

for the sides, but the tendency to breakage makes them unsafe to use.

No kind of cement appears to be capable of making vessels of this

description perfectly watertight for any length of time when in use.

Porcelain is very satisfactory while the glaze remains perfect ;
but

after a while, when silver has been used, the silver seems to find its

way under the glaze, and cracks and other defects then appear in all

directions. For water and many solutions the porcelain trays answer

perfectly. Vulcanite, also, is very satisfactory for trays up to 16

inches; but the material is thin, and as brittle as glass. In the

Amateur Photographer, January 16, 1891, it is stated that ebonite

trays may be repaired with Proutt's elastic glue. The glue is applied
like sealing-wax. A hot wire may be used to spread the glue. If

the manufacturers of ebonite trays would make them of thicker

material, and if the elastic glue will make a fractured tray again

serviceable, vulcanite or ebonite trays would be used more exten-

sively than at present, as they are easily cleaned, are not affected

by acids, and are lighter than glass or porcelain. Dishes are also

made in a material called granatine, in celluloid, and in enamelled

metal.

Willesden paper answers for certain purposes. Dishes made of

zinc may be employed when the solutions do not affect the metal.

Dropping Bottles. When solutions in small quantities are re-

quired, it is convenient to have a ready means of obtaining them with
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out the necessity of using both hands. Bottles are made with stoppers

adapted so as to enable this to be done.

Eikronometer. The illustration (Fig. 75) shows a useful instru-

ment, the invention of Mr. Alfred Watkins,
for the purpose of timing the development
of plates so as to obtain uniform results

under varying conditions. It can be used

for timing with all developing solutions

except pyro-ammonia.

Focussing and Focimeter. When an

object is distinctly visible on the ground-

glass of a camera, it is said to be in focus.

With a properly corrected lens the photo-

graphic image will be correctly represented
if the plate be placed in the same position

on the ground-glass. If, after careful ex-

periments, the developed image is found not

to be sharp, the defect may arise from the face of the ground-glass not

registering exactly the same as the sensitive plate. This can be tested

by removing the lens and then measuring accurately from the opening
in the camera to the ground-glass, and afterwards to a plate placed in

the dark slide ; should there be any difference, it may be corrected by

altering the ground-glass. In cases where the chemical and visual

foci are not coincident, the instrument devised by Claudet, and called

FIG. 75.

FIG. 76. FIG. 77.

a focimeter, may be used. When it has been determined that the

ground- glass is in its proper place, and that the focus is not distinct

when a plate has been tried, by using the focimeter, the perfect coin-

cidence of visual and chemical foci is determined by the simple arrange-
ment of the numbered cards placed at gradually increasing distances

from the lens, as shown in Figs. 76 and 77. Focus accurately for the

middle one, insert a sensitive plate, expose, and develop. If the
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focussed card comes out as sharp in the proof as its image on the

ground-glass, the two foci are coincident. If another of the cards

appears the sharpest, the lens must have a chemical focus longer or

shorter than the visual, according as this card was farther away or

nearer than the one focussed for ; and after each focussing, were such

an uncorrected lens being used, the camera would have to be drawn

out or pushed in sufficiently to allow for the difference in focal

strength.
It is very rare now to find a lens in which the chemical and visual

foci are not coincident.

Focussing Cloth. There is a kind of twill-cloth sold which is

better for the purpose of excluding light while focussing than velvet

or any other material
;

but any description of cloth is suitable if

opaque. If to be used out of doors, some means of fastening the

cloth should be adopted, as the wind is sometimes very troublesome.

Attempts have been made to dispense with this useful but incon-

venient part of the apparatus by adopting a focussing tube attached

to the apex of a cone. This, when placed against the ground-glass,

enables part of the picture to be viewed and the focus to be obtained ;

but there is the disadvantage that the whole of the subject cannot

be seen. Hence the cone is of little use, owing to the view being
limited.

Focussing Glass or Magnifier. A magnifier of some kind is a useful

aid in obtaining a sharp focus. It is formed of two plano-convex
lenses mounted with the convex surfaces inwards, and fixed in sliding
tubes to allow of adjustment of focus. The focus is found by placing
the end of the tube against the plain side of the focussing screen and

sliding the lenses until the ground surface of the glass is seen perfectly

sharp, when, by means of a screw-collar, the two tubes are clamped
together ; thus, while the same camera is used, the magnifier is always
in focus.

Focussing Screen. All cameras (except those in which lenses of

fixed focus are used) are supplied with a screen of ground-glass upon
which the image to be copied is focussed. The finer the texture of the

ground-glass the better will be the definition
; but, however finely the

glass may be ground, the slight roughness will sometimes interfere

with good definition. This glass should be of patent-plate ground to a

fine surface with emery powder mixed with water. By rubbing two

pieces of glass together the emery will soon remove the polish, leaving
a very fine ground surface

;
the finer this is the clearer will be the

image projected on it. As a temporary substitute for the ground-glass,
a piece of clear glass may be made dull by dabbing it over with putty,
or a plate may be coated with collodion, sensitised, washed, and then

dried. Matt varnish may also be used.

When it is seen that the subject to be photographed is in the

proper position on the ground-glass, a stop larger than the one to be
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used should be inserted to obtain the focus. If photographing a land-

scape, an object in the mid-distance should be selected as the focussing

point; the stop to be used should then replace the one with which the

focus was taken. If a flat object is to be copied, a part of the subject

midway between the centre and the side should be focussed on. (See

Diaphragms.)
If a focussing eye-piece could be held exactly in the place where

the plate should be, a ground-glass screen would not be necessary, as

the image in the air would be visible in the eye-piece. As, however,
the eye-piece cannot conveniently be held in such a position, we may
attain the same result in another way. Take some pieces of glass,

square or circular (such as are used for covering microscopic objects) ;

carefully clean them, and touch each with a very small quantity of

Canada balsam. Then place them in contact with the ground surface

of the glass, and press gently so that the balsam spreads just to the

edges of the glass. After a few hours the edges will have become dry
and the glass will be fixed. We have now a transparent patch of clear

glass through which a very distinct readily focussed image is visible

with the eye-piece or focussing glass. As it is useful to see various

parts of the picture, these little patches of glass may be fixed in

different parts of the screen without in any way interfering with the

ground-glass.
Head-Bests. The process of taking a portrait now occupies so

short a time that there is very little necessity for using a head-rest
;

but there are some persons who cannot keep their heads perfectly

still, even for five seconds
;
therefore a support of some kind is re-

quired. For studio purposes the rest made by. Harrison of Leeds

is one of the best. There are various contrivances for attachment

to the back of a chair, but they are all inconvenient. If used at all,

the rest should be on a separate stand. In all cases the pose should

be first arranged, the rest brought into position, and the fork made
to touch the head very lightly ; otherwise, the effect will be stiff and

nnnatural. In many cases it is sufficient to place the rest against the

shoulder.

Hydrometer. The form of this instrument is similar to that de-

scribed as the Argentometer. The graduation and use of the hydrometer
is varied by different makers

;
but the purpose of all is the same, viz.,

that of determining the specific gravities of the fluids in which they
are floated.

Instantaneous Shutters. For most purposes dry plates of ordinary

rapidity will be found to work better than the more rapid kinds ;
and

when slow plates are used (as those working at about ten times the

rapidity of wet collodion would be called) there is no necessity for any
kind of shutter, as the exposure can be made by hand. The slower

plates are more reliable in every way ; they are more under control in

the exposure and also in the development ; but when very quick plates
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are used, some mechanical means must be adopted for making the ex-

posure. One of the simplest is the drop shutter, which consists of a

^ frame attached to the front of the lens, in

which there is a movable part having an aper-

ture, and exposure occurs only while the aper-

ture passes in front of the lens. This can be

controlled by sloping the shutter, so that the

drop is lessened by friction, and the fall of the

shutter may be quickened by the tension of an

elastic band.

Another shutter of a simple kind is shown in

Fig. 78. It combines the drop with the flap.

The flap acts as a sky-shade, and, when turned

to a certain point, can be held for time exposures,
while the drop may be accelerated by means of an elastic band.

The "Kershaw" shutter (shown in Fig. 79) is of a different class,

and can be used for time as well as quick exposures, the speed being

FIG. 78.

FIG. 79.

regulated by means of a spring. This shutter is very simple ^in

construction and use, and with it objects in rapid motion have been

photographed. One of the most important advantages claimed for

this shutter is that it causes no vibration.

Fig. 80 shows the Thornton-Pickard shutter, adapted for a stereo-

scopic camera.

Out of so great a variety of shutters it is impossible to say that

any one is the best ; all have their good qualities, and the purpose for
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FIG. 80.

which they are required must determine which should be selected.

Those described are for use outside the lens, but there are others which

can be adapted so as to act in the diaphragm slot. The illustration on

the opposite page is an example of instantaneous photography.
In selecting a shutter, care should be taken that it shall work with-

out causing motion in the camera. Any vibration in stopping the

motion of the shutter can do no harm, but there are other possible

causes of motion which should be looked for.

If it were practicable in all cases, the best place for a shutter would

be inside the camera, either at the back of the lens or in front of the

plate. For studio-work this can be done, but for landscapes a shutter

is generally used in front of the lens.

One of the earliest of the mechanical shutters was the invention of

the late Mr. Noton of Manchester. In

this shutter there are two metal slides,

working in grooves and having diamond-

shaped apertures ;
one of these is in a

sliding piece, which, when drawn to the

top, closes the fixed aperture. A spring
at the top controls the motion, which may
be quick or slow ; and as the top slide

falls the exposure is made. The shutter

may be used between the lenses or outside,

as required.
The term " instantaneous "

is perhaps convenient to use as applied
to shutters, but it is not correct. Quick or quick-acting would be a

better term. Perhaps the quickest motion used in a shutter is when

photographing the sun, for which an extremely short exposure is re-

quisite ;
the shutter is actuated by a spring which is held by a cord,

and is released when this is burnt through.
When exposures are made with a drop shutter, and the slide

containing the aperture falls by its own weight, the duration of the

exposure may be seen by the following figures :

In ist inch the fall is .072, or ^th of a second.

2nd .029, or ^Vth

3rd -02 3. or TVrd

4th .019, or J.rnd

These figures are approximate only, and will be slightly affected by
the friction of the slide

;
as the height of the fall increases, the shorter

will be the exposure.

Measuring Rapidity of Shutters. Without mechanical assistance

it is difficult to make exposures in less than half a second, and as

some watches are provided with long second-hand and dials marked

to fourths of a second, it is possible to time exposures within such

limits. When, however, shutters are used, it is often desirable to
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know at what rate exposures can be made. Many ideas have been

suggested to effect this, and when approximate correctness is sufficient,

the speed of a shutter may be found by means of a swinging pendulum.
A clock-pendulum swinging seconds that is, one which is thirty-nine

inches long from the point of suspension to end of weight, will serve

the purpose. In the absence of a clock-pendulum, a weight attached

to the end of a string thirty-nine inches long, suspended so that it will

swing freely, and provided with a pointer at the bottom to indicate

the distance travelled over the scale, which is to be used in the experi-

ment, will answer very well. The pointer may be black or white, or

better still, something which will reflect the light as a bright point.

If the pointer be black, the scale must be white (or, perhaps, black

divisions on a white ground), and in the other cases the ground must

be black. The scale may be of any length, following the line of a

circle having a radius of thirty-nine inches. As the pendulum will

indicate seconds, whether the arc be long or short, the scale may be

two feet or one foot
;
in either case it should be divided into a hundred

parts. It is clear that if a photograph be taken of the pendulum while

in motion, the portion travelled over while the plate is exposed will

indicate the time of the exposure in one-hundredths of a second. This

is merely a rough method of rating a shutter, but for most purposes it

will be sufficient. Care must, of course, be taken not to make the

exposure until the swing of the pendulum coincides with the markings
of the scale. Allow the pendulum to swing so that it passes beyond
the scale and then watch till the oscillations fall to the proper
distance.

A more correct method is by means of a clock-dial, over which the

long hand is made to travel in one second. This is effected by removing
the pendulum, and increasing the rate of speed as the clock runs

down, until the hand just makes one revolution in a second. If, then,

the circumference of the circle over which the hand travels be marked

in one hundred divisions, a photograph taken of the hand while in

motion will show the speed of the shutter. As in the pendulum method,
the dial must be light or dark according to the way in which it is to

be used; on a white ground the point over the end of the hand must
be a dark object, or, if preferred, something to reflect a bright point of

light a small thermometer bulb will answer the purpose.
The method of using an instrument of this kind can scarcely need

description. The speed of some shutters is controlled by elastic bands,
others by springs, while others again are affected by gravity alone;
therefore each case must be treated as appears to be necessary.

Iris Diaphragm. The origin of the iris diaphragm is somewhat
curious. It was originally used, not as a diaphragm, but as a cover

for bottles and preserve-jars. Two rings of metal, one moving within

the other, are attached to a ring of thin india-rubber in such a way
that when one of the metal rings is revolved it causes the india-rubber
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to stretch arid close the opening. The principle of this was adapted
in 1863, by the writer, for the purpose of diminishing the aperture of

a telescope without leaving the seat at the eye-piece end of the instru-

ment. A rod was attached to a pinion and half-wheel at the object-

glass end of the telescope, so that when the handle was turned by the

observer, he could determine when the light of the star was cut off

by the diaphragm, and the size of the aperture could be read off by
means of the scale. This system of diminishing apertures was used

for observing variable stars. It answered perfectly while the india-

rubber remained in good condition, but the varying temperature of

the observatory in time caused the india-rubber to become less elastic,

and it required to be renewed. The principle of the iris as a dia-

phragm was next applied by Messrs. Smith & Beck to the microscope.
In this case thin plates of metal were moved by rack-work, and formed

a very neat diaphragm. This kind of iris diaphragm was next adapted
to the photographic lens, and is perhaps quite as convenient as the

revolving disc of apertures, while it has the advantage that the full

aperture of the lens may be used, as also all sizes of diaphragm down
to a pin-hole. The apertures are practically circular.

Lamps for Dark Booms. The necessity for using non actinic light

while developing plates, and for many other purposes in the practice of

photography, has brought into use many contrivances in which gas, oil,.

FIG. 81. FIG. 82. FIG. 83.

or candies may be used. For temporary purposes a sheet of yellow

paper can be arranged round the light. In changing plates, it will be

quite safe to use such a light by taking care to be some distance from
it just sufficient light to see by is all that is necessary. Sometimes
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the white light reflected from a ceiling might cause fog ;
this is a point

to be remembered.

Fig. 8 1 is a lamp, three-sided, having yellow and red glass orreans

in which gas may be used; Fig. 82 is useful for throwing the light

direct on to the plate ;
and Fig. 83 makes a convenient reading-lamp

during lantern exhibitions.

Electricity may be used, if desired
;
but there appears to be very

little advantage over oil or candles for a purpose so simple as a lamp

required for occasional use only.

Magnesium wire or ribbon is a convenient source of light for tem-

porary purposes. A simple form of lamp was contrived by the writer,

and used in his early experiments. It is simple in construction, being
made of tin, and painted white inside, or left bright. Owing to irre-

gularities in the burning of the wire or ribbon, any kind of clockwork

for regulating the supply of the metal is seldom effective. It is better

to take just so much of the metal as will give the light required and use

it at once.

Optical or Magic Lantern. From being little more than a toy, the
"
Magic" or, as it is now generally called, the Optical Lantern, has

become a very valuable scientific instrument. When oil was the illu-

FIG. 84.

minant employed, the light was, of course, very feeble as compared
with the incandescence of lime produced by the oxyhydrogen flame

and hence the increased popularity of the instrument when the more
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powerful light became available. With the improved light came more

perfect instruments, and, as now constructed, even the cheapest form

of lantern is useful. The more expensive kinds are marvels of con-

struction, ranging from the single lantern to the " three-decker."

When required merely for displaying transparent photographs or

simple diagrams, the single lantern answers every purpose. But for
"
dissolving views "

that is, for the display of photographs in such a

manner that, while one view is fading

away another is taking place a pair of

lanterns is necessary; or one lantern with

two sets of lenses arranged side by side,

one over the other, or in any other way,
so that the images when projected on to

the screen can be made to overlap or

"register" correctly, as on this greatly

depends the success of this method of

showing pictures. When "effects" are

to be shown, three lanterns are used; not

necessarily three distinct instruments,
but three sets of the apparatus combined
and arranged one over the other in such

a way that all three lights may be used

at the same time if desired. Dissolving
effects were first shown with a double

lantern in the early part of the present

century, but it was not until photo-

graphy made it possible to show some-

thing superior to hand -painted slides

that the lantern became popular and
valuable for educational and other pur-

poses. The limelight was first adapted
to the lantern by Mr. J. B. Dancer, of

Liverpool (afterwards of Manchester),
and the first popular application of the

lantern and dissolving views was made

by him, and carried out in a very suc-

cessful manner by the Directors of the

Manchester Mechanics' Institution (now
the Technical School). Views of the monuments of ancient Egypt,
and other photographs, including statuary, formed most attractive

exhibitions during several seasons, and, as displayed by Mr. Dancer's

apparatus, established the lantern, not only as a means of popular
recreation, but as a scientific or philosophical instrument.

Figs. 84 and 85 show the single form of lantern.

In the Novelty Lantern an entirely new plan of showing slides is

seen. By using a double sliding stage the pictures are raised or

FIG. 85.
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lowered quickly, and readily changed. Much of the success in using the

optical lantern for the display of photographs, or for various lecturing

purposes, depends on the manipulation of the apparatus. All lecturers

have seen the importance of this, and one of the most successful
"
lanternists," Mr. H. M. Whitefield, has superintended the construc-

tion of a "
single

"
lantern for the Manchester Photographic Society,

in which some improvements of his own have been carried out.

As to the jet, this is usually placed loose on a pillar, and requires

adjustment, being capable of motion in all directions. In addition to

the difficulty of fixing the jet when the pillar and set-screw have become

worn, there is always the liability of displacement by accidentally moving
the india-rubber tubing during use. In this lantern the jet is fixed

on a sliding plate central with the optical system, and the only move-

ment possible is to and from the condenser parallel to its axis
; this is

all that is necessary, whatever objective or size of disc is employed.
As to the stage, this is constructed quite open at the top, so that a

tank, or other piece of apparatus, can be inserted from the top as well

as pushed through, and also provided with a set-screw to clamp a carrier

in position. The stage is set off from the condenser to assist evapora-
tion of the moisture which sometimes forms on cold slides

;
and by

turning a button the whole of the stage can be removed to allow of

other apparatus being used, and to permit the withdrawal of the

condenser without disturbing the limelight.o o
As to focussing, to effect this conveniently the milled head of the rack

should be convenient to the hand
;
in this lantern this is brought close

under the stage, but the ordinary rack-work is retained on the objective.

With respect to the objective, a fault in lanterns, when long focus

lenses are necessary, is that draw-tubes are used, and there is a

tendency for the weight to cause the front part to drop. In this

new lantern the lens-tube is carried by an independent support, and

thus the defect referred to is remedied. This part can be entirely

removed to permit other apparatus to be used.

The aperture at the back for the insertion of the jet is so arranged
that the light is trapped without a curtain, and the lime-burner and

stopcocks are readily accessible. A flat top may be used over the

lantern, on which slides may be warmed when necessary.

As to the kind of screen to be preferred, white paper mounted on a

roller makes an excellent surface on which to exhibit photographs, the

kind known as continuous cartridge is as good as any other, and can

be obtained 4^ feet wide, so that when a small disc will suffice no

joining is necessary. For all large screens white calico becomes

necessary, and when strained will give a very satisfactory surface.

The lantern is now often used for other purposes than for the

display of ordinary photographs. Microscopic objects, when very

minute, require a more powerful light than the incandescent lime will

give, and the display of experiments with the spectroscope also requires
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a very strong light. For this purpose the electric light is now avail-

able in a form which a few years since was not thought of. The use
/

of batteries is now seldom resorted to, and, excepting in colleges, the

direct production of the light by means of the dynamo is not prac-
ticable on account of the cost, but, as electricity can now be stored

in what are termed accumulators, the electric light becomes available

for lantern purposes. When the electric light is used, the lamp
must be capable of adjustment so that the carbon points are kept
central with the condenser.

It may be stated here that a very interesting experiment in photo-

graphy can be shown with the limelight and lantern by projecting
the spectrum on to the screen and exposing one-half of a plate under

a negative in the red end of the spectrum and the other half in the

blue rays, when it will be found, on developing the plate, that there

has been no effect in the red light, while the blue has printed the

picture. The time of exposure must depend on the strength of the

light. This experiment is generally thought to be possible only with

the electric light; but the writer has tried it successfully with the

limelight, and as a lecture experiment it is very effective.

FIG. 86.

Photographs on paper and other opaque objects may be exhibited

by the limelight when the lantern is adapted with an arrangement for

reflecting the light instead of transmitting it in the ordinary way.
When the limelight is too close to the condenser, the heat is

sometimes too great, and causes fracture of the glass. This will

happen, also, if the lime is allowed to pit, as the heat is then focussed

on one part of the condenser, and is almost certain to cause fracture.

This is to some extent avoided by arranging a piece of thin patent

plate-glass between the light and close to the back of the condenser.

This thin glass will break if the heat is too great, and the noise of the

fracture will give warning of what is wrong.
It is quite unnecessary here to go into the question of condensers,

jets, dissolvers, back-pressure valves, gas bags and bottles, and all

the other details connected with the use of the optical lantern ; but in

Fig. 86 is shown an appliance which will be found useful. Fig. 86 is
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an interchangeable jet which, by a screw-collar arrangement, can be

converted from a jet of high pressure to one of the safety or blow-

through pattern. A triple dissolving arrangement is sometimes used

with the bi-unial or triple lantern, and it is so arranged that whereas

formerly three taps had to be used with the triple lantern, the work is

done with one, which gives the operator perfect control over the

lantern. The tap is fitted with by-passes.

When the lantern is employed to display photographs in a room of

ordinary dimensions, a screen from four to nine or ten feet diameter

is quite sufficient. The kind of lantern to be used must be determined

by the purpose for which it is required ; generally, the single form

will be sufficient. The size of the condenser must be considered and

the quality of the lens, as upon these arid the light depend the success

of the projected pictures.

When it is not intended to use the oxyhydrogen light, the form of

lantern known as the Sciopticon is a very good substitute, and with

it (using an oil lamp) photographs may be shown with good effect from

six to ten feet in diameter.

In using oil, inconvenience sometimes arises from the wicks not

being properly trimmed. A wick-trimmer may be used, by which a

clean edge is given to the wick. It will often be found preferable to

rub off the charred wick, but when it must be cut, the edge should be

perfectly regular, or the flame will be imperfect.

Oscillating Tables or Rockers. The necessity for keeping the

developing solution in motion when dry plates are undergoing de-

vopment is a somewhat tedious operation when the motion has to

be given by hand. The oscillatory motion may be obtained by means
of a pendulum to which a heavy weight is attached

;
the other end

of the pendulum-rod must be fixed to a board in such a way that,

when set in motion, the rocking will be con-

veyed to the solution in the developing tray

resting on the board, so that the wave will

be carried over the plate as when the tray
is held in the hand. At the point of sus-

pension there need be very little friction,

and when the " bob "
or weight is tolerably

heavy, the rocking motion will be continued

longer than is required for one plate ; while

a slight touch with the foot will keep up the

motion as long as necessary. Clockwork has been used for the same

purpose. A contrivance of this kind is shown in Fig. 87.

Pantascopic Camera. Under this name a camera was introduced

by its inventor, Mr. J. R. Johnson, for the purpose of taking pano-
ramic views. The pictures were taken on flat plates, and could be
made to embrace any angle of view. Specimens which the writer

has seen were very successful, and the definition as good as in views

FIG. 87.
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taken in the ordinary way. Very little has been heard of this, or

any other kind of camera for taking pictures of the panoramic kind

during the last few years, probably because single pictures have a more

pleasing effect than those with a range of view which the eye cannot

embrace at once.

Photometers (see Actinometers and Exposure Tables). In addition

to what has already been said on the subject of exposure tables and

actinometers, it may be mentioned that Mr. Woodbury invented an

instrument called a Photometer, differing only in name from an actino-

meter, the principle being very similar in all such aids to exposure.

Captain Abney suggested that, in using silver bromide plates, the

paper used in the photometer should be thus prepared with silver

bromide :

" Take a sheet of plain photographic paper, and soak it

for ten minutes in a solution of potassium bromide (40 grains to the

ounce) ; hang it up to dry, and float it on a 5o-grain bath of silver

nitrate. I should then wash and pass the paper through a bath of

potassium bromide of 5 grains to the ounce, would then wash thor-

oughly, and finally give a soak for five minutes in a bath of tannin

(i grain to the ounce)." To use this paper in Woodbury's photometer
the tints would have to be repainted.

Plate-Boxes. For storing and preserving negatives, boxes made of

pine wood with grooves are perhaps better than any others, but they

occupy much space. In the days of wet collodion the convenient card-

board boxes were not available
; but, with paper between each negative,

there is, perhaps, no better way of preserving negatives than by keep-

ing them in the boxes supplied with the plates.

Plate-Rack. A rack of some kind in which to put plates to drain

or dry is necessary, or rather is to be preferred to standing the plates

on blotting-paper, as there is less chance of injury from dust collecting

through capillary attraction. Pieces of grooved wood attached to side-

pieces, so as to form X'snaPe<^ le s an(^ s^e supports at the same time,

can readily be made
; and, if necessary, the sides may be made to fold.

Pneumatic Plate-Holder. For holding plates of any size over

8x6 it is convenient to use the pneumatic holder. It consists of

an india-rubber disc, attached to a vulcanised india-rubber ball, con-

tained within a wooden case. On pressing the ball with the thumb
while the plate rests on the india-rubber, the plate becomes firmly

attached when the thumb is removed. Care must, of course, be taken

that the glass is secure when large plates are used. Pressure on the

ball at once releases the plate.

Printing Frames. For small work, frames without glass may be

used for printing. The negative is placed face uppermost, with the

prepared paper upon it in the frame, when, the back being put into its

place, the light pressure from the spring is sufficient to make perfect

contact, and there is very little danger of breaking the negative ; but

for larger work a stronger frame becomes necessary, with thick glass
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upon which to place the negative, and stronger springs must be used.

For still larger work, screws must take the place of springs to bring
the paper into perfect contact, and in cases where very great pressure

is needed, the frames must have glass at least half an inch thick. The

pressure from the screws should be released as soon as convenient, as

prolonged strain on the glass may lead to fracture, particularly with a

change of temperature. A frame should never be left all night without

the screws being loosened.

Frames for special purposes have been contrived. When printing
on opal glass from a glass negative, it is necessary to examine the pro-

gress of the prints. This is effected by fixing the opal to one part of

the frame and the negative to the top part, so that when the top is

lifted it can be replaced in exact position. Special frames are also

made for vignetting, but these are scarcely necessary, as will be seen

by reference to what is said under the heading Vignetting. Fig. 88

FIG. 88.

shows a simple form of printing frame. Some annoyance by the

breaking of the plate-glass will be avoided by taking care that the

glass has a good bed on the rim of the frame, and in large frames

india-rubber between the glass and frame-bed is a good protection

against unevenness. The india-rubber can be purchased of about the

size of stout picture-cord and round in section, and should be glued to

the frame.

Retouching Desk. Some kind of desk is very useful for stopping
out skies and removing defects in negatives. Fig. 89 shows one of

the forms in general use. When placed in a good light, a sheet of

white paper is usually sufficient to reflect light. It may be necessary
to throw a dark cloth over the head and top of the desk when using it.

Roller-Slide. The substitution of sensitive paper and films for

glass has made it possible to use either in a continuous sheet or roll, so

that, as required in the camera, after each exposure another portion
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of the film could be brought into use
;
and mechanical means have been

devised in many ways for superseding the ordinary dark slide. The
roller-slide that is, a roll within the camera is charged with a length
of the paper or film sufficient for many exposures, and as used is

wound on to another roll until the entire length has been utilised.

The Eastman Roll-Holder is a device by which a transparent film is

used instead of glass.

Sky-Shade. The hood of a lens is seldom sufficient protection
from extraneous light ; hence, when required out of doors, or in a room

having top light, some kind of shade should be used ; the hand will

often be sufficient. Care should be taken that no part of the lens

is covered.

Solar Camera. In countries where the direct light of the sun is

available with more certainty than in England, the solar camera is a

useful instrument in the hands of the photographer. As its name

FIG. 89.

implies, the direct solar rays are used for the purposes of printing and

enlarging. The instrument is of American origin, and was invented

by Mr. Woodward. It consists of a box which can be fixed so that

a reflecting mirror is outside, and the remainder of the apparatus
inside a darkened room. The reflector has a rack motion, so that it

can be kept turned towards the sun in such manner that the rays are

made to pass through a condensing lens of large aperture. At a

point within the camera the negative is placed, with means of adjust-

ment. The sun's rays pass through the condenser and negative to the

enlarging lens, and thence to an easel arranged to hold the sensitised

paper or plate. This apparatus can be used for "
printing out "

as

well as for other enlarging purposes, but unless continued sun-

shine can be depended on, other methods of enlarging will have

the preference.

Squeegee. A strip of vulcanised india-rubber attached to strips of
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wood to form a handle is a convenient means of causing intimate

contact between prints and glass, paper, or cardboard. The india-

rubber in the form of a roller may also be used.

Stoppers. From various causes glass stoppers in bottles occa-

sionally become fast. The best method for their removal depends
on the cause of their being fast. If the contents of the bottle are

adhesive, a solvent warm water in most cases would be sufficient

may be applied. If the thumb of the left hand be placed against a

tight stopper, and then it is gently tapped with a piece of wood, the

glass will be released. If the bottle be held with the stopper between

a door partly open and the door jamb, a gentle turn will often loosen

FIG. 90.

the stopper. In some cases a drop or two of oil may effect the same

purpose, if left for a time.

A reverse operation is to keep a stopper in a bottle. Bottles con-

taining ether or ammonia should be looked at occasionally. If rubbed

with a little vaseline, there is less chance of the stopper being forced out.

Tents. In cases where it is necessary to develop plates away from

home, and no convenient place may be found fit for the purpose, the

portable tent supplied by Messrs. Houghton & Sons, and shown in

Figs. 90, 91, and 92 would be found very suitable. The woodcuts are

sufficiently explanatory. There are many forms of portable tents to

be obtained, but the principle is the same in all
; they must be as

light and strong as possible, and compact.
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For changing plates of small size a black bag large enough to hold

the plates, dark slide, and the hands answers every purpose, as the

touch enables the difference between the two surfaces of the plates to

FIG. 91.

be detected. In other cases the bag is contrived so that by means of

sleeves and apertures covered with non-actinic glass the operator can see

what he is doing. (See Dark Slides and Changing Boxes under Camera.)

FIG. 92.

Thermometers. For the purpose of ascertaining the changes of

temperature the instruments called thermometers are used. Metals
and gases expand on the application of heat, but the change in metal

is too small, and in gases too great. The liquids mercury and alcohol

are generally used. The range with mercury is very large, hence it

is usually employed; but as alcohol cannot be frozen, that fluid is

used when very low temperatures are to be measured. In England
and America the Fahrenheit scale, in France the Centigrade, and
in some other countries Reaumur's scale is employed. Fig. 93 shows
the different methods of marking :

2I2_
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The various scales may be reduced as under :

Centigrade to Fahrenheit: Multiply by 9, divide by 5, and add

32 ; as, 100 C. x 9 -f 5 + 32 = 212 F.

Fahrenheit to Centigrade : Subtract 32, multiply by 5, and divide

by 9 ; as, 212 F. -
32 x 5 -4- 9 = 100 C.

Centigrade to Reaumur : Multiply by 4 and divide by 5.

Reaumur to Centigrade : Multiply by 5 and divide by 4.

Reaumur to Fahrenheit : Multiply by 9, divide by 4, and add 32.

Fahrenheit to Reaumur: Subtract 32, multiply by 4, and divide

by 9-

Trimming Prints. A sharp knife is the best instrument to use.

for trimming prints. A sheet of glass, cut to the size the print is

required to be, serves as a convenient guide for the knife, and enables

the proper position to be seen. A
thick piece of plate-glass serves as a

bed on which to cut the prints, or a

sheet of zinc may be used for the same

purpose. Glass is preferable, as it is

only after very long use that the sur-

face becomes scratched, whereas every
cut with the knife leaves a mark on

FIG. 94.

the metal plate. Prints of large size must be carefully squared and

then cut, using a straight-edge to guide the knife. The little tool

shown in Fig. 94 may be used as a print-trimmer, and is very useful

for cutting paper while wet.

View-Finder. When photographing moving objects, it is neces-

sary to have some means of knowing where the object will appear on

the plate. The simplest method is to have two points, one on the

front of the camera and the other on the back, so that the two points
and the object to be photographed are seen in line.

Many contrivances are in use for keeping objects in view and for

measuring the shape of the picture to be taken. They may be carried

in the pocket and attached or detached from the camera at will. The

image is formed on a ground-glass screen, viewed from above, and is

especially designed for hand-cameras.

If every landscape photographer could carry in his pocket what is

called a "Claude Lorraine Mirror" he would have a view-meter of a

very perfect kind ; but, in the absence of this, an oblong aperture, cut

in a piece of cardboard and held at such a distance from the eye as

would about include the same angle of view as the lens to be used,

gives a good idea of the appearance of the finished picture. The view-

meter is useful as showing, without the trouble of erecting the camera,
what the "

composition
"
of the picture would be.

For moving objects it is necessary to have the means of following
the moving figure when the camera itself is in motion, as on board a
vessel at sea, and for this purpose an old idea has been revived by
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Mr. Abel Heywood. It consists merely of a small aperture in a metal

plate, which, when not in use, folds down on the camera
; at a suitable

distance beyond there is a frame of wire, through which, looking

through the eye-aperture, the view is seen exactly as the picture will

appear on the sensitive plate, and, of course, moving objects can be

followed until the moment of exposure.

Washing Apparatus. Many contrivances have been used for

saving trouble in washing prints. This part of the photographer's
work is probably the least interesting ;

but it is certainly one of the

most important, as upon its being properly done depends to a very

large extent the permanence of his work. Running water is usually
recommended for washing prints. This is not only wasteful, but

cannot be effectual unless the prints are constantly separated, as the

motion of the water is certain to cause the prints to become matted

together; consequently there can be very little circulation of the

water between the prints. One of the oldest and best methods of

washing prints is not to leave too many in one dish, to change the

water at least a dozen times in the course of ten hours, and to turn

each print over at each change of water. By this means it will be

seen that each print has been turned. As the toning and fixing are

usually not done till late in the day, the prints should have several

changes of water, and then be left in the dishes until the next morn-

ing, when they should be again washed several times. Finally, each

print should be laid on a sheet of glass, and sponged with warm
water. The experience of many years, and the possession of unfaded

prints which are at least thirty years old, the writer considers some

proof that, when the greatest care has been taken in washing and

mounting prints, they do not necessarily fade. Causes of fading,
difficult to discover, arise in other ways, and, unless every care be

taken in the proper washing of prints, there is much probability that

they will change colour, it may be in a few weeks, or it may be months
or years.

For washing gelatine plates grooved zinc boxes are generally used ;

and when the water is changed frequently, or by allowing a gentle
stream to pass through by means of a syphon, so that the bottom

water may be drawn off, this mode of washing answers every purpose.

Large plates may be washed in flat dishes, or by allowing water to

run over the surfaces of the negatives. If placed face down in a

vessel, which will allow plenty of water below, the fixing agent will

be washed out more effectually than by any other means, as the

denser fluid will fall to the bottom of the vessel.



PART IV.

MATERIALS USED IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

Acetic Acid (C2
H

4 2 ,
also called Pyroligneous Acid, Vinegar).

This acid in a dilute form is commonly known as vinegar. It is

obtained by the oxidation of alcohol and by the dry distillation of

wood, in which case the crude product is called pyroligneous acid.

The pure acid is obtained by heating sodium acetate with strong

sulphuric acid, forming a colourless fuming liquid which boils at

118 C. (245 F.), becomes a white crystalline solid at 17 C. (62.5 F.),

and in this state is called glacial acetic acid. It mixes with water in

every proportion. The glacial acid is the form generally used in photo-

graphy, but the commercial acid is sufficiently pure for some purposes,

and may be used in the developing solution for the collodion process,

in which it acts as a restrainer, and also facilitates the flow of the

solution over the surface of the collodion. It is also used as a solvent

for gelatine, one part of which dissolves in five parts of the acid. A
mixture of glacial acetic acid and alcohol is also used for dissolving

pyroxylin.

Acetylene Gas (C2
H

). By means of an electrical furnace, Mr.

T. L. Willson of New York made experiments in 1888 for the reduc-

tion of refractory metallic oxides by carbon, and further experiments
showed that, when a mixture of powdered lime and coke-dust was

introduced into a specially-constructed furnace, the mixture was melted

down to almost pure carbide of calcium, and this carbide, when brought
into contact with water, produced acetylene gas in large quantities.

As it was known that acetylene was a gas of great illuminating

power, it was soon found that it could be produced in the electric

furnace to compete with coal-gas having about fifteen times its

illuminating power. Its actinic properties are also very considerable,

about half a cubic foot of gas being amply sufficient for three good

exposures.
At the present time there are many forms of generators for the gas,

each having its own advantages, but all depending upon the reaction

between carbide of calcium and water. It has been found, however,

that where a large quantity of the gas is required continuously, the

carbide is best added to the water instead of the reverse, as otherwise

much heat is produced, and the gas is not given off in its pure state.

244
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Acetylene gas requires a large proportion of air for proper combus-

tion, and to ensure this condition it is usually burnt under a consider-

ably higher pressure than coal-gas ;
and as only a very small quantity

is required to produce a flame of great illuminating power, burners

having very small holes are generally used. They, however, very soon

choke up, and a smoky flame results. Recently some new forms

of burners have been devised, which almost entirely overcome this

difficulty.

It is also obviated completely by mixing the gas before combustion

with about two volumes of air, which is done automatically in one form

of apparatus. Large-holed ordinary burners can thus be used at low

pressure.

The price of the carbide (British) at present varies from ;i6 to

^25 per ton. This is for commercially-pure material yielding about

5 cubic feet per pound. Many foreign samples are very impure, and

yield only from 3.5 to 4.5 cubic feet per pound.
The best carbide has a crystalline fracture, and is free from crust.

It may be tested roughly by dropping a small piece into water and

noting the residue, which should consist of pure lime.

Some careful tests have been recently made, and it has been found

that about 15 cubic feet per hour of the gas is equal to the light from

magnesium ribbon as usually sold.

Acids. The acids used in photography are referred to in alpha-

betical order. Of acids generally it may be said that they are nearly
all soluble in water ;

that they have a pungent
" acid

"
taste

; they

change the colour of blue litmus paper to red, and form with metallic

oxides a series of compounds termed " salts
"

;
but these properties,

though characteristic, are possessed by the different acids in very

varying degree. Care must always be taken in the manipulation of

acids, as, although not in reality
"
poisons," their corrosive and in-

flammatory action is, in most cases, such as to cause death when
introduced into the stomach. When clothes are marked by acids

falling upon them, the stain may best be removed by immediately

adding ammonia. When strong sulphuric acid gets spilt, it is better

to add a considerable quantity of cold water before attempting to

remove the mark by means of ammonia.

Albumen. Albumen is an organic substance found in the blood

and muscles of animals, and also in vegetable matter. For photo-

graphic purposes the white of eggs, in which it is found in a very pure
state combined with water, is generally used. Liebig's analysis gives :

Carbon, 53.5; hydrogen, 7.0 ; nitrogen, 15.5; oxygen, 22.0; sulphur,

1.6; phosphorus, 0.4= TOO. Phosphoric acid is an impurity, and the

analysis then is: C. 53.6, H. 7.0, N. 15.6, 0. 22.2, S. 1.6 = 100.

Albumen is soluble in water, but on heating the solution to

6o-7o C. (150 F.) the albumen becomes insoluble, and separates
out in large flocks of the coagulated substance. If the albumen has
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been diluted, the heat necessary to coagulate it will be higher, accord-

ing to the state of dilution, the action being in all cases complete on

reaching the boiling temperature. Albumen can also be coagulated

by the addition of nitric acid, some metallic salts, and in other ways.

The action of metallic salts is usually accompanied by the formation

of so-called albuminates. Silver albuminate is the most important
of these photographically, as it is formed when the albumen paper
is floated on the silver bath. On account of its solubility in water,

care must be taken in using albumenised paper that the silver bath is

not too dilute, for in this case the albumen coating will be dissolved

wholly or in part before it can be coagulated by formation of the silver

compound.
Albumen is utilised in many photographic processes, but chiefly

in the preparation of paper for printing, to which it gives a high

gloss, valuable for keeping the picture on the surface of the paper.

Its uses in various other ways are referred to in the processes

described. It quickly decomposes, but the addition of ammonia acts

as a preservative.

Albumenised Paper. Until the introduction of the platinotype
and other methods of printing photographs, paper prepared with a

surface of albumen was almost exclusively used in photographic

printing. If without preparation, or plain, as it is termed, the sur-

face is dull or matt, but with albumen the picture is prevented sinking
into the paper, and consequently has a bright appearance, and this

brightness depends on the quantity of albumen on its surface.

Very few photographers now sensitise their own paper, as it can be

purchased of excellent quality from the dealers ready sensitised; at

the same time it may be remarked that better prints can be made on

freshly prepared paper.

Paper which will keep for several months is prepared as under ; the

formula is given by Mr. J. W. Smith. The albumenised paper is

floated for three and a half minutes in silver solution, 50 grains to the

ounce. Draw the paper over a glass rod and place between blotting

paper ; float again for a few seconds, the albumen surface downwards,
in a bath of

Citric acid i ounces.

Picked gum arabic 2j ,,

Distilled water 30 , ,

Lift the paper and hang up to dry in a warm room.

As effects can be obtained on the albumen surface which are some-

what different from any other, this kind of paper will probably always
be in demand. For experimental, if not for commercial, purposes it

is useful to know how the paper is prepared. The albumen of fresh

eggs should be used. The eggs are broken separately in a cup, and
the yolks carefully removed. To each ounce of the albumen 5 or
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10 grains of ammonium chloride are added. Other salts, such as

those of barium or sodium, may be substituted
; but the ammonium

salt is to be preferred, as the silver solution used in sensitising is not

discoloured when this is employed. Add i drachms of alcohol, and

water to make up to two ounces. The albumen must be thoroughly
beaten into a thick froth. The salt should be added some hours pre-

viously, and then allowed to settle. After filtering through cotton

wool or lint the albumen should now be poured into a clean dish, the

paper floated upon it for two minutes, and then hung up to dry. The

paper is better when dried quickly ;
therefore the temperature of the

room should be sufficiently warm. To float the paper requires a little

skill, and the tyro will find it better to use half or quarter sheets,

taking the paper by opposite corners ; the bent sheet is brought into

contact with the albumen and gradually lowered, then gently raised,

and any air bubbles removed. The surface is improved by rolling.

The paper should be stored in a dry place.

Paper with a very high glaze is made by what is called " double

albumenising." The first coat of albumen must be coagulated by steep-

ing in, or floating on, a mixture of methylated spirit and water, four

parts of spirit to one of water. The operation of floating on the

albumen should be repeated when the paper has been dried.

It is said that paper with a very highly glazed surface is obtained

by using albumen which has been fermented.

Alcohol (C^^O). This spirit is seldom used in photography in its

pure or anhydrous form. The commercial, so-called absolute, alcohol,

contains about 5 per cent, of water. The trade name of alcohol depends

upon its strength and purity, the former being determined by the

amount of water it contains. Proof spirit contains 49.2 percent, water

to 50.8 per cent, alcohol, while methylated spirit is strong alcohol, to

which 10 per cent, of wood-spirit has been added. 1

Alcohol is obtained by the fermentation of solutions containing
saccharine matter. The fermented liquid is distilled, and the dilute

aqueous spirits of wine is concentrated by re-distillation, which, how-

ever, cannot reduce the water contents below 10 per cent., the last

portions having to be removed by distillation over such bodies as

quicklime or potassium carbonate, which combine with and retain

the water. A 95 per cent, strength suffices for the many purposes in

which alcohol is employed in photography. In the collodion process
it is one of the solvents for the pyroxylin in making collodion, and it

is used to cause the developing solution to flow evenly. The ether

in the silver bath causes the sensitised collodion to resist water, and

the alcohol becomes necessary to counteract this.

For many of the varnishes required in photography, alcohol is largely

employed as a solvent for the gums and resins used in making them.

A very useful property of alcohol is that it takes up water, and

1 See Methylated Spirit.
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mixes with it in all proportions ; for, as gelatine plates dry very slowly
after they are developed, immersion in methylated spirit absorbs the

water, and the plate becomes dry in a few minutes.

Pure alcohol has a pleasant smell, and the presence of impurities,

that is, fusel oil, can be recognised by the disagreeable odour when the

spirit is volatilised. The purity of the alcohol for some photographic

purposes is very essential
;
and that used for collodion, or in the gela-

tine emulsion process, should remain clear when warmed with a few

drops of ammoniacal silver nitrate solution.

Methyl Alcohol (CH3OH). Wood spirit is prepared by the dry
distillation of wood. The pure alcohol is used as a solvent for certain

colours more readily soluble in it than in "
ordinary

"
ethyl alcohol, as

in the preparation of strongly coloured sensitising solutions for Alberts'

colour.

Alpha Paper. Paper coated with gelatine, which contains a mix-

ture of silver chloro-citrate and bromide, is known as Alpha paper.
The prints are obtained by exposure to artificial light, the exposure

being about three times longer than is required for bromide paper.
Alum ((K2

S0
4
A1

2
S04) 3

+ 24 H2
=

948). The chief use of alum
in photography is to harden the gelatine, and to prevent the frilling or

expansion of the film after prolonged development or in washing. A
solution of alum can be used to absorb the heat rays in lantern projec-

tion, and it is almost absolutely necessary to prevent injury to micro-

scopic object slides when they are mounted with Canada balsam.

Aluminium (Al; atomic weight =
27). One of the lightest of

the metals. It is sometimes used instead of brass on account of its

strength and light weight.
The metal in the form of powder will burn as a flash in a way

similar to magnesium. A mixture formed of

Aluminium (powdered) .... 21.7 parts by weight.
Antimony sulphide . . . , . . 13.8 ,, ,,

Chlorate of potash 64.5 ,,

When powdered separately the substances should be mixed by shaking
or stirring. They should not be ground together, as the friction might
cause an explosion. If the antimony sulphide is omitted, take

Aluminium (powdered) ....... 30 parts.
Chlorate of potash 70 , ,

which will burn less rapidly. The proportion first given will flash in

the seventeenth part of a second.

Amber. The only use for this fossil resin in photography is in

the form of varnish, which may be applied cold. The resin may be

dissolved in benzole or chloroform. It has the advantage of forming a

very hard surface.

Amidol ((OH)C6
H

3(NH2
HC1

2) (i, 2, 3)). This substance is favour-
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ably reported on by Eder, Vogel, and others as a developing agent.

It is a grey finely-divided substance, soluble in water and not readily

altered by exposure to the air. The formula is :

Amidol 80 grains.

Sodium sulphite 800 ,,

Water 8 ounces.

One ounce of this solution is diluted with three ounces of water, with

one and a half grains of potassium bromide to each ounce of developing

solution. This developer does not stain, and several plates may be

developed in the same solution.

Ammonia (NH3 , Spirits of Hartshorn). As employed for photo-

graphic purposes the volatile gas, ammonia, is dissolved in water, and

is usually called liquor ammonice fort., the specific gravity of which

should be .880, its richness in ammonia being greater the less its

specific gravity. Unless very carefully kept in stoppered bottles, the

gas at ordinary temperatures escapes, as may be detected by the stopper

flying out of the bottle. This is prevented to some extent by rubbing
the stopper with vaseline. If diluted to half strength by the addition

of water, the tendency to force out the stopper is lessened
;
but it must

be remembered when required for use that the alkali has been diluted.

Ammonia is now generally prepared from the ammoniacal liquor

formed in the manufacture of coal-gas.

The alkali is employed as an accelerator in developing gelatine

plates with pyrogallol. It may also be used as a fixing agent, as

described in the article on Printing on Canvas; and other uses to

which it is applied are referred to in the descriptions of the various

processes. Ammonia is also used in fuming albumenised paper.

Ammonium Bichromate ((NH4)
Cr

2 7).
This salt may be used in

some cases instead of the potassium bichromate. It is said to be more

sensitive to light when combined with gelatine.

Ammonium Bromide ((NH4) Br). This salt is largely used as a

restrainer in the development of gelatine plates. It is also used in the

emulsions for dry plates, both collodion and gelatine, when, acting on

the silver nitrate combined in the film, silver bromide is formed.

Ammonium Carbonate (Sesquicarbonate of Ammonia, Sal Volatile,

or Smelling Salts). The common commercial sesquicarbonate of am-

monia may be considered as a compound of acid ammonium carbonate,

NH
4HC03 ,

with ammonium carbamate, NH
2
CO

2
NH

4,
and may be

written (C02)(NH3) 3
H

2
O. It is made by heating a mixture of am-

monium chloride and chalk, when the ammonium carbonate forms a

white sublimate smelling of ammonia. This evolution of ammonia

permits of its use instead of ammonia for fuming albumen paper, for

which purpose the bicarbonate is valueless, as it does not evolve am-

monia in the air. It is sometimes used in developing solutions for dry

plates, but it is not found to be so suitable as liquor ammonioe.
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Ammonium Chloride (NH4C1, also called Muriate or Hydrochlorate
of Ammonia, Sal Ammoniac). This chloride is largely used in the pre-

paration of albumenised paper. It has the advantage that the solution

of silver does not change colour, as is the case when some other salts

are used. Mercuric chloride is soluble in water
;
but when ammonium

chloride is added, much more of the mercury salt is dissolved
;
and

advantage is taken of this in making strong solutions of the mercuric

chloride when used for bleaching collodion plates (the double chloride of

mercury and ammonia is formed). Ammonium chloride is also used in

the preparation of chloride emulsion.

Ammonium Iodide (NH4I).
The chief use of ammonium iodide is

in the preparation of collodion, in which it usually forms the iodiser,

as it is readily soluble in alcohol and ether.

Ammonium Nitrate (NH4N03).
When collodion is iodised with

ammonium iodide, the ammonium nitrate is gradually formed in the

silver bath, but its presence is usually disregarded. Care should be

observed in using the dry form of ammonium nitrate, since, when silver

is combined with it, the dangerous fulminate of silver, which is one of

the most violent explosives, is formed.

When water is added to ammonium nitrate, cold is produced ;
and

advantage may be taken of this when it is difficult to develop dry

plates in hot climates. The dish containing the plate to be developed
is placed in the moistened salt, which is held in another dish

; and, by

evaporating off the water, the ammonium salt is recovered, and can be

used again. The process can be repeated as often as required.

Ammonium Oxalate ((NH4)2C2 4). Oxalic acid, when neutralised

with ammonia, forms ammonium oxalate. This salt is used in some of

the formulae for platinotype printing.
Ammonium Sulphide ((NH4 )2S, also called Sulphuret of Am-

monia). The chief use of this form of ammonia is in blackening the

films of collodion which have been bleached in the lead solution de-

scribed under the heading Intensifying. It may also be used for the

same purpose when mercuric chloride has taken the place of lead

nitrate.

Ammonium Sulphocyanate (KH4CNS, also called Sulphocyanide
of Ammonia). Used as a toning agent for prints on gelatine-chloride

paper when mixed with sodium thiosulphate and carbonate. It may
also be used as a fixing agent in place of sodium thiosulphate ;

but
there is no advantage gained. The salt is very deliquescent.

Anglol (C 10
H

5
NH

2
OH

2
S0

3).
This substance was discovered by

Professor Meldola. Its use in photography has been superseded by
eikonogen, which is the sodium salt of anglol.

Aniline (C6
H

5 (NH 2 ), Amido-benzene, Phenylamine). Aniline

is one of the most important bodies in the formation of various

colouring matters. It is a coal-tar derivative, and forms a very

poisonous liquid, which is usually coloured brown. Its use in photo-
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graphy is chiefly confined to the preparation of orthochromatic plates

in which cyanin is used, and in the manufacture of this, aniline is

employed. (See Aniline Printing Process.)

Animal Charcoal. The charcoal formed when horn, bone, or other

animal matter is carbonised may be used to clear solutions of silver

nitrate which have become discoloured by contact with organic im-

purities, as in sensitising albumenised paper. As this charcoal con-

tains phosphates and other salts, and as these tend to weaken the

silver solution, it is better to use kaolin, which effects the same

purpose as the charcoal.

Anthion (K2
S
2 8).

A substance recently introduced as a "hypo"
eliminator. It is a granular crystalline salt, but soluble in water only
to the extent of one in two hundred, and possesses properties similar to

hydrogen peroxide, which was used by the late Dr. Angus Smith many
years since. Anthion is probably more stable than the hydrogen

peroxide, and its action in destroying the last trace of the sodium

thiosulphate appears to be perfect.

Aqua Eegia, or Nitro-Hydrochloric Acid. When four parts of

hydrochloric acid and one part of nitric acid are mixed together, the

mixture is termed aqua regia from its power of dissolving the noble

metals, such as gold and platinum ;
this power is increased on using

the acid warm. The solvent power of the mixture depends on its

containing free chlorine. Aqua regia is used to dissolve gold, when
it forms the trichloride of that metal.

Aurin, or Corallin (CJ19
H

14 3 ,
also called Rosolic Acid). It is made

by heating phenol and anhydrous oxalic acid with sulphuric acid. The

only use for this substance to the photographer is as a dye for making
fabric suitable for excluding white light.

Barium Bromide (BaBr2
+ 2H

20). The bromide and iodide of

barium are used in formulae for the manufacture of collodion, and the

chloride is sometimes used instead of ammonium chloride in salting

albumenised paper.
Barium Chloride (BaCl2

+ 2H
20). This salt may be used -in the

preparation of paper for photography in place of the other chlorides

more commonly employed.
Barium Nitrate (Ba(NO3 ).2 ).

This substance is sometimes used in

the developing solution for wet collodion combined with ferrous sul-

phate. It prevents pin-holes.

Benzene (C6
H

6,
also called Benzol). A colourless volatile liquid

with characteristic odour. It boils at 80.5 C. (177 F.) and is very
inflammable. It is used as a solvent for caoutchouc and asphalt, and

a solution of amber in benzene may be used as a cold varnish.

Benzolene. A mixture of benzene naphtha and benzene is known
as benzolene or petroleum spirit. It may be used as a solvent for

some of the gums, and for removing grease spots.

Bitumen (also called Asphaltum, Jew's Pitch, or Bitumen of Judaea).
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The various uses for this substance will be found under the headings
of the processes in which it is employed. In its crude state bitumen

is not suitable for photographic printing, and must be purified as

described under the heading Bitumen Process.

Borax (Na 2
B

4
O

7
+ ioH

2O, Sodium Biborate). Occasionally used in

toning formulae for photographs on paper.

Bromine (Br ; combining weight, 79.75; sp. gr. 3.18). The

various salts of bromine are used extensively in photographic pro-

cesses. This element resembles chlorine in its properties and com-

pounds. It is a reddish-black heavy liquid, very volatile nnd

poisonous.

Cadmium Bromide (CdBr2 + 4H20). A white crystalline efflores-

cent salt. One part of the bromide dissolves in three to four parts of

alcohol, and in sixteen parts of a mixture of alcohol and ether. It,

like the iodide, forms double salts, and is used in some formulae for

the preparation of collodion.

Cadmium Iodide (CdI2).
Cadmium readily forms double salts, and

the double ammonium-cadmium iodide (CdI2
+ 2NH4

I + 2H20) has

been used for iodising collodion.

Calcium Chloride (CaCl 2 + 2H20, Muriate of Lime). The anhy-
drous chloride is a white porous substance. It is very deliquescent,

and on this account is chiefly used in photography for the purpose of

absorbing moisture. In its dry state it is kept in the tubes in which

platinotype paper is stored. After it has been in use for some time

it becomes wet ; this moisture may be driven off by applying a strong
heat. As the salt is cheap, it is better to use fresh than to attempt to

dry the old stock. The salt is used in the preparation of plates for the

collotype process and for other purposes.
Canada Balsam. This substance has a limited use in photography.

It is a resin obtained from the Finns balsamea, which grows in Canada

and North America. It hardens on exposure to the atmosphere ; and,

reduced with turpentine, is used in cementing lenses together, and

occasionally in varnish.

Celloidiii. This substance is pure gun-cotton, and is prepared by

Sobering for making collodion in place of the ordinary pyroxylin.
The advantage of celloidin is that its composition is uniform, as

impurities, such as dextrin, xyloidin, &c., have been removed.

Celluloid (see Film Photography).
Cellulose ((C6

H
10 5)n).

Pure cellulose is obtained by boiling linen

and cotton fibre (cotton-wool, paper, &c.) with dilute caustic potash,

and then extracting with alcohol and ether. A short immersion in

strong sulphuric acid converts cellulose into parchment paper, and

nitric acid oxidises it to oxalic acid
;
but a mixture of the two acids

produces gun-cotton or pyroxylin, the latter of which forms collodion

when dissolved in ether and alcohol.

Chloride of Lime, or Bleaching Powder. The approximate formula
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is CaCl
2 + Ca(OCl)2 + CaO + 3H2

= Ca
3
H

6
Cl4 6

. It is made by pass-

ing chlorine gas over dry slaked lime in a series of chambers. A pro-

duct containing at least 35 per cent, "available chlorine" should thus

be obtained. Bleaching powder may be used with gold chloride as a

toning bath for prints on paper prepared with silver nitrate.

Chloroform (CHC1 3 ; sp. gr. 1.525). A colourless, very volatile

liquid of sweet smell, which boils at 61 C. (142 F.). Its vapour
must not be inhaled, as it produces unconsciousness. The chief use

of chloroform is as a solvent for india-rubber, amber, and other gums,
and also in the preparation of the bitumen solution required in print-

ing on zinc.

Chlorophyll. The green colouring matter of plants, extracted by

digesting for a short time in warm alcohol, is used in the preparation
of orthochromatic plates, which, by that means, are made sensitive to

the red of the spectrum.

Chromate of Silver. The use of this salt has been suggested by
Mr. W. K. Burton for the purpose of preventing halation. The

colour of the chromate is deep ruby, and it is formed by mixing a

solution of chromate of potassium with silver nitrate. An emulsion

with gelatine was made in the usual way, and was used as a substratum

in the preparation of gelatirio-bromide plates. This experiment proved
that the chromate of silver emulsion was itself sensitive to light, a

fact which Hunt pointed out many years prior to Mr. Burton's investi-

gations. Hunt also suggested that this salt of silver "has the most

pleasing result of bringing within the range of probabilities the pro-

duction of photographic pictures in their natural colours."

Chromium Potassium Sulphate, or Chrome Alum (K2
S0

4
Cr

2(S04)3

+ 24-H 0). When this salt is mixed with gelatine, the latter becomes

insoluble
;
and this property, as it will still absorb water, makes it

useful in some of the photo-mechanical processes of photography. It

is also used in the preparation of gelatino-bromide plates ;
a small

quantity added to the emulsion hastens its hardening, and lessens its

tendency to wash loose.

Citric Acid (C6
H

S 7 -f H20) is derived from the juice of the lemon

and some other fruits, and forms colourless crystals, soluble in water

and alcohol. It often occurs as one of the components of developing

solutions, in which it acts as a retarding agent. It is used also in

some formulse for toning prints on albumenised paper, and in the pre-

paration of ready sensitised paper.

Collodion. Pyroxylin, dissolved in ether and alcohol, is called

collodion, which, on evaporation on glass, leaves a transparent film
;

and it is this quality which has made it so valuable to the photo-

grapher. It has been claimed for M. Le Gray that he first suggested

its use in photography, but a letter received by the writer in 1887

from Mr. C. S. nerve", who was a friend of Mr. F. Scott-Archer, con-

tains this sentence: "Gun-cotton had just begun to be known, and
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Mr. Archer said, 'I think I can dissolve gun-cotton in some spirit.' . . .

I was away from London a month
;
on my return I was shown a true

negative on talc. Archer had solved the question." It appears therefore

that, if the idea had occurred to M. Le Gray, it was equally original

with Mr. Archer ; and to him is certainly due the discovery of one of the

greatest improvements ever introduced in the working of photography.
Full directions for making collodion will be found in the various

editions of Hardwich's "Photographic Chemistry." Particulars as to

the manufacture of pyroxylin will be found under that heading.
In the first instance, what is called plain collodion, so named to

distinguish it from the iodised form, which is ready for photographic

use, is made as follows :

Pyroxylin 55 grains.

Alcohol, .820 4^ ounces.

Ether, .725 . ... 54

This is considered more suitable for use in winter; but, by adding
half an ounce each of alcohol and ether, a modification occurs, making
the collodion more useful for work in warm weather. This is recom-

mended by Abney ; but, in the writer's experience, no change is neces-

sary. The directions given by Hardwich should be strictly followed

in making collodion, and attention should be paid to the quality of

the pyroxylin, as upon this depends the character of the collodion.

The iodising solution is composed of :

Ammonium iodide 3 grains.
Cadmium iodide i grain.o
Ammonium bromide i grains.
Plain collodion I ounce.

The iodides may be employed in various proportions, necessitating

longer keeping before the solutions are fit for use; but the above
answers for most purposes, and can be used three or four days after it

has been mixed.

If the photographer wished to study economy, he might make his

own collodion, as it would certainly be cheaper to do so, provided he
had no failures.

Copper (Cu). The chief use of metallic copper in connection with

photography is in making blocks for printing with type, when it takes

the place of zinc. In the preparation of plates for photogravure
copper is used in the bitumen process; and, in the Goupil process,

copper is electrically deposited in forming the printing plate.

Copper Sulphate (CuS04 + 5H20, also called Cupric Sulphate, Blue-

Stone, Blue Vitriol, and Blue Copperas). A solution of this salt, to

which a small portion of sodium chloride has been added which will

change the colour to green, due to the formation of cupric chloride,
is used to bleach untoned photographs (or bromide prints) which have
been outlined in indian-ink for the purpose of reproduction in line.
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Dextrin ((C6
H

10 5 )n ,
also known as British Gum). Dextrin is

formed when starch is boiled with a 3 per cent, solution of sulphuric

acid, or on heating it to 200 C. (390 F.). It is usually employed in

making paper adhesive, such as gummed labels, strips for mounting
lantern slides, and similar purposes.

Eau de Javelle. As a reducing agent for negatives which are too

dense, and for removing the last traces of sodium thiosulphate, the

following solution, which forms eau de javelle, may be used :

Chloride of lime 2 ounces.

Potassium carbonate ....... 4
Water 40

The lime must be mixed with thirty ounces of the water, and the

potassium carbonate in the rest ; when boiled and filtered the solution

is ready for use.

Ebonite. India-rubber combined with sulphur is formed into a

substance called ebonite. It is used chiefly in photography in the

form of dishes and trays. It is very light, and almost as brittle as

glass. (See Dishes and Trays.}

Eikonogen (C 10
H

5
NH

2
ONaHS0

8
+ 2H

2O). This acid was first

described by Professor Meldola in 1881, but its first use in photo-

graphy appears to have been proposed by Dr. Andresen of Berlin in

1889. It is the sodium salt of amido-^8-naphthol-/?-sulphonic acid.

It occurs in large yellow crystals not readily soluble in cold water.

Its use as a developer is now well established ; but so short a time

has elapsed since Dr. Andresen first suggested its use, that it must
be premature to say that eikonogen is equal or superior to pyrogallol,
to which, in its chemical relationship, it is closely allied. It cannot

even be said that the best formula for its use has yet been discovered
;

but there can be very little doubt that the new substance will establish

its claim to be useful in photographic formulae.

The following is selected from a large number of published
formulae :

1. Eikonogen 8 parts.

Sodium sulphite (pure) ... 5

Distilled water at 140 F. . . . . 500

2. Sodium carbonate 25
Potassium carbonate 25
Distilled water 500

Equal parts of i and 2 are to be mixed for use.

The most recent formula given by Dr. Andresen is :

Sodium sulphite ....... 2$ ounces.

Potassium carbonate i ounce.

Eikonogen 288 grains.

Boiling water 20 ounces.
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Whilst still hot the solution should be put into bottles and corked.

If found to be too energetic in its action, the developer may be diluted

with water as required.

Dr. Andresen claims for it :

1. That while eikonogen reduces the bromide of silver so far as it

has been subject to the action of light, the bromide in dry gelatine

plates which has not been exposed to the light remains unaffected

by it.

2. That concentrated solutions of eikonogen (i : 20 to i : 50) pro

duce, even with instantaneously exposed plates, minutely detailed

negatives.

3. The minuteness of detail produced by eikonogen is supposed to

be due to the fine grain of the silver precipitate.

4. The tone of the negatives given by eikonogen is well adapted
for printing, and in this respect it excels pyrogallol.

5. The solutions of eikonogen containing sodium sulphite are

durable even after the addition of carbonate of soda, and the same

solution can be used for several pictures in succession.

6. Eikonogen is not poisonous, which cannot be said of pyrogallol

or hydroquinone.

Emery. This useful mineral, which is one of the forms of alumina,

is chiefly employed by photographers for grinding the surface of glass

for camera focussing-screens and the glass plates used in the collotype

process.

Encaustic Paste. The following preparation was used by M.

Salomon of Paris to increase the brilliance of the surface of albumen-

ised paper prints. White wax is mixed with gum elemi in oil of

lavender, in proportion to form a kind of pomade or paste. With
this the surface of the print is rubbed until the required polish is

obtained. White wax and Venice turpentine dissolved in spirits of

turpentine may be used for the same purpose.

Eosin. The eosin of commerce is the potassium salt (C20
H

6
K

2

Br
4 5)

of tetrabromfluorescein. It is one of the substances derived

from coal-tar, is used as a dye, and also in making colour-sensitive

dry plates. Mineral acids decompose the eosin with liberation of

tetrabromfluorescein, which has a quite different absorption spectrum
from eosin.

Erythrosin (C00
H

6
K

2
I
4 5).

Gelatine dry plates can be made ortho-

chromatic by steeping in a bath of erythrosin. (See Orthoehromatic

Photography.)
Ether ((C2

H
5)2 ; sp. gr. 0.736 ;

also called Diethyl Ether, Ethylic

Oxide). In the manufacture of collodion, ether is used mixed with

alcohol as a solvent for the pyroxylin. Ether is also used in purify-

ing bitumen. As the vapour of ether is highly inflammable, and its

boiling-point so low as 35 C. (95 F.), the greatest care should be

observed when using it where a light is burning. The fumes are
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heavy, and therefore a light below the ether is more dangerous than

one above it.

Ferric Ammonium Citrate (Fe2(]SrH4)2(C6
H

5
O

7)3 ; called also

Ammonio-citrate of Iron). It is used in the preparation of paper
for the ferro-prussiate or " blue" process.

Ferric Ammonium Oxalate (Fe2(NH4)2(C2
O4)4,

or Ammonio-oxalate

of Iron). In the platinotype process this salt is used to develop the

image, when the iron is converted to the ferrous state.

Ferric Oxalate (Fe2(C2 4 )3 ,
or Oxalate of Peroxide of Iron).

Chiefly used in the platinotype process.

Ferrous Oxalate (FeC2 4
+ 2H

2O, Oxalate of Iron). Used in

alkaline-developing solutions by mixing, as required, solutions of

ferrous sulphate and potassium oxalate.

Ferrous Sulphate (FeS04+yH2O, also called Sulphate of Iron,

Protosulphate of Iron, Copperas, or Green Vitriol). In the develop-

ing solutions for the wet collodion process this salt of iron is very

largely used.

Fluorescein (C20
H

12 5
+ H

20, Resorcin-phthalei'n). Some of the

derivatives of this substance are used in the preparation of ortho-

chromatic plates.

Formalin (CH20). This substance is a gas at ordinary tempera-

tures, but is soluble in water, and is also known as formic aldehyde and

methylic aldehyde. It is the trade name of a forty per cent, solution

of formic aldehyde. Its chief use in photography is that, when

applied to a wet gelatine negative, the film becomes insoluble even in

boiling water. One drachm of formalin to seven of water renders the

gelatine insoluble. Care should be taken not to breathe the fumes,
and the skin should be protected by india-rubber finger tips.

Formic Acid (H2
C02 ).

A colourless liquid resembling acetic acid.

The strong acid blisters the skin. At one time it was used (instead of

acetic acid) in developing solutions for the collodion process. It was
also used as a preservative of solutions of pyrogallol.

Gallic Acid (C7
H

6
O

5).
Formed by the fermentation of tannic

acid. It dissolves in 100 parts of cold water, and gives a dark-blue

coloration with ferric salts. Gallic acid reduces silver solutions

much more quickly than tannin does, and in the early processes of

photography it was used as a developing agent for paper negatives.
It was with this acid that the discovery of the latent image was made

by Talbot.

Gelatine. This is one of the most valuable substances used in

photography. In addition to the place it takes in the preparation of

dry plates, some of its important properties are taken advantage of

in mounting and enamelling prints on paper, and in stripping films

from glass.

When bones, hoofs, and other parts of animals are boiled, a jelly
is formed on cooling, and in this state it is known as size ; when dried,

R
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as glue, both of which have a brown colour
;
and when purified, as

gelatine, which should be colourless, and without taste or smell.

Isinglass is a form of gelatine obtained from the air-bladder of the

sturgeon.

The properties of gelatine are that it will swell in cold water, but

will not dissolve until heated. The melting-point of a gelatine solution

is several degrees higher than its solidifying point, and both points

are raised by increase in strength of solution, although they vary
with the quality of gelatine employed. Acids and alkalies both

lower the point of solidification. When gelatine has been heated

and cooled many times, or kept in a fluid state for any length of

time, it loses its power of setting. The presence of an acid assists this

peculiarity. In making emulsions, the bulk of the gelatine is added

after one portion has been boiled, owing to the fact referred to.

When potassium bichromate and some other salts are mixed with

gelatine it is rendered insoluble after exposure to light. Chrome alum

and some other substances render it insoluble without exposure to

light. It is these peculiarities which make gelatine one of the most

valuable materials used in the mechanical processes of photography.

Dry gelatine is one of the hardest substances, and this is taken

advantage of in the Woodbury process, in which the gelatine trans-

parency relief is subjected to a pressure of many tons without injury.
In the manufacture of dry plates the kind of gelatine to be used is

of the greatest importance ;
and this is also the case in the collotype

process it may be hard or soft, and the kind recommended should

always be used, if possible.

As a test of the quality of gelatine, the common kinds are very

brittle, while the better sorts are tough and difficult to break.

Inferior samples of gelatine may be purified by soaking in water,
which must be repeatedly changed, during many hours. It must then

be dissolved in about twenty times its weight of water. If not already

acid, acetic acid should be used to acidify the solution ; the whole is

then mixed with egg-albumen in the proportions of about one egg to

twenty ounces of solution, and well beaten to a froth. After boiling
and then allowing to cool, the coagulated albumen will be found to

have removed the impurities, which remain in the top portion of the

mass. The further purification is effected by squeezing the gelatine

through canvas into water and well washing ; then, by steeping it in

spirits of wine, the water is removed and the process is finished by

drying.
Glass. The varieties of glass used by photographers are patent

plate, flatted crown, and polished sheet. The slight greenish tint of

the latter kind is not objectionable in any way except when used for

covering objects when the purity of the colour is to be preserved. In

this case colourless glass should be employed ; but, as salts of lead are

used in its manufacture, a change occurs in the course of time by a
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decomposition of its surface, producing what is called sweating. Glass

of this kind is quite unsuitable for taking negatives on. For most

purposes, flatted crown or sheet glass is suitable.

Glucose or Grape-Sugar. A sugar found in the juice of the grape
and other fruit, and also in honey. At one time it was used as a

preservative for dry plates, or rather to keep plates moist. It is also

employed in the process of silvering glass.

Glycerine (C3
H

S 3 ; sp. gr. 1.260). The principal use of glycerine

in photography is for preventing the too rapid drying of any substance

it may be mixed with
;
also for rendering gelatine more flexible when

stripped as a film from glass or other plates. The quality possessed

by gelatine of being very hygroscopic was made use of in the Glycerine

Process. A collodion plate was prepared in the ordinary way and then

dipped in a bath formed of glycerine 2 oz., honey i oz., silver-bath

solution i^ oz., water 7 oz. ; these were mixed together and a quarter
of an ounce of kaolin was added, the whole being well shaken together
and then exposed to daylight for two or three days. The clear solution

was filtered, used as a preservative, then returned to the bottle with

the kaolin, and was again ready for use after filtration. Any kind of

developing solution could be used, and the time of exposure was some-

what longer than for wet collodion.

Glycin ((OH)C6
H

4NHCH2
CO

2
H ; Parahydroxyglycine). There

are two preparations of this substance, Andresen's glycin and Hauff's

glycin. A one solution formula is :

Glycin 20 grains.
Sodium sulphite 40 ,,

Potassium carbonate 80 ,,

Water 4 ounces.

The action is slow when compared with amidol and metol.

Gold Chloride (AuCl3).
This salt of gold, used chiefly for toning

photographs, is sold in glass tubes containing 15 grains. When it is

used in large quantities it is cheaper to make it, and to keep it in

solution, as in the crystalline form the salt is very deliquescent. To
make it proceed as follows : Take a half-sovereign, preferably a coin

but little worn
;
bend or break it in two and place it in a bottle. Mix

^ drachm nitric acid, 2^ drachms hydrochloric acid, and 3 drachms of

water, and pour the mixture into the bottle
; place it on a stove so that

the fumes will pass up the chimney. Shake the bottle occasionally,

and in three or four hours add more of the acids (the two acids form

aqua regia) until all the gold is dissolved. Now add a few ounces

of water, and then neutralise the solution by adding sodium carbo-

nate until effervescence stops. The precipitate will contain copper
carbonate and some silver chloride, the presence of which may be

disregarded. The solution of gold chloride will be alkaline, and if

left in that state the gold will precipitate ; therefore, as much hydro-
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chloric acid must be added as will redden blue litmus paper. As
the coin weighs 61 grains, there will be 56 grains of pure gold, which

is equal to 86 grains of the chloride. Add more water to bring the

quantity to about 1 1 ounces, each drachm of which will contain i grain

of gold chloride.

There are other methods of preparing the gold chloride, but the

above is sufficient for all practical purposes.

Ammonia should not be used to neutralise the acids, as fulminating

gold (which is dangerous to handle when dry) would be formed.

The hyposulphite of gold (Sel d'or) is now seldom used in any photo-

graphic process.

Ground Glass. By using diffused light in studios for portraiture
much better effects can be obtained than by allowing the light to pass

through clear glass. When it was necessary to admit all the light

possible owing to the slowness of the processes in use, the case was

different, and the direction of the light could be controlled by blinds ;

but now it is possible to use obscured glass, blinds being still neces-

sary to control the direction of the light. The roof glass may be

obscured with white paint stippled, but ground glass, although more

costly, is much to be preferred. For this purpose, glass coarsely

ground will answer as well as the best. Another very important use

for ground glass is for the focussing screen in cameras
;
for this pur-

pose the finest grain should be used. Patent plate-glass is flatter

than crown or sheet, so that when two pieces are rubbed together with

finely powdered emery and water the surfaces are more quickly and

evenly ground ; any other kind of glass will show transparent places

when the remainder of the surface is finished. Care should be taken

that no coarse particles are in the emery, or scratches will be produced
which will be difficult to remove. To obtain the emery in the best

state, the powder should be shaken in a bottle with water and allowed

to stand for a very short time, when, the coarse particles having sunk

to the bottom, the remainder can be poured off and allowed to settle

for use. The emery can be used without washing when the surface

of the glass is to be coarsely ground.
Gum Arabic, or Gum Acacia. Owing to its bad keeping qualities

this gum cannot be recommended for mounting photographs. It

readily becomes acid. Salicylic acid may be used as a preservative,

but other mountants should have preference. This gum has a

limited use in the preparation of paper for the photo-lithographic

process.

Gum Dammar dissolved in turpentine may be used as a medium for

retouching gelatine plates. The gum is also used in making varnish.

Gutta-percha. The hardened juice of Isonandra gutta is largely

used for photographic purposes in the form of dishes, bottles for

hydrofluoric acid, and in other ways.

Hydrochloric Acid (HC1, also called Muriatic Acid and Spirits of
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Salt). The pure substance is a colourless gas of suffocating odour,
and is prepared by the action of sulphuric acid on common salt. It

forms a clear solution with water, in which form it is used in the

platinotype process. The yellow colour of some solutions of this acid

is due to impurities, such as iron and chlorine. This impure form

must be avoided for photographic work.

Hydrofluoric Acid (HF= 20). The use of this acid requires great

care, owing to its corrosive properties. It should be kept in a gutta-

percha bottle. In photography its chief use is in stripping gelatine
films from glass plates and for reversing gelatine negatives. Take
one part of the acid and twenty parts of water, and in this place the

plates to be stripped ;
in a short time the gelatine film will leave the

glass readily. For reversing a gelatine negative, take a clean glass

larger than the negative, rub it over with French chalk, and then

coat it with collodion. The negative to be stripped is now placed
in the acid solution, and, when loosened, the film should be removed

to a dish of water. When the acid has been washed away, the

collodionised plate should be placed under the film in the dish, and

removed with the film carefully adjusted as required. A sheet of india-

rubber should be placed over it and the water squeegeed out. When
dry, the negative may be stripped in the usual way, or left in a

reversed position on the glass.

Hydrogen Dioxide (H2 9 ,
also called Peroxide of Hydrogen). The

name of oxygenated water has been given to this substance, as in its

composition there is no other difference than the presence of one atom

more of oxygen, and as it readily decomposes into oxygen and water.

It is sold as a solution in water, and is known as " 20 vol" or " 10

vol
"
solution, according to the amount of oxygen which it will evolve.

One of its uses is as a bleaching agent, and it can be used to remove

stains from paper. By passing prints which have been fixed with

sodium thiosulphate through a solution of hydrogen peroxide the

action is supposed to be the elimination of the sulphur salt.

Hydroquinone (C6
H

4(OH) 2 ;
the synonyms are Quinol and Di-

hydroxybenzene). This substance has been known to chemists for

many years, but it is only recently that its use as a reducing agent
in photography has become general. It is sometimes referred to

under different names, but quinol is a correct term for it, and pro-

bably will be generally adopted. The opinions of those who have

tried quinol as a developing agent are very various
;

some give the

preference to "
pyro

"
; but there can be no doubt that the qualities

of quinol are good, and that in some cases it gives superior results.

The literature on the subject is already very voluminous. It is, per-

haps, too early to pronounce an opinion on the qualities of this recently

introduced substance.

The following is the method for the preparation of hydroquinone.
A fuller description may be found in the Berliner Berichte, ii. 1103.
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Aniline, the basis in the manufacture of so many colours used

in dyeing, is dissolved in sulphuric acid and water with potassium

bichromate, the proportions being

Aniline

Sulphuric acid....
Potassium bichromate in powder
Water

i part.

8 parts.

24

30 ,

A brown liquid is the result, to which potassium sulphite is added,
and is then extracted with ether by distillation, and the residue is

dissolved in hot water to which sulphurous acid and mineral charcoal

are added, and the solution is then boiled and filtered. The quinol

crystallises out in hexagonal rhombohedral prisms, which are soluble

in water, alcohol, and ether. By sublimation quinol takes a different

form on crystallisation, showing that it is dimorphous. Its solution

reduces silver nitrate, which property makes it useful in photography.
Solutions of hydroquinone become brown in the air, and quinone is

formed, but they are more permanent in presence of sulphurous acid.
" Permanent hydroquinone

" occurs in commerce in yellow needle-

like crystals. On account of the mode of manufacture it contains

traces of sulphurous acid, which renders the material less liable to

oxidation than the ordinary quinol.

The following formulae for developing solutions for gelatino-bromide

plates are selected from a large number. The first are the results of

experiments by Mr. Green, and are said to give a fine quality of image,
a good colour, and to develop in the same time as "pyro" and

ammonia :

a. Quinol
Citric acid ....
Sodium sulphite (recrystallised)

Water
6. Caustic potash (fused)

Sodium sulphite (recrystallised)

Water
c. Potassium bromide .

Water .....
d. Caustic potash (fused)

Water

80 grains.

10

80

20 ounces.

1 60 grains.
1 60 ,,

20 ounces.

24 grains.
i ounce.

1 60 grains.

20 ounces.

For normal exposures use equal parts of a and b, adding 5 minims
of c for every ounce of solution. For over-exposed plates use d instead

of bj with an extra quantity of c, and for under-exposed plates omit c,

and in extreme cases add 6 to 8 grains more of sodium sulphite to

every ounce of developer. If the plates show a tendency to frill,

they must be immersed for one minute in a 5 per cent, solution of

alum before fixing. Sodium thiosulphate, in the proportion of 4
ounces to 20 ounces of water, should be used for fixing.7 O
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In the next formula the solutions are used in the proportion of 4
ounces of a and 30 drops of b.

a. Quinol 25 grains.

Water . 20 ounces.

b. Ammonia ......... i drachm.

Water ......... 9 drachms.

In the following formula potassium bromide is used :

No. i. Quinol i part.

Sodium sulphite 2 parts.

Sodium carbonate 10

Water 67
No. 2 a. Quinol 4 grains.

Potassium meta-bisulphite . . . . . 4 ,,

Potassium bromide ...... i grain.
Water i ounce.

6. Potassium hydrate 10 grains.

Water......... i ounce.

Use equal parts of 2 a and 2 b with No. i, and with some plates the

bromide may be omitted. In all cases distilled water should be used.

If, as is alleged, negatives having the qualities of wet plates can be

obtained with quinol, there will be much advantage in its use for some

purposes, particularly in cases where clear glass in the shadows is

necessary, as, for instance, for negatives for any of the mechanical

processes, such as photo-lithography and zinc etching. By the ordinary
method with "pyro" such negatives are scarcely to be obtained, and

the wet process must be used. Amongst amateurs the collodion

process has gone so completely out of use that, to make comparisons
for them, is little better than useless

;
but those who know what a

really good collodion negative is, should keep such in view as a guide
in working with dry plates.

As an advantage in favour of quinol it is claimed that many plates

can be developed in the same solution
; but it should be borne in mind

that the first plate will most certainly be better than the last. It is

also recommended to commence the development with old solution

and finish with new.

Quinol may be used as a developer for bromide paper. (See

Developing and Developers.}

Hydroxylamine (NH30). Although this substance has been known
for some years as a reducing agent, it has not come into general use.

The crystals are tabular and colourless. For developing gelatino-

bromide plates the following formula is recommended by Messrs.

Egli and Spiller :

1. Alcohol 15 parts.

Hydroxylamine........ I part.

2. Water ; 8 parts.

Caustic soda i part.

For use, five parts of each are added to sixty parts of water.
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The following gives good results with all kinds of dry plates :

1. Alcohol .

Hydroxylamine
2. Water

Caustic soda

3. Potassium bromide
Water

4 ounces.

2 drachms.

4 ounces.

4 drachms.

50 grains.

3 ounces.

For use, one drachm each of i and 2 are mixed with half a drachm
of 3 to each ounce of water. It is claimed that, although more costly
than "

pyro," more plates can be developed with hydroxylamine ;
but

the same remark must apply as in the use of hydroquinone, viz., that

the first plates developed will be better than the last.

"Hypo" Eliminators. The cause of the instability of silver prints
has occupied the attention of many chemists, with the result that

remedies have been suggested which cannot be said to have been so

successful in practice as was desirable. That "
hypo

"
left in the

paper after fixing is primarily the cause of fading is generally acknow-

ledged, and to eliminate the last trace of this valuable, but here objec-

tionable substance has been the object aimed at. Eau de Javelle

(potassium hypochlorite), Labarraques' solution (sodium hypochlorite),
Holmes' ozone bleach, Frandreau's eliminator (zinc hypochlorite),

Anthiori, and some others have been used. These substances are all

unstable, and the oxygen which they yield combines with the "hypo,"
which becomes sodium sulphate. There is more or less danger to the

prints from the use of any of these substances, the products of the

reactions being as detrimental as the trace of "
hypo

"
they were in-

tended to remove. Danger from these supposed
" eliminators "

is likely

to arise from the possibility of less careful washing, and relying on the
" eliminator "

to make up for the defective washing. One of the safest

remedies was proposed by the late Dr. Angus Smith more than twenty

years ago. (See Anthion.} The prints, after fixing and washing, are

to be placed in water to which has been added a small quantity of

peroxide of hydrogen. The effect of this is to convert the "
hypo

"
into

sulphate, which, if left in the photograph, will do no harm
;
but it

should be removed by washing in a few changes of water. The prints
should not be left many minutes in the water containing the hydrogen

peroxide, as its action is very energetic, and it would soon attack the

print itself. There is another objection to this eliminator it is itself

unstable ; so that, if effectual in removing the "
hypo

" while freshly

made, it could not be relied on after it had been kept some time. The

best "eliminator" is water. (See Washing.}

Hyposulphite of Soda (see Sodium Thiosulphate).

India-rubber or Caoutchouc. This is a compound of hydrogen and

carbon. It is the dried juice of certain tropical trees, such as the Ficus

elastica ; when pure it is white. If some of the white part of the

substance is dissolved in one part of methylated ether and two parts
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of benzolene, it can be used as a mountant for photographs. It has

the advantage of not cockling the mount, but it has the disadvantage
that in course of time the india-rubber may decompose, so as to cause

the print to leave the mount. When combined with sulphur in

various proportions we have vulcanite and other forms of india-rubber,

which serve many useful purposes in photography, as also in other

branches of science and art. In a very dilute form india-rubber is

sometimes used as a substratum.

Iodine (I; at. wt. 126.53; sp. gr. 4.95). This element is derived

from kelp, which is the ash from certain kinds of seaweed in which it

is found as the iodides of magnesium and sodium. Iodides are now

largely obtained from the Chili nitrate and from Stassfurt. It is a

dark-coloured crystalline solid, but slightly soluble in water, and more

readily in alcohol and potassium iodide. With alcohol it forms tincture

of iodine. It forms salts (iodides) with the metals, many of which

find an application in photography. Stains of silver nitrate are easily

removed from the skin by first touching the parts with the tincture

and then with potassium cyanide. Care must be taken that the skin

is whole when these remedies are applied. The vapour of iodine was

one of the earliest substances used in photography. (See Daguerreotype
Process.

)

Iron (Fe; at. wt. 55.9; sp. gr. 7.8). Although one of the

most widely distributed and valuable of the metals, iron in its metallic

state is very little used in photography. In what are called "ferro-

types
"
thin plates of the metal are used to hold the collodion pictures,

the iron being coated with varnish to protect it from the silver solution,

or, in other words, to prevent the iron causing the solution of silver

to decompose.
Various salts of the metal form some of the most energetic and

valuable reducing agents, as will be seen by reference to the formulae

given for developing solutions. Amongst the processes in which salts

of iron are used may be named the Blue process (Ferro-prussiate), the

Platinotype, and some others, which are described under their several

headings.

Iron, Ammonio-Citrate of (see Ferric Ammonium Citrate).

Isinglass. The best isinglass is made from the swimming bladder

of the sturgeon. It is a pure form of gelatine, and takes the place of

that substance in some of the photo-mechanical processes.

Jena Glass. Lenses are now being made by Zeiss and others with

a new kind of glass, manufactured under the direction of Professor

Abbe in Jena, Austria. A lens, 9 -inch focus, is said to cover a plate

20 by 1 6, and one of 1 4-inch focus will cover 30 inches for landscape
work. Until the introduction of this new glass opticians were limited

to the use of about a dozen different kinds ; the new kind is made in

ninety varieties, all possessing different qualities. (See Le?ises.)

Kaolin (China or Porcelain Clay). The principal use of this
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substance, which is formed by the disintegration of the felspar of

granite, is in decolorising silver solutions. When albumenised paper has

been floated on the silver solution it becomes discoloured, if certain salts

have been used, and the effect of shaking up the solution with a small

quantity of kaolin is to cause it to become clear, the colouring matter

settling with the kaolin. Animal charcoal produces the same effect.

Lavender, Oil of. This oil is prepared by distillation from the

plant Lavandula vera. Under the name of oil of spike a common
kind is sold. Bitumen is soluble in oil of lavender, and was thus used

in the earliest photographic experiments. The oil is still used as a

solvent, but turpentine answers the same purpose.
Lead (Pb). For most purposes, when acids are not present, leaden

vessels may be used in photographic processes. In the etching methods,

where nitric acid is used, care should be taken that the waste acids are

not thrown into places where the waste pipes are of lead or other metal.

Lead acetate has been used as a "hypo" eliminator.

Lead Nitrate (Pb(N03)2). The use of this salt of lead is referred

to under the heading Intensifying.

Lithium Chloride (LiCl). This chloride forms a white deliquescent

mass, readily soluble in water and alcohol. It is occasionally used in

emulsions. The bromide and iodide are but seldom employed.
Litmus. For the purpose of testing the alkalinity or acidity of

solutions, strips of paper which have been stained with litmus are used,

and for all practical purposes in photography this test is sufficient.

In the delicate operations conducted by the practical chemist this test

is not always reliable, as the litmus is not affected by some acids
;
sub-

stances such as methyl-orange, turmeric, phenol-phthalein, and some

others, are then used. Litmus is prepared from some kinds of lichen

which grow on rocks near the sea. The colouring matter is extracted

by a peculiar process in which potash is used, and for commercial pur-

poses it is made up into cakes with chalk. When required for making

test-paper, the colour is softened with hot water, and the unsized paper
is soaked in the blue solution. This forms the blue test-paper required
for ascertaining the presence of acids. The paper is also supplied red-

dened. For this purpose the blue paper is steeped in water acidified

with sulphuric or hydrochloric acid. An alkaline solution turns this

red paper to a blue colour. Test-paper should be kept in a bottle to

exclude the air. If the paper should by exposure become red, the

colour can be restored by being held over the mouth of a bottle con-

taining ammonia.

Liver of Sulphur (see Potassium Sulphide).

Magnesium (Mg). For the use of this metal for photographic pur-

poses see Magnesium Light.

The bromide (MgBr2
+ 3H20) and iodide (MgI 2)

of this metal may
be used in collodion, and the chloride (MgCl 2)

is used in gelatine-chloride

emulsion.
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Mastic or Gum Mastic. This gum may be dissolved in alcohol,

chloroform, and other solvents. It is used in the preparation of

varnish.

Mercuric Chloride (HgC] 2 ,
also called Bichloride of Mercury and

Corrosive Sublimate). A highly poisonous white compound, soluble

in 1 6 parts of water. It dissolves in 2^ parts of alcohol or 3 parts of

ether. It is used for intensifying negatives. When the plate has been

thoroughly washed after fixing, a solution of mercuric chloride, if left

for a time on the plate (which must be in a dish covered with the

solution or on a levelling stand), whitens or bleaches the film; the

mercuric chloride has reacted with the silver in the film, and another

substance, calomel (Hg2
Cl

2)
has been formed. The white image may

be changed in various ways. A solution of ammonia turns it black.

Sodium thiosulphate answers the same purpose, but ammonia is gene-

rally used.

Mercury or Quicksilver (Hg). In its liquid state there is now no

use for this metal in photography, but in the daguerreotype process
the vapour produced by the application of heat was used to develop the

latent image.
Meta-G-elatine. A solution of gelatine which has been boiled and

allowed to cool several times loses its power of forming a jelly on

cooling, and in this state is called meta-gelatine. It has been used in

the collodion process as a preservative. The preparation of the sub-

stance was thus described by Mr. Maxwell Lyte : Dissolve i J ounces

of white gelatine in 10 ounces of boiling water, and then add 60 minims
of strong sulphuric acid diluted with z\ ounces of water. Boil for

five minutes and allow to cool. Boil again for five minutes and again
cool. The operation must be repeated if it should still gelatinise.

When it remains fluid, the acid is neutralised with powdered chalk,

and the sulphate of lime which is formed is removed by squeezing the

fluid through a cloth.

Methylated Spirit. When 10 parts of wood naphtha are added to

90 parts of rectified spirit, what is called methylated spirit is formed.

This was formerly allowed to be sold duty free. For most purposes in

photography this inferior spirit answers as well as the best. In the

collodion process it is used in the developing solutions, and when it is

required to dry gelatine plates quickly ;
if they are immersed in this

spirit for a few minutes, most of the water is absorbed, and the plates
are quickly dried in a current of air. It is also the solvent in the

preparation of varnishes.

Another and inferior kind of methylated spirit is sold under the

name of finish. This contains three ounces of shellac or sandarac to

each gallon of spirit. If when water is added to methylated spirit the

solution turns milky, it shows that it is the inferior kind.

As some change has been made by the Excise Department of the

Inland Revenue in the quantity of gum to be added to the spirit before
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it can be sold duty free, what has been said as to its use for photo-

graphic purposes may require to be modified. If, instead of the methyl

spirit now used to degrade the alcohol, any kind of mineral spirit is

substituted, such degraded spirit would no longer be suitable for photo-

graphic purposes.
1

Metol [(OH).C6
H

4
.NHCH3]2

H
2
S04 . Para-methylamido-phenol

sulphate. As a single solution developer with this substance the

following is recommended :

Metol

Sodium sulphite

Hydroquinone
Potassium carbonate

Water

40 grams.
120

48

240
8 ounces.

The metol will dissolve more readily if heat is applied. The sulphite

should be dissolved in part of the water before adding it to the

remainder of the solution. The stock should be used in the proportion
of one part to three of water.

For a two-solution developer take :

A. Metol .

Hydroquinone .

Sodium sulphite
Water

B. Potassium carbonate

Water

40 grains.

48
120

8 ounces.

i ounce.

40 ounces.

One part of A is used with three parts of B for ordinary exposures.
If a plate is over-exposed, less of B is used, or a few drops of a 10 per
cent, solution of potassium bromide can be added. Irritation of the

skin is sometimes caused through using metol, and care should be

taken accordingly.

Metol and Glycin Developer. A combination of these two re-

ducing agents is recommended by M. Reny :

Glycin
Metol

Sodium sulphite
Potassium carbonate

Water

5 parts.

0-5

125.0

125.0
1000.0

Mounts. The difference in appearance between a mounted and an

unmounted photograph is so marked that some consideration should

be given to the kind of mount to which the print should be attached.

There can be very little doubt that plate paper (that is, the kind of

1 The duty-free spirit is now sold mixed with mineral naphtha or oil. In order to

obtain the spirit methylated so that it is fit for photographic use, application must
be made to the Board of Inland Revenue, who will grant a special authority on

satisfactory evidence being given that the spirit is to be used for the purpose stated.

Application must be made to an officer of the Inland Revenue, and when the order

is granted, the spirit may be obtained from a distiller.
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paper on which large engravings are usually printed, having printed
on it a tint to imitate iiidia-paper about an inch larger in every way
than the photograph) has the best appearance, especially when the

mounting has been done under pressure, so as to leave a plate-marlc on
the mount. The professional mounters of photographs have a method
for effecting this kind of mounting which leaves nothing to be desired.

If cardboard mounts are used, they should be thick, at least six-sheet ;

otherwise, when the prints are large, the cockling of the board has a

bad appearance. It is entirely a matter of taste whether photographs
should have border lines of any kind when mounted on cardboard.

When the india-tinted mounts are used, border lines are altogether
unsuitable and unnecessary.

Nikko Paper. This is a bromide paper, produces a warm tone, and

is used for enlarging or contact printing.

Nitric Acid (HN03 ,
also called Aqua fortis). This is generally

obtained of sp. gr. 1.42, but acid of sp. gr. 1.2 is used for most photo-

graphic purposes. The pure acid is employed for dissolving silver to

form silver nitrate. The strong acid is mixed with sulphuric acid in

the preparation of pyroxylin. For acidifying the silver bath the pure
acid must be used. Nitric acid of the " commercial "

quality is used

as a solvent for the zinc in etching the plates for making blocks for

printing purposes. A weak solution of the acid is used as a clearing
solution after collodion plates have been strengthened with lead

nitrate. The acid is employed in various other ways in photographic

manipulation ; amongst others, the commercial kind is useful, when

diluted, for cleaning glass plates. Care should be observed in handling
nitric acid, as it produces stains on the skin, while the fumes given off

by the acid, especially on dissolving the metals in it, are of a highly

poisonous nature.

Ortol (OHC6
H

4
NHCH

3HC1). The most recent addition to the

list of substances used for developing is thus named by Dr. Hauff,
who also produced amidol and metol. It is a yellowish-white substance,

crystalline, and dissolves in water. The full name of the substance is,

ortho-methyl-amidol-phenol, and this is abbreviated by taking the first

three and the last letters of the compound word ; hence we have ortol.

It is closely allied to rodinal. In a recent lecture before the Camera

Club by Mr. C. H. Bothamley, the following formula is given as

recommended by Dr. Hauff :

A. Ortol 15 parts.

Metabisulphite 7 ,,

Water . 1000 ,,

B. Soda 100 ,,

Soda sulphite 125

Water 1000 ,,

To equal parts of the above must be added one grain of potassic

bromide, the quantity of sodium sulphite may be reduced to fifty parts.
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The action of ortol is said to resemble pyro, but is not so liable to

produce stain or fog. Its action on the skin is non-poisonous, and it is

-cleanly in use. Ortol may be employed in place of mercury to intensify

negatives. A solution in water, to which a few soda crystals are added,

and without sulphite, is recommended. Ortol can also be used to

develop bromide paper and lantern slides, using the above formula

diluted one half with water.

Oxalic Acid (H2
C

2 4 + 2H20). A crystalline white solid, some-

what easily soluble in water and alcohol. The free acid may be used in

the platinotype printing process to acidify the sensitising and develop-

ing solutions. Many of its salts are of importance in photography, as

the potassium, sodium, and iron oxalates. It is highly poisonous.

Ox-Gall. The gall of the ox, when purified and evaporated, is the

substance used by artists to cause water-colours to flow readily. The

surface of albumenised paper is repellent to aqueous solutions ; and as

water-colour is often used on such paper, it will be found that a small

quantity of ox-gall mixed with the colour will entirely remove the

greasiness of the surface.

Palladium (Pd). This metal was discovered by Wollaston in

platinum ores. The salt used in photography for toning is the

palladious chloride, PdCl
2

. The following is said to give good colour

to prints on plain salted paper :

Palladious chloride i grain.

Sodium sulphite 60 grains.

Water .... 10 ounces.

The result is very similar to platinum toning, but, as the metal is

much more costly (about 6d. per grain) than platinum, it is not likely

to take the place of the latter metal or gold.

Paper. At the time when photographers had to prepare their own

paper, the proper kind to select was a matter of great importance }

they had very little choice, and Whatman's writing-paper was gene-

rally used : but after a time paper was manufactured specially for

photographic purposes. Amongst the makers the names of Canson,

Marion, Hollingworth, and Harrison occur; later, the papers known as

Saxe and Rive came generally into the market, and are now almost

exclusively used. The qualities of paper of different make are almost

as varied as their makers, although the materials employed are in all

cases the same that is, cotton and linen. The difference arises

chiefly in the kind of size used. As, however, the photographer in

these latter days takes advantage of the convenience of using paper
which he can purchase ready prepared, so far as the plain or

albumenised papers are concerned, his choice lies between the Saxe

and Rive, which may be had of different thicknesses, and generally of

the size about 22 x 18 inches. When the paper is required ready

sensitised, the purchaser has many varieties to select from, and no
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advice can be given, as one operator will succeed with a certain kind

when another will fail.

When a sheet of paper is examined by reflected light, it will be

found that the two surfaces are not alike ; one side is slightly smoother

than the other. The smooth side should be selected and marked.

Whatman's drawing-paper may be used when a photograph is to be

finished in water-colours. When selecting the proper surface, it

should be examined for minute specks of metal, which sometimes

cause serious defects in the print.

Cardboard. When two or more sheets of paper are pasted together,

we have a substance on which it is convenient to mount photographs,
and care should be taken to select the best. The surface should be

perfectly even, as it not unfrequently happens that the paper forming
the middle of the sheet of cardboard is of inferior quality to the

exterior sheets ; and, should there be any irregularities, the effect of

the mounted print will certainly be deteriorated. Another important
matter in selecting the best is that prints mounted on inferior board

frequently fade owing to impurities in the paper. Generally it may
be said that cardboard of the best quality will be free from the defects

referred to.

Paraphenylene-diamine (C6
H

4(NH2 )2).
This is another of the sub-

stances allied to hydroquinone, which can be used to develop gelatin o-

bromide plates, but there appears to be no advantage gained by its use.

Picric Acid (C6
H

2(]Sr02)3OH). This substance, which is sometimes

used in photographic formulae, is chiefly alluded to here to call attention

to its explosive character, and to advise extreme care in its use.

Platinum (Pt). This valuable and rare ;metal, owing to its not

being soluble in acids, excepting in aqua regia, and to its great infusi-

bility, is used for many purposes in the chemical laboratory. The salts

of the metal are used in the platinotype process.

There are two series of the platinum salts, the platinous and platinic

compounds. The most important of these is Platinic chloride (PtCl4),

a brown deliquescent solid, soluble in water, alcohol, and ether. It

is sensitive to light, and forms double salts with the chlorides of the

alkali metals, e.g., PtCl 4 +2KCl. Platinous chloride (PtCl9) plays,

together with its double salt, PtCl
2
+ 2KC1, an important part in the

platinotype process. Ferrous oxalate reduces it to platinum black.

Platinum salts can also take the place of gold compounds as toning

agents.

To recover platinum from old developing solutions, the solution

should be heated to 180 F., a solution of ferrous sulphate, i part to

4 of the oxalate solution being then added. The metallic platinum is

at once precipitated as a dark substance. When the precipitate has

settled, the supernatant liquid is drawn off, and the precipitate, after

being washed, is ready for conversion into chloro-platinite, or it may
be sent to the refiner.
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Poisons. Many of the substances used in photography are of a

most poisonous nature j but, as such substances should always be kept
in bottles of a blue colour, carefully labelled, and placed out of the way
of children, very little need be said excepting by way of caution. It is

difficult to conceive that fluids in use in the workroom of a photographer,
whether amateur or professional, would ever be swallowed by accident

while the poison in the solid state could scarcely be used for suicidal

purposes. The precautions to be observed when using potassium bichro-

mate have already been alluded to in treating of the carbon process,

but should any be taken into the stomach, an emetic, powdered chalk

or magnesia, should be administered. The antidote for potassium

cyanide is a solution of iron proto-sulphate as used for developing.
There are others, but they would take too long to prepare, and in cases

of poisoning with cyanide the antidote must be given at once. Mercury
bichloride, another of the most active poisons in common use, permits
of no delay in administering an antidote. The white of an egg or a

mixture of flour and water should be given at once. For silver nitrate

a solution of common salt is the best remedy. If acids have been

taken, any alkali will be the most effectual
; chalk, or a lump of plaster

knocked from a wall, would be a good substitute if powdered and mixed

with water.

Potassium Bromide (KBr). A white crystalline solid, soluble in

TO parts of water, and but slightly soluble in alcohol or ether. It is

used in the gelatine emulsion, and acts as a restrainer in the developing
solutions for gelatine plates.

Potassium Carbonate (K2
C0

3 ).
This salt is known under various

names, such as potashes, pearl-ash, salt of tartar, and subcarbonate of

potash. It is used in the development of gelatine plates. The crude

potashes should not be used in developing solution on account of im-

purities which have a deleterious influence.

Potassium Chlorate (KC1O3 ,
Chlorate of Potash). It crystallises

in shining plates, not readily soluble in water. It easily parts with

oxygen, and is therefore a powerful oxidising agent. It is used in the

platinotype process as an ingredient of the sensitising solution.

Potassium Chloroplatinite (K2
PtCl4). In the platinotype process

this is called red salt, and its use is, that, with ferrous oxalate, it

reduces the platinum to the metallic state.

Potassium Cyanide (KCN, commonly called Cyanide, or Cyanide
of Potassium). A most powerful poison. It is generally used in the

collodion process in preference to sodium thiosulphate to dissolve the

iodide of silver from the film, or, in another words, to fix the image.
The solution should be used only of such strength as will be sufficient

to dissolve the iodide, as the cyanide salt possesses the power of acting on

metallic silver, and thus would weaken the image. Potassium cyanide
cannot be used to fix gelatine plates, as it has a solvent action on the

gelatine.
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Potassium Bichromate (K2
Cr

2
O

7,
also called Bichromate of Potash

and Red Chromate of Potash). In the presence of gelatine this salt is

acted on by light and the gelatine is made insoluble. It is this quality
which makes it valuable in all processes such as photo-lithography and

zinc-etching. The salt in the latter case is used with albumen, in which

the action is similar to that with gelatine.

Potassium Ferricyanide (K3FeCy6,
also called Ferridcyanide of

Potash and Red Prussiate of Potash). When chlorine gas is passed
into a solution of potassium ferrocyanide, the oxidising action of the

chlorine produces the ferricyanide. This substance is employed in

many of the formulae described. The ferricyanide gives a dark blue

compound with ferrous salts, ferrous ferricyanide, Fe
3
Fe

2Cy12 ,
or Turn-

bull's blue. It is used in the preparation of blue prints, and, with

sodium thiosulphate, as a reducing agent for negatives that are too

dense.

Potassium Ferrocyanide (K3FeCy6
+ 3H20, also called Yellow

Prussiate of Potash). In the cyanotype process, in which the image
on the paper is white on a blue ground, this salt is employed, together
with a ferric salt. The two compounds produce a blue insoluble body,
ferric ferrocyanide or Prussian blue (Fe2 ) 2(FeCy6)3

.

Potassium Iodide (KI). This salt is used in the preparation of

gelatine emulsion. It is made by dissolving iodine in solution of

caustic potash ;
it is then evaporated, and the solid mass ignited to

redness. It is soluble in 70 parts of alcohol and in 120 parts of alcohol

and ether.

Potassium Metabisulphite. This salt may be used as a preservative

solution of pyrogallol.

Potassium Oxalate (C2
K

2 4 -f H
20, Oxalate of Potash). A colour-

less crystalline solid, readily soluble in water. Its solution must not

have an alkaline reaction. The water used should be free from calcium,

otherwise it forms a white precipitate of calcium oxalate.

The principal use for this salt is in the platinotype process, in which

it is used as the developer ; in the production of ferrous oxalate the salt

is also used for developing gelatino-bromide plates.

Potassium Permanganate (KMn04, Permanganate of Potash).
This salt forms dark metallic-looking crystals. It is freely soluble in

water, with which it gives a deep violet solution. It may be used

to intensify plates in the wet collodion process. In the form known
as Condy's fluid it is a disinfectant. Its action depends on its being
a powerful oxidising agent, for which reason it can also be used for

purifying the silver bath by oxidising the organic matter which has

become dissolved in it.

Potassium Sulphide (K2
S
3 , commonly called Liver of Sulphur).

It consists of a mixture of sulphides of potassium made by heating

sulphur and potassium carbonate in closed vessels, and is used to pre-

cipitate silver from solution of sodium thiosulphate.
s
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Pyrocatechin (C6
H

4(OH)2 , Ortho-dihydroxybenzene, Catechol, Oxy-

phenic Acid, Brenzcatechin). This substance is one of the derivatives

of coal-tar, and is isomeric with hydroquinone (the paradihydroxyben-

zene), and can be used as a developing agent in photography. It was

first employed by Toth and Eder in 1880, who claim for it a more

energetic action than hydroquinone. The formula is :

A. Pyrocatechin .......
Sodium sulphite ......
Water

B. Potash

Water
Mix one part of A with two parts of B.

i part.

4 parts.

40 ,,

4 ,,

40

The high price at present prevents its general use, but (as has been

the case with its relatives eikonogen, hydroquinone, and pyrogallol) if

there were advantages in its use, the discovery of cheaper modes of

production would quickly cause a reduction in price.

Pyrogallol (C6
H

3(OH)3 , Pyrogallic Acid, Pyro, Trihydroxybenzene).

Pyrogallol is a trihydroxybenzene derived from gallic acid by de-

structive distillation, carbon dioxide being driven off as one of the

products of decomposition, the reaction being :

C6H2(HO)3COOH = C6H 3(HO)3 + C02

Gallic acid. Pyrogallol.

Gallic acid was one of the earliest reducing agents used in photo-

graphy, but, although the substance derived from it (pyrogallic acid)

was known as early as 1831, it was not until 1851 that it was first

suggested by Liebig and Regnault as a developing agent, and it still

maintains its position, although the allied substances hydroquinone,

eikonogen, and some others, have recently become established as

rivals.

In the manufacture of pyrogallol, gallic acid is subjected to a

temperature of about 410 F., when the latter is decomposed and the

pyrogallol is condensed in lamellar shining-white crystals. The sub-

stance is soluble in water, alcohol, and ether, and quickly decomposes
on exposure to the air or in aqueous solution

;
so that the addition of

sodium sulphite, citric acid, or some other substance is necessary to

arrest the decomposition.
When the collodion process was first introduced, pyrogallic acid was

almost exclusively used as a developing agent ;
but it was superseded

by iron protosulphate, and is now used in the wet collodion pro-

cess, chiefly in redeveloping (or strengthening) the negative image.

When, however, dry processes were introduced, pyrogallol became of

the utmost value, as it was found by Colonel Russell that in presence
of ammonia its action was ttiat of a powerful developing agent for

tannin plates ;
and it has the same properties and advantages with

gelatino-bromide plates. The affinity of an alkaline solution of
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pyrogallol for oxygen makes it necessary to restrain its action, and

for this purpose potassium bromide is used.

Although several new substances have been introduced within the

last six years, pyrogallol is still preferred by many workers, and some-

times it is found useful when mixed with one or other of its rivals, as

in the following formula :

A. Pyro ......... 22 grains.
Metol 18

Sodium sulphite 360
Water ......... 8 ounces.

B. Potassium carbonate ...... i ounce.

Water . . . . . . . 8 ounces.

For use take one part each of A and B diluted with one part of water.

Pyrogallol or pyrogallic acid can lay no claim to the title of an

acid
;

it is more correctly a triatomic phenol. It is a neutral com-

pound, which neither reddens litmus nor forms any well-defined salts.

Pyroxylin or Gun-Cotton. That used in photography is essen-

tially a tetra-nitrate and penta-nitrate of cellulose, C
12
H

](;(ONO2 )4
O

6

and C
19
H

15(ON02 )5
O

5,
which dissolve in alcohol and ether, forming

collodion. These compounds are formed by warming cotton for some

time with 20 parts nitre and 30 parts concentrated sulphuric acid.

The peculiar properties of pyroxylin depend on the character of the

fibre from which it is made, the proportions of the acids used in its

manufacture, and the temperature at which the cotton is immersed.

As the preparation of pyroxylin is a somewhat troublesome opera-

tion, very few amateurs will make it for themselves
; but, for those

who wish to attempt its preparation, two of the formulae with the

necessary directions are given here. Hardwich is the authority

usually quoted, and the following is condensed from his "Photographic

Ohemistry."
The Nitre Process. Only the best nitrate of potash should be used.

It must be reduced to a powder, dried on a hot metal plate in an oven,
and again pulverised. Take of

Oil of vitriol (sulphuric acid) ..... 6 ounces.

Dried nitre .(potassium nitrate) 3i >,

Water .......... i ounce.

Best cotton-wool . . . ..... 60 grains.

The acid and water must be mixed in a cup or other porcelain vessel,

the sulphuric acid being poured into the water (on no account must

the water be poured into the acid, as serious explosions and burns

through the scattered acid may result), and the powdered potassium
nitrate stirred in with a glass rod. The cotton must be pulled into

balls about the size of a walnut, and when a thermometer placed in

the acid remains at 60 C. (140 F.), the cotton balls must be put in

singly and pressed against the sides of the cup with a, glass rod.
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If the temperature of the acid falls below 140 F., the cup must

be floated on boiling water to raise the heat. The cotton must remain

in the acid ten minutes, the excess of acid must be poured off, the

pyroxylin pressed against the cup with the glass rod, and the whole

then quickly placed in cold water and moved about until it is itself

quite cold.

The Process witli Mixed Acids. In this process larger quantities

of cotton can be treated, as the temperature has less chance of altera-

tion. Take of

Nitric acid, sp. gr. 1.45 . . . . . . . 6 ounces.

Sulphuric acid, sp. gr. 1.84 . . . . . . 18

Water 4^
Cotton .......... 400 grains.

Into a deep narrow porcelain vessel pour first the water, then the

nitric acid, and the sulphuric acid last, and stir well with a glass rod.

The temperature at first will indicate from 165 to 170 F. (70 to

80 C.), which will in about twenty minutes fall to 140 F. (60 C.),

the proper temperature for immersing the cotton. This is very im-

portant, and the acids must be stirred with the thermometer to ensure

accuracy. The 400 grains of cotton must be separated into two

equal weights one-half set aside to be dealt with afterwards, the

other divided into about twenty portions, all to be pulled out loosely,

and each portion put separately into the acids when the temperature
has reached the proper point. This must be quickly done, and the

cotton moved about and pressed against the side of the vessel to

ensure the acids being properly taken up. The vessel must now be

covered up and left for ten minutes. The cotton is then taken out

quickly, if possible in one mass, and pressed against the side of a

shallow vessel ;
then pour away the acid into the deep vessel, at once

put the cotton and the vessel containing it into a large quantity of

water, and immediately take hold of it with the hand, rapidly moving
it about until it is cool and separates in the water.

The second half of the cotton should now be treated, the acids

being warmed in a hot-air bath to 144 F., and 6 drachms of sul-

phuric acid added ;
allow to cool to 140 F., and put in the 200 grains

of cotton, treating it like the first half.

The pyroxylin must now be washed. Pour off all the water, and

then allow running water to pass through the wool for forty-eight
hours. When thoroughly washed, squeeze out all the water, pull the

fibre out well, and expose it in the air to dry on 'blotting-paper. In

the summer, sun heat may be used to complete the drying ;
at other

times a drying dish containing sulphuric acid must be used.

The pyroxylin when thoroughly dry should be kept in stoppered
bottles.

Pyroxylin may also be made from linen, wood, calico, paper, and

other substance?.
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Quinol (see Hydroquinone).

Ready - Sensitised Paper. Directions for preparing paper with

silver nitrate will be found under the heading Printing and Toning.
When paper is required only in small quantities, it may be purchased

ready for use
;
and although the results after printing are not always

equal to the freshly prepared paper, the saving of time and trouble

is considerable. Many formulae have been published for preserving

paper in a sensitive state (the tendency of freshly prepared paper is

to turn yellow after a few days, and in some cases hours) ; amongst
them is the following, recommended by Mr. Ashman :

White gum-arabic, picked ...... 3 parts.

Tartaric acid 2 ,,

Hydrochloric acid 2
,,

Citric acid 2 ,,

Water 100 ,,

The paper is sensitised, and when dry must be floated on the back

on the above solution for four or five minutes, dried, and then stored

under pressure.

Another method for preserving paper is given by Mr. Burton as

under :
-

" For ordinary printing, where the highest degree of sensitiveness

is desired, the proportion of silver must be increased, and the paper
should be fumed with ammonia before being used :

Nitrate of silver 75 grains.

Citric acid . . . . . . . . . 75 ,,

Water 3 ounces.

"Take one-fourth of this quantity (f oz.), and having formed a full

sheet of ordinary albumenised paper into a dish by turning up the

edges say one-fourth of an inch all round pour upon it the sensi-

tising fluid, and spread it with a Buckle's or Blanchard's brush."

If it is only required to keep for a short time, paper which has

been freshly sensitised can be placed between paper which has been

saturated with sodium bicarbonate. When the soda-paper is quite

dry the sensitised sheets are placed face to face between the preserving

paper.
It must be borne in mind that ready-sensitised paper will not keep

indefinitely, also that there is much difference in the keeping qualities

of the various kinds in the market.

The best results on albumenised paper can only be obtained when
the paper is freshly prepared, and not subject to any

"
preserving

"

process ;
but the great convenience of having paper always ready, and

the trouble of preparing it avoided, has made ready-sensitised paper
almost an absolute necessity, and it is now probably used by every
amateur and most professional photographers.

Rodinal. This fluid, recently introduced for developing gelatine-
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bromide plates, is a concentrated solution of Para-amidoplienol. For

negatives which have received a normal exposure, the rodinal should

be diluted with 30 parts of water
;
but with 40 parts of water the

development would be more under control. When a plate has been

over-exposed potassium bromide should be added, or a portion of the

developing solution which has already been used. If under-exposed,
the negative should be developed with a weak solution of rodinal.

From 100 to 200 parts of water should be added to the developing
solution if used for gelatino-bromide paper. It will be noticed that

this is a one-solution developer, and it is well spoken of by many who
have tried it. This new developing solution is patented by Dr. M.

Andresen. It is supplied ready for use.

Sandarac or Juniper Resin. This gum or resin is soluble in

turpentine and alcohol, and is sometimes used in making varnish.

Shellac or Gum Lac. This is a brown gum, which may be bleached

till nearly white. It is used for making varnish, and for some other

purposes, such as the preservation of wood from the action of fluids.

It is readily soluble in alcohol.

Silver (Ag. At. wt. = 108; sp. gr. 10.5). In its metallic state

silver is used in the form of wire for dippers for the wet collodion

silver bath ; the small quantity of nitric acid in the solution has very
little effect on the wire

;
the wire is also used as the corner supports

in the carrier frames. It was formerly used in the daguerreotype

process in thin sheets attached to a thicker plate of copper, and upon
the silver surface the picture was formed. When dissolved in nitric

acid, silver nitrate is formed. Sulphuric acid also acts as a solvent,

forming sulphate of silver.

This metal is found combined with various substances as a chloride

in horn silver, the term by which it was known to the alchemists
;

it

also occurs in lead and copper ores, and it is found combined with

sulphur, antimony, and bromine. The purity of the colour of the

metal is preserved unless exposed in the air to sulphuretted hydrogen,
which causes the surface to tarnish.

The various salts of silver enter very largely into most of the

photographic processes.

Silver Bromide (AgBr=i88). The precipitate formed when an

alkaline bromide is added to silver nitrate is known as silver bromide,

and when used in the preparation of gelatine plates gives the extreme

sensitiveness to light which such plates possess. The reactions which

light causes in the haloid salts of silver are still matters of specula-

tion amongst chemists, and although the subject has caused much

experimental research, it cannot be said that satisfactory results have

yet been arrived at. It was with the vapour of bromine that the

daguerreotype plate was made extremely sensitive to light when used

with the vapour of iodine, and it is the presence of the bromide

with the silver in the gelatine film which gives the value to the
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latest improvement in photography known as the gelatino-bromide

process.

Silver Chloride (AgCl = 143.5). The earliest record we have of

the chemical change produced by light was the observation that in

its native state horn silver, which is the chloride of the metal, changed
colour when exposed to light in the presence of organic matter of any
kind, changing from all shades of grey to blackness. This quality
of changing colour renders this salt of silver of the greatest value to

photographers, as upon it depends the various processes of printing
in which it is used.

Silver Iodide (Agl = 235). It is distinguished from the bromide

and chloride by its yellow colour. In the wet collodion process the

iodide contained in the collodion becomes converted into silver iodide

when acted on by the silver nitrate in the silver solution or bath, and

in this state is highly sensitive to light. The image produced on the

film is invisible, but on the application of suitable reducing salts the

picture is revealed, and we have either a negative or positive image,

according as the manipulation is modified. Silver iodide is also used

in the preparation of emulsions.

Silver Nitrate (AgN03 =i7o, called also Lunar Caustic).
-

As generally employed for photographic purposes, this salt is either in

flat crystals, or, when fused, in cakes and sticks, when it is called

lunar caustic. The recrystallised salt should be used by preference.

Fused nitrate was at one time recommended, but it is possible that

silver nitrite may be formed in fusing the salt, and this, if employed
in the wet collodion process, causes fog, when the solution cannot

be used for some days, during which a change occurs, and the

addition of a small quantity of nitric acid puts the bath in working
order again.

Silver Oxide (Ag2O=232). The oxide of silver has very little

use in photography. It is occasionally used to neutralise solutions of

silver nitrate, as it is dissolved by any free acid with the formation

of the neutral nitrate.

Silver Sulphide (Ag2S). This is the compound formed when liver

of sulphur is added to old sodium thiosulphate fixing solution. It is

converted into metallic silver by fusion or by mixing with an alkaline

carbonate, the latter being the simpler process.

Sodium Acetate (NaH3
C

2
O

2
+ 3H2O). A crystalline solid which

melts without decomposition. It is used with gold chloride in certain

formulae for toning prints.

Sodium Carbonate (Na2
C0

3 + ioH
2O; it is known under various

names, such as Washing Soda, Sal Soda, Carbonate of Soda). This

salt may be obtained in various degrees of purity, but the common

washing-soda is sufficiently pure for making the toning bath alkaline.

Soda-ash, a calcined form of the carbonate, free from water of crystal-

lisation, is used in the reduction of silver residues.
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Sodium Chloride (NaCl). One of the most widely distributed

salts, known as common salt, rock-salt, and by various other names.

It is generally used, together with silver nitrate, to render paper
sensitive to light. Amongst its other uses are its addition to silver

solutions to recover the silver, and it. may be employed in a moist

state for cleaning porcelain or glass, the salt being well rubbed over

the dish with the hand.

Silver chloride is slightly soluble in a solution of sodium chloride,

a difficultly soluble double salt (NaCl + AgCl) being formed. It was

this property which enabled the salt to be used for fixing silver prints

before the use of sodium thiosulphate was discovered.

Sodium Nitrate (NaN03 ,
also called Saltpetre). A compound

little used in photography, but it is occasionally added to the silver

bath used in the collodion process. Silver nitrate has been adulterated

by mixture with it.

Sodium Oxalate (Na2
C

2 4). A crystalline solid, very readily soluble

in water, and used in one of the platinotype processes.

Sodium Silicate or Water Glass. The chief use for this salt is in

the preparation of the substratum on glass used in the collotype pro-

cess. It generally occurs in commerce as a syrupy liquid.

Sodium Sulphite (Na2
S0

3
+ yH20). Sometimes used as a preser-

vative of "
pyro

" and its congeners, as its great affinity for oxygen
retards the oxidation of those substa.nces. This ready oxidisability

necessitates its being kept in well-closed bottles, otherwise it is soon

converted into sodium sulphate. It can also be used for fixing prints ;

but sodium thiosulphate is cheaper, and answers the purpose better.

Sodium Thiosulphate (Na2
S

2
O

3 + 5H
20, commonly known as

"Hypo" or Hyposulphite of Soda). In the preparation of this salt a

current of sulphur dioxide is passed into a mixed solution of sodium

sulphide and caustic soda, and when purified by crystallisation the

sodium thiosulphate is obtained in large colourless cry8tals, soluble in

their own weight of water. It can now also be prepared from the

residue of the soda manufacture. As no substitute for the substance

so long known under the name hyposulphite of soda has yet been dis-

covered, and as its history is not yet generally known by those who use

this valuable fixing agent, no apology is perhaps necessary for intro-

ducing here an interesting letter which the writer received and pub-
lished in 1866. It may be stated that the early photographs on paper
were partially fixed by washing with a solution of potassium iodide or

bromide. Ammonia had also been tried, but common salt was found

to be better for the purpose.
The following is quoted from the Proceedings of the Manchester

Literary and Philosophical Society of April 12, 1866, Photographic
section,

" Note on the First Use of Hyposulphite of Soda in Photo-

graphy :

"

"
During an investigation into the early history of photography, I
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met with the statement that Daguerre used hyposulphite of soda in his

process for fixing the pictures, and also that in Mr. Talbot's patent the

use of that substance was included. I was under the impression that

Sir John Herschel had pointed out that hyposulphite of soda would fix

the photographic image, but was unable to ascertain where or when the

discovery was first published. In order to determine this point, I

wrote to Sir John Herschel, requesting him to inform rne whether the

discovery was his, and the date when it was published. To these ques-

tions I received the following reply :

' COLLINGWOOD, October 29, 1864.

'

SIR, I think I may very fairly claim the discovery of the hypo-

sulphites as fixing agents, as I believe I was the first to call the

attention of chemists to that class of salts and their peculiar habitudes,

especially in relation to the insoluble salts of silver.

'In my paper
" On the Hyposulphurous Acid and its Compounds/'

which bears date January 8, 1819, and which appeared in Brewster and

Jameson's Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, 1819, occur these words:
' " One of the most singular characters of the hyposulphites is the

property their solutions possess of dissolving muriate of silver and

retaining it in considerable quantities in permanent solution" (p. n).

'"Hyposulphite of Potash. It dissolves muriate of silver, even

when very dilute, with great readiness" (p. 19).
* "

Hyposulphite of Soda. . . . Muriate of silver newly precipitated

dissolves in this salt when in a somewhat concentrated solution in large

quantity, and almost as readily as sugar in water" (p. 19).

'"Hyposulphite of Strontia. . . . Like the rest of the hyposul-

phites, it readily dissolves muriate of silver, and alcohol precipitates it

as a sweet syrup" (p. 21)
'

"Hyposulphite of Silver. Muriate of silver newly precipitated is

soluble in all liquid hyposulphites, and, as before observed, in that of

soda with great ease and in large quantities. This solution is not

accomplished without mutual decomposition, as its intense sweetness

proves a sweetness surpassing that of honey, and diffusing itself 'over

the whole mouth and fauces, without any disagreeable or metallic

flavour" (p. 27).
' In a second paper on the same subject, which appeared in the

same journal, vol. i. p. 396 et seq., it is shown (inter alia) that the

affinity of this acid for silver is such that oxide of silver readily decom-

poses hyposulphite of soda, and likewise the soda in a caustic state,

''the only instance, I believe, yet known of the direct displacement of

a fixed alkali vid humidd by a metallic oxide" (p. 397).
'

"Hyposulphite of Ammonia and Silver. Its sweetness is unmixed

with any other flavour, and so intense as to cause pain in the throat.

. . . One grain communicates a perceptible sweetness to 30,000 grs. of

water" (p. 399).
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'In a third communication, dated November 1819 "The habitudes

of this acid with the oxide of mercury are not less singular than its

relation to that of silver." " The red oxide is readily dissolved by ...

hyposulphite of soda, while the alkali is set at liberty in a caustic state,"

&c. &c.
' The very remarkable facts above described I have reason to believe

attracted a good deal of attention at the time, and henceforward the

ready solubility of silver salts, usually regarded as insoluble by the

hyposulphites, was familiar to every chemist. It would not, therefore,

be surprising if Daguerre tried to fix his plates (i.e.,
to wash off the

iodide coating) ;
but I have been informed, though I cannot cite a

printed authority for it, that at first he fixed with ammonia, or with a

strong solution of common salt.

' For my own part, the use of the hyposulphites was to myself the

readiest and most obvious means of procedure, and presented itself at

once. My earliest experiments were made in January 1839, and in my
notebook I find :

' "
Exp. 1012. 1839, Jan. 29. Experiments tried within the last

few days, since hearing of Daguerre's secret, and also that Fox Talbot

has got something of the same kind." . . . [Here follow some trials of

the relative sensitiveness of the nitrate, carbonate, acetate, and muriate

of silver. I should observe that at that time I did not even know
what kind of pictures Daguerre had produced. This process was not

revealed till August 1839.]
' "

Exp. i o r 3. Daguerre's process attempt to imitate. Requisites

ist, very susceptible paper; 2nd, very perfect camera; 3rd, means
of arresting further action. Tried hyposulphite of soda to arrest the

action of light by washing away all the chloride of silver or other silver

salt ; succeeds perfectly. Papers half acted on, half guarded from the

light by covering with pasteboard, were withdrawn from sunshine,

sponged over with hyposulphite, then washed in pure water, dried, and

again exposed. The darkened half remained dark, the white half white,

after any exposure, as if they had been painted with sepia."

'"Jan. 30, 1839. Formed image of telescope with the aplanatic
lens . . . and placed in focus paper with carbonate of silver. An
image was formed in white on a sepia-coloured ground . . . which bore

washing with hyposulphite of soda, and was then no longer alterable

by light. Thus Daguerre's problem is so far solved," &c. &c.

'"Exp. 1014. Jan. 30. Tried transfer of print and copper-plate

engraved letters," &c. &c.

'The publication of Daguerre's process (according to Dr. Monck-

hoven, for I cannot refer at present to the original document) took

place on the i9th August 1839. My early experiments, printed in

the notices of the Proceedings of the Royal Society of March 14, 1839,
in which occurs this passage in the abstract of a paper read to

the Society :
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' "
Confining his attention in the present notice to the employment

of chloride of silver, the author inquires into the method by which the

blackened traces can be preserved, which may be effected, he observes,

by the application of any liquid capable of dissolving and washing
off the unchanged chloride, but leaving the reduced oxide of silver

untouched. These conditions are best fulfilled by the liquid hypo-

sulphites."
' "

Twenty-three specimens of photographs made by Sir J. Herschel

accompany his paper one a sketch of his telescope at Slough, fixed

from its image in a lens."
' This is the image above mentioned as having been taken on

January 30, 1839, and was, I believe, the first picture ever fixed from

an optical image ever taken in this country at least I have heard

of none earlier.

'At the time of making these experiments, as already mentioned.

I had no knowledge of M. Daguerre's process further than the mention

of the existence of a process (a secret one) in a note from Admiral

(then Captain) Beaufort some time about January 23, 1839. Of

course I used paper, not silver and it was not a suggestion, but a

regular and uniform practice to use the hyposulphite I never used

anything else. I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
'

J. F. W. HERSCHEL.'

" In reference to the subject of fixing the photographic image, I

find the following passage in a paper read before the Royal Society on

January 31, 1839, by Mr. Talbot. After referring to the improve-
ments of Wedgwood and Davy in 1802, and the difficulties they found

in making the paper sufficiently sensible to receive the impression in

a camera obscura, and their inability to fix the pictures, the author

states that ' his experiments were begun without his being aware of

this prior attempt ;
and that in the course of them he discovered

methods of overcoming the two difficulties above related. With

respect to the latter he says that he has found it possible by a subse-

quent process so to fix the images or shadows formed by the solar

rays that they become insensible to light . . . and states that he has

exposed some of his pictures to the sunshine for the space of an hour

without injury.'
'

From this it is quite clear that "
hypo

" was first used for fixing

the photographic image by Sir J. Herschel early in 1839.
Until 1869 it was not suspected that the "hypo" was not the

substance its name implied. In July of that year M. H. Saint-Claire

Deville communicated a paper, by M. P. Schiitzenberger, to the

Academy of Sciences, Paris, entitled "Note on a New Sulphur Acid,"

in which he describes experiments which led to the isolation of a new
acid. This new acid he calls "

hyposulphurous acid." Without

going into particulars, it will be sufficient to say that this discovery
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showed that the name borne by a substance already known was really

correct for the newly discovered substance. The old "
hyposulphite

"

therefore required to be re-named; and as its composition showed

that it was sulphuric acid, in which one atom of oxygen was replaced

by sulphur, it was called Thiosulpliate of Soda.

In chemical notation the hyposulphite of soda is NaHS0
2 ,

and

thiosulphate of soda is Na
2
S
2
O

3
. It is the last-named substance which

is so extensively used in photography. In works dealing with photo-

graphic matters the correct term sodium thiosulphate is only occasionally

met with, yet there seems to be no reason why photographers should

not always use the correct name
;
but "

hypo
"

is still used as the

diminutive, and if the name must be shortened, instead of "hypo"
it would be just as convenient to say "thio," while there may be

some inconvenience in using a term which is not correct. If a photo-

grapher were to speak of sodium hyposulphite to a chemist, he would

at once think it something different from what was in the mind of the

photographer. It seems to the writer that this necessary alteration

in the nomenclature of a term now so generally used incorrectly rests

very much with the editors of the journals devoted to photography.

By them other changes have been introduced, and the change in

question presents no greater difficulties. If the term hypo must still

be used, it would be better to write it "hypo," and thus show that

a quoted, and not the correct term is intended.

The use of the sodium thiosulphate as a fixing agent depends upon
its power of forming soluble double salts with the haloid compounds
of silver, the portion unaltered by exposure being thus removed, and

the plate or paper rendered indifferent to light.

In using sodium thiosulphate for fixing photographs on paper, it

should always be remembered that the solution must be strong.

If a weak solution be used, instead of the very soluble double salt

Ag2
Na

2(S2
O

3)2 ,
there is formed an insoluble one having the formula

Ag2
Na

4(S2 3) 3 ,
which would remain in the film.

Solutions of sodium thiosulphate should never be used a second

time, as, after a certain quantity of silver salt has been dissolved,

another insoluble double salt begins to be formed, and is precipitated

upon the film. It is, therefore, better to use two solutions, each

containing not less than 4 ounces of the salt to 20 ounces of water.

As it is very difficult to get rid of the last trace of this salt when
it has been used for fixing. prints on paper, many substances have been

suggested as eliminators, amongst them sodium hypochlorite, hydrogen

perchloride, and iodine, but they are seldom used.

Starch (C6
H

1() 5)tt.
This substance is prepared from wheat, rice,

potatoes, Indian-corn, and other substances. Its principal use to the

photographer is for the purpose of mounting photographs, for which

it is preferable, as it can be used cold, and if the skin which forms in

cooling be taken off, it works smoothly. To prepare starch-paste,
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sufficient of the powder is put into a cup, and worked into a paste
with cold water; boiling water is then poured in, and the whole

stirred until it is seen that sufficient water has been added. Another

way to prepare the starch, after it has been mixed with cold water,
is to boil it. The paste does not keep long, and should not be used

when it is the least acid. It is difficult to remove prints from the

card or paper when starch has been the mountant. The print must
be covered with boiling water, and allowed to remain some hours, if

it does not come away at once, and in some cases the cardboard may
be peeled away from the back.

The purest form of starch is known as arrowroot. Unlike ordinary

starch, it gives an almost clear solution when boiled with water
;
this

form is, therefore, used in the preparation of some kinds of photo-

graphic paper.
Starch is sometimes used in sizing paper.
Strontium Chloride (SrCl 2 + 6H20). Soluble in water, less readily

soluble in alcohol. It can take the place of the other chlorides in

photographic processes ;
but the salts of strontium are very little used.

Sulphuric Acid or Hydrogen Sulphate (H2
S04 , commonly called

Oil of Vitriol). It is employed with nitric acid in the manufacture of

pyroxylin. It has been used in some developing solutions, but,

although one of the most important of the acids, its use in photo-

graphy alone is very limited. It is used largely in the preparation of

other acids. The acid generally obtained is a heavy, oily, nearly
colourless liquid, of sp. gr. 1.83. If exposed in an open vessel in a

confined space, such as the glass case containing a balance, this acid,

by its strong affinity for water, has the effect of drying the air; this

affinity for water necessitates great care in mixing the two substances

(as when the acid has to be diluted). The acid must always be

poured into the cold water with constant stirring, and never the water

into the acid, as explosions would then almost certainly result.

Tannic Acid or Tannin (C14
H

10
O

9
+ H20). It occurs largely in

gall-nuts. The pure acid is a colourless mass, and very soluble in

water. It is precipitated from its aqueous solutions by many salts, and
forms an insoluble compound with gelatine. In the manufacture of

ink tannic acid is used with ferric salts. Glucose and gallic acid are

formed when tannin is exposed to the air, or when treated with dilute

acids. When heated to 215 F. the result is pyrogallic acid. It was
at one time used as a preservative for collodion plates.

Test-Paper (see Litmus).
Thiosinamine (CSNH2

NHC
2
H

5 ).
Colonel Waterhouse used this

substance in his experiments in reversing the image, and Herr

Liesegang says that it may be employed as a fixing agent gelatino
chloride plates can be fixed as rapidly as with "hypo." It can also

be used with gold chloride for combined toning and fixing.

Turpentine (C 10
H

16 ,
also called Terebiue and Terebenthine). From
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various trees of the pine and fir tribe a fluid exudes from which

turpentine is prepared. From Pinus syloestris, P. nigra, and P. abies

common turpentine is obtained, and from the larch the kind called

Venice turpentine. The oil of turpentine is made by distilling the

crude turpentine with water; the residue is resin. Turpentine is

chiefly used in photography as a solvent for resins used in the zinc-

etching process.

Uranium (II; at. wt. = 239). This metal is found in the mineral

pitchblende, and has recently been discovered in Cornwall.

Uranium Nitrate (U02(N03 )2
or Uranyl Nitrate). It is used as

described under Uranium Printing Process.

Varnish. All photographs on glass are liable to injury in various

ways if not protected by some kind of varnish. With care, albumen

and gelatine films may be used without varnish ; but as paper prepared
with silver nitrate is to some extent hygroscopic, there is danger in

stains being caused, and consequent injury to the picture if the

negative is not protected.

Many substances are used in the manufacture of varnish, but to

the amateur, as well as the professional photographer, it is of little

consequence of what the varnish is composed, provided it will not

crack, and is sufficiently hard to protect the film
;
and as the manu-

facture is a somewhat "sticky" operation, and the cost of the ready-
made article is not excessive, it is advisable to purchase as required
rather than make it.

As it is not possible always to obtain a matt varnish from the

dealer, it can be made, as recommended by Mr. J. Wingrave, as

under :

Gum sandarac (picked)
White lac

Alcohol (methylated)

ounce.

20 ounces.

Dissolve and filter. To four ounces of the above add two drachms of

tartaric acid, shake well, and set aside to clear, and then decant into

a clear dry bottle for use.

The negative to be varnished should be warmed, but not made too

hot, and, after the varnish has been drained off, it should be held

before a bright fire until the plate is hotter than the hand can bear,

when it may be set aside till quite cold before being used.

A varnish to be used cold can be made from

Powdered amber
Chloroform

I ounce.

16 ounces.

Or, in place of the chloroform, the same quantity of benzole may be

used.

As a protection to the film of a wet collodion plate, when it is

required only for a temporary purpose, it is often sufficient to cover it
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with a solution of gum arabic, which must be applied while the plate

is wet. The solution of gum may also be used before varnishing in

the ordinary way when the collodion has a tendency to split from

the plate.

Varnish, Blade. To one ounce of asphaltum and 20 grains of

india-rubber add 20 ounces of benzole. For varnishing brass-work, to

produce a dead black, lamp-black should be added to thin shellac

varnish, and tested until, when dry, no gloss is shown. The varnish

can be applied with a camel's-hair brush. A good black for wood-

work is made with turpentine 16 ounces, lamp-black 8 ounces, and

gold size 2 ounces. The lamp-black is formed into a paste with tur-

pentine, and then the rest of the turpentine and gold size is added.

Velox Paper. This is a new kind of paper made at Nepera, New
York, and it is for development. It is supposed to be a bromide

paper, it can be developed in weak actinic light, and with any of the

new developers. The following formula is for amidol :

Amidol . . . . 60 grains.
Sodium sulphite . . . . . . . . i ounce.

Potassium bromide ....... i grain.
Water 16 ounces.

The solution is brushed over the sensitive surface of the paper, and is

fixed in acid "hypo." The paper is of various kinds, and yields good

prints.

Water (H.,0). For many purposes in photography the absolute

purity of water is of very little consequence ; but when chemical

substances are to be used in certain cases, and distilled water is

specified in the formula, it is necessary that the water should nearly

approach the purity obtained by distillation
;

not condensed water

from steam-engines, but distilled for chemical use. The question of

the purity of water does not affect the photographer now as it did

when the process in general use was wet collodion, and the proper
mixture of the silver nitrate bath was of the utmost importance. A
few years since the writer was engaged in an experiment of much
scientific interest in Sicily, and he took with him silver in solution

which he knew was in good working order
; but, as a reserve, he also

took a supply of the purest fused silver nitrate. He required to use

this, but no distilled water was to be had. A supply of rain-water

was obtained, and on sunning the solution, a dense black deposit was

soon formed. After filtration, the bath was found to be in good

order, and was successfully used. The solution was left in the hands

of a local photographer, who informed the writer some months after-

wards that he had used the bath in various parts of Sicily, and he had

"never had anything like it before." Filtered rain-water, then, may
be used as a substitute when distilled cannot be had, and for most

purposes filtration is sufficient. It should be stated, however, that if
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the water is collected from house-roofs, time should be allowed for

impurities to be washed away. Melted snow is said to be purer than

rain-water, and can be safely used. River-water is to be preferred to

that taken from wells, if it is not contaminated with sewage matter.

It would be a simple matter here to give directions for testing water

for lime, iron, carbonates, or chlorides, but, for the small quantity of

water the amateur requires when away from home, he would be very

unlikely to test it himself, and he may use rain-water as suggested above.

Manchester and district has a supply of water which contains very
little impurity, as the following analysis shows :

Total solid matter in solution .

Free ammonia ......
Albuminoid ammonia ....
Nitrates and nitrites ....
Oxygen contained in permanganate of

potash to oxidise organic matter, &c.,

in solution :

Acting for two minutes at 80 F.

Acting for two hours at 80 F. .

Combined chlorine .....
Phosphates ......
Total hardness ......
Permanent hardness

Temporary hardness ....

4.7 grains per gallon.

.0024 ,,

0033
absent

.on

.086

.061

absent

1-3

1.2

O.I

When heated to 100 F. in a bottle, no smell was produced, and

the appearance of the water when a column two feet in depth wns
examined was slightly turbid and was faintly yellow. For this

analysis the writer is indebted to Mr. W. Thomson, F.R.S.E., F.C.S.,

&c., of Manchester.

The Manchester water, then, can be used for most purposes in

photography without distillation, and has been so used by the writer

for many years in preference to any distilled water which he could

purchase. Glasgow also has a supply of water of excellent quality.
Wax. The use of wax in photography is very limited. It is

useful for making paper semi-transparent, and dissolved in turpentine
or benzole is made into encaustic paste.

Zinc (Zn ; at. wt. 64.9). The salts of this metal have very little

use in photography, but the metal is largely used in the processes for

obtaining printing blocks in half tone and line. The metal is also

used for reducing metallic silver from the chloride.



PART V.

CHAPTEE I.

APPLICATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Animated Photography. Soon after the introduction of the collo-

dion process an attempt was made to show motion. This was effected

by taking pictures of a machine with its various parts showing one

revolution, and the prints were viewed through a narrow slit. Mr.

Wenham about the same time produced similar effects, but it was not

until the introduction of the gelatine process that success was possible.

The results produced by Muybridge and Anschutz naturally led to

further experiments, and in 1890 Mr. Friese-Green, followed by Mr.

Edison in 1893, produced photographs of moving figures with excellent

life-like effects, which are dependent on what is known as the "per-

sistence of vision." The toys such as the zoetrope, or wheel of life,

phenakistoscope, thaumatrope, and others all produce effects of motion,

due to the same cause, that is, the persistence of vision. Many diffe-

rent names have been given to the instruments for producing and

exhibiting photographs to show motion, and amongst others may be

named the cinematograph, photoscope, tachyscope, kinetoscope, and

the biograph. Great interest was aroused in this subject when Mr.

Edison announced that with his kinetoscope, assisted by the phono-

graph, an entire opera could be seen and heard when the two instru-

ments were in operation at the same time. This has scarcely yet been

realised, but a near approach has been made.

The photographs are made on celluloid films in bands which may
vary in length and width according to the subjects to be photographed
and the instruments used. The rate at which the pictures are taken

varies from ten to fifty per second, and the light is stopped by a shutter

for a fraction of the time between each exposure.
1 The apparatus for

taking the negatives, developing, making the positive transparent films,

and exhibiting by projection and otherwise are very numerous. The

cinematograph was put to a very practical test when, on the return

of the first battalion of the Grenadier Guards to London after the

1 It has been recorded that M. L. Decombe, of the Paris Academy of Sciences,

has photographed the Hertzian oscillations in less than the five-millionth part

of a second, a rotating mirror being used. Bry's experiments in photographing

the flight of bullets were the briefest exposures hitherto.
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Soudan campaign, a series of pictures was taken, and exhibited to a

public audience the same evening.

Anaglyphs. In December 1893 M. Ducos du Hauron published
in the Revue de Photographic a picture printed in two colours, red and

blue, almost superposed, which presented a confused appearance to the

eye until seen through spectacles having glass of the same colours
;

but the red picture is viewed through the blue glass and the blue through
the red, when a remarkable stereoscopic effect is produced. A strong

light is necessary to obtain the best result. The size of the picture is

not limited, as is the case when a stereoscope is used. The process has

been modified by taking the pictures through different coloured media,

producing, when seen through the spectacles as before, natural colour

effects. Owing to the great absorption of light, this method, though
of great scientific interest, may not be of much practical value.

Architectural Photography. No special process is necessary in

making photographs of architectural subjects ; but there are certain

precautions to be taken which may be referred to here. The camera

must be kept quite horizontal, if practicable ;
this can be done approxi-

mately by the eye, but a small weight attached to a string and used

as a plumb-line, or a spirit-level, can be used to ensure perfect levelling.

A lens of the rectilinear type is the best. Tilting the camera either

up or down should be avoided. In photographing tall buildings, the

sliding front to raise or lower the lens and the swing back should be

used to correct the distortion which would appear by tilting the camera,
which process is only necessary when the rising front will not otherwise

permit all the subject to be brought in. In photographing interiors,

it is often difficult to keep the tripod legs from slipping on smooth

floors. This can be prevented by fixing corks on the pointed iron tips

of the legs.

Astronomical Photography. Although attempts were made to pro-

duce photographs of celestial objects by the daguerreotype method,

very little success was attained, and it was not until De la Rue, Ruther-

furd, the writer, and some others produced pictures of the moon, that

the value of photography in astronomical matters was fully appreciated.
Some important scientific facts connected with astronomy have been

established by the aid of photography. In all total eclipses of the

sun, certain phenomena appeared which were difficult to explain. An
aureola of light, the corona, was always visible, and certain coloured

objects close to the edge of the moon, known as " red prominences,"
were the cause of much speculation until the eclipse of 1860, when an

expedition was sent to Spain, where Mr. De la Rue and Father Secchi

made photographs, from which it appeared that, as the moon passed
over the sun, the red prominences were gradually covered and un-

covered
;
and as the photographs taken at different and distant stations

showed the same effects, it was, of course, concluded that the pheno-
menon was an appendage of the sun. To settle the matter experiments
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were made in India in 1868 by Colonel Tennant, which fully confirmed

the results obtained by De la Rue and Secchi in Spain.

Total eclipses of the sun, visible at places within convenient distance

of England, do not often occur. The cause of the corona being still

unknown, it was decided to send expeditions to Spain and Sicily in

December 1870, one object of which was to obtain photographs of this

phenomenon. It had been contended that the beautiful corona of light,

always seen during total eclipses, was an effect produced in our atmos-

phere and it was also maintained that the appendage really belonged
to the sun. This point was settled in a very satisfactory way by a

comparison of two photographs, one taken at Cadiz, in Spain, by Mr.

Willard, one of the party sent from America, and the other taken at

Syracuse, in Sicily, by the writer. Mr. Willard's photograph was taken

about two hours before the one at Syracuse, and yet the two photo-

graphs showed features in this aureola of light which were common

to both. This could not have been the case unless the corona was

actually connected with the sun. Rifts or V-shaped markings were

shown at the same places in the pictures, and these peculiarities, which

appeared at stations hundreds of miles apart, must have been persistent

during the whole time of the eclipse, or they could not have been visible

in both photographs. This seemed to be sufficient proof that our atmos-

phere was not the cause of the phenomenon.
The collodion process was used in these experiments ;

but as soon

as gelatino-bromide plates became available, the use of photography
was extended to the spectroscope, and in subsequent total eclipses

pictures of the spectrum of the corona were obtained, thus adding
another proof of its solar origin. When it was found that comets, the

nebulae, and stars could be photographed, there seemed to be no

limit to the possibilities which might be effected by photographic aid
;

and a great work has been commenced, that of photographing the

entire heavens, including stars to the fourteenth magnitude, which will

require, it is said, 10,000 negatives, and will include 20,000,000

stars, an achievement the importance of which cannot be exaggerated.

Objects which the most powerful optical aid had failed to reveal have

been photographed : the explanation of this, no doubt, is that the very

long exposure, required to impress the light of stars of very small magni-
tude and faint nebulae, had enabled the very delicate nebulous light to

show itself on the sensitive plate.

It may, perhaps, be permitted to the writer to point out that in

taking photographs of celestial phenomena prior to 1870, the ordinary

telescope had been employed, and it was used in Spain in that year,

but it occurred to him that in photographing the corona a picture was

wanted, and that the size given by the greater focal length of a tele-

scope was of very little consequence compared with the importance of

showing the extent and detail of the corona, which could only be

-obtained by having a suitable lens and larger plates than could be
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advantageously used in a telescope. This idea was proved to be correct,

as, although the only instrument available was one which gave an image
only about three-tenths of an inch in diameter, the corona was displayed

extending several diameters of the sun, and in a way never before seen

on a photographic plate.

In the second edition of his work on the "Sun," the late Mr. R.

A. Proctor gives a full description of the results of this experiment,
and he says that the explanation of the success is to be found in the

fact that a new method was adopted in photographing the eclipsed

sun.

Mr. Willard's photograph was taken with a telescope in the old

way; and, as it showed detail of the same character as that in the

photograph taken with a different instrument at Syracuse, it estab-

lished the fact that the corona was a solar appendage. It also showed
that a telescope was not a proper instrument to use for the purpose ;

and this was proved in the following year, when some very beautiful

photographs were made in India for the Earl of Crawford (then Lord

Lindsay) by Mr. Davis, and by other observers at different places.
The instruments were of the same kind as the one used in Sicily (the
lens used by Mr. Davis in 1871 was the one used by the writer in 1870),
but were specially mounted, with the result that the pictures were

superior to anything hitherto done
;
and in all subsequent eclipses suit-

able apparatus has been employed, showing that the method adopted

by the writer for the first time was the proper one. It may also be

pointed out that in all the important work in astronomical photography
since 1870, the apparatus employed has been either silver mirrors or

lenses constructed as for ordinary photographic work, thus carrying
out the idea that pictures of the objects photographed are required, also

larger plates can be used than with an ordinary telescope.
The cameras and lenses in ordinary use by photographers cannot

with advantage be adapted for photographing such objects as the sun
or moon. The size of the image of the moon (or sun), given by a lens

of ten inches focus, will be only one-tenth of an inch, so that a lens of

fifty inches focus would be necessary to make the photograph half an
inch in diameter. Therefore, something more handy must be found.

The astronomical telescope, when mounted equatorially and with clock-

work, can be readily adapted. A photographic camera, with suitable

lens, is attached to the telescope so as to be driven with it to coun-

teract the apparent motion of the stars or moon, really that of the

earth. The moon's motion in her orbit can be disregarded when quick

plates are used
; indeed, the moon may be photographed when full

while the telescope is at rest, the exposure necessary being less than
one second

Although not so suitable as a lens corrected for the chemical rays,,

or as a reflecting telescope, the ordinary achromatic telescope may
be used for photographing the moon. The accompanying Figs., 95,.
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96, and 97, show the method of carrying the sensitive plate, which

will be found convenient when the picture is to be taken at the prin-

cipal focus.

In this case the telescope itself forms the camera, and the plate-

holder is very little more than the dark slide of a camera. If any kind

of enlarging lens be used with the astronomical telescope, a camera

FIG. 95.

FIG. 96. FIG. 97.

a, draw-tube of telescope ; 6, dark frame ; c, slide
; d, brass tube sliding into

place of eye-piece ; e, outer metal frame screwed to d ; e, inner metal plate ;

/, diaphragm ; h, clips to hold plate e ; i, spring to hold frame in first position ;

k, groove in the plate c, in which the spring-pin j slides.

must be attached, as the image may be larger than can be taken on the

small plates used in the apparatus described.

The method for ascertaining the actinic focus is as follows : With
the rack motion adjust the focus for distinct vision, and then mark the

tube d, and also the sliding part of the telescope, so that any change of

their position is readily seen. Although it is very unlikely to be of the
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slightest use, unless taken with a reflecting telescope, a picture may now

be made
;

it will at least give some idea of the proper exposure. If the

chemical and visual foci are not coincident, the image will have a blurred

appearance. Before exposing the next plate turn the adjusting screw

so as to draw out the tube about one-sixteenth of an inch, and so

proceed until, by the greater distinctness of the image, it is seen that

the chemical focus is found. At every change of position a slight mark

should be made on the tube, and when the true focus is satisfactorily

determined, the marks should be made distinctly visible, and in all

future experiments with the same instrument the focus will be always
at or very near the same place. Should it be found that the indis-

tinctness increases, it will, of course, be necessary to try in the other

direction, that is, to shorten the focus.

The appearances arising from atmospheric disturbances are very
much the same as when the object is out of focus

; experience alone

will enable the operator to determine from which cause the defect

proceeds.

Some of the best photographs of the moon ever taken were made

by the collodion process, an example of which is seen in the plate on

the opposite page, which is from a negative by the late Mr. L. M.

Rutherfurd, of New York
;

but the great convenience of dry plates,

and the extra rapidity, give the preference to gelatine plates ; indeed,

some of the work now undertaken could only be accomplished on such

plates. The MM. Henry, of the Paris Observatory, have exposed

plates during three hours while making negatives of the stars, and

Dr. Common, of Baling, in producing the very beautiful pictures of

the great nebula in "
Orion," gave very long exposures. Dr. Roberts

also did the same while making his pictures of nebulae and stars.

Some exquisitely beautiful pictures of the moon have been made at

the Lick Observatory on Mount Hamilton, and also by the brothers

Henry at Paris. It is a curious fact, however, that, after 1871 and

until 1896, the gelatine method had been exclusively used in eclipse

work ; but it was stated at one of the meetings of the British Astrono-

mical Association in 1895, by Mr. Wesley and Mr. Maunder, that the

pictures of the corona taken in 1870 and 1871 had not been equalled in

some respects by those taken subsequently. Somewhat elaborate pre-

parations were made by Mr. G. W. Sidebotham and the writer to use

the wet collodion process at Vadso in Norway, during the total eclipse

in August 1896, but a clouded sky prevented the completion of the

experiment.
The fascinating occupation of photographing celestial objects may

be undertaken by all who possess the necessary apparatus ;
and no

more than ordinary care and patience are required to ensure success.

It may be further remarked here that, although it is absolutely

necessary for the production of the best work in photographing stars,

nebulae, &c., to have the best lenses and apparatus, some highly in-
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nebulae were discovered by Miss Herschel in 1783.
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teresting work can be done with simple appliances, that is, when dry

plates are used. The moon, when a small camera is employed,
shows as a very small object, but it can be photographed with

very rapid exposures in a quarter-plate camera, and with a portrait
lens whole constellations of stars can be photographed, showing, of

course, only the bright stars. For this purpose the camera may be

mounted on an ordinary stand, and the exposure made by hand
;

but if it is desired to produce negatives showing more than the

very bright stars, the stand must have an equatorial arrangement, and

clockwork to control the movement of the telescope to follow the

object ;
and a further arrangement to keep a star strictly on the cross-

wire of the finder attached to the camera. In the absence of the

driving clock, interesting amateur work can be done if the motion be

given by means of a Hooke's joint, by which the camera is kept

adjusted on one point during the time of exposure, a finder fixed on
the camera enabling this to be done.

On a previous page, reference is made to the work of Dr. Isaac

Roberts, of Crowborough, in Sussex, and the writer is indebted to him
for the use of transparencies from the original negatives of the great
nebula in Andromeda, and of the stars in Cygnus. The Andromeda

picture was exposed four hours, and it shows detail which cannot be seen

at all in ordinary telescopes, and the great perfection of the work is seen

in the roundness of the dots, each dot representing a star. As this plate
is reproduced by the half-tone method on copper, the half-tones of the

picture, if closely examined, will be seen to show the cross lines, but if

held a few inches from the eyes this effect is lost and only the stars

are seen. This is perhaps the most perfect representation of a nebula

yet produced, the Orion nebula by Dr. Common alone excepted.
Another plate shows a very fine cluster of stars in the constellation

Cygnus. This also is by Dr. Roberts, who informed the writer that the

negative shows 20,000 stars. The negative was made with one hour's

exposure. A photograph in the writer's possession by the brothers

Henry, of the Paris Observatory, represents the same coincident sky
area as that given in Dr. Roberts' plate; but it only shows 3100 stars.

The cause of the difference is not explained, as the time of exposure
was the same in both cases, but it may arise from the different kind of

plate used, as Dr. Roberts may have had a much more sensitive plate
than that employed by the brothers Henry ;

still their negative is

technically perfect, the stars are clear round dots, and the background
is quite black. When long exposures are made in photographing stars

and nebulae, there is a tendency to what in ordinary photography
is called over-exposure, and thus the background is not black. Dr.

Roberts' negative might appear over-exposed as compared with the less

sensitive plate of the Paris picture.

A very full account of celestial photography by the writer will be

found in the Proceedings of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical
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Society, 1865, British Journal of Photography, December 22, 1865, and

in Chambers' "Astronomy," second and third editions.

Cameo. This term was applied to photographs which, after they
were mounted, were pressed so as to raise the surface to a convex form,

giving the portrait somewhat the shape of the ordinary cameo.

Carte de Visite. When first introduced this name was given to a

very small kind of portrait which was intended to be used on the

cards called visiting cards, or cartes de visite. The original purpose
was soon abandoned, but the convenience of the small-sized portrait

was at once appreciated, and for many years was most popular, and is

still largely used. The title was a misnomer. Album or card portrait

better described the picture. Portraits of a larger size, with the title

Cabinet, have to a large extent taken the place in public favour of the

smaller photograph.
Clouds. It very rarely happens at the time when a landscape is

photographed that the clouds are the most suitable for the subject, or

such as we should like to see in our picture, though at all times it

must be borne in mind that the landscape is affected by the sky. The

effect in the foreground and distance will be quite different under

a blue sky, or when cumulus clouds are present ; and, as we cannot

command the kind of effect we wish to produce in the picture, great
care must be taken if clouds are introduced which have perhaps been

taken under totally different conditions. It was at one time rare to see

a landscape photograph with clouds
;
the purest white paper appeared

to be the aim of the photographer; and, even at the present day,
sufficient attention is not given to this very important feature in a

picture. Assuming that the sky at the time a picture is taken is just

what is desired, it will of course be desirable to preserve the effect

on the plate exposed for the landscape, and in some cases, with care

in the development, this may be done. But in the majority of

cases the exposure necessary for the landscape will be too great for

the sky, and this will necessitate double printing to obtain the cloud

effect. The landscape photographer should always be on the qui
vive to obtain good cloud negatives ;

the negatives need not be taken

on large plates. If on plates 6^ x 4^, or less, they can be enlarged ;

and one negative may be utilised to make two effects by reversing.
When the sky portion of a landscape negative is not sufficiently dense

to leave the paper white when the landscape is fully printed, it must
be either shielded or stopped out. If carefully done, shielding is pre-
ferable to stopping out. The sky will probably be sufficiently dense

to permit shielding, which is effected by placing a sheet of thick

paper or cardboard shaped to follow the outline of the picture roughly.
The shield should not be placed too close to the negative. If the

printing-frame has thick glass, probably the thickness of the glass will

be sufficient to prevent a hard line when the shield protects the sky,

the object being to shade off the unshielded part into the white paper.
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Remove the print from the frame, and place it on a sheet of glass or

on a board which is quite flat
;

select a cloud-negative which is suitable

for the picture (taking care that the light and shade in the clouds

correspond with the effect in the landscape) : place the negative care-

fully on the print, and then protect the photograph from the light

with a piece of cardboard, with the part nearest the sky turned up,

thus 5SS5S5SSS __ This will permit the clouds to print

FIG. 98.

and shade off the part near the landscape, so as to blend with the part

already printed. If carefully done, the effect will be almost as good
as if the clouds had been taken with the picture. The clouds will

print very quickly, and great care should be taken not to make them

too dark the merest indication of clouds is often sufficient.

Special care must be taken that the clouds do not spoil a church

tower or spire, or tall trees forming prominent features in the picture.

This is readily avoided by so placing the cloud-negative that a dense

part covers the projecting object.

Unless a sky is carefully stopped out, the result is often a hard line

which no amount of care in printing-in the sky will remove.

Very good indications of clouds are sometimes made by painting
on the back of the negative ;

but this must be skilfully done, or

the effect will be anything but natural. The same may be said if

cotton-wool be used. In all cases preference should be given to

natural clouds.

Cloud effects to represent moonlight are easily produced by taking
the negative when the sun is behind the clouds, and then printing

darkly. If the moon is to be shown in the picture, it must be of the

proper size. Suppose a lens of 10 inches focus be used, the size of the

sun or moon will be one-tenth of an inch. It is always better to use

a negative which has been taken direct when the moon is to be shown

in a picture. To ensure the correct representation, the lens used for

the landscape should be employed in making the negative of the

moon.

The vignette form of picture is very effective in landscape. (See

Vignetting.)

Composite Portraits. By printing several portraits over each

other, a composite effect is obtained ; the result is supposed to give

the type of the whole.

Composition. The value of a photograph depends very much on

what is termed composition. It is not sufficient in taking a picture

to place the camera and allow chance to arrange how the lines will

compose to form the effect. Two persons may make totally different

effects from the same subject, taken at the same time, and the
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difference will be caused merely by the different positions of the

camera; a tree, a rock, or a figure, may be so arranged in composing
the picture as to be effective in one case and obtrusive in the other.

The possession of a camera does not make an artist of its owner
;
and

unless some study be given to what is required in making artistic

pictures, photographs, good from an artistic point of view, will only
be the result of accident. Treatises on the qualities necessary to form

pictures have been written and should be studied. If the student

will carry out hints he may derive from what he reads, defects too

often met with in photographs will be avoided. The introduction of

figures in a landscape is in many cases desirable, but if they are badly

placed an otherwise good picture is spoilt. The plate opposite illus-

trates what is said here. The picture without the figure is commonplace
and uninteresting, but it at once becomes beautiful when treated as in

this case. The photograph is by Mr. Thomas Glazebrook, of Ashton-

under-Lyne, who has produced many subjects of a similar kind.

Distance. Much of the beauty of a landscape depends on the

proper rendering of the distance. This becomes difficult owing to the

effect of the atmosphere, the pale blue and grey of the distance having
almost the same actinic power 011 the plate as the sky. When the

objects in the foreground are dark, the difficulty is increased, and the

greatest care must be taken that the distance does not become lost

while the foreground is developed.
Interiors. The photographer is sometimes required to photograph

places where very little light penetrates. In the days before gelatine

plates were available, the difficulties were almost insurmountable ; but

there are very few places which cannot now be photographed, as

where daylight does not penetrate the magnesium flash-light is avail-

able. Probably the first attempt to photograph below the surface of

the earth was made by the writer in the " Blue John " mine in Derby-
shire (see p. 62). This was in 1865, and the photograph was made on a

collodion plate, while the mine was illuminated by means of burning
magnesium wire and ribbon. Soon after this Professor Piazzi Smyth
made photographs of the interior of the Great Pyramid. Owing to the

slowness of the plates, and the quantity of magnesium which had to

be burnt, the white fumes interfered very much with the results,

as the want of ventilation in such places made it necessary to wait

for the particles of magnesia forming the mist to settle before a

second plate could be exposed. The quick plates now in use make such

subjects comparatively easy, and one or two good flashes will generally
be sufficient care being taken, of course, to protect the lens from

the light. When the external air is colder than the interior, the

condition of the lens as to condensed moisture should be noticed.

When daylight, however feeble, is available, it is only a question of

time as to obtaining a picture. A basement floor in which was a

quantity of machinery, and lighted only by one or two small windows
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Photographed by Mr. Glazebrook. Photo-engraved on copper by A. Brothers & Co., Ltd.
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has been photographed, the exposure lasting twenty-six hours ;
that

is, the camera was left in the place for that length of time so as to

utilise all the daylight possible (the place was too extensive for arti-

ficial light to be used), and the result was an excellent negative, some

halation around the window being the only defect. Difficult interiors

must be dealt with according to the peculiarities of each case. In

photographing buildings, such as cathedrals and churches, lenses of

long focus may sometimes be used
; but, usually, wide angle lenses are

the best for the purpose, owing to the difficulty of placing the camera

sufficiently far back so as to obtain as much of the interior as possible.

Where windows appear in the picture they should, if practicable, be

covered during the greater part of the exposure.

Impressionism in Photography. During the past few years there

has been much discussion as to whether it was legitimate to attempt
to produce by photographic means work in imitation of what is called

the "
Impressionist

"
school of art, the effect in a photograph being

what is called out of focus. Much may be said on both sides of the

question. In art all styles are permitted, and each artist has, as a

rule, a style of his own, which, in course of years, may change. The

eminent artist, the late Sir J. E. Millais, is an instance. In the early

part of his career he was one of the Pre-Raphaelite school, and a

comparison of the work he did at that time with what came from his

brush later will show quite as great a difference as there is between a

photograph containing the most minute detail and one of the very

opposite kind. If we refer to some of the earliest works which have

been preserved, the wall paintings of Pompeii, for instance, we have

hard lines and minute detail. Coming down to a later date, a visit to

the National Gallery will show us work of the earliest period in oil

colours, in which the lines are still hard and the detail well defined.

After that period the style changed, a more naturalistic manner being

introduced, and the lines and tones becoming more blended. We have

another contrast between the work of Canaletti (whose pictures of

Venice and street scenes show hard lines and wonderful "
photo-

graphic
"

detail) and that of Turner (whose later work showed a total

absence of detail). His pictures are "impressions," and are supposed
to give the artist's ideas of the scenes depicted ; they are as far

removed from Canaletti's style as the most out offocus photograph is

from one giving the sharpest possible detail. We may take another

example in a different style of art. Van Huysum painted flowers with

the most exquisite finish
;
and in the present day Fantin paints pictures

of flowers equally beautiful, but quite without detail. Some landscape

painters give minute detail in their pictures, representing the colours

and form, so they tell us, as they are shown in nature, while others

leave out the detail and give very little more than the form, and in

some cases colour very far removed from that of nature as seen by
other eyes. Some artists paint the forms just as they see them,
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while others consider that they improve nature by altering the forms.

When so much latitude is permitted in one branch of art, why should

not there be equal variety permitted in another style of art? The

work of Rej lander had many admirers, but in many cases he appeared
to work for effect rather than minute detail

; and, in another case, we
had in the work by Mrs. Cameron portraits in the widest contrast to

much that is done in the present day, and yet the work of that artist

had many admirers.

Much of the discussion of this subject has arisen through some of

the pictures shown at the Exhibition of the Photographic Society in

the autumn of 1890. The pictures referred to were very much out of

focus; they were printed on rough paper, and were totally unlike

most of the other landscape photographs in the room ; and they were

pointed out to the writer with the remark that there " was a great

change in photographic matters when such things could have medals

awarded to them." An examination of the things referred to showed

that there was something to admire, something quite different from

what had previously been done in photography, and there seemed to

the writer there was no reason why the style of Corot or Millet should

not be imitated in treating such subjects.

In portraiture (apart from photography) no kind of art is supe-
rior to a well-executed ivory miniature ; the same effect could not

be obtained on rough drawing-paper. And in photography there is

nothing to surpass a perfect daguerreotype portrait ;
a portrait on

paper, however smooth or highly glazed, is not equal to it
;
and an

album portrait may be very good when printed, as usual, on albu-

rnenised paper, but would not be equally perfect if printed on rough

paper.

Kromskop, The, or Photochromoscope. The great beauty of the

effects produced, when photographs are viewed in Mr. Ives' apparatus,
makes it necessary to give it a somewhat lengthy description, and the

writer is indebted to Mr. Ives for the following details of his invention.

The Kromskop is an optical instrument which accomplishes for

light and colour what the phonograph and grammophone accomplish
for sound and the kinetoscope for motion. Although it does not

produce fixed coloured photographs, it is a realisation of colour photo-

graphy to the extent of bringing before the eyes, by a simple method,
a photographic image in the natural colours which is more perfect and

realistic than any coloured picture on paper could be, because it is

free from surface texture and reflections, and is seen without distract-

ing surroundings, and in stereoscopic relief, exactly as the object itself

is seen by the eyes.

The Kromskop system of colour photography is based upon the

fact that all the varied hues in nature are physiologically equivalent
to mixtures of three simple spectrum colours, red, green, and blue-

violet. The Kromskop photograph consists of three stereoscopic pairs
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of images, similar in appearance to ordinary uncoloured lantern slides,

but which, by differences in their light and shade, represent the distri-

bution and proportions of the respective
"
primary

"
colours in the

object photographed. The Kromskop photograph is, therefore, although
not a colour photograph, a colour record, just as the cylinder of the

phonograph, although not a cylinder of sound, contains a record of

sounds, and the Kromskop is necessary to show the effect of colour

in the photographs.
The Kromskop colour record, unlike some coloured pictures, is

absolutely permanent, and it is only necessary, in order to reproduce
the colours which it represents, to illuminate the uncoloured photo-

graphs, each by its appropriate coloured light, and to optically super-

pose and blend them together, so that they are seen as a single image.
This is accomplished in the Kromskop very perfectly, and the object

photographed, be it flowers, fruit, portrait, landscape, or work of art,

appears to stand before the eyes.

^%^%%%^ %/ffiffl/b\

FIG. 99.

The construction of the Kromskop will be readily comprehended by
studying the sectional plan in Fig. 99.

A, JB, and C are red, blue, and green glasses, against which the cor-

responding images of the colour record are placed when the instrument
is in use. D and E are transparent reflectors of coloured gflass. F re-

presents the eye lenses for magnifying the image. Beyond G is a

reflector for illuminating the images at C those at A and B being
illuminated by direct light from above.

The operation of the Kromskop is as follows : The green images
are seen directly, in their position at C, through the transparent

glasses D and E. The blue images are seen by reflection from the

surface of the glass E, which makes them appear to occupy the same

position as, and in fact, to become part of the images at (7. In the same
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way the red images are seen by reflection from the surface of the glass

D, and also appear to form part of the images at C. And finally, the

eye-lenses at F not only magnify, but cause the eyes to blend the two

images which constitute the complete stereoscopic pair, as in the ordi-

nary stereoscope. The result is a single image, in solid relief, and in

the natural colours.

When there is no kromogram in the instrument, the mixture of

the three pure colours produces white. Shading either of the glasses

produces colour, and it is the function of the kromogram, by the vary-

ing density of its images, to make such a mixture of the pure colours

as will reproduce all the infinite variety of light and shade and colour

of the objects photographed.
The Kromskop negative is made on a single photographic plate, at

one exposure in a special camera, by which the records of colour are

FIG. 100.

obtained automatically and accurately. The positive record is made by

contact-printing from the negative, in the usual way; the glass plate
is then cut in three and mounted on the special hinged frame, designed
to bring the respective pairs of images readily into position in the

Kromskop. The kromogram, thus formed, can be changed with great

facility and quickly folded up for putting away.
When using the Kromskop by day it should be placed close to a

window, so that the light from the sky may fall directly upon it,

without the interference of sash bars, blind-cords, or other obstruc-

tions. It must be remembered that the actual colours of the original

object are only seen when all three sections of the triple kromogram
are evenly and equally illuminated. Where walls or other objects

opposite the window prevent the access of light direct from the sky
to the instrument, the colours will not be truly reproduced. But
where direct light from the sky cannot be used, recourse may be had
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to the Kromskop lamp, which has been designed especially for evening
illumination.

When the Kromskop has been placed on a table near a window

facing a sufficient expanse of sky, the external mirror (the position of

which is regulated by a screw) should be released. The body of the

instrument should then be inclined towards the light until an even

field of nearly white light is seen through the lenses, in which position

it is secured firmly by the screw which travels in the slot beneath.

If there is a sufficient expanse of even white or grey sky, the field

will appear evenly illuminated, and nearly, if not quite, white. If

slightly pink or green rather than white, a slight alteration of the

angle of the external mirror, or of the inclination of the Kromskop,
or both, will readily correct this. A kromogram must not be inserted

until the field is even and white, as under no other conditions will the

different sections of the kromogram be equally illuminated.

FIG. 10 1.

If, when the field is even and sufficiently white, there is a line of

red at the top and green at the bottom, the block carrying the coloured

glass reflectors has become displaced, the door carrying the hood and

eye lenses must be opened, and the block pressed in against the stop,

which is underneath the block, on the right side, in line with the

projecting screw. A steel wire spring, underneath, holds this block

down and against the right side of the box, but it requires to be

pressed into place against the stop, to secure true register.

With a blue sky, the field will at its best appear blue tinted, but

the eye soon accommodates itself to this, so that the colours appear as

good as they would be under some conditions of daylight illumination

of the object.

If the sky is uneven, or made up of white and blue in patches, or

interrupted by branches or foliage, or other objects, the ground -glass

screen must be used, as shown at A in fig. ;
but even when this is
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used, it is necessary to correctly adjust the inclination of the instrument

and the external mirror to get an even white field. The ground glass

screen is readily attached to the front edge of the external mirror, and

when thus placed must be leaned forward out of the way when chang-

ing a kromogram.
It is of the first importance that the kromogram should always

be placed correctly in the Kromskop. The following instructions if

followed will make the changing of the kromogram very simple.

It should always be folded so that the small round numbered label

comes at the top, and on the right hand side. It is picked up by taking
hold of the top section with the thumb and two fingers of the right

hand, the first finger over the small label. This brings the name label

on the blank section in front of the eyes.

The lower section may now be taken by the left-hand edge, with

the thumb and finger of the left hand, and lowered into its grooves at

the front of the lower step of the Kromskop ;
the second section is

then allowed to fall upon the top of the lower step, taking care to lift

it over the upwardly projecting glass, which serves as a stop for it when
it falls into place, and then the top section may be similarly placed on

the top step. It is then necessary to push each section (including

the green) from the right hand side against the stops on the left of the

steps, in order to bring the images into superposition, so that they

appear as one well-defined, correctly-coloured image, when viewed from

the eye lenses.

When the Kromskop is used by ordinary artificial light the effects

are not so good as when seen by daylight, with clear sky or from

a white cloud, but by using incandescent gas or other strong light,

diffused through ground glass, very excellent results are obtained.

The illustration shows the way in which the stereoscopic films are

folded, and also the relative densities of each pair of films.

To secure the best effects from this very ingenious instrument, care

should be taken to keep the glass surfaces clean, and it must be

particularly observed that the surfaces of the photographs must not be

handled, as the films are not protected by glass, and are easily scratched

and otherwise injured.

This description refers particularly to the stereoscopic Kromskop,
but a smaller instrument is made when only one photograph is used,

or rather three instead of six. The kromograms can also be adopted
for use in the optical lantern.

The special camera used by Mr. Ives for taking the three photo-

graphs through the colour screens on the same plate is not at present
on sale. Metol is said to be the best for developing the negatives, and
these must be soft and full of gradation, without being over-exposed,
and the positives should be made on what are called photo-mechanical

plates.

The pleasure of looking at stereoscopic photographs is greatly
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enhanced when they have been taken by Mr. Ives' method, and are

viewed in his wonderfully ingenious instrument.

Camera Chromoscope. The most recent invention in composite

heliochromy is an apparatus devised by Mr. Walter White. This

serves the double purpose of a camera and viewing instrument. When
used as a camera the three pairs of stereoscopic negatives are made

simultaneously, one by 'light reflected downwards from a transparent
mirror behind the lenses, another by light reflected upwards from a

second mirror, and the third by light passing directly through both

mirrors. The lenses are recessed into the interior of the bellows, and

may therefore be of shorter focus than it would otherwise be possible

to employ.
In using the instrument for viewing, the lens front is replaced by

a stereoscopic eye-piece over a silvered mirror. The body of the appa-

ratus is pointed upwards so that the end transparency is illuminated by
direct light, and the upper and lower transparencies by light reflected

downwards and upwards by two mirrors that are now attached.

FIG. 102. FIG. 103.

The light-filters used for negative making are rendered available

for viewing purposes by the control exercised by a slightly-coloured

glass forming part of the stereoscopic front. This cuts off certain

colours or amounts of colour that are required to act photographically,
but must not be allowed to pass to the observer's eye.

The writer has had an opportunity of inspecting the first instru-

ment constructed as above described, together with the results pro-
duced by it, and is of opinion that very excellent colour effects can

be obtained with it. The stereoscopic pictures produced by its aid are

brilliant, and are correct in colour values. With a camera of this or

similar construction the interest in photographic work will be greatly
enhanced. Fig. 102 shows the instrument arranged as a camera. The

parts necessary for converting it into a stereoscope are not shown, but

they are very simple and are easily adjusted. Fig. 103 is a rough
U
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section showing the colour screens and reflectory surfaces. The parts

referred to as reflectory mirrors are, of course, the surfaces of the colour

screens.

In the section, i and 2 are transparent mirrors of yellow and red

glass; 3, 4, and 5 are colour screens of red, green, and blue-violet glase.

The slides containing the colour- sensitive plates are placed at 3, 4, and

5. The time of exposure being equalised by the colour screens, the

three pictures are obtained simultaneously in one minute in good light.

Landscape Photography. Judging from the number of unsatis-

factory photographs of landscape subjects to be seen, there is much

room for advice as to how to proceed in the way of improvements.
To succeed fully, the amateur or professional should have some know-

ledge of the rules of art. To obtain a picture, something more is

necessary than to place the camera before a scene and expose a plate

just because it looks pretty and "forms a picture." The result to an

artistic eye may be anything but pretty or artistic. The tyro with

his camera and slides, charged with six or a dozen plates perhaps,

naturally makes a stop at the first pretty bit he comes to and exposes

a plate ;
it may be that within the next hundred yards he finds

another view of the same subject which pleases his eye better, and

another picture is taken
;

arid so on during the day or few hours

he gives to his subjects. The result may be that not one possesses

the true quality of a picture ;
he may have excellent negatives, but

all may be wanting in what is termed artistic quality or composition.

The scene presented to the eye of the photographer, although he may
be standing in the middle of a road, may be very beautiful ; but, if a

photograph be taken from the same point of view, the result would

not be equally pleasing the road straight in front, running away to

a point and opening out to the full width of the plate in the fore-

ground, would be far from artistic. A little consideration would show

that the same scene, taken from a point not far removed, would have

a very different effect. The greatest care, then, should be taken to con-

sider well what will appear on the plate before making an exposure.
For landscape views the lighting of the subject should be carefully

considered, as when there are great extremes in the lighting of the

distance and that of the foreground, the distance will be lost in develop-

ing the detail in the forground. Landscapes should always have some

object of principal interest, but this interest may often be given to a

subject by the proper introduction of figures, such as a group of cattle.

Here again the greatest care is requisite. Figures are not always

necessary in a landscape ; indeed, a figure badly introduced will mar
a picture which in other respects may be good. Rustic figures may
occasionally be introduced with satisfactory results ; but it must never

appear that they have been placed for the purpose. This defect is seen

in many pictures to which medals have been awarded
,
but the artistic

eye sees at once that the figures do not belong to the surroundings.
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Figures are also sometimes valuable to show the relative sizes of objects.

It is always desirable to study beforehand the landscape subjects to be

photographed. The middle of the day will seldom be the best time.

To get the best results, the subject must be studied in just the same

way as an artist would study it for the purpose of painting a picture,

for in no other way can good photographs be expected, excepting by
chance. It may be that the photographer cannot give the necessary
time for this process of selection. In this case his good pictures will

probably be few in number. Success in photography can only be

obtained by the same means as in any other art. Landscape photo-

graphy is one of the most fascinating pursuits, and as such deserves

FIG. 104.

all the study which can be given to it. Architecture affords scope for

interesting work, and to the architect the camera is an aid which

should be often used. Rustic "
bits

" make pictures of a most pleasing

character, and should always be looked for.

It very rarely happens that clouds can be secured on the same

plate with a landscape, but when it is possible to do so the general
effect will be better than when clouds are printed in. Plain paper to

represent sky never looks well, and the paper toned down in printing
looks very little better ;

therefore negatives of clouds should be secured

whenever practicable. They need not be of large size, nor necessarily

of the size of the plate generally used. Small negatives can be made
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into transparencies, and from the transparency two negatives can be

made, giving right- and left-handed effects. For instructions as to

printing in skies, see Clouds.

Machinery. Photography is much employed by engineers, and

when the objects are well lighted good pictures can be made of

machinery in situ. The plate opposite illustrates this.

Photo-Meteorology. Photography has had a very important ap-

plication as the means of recording automatically the readings of the

various instruments used in a meteorological observatory. The varia-

tions of the magnetic needle are made to record themselves by means
of a small mirror attached to the magnet, the light being reflected as

a point on to a sheet of sensitive paper which, on development, shows

the slightest changes throughout the day and night. The barometer

and thermometer also are made to record their own variations.

An interesting application of photography is in recording lightning

flashes. Photography has proved that the flash, as usually shown

in pictures, is incorrect. Of course, while trying to obtain such

pictures, the camera must be directed to the part of the horizon where

flashes are the most frequent, the sky must be dark, and the lens must

remain uncapped. The negative of the illustration, Fig. 104, was

made by Mr. Sheppee of the Bank of England some years since, the

locality being in the northern suburbs of London. Photography is

largely used at the Greenwich and other observatories in all parts of

the world for recording the readings of barometers, thermometers,
and other instruments. (See Astronomical Photography.)

Pictorial Telegraphy. Many methods have been proposed for

producing at a distance a fac-simile of a subject or specially prepared

photograph, or a subject in line. The most recent is that of Mr. N. T.

Amstutz, of Cleveland, U.S. From the imperfect description as yet

published, it seems that at one station a gelatine relief print is used,

and at the receiving station a plate of type metal takes its place to

receive the cutting tool, which is V-shaped and cuts into the plate,

following the motion of the stylus at the other end of the wire, thus

forming a printing block. It is said that the results are excellent and

rapidly produced.
Portraiture. The best advice on this subject which can be given

to amateurs would, perhaps, be that it is better not to attempt por-

traiture. Satisfactory pictures can only be made when the light is

entirely under control, that is, the room in which they are taken should

have blinds and other conveniences, which are not often available in

the case of an amateur. There is no reason why a portrait by an

amateur should not be as good as one taken by a professional photo-

grapher ;
but it is very rarely the case, owing to the want of experience

as well as of the appliances which give the advantage to the profes-

sional. But although an amateur may find success in any other branch

of the art, there are times when he will certainly wish to take portraits,
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and it then becomes a question how to obtain the best results. If

taken in the open air, a shady place should be chosen, so that the eyes
need not be directly facing a strong light ; direct sunshine should

always be avoided. If suitable preparation be made, fairly good por-
traits can be taken in the open air; but some kind of screen should

be placed to prevent too much top-light, and light from one side should

be stronger thati that from the other. A photograph taken full-face

seldom has a satisfactory appearance, unless the light be so managed
that one side has more light than the other. Excellent effects may
sometimes be obtained in a room now that prolonged sittings are not

necessary. The sitter should be near a good source of light, and a

white reflector should be used to modify the light. Good effects may
often be arranged in a greenhouse or conservatory. One of the chief

things to be avoided is the appearance of
"
sitting for a portrait." For

single figures the head and bust are to be preferred to full-length

studies, and in groups the mistake should not be made of allowing all

the figures to look in one direction. In many portraits the eyes have

an unnatural appearance. This can often be avoided by the sitter

looking at a dark object which is not too near.

As to the kind of lens to be used, of course one made for the pur-

pose of portraiture should be preferred ;
but the amateur might use

any kind he happened to possess. With the rectilinear type his results

may be as good as if taken with a portrait combination. Avoid making
the head too large, as, no matter what kind of lens be used, if a small

one, there will be distortion if certain limits as to size be exceeded. In

focussing for a head, the eye should always be the point selected.

What has been said must be regarded more as hints than as directions

what to do. The subject of portraiture is too wide to be dealt with in

a few lines, and, no matter how full such directions might be, the taste

and skill of the amateur will determine what success he may have.

Backgrounds. The success of a portrait as a picture depends very
much on the background, and this may be said of all other kinds of

pictures where backgrounds are necessary. The portrait painter, if

not pleased with one effect, can repaint his work until a satisfactory

result is attained. Not so, however, in the case of a photograph, for

which only such backgrounds should be used as will not be obtrusive.

Painted backgrounds are seldom the work of skilled artists, and when
architectural effects are attempted, we have too often bad perspective,

and surroundings which are inharmonious
; therefore, it is better to

use either plain or graduated shades, and as seldom as possible painted

windows, balustrades, and other imaginary effects. For vignettes, a

light shade of tone graduated is to be preferred. Canvas is generally

used, but thick paper with care will be equally serviceable. The

painting may be done either in distemper, with sufficient size to pre-

vent chipping, or oil colour, flatted that is, painted with colour mixed

with turpentine and oil.
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Large Heads. When the difficulties of taking large heads direct

are considered, it is somewhat surprising that the attempt is ever

made. When the size is the same as life, the difficulties are great,

and only in some degree less when half life-size is the limit. Any
dimension between the half and full size of life is not considered

artistic, since it has the appearance of being "neither one thing nor

the other." A seven-inch head for a man looks as if intended for life-

size, and so with other sizes over four or five inches. If a portrait is

to hang at some height, a size rather over that of life may be adopted,

as the distance diminishes the apparent size. Heads taken direct the

size of life can seldom be made sufficiently perfect to remain untouched
;

that is, they require to be " worked up
"
by an artist. Mrs. Cameron's

work was much praised for its artistic quality, and this quality consisted

in the out-of-focus effect always present in the portraits. This evidently

was the design of the artist, and her effects were probably due to two

causes, viz., the long time required for the sitting, the wet collodion

process being used, and the diffusion of the focus of the lens. When
viewed at a proper distance, Mrs. Cameron's work had a very excellent

appearance, but to most photographers the want of sharpness was

looked upon as a defect. Her method of working was never imitated

to any extent, as it certainly would have been if the public taste could

have been educated in that direction.

The introduction of gelatine plates has made the production of large
work more practicable. Full-length or half-length figures on plates

22 x 1 8, or larger, are made very satisfactorily; but in conversation

with a photographer who had paid over one hundred pounds for a lens

for this kind of work, the writer was informed that "
it did not pay."

Seeing that such perfect work can be made by the methods of enlarging
now available, it seems very questionable whether better results cannot

be obtained by enlarging than by any other means. A head of moderate

or small size can be made much more perfect than nny taken direct over

two inches
;
and as the large direct negative must require much time

in retouching, perhaps more time than the artist would devote to the

finishing of the enlarged print on paper, the advantage would appear to

be in favour of enlarging. It may be said that the retouched negative
would give perfect prints without further artistic labour. That may be

true, but the work of the artist with the brush would excel that of the

retoucher.

When negatives are sent to be enlarged, the instruction should

never be " make it life-size." This term is very misleading, as heads

are not all of the same size. The head of an adult male is usually
about one inch longer from chin to hair than that of the adult female.

Therefore it is better always to give the size in inches, and, when

practicable, the measurement should be from the chin to the hair. A
foot-rule should be held so that it just touches the face by the side of

the nose
;
one end of the rule should appear even with the line of hair,
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and the inches read off the scale at the chin. As a check to this

measure, it is well to give also the length from the corner of the mouth
to the inner corner of the eye.

Radiography ("The New Photography," "Rontgen Rays," "X-

rays.") Under one of the above names, in the early part of 1896, the

world was startled by the announcement that W. C. Rontgen, Professor

of Physics in the University of Wurzburg, had made the remarkable

discovery that certain substances, which are opaque to ordinary light

rays, are transparent to certain waves, which are capable of affecting a

sensitive photographic plate. Further, that by means of these rays

photographs had been obtained of metals and other substances while

enclosed in a wooden box or other covering, and that the bones of the

hand of a living person were shown surrounded by the flesh, which

proved transparent to the rays. Since the discovery of photography
itself perhaps, no subject, in which photography is concerned, has

excited so much interest as this remarkable discovery made by Pro-

fessor Rontgen. The announcement was quickly followed by specimen

photographs, amongst them the one of the skeleton of a hand above

referred to. The interest in the great novelty of the discovery had not

abated before, in this case, as in that of so many others, it was found

that some one had almost, if not precisely, discovered the same thing.

As an instance of this, Mr. P. H. Wenham, in the British Journal

of Photography, called attention to the fact that in 1840 Dr. Draper of

New York had experimented with the daguerreotype process (the only

photographic method known at that time), and quotes Dr. Draper's
words: "I was desirous of ascertaining if electricity had any similar

effect. The coins and medals upon it (the sensitive plate) were sub-

mitted to discharges from a large Leyden jar. On exposing it to

mercurial vapour, the impressions were very prettily brought out."

Several objects were placed under a deal box and left for a night, and

on development each article was copied, and the grain of the wood

forming the bottom of the box was perfectly shown. Dr. Draper's

opinion was that " a thermo-electric action is induced, which effects

some change in the polarities of the ultimate atoms of the solid." Mr.

Wenham also points out that effects similar to those produced by the

X-rays can be obtained without the Crookes' vacuum tube, a sparking

coil, or Wimshurst influence electrical machine, alone being necessary.

It was also remembered that Hertz had observed that films of metal

were transparent to the cathode rays from a Crookes' tube, and that

about two years previously Lenard had pointed out that such rays

were capable of producing photographs. In Lenard's experiments the

cathode rays were passed through an aluminium window, and photo-

graphs similar to those made by Rontgen were obtained. It was in

the first instance supposed that the photographic effects were produced

by the cathode rays from the Crookes' tube, but it was early pointed

out by Professor Schuster that, as the Rontgen rays are not deflected
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in a magnetic field, "they are thus clearly separated from cathode

rays . . . they are generated at the point of impact between the

cathode ray and solid substances." The physical cause of the wonder-

ful effects produced cannot be discussed here
;

it must suffice to confine

the matter chiefly to the ordinary photographic part of the subject.

One of the forms of the Crookes' tube used in the X-ray

experiments is shown in Fig. 105. The tube is placed in circuit,

with an induction coil, and tine source of the electric current

FIG. 105.

may be any form of battery, such as shown in Fig. 106; but

the Wimshurst influence machine can also be used with advantage.O
The subjects to be radiographed are placed in position a few inches

below the Crookes' tube, and, perhaps, one of the most curious experi-

ments is to enclose a number of suitable objects in a wooden box, or to

wrap them in black or other opaque paper; the sensitive plate in its

FIG. 106.

dark slide, or otherwise protected from ordinary light, is then; placed
beneath the object to be radiographed. The time of exposure will vary

according to the substance to be operated on, its distance from the tube,

and the intensity of the rays. After the exposure is made, the pro-
cedure is that of ordinary photographic development to secure a per-
manent record of the effects produced on the sensitive plate ;

but by
using a fluorescent screen the X-ray effects may be seen by direct

observation.
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Photograph by Mr. A. Lever.
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The illustration of a frog was made by Mr. A. Lever, an amateur

of Manchester, and a Wimshurst machine producing a two-inch spark
was used. The plate was exposed one minute.

Fig. 105 shows the form of Crookes' tube. Fig. 106 is a simple
form of battery, and Fig. 107 shows the ordinary form of induction

coil.

The literature of this subject is very voluminous, remarkably so

considering the short time which has elapsed since the announcement

of the discovery was made. One of the most important papers which

has been published on the theoretical side of the matter will be found

in the Wilde Lecture, "On the Nature of the Rontgen Rays," by Sir

G. G. Stokes, Bart., F.R.S., delivered before the Manchester Literary
and Philosophical Society in July 1897. The author is one of the

highest authorities on the subject of light, and his opinion on Rontgen's

discovery will be appreciated. The paper is too technical and lengthy

FIG. 107.

for a full abstract to be given here; a short quotation must suffice.

The lecturer said: "This, then, is what I conceive to constitute the

Rontgen rays. You have a rain of molecules coming from the elec-

trically-charged cathode, which you may think of as rain-drops in a

shower. They strike successively on the target, each molecule on

striking the target producing a pulse, as I have called it, in the ether,
which is essentially partly positive and partly negative; and you have
a vast succession of these pulses coming from the various points of the

target which are not protected by some screen interposed for the pur-

pose of experiment."
1

1 At the conclusion of an address before the Victoria Institute in 1896, Sir George
Stokes said: "I am not sure that a different sort of explanation might not be

possible, which I have in my mind, though I have not matured it
; but save the

possibility of that, one is led to regard them as consisting of transverse vibrations of
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Prior to the publication of Sir G. G. Stokes' papers, the following

opinion was published by Professor Eontgen :

" A kind of relationship

between the new rays and light rays appears to exist
;

at least the

formation of shadows, fluorescence, and the production of chemical

action point in this direction. Now, it has been known for a long time

that, besides the transverse vibrations which account for the phenomena
of light, it is possible that longitudinal vibrations should exist in the

ether, and, according to the view of some physicists, must exist. It is

granted that their existence has not yet been made clear, and their

properties are not experimentally demonstrated. Should not the new

rays be ascribed to longitudinal waves in the ether? I must confess

that I have, in the course of this research, made myself more and more

familiar with this thought, and venture to put the opinion forward,

while I am quite conscious that the hypothesis advanced still requires

a more solid foundation."

The use to which the new discovery has been put has been chiefly

for discovering substances embedded in the flesh, and thus enabling

the surgeon to exercise his skill with certainty. In Nature, and many
other periodicals, will be found descriptions of the methods used by a

large number of experimentalists.

Rembrandt Portraits. By placing the sitter with the light partly

behind and at the side, a strong effect of light and shade may be

obtained. When carefully done, this produces a pleasing result,

which is supposed to resemble that seen in the portraits painted by
Rembrandt.

The Spectroscope in Photography. Investigations upon the band

of colours given when white light is separated into its component

elements, have proved of great service in building up the knowledge
of the relation between the constituent rays of white light and the

various sensitive salts in use, and have caused photography to be of

considerable assistance to astronomy and other sciences. In its former

aspect much valuable information has been obtained, both as to what

rays are of most photographic value and the relative sensitiveness of

the bodies employed as photo-sensitive agents, and as to the influence

upon this sensitiveness exerted by colours used in orthochromatic plates.

By its means it has been shown that the greater general sensitiveness

of silver bromide over the other silver salts is due to its being influenced

by a wider range of rays, and much other interesting information has

been obtained as to the effects of mixtures of the haloids and the presence

excessively high frequency. This opens out some points of considerable interest in

the theory of light. ... I will merely remark that, taking the way in which these

rays are most commonly produced, viz., as coming from a point where the cathodic

discharge in the Crookes' tube falls on the opposite wall, we may understand how it

is that vibrations of excessively unusual frequency may be produced. These highly

charged molecules, charged with electricity, coming suddenly against the wall, may
produce vibrations of a degree of frequency which we are not at all prepared for."
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or absence of sensitisers
;
but in work on these subjects it is important

to take into account the effect of the prisms and other transparent
media through which the light has to pass, that is, their absorption-

spectra must be known and discounted.

In the second place, photo-spectroscopy has given an insight into

the chemical composition, physical state, and motion of celestial objects.

This application rests upon the fact that, while an incandescent gas
emits rays of a certain refrangibility, it also has the power of absorbing

rays of identical wave-length ;
so that, when a glowing solid which

emits white light, and would ordinarily give a continuous band of

colour as its spectrum, is surrounded by any kind of vapour, it will

exert its characteristic selective absorption, and so cause those par-

ticular rays to be replaced by thin black lines. By making the solar

or stellar spectrum to fall upon one half of the spectroscope slit and

photographing it, and then, with the instrument in precisely the same

position, allowing the spectrum of the vapour of a metal (heated to

incandescence in an electric arc) to be photographed upon the same

plate through the other half of the spectroscope slit, two spectra are

obtained exactly under each other
;
the first is a continuous band inter-

sected by dark lines
;

the second, a series of lines only, which are

characteristic of the element
; and, if the dark lines are due to absorp-

tion by the same element as the bright-line spectrum produced by the

incandescent vapour, these lines will coincide exactly. This coincidence

is a proof of the presence of this element in or about the sun or star

which gave the dark band spectrum. With stellar spectra, the stars

being but points, they would produce a mere line of but slight breadth

in which cross-lines would be hardly visible
;
but Huggins overcame

this difficulty by slightly altering the declination of the telescope. The
star travelled up or down the slit, and thus broadened its band. With

nebulae, spectra of lines only are obtained, thus showing them to be

masses of glowing vapour similar to the incandescent gases around

the electric arc. The coincidence of the photographs of the lines given
in the two cases will, of course, prove that the nebulae contain the

elements in question.
As regards the determination of motion in distant stars, this rests

upon the change in wave-length caused by motion towards or from the

observer
;
but refrangibility is determined by wave -

length, so that

alteration in the latter must cause change in the former, and the lines

characteristic of a certain element will not occupy the same position
that they would were the star fixed and the wave-lengths normal. By
photographing the spectrum of a known element side by side with that

of the star, and noting the extent, if any, of variation of the character-

istic line from the true position, the data are obtained for calculating
the extent of motion required to produce the observed lateral displace-

ment
;
while the displacement to the right or to the left of the normal

position indicates the direction in which the star is moving.
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Stereoscope, The. It is a curious fact that comparatively few per-

sons are aware until their attention is called to it, that their eyes see

two distinct pictures of every object to which they are directed. A
very simple experiment proves this. Hold up the hand at arm's length

and look at one finger held before a distant object, such as a window

bar. Now look at the finger and one image (opaque) will be seen, but

two window bars. Now look at the window bar, and two fingers will be

seen, both of which are apparently transparent. Close the eyes

alternately, still looking at the finger, and its position with respect

to the window bar will appear to change, shifting from side to side, as

seen by the right or left eye. To carry this experiment still further,

notice that when the distant object is looked at and the eyes are

alternately closed, the finger image opposite the right eye remains

when that eye is closed the reverse of this occurs when the near

object is seen direct. This experiment may be varied in many ways.

Take a solid body, and, keeping the head in one position, make a sketch

FIG. 108.

first with one eye and then with the other, closing the eyes alternately.
On comparing the drawings it will be found that the two sketches do

not agree, and that by
"
squinting,"

x the two images (if about 2\ inches

apart) may be made to coalesce and form apparently a solid, as seen by
the two eyes. This squinting to obtain the uniting of two dissimilar

images is difficult with some persons. Fig. 108 shows the result of

sketches made as seen by each eye separately. To show this curious

optical effect many geometrical drawings in outline were made before

photographs were used for the purpose. To assist in viewing these

"Artificial strabismus" is a term used to describe the same thing. The writer

is referring to the effect which may be seen without an instrument, and the fact is

perfectly evident, taking Fig. 1 08 as an instance, that if the axes of the eyes are

allowed to converge to the centre at the point ,
the right hand image will appear to

move to the left and the other to the right, the dot, therefore, is duplicated, and will

be seen to the right and left of the stereoscopic image in the centre. When properly
seen and viewed steadily this image is very remarkable, and is a perfect illustration

of stereoscopic effect. There is a difference of opinion as to whether the term
"
squinting

"
is correctly used.
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designs, Professor Wheatstone invented the reflecting stereoscope, the

form of which is shown in Fig. 109. It will be noticed that two mirrors

are fixed so that, when suitably dissimilar pictures are placed at each

end, their images are seen as a single picture having the effect of

FIG. 109.

FIG. no.

FIG. in.

FIG. 112.

solidity. The advantages of this form of stereoscope is that pictures

of larger size can be used. Sir David Brewster introduced an instru-o
ment in which half-lenses were used

;
that is, a lens was cut in two

and the outer edges reversed, as shown in Figs, no and in. But, as
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the width of the eyes varies in different persons, it was arranged that

the lenses could be adjusted to different distances apart. Stereoscopes
are now generally made with whole lenses. Fig. 112 shows a section

of the instrument, and Fig. 113 the appearance of this early form of

the stereoscope. An improved form is shown in Fig. 114.

The construction of the instrument has been improved in various

ways, both for single slides and for arrangement of a number of

pictures to be viewed one after another; but this once popular optical

instrument is not much used now. This is much to be regretted, as,

when viewed in a suitable stereoscope, this form of picture gives the

representation precisely as the two eyes saw it in nature, but without

the colour. It is necessary, however, if the representation is to be

FIG. 113.

quite truthful, that the viewing lenses should be of the same focus as

the lenses by which the photograph was taken, and that there should

be the same amount of separation. It is scarcely possible that the

stereoscope will go entirely out of use
; indeed, at present there appears

to be a revival of interest in stereoscopic photography, and now that

Mr. Ives has produced pictures, and an instrument in which to view

them, with all the charm of the colours of nature, the stereoscope will

assuredly regain much of its former popularity. (See p. 300.)
There is always something interesting in the facts concerning the

early history of an invention, and the stereoscope is not an exception.
In October 1856, Sir D. Brewster, under the signature "A.," wrote

to the Times, pointing out that M. Faye, an astronomer and a member
of the Academy of Sciences, Paris, had communicated to that society,
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on October 6th, an account of a new and simple stereoscope, and

which the Abbe Moigno described in his Cosmos on the i2th of the

same month, as follows: " M. Faye presented a new stereoscope, of

his invention, of extreme simplicity. It is indeed a simple piece of

cardboard or paper, in which are pierced two holes whose centres are

on the same horizontal line, and at the distance which separates the

two eyes of the person who uses it. In looking through these two

holes, about twelve millimetres wide (less than half an inch), at a

stereoscopic slide, we see but one image, and for that reason we see it

as much in relief as in the reflecting or refracting stereoscope. This

is certainly a happy idea. The paper or the cardboard of M. Faye
has the effect of making the optic axes rigorously parallel, as if they

were directed to a point situated at an infinite distance. It is for this

reason, and not, as Mr. Grove maintains, by crossing the optic axes

by a forced and voluntary squinting, that the two images are super-

imposed."
Sir David then shows that Mr. James Elliott, of Edinburgh, con-

trived the same thing as early as 1834. Professor Wheatstone, re-

ferring to this, points out that his investigations respecting binocular

vision were published in 1833. Sir D. Brewster, in [reply, acknow-

ledges the letter signed "A." -to be his, and then cites the fact that

Elliott's and Faye's instruments were alike, and that Wheatstone's was

different; in fact, that they were independent inventors of an instru-

ment for uniting dissimilar pictures. He then quotes from an article

by Wheatstone, in which the name of the painter, Leonardo da Vinci

(who lived in the fifteenth century), occurs, and from which it appears

that, if his observations had taken a slightly different form, he would
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have discovered binocular vision. Other names are introduced into

the discussion, which is altogether very interesting, but much too

long to be discussed further here, except to say that there can be no

doubt that Wheatstone produced, an instrument for showing stereo-

scopic relief. It is also a fact that Wheatstone's instrument is not

suitable for stereoscopic views as now taken, and that Brewster's

stereoscope in various forms has,, after many years, proved a most

valuable scientific instrument.

About forty years ago it was with some authorities a matter of

doubt at what distance apart the two pictures should be taken to

produce the true stereoscopic effect. It was said that, to give great

effect of solidity, a distant view must be taken with the camera at

stations twelve feet apart, and in such cases all foreground objects

must be avoided. For nearer views the distance must be changed
from feet to inches. The late Mr. Dancer, of Manchester, was the

first to point out that the proper position for the station was the

distance between the two eyes, two and a half inches, and he con-

structed a camera with twin lenses, so that the two dissimilar views

could be taken at one operation. These pictures, when viewed in

the stereoscope, give perfect relief in all cases, excepting when only

very distant objects are shown. In such cases very little relief can

be seen ; but, such as it is, the effect can be exaggerated by taking
views many feet apart. That Mr. Dancer's was the true method of

taking stereoscopic pictures was doubted, and an interesting discussion

occurred between him, Mr. Sutton, and others, in which details of

experiments were given proving that Mr. Dancer was correct. More-

over, the fact that all stereoscopic pictures are now taken with lenses

about two and a half inches apart, is one proof of the scientific

accuracy of Mr. Dancer's method. It may be mentioned, however,
that Sir D. Brewster admitted about the same time that, for taking

portraits, twin lenses should be used, and their distance apart only
that of the two eyes, two and a half inches. No doubt greater relief

can be obtained when views of buildings, landscapes, &c., are taken

with cameras many feet apart, but the effect is more that of a model

than the real object photographed : and, when objects occur- in the

foreground, it is impossible to see them in relief at the same time as

the more distant parts of the picture are looked at. In taking views

it should always be carefully arranged that some object be well placed
in the foreground, not necessarily near the centre, but at the sides of

the picture. These parts, as they show greater parallax, assist in the

stereoscopic relief, and give reality to the scene.

Cameras for stereoscopic work are usually constructed for taking
the two views on one plate (the size of the plate being 6f x 3^),
twin lenses being fixed on the camera

; but a camera having only one

lens may be used, and the plates need not be larger than quarter-

plate, Af\
x 3^; or, by making the back of the camera to slide, the
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two pictures may be taken on a half-plate, 6^ x 4^. But any camera

will answer, provided the small size plate can be used ; or, if the

pictures are for the reflecting stereoscope, plates of any other size may
be used. The camera must be placed on a stand with a level top, on

which a line should be drawn along the side of the camera to indicate

the position from which the first picture was taken. The negative

having been taken in this position, the second exposure is made, with

the camera shifted so that the centre of the lens is two and a half

inches from the first position. Then, after adjusting the position of

the object on the ground glass, another line is drawn on the board at

the side of the camera to show the second position. The lines marked

on the board will show accurately the places for the camera for future

exposures. Portraits may be taken in this manner ;
but it is absolutely

necessary that there should be no variation in the expression or in the

position of the sitter. Negatives of subjects for the stereoscope, when

two views are taken on the same plate, give pictures which are

pseudoscopic ; that is, instead of showing objects in relief as in nature,

they give the opposite effect, and the prints have to be cut and

reversed in mounting. The necessity for this change may be avoided

by suitably arranging the lens, the sliding back and the front. When
only one lens is used there must be a division in the camera to prevent
the pictures overlapping, and with twin lenses the camera must also

have a division for the same purpose.
When twin lenses are used (that is, when the camera is binocular),

it is necessary that the lenses be exactly of the same focal length.

Experience has shown that the advantage is on the side of the twin

lens system, as it ensures the pictures being identical. It has been

found, however, that a slight difference in the focal length of the

lenses is not important, as the mind accommodates the difference. A
stereoscope has been made with pictures greatly differing in size, a

print of about one inch diameter was placed near the eye, and in front

of this a lens. At some distance from this a photograph of the same

subject, but much larger, was placed, and the two pictures could be

viewed with perfect stereoscopic effect, and of course on a much larger
scale than that generally adopted. There is another advantage : each

plate will hold two pictures 3^ inches square, the correct size for

lantern pictures ; and, therefore, dissimilar views may be taken on the

same plate, if the stereoscopic picture is not required. In using twin

lenses it is as well occasionally to see that they are properly adjusted

(that is, screwed home), and that the lenses in their mounts are in

their proper places ;
a very slight change in the position of the lens

will cause defects of focus.

It is a very simple matter to take pictures for the stereoscope when
a binocular camera is used, and there is no extra labour in the

printing; but the pictures are comparatively useless until they are

mounted
;

at this point there is some trouble, and much care is

X
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required to do the work properly. Amongst amateurs this has pro-

bably had something to do with the unpopularity of stereoscopic work

during the last few years ; but it ought not to deter any one from

producing stereoscopic pictures, for they certainly give a more pleasing

representation of a place than a single view, no matter how large it

may be. It must not be forgotten that, by contact-printing, positives

of the exact size for lantern work can be produced.
As already stated, prints from negatives taken with a binocular

camera are not in their correct position for mounting. They must be

divided in the centre, and the left hand one placed on the right hand

side of the mount, and vice versa. When taken on plates 6f x 3^,

the prints are very near the size required, and very little more than

trimming is necessary ; but, whether trimmed before toning, or after,

each print should be marked on the back, so that in mounting each

will have its own pair. Therefore proceed to mark the prints in order,

i, i*, 2, 2*, 3, 3*, and so on; the meaning of the marks being that

i and i* are the prints to be mounted side by side, and that i* is

the left-hand picture. If these marks be carefully made, mistakes in

mounting cannot occur. If they are carelessly done, the prints will

be pseudoscopic instead of stereoscopic. The distance may be 2^ inches

or 2f inches, but not more nor less. Many persons cannot use the

stereoscope. They say that they can see the picture better when one

eye is closed. This arises from the eyes of the person being closer

together or wider apart than the average, and the stereoscope may riot

admit of the necessary adjustment ;
or it may be that the prints have

been unsuitably mounted. Always allow some portion of the object

at either side to be seen, not, however, exaggerated.

As it is necessary in making transparencies for the stereoscope that

the two pictures should be on one piece of glass, the negative must be

cut and transposed if the transparency is to be printed in contact, or

a special printing frame must be employed ; but, if the transparency
is to be made in the camera, the lenses used in taking the negative

may also be used in making the copies, and the reversal of position

will take place in the camera. The lenses must be arranged so that

adjustments may be made to give the proper position of the two

pictures on the ground glass. The beautiful pictures produced many
years ago by the late Mr. Breeze, were made in a copying camera of

the kind referred to. With care, many of the effects introduced by
Mr. Breeze can be imitated, as, for instance, in moonlight scenes the

moon may be shown ; but, as it would be impossible to photograph

any scene by aid of the light of the moon, the effect must be obtained

in another way. That is done by taking an instantaneous picture of a

landscape when the sun is hidden by clouds, so quickly that, when
viewed as a transparency, the effect must appear as moonlight ;

that

is, no part must be so distinctly visible as in a daylight picture. To
introduce the moon, a stereoscopic negative of that luminary must be
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taken with the camera used in taking the landscape. This can readily

be done at the time of full moon, and the size of the moon will be

exactly what is required for the picture. When the moon is introduced

into pictures, artists almost always exaggerate the size. The moon is

a small object as we see it in nature. This is shown by the fact that

it can be seen through a hole one-tenth of an inch in diameter, held at

10 inches from the eye. The size, then, as taken by the twin camera

is what is required for the transparency. We have now to fix the

proper position for the moon, which naturally must be near where the

sun was supposed to be when the clouds were photographed ; therefore,

a clear place must be selected for it, and the print from the original

negative may be taken on the glass to be used for covering the picture,

or, if preferred, a separate glass. Mr. Breeze frequently used three

very thin glasses in his pictures. The glass can be obtained of such

thinness that three will be about equal to two pieces of the ordinary

kind.

To obtain stereoscopic pictures of the moon, a telescope (or a camera

with a lens of very long focus) is necessary. A telescope of 5 inches

aperture, and 6 feet focal length, will give a picture of the moon of

about seven-tenths of an inch in diameter at the principal focus. A
landscape or other photographic lens of 30 inches focus will give a

picture of the moon about three-tenths of an inch in diameter. There-

fore it will be seen that, as the image must be enlarged very much to

make an effective picture for the stereoscope say at least to i|

inches diameter, there will be much loss of detail if a very small

negative be used
;
hence the picture taken with the telescope should

have the preference. Owing to the very great distance of the moon
from the earth, it would produce very little stereoscopic effect if two

pictures were taken on the same night with cameras placed 3000
miles apart : but advantage may be taken of what is called the libra-

tion of the moon. It may be seen by close observation that the moon
shows at certain times a little more of her surface on either side,

that is, east and west or north and south. If photographs are taken

at such times, it will be found, on viewing enlarged copies in the

stereoscope, that the effect of rotundity is distinctly brought out,

and a reality of effect produced which can be gained in no other

way. If the views are selected from the times of extreme libration,

the moon will appear as a kind of cylinder with a rounded end. A
good stereoscopic picture of the moon is a very desirable thing to

possess, and is worth much trouble to obtain. According to a state-

ment made by Sir J. Herschel, libration causes an apparent change of

place, as seen from the earth, equal to 52,000 miles, the stereoscopic

angle being 12^; that is, the cameras may be supposed to have been

placed that distance apart when the pictures were taken. As the

distance of the sun is too great for any effect of libration to be seen,

Sir J. Herschel suggested that advantage might be taken of the sun's
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rotation on his axis
;
and as a spot on the sun's surface is made to

shift by one day's motion about 13, photographs suitable for the

stereoscope might be made. The writer has never seen a stereoscopic

picture of the sun, and he is not aware that Sir J. Herschel's sugges-

tion has ever been acted on. Photographs taken at short intervals

during a partial eclipse of the sun show stereoscopic effect of the

moon's passage across the sun's disc when combined in the stereoscope.

By careful manipulation in taking the two pictures, either by the

single or binocular camera, and care in mounting the prints, chiefly by

seeing that their centres are not less than 2\ inches or more than 2f
inches apart, much pleasure may be derived from stereoscopic photo-

graph}
7
. Robert Hunt wrote thus more than thirty-five years ago :

1'Even when fully accustomed to the phenomena of the stereoscope,

there is so indescribable a charm in the beautiful pictures that they
are gazed at again and again with increasing admiration."

These words have additional force when the picture is viewed as

a transparency on glass. At the period when stereoscopic pictures
were very popular, Messrs. Ferrier & Soulier (now Messrs. Levy
& Co.), of Paris, produced pictures of this kind which were excep-

tionally beautiful. Their excellence was due in a great measure to

the process used in their manufacture, a process worked out and

really known only to the makers themselves, but supposed to be a

simplified collodio-albumen process.

The illustration facing page 62 is interesting as being the first

photograph taken below the surface of the earth, and it may be used

in demonstrating the experiments referred to.

CHAPTEE II.

PRACTICAL HINTS.

Accelerator. Any substance used to assist in the development of

the photographic image, e.g. the alkali added to the pyro-developer to

quicken its action, is called an accelerator. The term is generally

applied in working with gelatine plates. In the wet collodion process
the application of heat will accelerate the action of the developing
solution. When it is found that the exposure has not been sufficient,

slightly warming the plate while the developing solution is on it will

increase the density of the image.
Alkaline Development. The use of an alkali to assist in the

development of the latent image was first introduced by Major Russell,

the author of the Tannin Process, in 1862. With the alkali it was

necessary to use a soluble bromide to act as a "
restrainer." Without

the bromide the development was too energetic, and fog was caused.

Ammonia is the alkali generally preferred, but soda and potash are
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recommended by some operators. The results are very much the same

whichever alkali is used.

The action of pyrogallic acid alone is very slow, and the addition of

the alkali is to cause a quicker development ; the restrainer is used to

keep the action of the developing solution under control.

Anhydrous. When a substance contains water of crystallisation or

has an affinity for water, as calcium chloride, acetic and sulphuric
acids have, the removal of the water renders the substance anhydrous.
In general, an anhydrous substance is one which does not contain any
water.

Argentometer. When water contains nothing but silver nitrate,

the quantity of which is not known, the instrument called an argento-

meter will indicate accurately how much silver is present. When,
however, the silver solution has been used (as in the case of a

bath for collodion plates or in the preparation of paper), the solution

becomes contaminated with other matter, and the correct quantity of

silver can no longer be ascertained by means of the argentometer.
But for very rough purposes this convenient little instrument may be

used, since, although the bath may contain ether and alcohol, the

indication of strength in silver may be sufficient. A more accurate

method of testing the strength of a silver solution is to titrate as

chloride with a standard salt solution ; but this is rarely necessary in

practice.

Backing Plates. The object of backing plates, as it is termed, is

described under the heading Halation. Any method may be adopted

by which the back of the plate will be prevented from reflecting the

light. Lamp-black mixed with alcohol or with water and rubbed on

the back of the plate may be used, or, if preferred, the following :

a. Gum arable ........ I ounce.

Water 4 ounces.

6. Glycerine ......... I ounce.

Water .2 ounces.

Mix the two solutions, and incorporate with it any suitable pigment,
such as drop-black, which may be ground in water. With this paint
the backs of the plates, and allow to dry protected from the light.

Bichromate and Cyanide Poisoning. In working the carbon

printing and other processes in which potassium bichromate is used,

it is next to impossible to prevent contact of the bichromate solution

with the hands
; hence, when the skin is cracked or sensitive, ulcers

or a very irritating
" rash "

may appear. So far as the rash is con-

cerned, the writer's experience has been that the remedy is to cease

putting the hands into the solution. When the rash is very trouble-

some, a dilute solution of carbolic acid in alcohol has been found

effectual; and carbolic soap should be used when washing the hands.

When practicable, india-rubber gloves should be worn, and the hands
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should always be thoroughly washed after they have been in the

bichromate solution. With ordinary care this irritating disease may
be avoided altogether.

Potassium cyanide, applied to the skin after the hands have been

touched with tincture of iodine to remove silver stains, will do no

harm to health if the skin is not cracked ;
but sores may be caused,

and therefore the cyanide should be used with the greatest care.

Broken Negatives. Negatives taken by the collodion method, if

not too badly broken, may be printed from if the parts are carefully

held together by the edges of the plate with gummed paper, and then

printed under tissue paper in the shade, or by suspending the frame

so that it may be kept revolving while printing. If the negative

should be on a gelatine plate, the film may not be broken, in which

case it can be removed and remounted as described under the heading

Stripping Film.

Combination Printing. The most simple form of combination

printing has been referred to under the head of Clouds. To combine

several figures taken from separate negatives in one picture, so as to

give a natural effect, some skill and much patience on the part of the

photographer are necessary. The desire may be to produce a picture of

twenty figures in a room, which also is to be represented with its furni-

ture and decoration, and with the figures occupied so as to look natural.

First of all we must design the picture, and then carefully photograph
the figures, singly or in groups, to fit the design ;

and the lighting
must be the same as adopted in the sketch ; also the figures must be

in their true relative sizes. The room also must be photographed,
and an enlarged negative made to be printed as a background for the

figures. If a photograph cannot be taken, a correct drawing must be

made. A print of each figure must now be arranged and mounted in

the position it is to occupy in the finished picture, and this is to be

used as a guide in printing the figures, which in a case of this kind

will require the aid of an artist to harmonise the whole. Each

negative must now be masked so that only such part as is required
for the picture will be printed and the portions cut out preserved.
To proceed with the printing : First draw a line at one side of the

guide print, and a line also at the bottom. Lines to correspond must
be drawn on the sheet of sensitised paper to be used as guides in

printing-in the figures. A printing-frame the full size of the paper
must be used. Place the prepared paper on the backboard of the

frame, and upon it arrange the first negative, measuring the distance

carefully from the side and the bottom to a fixed point on the nega-
tive. If there should be room, two negatives may be arranged and

printed at the same time. The whole of the paper not under exposure
must be carefully protected from the light. The glass of the printing-
frame must now be placed in position, the frame put over, and the

whole then carefully turned over so that the negatives are not dis-
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turbed. When the frame is a large one, this can be done with bolts

and the bars wedged down (wedges are preferable to screws) when the

frame is turned. The progress of the printing can be watched in the

usual way, and great care must be taken to have the prints of equal

depth. When all the negatives are printed, the portions of the prints

cut out must be arranged over the printed parts, and the background
can then be printed in. The greatest care is necessary in every part

of the printing, otherwise dark and light lines will appear around the

figures. It is difficult to produce a work of this kind so perfect that

no touching-up or artistic finishing is required ; but, when printed

on salted paper, such photographs can be finished in water-colour or

black and white, and in the hands of a skilful artist the result may
be highly satisfactory. If the work is to be finished in oil colours,

the photograph should be on albumenised paper.

As an illustration of the method here described, a copy of a photo-

graph of the finished picture containing many portraits is here repro-
duced. It is a very early attempt by the writer to commemorate an

important meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science held in Manchester in 1861, and was said by the late Mr. J.

Traill Taylor to be the first of its kind, that is, a picture produced from

a number of separate negatives, about thirty-six being used in this

case. The interior shows the drawing-room in the President's house,

partly drawn and partly from photographs, and the portraits are those

of the President, Chairmen of Sections, and some others : commencing
at the left of the picture the names are as follows :

J. F. Bateman, Esq., C.E. Professor Miller.

Sir K. I. Murchison, F.R.S. M. Curtis, Esq., Mayor.
C. C. Babbington, Esq. Alderman Mackie.

Rev. W. V. Harcourt. William Newmarch, Esq.
Rev. T. R. Robinson, D.D. Wm. Fairbairn, Esq., LL.D., F.R.S., &c.,

R. D. Darbishire, Esq. President.

Sir David Brewster, K.H., F.R.S. Professor Hopkins.
Alderman Neild. Professor Sedgwick.
Professor Airy. John Crawfurd, Esq.
Lord Wrottesley, F.R.S., &c. Professor Willis.

General Sabine. Professor Phillips.

Joseph Heron, Esq.

Figures can be introduced into landscapes in such a way as to

appear as if part of the original picture, and, when skilfully done, the

effect is excellent. The difficulties to be overcome are many, the

chief, perhaps, being with the models, as it is not easy to make them

pose or to assume the expression desired. In most photographs of

the kind the figures look as if they had been posed for the occasion,
and there is a photographic appearance about the work which the

artist has failed to conceal. A few works of the kind have been

produced which possess much artistic excellence, thus proving that in
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the hands of a skilled photographer a photograph may also be a work

of art.

Copyright. By an Act of Parliament (25 and 26 Yict. c. 68, s. i)

it is provided that when the photograph has been made or executed for

or on behalf of any other person for a good or valuable consideration,

the photographer shall not retain the copyright unless it has been

secured to him by a written agreement signed by the person for whom
it was made; the copyright in the photograph belongs to the sitter.

Therefore, if a portrait is required for publication or sale for the benefit

of the photographer, consent in writing must be obtained and a money
payment of some kind made, the amount being stated in the agreement.

Registration at Stationers' Hall is necessary to prevent infringements.
This is the law of the case. The custom amongst photographers as to

portraits is, that the negative is the property of the photographer, and

can be destroyed by him after his sitter has been supplied with copies ;

but if the negative be retained, it is exclusively for the sitter's use.

This rule applies also to all kinds of negatives when taken to order,

and such negatives should not be used for the benefit of the photo-

grapher without permission.

A photograph of a landscape or of any other subject is protected by

registration, so that that particular work may not be pirated ; but this

does not prevent any other person making photographs of the same

objects.

Cracks (to fill up). Old, and perhaps valuable, negatives taken

by the collodion process are sometimes found to be cracked, that is,

the film becomes reticulated more or less after they have been stored

away. A little soot applied with the end of the finger will generally
fill up such cracks, and when re-varnished the negative will be as

serviceable as ever. Storage in a damp place is the probable cause

of cracks of this kind. Insufficient washing after fixing also may
have originated them.

Density. Upon the proper density of the image depends the print-

ing quality of the negative. By experience alone can this quality be

determined when the plate is under development. The necessary

density varies with the purpose for which the negative is required.
For landscapes or portraits absolute opacity may be necessary only in

certain parts, but for some purposes, such as photo-lithography, absolute

opacity in every part is essential, the transparent subject excepted.

Detail. A picture, when correctly exposed and developed, will be

full of detail that is, each part is correctly seen in sufficient per-

fection ;
another picture of the same subject, through insufficient

exposure, is said to be wanting in detail, because the parts in shadow

are black, and contain no detail. Over-exposure may produce a similar

defect, but in a different way, as the excess of light may cause the

more delicate parts in the picture to be lost.

Developing and Developers. The action of light on a prepared
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plate produces an effect which is invisible, or, as it is termed, latent.

Of the composition of this photographic effect or image we have no

certain knowledge ;
but we do know that by the application of reduc-

ing agents certain reactions occur, and a picture is formed
;
in other

words, the image is developed.

The development of the image on the daguerreotype plate presents
a case different from any other process a vapour of iodine being

employed, in the first place, to make the silver surface sensitive to

light, and then to develop the image the vapour of mercury is used.

As this vapour consists of particles of mercury, it may be assumed

that they adhere to those portions of the plate on which light has

acted, and the unaltered iodide of silver rejects the mercury particles.

In illustration of this idea. Professor Meldola suggests that if a

design be drawn on a sheet of glass in gum-water, and then if a powder
or sand be dusted over the plate, the image would be developed. This

illustration of the production of a picture in molecules is complete, but

it affords no idea of the chemical nature of the compound formed by
the mercury on the silvered plate.

Since the days of Daguerre many substances have been prepared
and used as developers. Talbot made use of gallic acid. Hunt and

Herschel introduced iron. Pyrogallic acid (this substance is not really

an acid, its proper name being pyrogallot), although known since 1831,

was only first used in photography in 1851. Within the last few

years other substances, such as eikonogen, hydroquinone, and many
others, have been introduced.

The action of pyrogallic acid as a developing agent in the wet col-

lodion process is much slower than iron, at least three times, and it

is now seldom employed. For gelatine plates, however, pyrogallol is

largely used, and by some is preferred to eikonogen and other similar

substances. There is much difference of opinion as to the value of the

various developing agents.

One of the most energetic of the reducing agents is iron proto-

sulphate, used now almost exclusively in the wet collodion process.

Ferrous oxalate produces excellent negatives when used to develop

gelatine plates.

The question as to how the various reducing substances act on the

invisible image is one which has occupied the pens of some of the

best authorities on photographic matters, and the literature of the

subject is very extensive.

The development of the image has been compared to the formation

of the "silver tree," which may be produced by suspending a slip of

zinc in a solution of silver nitrate. The action set up soon becomes

visible on the zinc by the deposition of particles of metallic silver, and

these continue to form and adhere to each other until the whole of

the silver contained in the solution is exhausted. The deposit of

silver from its salt solution may be shown in another way, and is an
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interesting experiment when seen under the microscope. A few drops

of silver solution are placed in a cell on the stage of the instrument,

and on the addition of some fine copper filings the silver will be seen

at once to form and attach itself to the particles of copper, building

up a miniature "tree" or fern-like structure. In the case of the

photographic image the particles of silver are deposited in a very

finely divided state, and the density of the picture is caused by the

deposit being thicker on those parts of the plate which have received

the most light. In the case of the collodion picture the film contains

an iodide of silver formed by the combination of the iodine in the

collodion and the silver nitrate in which it is immersed. On exposure
in the camera a change is produced by the action of the light, and

this change is made visible on the application of the developing solu-

tion, which, in this case, is assumed to be iron protosulphate. If a

solution of a proto-salt of iron be added to a solution of silver, the

latter metal is at once thrown down
;
but when the iron solution is

used to develop the image, the silver contained in the silver nitrate

in the film is deposited in the metallic state only on those parts of

the plate where the light has caused some change in the molecular

condition of the film containing the silver, and it is usual to say that

the picture is built up by the atoms clustering together in proportion
as the light has affected the sensitive film. How the image has been

formed in the first instance by the light is difficult to explain ;
in fact,

very little is known about it, but that the picture is built up by
atoms or particles of metallic silver can be seen under the microscope,
and the metallic silver can also be shown by gently rubbing the dry

film, which will at once exhibit its metallic character.

A few facts not generally known to the present generation of photo-

graphers may be stated. They are of as great interest now as when

published in 1842, and are contained in a summary of a paper by
M. Ludwig Moser " On the Formation and Development of Invisible

Images." It will be found in Hardwich's "Manual of Photographic

Chemistry," 5th edit., p. 42. A portion only of the summary is given
here :

" From Moser's experiments we learn that the surfaces of various

bodies are capable of being modified by contact with each other, or by
contact with a ray of light, in such a way as to impart an affinity for

a vapour ;
and further, that the salts of silver are in the list of sub-

stances admitting of such modification. But the same condition of

surface which causes a vapour to settle in a peculiar manner also

affects the behaviour of the silver salt when treated with a mixture of

nitrate of silver and a reducing agent. Thus, if a clean glass plate
be touched on certain spots by the warm finger, the impression soon

disappears, but is again seen on breathing upon the glass ; and if this

same plate be coated with a very delicate layer of iodised collodion

and passed through the nitrate bath, the solution of pyrogallic acid
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will often produce a well-defined outline of the finger even before the

plate has been exposed to the light. This experiment is an instruc-

tive one, and shows the necessity of cleaning the plates used in

photography with care. If there be any irregularity in the manner
in which the breath settles upon the glass when it is breathed on, a

condition of surface exists at that point which will probably so

modify the layer of iodide of silver that the action of the developing
fluid will be in some way interfered with.

"Glass plates with collodion pictures on them should be cleaned

very carefully before being used again, or the old impression will

reappear during development. Plates packed in sheets of newspaper
often show the letters in the same way when the pyrogallic acid is

applied. Traces of organic matter, in all probability, are present in

the superficial pores of the glass, and it is only by long soaking in

chemical solutions that these invisible images can be destroyed."
It will be convenient here to give a few hints as to the develop-

ment of gelatine dry plates. The operation is very simple, but until

experience has been gained many failures may occur. It is assumed

that the worker has made himself master of the way of using the

camera and focussing. The necessary exposure will depend on the

kind of lens in use, the size of the diaphragm, the state of the light,

and the make of plate, whether slow or quick. Experience alone is

required, but a few hints from a friend who has mastered the difficul-

ties would be useful. The plate having been exposed, the carrier

holding it must be opened in a darkened room. We will suppose
that the plate is an "Ilford," 6^ x 4^, and that the formula for that

kind of plate is to be used. In a glass measure pour one ounce of

No. 3 solution, and add to it half an ounce of No. 2 solution. Put

the plate, film- side uppermost, into a dish of suitable size, that is,

somewhat larger than the plate, and then pour over it the mixed

developing solution. If it is found that the image shows itself very

slowly, more of No. 2 must be added. The picture should not develop
too quickly. If the exposure has been correct, the film will gradually

darken, and the density is ascertained by holding the plate towards the

light. The proper density can only be determined by trial. The

appearance of the plate at the back is some guide, as the image shows

darker than the rest of the surface. When it is known that the

exposure has been correctly timed, the full quantities of the two

solutions, Nos. 2 and 3, may be used at once. The object of taking

only half the quantity of ammonia, or even less than half, is to retain

some control over the development. In an over-exposed plate the

image will start up at once, and it will be found on fixing that the

image is weak and probably useless. As soon as it is seen that the

exposure has been too great, the developing solution must be poured
back into the glass, and more of No. 3 added, and with care a fairly

good negative should result. In cases of under-exposure, prolonged
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development and the use of more of No. 2 solution may permit a

picture to be developed, but the result is too often that the shadows

are dark and the contrasts too great ;
therefore the greatest care

should be taken to make the exposures correct and to develop to the

proper density. No words can properly convey the necessary instruc-

tion for this ; a few plates may be spoiled, but the information gained
will compensate for the loss.

When the picture is fully developed the plate should be rinsed with

water, and then at once placed in the fixing solution, consisting of

sodium thiosulphate ("hypo") 4 ounces, and water 20 ounces. As
soon as all trace of the white film has disappeared, which may be

ascertained by examining the back of the plate, the fixing is complete.
After thorough rinsing, the picture must be " cleared

"
by flowing over

it sufiicient of the solution named for that purpose (see Clearing Solu-

tions). The object of this part of the process is to remove a yellowish

veil, which, under certain conditions, appears after development.
It is sometimes recommended to place the plate when developed in

a saturated solution of alum
;
when there is any tendency for the film

to
"

frill
"
this is necessary, but not otherwise.

It now only remains to thoroughly wash the finished negative, and

this is done by allowing water to flow over it for an hour or two, or the

plate can be placed in a dish and the water changed frequently. When
many plates are to be dealt with, it is convenient to use a grooved

washing trough, through which the water is changed by means of a

syphon.
The negative should be allowed to dry in a rack, or by standing it

on end on blotting paper. Any attempt to dry it by fire-heat would

cause the film to melt. If, however, it is necessary to dry the plate

quickly, it should be placed in methylated spirit, and after a few

minutes, when all greasiness has disappeared, it is ready to be removed

(the spirit can be used again), and reared up to dry.

The makers of gelatine-bromide plates always recommend that the

formulae they give should be used. This is, perhaps, excellent advice

to the tyro ;
but good results on any kind of plate may be obtained

with pyrogallol and ammonia development, and perhaps with any one

of the various methods in use. Failures are more likely to arise from

changing from one kind of plate to another, and experimenting with

various formulae. It is far preferable to select a plate known to work

well, to persevere with it until its peculiarities are known and mastered,

and to use the developing solution known to give good results with the

particular plate in use. Experimenting with the various new develop-

ing agents is of course interesting, and to be commended ; but the advice

already given to keep to one formula when good work can be done with

it should be followed. When experience has been gained, failure is

unlikely to occur, no matter what kind of plate may be used.

Gelatine plates are made of various degrees of rapidity, and in some
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cases plates of the quickest kinds may advantageously be used
;
but for

ordinary work the slowest (say, ten times the rapidity of wet plates)

will be found to give the best results. The exposure is more under

control and the development more certain. With the quickest plates

there is less control of the exposure and more depends on the develop-
ment. It has been asserted, as the outcome of careful experiments,
that no modification of development can correct an error in the exposure,
outside certain limits depending on the character of the plate. This

opinion, if proved correct, will greatly emphasise the necessity for care

in the exposure.
In the description of the various processes will be found the neces-

sary formulae for development. As already stated, in working with

gelatine dry plates, it is better to use the formulae recommended by the

makers, but for convenient reference the following may be useful :

Developing Solution for "Edwards' XL Plates"

No. i. Pyrogallol I ounce.

Alcohol (methylated) .... 7 ounces.

Glycerine ounce.

No. 2. Potassium bromide . . . .120 grains.

Ammonia, '880 I ounce.

Water 7 ounces.

For use, take one part of No. i to 15 parts of water, and, in a

separate bottle, mix one part of No. 2 with fifteen parts of water.

Equal parts of these two solutions are required when a plate is to be

developed. The dilute solutions will not keep, and should be mixed

just before they are required.

For the "
Ilford

"
Plates.

No. i. (Stock) Solution.

Pyrogallol i ounce.

Ammonium bromide .... 600 grains.
Water 6 ounces.

Nitric acid (pure) 20 drops.
No. 2. Liq. ammonia, '880 .... 3 drachms.

Water ....... 20 ounces.

No. 3. Solution No. i ..... i ounce.

Water, to make 19 ounces.

Equal parts of No. 2 and No. 3 are to be mixed for use. If the

plate is found to be over-exposed, at once remove it from the dish, and

pour over the plate some of the No. 3 solution, which should be allowed

to mix with the solution in the dish. When the development is slow,

more of the No. 2 solution must be used, and in case of doubt as to the

exposure, take only half the quantity of No. 2, and add more as required

to produce the proper density.
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The Ilford Company give the following as a new formula for their

plates :

Stock Solution.

Pyrogallic acid

Nitric acid (pure) .

Water, to make

i ounce.

20 drops.
6 ounces.

"
pyro."Add the acid to the water before the

(If a large quantity of solution is required the water may be

added to make 60 ounces.)

No. i. Stock solution

Water ....
No. 2. Sodium carbonate (crystals)

Sodium sulphite
Potassium bromide

Water, to make

2 ounces.

18 ,,

2

2

20 grains.

20 ounces.

Equal parts of i and 2 are mixed for use.

An alum bath is recommended. Wash the plate well under the

tap and immerse for a few minutes in

Alum
Water

ounces.

20

Again wash and fix in "
hypo

"
i pound, water 40 ounces, and allow

the plate to remain in this bath for some minutes after the plate is

apparently fixed.

The company say that the alum bath should never be omitted, but

the writer never uses alum excepting in the clearing solution. The
instructions do not refer to a clearing solution for this formula.

For the Pall Mall plates the makers recommend the following :

No. i. Pyrogallol
Sodium sulphite
Citric acid

Water to make
No. 2. Potassium carbonate

Sodium sulphite

Water, to make

1 ounce.

4 ounces.

ounce.

20 ounces.

3 )>

2

20 ,

To an ounce of water add one drachm of each of the above solutions.

With ammonia the following is the formula for the same plates :

No. i. Pyrogallol ........ i ounce.

Sodium sulphite 3 ounces.

Citric acid ........ ounce.

Water, boiled or distilled, to make . . .10 ounces.

Of the above, ten minims equal 91 grains of pyrogallol.

No. 2. Liquor ammonia *88o ...... i ounce.
Water to make 10 ounces.

Ten minims of this equal one minim of ammonia.
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No. 3. Potassium bromide I ounce.

Water, to make . 10 ounces.

Ten minims of this equal 91 grains of bromide.

To each ounce of water add ten minims of each of the three

solutions, and to increase density add ten minims of No. 2, if neces-

sary.

With hydroquinone the followingjformula may be used :

No. i. Hydroquinone .... . 1 60 grains.

Sodium sulphite 2 ounces.

Citric acid 60 grains.

Potassium bromide 40 grains.

Water to make 20 ounces.

No. 2. Sodium hydrate 160 grains.

Water 20 ounces.

Equal parts of these solutions should be used in cold weather. In hot

weather the solution must be diluted.

With iron the following may be used :

No. i. Potassium oxalate (neutral) .... 6 ounces.

Potassium bromide . . . . . .20 grains.

Water to make ....... 20 ounces.

No. 2. Iron protosulphate . . . . . . 8 ,,

Sulphuric acid ....... \ drachm.

Water, to make 20 ounces.

To three ounces of No. i add one ounce of No. 2 (see Hydroquinone}.

Dialysis. The process of dialysis is useful in photography when it

is desired to separate certain salts from colloidal substances, as in the

case of gelatine emulsion. Parchment paper is strained over a vessel

so as to form a kind of dish the dialyser in which the emulsion is

placed. When brought into contact with water, the crystallisable

salts pass through the parchment paper, while the colloidal substance

remains in the dialyser.

Diffused Light. For many purposes in photography direct sun-

light is not desirable. When the processes were very slow, as was
the case when Daguerre's method was first used, the strongest light
was necessary, but by the quicker processes now practised this is

unnecessary. For portraiture blinds are employed, and, in some cases,

the glass roof is stippled with colour to give the effect of ground glass.

By this means the light is diffused, and the contrasts of light and

shadow are given with the best effect.

Dust. Whether in the wet or dry processes, one of the most

troublesome annoyances arises from dust particles. Pinholes, comets,
and various other defects are caused by dust

;
and as for some pur-

poses (such as a screen for the half-tone block process) an absolutely

perfect plate must be used, every care must be taken to avoid dust.

The plates must be carefully brushed, whatever the process may be,
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and when gelatine plates are placed in a draught-box, the entrance for

the air should be protected with cotton-wool lightly placed over the

aperture.

Expansion of Paper. Most kinds of paper when wetted expand.

This is very observable in paper on which portraits are printed. The

expansion is greater in one direction than the other, and it is there-

fore necessary to cut the sheets so that the defect will be least

observed. If the prints are allowed to dry, then brushed over with

the mountant, and again dried, they can be mounted by damping the

mount, when no distortion will be observable. The following differ-

ences were found in a sheet of paper very accurately measured :

A sheet of paper, already coated with gelatine and dry, measured

23tV x T 7 inches. It was then sensitised in the bichromate solution

and dried at 80 F., when it was found to measure 23 x 17^ inches.

The sheet was then printed, inked, and cleared from the ink, and

while wet measured 23^ x 17^ inches. When dry and finished, the

transfer measured 22J-|-x I7T
3
F inches, showing a loss in length of

one-eighth of an inch, and a loss in width of one-sixteenth of an inch.

The importance of this will be at once seen by those who prepare
transfers for photo-lithography, when several transfers are required

to form one subject and to fit accurately.

Fog. The extreme sensitiveness of gelatine dry plates makes them

very liable to show the defect known as fog. As a consequence,

every care should be taken to prevent the access of light to the plate,

excepting through the lens at the time of exposure. A very minute

hole in any part of the camera, dark slide, or in the diaphragm slot

may admit light, or the sliding parts of the dark slide may be in

fault. Therefore in a strong light the camera and slide should be

kept covered as much as possible. The plate may be fogged through
the light in the dark room not being of the proper quality. Light fog

may be produced by any of these causes. There is another defect,

which is chemical, and may arise in the process of manufacture of the

plates or in developing. A tinge of greenish colour around the sides

of the plates is called green fog, and often occurs when ammonia is used

in developing and under prolonged development. This defect does

not always interfere with the printing qualities of the negative. An
appearance around the sides is seen in some plates after development
which is very like the defect referred to, but is evidently caused

by tarnish, owing probably to the age of the plate. By careful

rubbing with the finger while the plate is wet the defect may be

removed. Red fog was at one time a defect in dry plates, but is now
seldom seen. Green fog may sometimes be removed by soaking the

film in a solution of potassium bichromate. Hydrogen peroxide may
also be used.

Plates which have been exposed to light and thereby
"
fogged,"

so as to be useless for ordinary purposes, may, as stated in the
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British Journal of Photography, be restored by treatment as under.

Take-

Chromic acid 30 grains.

Potassium bromide . . . . . . . 60 ,,

Water ......... 10 ounces.

The plates are to be immersed in this solution for five minutes,

thoroughly washed, and then allowed to dry. Another solution is as

under, and is applied in the same manner :

Potassium bichromate ....... I ounce.

Hydrobromic acid (sp. gr. 1.4) 2 drachms.

Water 10 ounces.

After treatment with either of these solutions the plates are much less

sensitive than before, but if, after thorough washing, they are treated

with one of the alkaline or the chromatising solutions, much of the

sensitiveness will be restored.

Plates which have been exposed in the camera may be restored for

use again if treated with either of the solutions named, but the im-

mersion must be more prolonged. Care must be taken while drying
the plates that no white light acts upon them.

In placing plates in the dark slide, care should be taken not to be

too near the light, and as little light as possible should be used in the

room. In developing, also, the plate should be kept away from the

light, and until the image begins to appear it is not safe to expose the

plate to the yellow light.

Freezing Mixtures. The following mixtures will be found useful

when the temperature requires to be reduced. When snow is available,

the addition of common salt (sodium chloride), two parts by weight
of the chloride to five of snow, will reduce the temperature from

84 F. (20 C.) to 5 F. The vessel containing the fluid to be reduced

in temperature must stand in the freezing mixture.

The mixtures given below will also cause intense cold :

Ammonium muriate 5 parts
Potassium nitrate 5

Water 16 ,,

reduces the temperature from + 50 F. to + 10 F.

Ammonium nitrate . i part
Water i ,,

reduces the temperature from + 50 F. to + 4 F.

Sodium sulphate 3 parts
Nitric acid (dilute) 2 ,,

reduces the temperature from + 50 F. to - 30 F. With ice or snow

still lower temperatures are produced.
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Snow
Sodium chloride

Ammonium nitrate

will reduce the temperature to -
25 F.

Snow
Calcium chloride

12 parts

5

5

4 parts

reduces the temperature to -40 F. Other mixtures may also be

used.

Frilling. This defect is caused by the expansion of the gelatine

film, and as some plates are more liable to frill than others, some

peculiarity in the process of manufacturing the plates is probably the

cause. If the sample of gelatine is too soft or is partly decomposed, or

if the film is too thick, frilling may appear after the developing or

fixing solutions are used. If the developing solution is used too warm,

the film may begin to leave the edges of the plate. In a case of this

kind an edging of grease or india-rubber is sometimes a remedy. When
there is a tendency to frill, the plates should be placed in a bath of

alum or chrome-alum before or after development, using a 5 per cent,

solution of the alum. Steeping in spirits of wine is also said to prevent

frilling. A thorough washing should follow the use of alum or chrome-

alum before subjecting the plate to the action of an alkaline solution.

Gelatine plates rarely, if ever, frill with the ferrous-oxalate developer.

Halation. This is a defect frequently seen when a dark object is

strongly lighted from behind as dark foliage against a light sky ; the

light encroaches on the dark edges and causes a fringe of light around

the object. The effects of halation are also seen in photographs of

interiors where a bright light shines through a window, but are still

more noticeable when the interior is dark, as in some churches, and the

exposure is consequently prolonged. One of the causes is reflection

from the back of the plate. Many remedies have been suggested ;

amongst others, backing the plates that is, coating them on the back

with an opaque colour, which can be easily removed before development.
In plates thickly coated with emulsion the defect is not so noticeable.

When an interior is sufficiently lighted by windows not shown in the

picture, it may be practicable to cover the window facing the camera

for most of the time during an exposure. Of course it is desirable that

the picture should be taken when the sun does not shine directly on

such a window. One of the best means to remove the defect is to

carefully rub the over -exposed part with methylated spirits of wine,

using a tuft of cotton-wool or lint. In addition to backing the plate,

it is said that staining the film with erythrosine, i part to 500 of

water, is an effectual remedy. The following may be used as a reduc-

ing solution for halation

Potassium ferricyanide
Water

20 grains.
2 ounces.
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To about half an ounce of this solution add two drops of "
hypo

"

(4 ounces of "hypo" to 20 ounces of water) when required for use.

It may be applied locally with a camel's-hair brush. After soaking in

water, the plate must be well washed.

The introduction of multiple-coated plates, by Mr. J. T. Sandell,

places in the hands of the photographer a means of avoiding halation

to a very large extent, and the necessity for any backing is dispensed
with. The plates are coated with two or more films of emulsion of

differing degrees of sensitiveness, and a greater latitude for exposure is

possible.

High Lights. In a portrait, if well lighted, there should be parts
which are brighter than the rest of the face on the forehead and nose,

for instance
; they are called high lights. If they do not exist in the

negative, the "retoucher" generally marks such parts with the pencil.

In a landscape the high lights give brilliancy to the picture.

Hygiene in Photography. Although in the present day there is

nothing in the practice of photography so prejudicial to health as was

the case when the fumes of mercury were always present during the

development of the daguerreotype plate, there is still the necessity for

care. Probably the small quantity of ether fumes breathed during an

ordinary day's work when collodion was in general use did very little,

if any, harm. Care should be taken, when large plates are coated with

collodion, that the room should be properly ventilated, otherwise the

ether fumes cause a very unpleasant effect on the eyes. The writer

has never heard of any permanent injury from breathing ether fumes,
nor has he experienced any injury himself after a long use of collodion j

the effect on the eyes is unpleasant, but soon passes off. The fumes of

ammonia, in the small quantities used in developing dry plates, can do

very little harm
; but when the strong ammonia is used, care should

be exercised in every possible way. The bottle containing the fluid

should never be unstopped when held near the face, and the fumes

should be breathed as little as possible.

As collodion is so little used by amateurs, it is scarcely necessary
to advise them to be cautious, while in large establishments every care

will be taken to avoid accidents by fire
;
the stoppers of bottles should

be looked to, and care as to naked lights observed. Bottles containing

highly volatile fluids should have the glass stoppers well secured by

tying down or otherwise.

Intensifying. For certain purposes a negative taken in the ordinary

way is not sufficiently intense that is, the image is not completely

opaque. For general purposes the collodion negative, when redeveloped
or intensified with pyrogallic acid, is all that can be desired, but when
used in photo-lithography, or other mechanical processes, the image
must be black in order to obtain the best results. A collodion nega-
tive developed with iron may be intensified by steeping in a saturated

solution of mercury bichloride ; but, as water alone will only take up
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a small quantity of the mercuric salt, it will be found that equal parts

of mercury and ammonium chloride (sal ammoniac) will be found more

energetic in its action. When the negative has changed to white, the

intensification is complete, and the plate must now be thoroughly washed.

If not completely washed stains will occur in the next operation. A
dilute solution of ammonia poured over the film will instantly change
the colour to black, when the plate must be again thoroughly washed.

Incomplete washing causes the image to fade in course of time, although

the film may have been varnished. Exposure to the atmosphere for a

few hours will often be sufficient to cause the image to bleach in parts,

so that varnishing must be resorted to as soon as the plate is dry. An
unvarnished negative must not be used on silver paper, nor on a bichro-

mate preparation, or stains will be produced.
Instead of ammonium chloride, hydrochloric acid may be used, one

ounce of acid to six ounces of water, to which the mercury bichloride

must be added : the undissolved portion may remain in the bottle.

Instead of ammonia for blackening, "hypo" will answer the same

purpose. Potassium cyanide, to which silver nitrate has been added,

may also be used after the plate has been bleached.

The following formula for collodion negatives developed with iron,

and, if necessary, redeveloped with pyrogallic acid, will be found prefer-

able to the bichloride solution :

Potassium ferricyanide ...... 4^ ounces

Lead nitrate ..... 3

Water 65

which can be used repeatedly, and should be occasionally filtered. This

will change the colour to a light yellow, and when sufficiently intense

which can be seen by transmitted light the plate should be well

washed in running water. The washing will take out the yellow

colour, leaving the film white, but it is not always necessary to reach

this point. Then take

Ammonium sulphide 4 ounces

Water 12

and pour it over the plate until the film is completely blackened, that

is, until no patches of the bleached picture are visible on the back of

the plate. The ammonium solution should not be used twice. If any

part of the picture appears discoloured where clear glass should be, a

cleaning solution of

Nitric acid I drachm
Water ... ...... 12 ounces

must be poured over the plate. This must be used carefully, otherwise

the density of the image may be injured.

Other methods are in use for intensifying collodion negatives, but

the above are quite efficient.
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Owing to the difficulty experienced in determining when a gelatine

dry plate is sufficiently developed, many negatives are found to be too

weak to give good prints. Unless the negative is very much under-

exposed, a good result for printing may be obtained by careful intensi-

fication. The negative must be very thoroughly washed to avoid the

risk of stains.

Intensification with silver nitrate is not always successful on gela-
tine plates, but the following is recommended by Mr. E. Howard
Farmer :

No. i. Silver nitrate ....... i ounce.

Distilled water . . . . . . .12 ounces.

No. 2. Potassium bromide ...... ounce.

Water......... 2 ounces.

No. 3. Sodium thiosulphate (" hypo") . 2 ,,

Water . . . . . . . . . 6 ,,

Add No. 2 to No. i, and after washing the precipitated silver bromide

thoroughly by decantation, dissolve it with agitation in No. 3. The

muddy liquid thus obtained is filtered or placed aside for a day, and

the clear solution decanted off; it is then made up to 16 ounces with

water, and kept for use.

To intensify a plate, wash after fixing, and flood with the following
mixture :

Sulpho-pyrogallol ........ 40 minims
Water .......... 2 ounces

The above silver solution ...... 60 minims

to which is added, immediately before use, about 30 minims of 10 per
cent, ammonia solution. If the silver shows no tendency to reduc-

tion, add more ammonia, or, if it be thrown down immediately, use

less. With a little experience, a peculiar browning of the liquid

shows when sufficient ammonia has been added. Rock the plate, and

apply fresh solution as the density increases. Finally, place the

negative for a short time in the fixing bath and wash.

Gelatine plates may be intensified with mercury bichloride. The
solution as recommended for wet collodion plates, diluted, will answer,
but it will be better to mix a solution specially, say-

Mercury bichloride . . . . . . . 10 grains.
Ammonium chloride . . . . . . . 10 ,,

Water i ounce.

When sufficiently intensified, wash thoroughly and blacken with

Ammonia ......... i ounce.

Water 9 ounces.

If found to be too energetic, the solution of mercury must be reduced

with water
;
one-half water would in most cases be strong enough, as,

if fully bleached, the negative may become too dense.
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The following method for intensifying a gelatine plate immediately

after fixing is recommended by Mr. W. Brooks : Wash the negative,

after fixing, for at least half-an-hour. Make a saturated solution of

alum, and add to it one ounce of citric acid. To one part of this stock

solution add three or four parts of water, in which soak the plates for

a few minutes. Take two drachms of the alum and citric acid solution,

and add six grains of pyrogallic acid and a few drops of a 2o-grain

solution of silver nitrate. Use this to intensify the plates in the

ordinary way by holding the plate in the hand : watch the result,

and stop just before full intensity is gained, as it will be denser when

dry. Now wash the plate, replace it in the "hypo" fixing solution

for five minutes
;
and after thoroughly washing it again, immerse it

in the diluted alum and citric acid solution. If the plate has been

allowed to dry, intensification by this method may be adopted, but it

is better done while wet.

Mealiness. Paper that has been floated in a bath containing too

little silver will appear, when printed, with an irregular surface and

deficient in brightness. This is frequently the case with some kinds

of ready-sensitised paper. If the paper itself is of good quality, and

sensitised a short time before it is used, the remedy is to add silver to

the bath. It occasionally happens that the albumen dissolves in the

bath, and this will cause mealiness.

Medical and Surgical Photography. The importance of photo-

graphy in the practice of medicine and surgery has long been

recognised, and since the discovery of what is termed Radiography has

been more used than at any previous time. No particular directions

are necessary beyond stating that when a subject is to be photographed,

every care should be exercised in lighting a side light assisted by

reflected light, in some cases, will be preferable to top light. Records

should be made of the subject before and after operations, and, in

some cases, rapid exposures taken during operations to show the

method as in use, and these, when reproduced in the form of lantern

slides, can be utilised for lecture purposes. Sections of anatomical

preparations for the microscope, when enlarged as lantern slides, are

of the greatest value to lecturers, enabling the whole of a class to

follow verbal descriptions.

Negatives. The illustrations, Figs. 115 and 116, show one of the

most simple experiments in photography, and they also illustrate the

difference between a negative and a positive. The figures show that

a leaf placed on a piece of sensitive paper will produce a negative if

exposed to light long enough to leave the impression on the paper, and

that this negative, if fixed and made semi-transparent with wax, will

produce a positive when exposed to light in the same way. The first

photographs on paper were produced in this manner. A sheet of

paper sensitive to light, or a plate of glass, as in the collodion, gelatine,

or other processes, exposed in the camera, yields a negative when the
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object copied is a landscape, portrait, or other subject ; but by using
the camera as described in another section, a positive may be made
from the negative. The fact that in pictures taken as described the

lights are the reverse of nature constitutes them negatives.

Over-Exposure. When a plate has received an excess of light

through the lens, it is said to be over-exposed. In some cases there is

no remedy for this. In the wet collodion process an over-exposed

plate can seldom be made into a good negative ; but, in some cases,

when the exposure has not been very excessive, the picture may be

saved by careful redevelopment or intensifying. In the case of

gelatine plates, the effect of over-exposure may often be corrected by

FIG. 115, Positive. FIG. 1 1 6, Negative.

varying the proportions in the developing solutions. The picture
will flash up too soon when the exposure has been over-long, and the

resulting negative will be weak unless most carefully manipulated
while under the action of the developer. It is, however, strongly
controverted whether over-exposure can be properly corrected by this

or any other means. The evil can, at best, be only slightly mitigated,
in the opinion of some writers on this subject.

Pinholes. The small transparent spots often seen in all kinds of

negatives are called pinholes. The causes of these are various. In

wet collodion plates the defects are chiefly due to dust and excess of

silver iodide in the bath solution.
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In gelatine plates the cause may arise from dust, or defects in the

preparation of the plates ; they can scarcely arise during development.
Positive. This term is applied to all photographs which, when

viewed by reflected light, appear with the lights and shadows as in

nature. A transparent positive is a picture on glass or other diaphan-
ous material which necessitates the view being seen by transmitted

light. The term was at one time chiefly used to indicate a picture

on glass specially developed to be seen by reflected light (the same

when seen by transmitted light became a weak negative). All lantern

slides are positives, excepting in the case of diagrams when a negative
will show white lines on the screen, which answer the same purpose as

a transparency or positive.

Reduction of Density. Since the introduction of gelatine dry

plates the possibility of getting too much density in the negatives has

been much more probable than with collodion negatives, when addi-

tional density is given by re-development and the requisite intensity
obtained without difficulty. With gelatine, the necessity for using
a weak light, and the veil which causes the film to have a greater

density than the finished negative will require, make the difficulty of

judging the proper depth much greater than in some other processes.
From these causes it happens too often that greater density is obtained

than is desirable, and this excess must be removed or the resulting

prints will not be satisfactory. So many methods are in use for

reducing the density of over-developed negatives that it is difficult to

select the best. In the writer's own practice the following is generally
found sufficient

;
it is also used as a clearing solution :

Alum .

Sulphuric acid

Iron protosulphate
Water ,

i ounce.

i

3 ounces.

20 ,

As a clearing solution it is merely necessary to use sufficient to

cover the plate, and then return the solution to the bottle. To reduce

density the solution must be poured on and off till the required reduc-

tion is effected.

The following solution is also recommended as a means for reducing

very dense negatives :

Potassium ferricyanide .

Water
i ounce.

10 ounces.

The negative should be placed in a dish with sufficient water to cover

it
;
then take one drachm of the ferricyanide solution and an equal

quantity of the "hypo" solution used for fixing; pour the water out

of the dish into the glass with this mixture, and then return to the

dish. More of the mixture must be added if the first quantity
does not cause sufficient reduction. The plate must be thoroughly
washed.
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The following is recommended by Mr. Spiller :

a. Alum ......... 4 ounces.

Copper sulphate 4
Common salt . . . . . . . . 8 ,,

Water 40 ,,

b. Saturated solution of common salt.

Both solutions should be filtered and the negative immersed in equal

parts of a and b. Watch the effect of the reduction. When com-

plete, rinse in a fresh quantity of solution b., and then thoroughly
wash.

Prints on bromide paper may be reduced in the same manner as

negatives. By using a solution of copper sulphate, to which a little

salt has been added, bromide prints and untoned prints on salted

paper can be entirely bleached out, but the image will reappear if the

paper is exposed to strong light.

Reduction invariably interferes with the due gradation of density,

and should therefore be used with caution.

Reflected Light. When a portrait is taken with the light coming
in one direction (as from the window of an ordinary room) the effect

of contrast is too great, and it becomes necessary to modify it by
means of reflected light. This is done by placing a white sheet or

white paper at a suitable distance from the sitter, care being taken

that there is not too much reflection, or the effect will be unpleasing.
A little reflected light, judiciously used, is generally advantageous in

a portrait. Reflected light is also useful in making co'pies as tending
to equalise the effect and, in some cases, to get rid of the roughness
of paper. Reflected light is often used in making transparencies in a

copying camera, a sheet of white paper being placed at a suitable

distance in front of the camera. A silvered mirror may be employed
for the same purpose. In the solar camera the light is reflected

from a mirror, but it is seldom that a mirror can be used in an

ordinary glass house, as the window bars interfere with perfect
reflection.

Residues. The prevention of waste of the precious metals is very
desirable. In the case of silver and gold the quantity used in the

processes of photography is very large, and the loss, which is usually
also very large, may be considerably lessened. In all large establish-

ments every care is taken to save solutions and paper cuttings where

silver or gold have been used
;
but the amateur, whose operations are

on a small scale, too often considers it not worth the trouble to collect

his waste. This is a mistake, as it occupies very little time to put
all spoilt prints and cuttings and papers, which have been used for

filtering silver solutions, into a bag. The "
hypo

" used for fixing and

old toning solutions should not be thrown away, as in course of time

sufficient will accumulate to be worth sending to the refiners. In a
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paper print only about 3 per cent, of the silver originally used in its

preparation is left in the picture ;
so that 97 per cent, of the metal is

lost if no care be taken to collect the waste. The waste in other

directions is also very great, but much of it may be easily prevented.

Paper prints should always be placed for some minutes in a dish with

plenty of water previous to toning, the water poured into a jar, and a

solution of common salt, or, preferably, hydrochloric acid, added thereto.

The milky solution thus formed is allowed to become quite clear by

settling. The water is then poured off, leaving the silver chloride

at the bottom. The water from the next washing may then be added

and treated in the same way until the chloride has collected in quantity
sufficient to be removed, washed, and dried. The quantity of silver

recovered from paper of the ready-sensitised kind will be very small

when compared with that specially prepared.
The sodium thiosulphate solution used for fixing should be poured

into a receptacle of wood or earthenware having a tap at a few inches

from the bottom, which will serve to draw off the upper part of the

solution after the silver sulphide has subsided. Potassium sulphide

(liver of sulphur) is added in solution and the silver precipitated. The
solution is tested by taking a little in a test-tube

; if, on the addition

of a few drops of the sulphide, no further precipitate is formed, the

solution can be drawn off and thrown away. As the mixture of

sulphide and "
hypo

"
has an unpleasant odour, the vessel containing it

should be kept in the open air.

As the sodium thiosulphate solution, used for fixing gelatine plates,

dissolves all the silver not reduced in forming the negative and can

be used repeatedly, it becomes rich in silver, and should be thrown

into the tub to be reduced by potassium sulphide.
In establishments where the collodion process is still used and

when the plates are large, there is considerable room for waste. The
sink over which the plates are developed should be large and deep,

preferably of earthenware ; they may be obtained fitted with a plug,

which permits the washing water to be collected and, after the sedi-

ment has subsided, to be drawn off into the waste-pipe. If the plug
is simply withdrawn much of the sediment will be carried down the

waste-pipe with the water. This is prevented by quickly substituting
for this plug another which is made of lead pipe, and which has a hole

about half an inch in diameter an inch or so above the level of the

sink bottom. This permits the water to run off and prevents the

disturbance of the sediment. The iron used in developing the plates

gives rise to a highly argentiferous deposit, which, after drying, should

be sent to the refiner. The developing solution remaining on the

plates may be thrown into a separate receptacle or into the sink, but

the deposit of silver being richer than when mixed with the water, it

is better to keep it separate. The cyanide bath used for fixing should

also be kept and treated with potassium sulphide.
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The films from spoilt collodion plates or old negatives should be

preserved and thrown into the bag with the paper cuttings.

Old toning solutions may be poured into a large bottle, and a

solution of iron protosulphate added to throw down the gold. When
sufficient has been collected the sediment may be filtered out.

The films of unvarnished plates, which have been removed by

steeping in weak nitric acid and water, should be kept and burnt

with other residues. The acid solution should also be kept, and the

silver recovered by adding a solution of common salt.

The various kinds of waste may be treated to recover the gold and

silver, but as the cost of reduction, if sent to a refiner, is so small, it is

not worth the trouble entailed in doing it at home.

There are other ways of treating the waste, but the above will

answer every purpose, and the silver recovered will amply repay the

trouble.

It is estimated that at least 75 per cent, of the silver used can be

recovered.

It is a common practice to use sodium chloride (common salt) to

precipitate silver from solutions, but as that salt has the power of

dissolving silver chloride when there is a large excess of sodium

chloride, it is better to use commercial hydrochloric acid, which does

not dissolve the silver chloride.

Saturated Solution. For many purposes in photographic manipu-
lations it is convenient to have solutions containing as much of certain

substances as can be held in solution. In such cases the solution is

said to be saturated. The quantity which can be retained in solution

by the fluid depends on the temperature. Water when cold will

usually retain less of the substance than when hot, and in some cases

the solution on cooling will part with the surplus in the form of

crystals, leaving the water saturated. Some salts dissolve readily,

while others require to be frequently agitated in the water. When
no more of the substance can be dissolved the solution will be " satu-

rated"; the surplus crystals may be left in the vessel and more

water added as required until all the substance is dissolved. If

merely poured on to the crystals the water immediately surrounding

them will be saturated, but all above will contain very little until the

whole is agitated ;
and in some cases this must be frequently done to

obtain saturation. The process is facilitated when the substance to

be dissolved is suspended in the fluid
; then, as solution occurs, the

denser fluid will sink and the water will be self-saturated. In all

cases, where saturated solutions are referred to, the substances and

fluids require to have been treated as explained here.

The following Table of Solubility will be found useful, as by its

aid it may be seen at once how much of the substance will be taken

up at the temperature shown :
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DR. JANEWAY'S TABLE OF THE SOLUBILITY OF PHOTOGRAPHIC

CHEMICALS.

ABBREVIATIONS. s., soluble; ins., insoluble; sp., sparingly; m., moderately;

v., very ; dec., decomposed.

CHEMICALS.
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DR. JANEWAY'S TABLE (continued).

CHEMICALS.
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specific gravity required. The temperature of the fluid should be

about 60 Fahr.

Studios or Glass-rooms. To the professional photographer questions
of the greatest importance are the aspect of his studio or glass-room
and the plan of its construction. To a very large extent these points
must be determined by the position in which the structure is to be

built. Probably every form in which such a place could be contrived

has been adopted, and good results obtained in each
; as, when the

operator has determined the best way to overcome the difficulties of

the form of his room, he will do good work, and in another place

would have to unlearn his previous experience. Rooms with ridge
roofs and glass all round, roofs with high pitch, roofs with low pitch,

and high or low side-lights, have been built. The last novelty which

the writer has seen is the room at the People's Palace, London, where

FIG. 117.

photographic work is done without a top-light, the glass being all on

one side of the room and very high, and the shade side of the subject

being illuminated by reflected light. Over another part of the room

there is a top-light, to show the difference in the two effects. Of the

results of the high side-light illumination the writer is unable to

speak, as he has seen none of the work done there. At the time

when the slow photographic processes were used it was of the utmost

importance to have as much light in the room as possible, but much
less light has been needed since the introduction of the quicker

methods; hence the glass is now often ground or made dull by thin

paint on the inside. This, of course, gives a very soft effect. By
means of blinds the light is entirely under control, so that the skill

of the artist is shown in the manner in which it is managed. Very
little can be said by way of instruction as to the construction of glass

rooms, as the circumstances of each case must be considered.
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The amateur in attempting portraiture has many difficulties to

encounter, particularly when his roof is the clear sky. Outdoor por-

traits are of very little value when there is no means of controlling

the light, but this difficulty is to a large extent met by Hough ton's

Lawn Studio, shown in Fig. 117, which seems in many ways to be

all that the amateur need have. The question of backgrounds and

accessories must be left to individual taste, but it should be remembered

that the less ornament there is about a portrait the better.

Very effective portrait studies may often be made in conservatories

or greenhouses.

Symbols. The following is a Table showing the symbols and atomic

weights of the elements :

Name.
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Hydrargyrum; Potassium, Kalium; Silver, Argentum; Sodium, Natrum;

Tin, Stannum.

Tabloid. The various chemical substances required for developing
and other solutions can now be obtained in the form of "

tabloids.
7 '

The convenience of this will be apparent, and particularly for travellers.

Weights and Measures. The photographer in his formulae has

seldom to consider more than grains and ounces, or, in the metric

system, grammes and cubic centimetres ; but as German and French

formulae (the systems used in other countries need scarcely be con-

sidered in this matter) must in most cases be converted from one

system into the other before they can be used by English and Ameri-

can photographers, it is a matter for serious consideration which of the

two systems should be preferred, or whether a compromise should be

adopted. A very large part of the scientific literature comes from the

Continent of Europe, and as the metric system is used throughout that

literature, it becomes a matter of necessity that the English-speaking
men of science must be familiar with the terms used. Also, a very

large number of Englishmen receive part of their education in some

foreign university, where they are compelled to use the metric system,

and, as a consequence, in the scientific literature of England and

America the metric system is used to a much larger extent than was

the case only a few years since. The effect of this is to make a large

part of what is written very difficult to understand unless the trouble

be taken to convert one kind of measure or weight into the other. The

great bulk of the people of this country and America are now very little

nearer to the adoption of the metric system than they were at the time

when the English Parliament made its use permissive.
1 It has been

suggested that a joint commission of Englishmen and Americans should

be appointed to settle this question. If that course be taken there can

be very little doubt what the decision would be. "Scientific" men
would form that commission men to whom the metric system, is

familiar, and, of course, by them considered the best. But suppose a

commission of " non-scientific
"
men, say business men, formed a similar

commission, it may be asked, Would they arrive at a similar decision ?

Meanwhile an informal "commission" has sat and deliberated on this

momentous question, and the decision they have arrived at appears to

meet the difficulties so far as they concern photographers in all parts of

the world.

At the meeting of the Photographic Convention held at Chester

in June 1890, a report on this subject was read, and the following
" Recommendations" were unanimously adopted :

"A. Weights and Measures. i. If the metric system be used,

weights will naturally be expressed in grammes, and measures in cubic

centimetres.

1 In 1864. Another Act of Parliament was passed in 1897 making the use of

the metric system legal.
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"
2. If the English units be used, the minim and the drachm should

not be employed at all. All weights should be expressed either in grains
or decimal parts of a grain, or in ounces or fractions of an ounce ; all

measures in fluid grains, or in fluid ounces and fractions of a fluid ounce.
" B. Formulae. 3. Formulae should give the number of parts of

the constituents, by weight or measure, to be contained in some definite

number of parts, by measure, of the solution. The mixture can then be

made up with (a) grammes and cubic centimetres, or (b) grains and fluid

grains, or (c) ounces and fluid ounces, according to the unit selected.

"4. The standard temperature for making up solutions should be

15 C. or 62 Fahr. No appreciable error will be introduced by the

fact that these two temperatures are not quite identical.

"5. Formulae should give the quantities of the constituents to be

contained in x parts of the finished solution, and not the quantities
to be dissolved in x parts of the solvent. When a solid dissolves in

a liquid, or when two liquids are mixed, the volume of the solution

or mixture is, as a rule, not equal to the sum of the volumes of its

constituents. The expansion or contraction varies with the nature of

the solids and liquids and the proportions in which they are brought

together. In making up a solution, therefore, the constituents should

first be dissolved in a quantity of the solvent smaller than the required
volume of the finished mixture, and after solution is complete, the

liquid, cooled if necessary to the ordinary temperature, is made up to

the specified volume by addition of a further quantity of the solvent.
"

6. It is very important to specify in the case of liquids whether

parts by weight or parts by measure are intended. The equivalence
between weight and measure only holds good in the case of water and

liquids of the same specific gravity : a fluid ounce of ammonia solution

or of ether weighs less than an ounce ; a fluid ounce of strong sulphuric
acid weighs nearly two ounces.

"7. Whenever possible, formulse should give the quantities of the

constituents required to make up 10, 100, or 1000 parts of the solution.
"

8. When a mixture (e.g., a developer) is to be prepared just before

use, from two or more separate solutions, it is desirable that the pro-

portions in which the separate solutions have to be mixed should be as

simple as possible e.g. i to i, i to 2, i to 3, i to 10.

"
9. When metric units are employed the original French spelling,

'

gramme,' should be used in preference to the contracted spelling

'gram,' in order to avoid misreading and misprinting as 'grain.
5

"
Weighing and Measuring.

"A brief description of the correct methods of weighing and

measuring may be of service to photographers who have had no

laboratory training.
"
Measuring. The correct reading is the horizontal tangent to the

z
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meniscus ; that is, the horizontal line which touches the lowest point

of the curved surface of the liquid in the case of water and all liquids

which wet glass, or the highest point of the curved surface in the

case of mercury and similar liquids. When the liquid is so opaque
that the meniscus cannot be seen, the reading must be taken at the

apparent horizontal surface of the liquid. The measuring vessel

should be exactly vertical, and the eye of the observer should be

exactly on a level with the surface of the liquid.
"
Weighing. To assume that the weights in the two pans are

equal when there is a distinct deflection of the index of the balance

towards one side is obviously incorrect. To take the weights as

equal when the beam is at rest, and there is no deflection at all, also

gives untrustworthy results. The balance should be made to vibrate,

and the weights in the two pans are equal when the index makes

equal excursions on either side of the position of rest, which is usually
the centre."

All who are interested in this subject will find a most valuable

article in Sir John HerscheFs "Familiar Lectures," p. 419.

The following tables of the English and metric systems will be

found convenient for converting the one into the other. They are

taken from the British Journal Almanack, 1890.

THE METKIC SYSTEM.

In the French decimal system, Greek prefixes are used to denote the

multiples of the units, and Latin prefixes the fractional parts of the units.

The Greek prefix Deka means 10 units.
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Centimetre.
I

2

3

4
5
6

7
8

9

Metre.

.OI

.02

-03

.04

.05

.06

.07

.08

.09

Inches.

3937
.7874
1.1811

1.5748
1.9685

2.3622
2.7560
3-1497
3-5434

Decimetre.

I

2

3

4

6

7
8

9

Metre.

.2 =
3 ~
4
5 =
.6 =
7 =

9
i metre

Inches.

3-9371
7.8742

11.8113
15.7484
19.6855
23.6226
27-5597
31.4968
35-4339

But what is the metre itself ? It is the standard of length, of which the

of a quadrant of the earth's meridian is equivalent to 39.371
inches (Dc la Rue}.

The standard of the weights by which chemicals are calculated is the

gramme, which is, roughly speaking, the equivalent of 15^ grains.

The unit of fluid measurement is the cubic centimetre, based upon the

gramme, the weight of one gramme of water at maximum density being
termed one cubic centimetre.

The proportions of fluid measurements on this basis will be apparent by
the following table :

Weight of Water. Avoirdupois Weight.Names. No. of Grammes.
Millier or tonneau 1,000,000
Quintal

Myriagramme
Kilogramme or kilo

Hectogramme
Dekagramme
Gramme
Decigramme
Centigramme
Milligramme

100,000
10,000
1,000
100
10

i

i cubic metre
i hectolitre

10 litres

i litre

i decilitre

10 c. centimetres
i c. centimetre

.01 IOG. millimetres

.001 ic. millimetre

2204.6 Ibs.

220.46 Ibs.

22.046 Ibs.

2.2046 Ibs.

3.5274 ozs.

.3527 ozs.

15.432 grs.

1.5432 grs.

.1543 grs.

.01 54 grs.

FKENCH FLUID MEASUKES.

The cubic centimetre, usually represented by "c.c.," is the unit of the

French measurement for liquids. It contains nearly seventeen minims of

water; in reality, it contains 16.896 minims. The weight of this quantity of

water is one gramme. Hence it will be seen that the cubic centimetre and

the gramme bear to each other the same relation as our drachm for solids

and the drachm for fluids, or as the minim and the grain. The following

table will prove to be sufficiently accurate for photographic purposes :

1 cubic centimetre =
2 cubic centimetres =
3

17 minims (as near as possible).

34

9
10

20

30
4

50
60

70
80

90
IOO

5 1
>

68 ,
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THE CONVERSION OF FRENCH INTO ENGLISH WEIGHT.

Although a gramme is equal to 15.4346 grains, the decimal is one which can

never be used by photographers ;
hence in the following table it is assumed

to be 15! grains, which is the nearest approach that can be made to practical

accuracy :

i gramme =
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Precious metals are usually sold by

TROY WEIGHT.

24 grains = i pennyweight = 24 grains.
20 pennyweights = i ounce = 480 ,,

12 ounces = i pound = 5760 ,,

NOTE. An ounce of metallic silver contains 480 grains, but an ounce of

nitrate of silver contains only 437^ grains.

FKENCH WEIGHTS AND MEASURES,

AND THEIR EQUIVALENTS IN ENGLISH.

i cubic centimetre =17 minims nearly.

3-i- ,, =i drachm.

28.4

So

i ounce.

, ,
=i ounce 6 drachms 5 minims.

100 ,, 3 ounces 4 drachms 9 minims.
1000 ,, "I

or i litre, = to
]- 35 ounces i drachm 36 minims.

61 cubic inches J

The unit of French liquid measures is a cubic centimetre.

A cubic centimetre of water measures nearly 17 minims (16.896) ;
it weighs

15.4 grains, or i gramme. A cubic inch of water weighs 252.5 grains.
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ABERRATION, chromatic, 43
- of form, 44

spherical, 43
of thickness, 46

Absorption, laws of, 19

spectra, 19

Accelerators, chemistry of, 29
definition of term, 324

Acetylene gas, 244

Acid, acetic, as restrainer, 29
manufacture and use of, 244

Acids, characteristics of, 245
Actinic rays, 19

Actinometers and exposure ^tables, 203
Hurter and Driffield's actino-

meters, 206, 207
Watkin's actinometer, 204

watch-exposure meter, 205
hand-camera meter, 205

Watts' exposure tables, 203
formula for using, 204

Alabastrine process, 63
Album or "

carte
"

portraits, 296

Albumen, 245

process, 64

substratum, 65
Albumenised paper, 246

Alcohol, 247

methyl, 248
Alkaline development, 324

Alpha paper, 248

Alum, 248

Aluminium, 248

Amber, 248

Amido-benzene, 250
Amidol, 248

Ammonia, 249
as fixing agent, 249
in intensifying, 31

sulphide intensifier, 32
Ammonio-citrate of iron, 265
Ammonium bichromate, 249

bromide, 249

Ammonium carbonate, 249

chloride, 250

iodide, 250

nitrate, 250
oxalate, 250

sulphide, 250

sulphocyanate, 250

Amphitype, 66

Anaglyphs, 290

Angle of view, 39

Anglol, 250

Anhydrous, 325

Aniline, 250

process, 67
Animal charcoal, 251
Animated photography, 289

Anthion, 251

Aperture, working, 40

angular, 40

Aplanatic lens, Stelnheil's, 49

Apparatus, 203

Applications of photography, 89

Aqua fortis, 69

Aqua regia or hydrochloric acid, 251

Arago, address to Chamber of Deputies, 3

Archer, collodion used by, in 1851, 14

Architectural photography, 290

Argentometer, 227, 325

Argentotype, 67

Aristotype, 67

Artigue process, 68

Artotype, 68

Asphalt, solubility of, 20

Asphaltum, 251

Astigmatism, 47
Astronomical photography, 290

apparatus for, 293

eclipse photographs, 292, 294
Roberts' nebuleo and stars, 295
Rutherford's moon, 294

Aurin or corallin, 251

Autoglyphic process, 68

Autotype process, 20, 68

358
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BACKGROUNDS, 309

Backing plates, 325

Balance, 207
Barium bromide, 251

chloride, 251

nitrate, 251
Baths and dippers, 207

Bellows, 208

Benzene or benzol, 251

Benzolene, 251
Bichloride of mercury, 267
Bichromate of potash, 273

poisoning, 325
Bitumen of Judea, I, 251

action of light on, 2

process, 72
Black lines, 73

- varnish, 287

Bleaching powder or chloride of lime,

252
Blue John Mine experiment, 62

Blue process (ferro-prussiate), 99
Boracic acid, 56

Borax, 252
in toning bath, 32

Brenzcatechin, 274
Broken negatives, 326
Bromide printing process, 73

of potassium, 272

Bromine, 252
Buckle's brush, 208

Burnishers and rolling machines, 208

lubrication of prints for, 208

CABINET portraits, 296
Cadmium bromide, 252

iodide, 252

chloride, 252
Calcium chloride, 252

Calotype, 76

Cameo, 296

Cameras, 209

-Billcliffs, 211

Daguerre's, 210

"detective" or "hand," 214
- Kinnear's, 21 1

- "Kodak," 215

-M'Kellan's, 211

hand-camera, 216
- "Cathedral" camera, 219

"pin-hole," 36

simplest form of, 209
stands and tripods, 221

stereoscopic, 214

swing-back and swing-front, 54, 212

"Thornton-Pickard," 213

Camera obscura, I

use of, by Daguerre, 6

use of, by Talbot, 7

lucida, 2

Canada balsam, 252

Canvas, printing on, 77

Caoutchouc, 264
Carbon process (autotype), 15

Pouncey's, 79
Carbonate of potassium, 272

Cardboard, 271
Carte de visite, 296

Catalysotype, 80

Catechol, 274

Celerotype, 80

Celloidin, 252

Celluloid, 252
Cellulose, 252
Ceramic photographs, 8l, 104

Changing boxes, 220

Chemistry of photography, 1 6

China clay, 65
Chlorate of potash, 272
Chloride of lime, 252
Chloro-bromide process, 82

Chloroform, 253

Chlorophyll, 253
Chromate of silver, 253

Chromatype, 83

Chromium-potassium sulphate or chrome

alum, 253

Chromo-collotype, 83

photographs, 83

Chromotype, 83

Chrysotype, 83

chemistry of, 33

Cinematograph, 222

Citric acid, 253

Cleaning glass, 65, 83, 87

Clearing and reducing solutions, 84

Clouds, 296
how to print in, 297

Coffee process, 84
Collodio-albumen process, 84

-bromide process, 85
-chloride of silver process, 86

Collodion, 253

emulsion, 71

pellicle, 86

process, 86

best kind of glass for, 87
defects in negative, 91

developing solution^for, 89

fixing image, 90
Collodion process, fog of two kinds, 91

how to coat plates for, 87
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Collodion process, how to re-develop

negatives, 90
how to rectify silver bath, 91

how to varnish plates, 90
kind of bath for solution, 88

oyster- shell marking, 92

positives, 90
silver bath for, 90
to clean glass for, 87
water for,

Collographic printing, 93

Collotype, 93
best kind of paper for, 98
care of, and cleaning ink-rollers,

98

cleaning plate, 98

drying oven for plates, 94

etching plate, 97
ink for printing, 97
kind of gelatine for, 95
kind of glass for, 93

masking plate for printing, 98
method of printing, 93

preparation of plate, 95

principle of, 93

printing from plate, 96

printing without margin, 98

rolling up or inking plate, 97

temperature in drying, 96
varnish for, 99

Colouring lantern slides, 99
Combination printing, 326

Composite portraits, 297

Composition, 297

Compressed gas, 59

Condenser, 222

Contretype, negative, 99
Cooke lenses, 53

Copper, 254

salts, printing with, 344

sulphate, or blue vitriol, 254

Copyright, 328
Corallin (or aurin), 251
Corrosive sublimate, 267

Cracks, to fill up, 328
Crooke's tube, 312

Crystal cubes, 99

Cyanide of potassium, 272

poisoning, 325

Cyanotype, 99
discovered by Herschel, 99
formulae for, 100

DAGUERREOTYPE process, 101

fixing by
"
hypo

"
of soda, 2

gilding by set cfor, 6

Daguerreotype, how to copy a, 103
method of cleaning, 102

permanence of, 102

Daguerre's
" Manual or History of Pho-

tography," 3

Dallastype and Dallastint, 103
Damsac and Chassagne's process, 150
Dark room, 222

Defects in lenses, 42

Density, 30, 328

Depth of focus, 42

Detail, 328

Developers, acid and alkaline, 27
influence of strength of, 25

Developing and developers, 328
E. M. F., in, 28

~ formulae for, 333, 334, 335
hints for, 331
illustration of, 329
instruction for, 329
Meldola's experiment, 329
Moser's images, 330

theory of, 21, 28

Dextrin or British gum, 255

Dialysis, 335

Diaphragms and stops, 223
for half-tone processes, 138
ratio between apertures and focal

length, 224
"uniform system," 223
uses of the, 39, 43, 47

Diazotype or primuline process, 171
Diffused light, 335

Dihydroxybenzene, 261

Dippers and baths, 207
Dishes and trays, 224

Dispersion by lenses, 37

Distance, 298

Distortion, 46
Double dark slides and changing boxes,
220

Doublet lenses, 50

Dropping bottles, 224

Drying gelatine plates, 103

Dry-plate making, 104
hints on developing, 331

processes, 104

Dust, 335

Dusting-on process, 104

Dyes as sensitisers, 23

EAU de Javelle, 255

Ebonite, 255
Eburneum process, 105

Eikonogen, 255

Eikronometer, the, 225
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Electric arc lamp, 57

light, 54
- inflammation due to, 56
Wilde's discovery in, 55

Electro-chemical reversal, 26

Electro-motive force of development, 28

Electro-phototypy, 106

Emery, 256

Enamelling paper prints, 106

Encaustic paste, 256

Enlarging and copying, 107
artificial light for, 107
formula for, 41

simple methods for, 107
table for, 108

Eosin, 256

Erythrosin, 256

Etching on zinc or copper, 201

Ether, 256

Ethoxo-limelight, 59

Expansion of paper, 336
Exposure tables and actinometers, 203,

206

FADING of invisible image, 24
Ferric ammonium citrate, 257

ammonium oxalate, 257

oxalate, 257

Ferridcyanide of potash, 273

Ferro-prussiate or blue process, 99
Ferrous oxalate, 257

sulphate, copperas, or green vit-

riol, 257

Ferrotype or energiatype, 109

Ferrotypes, 109
Film photography, 109

Finders, 217

Fixing, no
negatives, chemistry of, 29

prints, chemistry of, 30
Flare in lenses, 48
Flatness of field, 45

Fluorescein, 257

Fluorotype, no
Focal length, 40

Focus, 40

depth of, 42

equivalent, 40
visual and chemical, 43

Focussing and focimeter, 225
cloth, 226

glass or magnifier, 226

screen, 226

substitutes for ground glass, 226

Fog, 336

Fog, to restore fogged plates, 336

Formalin, 257
Formic acid, 257
Formula for enlarging, 41

for focal length, 40

Fothergill process, in
Freezing mixtures, 337

Frilling, 338

Fuming albumenised paper, 178

GALLIC acid, 257
first used by Talbot, 14

Gay-Lussac, address to Chamber of

Peers, 5

Gelatine, 257
oxidation of, 20

test for quality, 258
to purify, 258

Gelatino-bromide process, ill

Bennett's improvements, 1 12

drying plates, 113
- Eder's method, 113
emulsion on paper, 113
formula for, in
keeping plates, 113
kind of gelatine to be used, 1 12

kind of light to be used in pre-

paring emulsion, 112

Paget prize awarded to Wilson, ill

use of gelatine by Maddox, III

Gelatine-chloride paper (Ilford), 113

-fixing, 114

stability of prints, 114

toning bath for, 1 14

Glass, 258
Glass-room and studios, 350
Globe lens, 48
Glucose or grape-sugar, 259

Glycerine, 259

Glycin, 259
Goddard, J. F., discovery of use of

bromine, 5

Gold chloride, 259

hyposulphite, 260

printing process, 114

toning with, 32
Green photographs, 115
Ground glass, 260

Gum-arabic or gum acacia, 260

dammar, 260

lac, 278

Gum-gallic process, 115

Gun-cotton, 275

Gutta-percha, 260

HALATION, 338
Half-tone lithography, 156
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Half-tone zincography, 137
Hand-camera meter, 205

Head-rests, 227

Heliography, 115
Heliochrome plate, 195

High lights, 339
Historical sketch, I

Honey process, 116

Horn silver, I

Hydrochloric acid or spirits of salt, 260

Hydrofluoric acid, 261

Hydrogen dioxide, 261

sulphate, 285

Hydrometer, 227

Hydroquinone, 261

formula for developing solution,

262

method of preparing, 261

Hydroxylamine, 263

Hygiene in photography, 339
"
Hypo

"
eliminators, 264

Hyposulphite of soda, 264

experiments with, by Herschel,

281

first use of, by Herschel, 280

necessity for using strong solu-

tions, 284

Schtitzenberger's note on new acid,

283

ILFOKD, gelatino-chloride paper, 113

Image, aberration of form of, 44
reversal of, 25
size of, 41

latent, 2, 26

Impressionism in photography, 299

India-rubber, 264
Indian-ink outlines, 116

Instantaneous shutters, 227

drop, 228

Kershaw's, 228

measuring, rapidity of, 229

Noton's, 229

Thornton-Pickard's, 229

Intensifying, 339

chemistry of, 30
formulas for, 340, 341

Interiors, 298
Iodide of potassium, 273

Iodine, 265
use of, in fixing prints, 33

Iridescent photographs, 116

Iris diaphragm, 230

Iron, 265
ammonio-citrate of, 257

salts, reduction by light, 19

Iron salts, use of, 33

Isinglass, 265

JENA glass, 265
Jew's pitch or asphaltum, 251

Joly's process, 151

Juniper resin or sandarac, 278

KALLITYPE, 117
care in printing, 119
chemical reaction in, 119

formulae, 118

Kaolin or China clay, 265
Kennett's pellicle, 119

Kinematograph, 222

Kromskop, the, 300

LAMPS for dark rooms, 231

Landscape lenses, 47

photography, 306
Lantern slides, artificial light for, 12 1

colouring, 121

making, 120

toning, 121

Lavender, oil of, 266

Lead, 266

nitrate, 266

salts in intensifying, 30

Leimtype, 1 21

Lenses, 38

aplanatic, 49

astigmation in, 47
. Cooke, 53
defects in, 42

landscape, 47
the planar, 53

symmetry in, 53
Zeiss anastigmatic, 52

Lichtdruck, 93

Light, actinic rays of, 1 8

continuing action of, 59

electric, 54
in photography, 54

magnesium, 59
oxidation and reduction by, 19

oxy-hydrogen, 57

physical and chemical action of,

17

physical and chemical nature of,

37
refraction of, 37

Lithium- chloride, 266

Litho-heliogravure, 122

Litmus, 266

Liver of sulphur, 266, 273

Luxotype, 122
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MAGIC (or optical) lantern, 232

photographs, 116, 123

Magnesium, 266
-

flash-light, 62
-

light, 59
first use of, 6 1

manufacture of, 60

Mastic or gum mastic, 267

Mealiness, 342
Medical photography, 342
Meisenbach process, 123
Mercuric chloride, 267

Mercury or quicksilver, 267
salts in intensifying, 30

Meta-gelatine, 267

Methylated spirit, 247, 267
new excise regulations, 267

Metol, 268

and glycerin developer, 268

Micro-photography, 123

Mosstype, 123

Mounting and mountants, 123
in optical contact, 125

Mounts, 268

Muriate or hydrochlorate of ammonia,

250
of lime, 252

Muriatic acid, 260

Muybridge's photographs, 289

NEGATIVES, 342
illustrations of, 342

Nikko paper, 269
Nitric acid, 269

Nitro-hydrochloric acid, 251

OBERNETTER'S process, chemistry of, 22,

34

etching process, 125

Objectives, 47
Oil of lavender, 266

of spike, 266

of vitriol, 285

Opal glass, 126

collodio-chloride on, 126

formula for positives on, 126

Optical or magic lantern, 232

dissolving views with, 233
exhibition of opaque objects

with, 232

experiments in exposures with,

235

234

Optical or magic lantern, screen for use

with, 236
to avoid fracture of condenser,

2.35
-

triple dissolver, 236
Whitefield's improvements,.

wick trimmer, 236

Optics of photography, 35
Orthochromatic photography, 126

Abney's method, 131

chemistry of, 23

chlorophyll, suggested by Ivesr

129

dyes used for, 129
Eder's method of, 130
Edwards' opinion on, 130
formula for developing, 132
Ives' method of preparing, 130
Meldola's hypothesis, 131

Tailfer & Clayton's patent,

- first use of, by Dancer, 233
- interchangeable jet for, 235
- "

Novelty
"
lantern, 233

sciopticon, 236

130

theory of, 132
use of yellow screen, 131

Vogel's experiments in, 127

Ortho-dioxybenzene, 274

Orthoscopic lens, 49

Ortol, 269

Oscillating tables or rockers, 236

Over-exposure, 342
Oxalate of iron, 257

peroxide of iron, 257

potash, 273-

Oxalic acid, 270
Ox gall, 270

Oxy-calcium light, 58

Oxy-hydrogen light, 57

Oxymel process, 133

Oxyphenic acid, 274

Oyster-shell markings, 92

PALLADIUM, 270
Panoramic lens, Sutton's. 49

-
photography, 133

Pantascopic camera, 236

Paper, 270
as sensitiser, 23

Paper negatives, 133

Papyrotype, 157

Paraphenylene-diamine, 271
Pedestal portraits, 134
Pencil of Nature, 7

Periscopic lens, Goddard's, 49
Steinheil's, 48

Permanganate of potash, 273
Peroxide of hydrogen, 261
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Phenylamine, 250
Photochrome lithography, 134

Photochromes, 134

Photochromoscope, 300
Photochromo typography, 134

Photo-engraving, 134

early discovery of, 134
half-tone zinc etching, 137

Pretsch's method, 135
screen plate for, 137

Photo-filigrane, 141

Photo-galvanography, 141

Photogenic drawing, 141

Photography and colour, 142

Abney's spectrum, 147

Becquerel's experiments, 144

early experiments in, 143
- Hunt's experiments, 144

Ives' heliochromatic prints,

147

Lippman's spectrum, 149
Scott's method, 148
Sidebotham's photograph, 144
Vallot's method and formula,

146

Vogel's opinion on, 145

Woodbury's method, 147

its value to artists, 16

Langton's moon, 142
on wood, 141

Photogravure, 134

Goupil's method, 136
Klick's process, 136

Photo-lithography, 151
in half-tone, 151

advantages of, 156
albumen coating for paper, 153

- P. O. P. papers, 183
-

coating prints with ink, 155
formula for blacking negatives, 153

ink for, 155
kind of negatives for, 152

paper prepared with arrowroot, 155

photo-meteorology, 305

photo-zincography, 151

printing transfers, 155

sensitising solution, 154
suitable drawings for, 152

- transfer paper for, 1 54

transferring to stone, 156

Photometers, 237

Photo-meteorology, 305

micrography, 157
Johnson's camera for, 159
Johnson's illustration, 160

washing transfers, 156

Photo - micrography, method of pro-

cedure, 157

Photophane, 1 60

Photo-tint, 160

Photo-typography, 160

illustration by swelled gelatine

process, 160

Picric acid, 271
Pictorial telegraphy, 305
Pin-hole camera, 36

photography, 160

Pinholes, 343
Planar lens, 53

Plate-boxes, 237

rack, 237

Platinotype process, 161

acid baths for, 164

Berkeley's formulae of reac-

tion in, 163

chemistry of, 32

clearing solutions for, 165

cold process, 1 68

correct exposure for paper, 163

development, 164

formulas for, 162, 168

Herschel's experiments with

platinum, 161

mountants for prints, 165

paper to be kept dry, 165

permanence of prints, 169

Pizzighelli's process, 167

two methods, hot and cold,

163, 167
: Willis's process, 162

Platinum, 271

Plumbago process, 170
formulae for, 170

Pneumatic plate-holder, 237

Poisons, 272
Portrait lenses, 51

Portraiture, 308

backgrounds, 309

large heads, 310
Positive printing process, 24

Positives, 344
Potassium bromide, 272

as restrainer, 29

carbonate, 272

chlorate, 272

chloroplatinite, 272

cyanide, 272
- cyanide in fixing, 30

dichrornate, 273

ferricyanide, 273

ferrocyanide, 273

iodide, 273
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Potassium iodide in polarisation, 25

meta-bisulphite, 273

oxalate, 273

permanganate, 273
salts in developing, 19

in intensifying, 30

sulphide, 273

Pouncey's carbon process, 79
Practical hints, 324

Preservatives, 22

Primuline process, 34, 171

J. T. Taylor's modification of,

172

Printing, chemistry of, 32

frames, 237
on ivory, 180

and toning, 173
- for solio paper, 179

blisters on paper, remedies

for, 177
- Carey Lea's remarks on, 178

fixing solution, 178

fuming albumenised paper,
I 78

method of printing, 173

necessity for using fresh

"hypo," 177

printing on drawing paper,
1 80

printing on plain paper, 179

quality of negative for, 176

stability of prints, 174, 177
Sutton's serum of milk pro-

cess, 1 80
- to clean dishes for, 177
- to recover silver, 177
- to sensitise paper, 173

toning solutions, 175, 178

Processes, 63

Proto-sulphate of iron, 257
Prussian blue in printing, 33

Pseudo-solarisation, 25

Pyrocatechin, 274

Pyrogallol or pyrogallic acid, 274
first use of, 274
manufacture of, 274

Pyroxylin or gun-cotton, 275
nitre process, 275

preparation of, 275

process with mixed acids, 276

QUICKSILVER or mercury, 267

Quinol, 261, 277

RADIOGRAPHY (X rays), 311

Radiotint, 181

Rapidity of lenses, 39
of shutters, measuring, 229

Reade, Rev. J. B., negatives on paper,

14

Ready sensitised paper, 277
Ashman's formula for, 277
Burton's, 277

Rectilinear lenses, 50
Red chromate of potash, 273

prussiate of potash, 273

Reducing and clearing solutions, 84
Reduction of density, 344
Reflected light, 345

Refraction, index of, 37
Rembrandt portraits, 314

Reproduced negatives, 181

Residues, 345

Restrainers, chemistry of, 29

Retouching, 184

desk, 238

pencils, 185
Reversal of image, 181

Brook's method, 182

experiments by Colonel

Waterhouse, 181

formulas for, 181, 182

solarisation effects, 182

Reversed negatives, 182

by prism, 183

by silvered mirror, 183
- by stripping, 183

: through the glass, 183

Ripening of emulsion, 21

Rockers or oscillating tables, 236
Rodinal, 277
Roller slide, 238

Rolling machines, 208

Rosolic acid (or aurin), 251

Ruby medium, 186

SAL ammoniac, 250

volatile, 249

Sandarac, gum, 278
Saturated solution, 347

Sciopticon, 236

Screen-plates, 186

Sel d'or or hyposulphite of gold, 260

Sensitisers, theory of, 21

Sesquicarbonate of ammonia, 249
Shellac or gum lac, 278

Silver, 278

bromide, 278

ripening of, 21

chloride, 279

haloids, action of light on, 22

iodide, 279
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Silver nitrate, 279
as sensitiser, 22

oxide, 279
-

plates used by Daguerre, 2

action of iodine vapour and

mercury on, 2

salts, use of, by Davy and Wedg-
wood. I

sulphide, 279

Silvering glass, 1 86-- Dr. Common's method, 187

Single achromatic lens, 47

Size of drops, 349

Sky-shade, 239
Sodium acetate, 279- biborate or borax. 252

carbonate, 279
-- chloride, 280- nitrate, 280- oxalate, 280

- silicate or watt-r-glass, 280

sulphite, 280
-

thiosulphate, 280-- accelerator, 29-- in fixing, 29, 34-- "
hypo

" used by Daguerre, 2

Solar camera, 239

Solarisation, 182- chemistry of, 25

Solio paper, 187

Specific gravity, 349

Spectroscope, the, in photography,

Spectrum, the. 37

Spirits of hartshorn, 249
- of wine, 247

Squeegee, 239

Stains, to remove, 187

Stannotype, 1 88

Starch, 284

Steel-facing copper plates, 189

Stenochromy, 189

Stereoscope, the, 316
- Breeze's transparencies, 322
- Brewster's, 318- cameras for, 320- Dancer's method of taking pictures,

320
discussion as to invention of, 318

diagrams for, 317
method of mounting prints, 322
size of plates, 320

- Wheatstone's, 317

Stoppers, 240

Stops and diaphragms, 223- uses of, 39, 49

Stripping films, 182

Strontium chloride, 285
Studios or glass rooms, 350

- Houghton's lawn, 350

Sulphate of iron, 257

Sulphocyanide of ammonia, 250

Sulphuret of ammonia, 250

Sulphuric acid, 285
"Swelled" gelatine process, 189

Swing-back camera, 54, 212

Symbols, 351

Symmetrical lenses, 50, 53

TABLE for enlargements, 108

of solubility, 348
Tabloid, 352

Talbot, H. Fox, account of his dis-

coveries, 7

discovery of latent image, 14

etched silver plates, 15

experiments with iodine on silver

leaf, 12

fixing with iodide of potassium,
II

pencil of Nature, 7

produces images of lace, IO

use of silver chloride, 10

iodide, 1 1

Talbotype, 76
Tannic acid, 285
Tannin process, 190

Taupenot process, 190
formula) for, 191

Tea process, 191

Telescopic photography, 191

Dallmeyer's instrument for,

192
use of opera-glass by J. T.

Taylor, 192

Teleobjectiv, Voightlander's, 194

Tents, 240

Test-paper, 285

Thermometers, 241

Thiosmamine, 285

Toning and printing, 173

chemistry of, 33

Transferotype, 194

Trays and dishes, 224
Trichromatic printing, 194

Trihydroxybenzene, 274

Trimming prints, 242

Triplet lenses, 50

Tripods and camera stands, 221

Turnbull's blue in printing, 33

Turpentine, 285

Typogravure, 196
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URANIUM, 286

nitrate, 286

printing, 196

toning with, 197

Wothlytype, 197

Uranyl nitrate, 286

VARNISH, 286

black, 287
Velox paper, 287

View, angle of, 39

finders, 242
Claude Lorraine mirror.

242

Heywood's, 243

lens, Ross, 50

Vignetting, 197

WASHING apparatus, 243

Water, 287

Water-glass or sodium silicate, 280

Watch-exposure meter, 207

Wave-length of light rays, 37

Wax, 288

Waxed -paper process, 198

Weights and measures, 352
conversion of French into English,

356

Weights, English, 356
- French, 357
French fluid measure, 355
metric system, 354

Woodbury-gravure, 199

Woodbury-type, 15, 198
Swan's process, 198

description of, by Woodbury, 198

Wothlytype, 197

Writing titles, 200

" X-RAYS" (Radiography), 311

YELLOW negatives, 200
-

prussiate of potash, 273

ZEISS anastigmatic lens, 52

Zinc, 288
" clean etching," 202

etching, 200

etching-bath for, 201

Zinc-etching, formula for sensitising

plate, 200
-
printing-frame for, 201

to develop plate, 201

to gum the plate, 201

to protect plate with varnish, 20 1

transfers for, 200

THE END.
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FOURTH EDITION, Revised, with Numerous Diagrams* Examples, and
Tables> and a Chapter on Foundations. In Large 8vo. Cloth. i6s.

THE DESIGN OF STRUCTURES:
A Practical Treatise on the Building of Bridges, Roofs, &e.

BY S. ANGLIN, C.E.,
Master of Engineering, Royal University of Ireland, late Whitworth Scholar, &c.

"We can unhesitatingly recommend this work not only to the Student, as the BEST
TBXT-BOOK on the subject, but also to the professional engineer as an EXCEEDINGLY
VALUABLE book of reference." Mechanical World.

In Large Crown 8vo. Handsome Cloth. With 201 Illustrations. 6s. net.

AN INTRODUCTION TO
THE DESIGN OF BEAMS,

GIRDERS, AND COLUMNS
IN MACHINES AND STRUCTURES.

With Examples in Graphic Statics.

BY WILLIAM H. ATHERTON, M.Sc., M.I.MECH.E.
"A very useful source of information. ... A work which we commend very

highly." Nature.

THIRD EDITION, Thoroughly Revised. Royal 8vo. With numerous
Illustrations and 13 Lithographic Plates. Handsome Cloth. Price 30*.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON

BRIDGE-CONSTRUCTION:
Being a Text-Book on the Construction of Bridges in Iron and Steel.

FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS, DRAUGHTSMEN, AND ENGINEERS,

BY T. CLAXTON FIDLER, M. INST. C.E.,
Prof, of Engineering, University College, Dundee-

"The new edition of Mr. Fidler's work will again occupy the same CONSPICUOUS
POSITION among professional text-books and treatises as has been accorded to its pre-
decessors. SOUND, SIMPLE, AND FULL." The Engineer.

In Medium 8vo. Pp. i-xv + 248, fully Illustrated. Price los. 6d. net.

CONSTRUCTIONAL STEELWORK :

Being Notes on the Practical Aspect and the Principles of Design, together
with an Account of the Present Methods and Tools of Manufacture.

BY A. W. FARNSWORTH,
Associate Member of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers.

"A worthy volume, which will be found of much assistance. ... A book of

particular value." Practical Engineer.

1CNDQN : CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO,, LIMITED, EXETER STREET. STRAND,
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In Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth, Gilt, Uniform with Stability of Ships
and Steel Ships (p. 38). With 34 Folding Plates and 468

Illustrations in the Text. 30s. net.

The Principles and Practice of

DOCK ENGINEERING.
BY BRYSSON CUNNINGHAM, B.E., Assoc.M.lNST.C.E.,

Of the Engineers' Department, Mersey Docks and Harbour Board.

GENERAL CONTENTS.
Historical and Discursive. Dock Design. Constructive Appliances.

Materials. Dock" and Quay Walls. Entrance Passages and Locks.

Jetties, Wharves, and Piers. Dock Gates and Caissons. Transit Sheds
and Warehouses. Dock Bridges. Graving and Repairing Docks.

Working Equipment of Docks. INDEX.
" We have never seen a more profusely-illustrated treatise. It is a most important

standard work, and should be in the hands of all dock and harbour engineers." Steamship.
"Will be of the greatest service to the expert as a book of reference." Engineer.

FOURTH EDITION. In Two Parts, Published Separately.

A TEXT-BOOK OF

Engineering Drawing and Design.
BY

SIDNEY H. WELLS, Wn.Sc., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.MECH.E.

VOL. I. PRACTICAL GEOMETRY, PLANE, AND SOLID. 4s. 6d.

VOL. II. MACHINE AND ENGINE DRAWING AND DESIGN. 4s. 6d.

With 'many Illustrations, specially prepared fnr the Work, and numerous
Examples, for the Use of Students in Technical Schools and Colleges.

" A CAPITAL TBXT-BOOK, arranged on an EXCELLENT SYSTEM, calculated to give an intelligent
grasp of the subject, and not the mere faculty of mechanical copying. . . . Mr. Wells shows
how to make COMPLETE WORKING-DRAWINGS, discussing fully each step in the design." Electrical
Review

In Large Crown 8vo. Handsome Cloth. 4s. 6d. net.

THE THERMO-DYNAMIC PRINCIPLES OF
ENGINE DESIGN.

BY LIONEL M. HO BBS,
Engineer-Lieutenant, R.N. ; Instructor in Applied Mechanics and Marine Engine

Design at the Royal Naval College, Greenwich.

CONTENTS. Laws and Principles of Thermo-Dynamics. Hot-Air

Engines.- Gas and Oil Engines. Refrigerating Machines. Transmission
of Power by Compressed Air. The Steam Engine. Un resisted Expansion
and Flow through Orifices. Flow of Gases along Pipes. Steam Injectors
and Ejectors. Steam Turbines. APPENDICES. INDEX.

"The whole subject has been very methodically dealt with throughout. . . . A standard
reference.

"
Practical Engineer.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO,, LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND
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In Handsome Cloth. With 252 Illustrations. 155. net.

THE THEORY OF THE STEAM TURBINE.
A Treatise on the Principles of Construction of the Steam Turbine,

with Historical Notes on its Development.
BY ALEXANDER JUDE.

CONTENTS Fundamental. Historical Notes on Turbines. The Velocity of Steam.

Types of Steam Turbines. Practical Turbines. The Efficiency of Turbines, Type I.

Trajectory of the Steam. Efficiency of Turbines, Types II., III. and IV. Turbine Vanes.
Disc and Vane Friction in Turbines. Specific Heat of Superheated Steam. Strength
of Rotating Discs. Governing Steam Turbines. Steam Consumption of Turbines. The
Whirling of Shafts. Speed of Turbines. INDEX.

" One of the latest text-books . . . also one of the best . . . there is absolutely
no padding." Sir William. White in the Times Engineering Supplement.

In Large Crown 8vo. Handsome Cloth. With 131 Illustrations. 6s. net.

LECTURES ON THE MARINE STEAM TURBINE.
BY PROF. J. HARVARD BILES, M.lNST.N.A.,

Professor of Naval Architecture in the University of Glasgow.
"This is the best popular work on the marine steam turbine which has yet appeared."

Steamship.

Works by BRYAN DONKIN, M.Inst.C.E., M.Inst.Meeh.E., &e.

FOURTH EDITION, Revised and Enlarged. With additional Illustrations.

Large 8vo, Handsome Cloth. 255. net.

A TREATISE ON

GAS, Oil, AND AIR ENGINES.
BY BRYAN DONKIN, M.INST.C.E., M.INST.MECH.E.

CONTENTS. PART I. Gas Engines : General Description of Action and Parts.

Heat Cycles and Classification of Gas Engines. History of the Gas Engine. The
Atkinson, Griffin, and Stockport Engines. The Otto Gas Engine. Modern British Gas
Engines. Modern French Gas Engines. German Gas Engines. Gas Production for

Motive Power. Utilisation of Blast-furnace and Coke-oven Gases for Power. The Theory
of the Gas Engine. Chemical Composition of Gas in an Engine Cylinder. Utilisation of

Heat in a Gas Engine. Explosion and Combustion in a Gas Engine. PART II.

Petroleum Engines : The Discovery, Utilisation, and Properties of Oil. Method of

Treating Oil. Carburators. Early Oil Engines. Practical Application of Gas and Oil

Engines. PART III. Air Engines. APPENDICES. INDEX.
"The best book now published on Gas, Oil, and Air Engines." Engineer.

In Quarto, Handsome Cloth. With Numerous Plates. 255.

THE HEAT EFFICIENCY OF STEAM BOILERS
(LAND, MARINE, AND LOCOMOTIVE).

BY BRYAN DONKIN, M.INST.C.E.
GENERAL CONTENTS. Classification of Different Types of Boilers. 425 Experiments on

English and Foreign Boilers with their Heat Efficiencies shown in Fifty Tables. Fire
Grates of Various Types. Mechanical Stokers. Combustion of Fuel in Boilers. Trans-
mission of Heat through Boiler Plates, and their Temperature. Feed Water Heaters,
Superheaters, Feed Pumps, &c. Smoke and its Prevention. Instruments used in Testing
Boilers. Marine and Locomotive Boilers. Fuel Testing Stations. Discussion of the Trials
and Conclusions. On the Choice of a Boiler, and Testing of Land, Marine, and Locomotive
Boilers. Appendices. Bibliography. INDEX.

"
Probably the MOST EXHAUSTIVE resume that has ever been collected. A PRACTICAL

BOOK by a thoroughly practical man." Iron and Coal Trades Review.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO.. LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND,
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FOURTH EDITION, Revised. Pocket-Size, Leather, 12s. 6d.

BOILERS, MARINE AND LAND:
THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND STRENGTH.

A HANDBOOK OF RULES, FORMULAE, TABLES, &o., RELATIVE TO MATERIAL,
SCANTLINGS, AND PRESSURES, SAFETY VALVES, SPRINGS,

FITTINGS AND MOUNTINGS, &o. '

FOR, THE USE OF ENGINEERS, SURVEYORS, BOILER-MAKERS,
AND STEAM USERS.

BY T. W. TRAILL, M. INST. 0. E., F. E. K N.
f

Late Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief to the Board of Trade.
" Contains an ENORMOUS QUANTITY OP INFORMATION arrranged in a very convenient form. . . .

A MOST USEFUL VOLUME . . . supplying information to be had nowhere else." The Engineer.

FIFTH EDITION. Large Crown 8vo. With numerous
Illustrations. 6s. net.

ENGINE-ROOM PRACTICE:
A Handbook for Engineers and Officers in the Royal Navy and Mercantile

Marine, including the Management of the Main and Auxiliary
Engines on Board Ship.

BY JOHN G. LIVERSIDGE, R.N., A.M.I.C.E.
Contents. General Description of Marine Machinery. The Conditions of Service aud

Duties of Engineers of the Royal Navy. Entry and Conditions of Service of Engineers of

the Leading S.S. Companies. Raising Steam Duties of a Steaming Watch on Engines
and Boilers. Shutting off Stearn. Harbour Duties and Watches. Adjustments and
Repairs of Engines. Preservation and Repairs of "Tank" Boilers. The Hull and its

Fittings. Cleaning and Painting Machinery. Reciprocating Pumps, Feed Heaters, and
Automatic Feed -Water Regulators. Evaporators. Steam Boats. Electric Light
Machinery. Hydraulic Machinery. Air-Compressing Pumps. Refrigerating Machines.

Machinery of Destroyers. The Management of Water-Tube Boilers. Regulations for

Entry of Assistant Engineers, R.N. Questions given in Examinations for Promotion of

Engineers, R.N. Regulations respecting Board of Trade Examinations for Engineers, &c
" This VERT USEFUL BOOK. . . . ILLUSTRATIONS are of GREAT IMPORTANCE in a work

of this kind, and it is satisfactory to find that SPECIAL ATTENTION has been given in this

respect." Engineers' Gazette.

FOURTH EDITION, Thoroughly Revised and Greatly Enlarged.
With Numerous Illustrations. Price 10s. 6d.

VALVES AND VALVE ~ GEARING ;

A Practical Text-boohfor the use of Engineers, Draughtsmen, and Students.

BY CHARLES HURST, PRACTICAL DRAUGHTSMAN.
PART I. Steam Engine Valves.
PART II. Gas Engine Valves and

Gears.

PART III. Air Compressor Valves and
Gearing.

PART IV. Pump Valves.
"MR. HURST'S VALVES and VALVB-GBARING will prove a very valuable aid, and tend te the

production of Engines of SCIENTIFIC DESIGN and BCONOMICAL WORKING. . . . Will be largely
sought after by Students and Designers." Marine Engineer." As a practical treatise on the subject, the book stands without a rival." Mechanical
World.

Hints on Steam Engine Design and Construction. By CHARLES
HURST, "Author of Valves and Valve Gearing." SECOND EDITION,
Revised. In Paper Boards, 8vo., Cloth Back. Illustrated. Price
Is. 6d. net.

CONTENTS. I. Steam Pipes. II. Valves. HI. Cylinders. IV. Air Pumps and Con-
densers. V. Motion Work. VI. Crank Shafts and Pedestals. VII. Valve Gear. VIII.
Lubrication. IX. Miscellaneous Details INDEX.

"A handy volume which every practical young engineer should possess." The Model
Engineer.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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SECOND EDITION, Revised. With numerous Plates reduced from

Working Drawings and 280 Illustrations in the Text. 21s.

A MANUAL OF
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERINGS

A Practical Text-Book for the Use of Engine Builders,

Designers and Draughtsmen, Railway
Engineers, and Students.

BY WILLIAM FRANK PETTIGREW, M.lNST.C.E.

With a Section on American and Continental Engines.
BY ALBERT F. RAYENSHEAR, B.Sc.,

Of His Majesty's Patent Office.

Contents. Historical Introduction, 1763-1863. Modern Locomotives: Simple.
Modern Locomotives: Compound. Primary Consideration in Locomotive Design.
Cylinders, Steam Chests, and Stuffing Boxes. Pistons, Piston Rods, Crossheads, and
Slide Bars. Connecting and Coupling Rods. Wheels and Axles, Axle Boxes, Hornblocks,
and Bearing Springs. Balancing. Valve Gear. Slide Valves and Valve Gear Details.

Framing, Bogies and Axle Trucks, Radial Axle Boxes. Boilers. Smokebox. Blast Pipe,
Firebox Fittings. Boiler Mountings. Tenders. Railway Brakes. Lubrication. Con-
sumption of Fuel, Evaporation and Engine Efficiency. American Locomotives. Con-
tinental Locomotives. Repairs, Running, Inspection, and Renewals. Three Appendices.
Index.
"The work CONTAINS ALL THAT CAN BE LEARNT from a book upon such a subject. It

will at once rank as THE STANDARD WORK UPON THIS IMPORTANT SUBJECT." Railway Magazine.

In Large 8vo. Fully Illustrated. 8s. 6d. net.

LOCOMOTIVE COMPOUNDING AND SUPERHEATING.
BY J. P. GAIENS.

CONTENTS. Introductory. Compounding and Superheating for Locomotives. A
Classification of Compound Systems for Locomotives. The History and Development of

the Compound Locomotive. Two-Cylinder Non-Automatic Systems. Two-Cylinder
Automatic Systems. Other Two-Cylinder Systems. Three-Cylinder Systems. Four-

Cylinder Tandem Systems. Four-Cylinder Two-Crank Systems (other than Tandem).
Four-Cylinder Balanced Systems. Four-Cylinder Divided and Balanced Systems.
Articulated Compound Engines. Triple-Expansion Locomotives. Compound Rack
Locomotives. Concluding Remarks Concerning Compound Locomotives. The Use of

Superheated Steam for Locomotives. INDEX.
" A welcome addition to the library of the railway engineer." Engineering Times.

In Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. With Plates and Illustrations. 16s.LIGHT RAILWAYS
AT HOME AND ABROAD.

BY WILLIAM HENRY COLE, M.lNST.O.E.,
Late Deputy-Manager, North-Western Railway, India.

Contents. Discussion of the Term "Light Railways." English Railways,
Rates, and Farmers. Light Railways in Belgium, France. Italy, other
European Countries, America and the Colonies, India, Ireland. Road Trans-
port as an alternative. The Light Railways Act, 1896. The Question of

Gauge. Construction and Working. Locomotives and Rolling-Stock. Light
Railways in England, Scotland, and Wales. Appendices and Index.

" Will remain, for some time yet a STANDARD WORK in everything relating to Light
Railways." Engineer." The whole subject is EXHAUSTIVELY and PRACTICALLY considered. The work can be
cordially recommended as INDISPENSABLE to those whose duty it is to become acquainted
with one of the prime necessities of the immediate future

" Railwi Official Ctazfttf

LONDON : CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND
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In Crown 8vo. Handsome Cloth. Fully Illustrated.

PRACTICAL CALCULATIONS FOR ENGINEERS.
BY CHARLES E. LARARD,

A.M.Inst.C.E., M.I.Mech.E., Wh.Exh.,

Head of the Mechanical Engineering Department at the Northampton Institute, London, E.C.

AND H. A. GOLD ING, A.M.Inst.C.E.

CONTENTS. SECTION I. Contracted Methods of Calculation. Technical Mensura-
tion. Practical Calculation by Logarithms. The Slide Rule and its Applications.

Squared Paper and its Uses. SECTION II. Pulleys and Wheels in Train. Speed Ratios
and Practical Examples. Principle of Moments Applied to Practical Problems. Work
and Power. Energy and Speed Fluctuations. Transmission of Work through Machines.
Friction and Efficiency. Transmission of Power. Shafting. Motion on a Circle.

Momentum, Acceleration, and Force Action. SECTION III. Temperature Scales. Units
of Heat. Specific Heat. Heat and Work. Heat Value of Fuels. Heat Losses in Engine
and Boiler Plant. Properties of Steam. Moisture and Dryuess Fraction. Steam and
Fuel Calculations. Boiler Efficiency. Size of Boiler. Engine Calculations. Power,
Indicated and Brake. Calculations for Dimensions. Steam Consumption and Willans
Law. Efficiencies, Comparative Costs of Power Production. Commercial Efficiency.
SECTION IV. The Commercial side of Engineering. Calculation of Weights. Division
of Costs, Material and Labour, Shop Charges and Establishment Charges. Estimates.
Profit. Use of Squared Paper in the Estimating Department and to the General

Management.

SIXTH EDITION. Folio, strongly half-bound, 2is.TRAVERSE TABLES:
Computed to Four Places of Decimals for every Minute of Angle

up to 100 of Distance.

For the Use of Surveyors and Engineers.

BY RICHARD LLOYD GURDEN,
Authorised Surveyor for the Governments of New South Wales and Victoria.

%* Published with the Concurrence oj the Surveyors- General for New South

Wales and Victoria.

" Those who have experience in exact SURVEY-WORK will best know how to appreciate
the enormous amount of labour represented by this valuable book. The computations
enable the user to ascertain the sines and cosines for a distance of twelve miles to within
half an inch, and this BY REFERENCE TO BUT ONK TABLE, in place ot the usual Fifteen
minute computations required. This alone is evidence of the assistance which the Tables
ensure to every user, and as every Surveyor in active practice has felt the want of such
assistance FEW KNOWING OF THEIR PUBLICATION WILL REMAIN WITHOUT THEM."

Engineer.

Strongly Bound in Super Royal 8vo. Cloth Boards. 7s. 6d. net.

For Calculating Wages on the Bonus OP Ppemium Systems.

For Engineering, Technical and Allied Trades.

BY HENRY A. GOLDING, A.M.lNST.M.E.,
Technical Assistant to Messrs. Bryan Donkin and Clench, Ltd., and Assistant Lecturer

in Mechanical Engineering at the Northampton Institute, London, E.C.

"Cannot fail to prove practically serviceable to those for whom they have been
designed." Scotsman.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED EXETER STREET, STRAND,
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SECONTD EDITION. Large 8vo, Handsome Cloth. With
Illustrations, Tables, &c. 21s. net.

Lubrication & Lubricants:
A Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Lubrication, and on the

Nature, Properties, and Testing of Lubricants.

B. M. DEELEY, M.I.Mecb.E., F.Q.S.,
Chief Loco. Super., Mid. Ry. Co.

LEONARD AKCHBUTT, F.I.C., F.C.S.,
Chemist to the Mid. Ry. Co.

CONTENTS. I. Friction of Solids. II. Liquid Friction or Viscosity, and Plastic

Friction. III. Superficial Tension. IV. The Theory of Lubrication. V. Lubricants,
their Sources, Preparation, and Properties. VI. Physical Properties and Methods of

Examination of Lubricants. VII. Chemical Properties and Methods of Examination
of Lubricants. VIII. The Systematic Testing of Lubricants by Physical and Chemical
Methods. IX. The Mechanical Testing of Lubricants. X. The Design and Lubrication
of Bearings. XI. The Lubrication of Machinery. INDEX.

" Contains practically ALL THAT is KNOWN on the subject. Deserves the careful

attention of all Engineers." Railway Official Gazette.

FOURTH EDITION. Veryfidly Illustrated. Gloth, 4s. 6d.

STEAM - BOI LE RSs
THEIR DEFECTS, MANAGEMENT, AND CONSTRUCTION,

BY R D. MUNRO,
Chief Engineer of the Scottish Boiler Insurance and Engine Inspection Company ,

GENERAL CONTENTS. I. EXPLOSIONS caused (i) by Overheating of Plates (2) By
Defective and Overloaded Safety Valves (3) By Corrosion, Internal or External (4) By
Defective Design and Construction (Unsupported Flue Tubes; Unstiengthened Manholes ;

Defective Staying ; Strength of Rivetted Joints; Factor of Safety) II. CONSTRUCTION OF
VERTICAL BOILERS : Shells Crown Plates and Uptake Tubes Man-Holes, Mud-Holes,
and Fire-Holes Fireboxes Mountings Management Cleaning Table of Bursting
Pressures of Steel Boilers Table of Rivetted Joints Specifications and Drawings of

Lancashire Boiler for Working Pressures (a) 80 Ibs. ; (b) 200 Ibs. per square inch respectively.
" A valuable companion for workmen and engineers engaged about Steam Boilers, ought

to be carefully studied, and ALWAYS AT HAND." Coll. Guardian.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

KITCHEN BOILER EXPLOSIONS: Why
they Occur, and How to Prevent their Occurrence. A Practical Handbook
based on Actual Experiment. With Diagram and Coloured Plate. 35.

In Crown &vo, Cloth. Fully Illustrated. $s. net.

EMERY GRINDING MACHINERY,
A Text-Book of Workshop Practice in General Tool Grinding, and the

Design, Construction, and Application of the Machines Employed.

BY R. B. HODGSON, A.M.INST.MECH.E.
INTRODUCTION. Tool Grinding. Emery Wheels. Mounting Emery Wheels.
Emery Rings and Cylinders. Conditions to Ensure Efficient Working.

Leading Types of Machines. Concave and Convex Grinding. Cup and Cone
Machines. Multiple Grinding. "Guest" Universal and Cutter Grinding
Machines. Ward Universal Cutter Grinder. Press. Tool Grinding. Lathe
Centre Grinder. Polishing. INDEX.

"Eminently practical . . . cannot fail to attract the notice of the users of this class of

machinery, and to meet with careful perusal." Chem. TradeJournal.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND,
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IN THREE PARTS. Crown 8vo, Handsome Cloth. Very Fully Illustrated.

MOTOR-CAR MECHANISM AND MANAGEMENT.
BY W. POYNTER ADAMS, M.lNST.E.E.

Part I. The Petrol Car. Part II. The Electrical Car.

Part III. The Steam Car.

PART I. THE PETROL CAR. 55. net.

SECOND EDITION. With important new Appendix, illustrating and defining parts
of actual cars in use.

Contents. SECTION I. THE MECHANISM OF THE PETROL CAR.
The Engine. The Engine Accessories. Electrical Ignition and Accessories.

Multiple Cylinder Engines. The Petrol. The Chassis and Driving Gear.

SECTION II. THE MANAGEMENT OF THE PETROL CAR. The Engine.
The Engine Accessories. Electrical Ignition. The Chassis and Driving
Gear. General Management. APPENDIX. GLOSSARY. INDEX.

"Should be carefully studied by those who have anything to do with motors." Auto-
mobile and Carriage Builders' Journal.

In Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. Very Fully Illustrated. 18s. net.

A MANUAL O F

PETROL MOTORS AND MOTOR-CARS.
Comprising the Designing, Construction, and Wording of Petrol Motors.

By F. STRICKLAND.
GENERAL CONTENTS. PART I. : ENGINES. Historical. Power Required. General

Arrangement of Engines. Ignition. Carburettors. Cylinders, Pistons, Valves, &c.
Crank Shafts, Crank Chambers, Cams, Runners, Guides, &c. Pumps. Flywheels.
Pipe Arrangements. Silencers. Engine Control, Balancing. Motor Cycle Engines.
Marine Motors. Two-Cycle Motors. Paraffin Carburettors. Gas Producers. PART
II.: CARS. General Arrangements. Clutches. Transmission. Differential Gears.
Universal Joints. Axles. Springs. Radius Rods. Brakes. Wheels. Frames.

Steering Gear. Radiator. Steps, Mudguards, Bonnets, &c. Lubrication. Ball

Bearings. Bodies. Factors of Safety. Calculations of Stresses. Special Change Speed
Gears. Special Cars. Commercial Vehicles. Racing Cars. INDEX.

READY IMMEDIATELY. In Large 8vo, Handsome Cloth. Very Fully

Illustrated by Plates and Diagrams.

THE PROBLEM OF PLIGHT,
BY HERBERT CHATLEY, B.Sc.(ENG.), LONDON,

Lecturer in Applied Mechanics, Portsmouth Technical Institute.

CONTENTS. The Problem of Flight The Helix. The Aeroplane. The Aviplane.
Dirigible Baloons. Form and Fittings of the Airship. APPENDICES (The Possibility of
Flight, Weight, A Flexible Wing, Iheonj of Balance, Bibliography). INDEX.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO, LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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WORKS BY
ANDREW JAMIESON, M.lNST.C.E., M.I.E.E., F.R.S.E.,

Formerly Professor ofElectrical Engineering,
The Glas. and W. of Scot. Tech. Coll.

PROFESSOR JAMIESON'S ADVANCED TEXT-BOOKS,
In Large Crown %vo. Fully Illustrated.

STEAM AND STEAM-ENGINES, INCLUDING TURBINES
AND BOILERS. For the Use of Engineers and for Students preparing
for Examinations. With 800 pp. ,

over 400 Illustrations, 1 1 Plates, many
B. of E., C. and G., Questions and Answers, and all Inst. C.E. Exams,
on Theory of Heat Engines. FIFTEENTH EDITION, Revised. los. 6d.

"The BEST BOOK yet published for the use of Students." Engineer.

APPLIED MECHANICS & MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.
Including All the Inst. C.E. Exams, in (i) Applied Mechanics;

(2) Strength and Elasticity of Materials ; (3a) Theory of Structures ;

(ii) Theory of Machines; Hydraulics. Also B. of E. ; C.and G. Questions.
Vol. 1. Comprising 568 pages, 300 Illustrations, and Questions :

Part I., The Principle of Work and its Applications; Part II.: Friction,

Lubrication of Bearings, &c. ; Different kinds of Gearing and their Appli-
cations to Workshop Tools, &c. FIFTH EDITION. 8s. 6d.
" FULLY MAINTAINS the reputation of the Author." Pract. Engineer.

Vol. II. Comprising Parts III. to VI., with over 800 pages, 371 Illus-

trations ; Motion and Energy, Theory of Structures or Graphic Statics ;

Strength and Elasticity of Materials ; Hydraulics and Hydraulic
Machinery. FIFTH EDITION. 125. 6d.
"WBLL AND LUCIDLY WRITTEN." The Engineer.** Each ofthe above volumes is complete in itself, and sold separately.

PROFESSOR JAMIESON'S INTRODUCTORY MANUALS
Crown Svo. With Illustrations and Examination Papers.

STEAM AND THE STEAM-ENGINE (Elementary
Manual of). For First-Year Students, forming an Introduction to the

Author's larger Work. ELEVENTH EDITION, Revised and Enlarged. 3/6." Should be in the hands of EVERY engineering apprentice." Practical Engineer.

MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY (Practical Elementary
Manual of). For First-Year Students. With Stud Inst.C. E. and B. of E.
Exam. Questions. SEVENTH EDITION, Revised and Enlarged. 3/6." A THOROUGHLY TRUSTWORTHY Text-book. PRACTICAL and clear." Nature.

APPLIED MECHANICS (Elementary Manual of).
For First-Year Students. With B. of E., C. and G. ; and Stud. Inst. C.E.

Questions. SEVENTH EDITION, Revised and Greatly Enlarged. 3/6." The work has VERY HIGH QUALITIES, which may be condensed into the one word
4 CLEAR.' "

Science and Art.

A POCKET-BOOK of ELECTRICAL RULES and TABLES.
For the Use of Electricians and Engineers. By JOHN MUNRO, C.E.,
and Prof. JAMIESON. Pocket Size. Leather, 8s. 6d. EIGHTEENTH
EDITION. [See p. 48 General Catalogue.
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WORKS BY W. J. MACQDORH R4NKINE, LL.D., F.R.S.

Thoroughly Revised by W. J. MILLAR, C.B.

A MANUAL OF APPLIED MECHANICS : Comprising the
Principles of Statics and Cinematics, and Theory of Structures,
Mechanism, and Machines. With Numerous Diagrams. Crown 8vo,
Cloth. SEVENTEENTH EDITION. 12s. 6d.

A MANUAL OF CIVIL ENGINEERING : Comprising Engin-
eering Surveys, Earthwork, Foundations, Masonry, Carpentry, Metal
Work, Roads, Railways, Canals, Rivers, Waterworks, Harbours, &c.
With Numerous Tables and Illustrations. Crown 8vo, Cloth.
TWENTY-THIRD EDITION. 16s.

A MANUAL OF MACHINERY AND MILLWORK : Com-
prising the Geometry, Motions, Work, Strength, Construction, and
Objects of Machines, &c. With nearly 300 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, Cloth. SEVENTH EDITION. 12s. 6d.

A MANUAL OF THE STEAM-ENGINE AND OTHER
PRIME MOVERS. With a Section on GAS, OIL, and AIR
ENGINES, by BRYAN DONKIN, M.Inst.C.E. With Folding Plates
and Numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, Cloth. SIXTEENTH
EDITION 12s. 6d.

USEFUL RULES AND TABLES : For Architects, Builders,
Engineers, Founders, Mechanics, Shipbuilders, Surveyors, &c. With
APPENDIX for the use of ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS'. By Professor

JAMIESON, M.Inst. O.E., M.I.E.E. SEVENTH EDITION. 10s. 6d.

A MECHANICAL TEXT -BOOK: A Practical and Simple
Introduction to the Study of Mechanics. By Professor RANKINE
and E. F. BAMBER, C.E. With Numerous Illustrations, Crown
8vo, Cloth. FIFTH EDITION. 9s.

*** The " MECHANICAL TEXT-BOOK " was designed by Professor BANKINK at an INTRO-
DUCTION to the above Series of Manuals.

MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC PAPERS. Part I. Tempera-
ture, Elasticity, and Expansion of Vapours, Liquids, and Solids.

Part II. Energy and its Transformations. Part III. Wave-Forms,
Propulsion of Vessels, &o. With Memoir by Professor TAIT, M.A.
With fiaae Portrait on Steel, Plates, and Diagrams. Royal Svo.
Cloth. 31s. 6d.

" No more enduring Memorial of Professor Rankine could be devised than the publica-
tion of these papers in an accessible form. . . . The Collection is most valuable on
account of the nature of his discoveries, and the beauty and completeness of his analysis.

"

Architect.
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THIRD EDITION, Thoroughly Revised and Enlarged. With 60 Plates and
Numerous Illustrations. Handsome Cloth. 34$.

HYDRAULIC POWER
AND

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY.
BY

HENRY ROBINSON, M. INST. C.E., F.G.S.,
FELLOW OF KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON J PROF. EMERITUS OF CIVIL ENGINEERING,

KING'S COLLEGE, ETC., ETC.

CONTENTS Discharge through Orifices. Flow of Water through Pipes. Accumulators.
Presses and Lifts. Hoists. Rams. Hydraulic Engines. Pumping Engines. Capstans.
Traversers. Jacks. Weighing Machines. Riveters and Shop Tools. Punching,

Shearing, and Flanging Machines. Cranes. Coal Discharging Machines. Drills and
Cutters. Pile Drivers, Excavators, &c. Hydraulic Machinery applied to Bridges, Dock
Gates, Wheels and Turbines. Shields. Various Systems and Power Installations

Meters, &c. INDEX.

"The standard work on the application of water power." Gassier s Magazine.

Second Edition, Greatly Enlarged. With Frontispiece, several

Plates, and over 250 Illustrations. 21s. net.

THE PRINCIPLES AND CONSTRUCTION OF

PUMPING MACHINERY
(STEAM AND WATER PRESSURE).

With Practical Illustrations of ENGINES and PUMPS applied to MINING,
TOWN WATER SUPPLY, DRAINAGE of Lands, &c., also Economy

and Efficiency Trials of Pumping Machinery.

BY HENRY DAVEY,
Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Member of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, F.G.S., <fcc.

CONTENTS Early History of Pumping Engines Steam Pumping Engines
Pumps and Pump Valves General Principles of Non-Rotative Pumping
Engines The Cornish Engine, Simple and Compound Types of Mining
Engines Pit Work Shaft Sinking Hydraulic Transmission of Power in
Mines Electric Transmission of Power Valve Gears of Pumping EnginesW ater Pressure Pumping Engines Water Works Engines Pumping
Engine Economy and Trials of Pumping Machinery Centrifugal and other
Low-Lift Pumps Hydraulic Rams. Pumping Mains, &c. INDEX.

"By the 'one English Engineer who probably knows more about Pumping Machinery
than ANY OTHER.' ... A VOLUME RECORDING THE KESULTS OF LONG EXPERIENCE AND
STUDY." The Engiwer.

" Undoubtedly THE BEST AND MOST PRACTICAL TREATISE on Pumping Machinery THAT HAS
YET BEEN PUBLISHED.

"
Mining Journal.
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AT PRESS. In Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. Profusely Illustrated.
IN Two VOLUMES, Each Complete in itself, and

SOLD SEPARATELY.

THE DESIGN
AND

CONSTRUCTION OF SHIPS.
BY JOHN HARVARD BILES,

Professor of Naval Architecture in Glasgow University.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME I. PART I. : General Considerations. Methods of Determin-
ation of the Volume and Centre of Gravity of a known Solid. Graphic Rules for

Integration. Volumes and Centre of Gravity of Volumes. Delineation and Descriptive
Geometry of a Ship's Form. Description and Instances of Ship's Forms. Description
of Types of Ships. PART II. : Calculation of Displacement, Centre of Buoyancy and
Areas. Metacentres. Trim. Coefficients and Standardising. Results of Ship Calcula-
tions. Instruments Used to Determine Areas, Moments, and Moments of Inertia of
Plane Curves. Cargo Capacities, Effects on Draught, Trim, and Initial Stability due
to Flooding Compartments. Tonnage. Freeboard. Launching. Application of the
Integraph to Ship Calculations. Straining due to Unequal Longitudinal Distribution
of Weight and Buoyancy. Consideration of Stresses in a Girder. Application of Stress
Formulae to the Section of a Ship. Shearing Forces and. Bending Moments on a Ship
amongst Waves. Stresses on the Structure when Inclined to the Upright or to the
Line of Advance of the Waves. Distribution of Pressure on the Keel Blocks of a
Vessel in Dry Dock. Consideration of Compression in Ship Structure.

BY PROFESSOR BILES.

LECTURES ON THE MARINE STEAM TURBINE.

With 181 Illustrations. Price 6s. net

See page 28.

Royal 8uo, Handsome Cloth. With numerous Illustrations and Tables. 25s.

THE STABILITY OF SHIPS,
BY

SIR EDWARD J. REED, K.C.B., F.R.S., M.P.,
INIGHT OF THB IMPERIAL ORDERS OF ST. STANILAUS OF RUSSIA ; FRANCIS JOSEPH OP

AUSTRIA ; MBDJIDIE OF TURKEY ; AND RISING SUN OF JAPAN ; VICE-
PRESIDENT OF THE INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS.

"
Sir EDWARD REED'S ' STABILITY OF SHIPS '

is INVALUABLE. The NAVAL ARCHITECT
will find brought together and ready to his hand, a mass of information which he would other-

wise have to seek in an almost endless variety of publications, and some of which he would

possibly not be able to obtain at all elsewhere." Steamship.

flONDONf CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND,
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WORKS BY THOMAS WALTON,
NAVAL ARCHITECT.

THIRD EDITION. Illustrated with Plates, Numerous Diagrams, and

Figures in the Text. i8s. net.

STEEL SHI PS;
THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE.

A Manual for Shipbuilders, Ship Superintendents, Students,
and Marine Engineers.

BY THOMAS WALTON, NAVAL ARCHITECT,
AUTHOR OF " KNOW YOUR OWN SHIP."

CONTENTS. I. Manufacture of Cast Iron, Wrought Iron, and Steel. Com-
position of Iron and Steel, Quality, Strength, Tests, &c. II. Classification of

Steel Ships. III. Considerations in making choice of Type of Vessel. Framing
of Ships. IV. Strains experienced by Ships. Methods of Computing and
Comparing Strengths of Ships. V. Construction of Ships. Alternative Modes
of Construction. Types of Vessels. Turret, Self Trimming, and Trunk
Steamers, &c. Rivets and Rivetting, Workmanship. VI. Pumping Arrange-
ments. VII. Maintenance. Prevention of Deterioration in the Hulls of

Ships. Cement, Paint, &c. INDEX.
" So thorough and we>l written is every chapter in the book that it is diilicult to select

any of them as being worthy of exceptional praise. Altogether, the work is excellent, and
will prove of great value to those for whom it is intended." The Engineer.

AT PRESS. In Handsome Cloth. Very fully Illustrated.

PRESENT-DAY SHIPBUILDING.
For Shipyard Students, Ships' Officers, and Engineers.

BY THOS. WALTON,
Author of "Know Your Own Ship."

GENERAL CONTENTS. Classification. Materials used in Shipbuilding.
Alternative Modes of Construction. Details of Construction. Framing,
Plating, Rivetting, Stem Frames, Twin-Screw Arrangements, Water
Ballast Arrangements, Loading and Discharging Gear, &c. Types of

Vessels, including Atlantic Liners, Cargo Steamers, Oil carrying Steamers,
Turret and other Self Trimming Steamers, &c. INDEX.

NINTH EDITION. Illustrated. Handsome Cloth, Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d*

The Chapters on Tonnage and Freeboard have been brought thoroughly
up to date, and embody the latest (1906) Board of Trade Regulations on
these subjects.

KNOW YOUR OWN SHIR
BY THOMAS WALTON, NAVAL ARCHITECT.

Specially arranged to suit the requirements of Ships' Officers, Shipowners
Superintendents, Draughtsmen, Engineers, and Others,

CONTENTS. Displacement and Deadweight. Moments. Buoyancy. Strain.
Structure. Stability. K oiling. Ballasting. Loading. Shifting Cargoes. Effect of

Admission of Water into Ship. Trim Tonnage. Freeboard (Load-line). Calculations.
Set of Calculations from Actual Drawings. INDEX.

" The work is of the highest value, and all who go down to the sea in ships should make them-
selves acquainted with it." Shipping World (on the new edition).

CONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND,
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GRIFFIN'S NAUTICAL SERIES.
EDITED BY EDW. BLACKMORE,

Master Mariner, First Class Trinity House Certificate, Assoc. Inst. N.A. ;

AND WRITTEN, MAINLY, by SAILORS for SAILORS.

"THIS ADMIRABLE SERIES." Fairplay. "A VERY USEFUL SERIES." Nature.

"EVERY SHIP should have the WHOLE SERIES as a REFERENCE LIBRARY. HAND-
SOMELY BOUND, CLEARLY PRINTED and ILLUSTRATED." Liverpool Journ. of Commerce.

The British Mercantile Marine : An Historical Sketch of its Rise
and Development. By the EDITOR, CAPT. BLACKMORE. 3s. 6d.
"
Captain Blackmores SPLENDID BOOK . . . contains paragraphs on every point

of interest to the Merchant Marine. The 243 pages of this book are THE MOST VALU-
ABLE to the sea captain that have EVER been COMPILED." Merchant Service Review.

Elementary Seamanship. By D. WILSON-BARKER, Master Mariner,
F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. With numerous Plates, two in Colours, and Frontispiece.
FOURTH EDITION, Thoroughly Revised. With additional Illustrations. 6s.

"This ADMIRABLE MANUAL, by CAPT. WILSON BARKER, of the 'Worcester, seems
to us PERFECTLY DESIGNED." Athenaeum.

KnOW Your Own Ship : A Simple Explanation of the Stability, Con-
struction, Tonnage, and Freeboard of Ships. By THOS. WALTON, Naval Architect.
NINTH EDITION. 7s. 6d.

"MR. WALTON'S book will be found VERY USEFUL." The Engineer.

Navigation : Theoretical and Practical. By D. WILSON-BARKER
and WILLIAM ALLINQHAM. SECOND EDITION, Revised. 3s. 6d.
"PRECISELY the kind of work required for the New Certificates of competency.

Candidates will find it INVALUABLE." Dundee Advertiser.

Marine Meteorology: For Officers of the Merchant Navy. By
WILLIAM ALLINGHAM, First Class Honours, Navigation, Science and Art Department.
With Illustrations and Maps, and facsimile reproduction of log page. 7s. 6d.
"
Quite the BEST PUBLICATION on this subject." Shipping Gazette.

Latitude and Longitude : How to find them. By W. J. MILLAR,
C.E. SECOND EDITION, Revised. 2s.
" Cannot but prove an acquisition to those studying Navigation." Marine Engineer.

Practical Mechanics : Applied to the requirements of the Sailor.
By THOS. MACKENZIE, Master Mariner, F.R.A.S. SECOND EDITION, Revised. 3s. 6d.
" WELL WORTH the money . . . EXCEEDINGLY HELPFUL." Shipping World.

Trigonometry : For the Young Sailor, &c. By RICH. C. BUCK, of the
Thames Nautical Training College, H.M.S. " Worcester." THIRD EDITION. Revised.
Price 3s. 6d.

"This EMINENTLY PRACTICAL and reliable volume." Schoolmaster.

Practical Algebra. By RICH. C. BUCK. Companion Volume to the
above, for Sailors and others. SECOND EDITION, Revised. Price 3s. 6d." It is JUST THE BOOK for the young sailor mindful of progress." Nautical Magazine.

The Legal Duties of Shipmasters. By BENEDICT WM. GINSBUBG,
M.A., LL.D., of the Inner Temple and Northern Circuit: Barrister-at-Law. SECOND
EDITION, Thoroughly Revised and Enlarged. Price 4s. 6d.
" INVALUABLE to masters. . . . We can fully recommend it." Shipping Gazette.

A
?.?

d
i
eal and Surgical Help for Shipmasters. Including First

w^fS^-SJP J
?r
HNSON

r,

SMITH ^?-as-> Principal Medical Officer, Seamen's
Hospital, Greenwich. THIRD EDITION, Thoroughly Revised 6s
"SOUND, JUDICIOUS, REALLY HELPFUL." The Lancet.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO,, LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

GRIFFIN'S NAUTICAL SERIES.

Introductory Volume. Price 8s. 6d.

T ZE3HE

British Mercantile Marine.
BY EDWARD BLACKMORE,

MASTER MARINER; ASSOCIATE OF THE INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS;
MEMBER OF THE INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS AND SHIPBUILDERS

IN SCOTLAND; EDITOR OF GRIFFIN'S "NAUTICAL SERIES."

GENERAL CONTENTS. HISTORICAL : From Early Times to 1486 Progress
under Henry VIII. To Death of Mary During Elizabeth's Reign Up to

the Reign of William III. The 18th and 19th Centuries Institution of

Examinations Rise and Progress of Steam Propulsion Development of

Free Trade Shipping Legislation, 1862 to 1875
"
Locksley Hall" Case-

Shipmasters' Societies Loading of Ships Shipping Legislation, 1884 to 1894
Statistics of Shipping. THE PERSONNEL : Shipowners Officers Mariners
Duties and Present Position. EDUCATION : A Seaman's Education : what it

should be Present Means of Education Hints. DISCIPLINE AND DUTY
Postscript The Serious Decrease in the Number of British Seamen, a Matter
demanding the Attention of the Nation.

"INTERESTING and INSTRUCTIVE . . . may be read WITH PROFIT and ENJOYMBNT."-
6flasgow Herald.

"EVERT BRANCH of the subject is dealt with in a way which shows that the writer
'knows the ropes' familiarly." Scotsman.

"This ADMIRABLE book . . . TEEMS with useful information Should be in the
ftands of every Sailor." Western Morning News.

FOURTH EDITION, Thoroughly Revised. With Additional
Illustrations. Price 6s.

A 1VIANUAL OF
ELEMENTARY SEAMANSHIP.

BY

D. WILSON-BARKER, MASTER MARINER; F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S.,&c., &o.
YOUNGER BROTHER OF THE TRINITY HOUSE.

With Frontispiece, Numerous Plates (Two in Colours), and Illustrations

in the Text.

GENERAL CONTENTS. The Building of a Ship; Parts of Hull, Masts,
&c. Ropes, Knots, Splicing, &c. Gear, Lead and Log, &c. Rigging,
Anchors Sailmaking The Sails, &c. Handling of Boats under Sail

Signals and Signalling Rule of the Road Keeping and Relieving Watch
Points of Etiquette Glossary of Sea Terms and Phrases Index.

*** The volume contains the NEW RULES OF THE ROAD.

" This ADMIRABLE MANUAL, by OAF!. WILSON-BARKER of the '

Worcester,' seems to us
PERFECTLY DESIGNED, and holds its place excellently in ' GRIFFIN'S NAUTICAL SERIES.' . . .

Although intended for those who are to become Officers of the Merchant Navy, it will be
found useful by ALL YACHTSMEN." Athenaeum.

V For complete List of GRIFFIN'S NAUTICAL SERIES, see p. 39.

LONDON : CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO,, LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND,
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GRIFFIN'S NAUTICAL SERIES.

SECOND EDITION, Revised and Illustrated. Price 8s. 6d.

NAVIGATION:
PRJLCrrXGAILi A1NTO THEORETICAL.
BY DAVID WILSON-BARKER, R.N.R., F.R.S.E., &c., <fco.,

AND

WILLIAM ALLINGHAM,
FIRST-CLASS HONOURS, NAVIGATION, SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT.

THttitb IRumerous SUustrattons an> Examination (Stue0tiona

GENERAL CONTENTS. Definitions Latitude and Longitude Instruments
of Navigation Correction of Courses Plane Sailing Traverse Sailing Day's
Work Parallel Sailing Middle Latitude Sailing Mercator's Chart
Mercator Sailing Current Sailing Position by Bearings Great Circle Sailing
The Tides Questions Appendix : Compass Error Numerous Useful Hints,

&c. Index.
" PBECISELY the kind of work required for the New Certificates of competency in grade*

from Second Mate to extra Master. . . . Candidates will find it INVALUABLE," Dundee
Advertiser.

"A CAPITAL LITTLE BOOK . . . specially adapted to the New Examinations. The
Authors are OAPT. WILSON-BARKER (Captain-Superintendent of the Nautical College, H.M.S.
1

Worcester,' who has had great experience in the highest problems of Navigation), and
MR. ALLINGHAM, a well-known writer on the Science of Navigation and Nautical Astronomy.

"

Shipping World.

Handsome Cloth. Fully Illustrated. Price 7s. 6d.

MARINE METEOROLOGY,
FOR OFFICERS OF THE MERCHANT NAVY.

BY WILLIAM ALLINGHAM,
Joint Author of "Navigation, Theoretical and Practical."

With numerous Plates, Maps, Diagrams, and Illustrations, and a facsimile

Reproduction of a Page from an actual Meteorological Log-Book.

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS.
INTRODUCTORY. Instruments Used at Sea for Meteorological Purposes. Meteoro-

logical Log-Books. Atmospheric Pressure. Air Temperatures. Sea Temperatures.
Winds. Wind Force Scales. History of the Law of Storms. Hurricanes, Seasons, and
Storm Tracks. Solution of the Cyclone Problem. Ocean Currents. Icebergs. Syn-
chronous Charts. Dew, Mists, Fogs, and Haze. Clouds. Rain, Snow, and Hail.

Mirage, Rainbows, Coronas, Halos, and Meteors. Lightning, Corposants, and Auroras.

QUESTIONS. APPENDIX. INDEX.

"
Quite the BEST publication, AND certainly the MOST INTERESTING, en this subject ever

presented to Nautical men." Shipping Gazette.

%* For Complete List of GRIFFIN'S NAUTICAL SERIES, see p. 39,
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4* ORARLB3 GRIFFIN A CO.'-ff PUBLICATION*.

GRIFFIN'S NAUTICAL SERIES.
SECOND EDITION, REVISED. With Numerous Illustrations. Price 3s. 6d.

Practical Mechanics:
Applied to the Requirements of the Sailor.

BY THOS. MACKENZIE,
Master Mariner, F.R.A.8.

GENERAL CONTENTS. Resolution and Composition of Forces Work done

by Machines and Living Agents The Mechanical Powers: The Lever;
Derricks as Bent Levers The Wheel and Axle : Windlass ; Ship's Capstan ;

Crab Winch Tackles : the "Old Man" The Inclined Plane; the Screw
The Centre of Gravity of a Ship and Cargo Relative -Strength of Rope :

Steel Wire, Manilla, Hemp, Coir Derricks and Shears Calculation of the

Cross-breaking Strain of ]?ir Spar Centre of Effort of Sails Hydrostatics :

the Diving-bell ; Stability of Floating Bodies ; the Ship's Pump, &c.
" THIS EXCELLENT BOOK . . . contains a LARGE AMOUNT of information."
Nature.

' WELL WORTH the money . . . will be found EXCEEDINGLY HELPFUL."
Shipping World.
"No SHIPS' OFFICERS' BOOKCASE will henceforth be complete without

CAPTAIN MACKENZIE'S ' PRACTICAL MECHANICS. '

Notwithstanding my many
years' experience at sea, it has told me how much more tJiere is to acquire."
(Letter to the Publishers from a Master Mariner)."

I must express my thanks to you for the labour and care you have taken
In 'PRACTICAL MECHANICS.' . . . IT is A LIFE'S EXPERIENCE. . . .

What an amount we frequently see wasted by rigging purchases without reason
and accidents to spars, &c., &c. ! 'PRACTICAL MECHANICS' WOULD SAVE ALL
THIS." (Letter to the Author from another Master Mariner).

WORKS BY RICHARD C. BUCK,
of the Thames Nautical Training College, H.M.S. ' Worcester.'

A Manual of Trigonometry:
With Diagrams, Examples, and Exercises. Price Ss. 6d.

THIRD EDITION, Revised and Corrected.

\* Mr. Buck's Text-Book has been SPECIALLY PREPARED with a view
to the New Examinations of the Board of Trade, in which Trigonometry
is an obligatory subject.

"This EMINENTLY PRACTICAL and RELIABLE VOLUME." Schoolmaster.

A Manual of Algebra.
Designed +r> meet the Requirements of Sailors and others.

SECOND EDITION, Revised. Price 3s. 6d.

%* These elementary works on ALGEBRA and TRIGONOMETRY are written specially for

those who will have little opportunity of consulting a Teacher. They are books for "SELF-
HELP." All but the simplest explanations have, therefore, been avoided, and ANSWERS to

the Exercises are given. Any person may readily, by careful study, become master of their

contents, and thus lay the foundation for a further mathematical course, if desired. It is

hoped that to the younger Officers of our Mercantile Marine they will be found decidedly
serviceable. The Examples and Exercises are taken from the Examination Papers set for

the Cadets of the u Worcester. "

"Clearly arranged, and well got up. ... A first-rate Elementary Algebra.
Nautical Magazine.

VFor complete List of GRIFFIN'S NAUTICAL SERIES, see p. 39.
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GRIFFIN'S NAUTICAL SERIES.
SECOND EDITION, Thoroughly Revised and Extended. In Crown 8vo.

Handsome Cloth. Price 4s. 6d.

THE LEGAL DUTIES OF SHIPMASTERS.
BY

BENEDICT WM. GINSBURG, M.A., LL.D. (CANTAB.),
Of the Inner Temple and Northern Circuit ; Barrister-at-Law.

General Contents. The Qualification for the Position of Shipmaster The Con-
tract with the Shipowner The Master's Duty in respect of the Crew : Engagement
Apprentices ; Discipline ; Provisions, Accommodation, and Medical Comforts ; Payment
of Wages and Discharge The Master's Duty in respect of the Passengers The Master's
Financial Responsibilities The Master's Duty in respect of the Cargo The Master's
Duty in Case of Casualty The Master's Duty to certain Public Authorities The
Master's Duty in relation to Pilots, Signals, Flags, and Light Dues The Master's Duty
upon Arrival at the Port of Discharge Appendices relative to certain Legal Matters :

Board of Trade Certificates, Dietary Scales, Stowage of Grain Cargoes, Load Line Regula-
tions, Life-saving Appliances, Carriage of Cattle at Sea, <fec., &c. Copious Index.

" No intelligent Master should fail to add this to his list of necessary books. A few lines
of it may SAVE A LAWYER'S FEE, BESIDES ENDLESS WORRY. "

Liverpool Journal of Commerce,
"
SENSIBLE, plainly written, in CLEAR and NON-TECHNICAL LANGUAGE, and will be found of

MUCH SERVICE by the Shipmaster." British Trade Review.

SECOND EDITION, Revised. With Diagrams. Price 2s.

Latitude and Longitude:to Fine! tliem.
BY W. J. MILLAR, C.E.,

Late Secretary to the Inst. of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland.
" CONCISELY and CLEARLY WRITTEN . . . cannot but prove an acquisition

to those studying Navigation." Marine Engineer.
'

Young Seamen will find it HANDY and USEFUL, SIMPLE and CLEAR." The
Engineer. ____

FIRST AID AT SEA.
THIRD EDITION, Revised. With Coloured Plates and Numerous Illustra-

tions, and comprising the latest Regulations Respecting the Carriage
of Medical Stores on Board Ship. Price 6s.

A MEDICAL AND SURGICAL HELP
FOR SHIPMASTERS AND OFFICERS

IN THE MERCHANT NAVY.
BY WM. JOHNSON SMITH, F.R.O.S.,

Principal Medical Officer, Seamen's Hospital, Greenwich.

%* The attention of all interested in our Merchant Navy is requested to this exceedingly
useful and valuable work. It is needless to say that it is the outcome of many years
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE amongst Seamen.
"SOUND, JUDICIOUS, REALLY HELPFUL." The Lancet.

%* For Complete List of GRIFFIN'S NAUTICAL SERIES, see p. 39.
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44 CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

GRIFFIN'S NAUTICAL SERIES.
NINTH EDITION. Revised, ivith Chapters on Trim, Buoyancy, and Calcula-

tions. Numerous Illustrations. Handsome Cloth, Croivn 8vo. Price 7s. 6d.

KNOW YOUR OWN SHIP,
BY THOMAS WALTON, NAVAL ARCHITECT.

Specially arranged to suit the requirements of Ships' Officers, Shipowners,
Superintendents, Draughtsmen, Engineers, and Others.

This work explains, in a simple manner, such important subjects as: Displacement.
Deadweight. Tonnage Freeboard. Moments. Buojaucy. Strain. Structure. Stab-

ility. Rolling. BalListing. Loading. Shifting Cargoes. Admission of Water. Sail

Area. &c.
"The little book will be found EXCEEDINGLY HA.NDY by most officers and officials connected

with shipping. . . . Mr. Walton's work will obtain LASTING SUCCESS, because of its unique
fitness for those for whom it has been writ en." Shipping ll'orld.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

Steel Ships: Their Construction and Maintenance.
(See page 38.)

SIXTEENTH EDITION, Thoroughly Revised. Large 8vo, Cloth.

pp. i-xxiv + 708. With 280 Illustrations, reduced Jrom
Working Drawings, and 8 Plates. 21s. net.

A MANUAL OF
MARINE ENGINEERING:
COMPRISING THE DESIGNING, CONSTRUCTION, AND

WORKING OF MARINE MACHINERY.

By A.E. SEATON, M.I.C.E., M.I.Meeh.E., M.I.N.A.
GENERAL CONTENTS. PART I. Principles of Marine Propulsion.

PART II. Principles of Steam Engineering. PART III. Details of

Marine Engines : Design and Calculations for Cylinders, Pistons, Valves,
Expansion Valves, &c. PART IV. Propellers. PART V. Boilers.

PART VI. Miscellaneous.
"The Student, Draughtsman, and Engineer will find this work the MOST VALUABLE

HANDBOOK of Reference on the Marine Engine now in existence." Marine Engineer.

NINTH EDITION, Thoroughly Revised. Pocket-Size, Leather. 8s. 6d.

A POCKET-BOOK OF

MARINE ENGINEERING RULES AND TABLES
1

FOR THE USE OF

Marine Engineers, Naval Architects, Designers, Draughtsmen,
Superintendents and Others.

BY A. E. SEATON, M.I.O.E., M.I.Mech.E., M.I.N.A.,
AND

H. M. ROUNTHWAITE, M.LMech.E., M.I.N.A.
" The best book of its kind, and the information is both up-to-date and reliable."

Engineer.

IONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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WORKS BY PROF. ROBERT H. SMITH, Assoe.M.I.C.E.,
M.LMech.E., M.I.E1.E., M.I.Min.E., Whit. Sch., M.Ord.Meiji

THE CALCULUS FOR ENGINEERS
AND PHYSICISTS,

Applied to Technical Problems.
WITH EXTENSIVE

CLASSIFIED REFERENCE LIST OF INTEGRALS.

By PROF. ROBERT H. SMITH.
ASSISTED BY

R. F. MUIRHEAD, M.A., B.Sc.,
Formerly Olark Fellow of Glasgow University, and Lecturer on Mathematics at

Mason College.

In Crown 8vo, extra, with Diagrams and Folding-Plate. 8s. 6d.
" PBO*. R. H. SMITH'S book will be serviceable in rendering a hard road AS EAST AS PRACTIC-

ABLE for the non-mathematical Student and Engineer." Athenaeum.
"
Interesting diagrams, with practical illustrations of actual occurrence, are to be found here

in abundance. THB VBBT COMPLETE CLASSIFIED REFERENCE TABLE will prove very useful in

saving the time of those who want an integral in a hurry." The Engineer.

MEASUREMENT CONVERSIONS
(English and French) :

43 GRAPHIC TABLES OR DIAGRAMS, ON 28 PLATES.

Showing at a glance the MUTUAL CONVERSION of MEASUREMENTS
in DIFFERENT UNITS

Of Lengths, Areas, Volumes, Weights, Stresses, Densities, Quantities
of Work, Horse Powers, Temperatures, &c.

For the use of Engineers, Surveyors, Architects, and Contractors,

In 4to, Boards. 7s. 6d.

\* Prof. SMITH'S CONVERSION-TABLES form the most unique and com-

prehensive collection ever placed before the profession. By their use much
time and labour will be saved, and the chances of error in calculation

diminished. It is believed that henceforth no Engineer's Office will be
considered complete without them.

Pocket Size, Leather Limp, with Gilt Edges and Rounded Corners, printed on Special
Thin Paper, with Illustrations, pp. i-xii+ 834. Price 18s. net.

(THE NEW " NYSTROM ")

THE MECHANICAL ENGINEER'S REFERENCE BOOK
A Handbook of Tables, Formulce and Methods for Engineers,

Students and Draughtsmen.

BY HENRY HARRISON SUPLEE, B.Sc., M.E.
" We feel sure it will be of great service to mechanical engineers." Engineering.

LONDON : CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRANa
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SECOND EDITION. In Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. 16s.

CHEMISTRY FOR ENGINEERS.
BY

BERTRAM BLOTJNT, AND A. G. BLOXAM,
F.I.C., F.C.S., A.I.C.E. F.I.C., F.C.S.

GENERAL CONTENTS. Introduction Chemistry of the Chief Materials
of Construction Sources of Energy Chemistry of Steam-raising Chemis-
try of Lubrication and Lubricants Metallurgical Processes used in the

Winning and Manufacture of Metals.

"The authors have SUCCEEDED beyond all expectation, and have produced a work which
should give FKESH POWER to the Engineer and Manufacturer." The Times.

By the same Authors,
" CHEMISTRY FOR MANUFACTURERS," see p. 71.

THE ELEMENTS OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING. By
J. GROSSMANN, M.A., Ph.D., F.I.C. With a Preface by Sir

WILLIAM RAMSAY, K.C.B., F.E.S. In Handsome Cloth. With
nearly 50 Illustrations. 3s. 6d. net. [See page 70.

AT PRESS. In Demy Quarto. With Diagrams and Worked Problems.
2s. 6d. net.

PROPORTIONAL SET SQUARES
APPLIED TO GEOMETRICAL PROBLEMS.

BY LIEUT. -CoL. THOMAS ENGLISH, Late Royal Engineers.

WORKS BY WALTER R. BROWNE, MA, M.lNST.C.E,

THE STUDENT'S MECHANICS:
An Introduction to the Study of Force and Motion.

With Diagrams. Crown 8vo. Cloth, 45. 6d.
"
Clear in style and practical in method, 'THB STUDENT'S MECHANICS' is cordially to be

recommended from all points of view." Athenteum.

FOUNDATIONS OF MECHANICS.
Papers reprinted from the Engineer. In Crown 8vo, is.

Demy 8vo, with Numerous Illustrations, gs.

FUEL AND WATER:
A Manual for Users of Steam and Water.

BY PROF. FRANZ SCHWACKHOFER OF VIENNA, AND
WALTER R. BROWNE, M.A., C.E.

GENERAL CONTENTS. Heat and Combustion Fuel, Varieties of Firing Arrange meats:
Furnace, Flues, Chimney The Boiler, Choice of Varieties Feed-water Heaters-
Steam Pipes Water: Composition, Purification Prevention of Scale, &c., &c.

" The Section on Heat is one of the best and most lucid ever written." Engineer.

IONOON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & GO,, LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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GRIFFIN'S LOCAL GOVERNMENT HANDBOOKS.
WORKS SUITABLE FOR MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS,

ANALYSTS, AND OTHERS.

See also Davies* Hygiene, p. 99, and MacLeod's Calculations, p. 110 General Catalogue.

Gas Manufacture (The Chemistry of). A Handbook on the Pro-
duction, Purification, and Testing of Illuminating Gas, and the Assay of Bye-Pro-
ducts. By W. J. A. BUTTERFIELD, M.A., F.I.C., F.C.S. With Illustrations. FOURTH
EDITION, Revised. Vol. I., 7s. 6d. net. Vol. II., in preparation. [See page 77.

Water Supply : A Practical Treatise on the Selection of Sources and the
Distribution of Water. By REGINALD E. MIDDLETON, M.Inst.C.E., M.Inst.Mech.E.,
F.S.I. With Numerous Plates and Diagrams. Crown 8vo. 8s. 6d. net. [See page 77.

Central Electrical Stations : Their Design, Organisation, and Manage-
ment. ByC. H. WORDINGHAM, A.K.C., M.I.C.E. SECOND EDITION. 24s.net. [Seep. 48.

Electricity Control. By LEONARD ANDREWS, A. M.Inst.C.E., M.I.E.E.
12s. 6d. net. [See page 48.

Electricity Meters. By HENRY G. SOLOMON, A.M.Inst.E.E. 16$.
net. [See page 49.

Trades' Waste : Its Treatment and Utilisation, with Special Reference
to the Prevention of Rivers' Pollution. By W. NAYLOR, F.C.S., A. M.Inst.C.E.
With Numerous Plates, Diagrams, and Illustrations. 21s. net. [See page 76.

Calcareous Cements : Their Nature, Preparation, and Uses. With
some Remarks upon Cement Testing. By GILBERT REDGRAVE, Assoc.Inst.C.E.,
and CHAS. SPACKMAN, F.C.S. With Illustrations, Analytical Data, and Appendices
on Costs, &c. 15s. net. [See page 76.

Road Making
1 and Maintenance : A Practical Treatise for Engineers,

Surveyors, and others. With an Historical Sketch of Ancient and Modern Practice.

By THOMAS AITKEN, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., M. Assoc. Municipal and County Engrs.;
M. San. Inst. SECOND ED. TION, Revised. Fully Illustrated. [See page 79

Light Railways at Home and Abroad. By WILLIAM HENRY COLE,
M.Inst.C.E., late Deputy Manager, North-Western Railway, India. Large 8vo,
Handsome Cloth, Plates and illustrations. 16s. [See page 30.

Practical Sanitation : A Handbook for Sanitary Inspectors and others
interested in Sanitation. By GEO. REID, M.D., D.P.H., Medical Officer, Staffordshire
County Council. With Appendix (re-written) on Sanitary Law, by Herbert Manley,
M.A., M.B., D.P.H., Barrister-at-Law. THIRTEENTH EDITION, Thoroughly Revised.
6s. [See page 78.

Sanitary Engineering: A Practical Manual of Town Drainage and
Sewage and Refuse Disposal. By FRANCIS WOOD, A.M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. SECOND
EDITION, Revised. Fully Illustrated. 8s. 6d. net. [See page 7S.

Dairy Chemistry: A Practical Handbook for Dairy Managers, Chemists,
and Analysts. By H. DROOP RICHMOND, F.I.C., Chemist to the Aylesbury Dairy
Company. With Tables, Illustrations, &c. Handsome Cloth, 16s. [See page 73.

Dairy Analysis : The Laboratory Book of. By H. DROOP RICHMOND,
F.I.C. Fully Illustrated, Cloth. 2s. 6d. net. [See page 73.

Milk : Its Production and Uses. With Chapters on Dairy Farming,
The Diseases of Cattle, and on the Hygiene and Control of Supplies. By EDWARD F.

\ViLLOUQHBY, M.D. (Lond.), D.P.H. (Lond. and Camb.), 6s. net. [See page 73.

Flesh Foods : With Methods for their Chemical, Microscopical, and
Bacteriological Examination. A Handbook for Medical Men, Inspectors, Analysts,
and others. By C. AINSWORTH MITCHELL, B.A., F.I.C., Mem. Council Soc. of Public
Analysts. With numerous Illustrations and a coloured Plate. 10s. 6d. [See page 74.

Foods: Their Composition and Analysis. By A. WYNTER BLYTH,
M.R.C.S., F.C.S., Public Analyst for the County of Devon, and M. W .BLYTH,
B.A., B.Sc. With Tables, Folding Plate, and Frontispiece. FIFTH EDITION,
Thoroughly Revised. 21s. [See page 72.

IONDON : CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO.. LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND,
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
SECOND EDITION, Revised. In Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. Profusely

Illustrated with Plates, Diagrams, and Figures. 245. net.

CENTRAL ELECTRICAL STATIONS:
Their Design, Organisation, and Management.

BY CHAS. H. WORDINGHAM, A.K.C., M.lNST.C.E., M.INST.MECH.E.,
Late Memb. of Council InstE.E., and Electrical Engineer to the City of Manchester ;

Electrical Engineer-in-Chief to the Admiralty.

ABRIDGED CONTENTS.
Introductory. Central Station Work as a Profession. As an Investment. The Estab-

lishment of a Central Station Systems of Supply. Site. Architecture. Plant. Boilers

Systems of Draught and Waste Heat Economy. Coal Handling, Weighing, and Storing.
-

The Transmission of Steam. Generators. Condensing Appliances. Switching Gear,
Instruments, and Connections. Distributing Mains. Insulation, Resistance, and Cost.

Distributing Networks. Service Mains and Feeders. Testing Mains. Meters and

Appliances. Standardising and Testing Laboratory. Secondary Batteries. Street Light-
ing. Cost. General Organisation Mains Department Installation Department.
Standardising Department. Drawing Office Clerical Department The Consumer.
Routine and Main Laying. INDEX.

"One of the MOST VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS to Central Station literature we have had
for some time." Electricity.

In Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. Profusely Illustrated. 125. 6d. net.

ELECTRICITY CONTROL.
A Treatise on Electric Switehgear and Systems of Electric Transmission.

BY LEONARD ANDREWS,
Associate Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Member of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, &c
General Principles of Switehgear Design. Constructional Details. Circuit Breakers or

Arc Interrupting Devices. Automatically Operated Circuit- Breakers. Alternating Reverse
Current Devices. Arrangement of 'Bus Bars, and Apparatus for Parallel Running.
General Arrangement of Controlling Apparatus for High Tension Systems. General
Arrangement of Controlling Apparatus for Low Tension Systems. Examples of Complete
Installations. Long Distance Transmission Schemes.

"Not often does the specialist nave presented to him so satisfactory a book as this. . . .

We recommend it without hesitation to Central Station Engineers, and, in fact, to anyone
interested in the subject." Power.

EIGHTEENTH EDITION. Leather, Pocket Size. 8s. 6d.

A POCKET-BOOK
OF

ELECTRICAL RULES & TABLES
FOR THE USE OF ELECTRICIANS AND ENGINEERS.

BY JOHN MUNRO, C.E., & PROF. JAMIESON, M.lNST.C.E., F.R.S.B.

GENERAL CONTENTS.
Units of Measurement. Measures. Testing. Conductors. Dielectrics. Submarine

Cables. Telegraphy. Electro-Chemistry. Electro-Metallurgy. Batteries. Dynamos and
Motors. Transformers. Electric Lighting. Miscellaneous. Logarithms. Appendices.

"WONDERFULLY PERFECT. . . . Worthy of the highest commendation we can
give it." Electrician.
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In Large 8vo. Profusely Illustrated. 8s. 6d. net.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY,
BY GUSTAVE EICHHORN, PH.D.

CONTENTS. Oscillations. Closed Oscillation Systems. Open Oscillation

Systems. Coupled Systems. The Coupling Compensating the Aerial Wire.
The Receiver. Comparative Measurement in the Sender. Theoretical Results
and Calculations in respect of Sender and Receiver. Closely-Coupled Sender
and Receiver. Loose-Coupled Sender and Receiver. Principal Formulae.
The Ondameter. Working a Wireless Telegraph Station. Modern Apparatus
and Methods of Working. Conclusion. Bibliography. INDEX.

"Well written . . . and combines with a good deal of description a careful

investigation of the fundamental theoretical phenomena." Nature.

Large 8vo, Handsome Cloth, with 334 Pages and 307 Illustrations.

16s. net.

ELECTRICITY METERS,
BY HENRY G. SOLOMON, A.M.Inst.E.E.

CONTENTS. Introductory. General Principles of Continuous - Current
Meters. Continuous-Current Quantity Meters. Continuous-Energy Motor
Meters. Different Types. Special Purposes, i.e., Battery Meters, Switchboard
Meters, Tramcar Meters. General Principles of Single- and Polyphase Induc-
tion Meters. Single -phase Induction Meters. Polyphase Meters. Tariff

Systems. Prepayment Meters. Tariff and Hour Meters. Some Mechanical
Features in Meter Design. Testing Meters. INDEX.

" An earnest and successful attempt to deal comprehensively with modern methods of

measuring current or power in electrical installations." Engineering.
kk
Trustworthy information. . . . We can confidently recommend the book to every

electrical engineer." Electricity.

SECOND EDITION, Cloth, 8s. 6d. Leather, for the Pocket, 8s. 6d.

GRIFFIN'S ELECTRICAL PRICE-BOOK: For Electrical, Civil,

Marine, and Borough Engineers, Local Authorities, Architects, Railway
Contractors, &c., &c. Edited by H. J. DOWSING.

" The ELECTRICAL PRICK-BOOK REMOVES ALL MYSTERY about the cost of Electrical
Power. By its aid the EXPENSE that will be entailed by utilising electricity on a large or
small scale can be discovered." Architect.

ELECTRIC SMELTING AND REFINING. By Dr. W. BOUCHERS
and W. G. McMiLLAN. SECOND EDITION, Revised and Enlarged.
21s. net. [See page 67.

ELECTRO -METALLURGY, A (Treatise on. By WALTER G.

MCMILLAN, F.I.C., F.C.S. SECOND EDITION, Revised and in

Part Re-Written. 10s. 6d. [See page 67.

ELECTRICAL PRACTICE IN COLLIERIES. By D. BURNS, M.E.,
M.Inst.M.E. SECOND EDITION, Revised and greatly Enlarged.
7s. 6d. net. [See page 56.
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~By PROFESSORS J. H. POYNTING & J. J. THOMSON.

In Five Volumes. Large 8vo. Sold Separately.

A TEXT-BOOK OF PHYSICS.
BY

J. H. POYNTING, J. J. THOMSON,
SC.D., P.R.8., AND M 'A-i *-B-S.i

Late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge ; Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge ; Prof.
Professor of Physics, Birmingham of Experimental Physics in the University

University. of Cambridge.

INTRODUCTORY VOLUME. FOURTH EDITION, Eevised.
10s. 6d.

Fully Illustrated.

PROPERTIES OF MATTER.
CONTENTS. Gravitation. The Acceleration of Gravity. Elasticity. Stresses and

Strains. Torsion. Bending of Hods. Spiral Springs. Collision. Compressibility of

Liquids. Pressures and Volumes of Gases. Thermal Effects Accompanying Strain.

Capillarity. Surface Tension. Laplace's Theory of Capillarity. Diffusion of Liquids
Diffusion of Gases. Viscosity of Liquids. INDEX.
" Students of physics cannot fail to derive benefit from the book." Knowledge.
"We regard tliis book as quite indispensable not merely to teachers but to physicists of every
rade above the lowest." University Correspondent.

VOLUME II. FOURTH EDITION. Fully Illustrated.

S O U
Price 8s. 6d

CONTENTS. The Nature of Sound and its chief Characteristics. The /elocity of Sound
in Ah and other Media. Reflection and Infraction of Sound. Frequency and Pitch of

Notes. Kesonance and Forced Oscillations. Analysis of Vibrations. The Transverse
Vibrations of Stretched Strings or Wires. Pipes and other Air Cavities. Eods. Plates.

Membranes. Vibrations maintained by Heat. Sensitive Flames and Jets. Musical
Sand. The Superposition of Waves. INDIX.

44 The work . . . may be recommended to anyone desirous of possessing an EASY
UP-TO-DATE STANDARD TREATISE on Acoustics." Literature.

44
Very clearly written. . . . The names of the authors are a guarantee of the

SCIENTIFIC ACCURACY and UP-TO DATE CHARACTER of the work." Educational Times.

VOLUME III. SECOND EDITION, Revised. Fully Illustrated. Price 15s.

T^T T71 ZX T*JTX JO* J3L JL

CONTENTS. Temperature. Expansion of Solids. Liquids. Gases. Circulation
and Convection. Quantity of Heat; Specific Heat. Conductivity. Forms of Energy;
Conservation; Mechanical Equivalent of Heat. The Kinetic Theory. Change of State;
Liquid Vapour. Critical Points. Solids and Liquids. Atmospheric Conditions.
Radiation. Theory of Exchanges. Radiation and Temperature. Thermodynamics.
Isothermal and Adiabatic Changes. Thermodynamics of Changes of State, and Solu-
tions. Thermodynamics of Radiation. INDEX.
IV'Well up-to-date, and extremely clear and exact throughout. ... As clear as

it would be possible to make such a text-book." Nature.

Remaining Volumes in Preparation

LIGHT; MAGNETISM AND ELECTBICITY.

THE MEAN DENSITY OF THE EARTH : An Essay to which the
Adams Prize was adjudged in 1893 in the University of Cambridge. By J. H.
POYNTING, Sc.D., F.R.S., Late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge; Professor of

Physics, Birmingham University. In Large 8vo, with Bibliography, Illustrations in

the Text, and Seven Lithographed Plates. 12s. 6d.

"Cannot fail to be of GREAT and GENERAL INTEREST." Athenaeum.
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Demii 8vo, Handsome cloth,

StratigrapMcal Geology
ON THE BASIS OF PHILLIPS.

BY ROBERT ETHERIDGE, F. R. S.,
OF THE NATURAL HIST. DEPARTMENT, BRITISH MUSEUM, LATE PALAEONTOLOGIST TO THE

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF GREAT BRITAIN, PAST PRESIDENT OF THE
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, ETC.

TWUtb jflfcap, TRumerous Cables, anD btrtE*sli plates,
" No such compendium of geological knowledge has ever been brought together before."

Westminster Review.
"
If PROF. SHELBY'S volume was remarkable for its originality and the breadth of its views,

Mr. ETHERIDGB fully justifies the assertion made in his preface that his book differs in con-

struction and detail from any known manual. . . . Must take HIGH RANK AMONG WORKS
OF REFERENCE." Athen&um.

.A.1DS IN
PRACTICAL GEOLOGY:

WITH A SECTION ON PALEONTOLOGY.

BY PROFESSOR GRENVILLE COLE, M.R.I.A., F.G.S.

FIFTH EDITION, Thoroughly Revised. With Frontispiece and
Illustrations. Cloth. 103. 6d.

GENERAL CONTENTS-
PART I. SAMPLING OF THE EARTH'S CRUST.
PART II. EXAMINATION OF MINERALS.
PART III. EXAMINATION OF ROCKS.
PART IV. EXAMINATION OF FOSSILS.

"DESERVING OF THE HIGHEST PRAISE. Here indeed are 'Aids' INNUMERABLE and
INVALUABLE. All the directions are given with the utmost clearness and precision."
Athenceum.

"That the work deserves its title, that it is full of AIDS,' and in the highest degree
'

PRACTICAL,' will be the verdict of all who use it.
" Nature.

STUJMES IKT GEOH.OGY
An Introduction to Geology Out-of-doors.

BY PROFESSOR GRENVILLE COLE, M.R.I.A., F.G.S.

For details, see Griffin's Introductory Science Series, p. 85.

Crown Svv. Handsome Cloth. 2s. 6d.

RESEARCHES ON THE PAST AND PRESENT HISTORY
OF

THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE.
Including the latest Discoveries and their Practical Applications.

BY DR. THOMAS LAMB PHIPSON.
PART I. The Earth's Atmosphere in Remote Geological Periods.

PART II. The Atmosphere of our present period. Appendices; Index.

"The book should prove of interest to general readers, as well as to meteorologists and
other students of science." Nature.

IONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN fc CO,, LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND.



PROSPECTING AND COLONISATION. 53

GRIFFIN'S "NEW LAND" SERIES.

Practical Hand-Books for the Use of Prospector^ Explorers^

Settlers, Colonists, and all Interested in the opening

up and Development of New Lands.

EDITED BY GRENVILLE A. J. COLE, M.R.I.A., F.G.S.,
Professor of Geology in the Royal College of Science for Ireland, and Examiner in

the University of London.

In Grown 8vo. Handsome Cloth. 5s.

With Numerous Maps Specially Drawn and Executed for this Work.

NEW LANDS:
THEIR RESOURCES AND PROSPECTIVE

ADVANTAGES.
BY HUGH ROBERT MILL, D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.S.E.,

"A want admirably supplied. . . . Has the advantage of being written by a pro-
fessed Geographer." Geographical Journal.

With many Engravings and Photographs. Handsome Cloth, 4s. 6d.FOOD SUPPLY.
BY ROBERT BRTTOE,

Agricultural Superintendent to the Royal Dublin Society.

With Appendix on Preserved Foods by C. A. MITCHELL, B.A., F.I.C.

" The work is one which will appeal to those intending to become farmers at home
or in the Colonies, and who desire to obtain a general idea of the true principles of

farming in ALL ITS BRANCHES." Journal of the Royal Colonial Inst.

FOURTH EDITION, Revised. With Illustrations. Handsome Cloth, 5s.

PROSPECTING FOR MINERALS.
A Practical Handbook for Prospectors, Explorers, Settlers, and all

interested in the Opening up and Development of New Lands.

BY S. HERBERT COX, Assoc.R.S.M., M.Inst.M.M., F.G.S.,
Professor of Mining at the Royal School of Mines.

GENERAL CONTENTS. Introduction and Hints on Geology The Determina-
tion of Minerals : Use of the Blow-pipe, &c. Rock-forming Minerals and Non-
Metallic Minerals of Commercial Value : Rock Salt, Borax, Marbles, Litho-

graphic Stone, Quartz and Opal, &c., &c. Precious Stones and Gems Stratified

Deposits : Coal and Ores Mineral Veins and Lodes Irregular Deposits
Dynamics of Lodes: Faults, &c. Alluvial Deposits Noble Metals: Gold,
Platinum, Silver, &c. Lead Mercury Copper Tin Zinc Iron Nickel,
&c. Sulphur, Antimony, Arsenic, &c. Combustible Minerals Petroleum-
General Hints on Prospecting Glossary Index.
" This ADMIRABLE LITTLE WORK . . . written with SCIENTIFIC ACCURACY In ft

CLEAR and LUCID style. ... An IMPORTANT ADDITION to technical literature . . .

Mining Journal.
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SIR CLEMENT LE NEVE FOSTER, D.Se., F.R.S.

SIXTH EDITION. With Frontispiece and 716 Illustrations. Price 34s.

ORE & STONE MINING.
BY SIR C. LE NEVE FOSTER, D.Sc., F.R.S.,

LATE PROFESSOR OF MINING, ROYAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE.

REVISED, AND BROUGHT UP-TO-DATE

BY BENNETT H. BROUGH, F.G.S., Assoc.R.S.M.

GENERAL CONTENTS.
INTRODUCTION. Mode of Occurrence of Minerals. Prospecting. Boring.

Breaking Ground. Supporting Excavations. Exploitation. Haulage or
Transport. Hoisting or Winding. Drainage. Ventilation. Lighting.
Descent and Ascent. Dressing Principles of Employment of Mining Labour.

Legislation affecting Mines and Quarries. Condition of the Miner.
Accidents. Index.
"We have seldom had the pleasure to review a work so thorough and complete as

the present one. Both in manner and in matter it is FAR SUPERIOR TO ANYTHING ON
ITS SPECIAL SUBJECT HITHERTO PUBLISHED IN ENGLAND." AthenOKUin.

" Not only is this work the acknowledged text-book on metal mining in Great Britain
and the Colonies, but that it is so regarded in the United States of America is evidenced

by the fact that it is the book on that subject recommended to the students in most of

the mining schools of that country." The Times.

In Crown 8vo. Handsome Cloth. With nearly 300 Illustrations, many of

them being full page reproductions of views of great interest. Price 7s. 6d. net.

THE ELEMENTS OF MINING AND QUARRYING.
An Introductory Text-Book for Mining Students.

BY SIR C. LE NEVE FOSTER, D.Sc., F.RS.,
Professor of Mining at the Royal College of Science, London, with which is Incorporated

the Royal School of Mines ; lately one of H.M. Inspectors of Mines.

GENERAL CONTENTS. INTRODUCTION. Occurrence of Minerals. Pro-

specting. Boring. Breaking Ground. Supporting Excavations. Exploita-
tion. Haulage or Transport. Hoisting or Winding. Drainage. Ventilation.

Lighting. Descent and Ascent. Dressing, &c. INDEX.
" A remarkably clear survey of the whole field of mining operations." Engineer."
Rarely does it fall to the lot of a reviewer to have to accord such unqualified praise as

this book deserves. . . . The profession generally have every reason to be grateful to
Sir C. Le Neve Foster for having enriched educational literature with so admirable an
elementary Text-book." Mining Journal.

In Large Crown 8vo. Fully Illustrated. 6s. net.

THE INVESTIGATION OF MINE AIR:
An Account by Several Authors of the Nature, Significance, and Practical

Methods of Measurement of the Impurities met with in the
Air of Collieries and Metalliferous Mines.

EDITED BY
SIR CLEMENT LE NEVE FOSTER, D.Sc., F.R.S.,

AND J. S. HALDANE, M.D., F.R.S.

"We know of nothing essential that has been omitted. The book is liberally supplied
with illustrations of apparatus." Colliery Guardian.
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WORKS ON COAL-MINING.

FIFTH EDITION, Revised and Greatly Enlarged. With 4 Plates and
670 Illustrations. Price 24s. net.

A TEXT-BOOK OF COAL-MINING :

FOR THE USE OF COLLIERY MANAGERS AND OTHERS
ENGAGED IN COAL-MINING.

BY HERBERT WILLIAM HUGHES, F.G.S.,
Assoc. Royal School of Mines, General Manager of Sandwell Park Colliery.

GENERAL CONTENTS. Geology. Search for Coal. Breaking Ground.
Sinking. Preliminary Operations. Methods of Working. Haulage.
Winding. Pumping. Ventilation. Lighting. Works at Surface. Pre-
paration of Coal for Market. INDEX.

"Quite THE BEST BOOK of its kind . . . as PRACTICAL in aim as a book can be . . . The
illustrations are EXCELLENT." Athenaeum.

"We cordially recommend the work." Colliery Guardian.
"
Will oon come to be regarded as the STANDARD WORK of its kind." -Birmingham Daily Gazette.

FOURTH EDITION, Thoroughly Revised and Greatly Enlarged. Re-set

throughout. Large Crown 8vo. Handsome Cloth. 12s. 6d

PRACTICAL COAL-MINING!
A MANUAL FOR MANAG-ERS, UNDER-MANAG-ERS,

COLLIERY ENGINEERS, AND OTHERS.
With Worked-out Problems on Haulage, Pumping, Ventilation, &c.

BY GEORGE L. KERR, M.E., M.IxsT.M.E.

CONTENTS. The Sources and Nature of Coal. The Search for Coal.

Sinking. Explosives. Mechanical Wedges. Rock Drills and Coal-cutting
Machines. Coal-cutting by Machinery. Transmission of Power. Modes of

Working. Timbering Roadways. Winding Coal. Haulage. Pumping.
Ventilation. Safety Lamps. Surface Arrangements, Surveying, Levelling,
&c.

"An ESSENTIALLY PRACTICAL WORK, and can be confidently recommended. No department
of Coal-Mining has been overlooked." Engineers' Gazette.

In Crown 8vo. Handsome Cloth. With 200 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

ELEMENTARY COAL-MINING i

FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS, MINERS, AND OTHERS
PREPARING- FOR EXAMINATIONS.

BY GEORGE L. KERR, M.E., M.IxsT.M.E.

CONTENTS. Sources and Nature of Coal. Exploration and Boring for
Coal. Breaking Ground. Explosives, Blasting, &c. Sinking and Fitting
of Shafts. Modes of Working. Timbering Roadways. Winding and
Drawing. Haulage. Pumping and Drainage. Ventilation. Cleaning and
Sorting Coal. Surveying, &c.
" An abundance of information conveyed in a popular and attractive form. . . . Will be

of great use to all who are in any way interested in coal mining." Scottish Critic.
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TWELFTH EDITION, Revised. With Numerous Diagrams.
Cloth, 75. 6d.

A TREATISE ON MINE-SURVEYING:
For the use of Managers of Mines and Collieries, Students

at the Royal School of Mines, &c.

BY BENNETT H. B ROUGH, F.G.S., Assoc.R.S.M.,
Formerly Instructor of Mine-Surveying, Royal School of Mines.

CONTENTS. General Explanations. Measurement of Distances. Miners
Dial. Variation of the Magnetic Needle. Surveying with the Magnetic Needle
in the Presence of Iron. Surveying with the Fixed Needle. The German Dial.

The Theodolite. Traversing Underground. Surface Surveys with the Theodo-
lite. Plotting the Survey. Calculation of Areas. Levelling. Connection of the

Underground and Surface Surveys. Measuring Distances by Telescope. Setting-
out. Mine-Surveying Problems. Mine Plans. Application of the Magnetic
Needle in Mining. Photographic Surveys. APPENDICES. INDEX.

"Its CLEARNESS of STYLE, LUCIDITY of DESCRIPTIpN, and FULNESS OfDETAIL have long ago won
for it a place unique in the literature of this branch of mining engineering, and the present edition fully
maintains the high standard of its predecessors. To the student, and to the mining engineer alike, ITS
VALUE is inestimable. The illustrations are excellent." The Mining jfournal.

Crown 8vo. Handsome Cloth. Illustrated. 6s.

MINING GEOLOGY,
A TEXT-BOOK FOR MINING STUDENTS AND MINERS.

BY PROF. JAMES PARK, F.G.S., M.Inst.M.M.,
fessor of Mining and Director of the Otago University School of Mines ; late Director
Thames School of Mines, and Geological Surveyor and Mining Geologist to the

Government or New Zealand

GENERAL CONTENTS. Introduction. Classification of Mineral Deposits. Ore Veins,
their Filling, Age, and Structure. The Dynamics uf Lodes and Beds. Ore Deposits
Genetically Considered Ores and Minerals Considered Economically. Mine Sampling
and Ore Valuation. The Examination and Valuation of Mines. INDEX.

"A work which should find a place in the library of every mining engineer."
Mining World.

SECOND EDITION. In Crown 8vo. Handsome Cloth. With 30 New
Illustrations. 7s. Qd net.

ELECTRICAL PRACTICE IN COLLIERIES.
BY D. BURNS, M.E., M.lNST.M.E.,

Certificated Colliery Manager, and Lecturer on Mining and Geology to the Glasgow and West of
Scotland Technical College.

Units of Measurement, Conductors, &c. The Theory of the Dynamo. The
Dynamo, Details of Construction and Working. Motors. Lighting Installa-

tions in Collieries. Pumping by Electricity. Electrical Haulage. Coal

Cutting. Miscellaneous Applications of Electricity in Mines. Coal Mines
Regulation Act (Electricity). INDEX.

"A clear and concise introduction to electrical practice in collieries." Mining
Journal.

IONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN ft CO,, LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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WORKS FOB MINERS AND STUDENTS.

In Crown 8vo, Handsome Cloth. 8s. 6d. net.

MINING LAW OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE.
BY CHARLES J. ALFORD, F.G.S., M.Inst.M.M.

CONTENTS. The Principles of Mining Law. The Mining Law of Great
Britain. British India. Ceylon. Burma. The Malay Peninsula. British
North Borneo. Egypt. Cyprus. The Dominion of Canada. British
Guiana. The Gold Coast Colony and Ashanti. Cape of Good Hope.
Natal. Orange River Colony. Transvaal Colony. Rhodesia. The
Commonwealth of Australia. New Zealand, &c. INDEX.

' Should be specially useful to all those engaged in the direction of mining enter-
prises." Financial Times.

" Cannot fail to be useful ... we cordially recommend the book." Mining World

In Large Svo. FOURTH EDITION. Price 10s. Qd.

Mine Accounts and Mining Book-Keeping.
FOP Students, Managers, Secretaries, and others.

With Examples taken from Actual Practice of Leading Companies.

BY JAMES GUNSON LAWN, A.R.S.M., A.M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S.,
Head of the Mining Department, Camborne School of Mines.

EDITED BY SIR C. LE NEVE FOSTER, D.Sc., F.R.S.

CONTENTS. Introduction. PART I. ENGAGEMENT AND PAYMENT OP WORK-
MEN . Engagement of Workmen and Period between Pay Days. Data
determining Gross Amount due to Men. Deductions. Pay Sheets, Due Bills.

Pay Tickets. PART II. PURCHASES AND SALES. Purchase and Distribution
of Stores. Sales of Product. PART III. WORKING SUMMAEIES AND ANALYSES.
Summaries of Minerals Raised, Dressed, and Sold, and of Labour. Analyses

of Costs. Accounts forwarded to Head Office. PART IV. LEDGER, BALANCE-
SHEET, AND COMPANY BOOKS. Head Office Books. Redemption of Capital.
General Considerations and Companies Books. PART V. REPORTS AND

STATISTICS. Reports of Workings and Machinery of Mining Companies.
Mining Statistics. BIBLIOGRAPHY. INDEX.
"It seems IMPOSSIBLE to suggest how Mr. LAWN'S book could be made more COMPLETE or

more VALUABLE, careful, and exhaustive." Accountants' Magazine.

SECOND EDITION. In Pocket Size, Strongly Bound in Leather, 3s. 6d.
Provided with Detachable Blank Pages for MS.

THE MINING ENGINEERS' REPORT BOOK
AND DIRECTORS' AND SHAREHOLDERS' GUIDE TO MINING REPORTS.

BY EDWIN R. FIELD, M.INST.M.M.

With Notes on the Valuation of Property, and Tabulating Reports,
Useful Tables, and Examples of Calculations, &c.

"An ADMIRABLY compiled book which Mining Engineers and Managers will find
EXTREMELY USEFUL." Mining Journal.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO,, LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND,
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WORKS ON SINKING-, EXPLOSIVES, fee.

In Medium 8vo, Handsome Cloth. With 18 Figures in the Text,
and 19 Folding Plates. 10s. 6d. net.

SHAFT-SINKING
IN DIFFICULT CASES.

BY J. RIEMER,
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN

J. W. BROUGH, A.M.INST.C.E.

CONTENTS. Shaft Sinking by Hand. Shaft Sinking by Boring. The
Freezing Method. The Sinking Drum Process. BIBLIOGRAPHY. INDEX.

SECOND EDITION, Revised. In Large Svo, with Numerous Illustrations

and Folding Plates. 10s. 6d.

BLASTING:
AND THE USE OP EXPLOSIVES.
BY OSOAR GUTTMANN, M.lNST.C.E., F.I.C., F.C.S.

CONTENTS. Historical Sketch. Blasting Materials. Qualities and

Handling of Explosives. The Choice of Blasting Materials. Preparation
of Blasts. Chamber Mines. Charging of Boreholes. Determination of

Charge. Blasting in Boreholes. Firing. Results of Working. Various

Blasting Operations. INDEX.
"Should prove a vade-mecum to Mining Engineers and all engaged in practical work."

Iron and Coal Trades Review.

In Medium Svo, Cloth. With many Illustrations in the Text.
Four Full Page Plates and Four Folding Tables. 6s. net.

NEW METHODS OF

TESTING EXPLOSIVES.
BY 0. E. BICHEL.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN AND EDITED

BY AXEL LARSEN, M.lNST.C.E.

CONTENTS. Introductory. Historical. Testing Stations. Power
Gauges. Products of Combustion. Rate of Detonation. Length and
Duration of Flame. After-Flame Ratio. Transmission of Explosion.
Conclusions. Efficiency.

"Its pages bristle with suggestions and actual experimental results to an extent
seldom found in a volume of five times its size." Arms and Explosives.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO,. LIMITED. EXETER STREET. STRANtt
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SECOND EDITION, Revised Throughout. In Medium 8vo. With
Numerous Plates, Maps, and Illustrations. 21s. net.

CYANIDING GOLD & SILVER ORES.
A Practical Treatise on the Cyanide Process

;
its Application,

Methods of Working, Design and Construction of
Plant, and Costs.

BY H. FORBES JULIAN,
Mining and Metallurgical Engineer ; Specialist in Gold : Late Technical Adviser of the

Deutsche Gold und Silber Scheide Anstalt, Frankfort-on-Maine.

AND EDGAR SMART, A.M.I.O.E.,
Civil and Metallurgical Engineer." A handsome volume of 400 pages which will be a valuable book of reference for all

associated with the process." Mining Journal.
"The authors are to be congratulated upon the production of what should prove to be

a standard work." Poke's Magazine.

In Large Crown Svo. With 13 Plates and many Illustrations in the Text.

Handsome Cloth. 7s. Qd. net.

THE CYANIDE PROCESS OF GOLD EXTRACTION.
A Text-Booh for the Use of Metallurgists and Students at

Schools of Mines, do.

BY JAMES PARK, F.G.S., M.lNST.M.M.,
Professor of Mining and Director of the Otago University School of Mines ; late Director

Thames School of Mines, and Geological Surveyor and Mining Geologist
to the Government of New Zealand.

FOURTH ENGLISH EDITION. Thoroughly Revised and Greatly Enlarged.
With additional details concerning the Siemens-Halske and other
recent processes.

"Deserves to be ranked as amongst the BEST OP EXISTING TREATISES."Mining Journal.

THIRD EDITION, Revised. With Plates and Illustrations. Cloth, 3s. 6d.

GETTING GOL D ;
A GOLD-MINING HANDBOOK FOR PRACTICAL MEN.

BY J. 0. F. JOHNSON, F.G.S., A.I.M.E.,
Life Member Australasian Mine-Managers' Association.

GENERAL CONTENTS. Introductorj* : Prospecting (Alluvial and General)
Lode or Reef Prospecting Genesiology of Gold Auriferous Lodes Drifts

Gold Extraction Lixiviation Calcination Motor Power and its Transmission

Company Formation Mining Appliances and Methods Australasian

Mining Regulations.
"PRACTICAL from beginning to end . . . deals thoroughly with the Prospecting,

Sinking, Crushing, and Extraction of gold." Brit. Australasian.

In Crown Svo. Illustrated. Fancy Cloth Boards. 4s. Qd.

GOLD SEEKING IN SOUTH AFRICA
A Handbook of Hints for intending Explorers, Prospectors.

and Settlers.

BY THEO KASSNER,
Mine Manager, Author of the Geological Sketch Map of the De Kaap Gold Fields.

With a Chapter on the Agricultural Prospects of South Africa.
As fascinating as anything ever penned by Jules Verne." African Commerce.

IONDON : CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO,, LIMITED, EXETER STREET. STRANP
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Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. With Illustrations.

12s. 6d. net,

METALLURGICAL ANALYSIS & ASSAYING :

A THREE YEARS' COURSE
FOR STUDENTS OF SCHOOLS OF MINES.

BY W. A. MACLEOD, B.A., B.Sc., A.O.S.M. (N.Z.),
Formerly Assist.-Director, Thames School of Mines (N.Z.), and Lecturer in Chemistry, University

of Tasmania ; Director of Queensland Government School of Mines, Charters Towers ;

AND CHAS. WALKER, F.C.S.,
Formerly Assist.-Demonstrator in Chemistry, Sydney University ; Lecturer in Chemistry

and Metallurgy, Charters Towers School of Mines

PART I. Qualitative Analysis and Preparation and Properties of Gases.

PART II. Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis. PART III. Assaying,
Technical Analysis (Gas, Water, Fuels, Oils, &c. ).

"The publication of this volume tends to prove that the teaching of metallurgical
analysis and assaying in Australia rests in competent hands." Nature.

In Crown 8vo, Beautifully Illustrated with nearly 100

Microphotographs of Steel, &c. 7s. 6d. net.

MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF METALS.
BY FLORIS OSMOND & J. E. STEAD, F.R.S., F.I.C.

CONTENTS. Metallography considered as a method of Assay. Micro-

graphic Analysis of Carbon Steels. Preparation of Specimens. Polishing.
Constituents of Steel ;

Ferrite
;
Cementite ; Pearlite ; Sorbite

; Martensite ;

Hardenite; Troostite; Austenite. Identification of Constituents. Detailed
Examination of Carbon Steels. Conclusions, Theoretical and Practical.

Apparatus employed. APPENDIX.
"There has been no work previously piiblished in English calculated to be so useful to

the student in metallographic research." Iron and Steel Trades' Journal.

THIRD EDITION. With Folding Plates and Many Illustrations.

ELEMENTS OF
36s.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE ART OF EXTRACTING METALS
FROM THEIR ORES.

BY J. ARTHUR PHILLIPS, M.lNST.O.E., F.C.S., F.G.S., &o.

AND H. BAUERMAN, V.P.G.S.

GENERAL CONTENTS. Refractory Materials. Fire-Clays. Fuels, &c.
Aluminium. Copper. Tin. Antimony. Arsenic. Zinc. Mercury.
Bismuth. Lead. Iron. Cobalt. NickeL Silver. Gold. Platinum.

'* Of the THIRD EDITION, we are still able to say that, as a Text-book of

Metallurgy, it is THE BEST with which we are acquainted." Engineer.
" A work which is equally valuable to the Student as a Text-book, and to the

practical Smelter as a Standard Work of Reference. . . . The Illustrations
are admirable examples of Wood Engraving." Chemical News.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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SECOND EDITION, Revised, Enlarged, and Re-set Throughout on Larger Page.
With Valuable Bibliography, New Maps, Illustrations, &c. 45s. net.

i isr rwro VOLUMES.
A TREATISE ON

DPZETIR; O L IE TJ DVH .

BY SIR BOVERTON REDWOOD,
D.Sc., F.li.S.E., ASSOC.IXST.C.E., F.I.O.

CONTENTS. SECTION I.: Historical Account of the Petroleum Industry. SECTION II.:

Geological and Geographical Distribution of Petroleum and Natural Gas. SECTION III.:
The Chemical and Physical Properties of Petroleum and Natural Gas. SECTION IV. :

The Origin of Petroleum and Natural Gas. SECTION V. : The Production of Petroleum,
Natural Gas, and Ozokerite. SECTION VI.: The Refining of Petroleum. SECTION VII.:
The Shale Oil and Allied Industries. SECTION VIII. : The Transport, Storage, and Dis-
tribution of Petroleum. SECTION IX. : The Testing of Crude Petroleum, Petroleum and
Shale Oil Products, Ozokerite, and Asphalt. SECTION X. : The Uses of Petroleum and
its Products. SECTION XI. : Statutory, Municipal, and other Regulations relating to
the Testing, Storage, Transport, and Use of Petroleum and its Products. APPENDICES.
BIBLIOGRAPHY. INDEX.
"It is indisputably the most comprehensive and complete treatise on petroleum, and this

statement is true, no matter on what branch of the industry a test of its merits is made. It is
the only book in existence which gives the oil man a clear and reliable outline of the growth and
present-day condition of the entire petroleum world. . . . There is a wonderfully complete
collection of plates and illustrations. 'Petroleum World.

SECOND EDITION, Revised. With Illustrations. Price Ss. Qd. net.

A HANDBOOK ON PETROLEUM.
FOR INSPECTORS UNDER THE PETROLEUM ACTS,

And for those engaged in the Storage, Transport, Distribution, and Industrial
Use of Petroleum and its Products, and of Calcium Carbide. With

suggestions on the Construction and Use of Mineral Oil Lamps.
BY CAPTAIN J. H. THOMSON,

H.M. Chief Inspector of Explosives,
AND SIR BOVERTON REDWOOD,

Author of "A Treatise on Petroleum."
"A volume that will enrich the world's petroleum literature, and render a service to the

British branch of the industry. . . . Reliable, indispensable, a brilliant contribution."
Petroleum.

In Crown 8vo. Fully Illustrated. 2s. 6d. net.

THE LABORATORY BOOK OF MINERAL OIL TESTING.
BY J. A. HICKS,

Chemist to Sir Boverton Redwood.
, Should be on the shelves of every analytical chemist in practice. "Chemical Trade Journal.

In Large Crown 8vo, Cloth. Fully Illustrated 5s. net.OIL FUEL:
ITS SUPPLY, COMPOSITION, AND APPLICATION.

BY SIDNEY H. NORTH,
LATE EDITOR OP THE "PETROLEUM REVIEW."

CONTENTS. The Sources of Supply. Economic Aspect of Liquid Fuel. Chemical
Composition of Fuel Oils. Conditions of Combustion in Oil Fuel Furnaces. Early
Methods and Experiments. Modern Burners and Methods. Oil Fuel for Marine Pur-
poses. For Naval Purposes. On Locomotives. For Metallurgical and other Purposes.
Appendices. INDEX.
"
Everyone interested in this important question will welcome Mr. North's excellent

text-book." Nature.

THE PETROLEUM LAMP : Its Choice and Use. A Guide
to the Safe Employment of the Paraffin Lamp. By CAPT. J. H.
THOMSON and Sir BOVERTON REDWOOD. Illustrated. Is. net.

"A work which will meet every purpose for which it has been written."-Petroleum.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND
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s

STANDARD WORKS OF REFERENCE
FOR

Metallurgists, Mine-Owners, Assayers, Manufacturers,
and all interested in the development of

the Metallurgical Industries.

EDITED BY

Sir W. ROBERTS-AUSTEN, K.C.B., D.C.L., F.R.S.

In Large 8v0, Handsome Cloth. With Illustrations.

INTRODUCTION to the STUDY of METALLURGY.
By the EDITOR. FIFTH EDITION. i8s. (Seep. 63.)

GOLD (The Metallurgy of). By THOS. KIRKE ROSE,
D.Sc.

,
Assoc. R.S.M., F.C.S., Chemist and Assayer of the Royal

Mint. FIFTH EDITION. 2is. (Seep. 63.)

LEAD AND SILVER (The Metallurgy of). By H. F.

COLLINS, Assoc.R.S.M., M.InstM.M. Part I., Lead, i6s; Part

II., Silver, i6s. (See p. 64.)

IRON (The Metallurgy of). By T. TURNER, A.R.S.M.,
F.I.C., F.C.S. THIRD EDITION, Revised. (See p. 65.)

STEEL (The Metallurgy of). By F. W. HARBORD,
Assoc.R.S.M., F.I.C., with a Section on Mechanical Treatment by
J. W. HALL, A.M.Inst.C.E. THIRD EDITION. 255. net. (See
p. 65.) ^_______

Will be Published at Short Intervals.

METALLURGICAL MACHINERY : the Application of

Engineering to Metallurgical Problems. By HENRY CHARLES JENKINS,
Wh.Sc., Assoc. R.S.M., Assoc. M.Inst.C.E., of the Royal College of

Science. (See p. 64).

COPPER (The Metallurgy of).
R.S.M.

By THOS. C. CLOUD, Assoc.

ALLOYS. By EDWARD T. LAW, Assoc.R.S.M.

%* Other Volumes in Preparation.

LONDON : CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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GRIFFIN'S METALLURGICAL SERIES.

FIFTH EDITION, thoroughly Revised and considerably Enlarged. Large
8vo, with numerous Illustrations and Micro-Photographic

Plates of different varieties of Steel. i8s.

An Introduction to the Study of

BY

Sir W. ROBERTS-AUSTEN, K.C.B., D.C.L., F.R.S., A.R.S.M.,
Late Chemist and Assayer of the Royal Mint, and Professor of Metallurgy

in the Royal College of Science.

GENERAL CONTENTS. The Relation of Metallurgy to Chemistry. Physical Properties
of Metals. Alloys. The Thermal Treatment of Metals. Fuel and Thermal Measurements.

Materials and Products of Metallurgical Processes. Furnaces. Means of Supplying Air
to Furnaces. Thermo-Chemistry. Typical Metallurgical Processes. The Micro-Structure
of Metals and Alloys. Economic Considerations.

" No English text-book at all approaches this in the COMPLETENESS with
which the most modern views on the subject are dealt with. Professor Austen's
volume will be INVALUABLE, not only to the student, but also to those whose
knowledge of the art is far advanced." Chemical News.

FIFTH EDITION, Revised, Considerably Enlarged, and in part Re-written.

With Frontispiece and numerous Illustrations. 21s.

THE METALLURGY OF GOLD.
BY

T. KIRKE ROSE, D.Sc.Lond., Assoc.RS.M.
;

Chemist and Assayer of the Royal Mint.

GENERAL CONTENTS. The Properties of Gold and its Alloys. Chemistry of the
Compounds of Gold. Mode of Occurrence and Distribution of Gold. Shallow Placer
Deposits. Deep Placer Deposits. Quartz Crushing in the Stamp Battery. Amalgam-
ation in the Stamp Battery. Other Forms of Crushing and Amalgamating Machinery.
Concentration in Gold Mills. Dry Crushing. He-grinding. Roasting. Chlorination:

The Plattner Process, The Barrel Process, The Vat-Solution Process. The Cyanide
Process. Chemistry of the Cyanide Process. Refining and Parting of Gold Bullion.

Assay of Gold Ores. Assay of Gold Bullion. Statistics of Gold Production. Biblio-

graphy. INDEX.
" A COMPREHENSIVE PRACTICAL TREATISE on this important subject." The Times.

'The MOST COMPLETE description of the CHLOKINATION PROCESS which has yet been pub-
lished." Mining Journal.

"
Adapted for all who are interested in the Gold Mining Industry, being free from tech-

nicalities as far as possible, but is more particularly of value to those engaged in the
industry." Cape Times.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND,
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GRIFFIN'S METALLURGICAL SERIES.

EDITED BY SIR W. ROBERTS-AUSTEN, K.C.B., F.R.S., D.C.L.

In Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. With Illustrations.

In Two Volumes, Each Complete in Itself and Sold Separately.

THE METALLURGY OF LEAD AND SILVER.
BY H. F. COLLINS, Assoc.R.S.M., M.lNST.M.M.

1 I. 13 :

A Complete and Exhaustive Treatise on the Manufacture of Lead,
with Sections on Smelting and Desilverisation, and Chapters on the

Assay and Analysis of the Materials involved. Price i6s.

SUMMARY OP CONTENTS. Sampling and Assaying Lead and Silver. Properties and
Compounds of Lead. Lead Ores. Lead Smelting. Reverberatories. Lead Smelting in

Hearths. The Roasting of Lead Ores. Blast Furnace Smelting; Principles, Practice,
and Examples; Products. Flue Dust, its Composition, Collection and Treatment.
Costs and Losses, Purchase of Ores. Treatment of Zinc, Lead Sulphides, Desilverisation,

Softening and Refining. The Pattinson Process. The Parkes Process. Cupellation and
Refining, &c.

,
&c.

"A THOROUGHLY SOUND and useful digest. May with EVERY CONFIDENCE be
recommended.

"
Mining Journal.

Pa,x>t 1 1. SILVER.
Comprising Details regarding the Sources and Treatment of Silver

Ores, together with Descriptions of Plant, Machinery, and Processes of

Manufacture, Refining of Bullion, Cost of Working, &c. Price 16s.

SUMMARY OP CONTENTS. Properties of Silver and its Principal Compounds. Silver

Ores. The Patio Process. The Kazo, Fondon. Krohnke, and Tina Processes. The Pan
Process. Roast Amalgamation. Treatment of Tailings and Concentration. Retorting,
Melting, and Assaying Chloridising-Roasting. The Augustin, Claudet, and Ziervogel
Processes. The Hypo-Sulphite Leaching Process. Refining. Matte Smelting. Pyritic
Smelting. Matte Smelting in Reverberatories. Silver-Copper Smelting and Refining.
INDEX.

" The author has focussed A LARGE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE INFORMATION into a
convenient form. . . . The author has evidently considerable practical experience,
and describes the various processes clearly and well.

'

Mining Journal.

METALLURGICAL" MACHINERY :

The Application of Engineering to Metallurgical Problems.

BY HENRY CHARLES JENKINS,
Wh.Sc., Assoc.R.S M.< Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND,
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GRIFFIN'S METALLURGICAL SERIES.

THIRD EDITION, Revised. With Numerous Illustrations. Large 8vo.

Handsome Cloth. 25s. net.

With Additional Chapter on The Electric Smelting of Steel.

THE METALLURGY OF STEEL.
BY F. W. HARBORD, Assoc.R.S.M., F.I.C.,

Consulting Metallurgist and Analytical Chemist to the Indian Government,
Royal Indian Engineering College, Coopers Hill.

With 37 Plates, 280 Illustrations in the Text, and nearly 100 Micro-
Sections of Steel, and a Section on

THE MECHANICAL TREATMENT OF STEEL.

BY J. W. HALL, A.M.lNST.C.E.

ABRIDGED COKTBNTS. The Plant, Machinery, Methods and Chemistry of the Bessemer
and of the Open Hearth Processes (Acid and Basic). The Mechanical Treatment of Steel

comprising Mill Practice, Plant and Machinery. The Influence of Metalloids, Heat
Treatment, Special Steels, Microstructure, Testing, and Specifications.

" A work which we venture to commend as an invaluable compendium of information upon
the metallurgy of steel." Iron and Coal Trades' Review.
The Engineer says, at the conclusion of a review of this hook : "We canno^ conclude without

earnestly recommending all who may be interested as makers or users of steel, which practically
means the whole of the engineering profession, to make themselves acquainted with it as speedily
as possible, and this may be the more easily done as the published price, considering the size

of the book, is extremely moderate."

THIRD EDITION, Revised. SHORTLY.

THE METALLURGY OF IRON.
BY THOMAS TURNER.. Assoc.R.S.M., F.I.C.,

Professor of Metallurgy in the University of Birmingham.

IN LARGE 8vo, HANDSOME CLOTH, WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS

(MANY FROM PHOTOGRAPHS).

General Contents. Early History of Iron. Modern History of Iron. The Age of Steel.
Chief Iron Ores. Preparation of Iron Ores. The Blast Furnace. The Air used in the

Blast Furnace. Reactions of the Blast Furnace. The Fuel used in the Blast Furnace.
Slags and Fuxes of Iron Smelting. Properties of Cast Iron. Foundry Practice. Wrought
Iron. Indirect Production of Wrought Iron. The Puddling Process. Further Treatment
of Wrought Iron. Corrosion of Iron and Steel.

*' A MOST VALUABLE SUMMARY of knowledge relating to every method and stage
in the manufacture of cast and wrought iron . . . rich in chemical details. . . .

EXHAUSTIVE and THOROUGHLY UP-TO-DATE." Bulletin of the American Iron
and Steel Association.

"
This is A DKLIGHTFUL BOOK, giving, as it doe-3

,
reliable information on a subject

becoming every day more elaborate.
"

Colliery Guardian.
"A THOROUGHLY USEFUL BOOK, which brings the subject UP TO DATE. OF

GREAT VALUE to those engaged in the iron industry." Mining Journal.

*** For Professor Turner's Lectures on Iron-Founding, see page 68.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRANQ.
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TENTH EDITION. With Tables and Illustrations.

Cloth, i os. 6d.

Crown 8vo.

A TEXT-BOOK OF ASSAYING:
For the use of Students, Mine Managers, Assayers, &o,

BY J. J. BERINGER, F.I.C., F.C.S.,
Public Analyst for, and Lecturer to the Mining Association of, Cornwall.

AND C. BERINGER, F.C.S.,
Late Chief Assayer to the Rio Tinto Copper Company, London,

GENERAL CONTENTS. PART I. INTRODUCTORY ; MANIPULATION : Sampling^;
Drying ; Calculation of Results Laboratory-books and Reports. METHODS : Dry Gravi-

metric; Wet Gravimetric Volumetric Assays: Titrometric, Colorimetric, Gasometric

Weighing and Measuring Reagents Formulae, Equations, &c. Specific Gravity.
PART II. METALS: Detection and Assay of Silver, Gold, Platinum, Mercury, Copper,

Lead, Thallium, Bismuth, Antimony, Iron, Nickel, Cobalt, Zinc, Cadmium, Tin, Tungsten,
Titanium, Manganese, Chromium, &c. Earths, Alkalies.

PART III. NON-METALS : Oxygen and Oxides ; The Halogens Sulphur and Sul-

phates Arsenic, Phosphorus, Nitrogen Silicon, Carbon, Boron Useful Tables.

"A REALLY MERITORIOUS WORK, that may be safely depended upon either for systematic
instruction or for reference." Nature.

"This work is one of the BEST of its kind." Engineer.

FOURTH EDITION, Revised. Handsome Cloth. With Numerous
Illustrations. 6s.

A TEXT-BOOK OF

ELEMENTARY METALLURGY.
Including the Author's PRACTICAL LABORATORY COURSE.

BY A. HTJMBOLDT SEXTON, F.I.C., F.O.S.,
Professor of Metallurgy in the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College.

GENERAL CONTENTS. Introduction. Properties of the Metals. Combustion.
Fuels. Refractory Materials. Furnaces. Occurrence of the Metals in Nature.

Preparation of the Ore for the Smelter. Metallurgical Processes. Iron. Steel.

Copper. Lead. Zinc and Tin. Silver. Gold. Mercury. Alloys. Applications
of ELECTRICITY to Metallurgy. LABORATORY COURSE.

" Just the kind of work for Students COMMENCING the study of Metal-

lurgy, or for ENGINEERING Students." Practical Engineer." EXCELLENTLY got-up and WELL-ARRANGED. " Chemical Trade Journal.

In Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. Price 4s.

FOR LABORATORY USE.
ON THE PRINCIPLE OF "GROUP" SEPARATIONS.

BY J. JAMES MORGAN, F.O.S., M.S.C.I
"The Author may be CONGRATULATED on the way his work has been carried out."

The Engineer." Will COMMEND ITSELF highly in Laboratory Practice. Its CLEARNESS and PRECISION
mark the book out as a highly useful one." Mining Journal.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & GO,, LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND,
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SECOND EDITION, Revised, Enlarged, and in part Re-written.
With Additional Sections on MODERN THEORIES OF ELECTROLYSIS

COSTS, &c. Price 10s. 6d.

A TREATISE ON

ELECTRO-METALLURGY:
Embracing the Application of Electrolysis to the Plating, Depositing,

Smelting, and Refining of various Metals, and to the Repro-
duction of Printing Surfaces and Art-Work, &c,

BY
WALTER G. M'MILLAN, F.I.C., F.C.S.,

Secretary to the Institution of Electrical Engineers ; late Lecturer in Metallurgy
at Mason College, Birmingham.

With numerous Illustrations. Large Crown 8vo. Cloth.

" This excellent treatise, . . . one of the BEST and MOST COMPLETE
manuals hitherto published on Electro-Metallurgy." Electrical Review.
" This work will be a STANDARD." Jeweller.

"Any metallurgical process which REDUCES the COST of production
must of necessity prove of great commercial importance. . . . We
recommend this manual to ALL who are interested in the PRACTICAL
APPLICATION of electrolytic processes." Nature.

SECOND EDITION, Thoroughly Revised and Enlarged. In large 8vo.
With Numerous Illustrations and Three Folding-Plates. 21s. net.

ELECTRIC S1EELTII& & REEIHM:
A Practical Manual of the Extraction and Treatment

of Metals by Electrical Methods.

Being the " ELEKTRO-METALLURGIE "
of DR. W. BORCHERS.

Translated from the Latest German Edition by WALTER G. MCMILLAN,
F.I.C., F.C.S.

CONTENTS.
PART I. ALKALIES AND ALKALINE EARTH METALS : Magnesium,

Lithium, Beryllium, Sodium, Potassium, Calcium, Strontium, Barium,
the Carbides of the Alkaline Earth Metals.
PART II. THE EARTH METALS : Aluminium, Cerium, Lanthanum,

Didymium.
PART III. THE HEAVY METALS : Copper, Silver, Gold, Zinc and Cad-

mium, Mercury, Tin, Lead, Bismuth, Antimony, Chromium, Molybdenum,
Tungsten, Uranium, Manganese, Iron, Nickel, and Cobalt, the Platinum

Group.
" COMPREHENSIVE and AUTHORITATIVE . . . not only FULL of VALUABLE INFOR-

MATION, but gives evidence of a THOROUGH INSIGHT into the technical VALUE and
POSSIBILITIES of all the methods discussed." The Electrician.
" Dr. BORCHERS' WELL-KNOWN WORK . . . must OF NECESSITY BE ACQUIRED by

every one interested in the subject. EXCELLENTLY put into English with additional
matter by Mr. McMiLLAN." Nature.

" Will be of GREAT SERVICE to the practical man and the Student." Electric Smelting.
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In Medium Svo. Handsome Cloth. Fully Illustrated. 15s. net.

GENERAL FOUNDRY PRACTICE:
A Practical Handbook for Iron, Steel and Brass Founders,

Metallurgists, and Students of Metallurgy.

BY A. MCWILLIAM, A.R.S.M., AND PERCY LONGMUIR.
CONTENTS. Introduction. General Properties of Matter. Moulding Sands. Facing

Sands and Facings. Foundry Tools. Moulding Boxes. Handling Material in the

Foundry. Open Sand Moulding. Cores. Elementary Aspects of Moulding. Green
Sand Moulding. Securing Cores in Moulds. Moulding from Guides. Bench, Oddside,
and Plate Moulding. Machine Moulding. Dry Sand Moulding. Loam Moulding.
Chill Casting. Casting on other Metals. Burning. Weighting and Binding Materials.

Shrinkage, Contraction, and Warping. Dressing Castings. Common Faults due to
Mould and Pattern. Malleable or Wrought Iron, Steel and Malleable Cast Iron. Cast
Iron. Refractory Materials. Fuels and Furnaces. Mixing by Analysis. llemelting.

Working the Cupola. Further Treatment of Cast Iron. High Temperature Measure-
ment. Steel. Notes on Metals other than Iron. Alloys. Mechanical Testing.

Micrographic Analysis. Common Faults. Foundry Management. INDEX.

Extra Crown Svo. With 48 Illustrations. 3s. Qd. net.

LECTURES ON IRON-FOUNDING.
BY THOMAS TTJRNEK, M.Sc., A.R.S.M., F.I.C.,

Professor of Metallurgy in the University of Birmingham.

CONTENTS. Varieties of Iron and Steel. Application of Cast Iron. History. Pro-

duction. Iron Ores. Composition. The Blast Furnace. Materials. Reactions.

Grading Pig Iron. Carbon, Silicon, Sulphur, Phosphorus, Manganese, Aluminium ,

Arsenic, Copper, and Titanium. The Foundry. General Arrangement. Re-melting
Cast Iron. The Cupola. Fuel Used. Changes due to Re-melting. Moulds and
Moulding. Foundry Ladles. Pouring and Pouring Temperature. Common Troubles.

Influence of Shape and Size on Strength of Castings. Tests.
" Ironfounders will find much information in the book." Iron Trade Circular

(Ryland's).

In Large 4o, Library Style. Beautifully Illustrated with 20 Plates, many
in Colours, and 94 Figures in the Text. 2, 2s. net.

PRECTOUS STONES:
Their Properties, Occurrences, and Uses.

A Treatise for Dealers, Manufacturers, Jewellers, and for all

Collectors and others interested in Gems.

BY DR. MAX BAUER,
Professor in the University of Marburg,

TRANSLATED BY L. J. SPENCER, M.A. (CANTAB.), F.G.S.
" The plates are remarkable for their beauty, delicacy, and truthfulness. A glance at

them alone is a lesson on precious stones, whilst the perusal of the work itself should
add a new interest to any casket of jewels or cabinet of gems, or even to a jewellers'
window." Athenaeum.

In Large Crown Svo. With Numerous Illustrations. 8s. 6d.

THE ART OF THE GOLDSMITH AND JEWELLER.
A Manual on the Manipulation of Gold and the

Manufacture of Personal Ornaments.
BY THOS. B. WIGLEY,

Headmaster of the Jewellers and Silversmiths' Assoc. Tech. School, Birmingham.

ASSISTED BY J. H. STANSBIE, B.Sc. (LOND.), F.I.O.,
Lecturer at the Birmingham Municipal Technical School. _
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THIRD EDITION, Revised, Enlarged, and Re-issued. Price 6s. net.

A SHORT MANUAL OF

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
BY A. DUPRE, Ph.D., F.R.S.,

AND WILSON HAKE, Ph.D., F.I.O., F.C.S.,
Of the Westminster Hospital Medical School.

"AN EXAMPLE OF THE ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEMATIC TREATMENT Of a Science
over the fragmentary style so generally followed. Bv A LONG WAY THE BEST of the small
Manuals for Students-'

1

Analyst.

In Handsome Cloth. With nearly 50 Illustrations. 3s. 6d. net.

THE ELEMENTS OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING.
BY J. GROSSMANN, M.A., PH.D., F.LC.

WITH A PREFACE BY

SIB WILLIAM RAMSAY, K.C.B., F.R.S.
CONTENTS. The Beaker and its Technical Equivalents. Distilling Flasks, Liebig's

Condensers. Fractionating Tubes and their Technical Equivalents. The Air-Bath and
its Technical Equivalents. The Blowpipe and Crucible and their Technical Equivalents.
The Steam Boiler and other Sources of Power. General Remarks on the Application

of Heat in Chemical Engineering. The Funnel and its Technical Equivalents. The
Mortar and its Technical Equivalents. Measuring Instruments and their Technical

Equivalents. Materials Used in Chemical Engineering and their Mode of Application.
Technical Research and the Designing of Plant. Conclusion. Chemicals and Materials.
INDEX.

"Excellent. . . Every student of chemistry attending a technical course should
obtain a copy.

'

Chemical News.

LABORATORY HANDBOOKS BY A. HUMBOLDT SEXTON,
Professor of Metallurgy in the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College.

OUTLINES OF QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS.
FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS.

With Illustrations. FIFTH EDITION. Crown 8vo, Cloth, 3s.

" A COMPACT LABORATORY GUIDE for beginners was wanted, and the want haa

been WELL, SUPPLIED. ... A good and useful book." Lancet.

OUTLINES OF QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS.
FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS.

With Illustrations. FOURTH EDITION, Revised. Crown 8vo, Cloth, 3s. 6d,

" The work of a thoroughly practical chemist." British Medical Journal.
"
Compiled with great care, and will supply a want." Journal of Education.

ELEMENTARY METALLURGY:
Including the Author's Practical Laboratory Course.

[See p. 86.
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"The authors have SUCCBSDBD beyond all expectations, and have produced a work which
should give FBESH POWER to the Engineer and Manufacturer." The Times.

In Two Vols., Large 8vo. With Illustrations. Sold Separately.

CHEMISTRY FOR ENGINEERS
AND MANUFACTURERS.

A PRACTICAL TEXT-BOOK.
BY

BERTRAM BLOUNT, F.I.C., & A. G. BLOXAM, F.I.O.

VOU-UJMIE! I. Px*i.ce lOs. 6d.

CHEMISTRY OF ENGINEERING, BUILDING, AND
METALLURGY.

General Contents. INTRODUCTION Chemistry of the Chief Materials
of Construction Sources of Energy Chemistry of Steam-raising Chemis-
try of Lubrication and Lubricants Metallurgical Processes used in the
Winning and Manufacture of Metals.

ix. p>?ice 16s.
SECOND EDITION, Thoroughly Revised. Illustrated. 16s.

THE CHEMISTRY OF MANUFACTURING
PROCESSES.

General Contents. Sulphuric Acid Manufacture Alkali, &c. Destructive
Distillation Artificial Manure Petroleum Lime and Cement Clay and
Glass Sugar and Starch Brewing and Distilling Oils, Resins, and
Varnishes Soap and Candles Textiles and Bleaching Colouring
Matters, Dyeing, and Printing Paper and Pasteboard Pigments and
Paints Leather, Glue, and Size Explosives and Matches Minor
Manufactures.

"Certainly a GOOD and USEFUL BOOK, constituting a PRACTICAL GUIDE for students by
affording a clear conception of the numerous processes as a whole." Chemical Tradt
Journal.

SECOND EDITION. In Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. With 800 pages
and 154 Illustrations. 253. net.

OILS, FATS, BUTTERS, AND WAXES :

THEIR PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES, AND MANUFACTURE THERE-
FROM OF CANDLES, SOAPS, AND OTHER PRODUCTS.

BY C. R. ALDER WRIGHT, D.Sc., F.R.S.,
Late Lecturer on Chemistry, St. Mary's Hospital Medical School ; Examiner

in "Soap" to the City and Guilds of London Institute.

Thoroughly Revised, Enlarged, and in Part Rewritten

BY C. AINSWORTH MITCHELL, B.A, F.I.C., F.CS.
"Will be found ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE." The Analyst.
"Will rank as the STANDAKD ENGLISH AUTHORITY on OILS and FATS for many

years to come." Industries and Iron.
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FIFTH EDITION, Thoroughly Revised, Greatly Enlarged and Re-written.

With additional Tables, Plates, and Illustrations. 21s.

FOODS:
THEIR COMPOSITION AND ANALYSIS.

BY A. WYNTER BLYTH, M.R.C.S., F.IC., F.O.S.,
Barrister-at-Law, Public Analyst for the County of Devon, and

Medical Officer of Health for St. Marylebone.

AND M. WYNTER BLYTH, B.A., B.Sc., F.C.S.

GENERAL CONTENTS. History of Adulteration. Legislation. Ap-
paratus.

" Ash." Sugar. Confectionery. Honey. Treacle. Jams
and Preserved Fruits. Starches. Wheaten-Flour. Bread. Oats.

Barley. Rye. Rice. Maize. Millet. Potatoes. Peas. Lentils.

Beans. Milk. Cream. Butter. Oleo-Margarine. Cheese. Lard.

Tea. Coffee. Cocoa and Chocolate. Alcohol. Brandy. Rum.

Whisky. Gin. Arrack . Liqueurs . Absinthe. Y east. Beer. Wine .

Vinegar. Lemon and Lime Juice. Mustard. Pepper. Sweet and
Bitter Almonds. Annatto. Olive Oil, Water Analysis. Appendix :

Adulteration Acts, &c.

"Simply INDISPENSABLE in the Analyst's laboratory." TVie Lancet.
" A new edition of Mr. Wynter Blyth's Standard work, ENRICHED WITH ALL THE RECBUT

DISCOVERIES AND IMPROVEMENTS, will be accepted as a boon." Chemical News.

FOUBTH EDITION, Thoroughly Revised.
Tables and Illustrations.

In Large 8vo, Cloth, with
21s. net.

POISONS:
THEIR EFFECTS AND DETECTION.

BY A. WYNTER BLYTH, M.R.C.S., F.I.C., F.O.S.,
Barrister-at-Law, Public Analyst for the County of Devon, and

Medical Officer of Health for St. Marylebone.

GENERAL CONTENTS.
I. Historical Introduction. II. Classification Statistics Connection

between Toxic Action and Chemical Composition Life Tests General
Method of Procedure The Spectroscope Examination of Blood and Blood
Stains. III. Poisonous Gases. IV. Acids and Alkalies. V. More
or less Volatile Poisonous Substances. VI. Alkaloids and Poisonous

Vegetable Principles. VII. Poisons derived from Living or Dead Animal
Substances. VIII. The Oxalic Acid Group. IX. Inorganic Poisons.

Appendix : Treatment, by Antidotes or otherwise, of Cases of Poisoning.
"
Undoubtedly THB MOST COMPLETE WORE on Toxicology in our language." The Analyst (on

the Third Edition)." As a PRACTICAL GUIDE, we know NO BETTER work." The Lancet (on the Third Editien).

\* In the THIRD EDITION, Enlarged and partly He-written, NEW ANALYTICAL METHODS hare
been introduced, and the CADAVERIC ALKALOIDS, or PTOMAINES, bodies playing so great a part in

Food-poisoning and in the Manifestations of Disease, have received special attention.
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With Numerous Tables, and 22 Illustrations. i6s.

DAIRY CHEMISTRY
FOR DAIRY MANAGERS, CHEMISTS, AND ANALYSTS

A Practical Handbook for Dairy Chemists and others

having Control of Dairies.

BY H. DROOP RICHMOND, F.I.C.,
CHEMIST TO THE AYLESBURY DAIRY COMPANY.

Contents. I. Introductory. The Constituents of Milk. II. The Analysis oi

Milk. III. Normal Milk : its Adulterations and Alterations, and their Detection.

IV The Chemical Control of the Dairy. V, Biological and Sanitary Matters.

VI. Butter. VII. Other Milk Products. VIII. The Milk of Mammals other

than the Cow. Appendices. Tables. Index.
"

. . . In our opinion the book is the BEST CONTRIBUTION CN THE SUBJECT THAT
HAS YET APPEARED in the English language." Lancet.

Fully Illustrated. With Photographs of Various Breeds of Cattle, &c.
6s. net.

MILK: ITS PRODUCTION & USES.
With Chapters on Dairy Farming, The Diseases of Cattle, and on the

Hygiene and Control of Supplies.

BY EDWARD F. WILLOTJUHBY,
M.D. (Lond.), D.P.H. (Lond. and Camb.).

"We cordially recommend it to everyone who has anything at all to do with milk."
Dairy World.

In Crown 8vo, Fully Illustrated. 2s. 6d. net.

THE LABORATORY BOOK OF

DAIRY ANALYSIS.
BY H. DROOP RICHMOND, F.I.C.,

Analyst to the Aylesbury Dairy Co., Ltd.
"
Without doubt the best contribution to the literature of its subject that has

written." Medical Times.

AT PRESS. In Crown 8vo. Handsome Cloth. Illustrated.

SOIL BACTERIA.
BY JAMES CLARK, M.A., D.Sc., A.R.O.S.,

Principal of the Central Technical Schools for Cornwall.

CONTENTS. The Micro-organisms of the Soil, their Appearance, Growth, Repro-
duction, Activity and Conditions of Existence. Soil Bacteria and their Relations to
Organic Matter. Decomposition and Putrefaction. Formation and Nature of Humus ;

Decomposition of Farm-yard Manure. Effects of Tillage Operations and of Various
Manures on the Decomposition of the Organic Matters in the Soil. Fixation of Free
Nitrogen by Bacteria Living in Symbiosis with Higher Plants. Nitragin. Fixation
of Free Mtrogen by the Soil. Alinit. Nitrification. Denitriftcation. Conditions
and Treatment Favourable for the Increase of Soil Nitrogen and for the Process
of Nitrification. Soil Bacteria which are of Minor Importance.
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Crown 8vo, Handsome Cloth. Fully Illustrated. los. 6d.

FLESH FOODS:
With Methods for their Chemical, Microscopical, and Bacterio-

logical Examination.

A Practical Handbook for Medical Men, Analysts, Inspectors and others.

BY C. AINSWORTH MITCHELL, B.A., F.I.C., F.C.S.,
Member of Council, Society of Public Analysts.

With Numerous Tables, Illustrations, and a Coloured Plate.
" A compilation which will be most useful for the class for whom it is intended." Athentrum.
"A book which NO ONE whose duties involve considerations of food supply CAN AFFORD TO BH

WITHOUT." Municipal journal.

In Large Svo. Handsome Cloth.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY AND ANALYSIS :

A PRACTICAL HANDBOOK FOR THE USE OF AGRICULTURAL STUDENTS.

BY J. M. H. MUNKO, D.Sc., F.I.C., F.C.S.,
Professor of Chemistry, Downton College of Agriculture.

[In Preparation.

In Large Svo. Handsome Cloth. With numerous Illustrations.

Each Volume Complete in Itself, and Sold Separately.

TECHNICAL MYCOLOGY:
The Utilisation of Micro-organisms in the Arts and Manufactures.

BY DR. FRANZ LAFAR,
Prof, of Fermentation-Physiology and Bacteriology in the Technical High School, Vienna.

With an Introduction by DR. EMIL CHR. HANSEN, Principal of the Carlsberg
Laboratory, Copenhagen.

TRANSLATED BY CHARLES T. C. SALTER.

Vol. I.-SCHIZOMYCBTIC FERMENTATION. 15s.

Vol. II., Part I.-EUMYCETIC FERMENTATION. 7s. 6d.

"The first work of the kind which can lay claim to completeness in the treatment of

a fascinating subject. The plan is admirable, the classification simple, the style is good,
and the tendency of the whole volume is to convey sure information to the reader."
Lancet.

Crown Svo, Handsome Cloth. With Diagrams. 7s. 6d. net.

[Companion Volume to "FERMENTS/' by the same Author.]

TOXINES AND ANTITOXINES.
BY OARL OPPENHEIMER, PH.D., M.D.,

Of the Physiological Institute at Erlangen.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN BY

C. AINSWORTH MITCHELL, B.A., F.I.C., F.C.S.

With Notes, and Additions by the Author, since the publication of the German Edition.

"For wealth of detail, we have no small work on Toxines which equals the]one
under review." Medical Times.
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In Crown 8vo, Handsome Cloth. Price 7s. 6d. net.FERMENTSA N I> T E X It ACTIONS.
d Text-booh on the Chemistry and Physics of Fermentative Changes.

BY CARL OPPENHEIMEK, PH.D., M. D.,
Of the Physiological Institute at Erlangen.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN BY

C. AINSWORTH MITCHELL, B.A., F.I.C., F.C.S.
ABRIDGED CONTENTS. Introduction. Definition. Chemical Nature of Ferments.

Influence of External Factors. Mode of Action. Physiological Action. Secretion.

Importance of Ferments to Vital Action. Proteolytic Ferments. Trypsin. Bacteriolytic
and Haemolytic Ferments. Vegetable Ferments. Coagulating Ferments. Saccharifying
Ferments. Diastases. Polysaccharides. Enzymes. Ferments which decompose
Glucosides. Hydrolytic Ferments. Lactic Acid Fermentation. Alcoholic Fermenta-
tion. Biology of Alcoholic Fermentation. Oxydases. Oxidising Fermentation. Bibli-

ography. INDEX.
" Such a veritable multum in parvo has never yet appeared." Brewers' Journal.

THIRD EDITION. In Handsome Cloth. Fully Illustrated.

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF BREWING.
FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS AND PRACTICAL MEN.

BY WALTER J. SYKES.

REVISED BY ARTHUR R. LING, F.I.C., F.C.S.,
Editor of the Journal of the Institute of Brewing.

CONTENTS. Physical Principles Involved. The Chemistry of Brewing. The
Microscope. Vegetable Biology. Fermentation. Water. Barley and Malting.
Arrangement of Brewery Plant. Quantities of Materials. Fermentation. Antiseptics.

Finings. Characteristics of Beer. Diseases of Beer. INDEX.

In Crown 8vo. Handsome Cloth. Fully Illustrated. 6s. net.

PEAT: Its Use and Manufacture.
BY PHILIP R. BJORLING, Consulting Hydraulic Engineer,

AND FREDERICK T. GISSING.
GENERAL CONTENTS. Introduction. The Formation of Peat. Area and Depth of Bogs in

Principal Countries. Manufacture of Peat Fuel, &c. Cut Peat, Dredged Peat, and Manufactured
Peat. Machinery employed in the Manufacture ofPeat Fuel. Peat Moss Litter, and the Machinery
employed in its Manufacture. Peat Charcoal and its Manufacture. Cost of making Peat Fuel and
Charcoal. Other Productions derived from Peat, such as Tar, Manure, Candles, Dyes, Paper, &c.
BIBLIOGRAPHY. INDEX.

In Crown Svo. Handsome Cloth. With 30 Illustrations. 6s. net.

THE CLAYWORKER'S HANDBOOK.
An Epitome of the Materials and Methods employed in Brickmaking and Pottery.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "THE CHEMISTRY OF CLAYWORKING," &C.

GENERAL CONTENTS. Materials used in Clayworking ; Clays, Engpbes, Glazes, Colours,
Water, Fuel, Oils, and Lubricants. The Preparation of the Clay, Mining and Quarrying,
Weathering, Washing, Grinding. Tempering, ancl Pugging. Machinery ; Boilers, Engines, General
Machinery, Sieves, Mixing Machinery, Presses, &c. Dryers and Drying. Engobing and Glazing.
Setting or Charging, Transport. Kilns. Firing. Discharging, Sorting, and Packing. Defects

and Waste. Tests, Analysis and Control. BIBLIOGRAPHY. TABLES.- INDEX.

"We can thoroughly recommend this handy little book to all our readers.
"
-Brick and

Pottery Trades' Journal.
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SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.
With Tables, Illustrations in the Text, and 37 Lithographic Plates. Medium

8vo. Handsome Cloth. 305.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL WORKS:
A Guide to the Construction of Works for the Prevention of the

Pollution by Sewage of Rivers and Estuaries.

BY W. SANTO CRIMP, M.lNST.C.E., F.G.S.,
Late Assistant-Engineer, London County Council.

"
Probably the MOST COMPLETE AND REST TREATISE on the subject which has appeared

in our language." Edinburgh. MedicalJournal.

Beautifully Illustrated, ivith Numerous Plates, Diagrams, and
Figures in the Text. 21s. net.

TRADES' WASTE:
ITS TREATMENT AND UTILISATION.

A Handbook for Borough Engineers, Surveyors, Architects, and Analysts.

BY W. NAYLOR, F.O.S., A.M.lNST.C.E.,
Chief Inspector of Rivers, Kibble Joint Committee.

CONTENTS. I. Introduction. II. Chemical Engineering. III. Wool De-greasing
and Grease Recovery. IV. Textile Industries; Calico Bleaching and Dyeing. V. Dyeing
and Calico-Printing. VI. Tanning and Fellmongery. VII. Brewery and Distillery
Waste. VIII. Paper Mill Refuse. IX. General Trades' Waste. INDEX.
"There is probably no person in England to-day better fitted to deal rationally with

such a subject." British Sanitarian.

In Handsome Cloth. With 59 Illustrations. 6s. net.SMOKE ABATEMENT.
A Manual for the Use of Manufacturers, Inspectors, Medical Officers of

Health, Engineers, and Others.

BY WILLIAM NICHOLSON,
Chief Smoke Inspector to the Sheffield Corporation.

CONTENTS. Introduction. General Legislation against the Smoke Nuisance.
Local Legislation. Foreign Laws. Smoke Abatement. Smoke from Boilers, Furnaces,
and Kilns. Private Dwelling-House Smoke. Chimneys and their Construction.
Smoke Preventers and Fuel Savers. Waste Gases from Metallurgical Furnaces.
Summary and Conclusions. INDEX.
" We welcome such an adequate statement on an important subject." British

Medical Journal.

SECOND EDITION. In Medium 8vo. Thoroughly Revised and Re-Written.

155. net,

CALCAREOUS CEMENTS:
THEIR NATURE, PREPARATION, AND USES.
some Re:m.si>x?lx:s upon. Cemen/t T

BY GILBERT R. REDGRAVE, Assoc. INST. C.E.,
Assistant Secretary for Technology, Board of Education, South Kensington,

AND CHARLES SPACKMAN, F.C.S.
"We can thoroughly recommend it as a first-class investment." Practical Engineer.
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With Four Folding Plates and Numerous Illustrations. Large 8vo.

8s. 6d. net.

,- Y:
A Practical Treatise on the Selection of Sources and the Distribution of Water.

BY REGINALD E. MIDDLETON, M.LvsT.C.E., M.lNST.MECH.E., F.S.I.

ABRIDGED CONTENTS. Introductory. Requirements as to Quality. Requirements
as to Quantity. Storage Reservoirs. Purification. Service Reservoirs. The Flow
of Water through Pipes. Distributing Systems. Pumping Machines. Special

Requirements.
"As a companion for the student, and a constant reference for the technical man, we

anticipate it will take an important position on the bookshelf." Practical Engineer.

In Large Crown 8vo. Fully Illustrated. In Two Volumes.

VOLUME I. FOURTH EDITION. Price 7s. 6d. net.
,, II. THIRD EDITION. READY SHORTLY.

THE CHEMISTRY OF

GAS MANUFACTURE :

A Hand-Book on the Production, Purification, and Testing of Illuminating

Gas, and the Assay of the Bye-Products of Gas Manufacture.

BY W. J. ATKINSON BUTTERFIELD, M.A., F.I.C., F.O.S.,
Formerly Head Chemist, Gas Works, Beckton, London, E.

" The BEST WORK of its kind which we have ever had the pleasure of re-

viewing." Journal of Gas Lighting.

With Diagrams and Illustrations. 5s. net.ACETYLENE:
THE PRINCIPLES OF ITS GENERATION AND USE.

BY F. H. LEEDS, F.I.O., F.C.S.,
Member of the Society of Public Analysts and of the Acetylene Association;

AND W. J. ATKINSON BUTTERFIELD, M.A., F.I.C., F.C.S.,
Consulting Chemist, Author of "The Chemistry of Gas Manufacture."

" Brimful of information." Chem. Trade Journal.
" We can thoroughly recommend the book to the manufacturer as a reliable work

of reference, to the user as supplying valuable hints on apparatus and methods of

procedure, and to the student as a safe and certain guide." Acetylene.

Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. Price 16s. net.

FIRE AND EXPLOSION RISKS:
A Handbook of the Detection, Investigation, and Prevention of Fires and Explosions.

BY DR. YON SCHWAKTZ.
Translated from the Revised German Edition

BY C. T. C. S ALTER.
ABBRIDGED GENERAL CONTENTS. Fires and Explosions of a General Character -

Dangers arising from Sources of Light and Heat. Dangerous Gases. Risks Attending
Special Industries. Materials Employed. Agricultural Products. Fats, Oils, and
Kesins. Mineral Oils and Tar. Alcohol, &c. Metals, Oxides, Acids, &c. Lightning
Ignition Appliances, Fireworks.

"The work affords a wealth of information on the chemistry of fire and kindred

topics." Fire and Water.
"A complete and useful survey of a subject of wide interest and vital importance."

Oil and Colourman's Journal.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND,
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THIRTEENTH EDITION, Thoroughly Revised. The Appendix on Sanitary
Law being Entirely Re-Written for this Edition. Price 6s.

PRACTICAL SANITATION:
A HAND-BOOK FOR SANITARY INSPECTORS AND OTHERS

INTERESTED IN SANITATION.

By GEpRGE REID, M.D., D.P.H.,
Fellow, Mem. Council, and Examiner, Sanitary Institute of Great Britain,

and Medical Officer to the Staffordshire County Council.

TKUtb an BppenMx on Sanitary Xaw
By HERBERT MANLEY, M.A., M.B., D.P.H.,

Burrister-at-Law.

GENERAL CONTENTS. Introduction. Water Supply: Drinking Water, Pollution of

Water. Ventilation and Warming. Principles of Sewage Removal. Details of Drainage ;

Refuse Removal and Disposal. Sanitary and Insanitary Work and Appliances. Details of
Plumbers' Work. House Construction. Infection and Disinfection. Food, Inspection of ;

Characteristics of Good Meat; Meat, Milk, Fish, &c., unfit for Human Food. Appendix:
Sanitary Law ; Model Bye-Laws, <S:c.

" A VERY USEFUL HANDBOOK, with a very useful Appendix. We recommend it not only to SANITARY
INSPECTORS, but to HOUSEHOLDERS and ALL interested in Sanitary Matters." Sanitary Record.

In Handsome Cloth. With 53 Illustrations. 35. 6d. net.

LESSONS ON SANITATION.
BY JOHN WM. HARRISON, M.R.SAN.L,

Mem. Incor. Assoc. Mun. and County Engineers ; Surveyor, Wombwell, Yorks.

CONTENTS. Water Supply. Ventilation. Drainage. Sanitary Building Construction.
Infectious Diseases. Food Inspection. Duties of an Inspector of Nuisances and Common
Lodging-Houses. Infectious Diseases Acts. Factory and Workshop Acts. Housing of
the Working-Classes Act. Shop Hours Acts. Sale of Food and Drugs Acts. The Mar-
garine Acts. Sale of Horseflesh, &c., Rivers Pollution. Canal Boats Act. Diseases of
Animals. Dairies, Cowsheds and Milkshops Order. Model Bye-Laws. Miscellaneous.
INDEX.
"
Accurate, reliable, and compiled with conciseness and care." Sanitary Record.

SECOND EDITION, Revised. In Crown 8vo. Handsome Cloth. Profusely
Illustrated. 8s. 6d. net.

SANITARY ENGINEERING:
A Practical Manual of Town Drainage and Sewage and Refuse Disposal.

For Sanitary Authorities, Engineers, Inspectors, Architects,
Contractors, and Students.

BY FRANCIS WOOD, A.M.lNsr.C.E., F.G.S.,
Borough Engineer and Surveyor, Fulham ; late Borough Engineer, Bacup, Lanes.

GENERAL CONTENTS.
Introduction. Hydraulics. Velocity of Water in Pipes. Earth Pressures and Retaining

Walls. Powers. House Drainage. Land Drainage. Sewers. Separate System. Sewage
Pumping. Sewer Ventilation. Drainage Areas. Sewers, Manholes, &c. Trade Refuse.

Sewage Disposal Works. Bacterial Treatment. Sludge Disposal. Construction and
Cleansing of Sewers. Refuse Disposal. Chimneys and Foundations.
"The volume bristles with information which will be greedily read by those in need of assistance. The

book Is one that ought to be on the bookshelves ofEVERY PRACTICAL ENGINEER." Sanitary Journal." A VERITABLE POCKET COMPENDIUM of Sanitary Engineering. ... A work which may, in

many respects, be considered as COMPLETE . . , COMMENDABLY CAUTIOUS . . . INTERESTING
. . . SUGGESTIVE." Public Health Engineer. ___

LONDON : CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND.



CHEMISTRY AND TECHNOLOGY. 79

VOL. I. Now READY. IN HALF MOROCCO, 24s. NET.

In Two Volumes, each complete in itself.

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL TABLES
FOR THE USE OF ANALYSTS, PHYSICISTS, CHEMICAL

MANUFACTURERS AND SCIENTIFIC CHEMISTS.

Volume I. Chemical Engineering, Physical Chemistry.

Volume II. Chemical Physics, Pure and Analytical Chemistry.
[Shortly.

BY JOHN CASTELL-EVANS, F.I.C., F.C.S.,
Lecturer on Inorganic Chemistry and Metallurgy at the Finsbury Technical College.

The Tables may almost claim to be exhaustive; and embody and collate all the most
recent data established by experimentalists at home and abroad. The volumes will be
found invaluable to all engaged in research and experimental investigation in Chemistry and
Physics.

The Work comprehends as far as possible ALL RULES AND TABLES required by the

Analyst, Brewer, Distiller, Acid- and Alkali-Manufacturer, &c., &c. ; and also the prin-

cipal data in THERMO-CHEMISTRY, ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY, and the various branches of

CHEMICAL PHYSICS. Every possible care has been taken to ensure perfect accuracy, and
to include the results of the most recent investigations.

SECOND EDITION. In Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. Beautifully

Illustrated. With Plates and Figures in the Text.

Road Making and Maintenance :

A PBACTICAL TREATISE FOB ENGINEERS,
SURVEYORS, AND OTHERS.

WITH AN HISTORICAL SKETCH OF ANCIENT AND MODERN PRACTICE.

BY THOS. AITKEN, Assoc.M.lNST.O.E.,
Member of the Association of Municipal and County Engineers ; Member of the Sanitary

Inst. ; Surveyor to the County Council of Fife, Cupar Division.

WITH NUMEROUS PLATES, DIAGRAMS, AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

CONTENTS. Historical Sketch. Resistance of Traction. Laying out
New Roads. Earthworks, Drainage, and Retaining Walls. Road
Materials, or Metal. Quarrying. Stone Breaking and Haulage. Road-
Rolling and Scarifying. The Construction of New, and the Maintenance
of existing Roads. Carriage Ways and Foot Ways.
" The Literary style is EXCELLENT. . . . A COMPREHENSIVE and EXCELLENT Modern Book, an

OP-TO-BATE work. . . . Should be on the reference shelf of every Municipal and County
Engineer or Surveyor in the United Kingdom, and of every Colonial Engineer." The Surveyor.

IONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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FOURTH EDITION, Revised and Enlarged. With Illustrations. I2s. 6d.

Painters'

Colours, Oils, & Varnishes:
A PRACTICAL MANUAL.

BY GEORGE H. HURST, F.C.S.,
Member of the Society of Chemical Industry ; Lecturer on the Technology of Painters'

Colours, Oils, and Varnishes, the Municipal Technical School, Manchester.

GENERAL CONTENTS. Introductory THE COMPOSITION, MANUFACTURE,
ASSAY, and ANALYSIS of PIGMENTS, White, Red, Yellow and Orange, Green,
Blue, Brown, and Black LAKES Colour and Paint Machinery Paint Vehicles

(Oils, Turpentine, &c., &c.) Driers VARNISHES.
" A THOROUGHLY PRACTICAL book, . . . the ONLY English work that satisfactorily

treats of the manufacture of oils, colours, and pigments." Chemical Trades' Journal

%* FOR Mr. HURST'S GARMENT DYEING AND CLEANING, see p. 84.

In Crown 8vo. Handsome Cloth. With Illustrations. 55.

THE PAINTER'S LABORATORY GUIDE.
A Student's Handbook of Paints, Colours, and Varnishes.

BY GEORGE H. HURST, F.C.S., M.S.C.I.

ABSTRACT OF CONTENTS. Preparation of Pigment Colours. Chemical Principles
Involved. Oils and Varnishes. Properties of Oils and Vamishes. Tests and Experiments.

Plants, Methods, and Machinery of the Paint and Varnish Manufactures.

This Work has been designedly the AutJiorfor the Laboratory ofthe Technical School, and
of the Paint and Colour Works, andfor all interested or engaged in these industries.

"This excellent handbook, . . . the model of what a handbook should be." Oils,

Colours, and Drysalteries.

THIRD EDITION, Revised. In Crown 8vo. extra. With Numerous Illustra-

tions and Plates (some in Colours), including Original Designs. 12s. 6d.

Painting and Decorating:
A Complete Practical Manual for House

Painters and Decorators.
BY WALTER JOHN PEARCE,

LECTURER AT THE MANCHESTER TECHNICAL SCHOOL FOR HOUSE-PAINTING AND DECORATING

GENERAL CONTENTS.
Introduction Workshop and Stores Plant and Appliances Brushes and

Tools Materials : Pigments, Driers, Painters' Oils Wall Hangings Paper
Hanging Colour Mixing Distempering Plain Painting Staining Varnish
and Varnishing Imitative Painting Graining Marbling Gilding Sign-
Writing and Lettering Decoration : General Principles Decoration in Dis-

temper Painted Decoration Relievo Decoration Colour Measuring and
Estimating Coach-Painting Ship-Painting.
"A THOROUGHLY USEFUL BOOK . . . GOOD, SOUND, PRACTICAL INFOR-

MATION in a CLEAR and CONCISE FORM. " Plumber and Decorator.
"A THOROUGHLY GOOD AND RELIABLE TEXT-BOOK. . . . So FULL and

COMPLETE that it would be difficult to imagine how anything further could be
added about the Painter's craft." Builders' Journal.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED. EXETER STREET, STRAND.



CHEMISTRY AND TECHNOLOGY. 81

SECOND EDITION. In Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. With 4 Plates

and Several Illustrations. 1 6s. net.

THE CHEMISTRY OF INDIA RUBBER.
A Treatise on the Nature of India Rubber, its Chemical and Physical Examina-

tion, and the Determination and Valuation of India Rubber Substitutes.

Including the Outlines of a Theory on Vulcanisation.

BY CARL OTTO WEBER, PH.D.
"
Replete with scientific and also with technical interest. . . . The section on physical

properties is a complete resume, ofevery thing known on the subject." India-rubberJournal.

In Large Crown 8vo. Fully Illustrated. 53. net.

GLUE, GELATINE,
AND THEIR ALLIED PRODUCTS,

A Practical Handbook for the Manufacturer, Agriculturist, and Student of Technology.

BY THOMAS LAMBERT,
Analytical and Technical Chemist.

CONTENTS. Historical. GLUE. GELATINE. Size and Isinglass. Treatment of Efflu-
ent* produced in Glue and Gelatine Making. Liquid and other Glues, Cements, &c. Uses
of Glue and Gelatine. Residual Products. Analysis of Raw and Finished Products.
APPENDIX. INDEX.
"A sufficient account of modern methods of working, chiefly from a practical standpoint.

A book . . . of real value." Chemical News.

AT PRESS. In Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. Fully Illustrated.

THE ANALYSIS OF MATERIALS USED INTHE LEATHER I ** I> \J S T It Y .

By S. R. TROTMAN, M.A., F.I.C.,
Public Analyst for the City of Nottingham, Member of the International Association

of Leather Trades' Chemists.
SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS. Standard Solutions. Acids, Alkalies, &c. Water. Depilation

and Deliming. Fleshings, &c. Glue. Spent Liquors. Mineral and Vegetable Tanning
Agents. Oils. Soaps. Varnishes. Skin. Leather. Dyestuffs. Degreasing Agents.
Effluents. GLCSSARY. INDEX.

In Medium 8vo, Handsome Cloth. Fully Illustrated. 12s. 6d. net.

PAPER TECHNOLOGY:
AN ELEMENTARY MANUAL ON THE MANUFACTURE, PHYSICAL QUALITIES,

AND CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS OF PAPER AND OF
PAPERMAKING FIBRES.

With Selected Tables for Stationers, Publishers, and Others.

BY R. W. SINDALL, F.C.S.
CONTENTS. Introduction. Technical Difficulties relating to Paper. Rag Papers.

Esparto, Straw, Notes on Beating. Wood Pulp. Wood Pulp Papers. Packing Papers
"Art" Papers. The Physical Qualities of Paper. The Chemical Constituents of Paper.
The Microscope. Fibrous Materials used in Paper - making Analysis of a Sheet of

Paper. The C. B S. Units. Cellulose and its Derivatives. History, Chronology, and
Statistics. Dictionary of Chemical Terms. Glossary. City and Guilds Questions.
INDEX.

"
Exceedingly instructive and particularly useful." Paper Makers MonthlyJournal.

In Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. With Plates and Illustrations. 75. 6d. net.

THE MANUFACTURE OF INK,
A Handbook of the Production and Properties of Printing, Writing, and Copying Inks.

BY C. A. MITCHELL, B.A., F.I.C., F.C.S., & T. C. HEPWORTH.
"Thoroughly well arranged . . . and of a genuinely practical order."British Printer.

LONDON : CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND,
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TEXTILE
SECOND EDITION, Thoroughly Revised Throughout. In Two Large,

Volumes. Handsome Cloth.

A MANUAL OP DYEING;
FOR THE USE OF PRACTICAL DYERS, MANUFACTURERS, STUDENTS,

AND ALL INTERESTED IN THE ART OF DYEING.

BY
E. KNECHT, Ph.D., F.I.C., CHR. RAWSON, F.I.C., F.C.S.,

Head of the Chemistry and Dyeing Department of Late Head of the Chemistry and Dyeing Department
the Technical School, Manchester; Editor of "The of the Technical College, Bradford ;

Member
Journal of the Society of Dyers and Colourists

;

"
Council of the Society of Dyers and Colouriatg',;

And RICHARD LOEWENTHAL, Ph.D.
GENERAL CONTENTS. Chemical Technology of the Textile Fabrics

Water Washing and Bleaching Acids, Alkalies, Mordants Natural

Colouring Matters Artificial Organic Colouring Matters Mineral Colours

Machinery used in Dyeing Tinctorial Properties of Colouring Matters

Analysis and Valuation of Materials used in Dyeing, &c., &c.
" This authoritative and exhaustive work . . . the MOST COMPLETE we have yet seen

on the subject." Textile Manufacturer.

In Large Svo, Handsome Cloth. Pp. i-xv + 405. 16s. net.

THE SYNTHETIC DYESTUFFS,
AND

THE INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTS FROM WHICH THEY ARE DERIVED.

BY JOHN CANNELL CAIN, D.Sc. (MANCHESTER AND TUBINGEN),
Technical Chemist,

AND JOCELYN FIELD THORPE, PH.D. (HEIDELBERG),
Lecturer on Colouring Matters in the Victoria University of Manchester.

Part I. Theoretical. Part II. Practical. Part III. Analytical.
" We have no hesitation in describing this treatise as one of the most valuable books

that has appeared. . . . Will give an impetus to the study of Organic Chemistry
generally." Chemical Trade Journal.

Companion Volume to Knecht & Rawsorfs "Dyeing." In Large Svo.

Handsome Cloth, Library Style. 16s. net.

A DICTIONARY OF

DYES, MORDANTS, & OTHER COMPOUNDS
USED IN DYEING AND CALICO PRINTING.

With Formulae, Properties, and Applications of the various substances described,
and concise directions for their Commercial Valuation,

and for the Detection of Adulterants.

BY CHRISTOPHER RAWSON, F.I.C., F.C.S.,
Consulting Chemist to the Behar Indigo Planters' Association ; Co-Author of " A Manual

of Dyeing ;

"

WALTER M. GARDNER, F.C.S.,
Head of the Department of Chemistry and Dyeing, Bradford Municipal Technical College ;

Editor of the " Journ. Soc. Dyers and Colourists ;

"

AND W. F. LAYCOCK, Ph.D., F.C.S.,
Analytical and Consulting Chemist.

"Turn to the book as one may on any subject, or any substance in connection with the

trade, and a reference is sure to be found The authors have apparently left nothing out."
'Textile Mercury.

IONDOM: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITEO, EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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Large Svo. Profusely Illustrated with Plates and Figures in the Text.
16s. net.

THE SPINNING AND TWISTING OF LONG
VEGETABLE FIBRES

(FLAX, HEMP, JUTE, TOW, & RAMIE).
A Practical Manual of the most Modern Methods as applied to the Hackling, Carding,

Preparing, Spinning, and Twisting of the Long Vegetable Fibres of Commerce.

BY HERBERT R. CARTER, Belfast and Lille.

GENERAL CONTENTS. Long Vegetable Fibres of Commerce. Rise and Growth of

the Spinning Industry. Raw Fibre Markets. Purchasing Raw Material. Storing and
Preliminary Operations. Hackling. Sorting. Preparing. Tow Carding and Mixing.
Tow Combing. Gill Spinning. The Roving Frame. Dry and Demi-sec Spinning. Wet
Spinning. Spinning Waste. Yarn Reeling. Manufacture of Threads, Twines, and

>rds. Rope Making. The Mechanical Department. Modern Mill Construction.
aam and Water Power. Power Transmission.
" Meets the requirements of the Mill Manager or Advanced Student in a manner

rhaps more than satisfactory. . . . We must highly commend the work as repre-
iting up-to-date practice." Nature.

n Large Svo, Handsome Cloth, with Numerous Illustrations. 9s. net.

TEXTILE FIBRES OF COMMERCE.
A HANDBOOK OF

The Occurrence, Distribution, Preparation, and Industrial
Uses of the Animal, Vegetable, and Mineral

Products used in Spinning and Weaving.
BY WILLIAM I. HANNAN,

Lecturer on Botany at the Ashton Municipal Technical School, Lecturer on Cottob

Spinning at the Chorley Science and Art School, &c.

With Numerous Photo Engravings from Nature.
" DSEFUL INFORMATION. . . . ADMIRABLE ILLUSTRATIONS. . . . The information

not easily attainable, and in its present convenient form will be valuable." Textile

>rder.

In Large Svo, with Illustrations and Printed Patterns. Price 2 is.

TEXTILE PRINTING :

A PRACTICAL MANUAL.
Including the Processes Used in the Printing of

COTTON, WOOLLEN, SILK, and HALF-
SILK FABRICS.

By C. F. SEYMOUR ROTHWELL, F.C.S.,
Hem. Soc. of Chemical Industries; late Lecturer at the Municipal Technical School,

Manchester.

GENERAL CONTENTS. Introduction. The Machinery Used in Textile

Printing. Thickeners and Mordants. The Printing of Cotton Goods. The
Steam Style. Colours Produced Directly on the Fibre. Dyed Styles.
Padding Style. Resist and Discharge Styles. The Priuting of Compound
Colourings, &c. The Printing of Woollen Goods. The Printing of Silk
Goods. Practical Recipes for Printing. Useful Tables. Patterns.

' ' By FAK THE BEST and MOST PRACTICAL BOOK on TEXTILE PRINTING which has yet been,

brought out, and will long remain the standard work on the subject. It is essentially
practical in character." Textile Mercury," THE MOST PRACTICAL MANUAL of TEXTILE PBINTING which has yet appeared. We have
no hesitation in recommending it." The Textile Manufacturer.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. 12s. 6d.

BLEACHING & CALICO-PRINTING.
A Short Manual for Students and

Practical Men.

BY GEORGE DUERR,
Director of the bleaching, Dyeing, and Printing Department at the Accrington and Bacup

Technical Schools ; Chemist and Colourist at the Irwell Print Works.

ASSISTED BY WILLIAM TURNBULL
(of Turnbull & Stockdale, Limited).

With Illustrations and upwards of One Hundred Dyed and Printed Pattern?

designed specially to show various Stages of the Processes described.

GENERAL CONTENTS. COTTON, Composition of; BLEACHING, New
Processes ; PRINTING, Hand-Block ;

Flat-Press Work
;
Machine Printing

MORDANTS STYLES OF CALICO-PRINTING : The Dyed or Madder Style, Resist

Padded Style, Discharge and Extract Style, Chromed or Raised Colours,
Insoluble Colours, &c. Thickeners Natural Organic Colouring Matters
Tannin Matters Oils, Soaps, Solvents Organic Acids Salts Mineral

Colours Coal Tar Colours Dyeing Water, Softening of Theory of Colours

Weights and Measures, &c.

" When a READY WAY out of a difficulty is wanted, it is IN BOOKS LIKB THIS that it is found."
Textile Recorder.

" Mr. DUEBR'S WORK will be found MOST USEFUL. . . . The information given is of QRBAT
VALUB. . . . The Recipes are THOROUGHLY PRACTICAL." Textile Manufacturer.

SECOND EDITION. Revised and Enlarged. With Numerous

Illustrations. 43. 6d.

GARMENT
DYEING AND CLEANING.

A Practical Book for Practical Men.

BY GEORGE H. HURST, F.C.S.,
Member of the Society of Chemical Industry.

GENERAL CONTENTS. Technology of the Textile Fibres Garment Cleaning
Dyeing of Textile Fabrics Bleaching Finishing of Dyed and Cleaned Fabrics

Scouring and Dyeing of Skin Rugs and Mats Cleaning and Dyeing of Feathers
Glove Cleaning and Dyeing Straw Bleaching and Dyeing Glossary of Drugs
and Chemicals Useful Tables.

" An UP-TO-DATH hand book has long been wanted, and Mr. Hurst has done nothing
more complete than this. An important work, the more so that several of the branches of
the craft here treated upon are almost entirely without English Manuals for the guidance
of workers. The price brings it within the reach of all." Dyer and Calico-Printer.
" Mr. Hurst's wont DECIDEDLY FILLS A WANT . . . ought to be in the hands of

SVERV GARMENT DYER and cleaner in the Kingdom" Textile Mercury.

LONDON : CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO,, LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND.



INTRODUCTORY SCIENCE SERIES. 85

"Boys COULD NOT HAVE A MORE ALLURING INTRODUCTION to scientific pursuit*
than these charming-looking volumes." Letter to the Publishers from the Head-
master of one of our great Public Schools.

Handsome Cloth, 7s. 6d. Gilt, for Presentation, 8s. 6d.

STUDIES Ifl BOTAflY:
SKETCHES OF BRITISH WILD FLOWERS

IN THEIR HOMES.
BY R. LLOYD PRAEGER, B.A., M.R.I.A.

Illustrated by Drawings from Nature by S. Rosamond Praeger,
and Photographs by R. Welch.

GENERAL CONTENTS. A Daisy-Starred Pasture Under the Hawthorne
By the River Along the Shingle A Fragrant Hedgerow A Connemara

Bog Where the Samphire grows A Flowery Meadow Among the Corn
(a Study in Weeds) In the Home of the Alpines A City Rubbish-Heap
Glossary.

"A FRESH AND STIMULATING book . . . should take a high place . . . The
Illustrations are drawn with much skill." The Times.

"BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED. . . . One Of the MOST ACCURATE as well aa

INTERESTING books of the kind we have seen." Athenceum.
"Redolent with the scent of woodland and meadow." The Standard.

With 12 Full-Page Illustrations from Photographs. Cloth.

Second Edition, Revised. 8s. 6d.

STUDIES I]I GEOLOGY:
An Introduction to Geology Out-of-doors.

BY GRENVILLE A. J. COLE, F.G.S., M.R.I.A.,
Professor of Geology in the Royal College of Science for Ireland,

and Examiner in the University of London.

GENERAL CONTENTS. The Materials of the Earth A Mountain Hollow
Down the Valley Along the Shore Across the Plains Dead Volcanoes
A Granite Highland The Annals of the Earth The Surrey Hills The

Folds of the Mountains.
"The FASCINATING ' OPEN-AIR STUDIES' of PROF. OGLE give the subject a GLOW OF

ANIMATION . . . cannot fail to arouse keen interest in geology." Geological JMagatine." A CHARMING BOOK, beautifully illustrated." Athenaeum.

Beautifully Illustrated. With a Frontispiece in Colours, and Numerous
Specially Drawn Plates by Charles Whymper. 7s. 6d.

STUDIES If!
SKETCHES OF BRITISH BIRDS IN THEIR HAUNTS.

BY CHARLES DIXON.
The Spacious Air. The Open Fields and Downs. In the Hedgerows. On

Open Heath and Moor. On the Mountains. Amongst the Evergreens.
Copse and Woodland. By Stream and Pool. The Sandy Wastes and Mud-
flats. Sea-laved Rocks. Birds of the Cities. INDEX.
"Enriched with excellent illustrations. A welcome addition to all libraries.'' West-

minster Review.

IONDON : CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED EXETER STREET. STRAND
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Twenty-third Annual Issue. Handsome doth, 7s. 6d.

(To Subscribers, 6s.).

THE OFFICIAL YEAR-BOOK
OF THE

SCIENTIFIC AND LEARNED SOCIETIES OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND IRELAND.

COMPILED FROM OFFICIAL SOURCES.

Comprising (together with other Official Information) LISTS of the

PAPERS read during the Session 1905-1906 before all the LEADING
SOCIETIES throughout the Kingdom engaged in the following Depart-
ments of Research :

i. Science Generally: i.e., Societies occupy-

ing themselves with several Branches of

Science, or with Science and Literature

jointly.
2. Mathematics and Physics.

3. Chemistry and Photography.
4. Geology, Geography, and Mineralogy.
5. Biology, including Microscopy and An-

thropology.

6. Economic Science and Statistics.

J 7. Mechanical Science, Engineering, and
Architecture.

8. Naval and Military Science.

9. Agriculture and Horticulture.
10. Law.
11. Literature.
12. Psychology.
13. Archaeology.

14. MEDICINE.

"FILLS A VERY REAL WANT." Engineering.
" INDISPENSABLE to any one who may wish to keep himself

abreast of the scientific work of the day." Edinburgh Medical

Journal.
" The YEAR-BOOK OF SOCIETIES is a Record which ought to be of the greatest use for

the progress of Science." Lord Play/air, F.R.S., K.C.B., M.P., Past-President oftkt
British Association.

"
It goes almost without saying that a Handbook of this subject will be in time

one of the most generally useful works for the library or the desk." The Times.
"
British Societies are now d In the 'Year-Book of the Scientific and

Learned Societies of Great Britain and Ireland.'" (Art. "Societies" in New Edition of
"
Encyclopaedia Britannica," vol. xxii.)

Copies of the FIRST ISSUE, giving an Account of the History,

Organization, and Conditions of Membership of the various

Societies, and forming the groundwork of the Series, may still be

had, price 7/6. Also Copies of the Issues following.

The YKAR-BOOK OF SOCIETIES forms a complete INDEX TO THE SCIENTIFIC WORK of the

sessional year in the various Departments. It is used as a HANDBOOK in all our great
SCIENTIFIC CENTRES, MUSEUMS, and LIBRARIES throughout the Kingdom, and has become
an INDISPENSABLE BOOK OF REFERENCE to every one engaged in Scientific Work.

READY IN OCTOBER EACH YEAR.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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